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I-lononble Thonuu Foley

Spam:
U.8. House of Repnwmtives
Wuhington. D.C. 30515

Dear Mr. Spain:

I am becoming incraaingly troubled about the growing swirl of
surrounding the event: related to the Whitewater investigation and the invol

Adminmmion offlclalsin them. Svtl munlbldlmuapw which mahu it
lmpetp1ivethnt1nCon;resacanyoutluCon|mdmulovcnigh1!\n\cflnn. Ith
greateomunwmcmn,duplu:npatndmquen|,mbaxinph:voboa1beldln\ln
Raprc:auadvure1afing\oduwu1uunwndlng!heWhltawa1ersinndon._

\
Tiaaflnwforuatobeg1nwrecdtym!||lmadonmduacln:o\u:upondbl1!tyl|h\;

overdue. lrapectfully requeatdmyoua:nvaw\bip|:flnnCcn;!'csdotal1udenhlpnndn;
uacouupoudbleeaflymxzwaeknflutwaanboglndlncuadngbowbenwaannnnnw
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March Z. 1994

The Honorable George J. Mitchell
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Leader:

We are writing to inform you that w= will nbgect to any azreemeiit seeking consent
to procecd to the nomination of Ricki R. 'l‘i;;ert. President Clinton’: nominee to chair the
Federal Deposit lnouruncu C\Ji'por.lt.ion, until the -ghnntfi Banking Committna has an
opportunity to thoroughly examine the Resolution Trust Corporation’: handling of its civil
investigation into Madison Guaranty Savings and Luau.

As you know, the Acting Chief Executive Utncer of the RTC, Roger Altman, (
recently dimzllmed that he sought a meeting with White House nfiicials t0 give them 8
"heads-up" on the R'1'C's investigation. Needless :0 say. such a meeting is highly
irnprnper and raioco vory real questions ahnnt.Mr. Altman's impartiality and the alleged
independence of the investigation. Specifically, why were Harold lckes and Margaret
Williams present, in addition to White House Counool Bernard Nnnnhaum? According to
the Waghingg Eggt, Mr. Ickos the Deputy Chief of Staff, is roaponnhle for Whitewater
"damage control". Ms. Williams, Chief of Stall‘ for Mn. Clinton, had previously
pu-tidpatnd with Mr Nussbaum in searching Vincent Fostefs office and sending all or
some of the materials to David Kendall of Williams and Connolly who is representing the
President and Mrs. Clinton.

We believe public hearing! are required to explore these and other question:
involving the nttondanon of political operatives at the White House in briefing: by the
head of a supposedly independent agency on matter: that have nothing: to do with the
Executive Oflico of the President.

'

We regret having to delay the Senate's consideration of Ms, 'l‘igert's nomination.
Ncvcrtholooo, the American people deserve to have confidence that the RTC oondncto ite'
important business in an independent and impartial fashion. A Congressional hearing is
an appropriate forum in which to examine the important ethical and regulatory issued
raised by the Altman-White House meeting.

Si nrnrely.

Pr.
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‘Ft:
RTC
RESOLUTION IRUSI CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfident:

March 3, 1994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
United States Senate
105 Dirksen Senate Offioe Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

As you know, I testified before your Committee last week in connection with the semi
annual Oversight hearings on the RTC. I was asked about any contacts which I had with
representatives of the White House on RTC matters and described a meeting which I had.

I would like to expand the record as follows. First, to the best of my recollection, no non
public information was provided on this case to representatives of the White House during
that discussion. Second, it is my understanding that RTC staff had already had discussions
with Senator D'Amato's staff on statuteof limitations issues. Third, the Trasury General
Counsel, who also attended the meeting, has advised me that before that meeting she sat

down with this Department’: designatedEthics Offieer. She informed him of the purposes of
the meeting and asked his view. He advised her that he saw no problem.

In short, there was no discussion whatsoever on the substanceof this case. That‘: because I
never have had, nor have, any knowledge of the substance. I have received no documents tn
that regard, nor otherwise received any information on the substanceof this matter.

.

Roger C. Altman

00117mStreet,NW Washington,oc 211434
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Thin rmnoerlpr has not yr: beencheckedagain: vidampr
and cannot. for that reason.beguortmmd ca toaccuracyof
speakeraand apalling of names.(JPN)

CHARLIE ROBE Transcript #1065

March 3, 1994

White House Chief of Staff Mack
McLarty

M1-.MoLAB'l‘Y: ...very fine and careful one.and that waa
oneocfthepoint: I was trying to makeearlier, in term: 0!
thechief of ataifa job. That microecape.that ecrutiny. the
information that peopleget now aboutthe political orooaae.
inmuch.much broader than it was live. 10. 15yaare ago.
And talking to tome of my predecessors,very fewevendid
any interviewe durin their tenure aachiefof staff That‘:g .
oneoftha dramatic changes.So that'ljuat oneof the
complexities,the realities that you haveto deal with. but l
wouldmuch rather look at the aubatantialand
fundamental progrenethat's boonmadebreakinggridlock,
gettinga budget paaeed,getting the deficitdown,posing
NAFTA to open up marketa. Thoae are truly important.
ROSE: I want to talk aboutthat, and I want to talk about
theeoonolny.and I want to talk aboutthe [unintelligible]
but jun atay with mo, in termaofWhitewater. Al Hunt,
writing in taodayh
Mr. MoLAR'l'Y: Very fine journalist and aomeoneI like
and reapact.
ROBE: Let me tell you what he aaidoh March 8rd.
M.r.HALARTY: Well, l read it carefulhrthis morning.
ROSE: He aaid, 'lPWhitewater ie to beonly an
embarraeernent,rather than a cancerthat ontoawayat the
Preaidant'acredibility, three atapaare in order.Mr.
Nuaabaurn,a nice man and an ableWall Street lawyer,
must bereplaced.A email Whitewater teammutt be
formedto deal with the iotrioadaa ofthe aundal, asWhite
House hopeathat it would rooedaalter appointmentof Mr.
Fink: haven't materialized." and thirdly. hesaid, ‘Boolean
must toll Mn. Clinton that ehe'l cauaiug I lot of the
problemaand that continuing threatens thinga tar more
liitportant to her,” ouchas her role in the healthcue
deliberations. And what do you think aboutthia?A lot of
peopleaaying that Mr. Nueehatun,who has noonto he
connectedto a lot oftheoe iaauaa,probablyoughtnot he the
Pi-ea1daat'adate!lawyer.
Mr. M¢LAl!'l‘Y: Well, I think Bernie Nuaehaumin a
lawyer of dlatlmtion. He
BOBB: Aa everyonedooe.
Mr.Ml=I-A817: —ea ne—I waut— but I wantto
underscorethat. He has been vary loyal and lupportive of
this preaidont. lie haa beenthe paraonthat realh!waaat
the foreiront of recommendingMr. Fraeh for the FBI.
Juluce Olnaborg for the Su remeCourt. So I Ip hink we
acedto balance thin ledger out I think, again,you'regoing
to acetheae tasueain the laat twoor threeadministrations,

1

XO00874 -

regardleaawhether they heRepihlian or Demouratie.
Thaaa typoof issues comeup. and there’ll ha aomo
controveray.and auggeationaofthls wpe will he nade.
R082: lt‘a not the firat time thia haa beenmaria llnean_
thia ia really a question that continues to arise bacanaa
everytimayou havethcee hli-paliha thin. with raapaottn
the appearanoaof irnprowiety. Icroarn.-ilk).
Hr. MoLAB‘l‘Y: Yea. theta important No, that’:
in nant.9°
ROBE: Whether it has to dowith movingaomeiiie from
Vina Foetor’aofllce and aonding it over to the Proaidenth
attorney, or whatever it happena to be,that you endup
with than ulla for Mr. Nuelbaum'e reaignatin. latlut
under oonaideration?
Mr. MoLAR'l'Y: Well, l think that’: the Preaidenfa
decision.He’: expreeeedconfidencein Bernie Huaahaum.
I've apohanto someof the reaaooathat he feels that aanee
of confidence.I think also, going hack to the Whitewater
‘uoue,Charlie, you'll reoall the decision wasmadefin: to
bevery tun in diaaloaureof documentsthat weregiven to
thedurum Department. and let me undemocra
ROBE: But— okay, go ahead.
Mr. Me1.A8'1'Y: -ploaae, bamuaethis in an important
point. in the Juatioo Department, than werecareerJuatloe
prosecutor: that were charged with the responsibility of
thowhitawatar matter, and than the nan atopno to
mm-e—that was thought by somenot enough,although I
thinltyouanruaka a very etrongoauthatwithno
credibleevidence.no specific charges, that woemorethan
onoughatape.But letiatake it to thenaxtateponthe
aperial wunael, which waa walledfor and ultimately was
done,with a very rmpeetedman. Mr. Flake, whom l'va not
met. so 1think that’: where the Whitewater matter reata 1
thinhi!yougotothapartioularmootinga,youvtlliind
that thoethicaotficeiromthetreaeury, ag-aizgacarear
paraon.thought that meeting was totally proper.
ROSE: But Mr. Altman nay: he regrets it
Hr. MoLAB'!‘Y: And lthi.nhthePrealdentdoaa,too.l
think we alldo.ithinltyouaaiditJuatngl1t. ithink we
baveto beveryjudioieua, vcrycarefuhinanyevanremote
appearanceof impropriety about mattara ouchanthae.
andvreoertainiywiilmakaevaryeflorttooontinuatodo
tl:at.'l'hatdoea notmean,Charlie,thatwewi1ldothluga
in evaryone'aeyesJ'11ltF1151.Ind partieularb WIN "Ill
parhapahave a diifercnt view about certain phibaophiaa
and political initiativea. "

8088- The House of Repoeaentativeaand the Senate.on
thaRepublican aide. are in uproar over thin. You have
Robert DoleandNewt Gingriehoalling forallldadaol

and ooaapar. ina~R'l'Y: Well, you know
ROBB: -—andI realize that'a polifiu, but they aecatto nay
there'aa covaruvDillon here audthat there’: anethical
lapaa.and calling tor Senator Riegle, a Damoeat, to
engageina—hearingaonthepartofthe8enataBaukia:
Committee.
Mr. MQLARTY: Now, Charlie. that'anothln¢— that’e
nothing new. The truth ia that memheraof the Bankiiq
Committee. including Senator D'Amato‘aatafl. as well an



am

Sewer Rietlfl aw! Ind. 1believe.others. were oi-mac on
the came information. all of which was in the public record.
Tl" P0111‘18-'0'"M WbeW17 careful andjudicious
lbw aw anwwwv of imwpriety. but l would um Mo
that acmeof the sourcesan people,ma 9,991, ofpa;
respect,that are now talking about thia, alaohad
mutated a special counaol.if it was a paraooof ohjectivlty
and distinction. that that woethe right way to handle this
matter, and that's preciselywhat we‘vedone.
ROSE: Al Hunt. to ii“ mycolleaguea credit, points
out.

Mr. MoLAR’l‘Y: And Al canappreciate[cmutolhl
ROSE: —and certainly live him a lot of airtime here. but
hepoints out what s lot of peoplehave said in many canoe.
thoseinauooes of thinga like this, than'a more-—there's
moreblame in the way it‘: handled than whatever was
alleged in the first plaoo,whatever the merits of the
allegations.
Mr. MeLAR'I‘Y: Tl\ltr'" and that point is a goodone. He
makes that about several of theWhite Houses, r:otj\;at»
ROBE: Yea. He sure does.
Mr. MALARTY: —okay, notjust (croaatolltl.
ROBE: And is it possiblethat. I mean, do you and does
thePresident allow that iltia thing's beenhandled badly?
Mr. llel.Alt'l'Y: Uh, l think. in retrospect,Charlie, there's
a number of things that you would alwqs dod.iil'et~entLy.
ROBE: Nothing to do with themm-itsof it.
Mr. MaI.AR‘l‘Y: lunderstand. lundarstaod.
ROBE: And I lutow that theWhite Houee and you believe
that nothing has beendonewrong hero
Mr. MoLAR'l‘Y: And that's right.
ROBE: —but it's beenhandled badly.
Mr. McLARTY: Well, I think "badly," l'm not lure I
would quite-—
ROSB: Chooaeyour own word.
Lb. Mol.AR'l'Y: —(o:-omolh}words, but I thing, in
retrospect,you would doaomethingdiflerontly. you might
havemovedquicker on a particular decisionor that. But to
goback to the osntrsl point. l thinlt we limply have to be
very careful in howwe handle this typo ofmattar,
particularly to avoid arureven remote perceptionof
lnappropriatanessor impropriety.
ROBE: The President earlier today eaid. "1think new that
tome la an actual rennal processunderway everyonewill
hemuchmore sensitive. But I have directedMack MtLarty
to prepare s memorandumabout how we should handle
and respond to any such contactsoeminzour way In this
oil'lce.eothatwowillbandove:-backwards to avoidnot
only the fact but any appearanceof lmpropriewf When
will that memorandumcome?
Mr. MoLAR'l‘Y: That will bedone today.
ROBE: it'll he out today?
Mr. MoLAR'l‘Y: lt was not discussed.but communicated
lo the strongest of terms yesterday.
R081: From the Preaident to you, or
Mr. MoLAlt'l‘!: No, from mo to tho stall‘.
ROBE: —-youto the atafl'.Yes. we read about that. Saying
what, that [cmsstalhI—
Mr. Mc.LAR'!T: Well

X00087S
ROBE: —cannct allow this to happen beoauaeof tha
appearance?
Mr. MQLARTY: Exactly. And while it may bewithin Q"
boundaof legality and psi-t'octb'in operating norm; Q‘.
diflerent point in time, we do not needto havegqy Qua“
with any rqulatory agencysurrounding any qtghqg
mattoro,without proper approval by the proper pa;-eonin
theWhite House.which will be the deputy general counsel
in the White Houee.
ROSE: Somekind dflahbowl hare, isn't it?

Mr. MoLAB'l‘\': Well, not uuanthtipatad, Charlie. Not
unanticipated
B085: Let mo tsllt about someother thing: here you
wanted to talk about. let mo tallt about them. The
eamomy.Are you worried about what the Fsdaral- what
the chairman of the Fed is doing, Alan Greenspan, in
ui-ma of short-term interest ratea, basedonthe rear or
iollationaod whatthatllgnllmighteendto thebondand
equity markets?
Mr. MoLAB'lY: Well, Charlie, l would say firet we are
vary oitoouragedandplaasodthatlnthls paatyoaralmoat
two mlllionjebs, 90 percent ofwhich were created in the
private sector,Wm created for Americana. That‘! more
than werecreated in the last four years. And.the ddtm.
reduction plan, which mam!were critical of. had deep
skepticism about. actually has driven

ROSI: A lot of Republicans were criticising it.
Mr. MoLAB‘l‘Y: —wall. you said it

. I didn't— but has
driven those inmost rates down, has fueled thia recovery,
aodwhat may hothemostamazingfaat lsthedeiioit
reductionhas actually coma in substantially below earlier
projectlooswhere, as you well ltnow, as someonewho haa
followedthe processhon. that’: almost unheard of. So we
havealottobo lno0\lrlQodlla0ut.I.ntir.teat.l.t'tthCI\.
In termsof the Fed'a policy, of ooune, that's s distinct
body.Chairman Groonnpan it o poraon o

f
emrmoua

respect.Ho has worked prov-orlywith this administration.
ROSE: But in the judpnoot of the White Haule
Mr. MoLAR’l‘Y: And you have to ha1anoe—you have to
balance inflation and nooovory.and that’: what he's tryim

to do, and he'smadethe one adlustroont now.
BOSE: Aroyou a little anxious? lsthsPreadsnt a little
anxious that he may be doing too much, and it wasn't
oeoaaearyto tinker with interest rate right now‘!Betauaa

it was in anticipation of inflation, not the appearance o
f

inflation.
Mr.MoLAB'I‘Y: I think the President spoke on that.
that
ROBE: He was a little
Mr. McLAR'l‘Y: -that he did.n’twant- hewanted to one
this recoverycontinue. and that he respectedthe Fed’!
viewa tobeoonosroed about inflation. whichthlarare
chargedwith. andlthinltlzcrookatothatiustahoutlntha
right way, and hopefully the Fed will uiihrste thelrpolioy
just in about the rilht way.
BOSE: You hopethe Fed was ilsteulns to what the
President said.
Ml‘. MQLARTY: Well. sbmlutely Icmastdlhj.

R085: And might not be doina any more tinkering and
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raising interee: ratee.is whet you hope. ls that right?
Mn MoLAR'I‘Y; Well, what.I iuw. wlnatwe hope.
Charlie. let mejust bevery Ipeciilc. we want a sustained
recovery here. 1believethat the moteare deepin that
regard, and we'reon the right trend line. That‘: what we
went.

ROBE: And you worry that inmeaing interest ratoa
might haveeomeimpact on that reoove and thery C
economicgrowth that waaaobrilliant in the 1"; qqmq of
1998.
Mr. MoLAR'l‘l': Well. that-e'aa real balanceoi inflation
and growth. That'a the oononrn.
ROBE: Ohay. All right. Look at thin. “President's health
plan felta.-ein poll. 60 pereontsay thoy fear decline in
ea:-e."It aeenaathat you havebet beingon the top oithe
curve on health care.
ManMel-A817: But I think, Charlie. in that -- lfthis ie
from a couple efdsya ag:>—
ROSE: (ereaa:alI:J— no.this la todaylcromalhi.
Mr. Mo!-AR‘l'Y: -—no.I think it's s coupleof days ago.
Wednesday.
BOSE: All right. Right.
Mr. MeLAB'!'Y: 1think it aayeatill broadaupport
remaina for major goals and principles Clinton espouaae.
and he at-andsout in the publlo'emind as the onepereon in
Walhingtzm who is trying hard to improvehealth care.
ROBE: And ifyou gethealth care,he'sthe oneperson who
will getcredit forit, but doyou worry
Mr. MeLAIt'l'Y: I think the peopleefthie country give
this Preeident a lot ofe:-edit.Charlie. for tackling and
addreaaingthe tough taeussin this country,and not

allowing drift to tshe place.
ROSE: Deficit reduction. health care,trade.
Mr. He]-\R'l'Y: NAFTA. openingupmarkets
ROBE: Spoofing of trade, are you readyto iauyoaoSuper
301 to get tough with the Japanese?
Mr. Mel.-AB'I‘Y: Well. I think the President had s very
direct and candid eemereetion with Prime Minister
Hoaohawa when hewee here. I think that It waaa vary
constructive diacuaaiousuggestingmaturing in the
relationship, and 1think economiclaeues,trade iaauee
were aeporeted,were separatedihornaecurity issues. and
that‘: the way lt ehouldhe.
B055; Yeah.
Mr. MolAR'l'Y: Certainly, 801would bnoneofour
options.
ROBE: You'd use it?
Mr. MoLA1l'l‘Y: Wall. I think that's the Preaidantfe
deciaioo. Pm aurehe'll apeahto it when he'smadethat
deciaion.
ROBE: But he hunt made the d€'B1ll0il.
Mr. McLAR'l‘Y: l think he ia consideringhis options very
oanciully.
R088: Okay. The queaticnoI- laat night on my
breadoaat.Misha Glenny, a distinguished reporter. eaid.
there's a U.N. report whlth knows whocauaeothe bombi.-g
in the marketplace. Have you aeenthat? Do you know
anything about thia UN. report?
Mr. hie!-4tl\'l‘\': I heard about the interview. I did not see

-s
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it
,

and that doeenot ansanldon‘t Watchyour program.
Charlie, onao. and l do. ti-ob, it’aan amellaut pulp-gm
andl dc eqey it

,

that.'anot lemma‘).
R088: So I telegraphedanyqueetionthat wee coming
Icroutolhl.

Ma-.lleLLBTY1Butl<'lidleotleel-l:a.t|>a:t.i¢\.tla:
interview. l heard aboutit. i have not aeenthe report.
ROBE: You have not seentheUN. report?
Mn h‘Iol.u\Ii‘l'Y: Nu. l havenot aeenthe report.
R088: Saying that— ltaoWing——identifying Who.in fact,
causedthat damage. t

Mr. MoLAlt‘l\': lhsve not aoenthat particular repwt.
ROSE: Yeah.
Mr. McLARTY: 1 think it's under careful etudy by the
{zroaatalkll
B085: Have you hoard diacuaalonaabout that U.N. report
in the White House?
Ms. McLAR'I‘Y: Not in a detailed way. Not in a detailed
way.
ROSE: But theWhite Houao knownwhat it esya?
Mr. McLAR'l‘Y: Well, I have not beenpriw to dimilaiona
or havejust not beeninvolved in those oiaeuaaloua.so l am
heaitanttospesltoneuoha senouaauh)e|:t.aalthink
you'll appreciate.
ROSE: Yea. ldn. They askndmeto- (unt'nuUiJible)—
beoauaal haveeooupleofthingel wsnttnoouieat.
What- what ia the— whet doyou- oauaoeyou the
greatoatanxiety and fear aayou look at this oountayand
its future, from when you ere?And aeoondb-,what makes

you most optimistic?
Mr. MoLAB'l‘Y: It'a a very goodquestion. very thoughtftil
queatioo. I ammoreoptimistic, I an morehopiul than
not.Charlie. Lettnebeglnhythat. I thinltthatthiaiaa
time of extraordinary opportuniq for this country to really
eiubrace the valueethat havebeenI0 meaningful (OI I0
many yeareinthla oouotry, that are so ianportantte all o

f

ua and that 1 weacefiatnly raised with. anwere noMAY
others. But not to retreat to the peat. but to look onward

the future, towardthe 21» century, and to understand the

changeathataretskiugpiutmandto haves fonvardlean

toward those changes,and really move forward together in

this country, a aanaeoi community. 80 I am the inoet
encouraged. I am themoothopeful about that aapaot,and
thatta a themeandathroadthetteatlyperineateawa

éertatoiytty iohaveiiliterellyapartoleverythlngwedo
in this sdiniiistratien
My greataetfear and oonoern,and I really wee,without
being inappropriatab paraorsl - I think. having two aona.
wsa a real nuaivetion to acrve in this pvernment. I mean.
you seethe future. and than what you not. to try to
make a modesteeatrébution- is that eunehow we will not
have the reaolutemae.the aeli’-confidenceto really address
theeolssueefacingus. tomakethedeciaiuns eeneedto
make and tomoveforward. I auppoaethat would bemy
deepesteeooern.that somehowthe narrow view ofnot
coming together. in the senseof eouununiw. would
somehowbean impeding fotooand that we would not
achievethe kind of future thatourdalldrea and
pandnhflctren somuch deserve.
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ROSE: They askod mo Io clone It
.
I just have onemore

queation ronlght.
Mr. MALARTY: Well, I might havegotten a little long
windod on that ona.
ROSE: No. just ono laat queation. I pzomiaayou. The
Preaidant apolw, and I thought eloquently,about- in hla
year-and lnterviowa. about tho frustration that he has over
tha cyniclam about government
Mr. MoLA.R'l‘Y: No question about it.

HOE -and that goal to
,

when you tall: About iaxu. it‘.
nntthatthoAmaricanpoople annotwilllngtomaitea
aanrifloe, it is that thay worry about how wisely tho money
will be Ipant.
Hr. MoLAR'l'Y: Tho value for the dollar.
ROBE: Tho value for that dollar.
Mr. Mo!-ARTY: Exactly.
8083: It haa to do with hoalth care.Can the
¢ovurnmeno—rlghtorwxong, theconeerniatfthe
gun:-nment taken over thia, what'l it going to bulib?
When doea this comefrom, and haw doyou change that?
How doyou mmnlcf a gown-nznontto a plI0pll7
Mr. MI:LAR1'Y: Wall, I thlnk—
ROBE: Ono thing, you havo to have a leader to do it.
Mr. HcLAIH'Y: -well, l think we have a penou with tho
empathy, the ability to connect, and an extraordinary
ability to communicate with the paoplecl‘ thin country,
Indeed. the people oftnia world. But I think you have
competing foxooa.You have hope: lifted. that peoplebelieve
vneandobettecand wdremovingintherightdlraetion,
but a cynicism, a skepticism that you appropriately state.
and than two come in conflict and we have turbulence. I

think step-by~etep,measured, steadyprozrem. with the
vialonandeyetowardwheccwewantto movethiaoountry
in t.ho- towards the Qlat century.
R085: In tho end. that’a the hardest challonge, isn't it

,

to
tum this notion that govemmcm- the Preaident haa
olaarlyahownthathooan-thathnwantatoehanga
thing. It io. in a aenoe.to grab the attention of tho public,
to say. you know- to allmlnah that.
Mr.MnLAB'l‘Y: lt.h.1nkyouhnvetohavoboth,boththa
viaionandtheotoadinaaatoahowupfurworkavaryday
andtrytogctaomethingdonothat connect; withpeople
and maltoo their llvea batter. ‘!'hat'aour challenge. _R085: Thank you for coming.
Mr. MoLAR‘l‘Y: Charlie. thankyou.
ROSE: Okay. Thanh very much.
Mr. MoLAB'I‘!: It'a my pleasure to bewith you this
evening, -
ROBE: Db plaaaun. Thank you vary much. We'll be tight
back. Stay with ua

.-(
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RTC Tic-Toc:

* The White House first learned about the meetings with Bernie Nussbuam and
members of the Treasury Department stuff members on Tuesday from inquires
from the Washington Post. [When did the President first learn of them‘? Did
Mack tell him? lf not who?]

* Tuesday or Wednesday morning Mack spoke to the President about lingering
questions concerning the meeting with Roger Altman and White House officials

[and also about Washington Post inquiries about the two Nussbuam meetings.]"‘

* The President and Mack talked about the questions related to this issue at
which point the President made it very clear that he wanted the White House
staff to avoid even the appearance of impropriety.

* The President then directed Mack to clarify the rules on Executive Branch
contact with other government agencies and departments. Mack decided to
write this in memo form for the entire White House staff.

* At the Senior Staff meeting on [Wednesday/Thursday morning] Mack made it

clear that White House officials must be careful to avoid even the appearance of
impropriety in dealing with independent agencies looking into the Madison

Guarantyl Whitewater matter.

* Mack then began to look at and define the rules and guidelines for White
House contact with independent government agencies and answer questions
raised by the Washington Post.

* Mark Gearan become the point person for the Washington Post story. He
worked with members of the White House counsel's office to draft the
necessary responses. [He did not talk to Treasury Officials relating to the

Washington Post inquiry].
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Xfifiosco
RTC Talking Points:

* "Nothing inappropriate happened at either of these meetings."

* "In retrospect these meetings should never have happened."

* "October l993 none of this was an issue- We did not know at the time of
these meetings what we know now."

* “Mack circulated a memo laying out strict guidelines for White House contact
with independent agencies and this will demonstrate that this White House will
bend over backwards to avoid even the appearance of impropriety."

Nussbaum Meetings Tic-Toc

* On September 29, l993 there was a briefing in the oftice of Bernard
Nussbaum. At the meeting were, from the White House, Nussbaum, Neel

Eggelston, and Cliff Sloan, and from Treasury Jean Hanson. Josh Steiner, Ron
Noble, and Jack DeVore. The meeting was a briefing about the Treasury
Department report on Waco that was to be released the following day.

* Jean Hanson stayed behind after the meeting was over and told Nussbaum
that the RTC [had or was going to refer the Madison Case to the DOJ???]
Nussbaum called Cliff into his office and Jean repeated her conversation to
him. Cliff remembers that Hanson told him%Pm~r~ including the l984 Clinton Gubernatorial campaign
but they were not targets.

* [Cliff and Bernie telephoned Bruce Lindsey and informed him about their
conversations with Jean. They told no one else. Bruce did not tell the
President or First Lady.]

* Hanson then called Neel and Cliff over the next two weeks--from September
29 to October l4--to discuss press inquires into this matter. Specifically, a

reporter came to an RTC investigator's house to talk about Vince Foster and
Seth Ward.

* Neel and Cliff did not advise her to do anything. They reported the calls to
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

ll

12

13

14

15

16.

17.

Possible Questions on Status of S&L Probe X Q 0 0 8 8March 3, I994 8

Did the information Jean Hanson give to Bernie Nussbaum help the White
House to formulate a strategy for the ongoing Whitewater investigation?

Other than the meetings reported, have there been any other meetings with White
House officials, Treasury officials and RTC officials on this matter?

When did the President know about the Hanson/Nussbaum encounter?

When did the President know about the late October meeting with Nussbaum,
Gearan, Treasury officials, and Hanson?

When did the First Lady know about the meetings?

Who asked for the second meeting?

Did participants in the second meeting disseminate the information to the
President? First Lady?

Does the President think this matter should be referred to the special counsel?

Does the White House Communications office talk regularly with Treasury public
affairs about the ongoing investigation?

Roger Altman said last week he showed "bad judgement" in conducting the

briefing with Hanson. Does the White House think they showed bad judgement
in meeting with Hanson and Treasury officials about the ongoing investigation?

Does the White House think Treasury or White House officials should comply
with Senator D’Amato’s request for a special hearing by the Banking Committee?

What does McLarty’s memo say? When will it be released to staff? What staff is
affected by the memo?

Was the Hanson/Nussbaum meeting inappropriate? Was the Hanson, DeVore,
Gearan, et al, meeting inappropriate? Does the White House think the Roger
Altman meeting was inappropriate? If not, then why is McLarty sending a memo
that says contacts between Treasury and White House officials be stopped?

Does the president still have confidence in Bernie Nussbaum counsel?

Who is researching the nrles? What have you found out about the rules?
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use 2 W88Telephone Loq tor DE HY 9
Telephone Calls for 03/03/94 page 1; 1

09:52 AM
O

A swer Fax: Taken By: DAVE

10:23 AH

'65}?
A we Fax: Taken By: DAVE

10:33 AM

,3§Ej:, Car:
Answered Fax: Taken By: DAVE

11:09 AM

‘fi '65.}?
nswered Fax: Taken By: DAVE

11:17 AM
‘
Re Whitewater

l
t

Car:
A wered Fax: Taken By: DAVE

11:29 AH.
' Re Super 301

~ Car:
Answered Fax: Taken By: DAVE //'q//§q
11:30 an JEIIL, nouo 1%~fl'i€ 7

I
9‘ O

"Y ""5 flu; P15. dt of Mutt t
Ph I:(202) 862-0403 ,
Home: _. A‘-6 /4%
Other #
Car:

A swered Fax: Taken By: DAVE ‘Q

‘*2.
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Telephone Loq for DEE DEE MYERS
Telephone Calls for 03/03/94 Page I 2

12:07 PM

I I
L '

Car
An erred Fax. Taken By: DAVE

12:13 PM MITCHELL, ANDREA 1- /“(mu
Z all ('65)

7

Ph l:(202) 885-4363 A,‘ M4,, L°,+“{, 7
Horne: 3' ‘1 -

Other Q, Z1)fJM>¢
h’ D5/(

Car:
An’ wer d Fax: Taken By: \AVE

Ber/we
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XO0U891
TALKING POINTS ON CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS ON RTC

2-22-94

BACKGROUND:

Congressional hearings on the Resolution Trust Corporation, a Treasury Department unit and
the govemment's chief savings and loan clean-up agency, are scheduled to begin this week.
The Wall St. Joumal reported today that this will give Republicans their first chance to grill
administration officials, including Secretary Bentsen and Roger Altman, over legal issues
related to RTC handling of Madison Guaranty.

Altman is interim RTC chief. The Senate Banking Committee has set a Thursday hearing to
receive the Thrift Depositor Protection Oversight Board, which monitors the RTC. Bentsen is
chairman of the oversight board, Altman is a member. The Joumal reports that Altman is
expected to get special GOP attention on whether, as a former college classmate of the
President, he should recuse himself from matters involving Madison. To date he has not done
so.

Per Howard Schloss, Department of the Treasury

AS BACKGROUND:

‘ They would like us to say as little as possible about this. Bentsen/Altman's

testimony is still being written. Altman has tried to emphasize that he has
had no contact with the White I-louse over this matter. Therefore, we should

not be in the position of discussing his actions in regard to Madison.

MAJOR TALKING POINTS:

‘ As Mr. Altman is interim CEO of an independent agency, it is not appropriate
for the President to tell Mr. Altman whether or not to recuse himself. Mr.

Altman has made statements regarding his position in the past, which I believe
stand for themselves. For further comment regarding his role in this matter, I
would refer you to Mr. Altman.

'
Q: Is the White House worried about the hearings?

A: Not at all.
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.S. SENATOR

Contacts: Washington - Frank _Colcman
- 208224-6495 t:ew_York

- Zenia Mucha - 212/736-3865

FOR IMMEDIATE RBLERSB: CONTACT: Frank Coleman
Thursday, March 3, 1994 (202) 224-6498

REPUBLICANS DEMAND HEARING ON SECRET WHITE HOUSE BRIEFING

D'AMATO, DOLE LEAD 43 IN BLOCKING CLINTON ‘PAL’ FOR FDIC POST

wnsaxnswos ~- u.s. aanatoz AlFcesa n'Amato {R~NY) and Hinority
Loader Robert bola (R-KS) today announced Republicans are y

blocking the nomination of Ricki R. Tigert to head the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) until the Banking Committee
holds hearings on the secret whitewater briefing given by the
acting head of the Resolution Trust Csrpcration (RTC) to top
White House stafifers.

The GOP position was outlined in a letter to Majority Leader
George Mitchell, signed by 43 GOP Senators, citing the "heads up"
briefing acting RTC head Roger Altman gave about the agency's
supposed independent investigation of Madison/Whitewater to white
House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, Deputy Chief cf Staff Harold
1¢k94i Hillary Clinton's Chief of Staff Margaret Williams and
Treasury General Counsel Jean Hansen.

Calling tho meeting "highly improper," the latter said it
raised serious questions about the alleged independence of the
RTC's investigation and the interference of senior White Housepolitical operatives in a regulatory matter.

"Tho American people deserve to have confidence that the RTC
conducts its business in an independent and impartial fashion,"
the Senators wrote. "A Congressional hearing is an appropriate
forum in which to examine tho important ethical and regulatory
issues raised by the Altman-white House meeting."

The disclosure of the secret "heads up"--as Altman called
it--about the status of the agency's investigation into the
Madison Guaranty collapse came at an arc oversight hearing last
Thursday in the senate Banking Committee.

Despite all evidence to the contrary, the whitn House has
continued to maintain that the briefing was proper and that the
~--- »¢=~‘=—~- ~Ava --Anldod to "~nor=sa and the orosu.
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same bzuezxnge were ;;::>v;;:-;-u -_...~_.m\,-4.==== 1..-.. ...-A ,.-....... -'-- -- - ‘

Forty-one Senators is the number needed co
eftectiveliprevent ¢c:1on Ln the ghambflz.

A copy or the text. of the letter is attached.

-£c030294

United S!8tBsSen819 v Washington. D.C. 20510 ° (202) 224-6542

lOfi0nllOfllGO‘N01YOII(212)Q47-73M.’NDlfI1(SIBl472-4343/IYNCUOO(1\9)A?.\-5-IllI ROHIOIIOI(716)35$-$8‘!I IUHMO(T16)“&4\\\
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March 2. ‘.994

The Honorable George J.
‘

Mitchell
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lesden ;
1

We are writing lO‘il1fOl'!‘l1you that we will object to any agreement soaking comment
to orooeed to the nomination of Ricki R. Tiizert President <Tfinton'snominee tn chair the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, until the Semirc Banking Cc-mmittee has an
opportunity to thoroughly examine the Resolution Trust (‘:>rporau'on'shandling of its civi!
investigation into Madison Guaranty Savings and l.O£lh

As you know, tha'Acting Chief Executive Oificar of the RTC. Roger Altman.
ramntly disclosed that he sought a meeting with Wliite; llnuse officinls to Ill"? me!“ 3

‘heads-up" on the RTC's investigation. Needless i.-. .~ia_v.5IlCl‘i a meeting is highly

improper and raises very real questions about Mr :'\.l[l!lLlfl s impartiality and the alleged
independence of the investigation. Specifically, '.1'!‘l_\'were I-lurold lckes and Margaret
Williams present, in addition to White House Counsel llai-ncird Ntssbaum? According to
the \V§§l'ijng[nn Pong, Mr. Ickes the Deputy Chief of Staff, is responsible for Whitewater
"damage control‘. Ma. Williams. Chief of Staff for .\"lrs Clintoii. had previously
participated 'v""~.Mr Nuasbauin in searching V€~.-rnt Foster‘: Office and sending all or
some OI the materials L0 Dflllld Ktindill Hi‘\Vllli¢l!2;£:;uI\| (7unn-'|llv whn iu rt.-prc.':L‘|'\liI\gthé
President and Mn.

Clinton.

We believe publid hearings are required tn explore these and other questions
involving the attendance of political operatives at the \Vh:te House in briefings by the

head of a supposedly independent agency on matters thin. iiuvo iiothing to do with the
Executive Oflloe of the President.

We regret having to delay the Senate's consideration of Ms. 'I‘igert's nomination.
Nevertheless, the Amefican people deserve to have confidence that the RTC conducts its
important business in an independent and impartial fashion. A Congresaiuiial hearing is
an appropriate forum in which to examine the imprirtani l.:!l'\lCZllfind regulawfy BN9!
raiaed by the Altman-White House meeting

|

Sincerely.
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FROM: srnnrr napusgixcarr LEAJDER
FOR nr.\rsoI.u's RELEASE.‘ Con cacc: czar-1:36.»
Thursday, March 3, 1994 (202) 224-5358

WHITEWATER-MADISON UPDATE
Qgggarous 2atterg_£merqing in Administration's fland1lqg_g§

Madison-Whitewpter Affgirz Don't Mix Politics 5 Lqy snforceqgng
According to Webster's Dicfiicnagy, the word "independent'

means, and I quote: "Not subject to control by ochars.. Not
looking no others for one's opinions or for guidance in conduct.‘
I cite this definition because the last time I checked, the

Resnintion Trust Corporation is supposed to be on ifidnnthdqnf
=g*"f .-$nle:;¢ULC cue NOIQ independent." But, in light of
recent press accounts, it appears that I may have to do sons more
research, or webs;g;'s may have to revise its definition.
Last week, we learned that Roger Altman, the acting C.E.O.

of the RTC and the No. 2 political appointee an the Treasury
Department, met with White House political officials, allegedly
:0 give them a "head's up" on the RTC's civil investigation into
Madison Guaranty. Realizing his blunder, Mr. Altman
subsequently--and very belatedly--recused himself from the
Madison matter.

Hqre onestiongblo Meeting;
Today, we read that top officials at cna Treasury

Dfipflrtmenc, after the supposadly ihdepnndnnt RTC asked the
Justice Department last year to investigste possible criminal
accivizy involving Madison, met zwice with members of the white
House Whitawator Brain-Trust--Bernard Nussbsum, Bruce Lindsey,
and Mark Gearan. According to news accounts, the Treasury
officials gave the whine House staffers a report on the "status"
of the RwC's investigations and informed them than President and
Mrs. Clinton wore 'named" in the RTC referral, though not accused
of any wrongdoing.
Needless to say, the average American citizen who was either

named in an RTC criminal referral or the subject of an RTC civil
investigation would never have recuived such nigh-level
cooperation from the very people charged with conducting the
investigations.

Danggggua Patgegg
A dangerous pattern seems to be emerging.
During last year's Travolqato fiasco, ovnrly—eager White

House staffers raised eyebrows by pressuring a top FBI official
:0 attend a White House ‘political strategy‘ session, allegedly
:0 ccordinncc o press response co che burgeoning number of media
inquiries. Unfortunately, the supposedly independent FBI went
along wish this charade, changing an FBI Dress release to suit
White House political needs.
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saying there was nothing wrong with tho iroe§ury~Whito House.
meetings: we are told that they were simply sessions to

X‘coordinate responses" to press lX‘.q\l11';G1I about the R'1‘C's
investigations into Madison.

Qggggions of Judgment 5 Cover-Q2
Now, that brings me to another word--"iudqment."
In light of the recent news reports, it's becoming

increasingly clear that good judgment is in short supply among
white House and top Administration officials. No doubt about it,
you're asking for big, big trouble, and showing some stunningly
bad judgment, when you start mixing politics with law
cniorcement. It’: only fair to excuse a mlsstep or two--we all
make mistakes. But when bad judgment becomes the rule, rather
than the exception--and when those involved donft admit their own
mistakes--then it may be time for a little White House house
cleaning.

(more)

88-432 O — 95 — 2
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And finally, a third word comes to mind--"cover-up.” If the
White House has nothing to hide ahmrr. whitewater, than why all
the meetings? why all the behind—the-scenes machinations? Why
"negotiate" a subpoena to shield Whitewater documents from public
scrutiny? And why put yourself in the dangerous position or
being charged with compromising what are supposed to be
"independent" civil and criminal investigations? Cover-do is a
tough word, but the consequences of a cover—up can be oven
tougher.
Congress: Has _R0i'pOnGibilitV — Can't: De Willinq Accomplicee
I don't know what to make of the recently-disclosed White

House-RTC-Treasury shenanigans, but I do know that Congress has
an obligaLlun to ensure that supposedly independent ;aw
enforcement agencies are just that--independent. For Congress to
punt on its oversight responsibilities is a disservice to the
American people...ano exposes Congress to the charge that we are
willing accomplices to whatever whitewater wrongdoing may have
occurred.
FDIC Nomination on Hold Until Thorough Hearing of RTC & Madison
That's why Senator D'Amato} myself, and 41 other senate

Republicans yesterday wrote to the C§SLlDQULShCd Majority Leader
informing him that we will object to proceeding to the nomination
of Ricki Tiqert, President Clinton‘: nominee to chair the
=Wfpos=dly independent F312, 2:11;; the Z-nutc Banking committee
has an opportunity to thoroughly examine the RTC's handling of
its civil investigation into Madison. Today’: shocking
revelations only serve to underscore the need for such an
examination...And, more broadly, tor hearing: on the entire
Madison/whitewater attair.

. 0##

Remarks delivered on Senate floor, approximately 12:30 on ET.
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FOR IMMEDLATE RELEASE
MARCH 3, 1994

QAIEMEHI OF TBBASURX SECREIAKY LLQYD_BENTSEIL

Ihave confidence in the Treasury officials, but to ensure that all ethical guidelines were
followed, I have instructed the matter be referred to the Office of Government Ethics
for a thorough review. I did not attend any of these meetings. nor was I infoimed of my
of these meetings.

I have instnicied Treasury officials to have no contact with the White House about this
C88!-.
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__Contacts: Washington ~ Frank Coleman - 202/224-6498 New'Yo|-it ~ ZeruaMufna - 212/735-355:,

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: CONTACT: Frank Coleman
Tuesday, March l, 1994 (202) 224-6498

D'AHATO BLASTS WHITE HOUSE STQTKHENTS ON SECRET RTC BRIKIIHGS
"PATTERN OF DBCEPTION' CONTINUES TN MADISON/WHITBHATER AFFLIR

WASHINGTON -- U.S. Senator Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY) today called
for Senate Banking Committee hearings into secret briefings
provided by the head of Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) for
nefllO£ white nouse political star: auua- unu agane, u
investigation or the Madison/Whitewater affair.

D'Amato also charged that since the disclosure of the secret
“heads up" was revealed at last Thursday's Banking Committee
hearing, the White House was continuing its pattern of deception
by suggesting that the same briefings were provided to Congress
and the press.

“The White House has now compounded these shocking
revelations by stating falsely that Congress and the media also
received these briefings," D'Amato charged. "At the time this
secret cabal was meeting at the White House, I was speaking out
on the Senate floor about the RTC's failure to provide our
Committee with any information about its activities on the
Madisoi/Whitewater mess. And I have yet to encounter a reporter
covering this story who says he or she was briefed by the RTC,
lot alono its acting President."
D'Amato, senior Republican on the committee, added that the

exposure-or the secret briefings at a Banking Committee hearing
proved that Democrats needed to end their "footdragging" over
whether or not to hold hearings.

"Only through a Congressional hearing did we learn of this
very real throat to tho integrity of the RTC‘s investigation,"
D'Amato pointed out. "We have a responsibility to the American
people to fulfil our legitimate oversight function.

"The Democratic members of this committee must understand
the threat is not Congressional inquiry, but secret, high level
off-the-record ‘heads-up‘ meetings between top Administration
officials and White House legal and political experts," the
Senator stated. The secret briefing, described as e "heads—up“ by
acting RTC head Roger Altman was presented to White House Counselrr -- ~- ~.~.-_ rv_'\\__,__,
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Bernard Nuseoaum, uupucy Quiet at Quail .......... .........,5*P.°_“9!9..F’}9°
Cllnt0n’8 Chiet Of Stet! Margaret. Williams and Treasury General.
Counsel Joan Hansen.

Among the questions D'Amaeo aaid_couio be answered by a
hearing: Why does White House Counsel Mr. Nuesbaum need to be
brieted on the RTC’: investigation of Madison that does not
involve the President in hie official capacity? And whet about
MI- ICXBB and Ha. Williams? Why in the world would thesepolitical operatives need co be briefed by a top agency official
on an investigation that nae nothing to do with the Executive
Office of the President? were any confidential or non
confidential RTC or law enforcement documents or other meceriele
used during the briefing?

-fcO22894

Ufllléd $13165$90819 ° W3SI1ll'IQlOl'1,D.C. 20510 ' (202) 224-6542
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ISM PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. .\'.W.- WASHINGTON, D.C. ' 20220' (202)622-1960

FOR IMIVIEDIATE RELEASE
MARCH 3. 1994

SIAIEMEIXT OF TREASURY SECREIABY LLOYD BENTSEIL

I have confidence in the Treasury officials, but to ensure that all ethical guidelines were

followed. I have instructed the matter be referreo to the Office of Govemment Ethics

for a thorough review. Idid not attend any of these meetings. nor was I informed of any
of these meetings.

I have instructed Treasury officials to have no contact with the Whiz: House about this

C886.
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Enclosures and the orqinal letter are being aunt via mail.
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Hr. Bernard Nussbaum
Counsel to the President
The white House
Washington , D. C. 20500

Mr. Stephen Potts
Dirsotor
Ottics or Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue. N.I.
Quito 500
wasninqton, D.C. 20005-3917

Is. Joan Hanson
General Counsel
Room 3000
Department ot the Treasury
Hsshinqton, D.C. 20220

Kr. Art Xusinski
Chiet Ethics Otticsr
Resolution Trust Corporation
801- 17th street, N.I.
Washington, D.C. 20436

Dear hessrs. and Madam:

On February 3, 1994, I wrote to the Interim CEO ot the ResolutionTrust Corporation (RTC). Ht. Roqer Altman. asxino that he seekappropriate counsel as to whether he should rscuss himsslt tronmatters regarding Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. ls 1 noted inmy rehruary 3 latter to hr. Altman: "...lt would appear ethicallyquestionable tor a political
appointee

of the Department ofTreasury to malts decisions for an ndepsndent todsrsl agency whenthe President may be implicated in enforcement and civil actions."
On Iobruary 23 I received a lenqthy response to my letter whichended with tho following sentence: "I trust this letter fullyaddresses your concerns" [ass attached letters]. Rsgrsttably, tholatter did not tully address the oonosrns expressed in my letter ottsbruary 3. Moreover, it would appear that the concerns raised inmy latter wsrs conrirmed when Mr. Altman tostitisd last wool: bstorsthe senate Bankinq coiaiiiittss that he had entered discussions with
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October 1, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR BRUCE LINDSEY

FROM: CLIFF SLOAN

with regard to the subject that Neil Eggleston and I
to you about one night last week, we have some additional
information that we'd like to give you in a brief update.
know any convenient time for you today or tommorrow. It
shouldn't take more than a few minutes.

spoke
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 1, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

FROM: JOHN D. PODESTA
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND STAFF SECRETARY

W. NEIL EGGLESTON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--TRANSCRIPT OF SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
HEARING

Attached please find the transcript of the testimony
portion of the hearing before the Senate Banking Committee last
Thursday, February 24, 1994.

The opening statements will not be available until the
Committee releases the transcript.

W.N.E.
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Federal News Service

FEBRUARY 24, 1994, THURSDAY

SECTION: IN THE NEWS

LENGTH: 26366 words

HEADLINE: HEARING OF TI-IE SENATE BANKING COMMI'I'I'EE
SUBJECT:
RTC THRIFI‘ DEPOSITOR PROTECTION OVERSIGHT BOARD SEMIANNUAL
REPORT CHAIRED BY: SENATOR DONALD RIEGLE (D-MI)
WITNESSES:

""" '

LLOYD BENTSEN, SECRETARY OF TI-IE TREASURY
ROGERALTMAN, INTERIM CEO, RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
ACCOMPANIED BY:
ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
ANDREW HOVE, ACTING CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL INSURANCE DEPOSIT
CORPORATION JONATHAN FIECI-ITER, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THRIF'I'
SUPERVISION DIETRA FORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TI-IRII-'1' DEPOSITOR
PROTECTION BOARD 538 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC

BODY:

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I have the Oversight Board
members with me here -- Mr. Alan Greenspan, chairman of board of the Federal Reserve;
Roger Altman, who's the interim CEO of the RTC. I've got Jonathan Fiechter, who's the
acting director of the Office of Thrifi Supervision; Andrew Hove, who's the acting chairman
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Also accompanying us is Dietra Ford, who's the
executive director of the Oversight Board.
And I have a longer version for the record, but I'd like to summarize it

,

particularly with the
lateness of the hour, if I might.

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll make your full report a part of the record, and we'd like your summary.

SEN. BENTSEN: Before I begin, and listening to the partisan exchange, let me thank the
members of this committee for their bipartisan support last year, in the last session, to obtain
the funding to finish the RTC job. I'm quite appreciative of that.
Let me tell you something you don't hear very oflen. We're not here to ask for more money.
The funding - (applause, laughter) -- the funding provided through the RTC Completion Act
ought to be sufficient. In fact, they tell me this is the first time that the Oversight Board has

been before you that it wasn't asking for additional money and funding. And I'm just very

pleased to be able to inherit that honor.
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I'm also happy to report that few S&Ls are failing, and 99 percent of private-sector thrifts are
well or adequately capitalized. OVERSIGHT Let me review some of the numbers for you.
Since the RTC was created in 1989, it's taken over 743 failed institutions and it's closed or
sold 680 of them. In the process it protected nearly 23 million deposit accounts with an
average balance of $9,000. RTC made good on the govemmenfs guarantee of deposit
insurance to millions of Americans nationwide. And, I might add, it did it with a minimum of
disruption. A lot of the customers didn't even know that the RTC had taken over their S&L.
The RTC also undertook the greatfi liquidation in history, so far disposing of $393 billion in
assets for about 90 percent of their book value. Frankly, I couldn't believe that one. I made
them go back and check it again for me. The RTC sold since its inception nearly 80,000 units
as affordable housing. So at least tens of thousands of lower-income families have bencfitted
as this problem is being solved

Now, crime is at the top of our agenda these days. We talk about violent crimes. Well, this
scandal had criminals -- had WlTité‘collarfiiTifiifalsT‘h7I<Yé'tlian 1,500 persons were charged

with major crimes involving S&I.s. Nearly 1,250 were convicted. And of those sentenced,
more than 75 percent went to prison. And RTC has pursued several recoveries from
wrong-doers with all involved agencies collecting nearly $2 billion.

Mr. Chairman, when this administration took office the total cost of resolving the S&L
problem was estimated at between $100 and $150 billion. When I tcstified just last March,
we thought as much as 45 billion in additional funding would be needed. That wm on top of
the nearly 87 billion already appropriated. _ '_

-_

A lot of people agreed with us. The Congressional Budget Office estimated 50 billion. The
Gcncral Accounting Officc had us around that level. And so did the House and the Scnatc

budget committees. As RTC funding legislation moved through the Congress last year,
constantly improving economic conditions resulted in record earnings for the S&L and the
banking industries. By mid-November afler lengthy deliberations in both houses, the funding

bill provided $18.3 billion, and that brought the total amount that's provided by Congress for

the clean-up to $105 billion, a figure on the low end of the estimate when this administration
took office.

And I know the results could have been different -- easily. Depositors could have lost all their
savings. Loss to the govemmcnt could have been far greater, resolution of the problem could
have taken much longer. But to the credit of a great many people, and they're seated in this
committee, in addition, the problem is near resolution.'

I'd like to give'you some -- and I'd like to give some credit to the management of the RTC.
And I think we'd sure better credit the economy. Deficit reduction has helped interest rates to
fall. We've taken steps to increase the availability of credit, tackling unnecessary regulations
and report requirements that discourage lenders from making loans to small business. And

we'll continue to propose changes that will result in greater credit availability and efficiencies
in the banking industry. This is why we want to sell a number of issues, including passage of
the community development financial institutions legislation, which includes a balanced

reduction and regulatory rcfonn. I'll be before this committee next week with specifics on the
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administration’: proposal to refonn and simplify the regulatory structure for depository
institutions. Our proposal not only will eliminate unnecessary regulatory expenses which
could result in the availability of greater credit, but as importantly, it can help avoid new
crisis by putting a stop to inconsistent and confused regulation. But we'll talk more about that
next week. But the point I want to make on deficit reduction is that the market responded, the
economy responded. Housing starts and home sales are up, and that's sure good news when
you're the RTC and you're trying to dispose of property. I can't help think back what a
dramatic difference interest rate'a"'niake.“I used to chair a savings and loan. Sure glad I sold
it when I came to the Senate. (Laughing.) But I'll tell you, not smart, just luckyl But I'll tell
you -- (laughter). But I'll tell you, when you've got your mortgages at one rate and all the
sudden long-terrn interest rates go substantially above that, you've got yourself a real problem
in an S&L. And when you've got the government saying we'll guarantee the first 100,000,
and you've got a small, new S&L, and then they have Wall Street bundle up hundreds of
billions and send it to a little S&L. We saw that thing happen in Vemon, Texas. A good
example of that. And then y6u'see"the'otlwrs*wh'o ai'e"h6iiestly trying to compete and what a
hold it puts on them. Fortunately, we're seeing things go the other way with this substantial
reduction in interest rates.

And I want to say to you, Senator Bermett, I've seen some of what you're talking about, too,
where sometimes they were overzealous. And that balance is in part the concems of what
Senator Boxer has for those that have been ill-used and guilty of malfeasance.
But lower interest rates and increased credit activity have brought about increased eamings for

all types of financial institutions. Many S&Ls that may have been at risk are now making
profits. But you and I know we can't predict what's going to happen between now and '95
when the RTC goes out of business. Nobody foresaw the floods and the earthquakes, and they
had their economic consequences. We're not done yet.

Through '95, RTC must continue to protect depositors. They must dispose of some very
hard-to-sell assets. And it must ensure its operations run effectively. It must work toward an

orderly transition of its responsibilities to the FDIC. And it must never lose sight of its
mandates to provide affordable housing and maximum minority participation, including

implementation of provisions of the RTC Completion Act.

I've urged the RTC to work aggressively on the issue of minority participation. It's imperative
that minority- and women-owned businesses have an ample opportunity to win contracts, to

purchme assets and to acquire failed thrifls. In fact, the RTC is taking special care to meet
the requirements of the completion act to provide preferences to minority institutions while
applying the least-cost test.

Let me be more specific on some of those things I mentioned. ‘Die RTC has begun resolve 63
insolvent institutions now operating in conservatorship, which about 2.3 million deposit

accounts. Some additional institutions may be transferred this year. If so, the RTC will make
good on the govemment's guarantee to those insured depositors and any others who might yet

fall under its jurisdiction.

Insofar as the remaining inventory of nearly 64 billion assets -- $64 billion in assets, these, as

.. __._ _ _..---~_..___~
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you said earlier, Mr. Chaimian, are the most hard-to-sell properties that are lefi: real property
and non-performing mortgages. While the improved economy helps sales, the potential loss
to the taxpayers could be reduced if these assets are managed and sold efficiently. The RTC
is working on improving its marketing and sales strategies and is seeking creative, yet sound
techniques to maximize retums.

To fulfill its remaining mission, the RTC will benefit from good managers. Jack Ryan of
OTS was appointed deputy CEO.~Ellen'Kukla (sp) of _the'OTS has been appointed general
counsel. And Tom Horton has been promoted to acting senior vice president for asset

management and sales. And I can tell you today that the administration expects to submit its
nomination for a pennanent chief executive shortly.

I thank Roger Altman for the service that he has done as the interim CEO. His term expires
the end of March, and we hope by then to have a candidate. In line with the RTC
Completion Act, Jack Ryan 'w_ill"§€riie'as"_tliE'TrTtEFiF1_CEO_Between the time Mr. Altman’:

term expires and the permanent CEO is confinned. The Oversight Board will also make some

appointments to the audit committee, which will be in operation soon.

I've asked Frank Raines (sp), vice chairman of Fannie Mae, to chair that one, and to serve as
members we asked Jonathan Fiktar (sp) of OTS, Robert Larsen (sp), vice chainnan of the
Taubman (ph) Company and a former member of the Oversight Board. Mr. Larsen (sp) has
also been renominated to serv_e_on the Oversight Board, and I hope you'll be able to approve
his nomination soon. The R'I'C_will close down on December 3|, I995, one year earlier than
originally thought, and planning for that is well underway. I expect the new management to
work with the people at the FDIC in a cooperative way to carry out the transition of the RTC
to the FDIC.

This past year the Oversight Board has also strengthened our staff reviews. I was being
reminded of my testimony of last year and the recommendations and the improvements that
we sought to bring about We have done a number of them. We haven’! completed them all.
We're obviously still working at it

,

and we're scrutinizing some.

For instance, our staff has been monitoring the RTC's efforts to improve its contracting

systems and its oversight A review is being conducted to make sure policies are applied
uniformly to all contractors and that connect oversight procedures provide effective review of
performance. Another example: The staff has focused on the RTC‘s financial operating plan,
its operating budget and all its borrowing activity, and our advisory boards are taking hard

looks at the policies goveming asset sales. Late last year, Ira Hall of IBM USA was named
chairperson of the National Advisory Board, bringing considerable financial expertise and
private sector expertise to that process.

These boards meet regularly at sites nationwide to discuss progress and to hear testimony
from witnesses on how these regulations and procedures afiect different parts of the country.
The RTC listens to their advice, and they have been instrumental in advancing affordable
housing opportunities. Our advisory board structure will change this year.
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The Completion Act created a new affordable housing authority board to replace the National
Housing Advisory Board. 'I1iat new board will be made up of nine members, including the
secretary of HUD. They will be providing advice on affordable housing programs, and how
to merge RTC programs with the FDIC programs afier the shutdown, and we're looking
forward to working with them. Now, last year at this hearing, as I said, I announced those ten
goals insofar as improving or refonning RTC management -- things like putting in place a
system to ensure prompt follow-up on findings of the inspector general and the General
Accounting Office, strengthening tli‘eTcontracting system and oversight of its private sector
contractors, appointing a chief financial ofiicer. The RTC Completion Act mandated and
expanded on those reform, and RTC is moving to meet the standards that Congress
determined and set.

I'm pleased with the results, and in a minute, I'd like Roger Altman to discuss them with you
one by one. I hope you especially note what we've done on opportunities for minority- and
women-ovimed businesses anTiF?trehgthEni'ng'TtFiFt§rTT'accounting and administrative

control systems. I personally believe that these programs are an important part of RTC duties
and that this is an area it must continue to focus on to ensure legislative mandates are carried

out. And Mr. Chainnan, let me end on this. I believe that the RTC has made significant
progress in the past year in achieving its mandates and in addressing the concems that you
folks in the Congress raised, concems by the GAO and by the oversight board. You bet
there've been a lot of problems, but the organization has been relatively free from partisan
conflict. Republicans and Democrats alike have been committed to fulfilling the govemrnent's
obligations to protect depositors at the least cost to the taxpayers. In '94 we'll keep working

at that one, and looking to '95, well, I believe the RTC will be more than happy to be out of
business. I sure will be happy. Thank you. Now let me tum it over to Mr. Altman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Altman, we'd like to hear from you now.

MR. ALTMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, have a longer statement which, with your
permission -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection.

MR. ALTMAN: -- that I hope would be entered into the Record, and I'll summarize it here.
This is probably the final time I will appear before the Congrwa in any RTC capacity. Under
the terms of the Vacancy Act, my appointment would expire on March 30. 'l‘here are limited
circumstances under which that could be extended, but I don't believe they will apply.
As Secretary Bentsen said, it's our intention to nominate a permanent chief executive as soon

as possible.
'

Last year we chose I think a fine candidate, Stanley Tate (sp). He withdrew, which was not
at our urging, and I believe he would have done a good job. I also want to join with Secretary
Bentsen in thanking the entire committee for its bipartisan efl'orts to secure funding through

the completion act passed late last year.

I'd also like to note that the RTC has taken special efforts to be responsive relative to the
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Califomia earthquake. Foreclosures in those effective areas have been delayed, home owners
are being helped to avoid delinquencies on mortgages held by the RTC, and we notified
FEMA of S4 multifamily units and 47 single family residences that can be made available for
temporary housing. Now, on to the status report.

Mr. Chaimian, the S&L collapse required the biggest financial rescue probably in world
history. Including money spent by the FSLIC beginning in l988 it's expected to cost the
American taxpayers the smggfigsum of about S150 billion. To put that into perspective, at
today's budget levels that's equivalent to about 45 years of Head Start, about nine years of
Aid to Families with Dependent Children. And at a time when we all struggle to finance
federal support of vital activities from national security to education, these are sobering
comparisons. I'm sure all of use would agree on a bipartisan basis to make every effort to
ensure that such a fiasco is never repeated. When we inherited responsibility for this agency,
it was not in sound condition. It was one of the largest contracting organizations of all time.
But it had poor contracting procedures. It was selling assets in massive blocs, denying local
investors a shot at local properties which they knew best. And despite being larger than
almost any American financial institution in the private sector, any bank or any securities
firm, it had no full-time chief financial officer, no pennanent general counsel, and it had no
business plan. So we determined to concentrate on repairing the organization and when

Secretary Bentsen first testified before this committee, almost exactly a year ago, he outlined
a series of management reforms to which we committed ourselves, and I'd like to very
quickly just review some of those. A full-fledged review of all 21 of them is appended to my
statement. _ t

Contracting. We found that the agency's contract award procedures had often been violated in

the past, and our first action there was to mandate compliance. Some of the compliance
problems reflected weak organizing principles. Contracts were ofien let by the same

employees responsible for overseeing them. Obviously, in the event of a compliance problem,
~the employee then had little incentive to draw attention to it

.

So the Office of Contracts has
been reorganized into two separate units; one for contract solicitation and award, and another
for contract administration, to avoid conflict, and the scope of contracting oversight has been
substantially expanded. Among other things, the staff there has been more than doubled, and

reviews of nearly 500 outstanding contracts were undertaken last year.

Next, audits. A new reporting system has been implemented to ensure that management
responds to the eoncems raised by auditors. And that system now tracks and updates the

status of all inspector general, GAO and intemal RTC findings and recommendations. And
I'm pleased to say that the RTC today is current in following up on almost all GAO and OIG
findings. Business plan. We completed a comprehensive business plan. We provided copies
of that to this committee. It is a highly detailed and, I think, objectively speaking, good piece
of work. It's intended to be a living document and we're going to update it regularly as
conditions warrant

Chief financial officer. Donna Cunningham, our chief financial offieer, has been on board for

about eight months. She's taken that helm very ably, as reflected in a series of improvements
in the intemal controls in the organization.
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The professional liability section. This has been a particularly troubled area of RTC
operations. There have been complaints from both sides of the spectrum, as the comments
already here today illustrate; complaints that the RTC was unfairly pursuing fonner S&L
directors who had no real roles in those organizations and, on the other side, complaints that
the RTC was not sufficiently zealous in pursuing the real crooks.

As GAO recognized in its mid-'93 report, the primary problems have involved inadequate
staffing and an overall lack of '¢x5¢aan¢ed attomeys and the temporary nature of the RTC has
made it particularly difficult from a recnriting point of view. But we have worked hard to
increase the size and the training of the stat? in this area We currently have the highest total
of attomeys on board in the agency's history. Moreover, senior RTC and FDIC officials are
planning to merge the RTC tmit here, the PLS unit, with its counterpart in the FDIC,
recognizing that the FDIC is a source of experienced attomeys in this area.

I also want to say that effecfive pfose€uti'<TiT>T'PES?larms continues to be one of the RTC's
highest priorities.

Secretary Bentsen referred to our having formed an audit committee and appointed its

members. We have also established a joint coordinating committee with the FDIC for
purposes of planning the transition or portions of the RTC back into the FDIC by the end of
'95.

I'd like to make a special set of comments about expanded opportunities for minorities and
women. That's been one of our highest priorities, as Secretary Bentsen said First of all, we
elevated the minority and women's program to the divisional level, put the head of it on the+
executive committee reporting directly to the CEO. We took action to expand the number of
minority- and women-owned businesses receiving RTC contract solicitations. And there are
now more than l,l00 of them in our database.

Let me say a couple of words about the record. On a cumulative basis since inception of the
$3.7 billion awarded in nonlegal fees, $800 million have been awarded to minority- and
women-owned businesses, 21 percent. Take a look at last year. We paid nonlegal fees of
$500 million. Minority- and women-owned businesses received 31 percent of those. We also
encouraged efforts to encourage the use of minority- and women-owned law firms on the
legal side, as far as legal fees are ooncemed Lat year, such firms received $54 million, or
l3 percent, of all legal fees from us, a big increase over the '92 level. And within the
category of minority- and women-owned law firms, minority-owned law finns received $36
million, far above the $23 million of a year before. I think the entire RTC is quite proud at
the sharply increased levels of minority and women's participation in all of the fee- generating
activities of the agency, and details on that are also appended to my statement. Turning
briefly to operations and financial issues, Secretary Bentsen cited a series of statistics relative
to the amounts of institutions which have been resolved since inception. To me the most
important statistic is $9,000. That's the average balance in institutions which have been

resolved. And for those who think this has been a bailout of the rich and famous, I think
that's a pretty telling number.
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We have 63 institutions under conservatorship today, S18 billion of deposits. Now that the
Completion Act is law, we're in the process of marketing these remaining conservatorships.
We think these 63 will be resolved, Mr. Chairman, by the summer of this year, and it should
cost $9 billion to Sll billion to do that. 4

On the asset sale side, we exceeded the targets we initially set last year. Book value
reductions, $63 billion; cash proceeds, 76 percent of that. 'Ihat's alrecovery rate below
previous years because now we're down to poorer-quality assets, hard-to-sell assets. For this
year, '94, we expected to reduce the book value of our inventory by $43 billion, cash
proceeds $29 billion, projected recovery rate, 66 percent.

Now, on this asset sales side, one of things we did wu to put in place a small investor
program because, if I've heard anything in this past year in this capacity, it was that local
investors were not -- did not have a shot at local properties which they knew best. So we
took steps to ensure that~ld be avaii§5T€T6r‘fi'e‘|Tdividually to small investors
with moderate levels of capital. Under this program, individual offerings of real estate
properties have been emphasized. Underscore "individual." Auctions and sealed- bid sales
have become more frequent and geographically focused. Smaller loan pools are being offered
to allow buyers to purchase smaller, more geographically segmented groups of loans. And I'm
pleued to say that at the most recent non-perfonning loan auction, in August last year, a third
of the winners were new buyers who had not participated before, and the new bidders, overall
bidders were for the most part smaller companies with a much higher preference for small
loan pools and were most interested in buying geographically-focused loan packages located
in their own areas.

Affordable housing -- Secretary Bentsen noted this -- since inception we've sold over 77,000
units, for a total of $1.2 billion. The average annual income of households purchasing in that
program ha been about $24,000, which, by the way, is 6l percent of the national median
family income. Finally, Mr. Chaimian, the issue of whistle-blowing.

As was noted earlier, last September this committee held oversight hearings where a variety
of allegations were made, including retaliation against whistle-blowers.

Now, let me emphasize in the strongest terms, we support protections for whistle-blowers and

have taken several actions to address those allegations I issued a memorandum on October
4th to all RTC employees strongly reiterating our policy of prohibiting retaliation against
whistle-blowers. We established an employee ombudsman program to augment the efforts of
the inspector general in gathering all types of employee allegations. That ombudsman reports
directly to the CEO on a weekly basis, and I think that program is working pretty well,
because as of February 15th we'd received H6 inquiries, 96 of which had been closed and 20
of which were still pending. .

We also had conversations in person and by telephone with six of the individuals who
testified here before this committee. And during these interviews we solicited comments,
feedback, and suggestions from them on how best to remedy the problems which they raised.

And a number of those interviews were insightful and have been taken into account in our
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efforts to remedy some of the management problems at the RTC. And I just want to
underscore how seriously we have taken these allegations and that hundreds of hours have
been spent working to understand and resolve them.

In closing, the Completion Act requires the RTC to terminate on December 31st, 1995. We
will make that, there is no question that we will make that, and I think it will be a happy day
for all concemed, especially the__A_n_1_e_ric_al\__tagrpayer. Thankyou.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We're going to now proceed with the questions, and
we'll go with the nonnal five-minute time periods.

Chairman Greenspan, let me start with you. The Federal Reserve, of course, has raised
interest rates earlier this month, and you just indicated publicly again that further increases are
likely. And we know in the past that rising interest rates have had the effect of causing
significant problems for thfiftsf" N’ow,"o‘bviousTyTtl\e“a'n“1?>'u?t't"ishighly relevant. But my
question to you would be what effect are these higher interest rates likely to have on the RTC
and, for that matter, on the future health of the thrift industry, which is still trying to work its
way back?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, I think you raise a very important question, because one
of the lessons of this whole experience has been that we have -- we've put into place in the
early post-war years an institution which was a specialized institution, one which could not
function in a period of significant inflationary imbalances, an institution which had long-tenn
assets and short-tenn liabilities. And, as the secretary indicated, when interest rates generally
go up that institution is pressed as, indeed, we saw in an extraordinary sense in the period
I979-I980.

One of the things that is very important that we not allow to happen again is that
extraordinary type of inflationary imbalance which was so destructive to those types of
institutions. To be sure, savings and loans as a consequence of that have restructured their
balance to a significant extent and the maturity mismatch is not of the size that it was
previously.

Nonetheless, should interest rates rise significantly, then I think it does put those institutions
in a very difficult position. I_t's been the concem of the Federal Reserve that we endeavor to
fend ofi‘ any such types of inflationary instabilities, and the actions that we took -- we took on
February 4th, and the general discussion which I outlined to the House Banking Committee‘:
subcommittee in trying to comprehend the type of problems that may be out there, were put
forward precisely to prevent the types of difficulties which so debilitated the savings and
loans. .

To date, the effects on these institutions, of course,,have been minimal, and we dont expect
to see any particular problems emerge on that, but I would like to call - ask my colleague,
Jon Fiechter, what he sees, he's looking at these institutions in a much more detailed way than

I.
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MR. FIECHTER: I would echo what Chairman Greenspan said. One -- well, first, clearly a
major risk in the thrift industry, given the nature of the business, is interest rates, but a real
difference between the thrifi today versus the thrifi of the late '70s that ran into so much
difficulty when the -- there was the rate (spike ?) in the early '80s, is that restructuring both
of assets and liabilities, there are a lot of thrifis now that won't hold fixed rate mortgages any
longer because they went through the early '80s. Also, as a consequence of (rate Q ?),
institutions are able to much better manage their liabilities. As you know, Mr. Chairman, as a
consequence of FDICIA, OTS'liTs"§;Te'iit'iTdi of time'?Sii"if1terest rate risk. We have a fairly
extensive model, and in anticipation of a question such as this, I asked the staff baed on the
information the thrifis now provide what would be the effect of a 200-basis-point increase in
interest rates if it were to happen as a shock -- sort of an across-the-board increase, but I don't
think we're talking about that type of change. Only ten institutions would fail their current
capital requirements.

None of them would go b€l6\if2“peic'ent'capit'il,'hWéveT.“AInd while it's a very uncertain
world we live in, the analysis that we've done has suggested that at least in the numbers that

we're talking about today, the thrift industry is in a much better position to handle rate
increases going forward.

SEN. RIEGLE: I think that's an important response because I think it shows as well that in
re-engineering, through FIRREA and then FDICIA, the arrangements that the general strategy
is working. Now, if we get; overtaken by, you know, events that were to drive interest rates
above 200 basis points then we're into a different zone. But let's hope we're not going to deal

with that. Chairman Greenspan, let me ask you one other question. This issue has obviously

gotten a lot of attention here this moming. Are you satisfied with the way the Madison
Guaranty issue has been handled by the RTC?

MR. GREENSPAN: The ovjersight board has, as far as I'm concemed, had no relationship
with the Madison issue because that is a special case which is handled by the RTC directly.
And I must say, I have not followed it in any manner which would enable me to address the
question in a useful manner for you. SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. ALFONSE D'AMATO (R-NY): Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.
Mr. Hove, on August 10th,’ 1989, there was a letter written to Mr. John O'Donnell by a Ken
K. Schenck (sp). He's a credit specialist I don't know whether you've seen this letter in your
reviews of this whole matter, but just let me read you the last paragraph.

‘In the process of our suit against Frost & Company, we will most certainly examine
practices and procedures Madison Guaranty used in the day-to-day operations. We are

making this infonnation available in detail to Mr. I-Iubbell." Now listen to this sentence: ‘To

believe that none of this infonnation will make it back to his family is naive. I do not know
whether or not any infonnation upcoming will be damaging, however, I would like someone
with a wider scope of authority to review the situation and possibly eliminate this conflict.‘
Here's a credit specialist who's telling you what the real world is about. He was there.

Now, let me go on. In the report released by the FDIC -- eight pages of what I think is the
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most incredible whitewash of Whitewatergate that I've seen. This is incredible -- incredible.
And I've spoken to you just briefly before and I told you what I'm going to ask you. Page
six, the bottom: "In addition, we have found no evidence that the firm had a close relationship
with the S&l. which might call into question its independence.‘

I mean, I have to tell you, given the information that your people were reporting back to Mr.
O'Donnell, FDIC S&L project area coordinator, August l0th, 1989, given this incredible -- I'd
say the FDIC makes an assertiorftliat thedfose l.aw'Fihii did not maintain a close
relationship with Madison Guaranty. That's incredulous in light of the fact that they had a
monthly retainer with them for I5 months for several years earlier. I mean, how do you
come to this conclusion?

Now let me ask you one other thing. Is it true that no documents were reviewed as part of
the FDlC's intemal review which was conducted by your law department? Is that true?

MR. HOVE: Let me respond to your question in the order that you gave them. You first
talked about Mr. Hubbell and his relationship with the suit -- with the Frost accounting firm.

SEN. D'AMATO: Have you seen this memo?

MIL HOVE: I have not seen that memo.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let's have stafi give a copy of this memo to Mr. Hove, please.

MR HOVE: Let me respond to that.

SEN. D'AMATO: Would you like to look at that last paragraph and let me know whether or
not your people, in conducting this review have seen this? It goes back to I989. And the

person who sends it says it would be naive to think that Mr. Hubbell would not pass this

information on to his family.

MR. HOVE: But let me respond by saying that even if he had the issue between Mr. Ward,
who is Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law, and the Madison Guaranty had been already decided,

and Mr. Ward had a judgment at that time against Madison. That case was on appeal, and
therefore, any information that Mr. Hubbell could obtain, even if he would obtain it

,

and give

it to his father-in-law would not be admissible, would not be in the appeal process, even if he
had had the infonnation to give to him.

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Hove, did you ask you, did read page six, the bottom of your report?
Because we don't have much time. So I'm going to -- it says, ‘We find no evidence that the

firm had a close relationship with the S&L." Do you really believe that to be the case? Do
you really believe that a monthly retainer that Hillary Rodham Clinton had did not establish a

close relationship? Are you really suggesting that there was none?

MR. HOVE: Her relationship -

Ml
1

I
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SEN. D'AMATO: Is that credible in light of what you know? MR. HOVE: Her relationship
with Madison was on an issue that was in a state agency and not with the federal

govemment. It was not with the FDIC. And our case was not against Madison. Our case
was against the Frost Law Firm -- or over the Frost accounting firm.
In addition, we find no evidence that the firm had a close relationship with the S&L, which
might call into question its independence. I mean, are you serious? I mean, that is a
conclusion that was made. Let me tell you, it wu made by your legal department.
Let's go into something else. A§'5a_rt'ofTast"year's RTC Act, we have an inspector general
that was created in the FDIC. Was the FDIC inspector general involved in this revievi/?

MR FIECHTER: No, sir. The review was started at your request, if you recall. I had
indicated to you in my confirmation hearing that we were undergoing a review by our legal
division as to what was the policy, the conflict policy that may be in effect between the Rose
law finn and the FDIC in the lawsuit that Rose was doing for the FDIC against the Frost
accounting firm. SEN. DUQIMXTO: Léfme ’I;IT>Ffliis._UoTou plan to ask the inspector
general's office to analyze the procedures used by the FDIC legal staff in conducting this
internal review and in essence to review this matter?

MR FIECHTER: I would do that if the committee requested that SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: Well, I'm
requesting it

,

and I would suggest that you didn't need -- you wouldn't need the committee to
ask you to do this. I'd suggest to you that it's your job to do it

.

I'd suggest to you that when

you have such obvious areas of conflict in this report, when you're saying that there was no
close relationship, when you're suggesting that Webb Hubbell would not and was not in the

position to give any information to his father-in-law, that is incredulous. And if you don't
have an inspector general looking to something like this, then what do you have him for?

And what do you have? You have staff people who are going to make -- who make this kind
of determination? __ _i _ _

Now, I have to tell you you will be doing yourself and the FDIC, I think, a great, great
damage if you just think that you're going to let it rest on this eight pages of sophomoric,
legalistic mumble jumble that doesn't hold water. And I've just looked at this report I've seen

some occasion to see it in the newspaper. This is the first time I've had an opportunity to

review it personally this morning, and it's shockingly inept._ _
Now, question. Do you intend, not by way of this committee instructing you, to put this
matter, and don't you think it's‘ appropriate that i

t be submitted to the inspector general? Yes

or no?

MR FIECHTER: Senator, we've been reviewing this to review our procedures, to review our
procedures with conflicts, with conflicts not only with the Rose law finn but every law firm

that we deal with. And our procedure is to deal not only with the actual conflicts but also to

deal with the appearance of conflicts. And in this case had we done that, had we dealt with
the appearance of conflicts, it is likely that the appearance would have been different -- the
conclusion may have been different. But Senator, this has been several years ago. At that
time we had many cases coming in to us as a result of the savings and loan failures, and the
conflict, under the niles that we were dealing with at that time, did not present any conflict of
interest from the Rose law firm suing the Frost accounting firm.
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SEN. D'AMATO: It's what we're doing today. Today you're saying there may be a conflict
back then because they didn't have clear rules spelled out. Today you're saying there may be a

conflict back then because they didn't have clear rules spelled out. Now let me tell you
whether it smells today -- and it smelled then -- I don't want to get into this legalese that
maybe -- I want to know if you're going to ask the inspector general to review this matter.
That's a question.

MR. HOVE: I will do thatif commit'te_e"?e'q'tiests it.

*

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, Mr. Chainnan, I would at this point in time move that we ask that
this matter be reviewed by the inspector general. Now this is not going to interfere with any
federal prosecution that's taking place, but it's a question of ascertaining whether or not we're
getting the facts. It's a question of whether or not legal counsel has analyzed all the
documents. I don't know -- I read in one news account that says that no documents were
received as part of the FDIC'§'TiTt'e'nial ievie‘w.TTdoTi't kit'o'w'Twhetlier that's true or not, but
that's certainly something I intend to pursue.

SEN. RIEGLE: Yeah, let me just respond to your question because the time is up and I want
to stay within these time periods or we'll -- we won't be able to move any at all here in an

efficient way. _

Let me take your request under review. I'm not sure but what a request from a single senator

may be suificient to -- in asking for an inspector general review. I don't know without sort of
looking at our past practices and precedents, but let us research that question.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me thank you for the manner in which you've handled it
,

but I have to
tell you something. I'm wondering why when I asked you a question, yes or no, would you
undertake this -- and Mr. Hove, before you answered, the fellow behind you with the glasses

who has got a lot of hair I wish I had, you know, came up and told you what to say. Now,
can I ask what is your title and what is your responsibility?

MR : The acting general counsel. g

SEN. D'AMATO: You're the acting general counsel. Well, you know, sir, whether or not
you're going to ask, it seems to me for this to be reviewed is a matter if you see that the
propriety of this report, the integrity, the correctness of it can be substantiated And it would
seem to me that you'd want to do that. _

MR HOVE: We'll, let -

SEN. D'AMATO: It would seem to me that without counsel coming to you and saying

I

whether -- you know, you can wriggle out by saying that the committee has to ask. And I

appreciate the chairman's response, I really do.

But I just want to make that observation, Mr. Hove. I find your response totally
unacceptable.

I
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MR. HOVE: Mr. Chairman?

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll let -- I want to move ahead to Senator Kerry, who is next, and if you
want to make I response, certainly -

MR HOVE: Yes, I would like to, and first of all, all the documents, everything that we have
discovered is available to the speci'al_c__ounsel, and we will make that available to the special
counsel. I will commit to you that I will askhthe inspectorigeneral to undertake an
investigation.

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you. Thank you very much. And I think you have done the
administration a service, yourself, the FDIC, and I applaud you for that. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?
‘ " '

SEN. KERRY: Mr. Hove, you were originally appointed to your position b
y President Bush,

weren't you?

MR. ; That's correct.

SEN. KERRY: So you're a holdover from the Bush administration then. There's no special
affiliation you have with President Clinton, is that correct? MR : That's correct.

SEN. KERRY: I think it's a fair issue always as to what the level of review is
,

as to any

institution, if it takes place. And I've certainly shared a public expression of concem about
what the inspector generals have done or not done. But I would like to see, if it's going to be
done, as to Madison, I really want to see it done as to Columbia and as to some of the
others. I just think we ought to cover the board here.

Secondly, I want to point out the distinction here which we keep missing. And one of my
colleagues earlier said if this were President Reagan who did this and it was Silverado and so
forth, we'd be screaming. Those were sitting presidents who made sitting decisions regarding

a policy at that moment in time that cost the taxpayers a lot of money. There is no sitting
presidential decision here, there is no issue of presidential policy here. There is no issue of
taxpayers being cost money by an action taken by the president of the United States at this
time. This happened in 1982 and 1986, before they became president. Now, an individual

died and there's an investigation into the death of that individual and what may or may not
happened is a fair question with respect to the death. And that's being investigated by the

first special prosecutor of an opposing party that I can think of in my public memory in

public office that's been appointed. That is the clear distinction here. And it is a very real

distinction. No taxpayer money, no public issue of policy, no decision of a sitting president
of the United States with respect to what this committee has oversight on and is here for
today.

The question is legitimate: what took place, were there relationships previously -- these are
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important as to all these banks. And it is fair for the special prosecutor to proceed on that,
and it is even more important that this committee guarantee down the road that we investigate
everything. I'm not sitting here saying something may not have taken place. In point of fact,
there may be some indication that some folks outside of the White I-louse may have some
questions to answer. But there is no evidence whatsoever with respect to policy or taxpayer
money or any decision made by the president of the United States that warrants this kind of
inquiry.

'

%-i -—- >>~-1—__.-i".

Now, let me ask you, if I may, Mr. Altman, and Mr. Secretary, perhaps you can share with
me, because one of our concems is not just Madison but a whole lot of other institutions. I
think 42 percent of the total losses fall in Texas alone. And there's a serious question about
professional liability with respect to those institutions. I'd like to know, to date, what is the
total amount of money recovered to date from directors or officers of these institutions
nationally?

MR. AL'I'MAN(?): $640 million, senator.

SEN. KERRY: Six hundred and forty million?

MR. AL'I'MAN(?): From institutions -- from institutions.

SEN. KERRY: And that's recovered through liability cases. MR ALTMAN(?): Those are
criminally related recoveries, i 3 _

SEN. KERRY: What about civil? Is there any at this point?.MR. AL'I'MAN(?): In addition to
that figure I gave you, about S745 million from civil-related recoveries.

SEN. KERRY: So we have in fact recovered to date a billion three, is that correct? It's not
insignificant. -

Can you break down where, that has taken place? It's my understanding 42 percent of the
total cost of bailout was Texas. Is there a corresponding recovery rate or any kind of rate
you could give us as to where the most money came from?

MR AL'I'MAN(?): I don't have information with me, senator, on state-by-state breakouts, and
I don't know whether -
SEN. KERRY: _Would it be possible just to get that at some point in time? MR. ALTMAN:
We'll be happy to do our best to do so.

SEN. KERRY: I think it would be good to have a sense of that. It's my understanding that
you were going to take a look at this question of sort of why the recovery rate may or may
not have been low. Have you been able to draw any conclusions as to that? I mean, one of
the things I heard is that a lot of the attomeys who came on believing that they were going to
be able to engage in recovery grew so frustrated at not being able to do so in the early years

that they left. I don't know if that's legitimate or if you've found other reasons, but could you

l
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share with the committee what, if anything, you may have discovered with respect to the
recovery process?

MR. ALTMAN: As I said in my opening comments, the entire PLS area has been a troubled
one, and there have been complaints from both ends of the spectrum about overzealousness
and about inadequate pursuit. And we've had as GAO in its report noted a high degree of
tumover and difficulty retaining -- recruiting and retaining experienced attomeys because of
the temporary nature of tlie'KT'C."Aft'E?'all, here we are "with less than two years to go.

SEN. KERRY: Currently that's true. What about in eighty -- what about in the early stage -
late -- late '80s?

MR ALTMAN: Well, of course, the RTC has always been intended to be a temporary
agency, and I'd just refer you to the GAO report which concluded that that was a particular
problem. And as I've mentioifed, we've m'ade’€'se'rie‘s"'6f €ff<Tts to strengthen that, the most

important of which is to hire a very good and very strong general counsel.

When we inherited responsibility for the RTC, despite its being such a large institution -- as I
said, larger than almost any private financial institution in the country -- it didn't have a

full-time general counsel. And that's a very important step we took. We've also got more
PLS attomeys on board today than ever before in the history of the organization. So we're
making every efi‘ort to try to fulfill all the responsibilities we have in this area I don't think
there's any way to know, senator -- or if there is

,
I don't know -- whether -- or what

percentage of recoveries that have been made compared to the potential that an ideal effort, a

perfect effort would have obtained. I don't -- I don't know the answer to that

SEN. KERRY: Okay. My time is up. Thank you very much, ‘Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you much, Senator Kerry. .

Senator Bond is next.

SEN. CHRISTOPHER S
. BOND (R-MO): Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Altman,

are there special measures taken when in the resolution of a failed thrifi you find it to be
affiliated with a high profile individual? Someone in govemment, for example?

MR ALTMAN: The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are intended to be identical
in each case, and they certainly have been identical in the case discussed this moming.

SEN. BOND: A'fier you discbvered that the president of the United States's name might be
mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency, did you take any steps to ensure

that documents created in the case were protected and preserved?

MR ALTMAN: When the possibility of a criminal referral was brought to me, I took one
step, and that was to instruct all the relevant RTC personnel to handle any judgments about
criminal referral in the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS
matter, no deviation whatsoever. As far as documents are concemed, the same thing.

88-432 O — 95 — 3
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SEN. BOND: You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way? MIL

ALTMAN: That's correct.

SEN. BOND: Were there any instnictions received by you or to, your knowledge, anyone in
your agency from the Department of Justice, the White House or special counsel with respect
to the retention of documents? ________ _______

MR ALTMAN: To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know this, there were no
requests or conversations with the White House whatsoever on that. With regard to Justice
and the special counsel, I'm advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
that each party reminding the other not to take steps or release information which could

jeopardize either party's investigation.

SEN. BOND: Given the fa'Ei's"IFet'oiit in my1$eTiiF§YtFmEit, we are concemed about
whether all the documents are there, can you assure the committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy or tamper with any documents

dealing with Madison, its affiliated enterprises, directors, owners or business partners?

MR. ALTMAN: I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort. SEN. BOND: I-Ias
anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records Management, indicated to you
there are any missing documents? Or has anybody discovered any files missing or

unaccounted for?

MR. ALTMAN: No. ,_ _

SEN. BOND: You are absolutely sure that -

MK ALTMAN: No, your question ws: Has anybody indicated to me. SEN. BOND: All
right.

MR. ALTMAN: The answer is _no.

SEN. BOND: Would you inquire of your records management agency whether they have
either, A, been given instructions about the handling of documents from somebody outside or
if they have found any evidence of missing documents or find that there are documents
apparently missing? If you would inquire of that and advise us if you do find that there is
such information?

SEN. RIEGLE: I think the stenographer should note that he's nodding in the affirmative.

MR HOVE: Yes.

SEN. BOND: Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September 1992 referral to
the Department of Justice and copies of the second referral on October '93?

_ l
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MR. HOVE: Senator, we're not in a position to release any documents that could have a
negative impact on the investigation. I don't think you would want us to do that. And
documents of that type that you're talking about fall into that category.

SEN. BOND: Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of the Whitewater files
were actually delivered to Mrs. Clinton in 1987. What steps have been taken by your agency
to recover those files or to ascertain where those files might exist?

MR HOVE: I have no knowledge of that matter.

SEN. BOND: Have you heard of the allegation?

MR HOVE: Actually, no.

SEN. BOND: Mr. Altman,Tltii'ow there's many"a€p€cts I€it._I was just reading one of the
stories appearing in Commentary which referred to those allegations. We don't know if they
are true or not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to ascertain whether
there is any truth to the allegations and if so, to take appropriate steps to recover such
documents. Finally, where are the documents being kept, and have they been thoroughly

catalogued? _

MR. ALTMAN (7): Well, I can ssure you that all proper procedures relative to safeguarding
of documents are being followed. We also have a responsibility in regard to any case to
obtain all the necessary materials for purposes of making a litigation decision.
So any documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes_would pertain -- would help it
reach a conclusion on a litigation decision, in this or any other matter, it makes a maximum

effort to obtain.

SEN. BOND: But that -- you have no knowledge of the specific question I asked about the
records potentially in the possession of Mrs. Clinton? MR. HOVE (7): None whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BARBARA BOXER (D-CA): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to pick up on where
Senator D'Amato lefi ofi‘ with Mr. Howe. g

Mr. Howe, as a Bush appointee, you were familiar, obviously, with the laws in those days

regarding conflicts of interest, and you said that at that time there had to be a direct conflict
of interest. And the appearance of a conflict of interest now is considered important, but at
that time, that's not the way things were done. Is that correct?

MR. HOWE: That is correct, Senator. _

SEN. BOXER: So the law was strengthened, and now you have to look at the appearance of a
conflict of interest.
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MR HOWE: It's not a law, it's a procedure that we have at the FDIC. SEN. BOXEK All
right.

MR. HOWE: And at that time, we were looking only at the conflict of interest. Now we look
not only at the conflict but also at the appearance of any conflict. SEN. BOXER: Right.
Well, Mr. Chairman, I think this is a very important point. And what I would like to suggest
is this; my colleague, Senator D'Amato, is very interested in this one particular S&I., which
as I understand it

,

on the li§i'oI failures is the 194th largest in the country. I'm also interested

in seeing if there were conflicts when lawyers were hired in some of the bigger closures. For
example, there were, as I understand it

, I4 S&L failures that cost the taxpayers more than one
billion [dollars] each. Of these mega failures, six were located in Texas, two in Califomia,
two in Arizona, one in New Jersey, one New York, one Florida and one Pennsylvania. And I

would like to ask you -- and since I think the chainnan said a senator can make a request -
that in these mega failures, these six, I would like you to go back and take a look at the law
firms that we used at that time to see if there We're ‘conflicts 6f interest and have a -- and at
the same time that you issue this to Senator D'Amato, I would very much appreciate knowing
that because I do have a big concem about the scams that were going on at that time.

MR HOWE: Senator, many of these cases probably were the RTC cases and not the FDIC.
'I1ie reason that we had this case was that we inherited the FSLIC cases in late I988 or early
1989. This one came to us at a window of time prior to RTC's being created. So I think that
your request might better be directed toward the RTC.

SEN. BOXER: Well then I will make that request to the RTC and ask that we have that
report. Would I make that to Mr. Altman or Secretary Bentsen? Mr. Chairman, who do you
think would be the appropriate party?

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, they both are hearing it
,

so -

SEN. BOXER: All right. Well, I will assume that will be done because, as I say, what I find
most incredible is that there's this outrage directed at one particular situation, and it's so
obvious why. You know, Mr. Chairman, ljust want to say this, if I might -- I'll get back. I
just have to say this, if I might. We all bring our experiences to the table, to our committees,
to our work. And as I sat through this, I had the sense that this reminded me of something,
the dynamics here, and it comes back to my being a mother and my experience in raising two
kids, and when they wanted something, they made a pretty strong case.

And if they really wanted something, they stamped their feet. And if I gave them what they
wanted, I expected them to be happy because I acceded to their request. And if they kept on
stamping their feet, I'd tell them, ‘You're unreasonable." And if they kept it up, I'd take
further action. But I think what I see going on here is that there was a demand for the best
and most impartial person to look at a situation that obviously had a lot of political overtones,
and in an attempt to handle it fairly, that request was granted, and we don't know the end
result.

But what I see happening here, Mr. Chaimian, is that people are still stamping their feet as if
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nothing's been done. Something very important has been done. A lease has been taken on
offices for something like four years. Eight attomeys are looking at this whole situation.
Every question that's been asked by my colleagues is being looked at, not by a Democratic
prosecutor, u Senator Kerry has pointed out, but by a Republican prosecutor, and someone
who I believe has the faith of the American people, if not some of the senators here today,
who seem to want to interfere in that investigation.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer, I'riiig'ht say, you may or may not have seen this in this
moming's Washington Post, but there have been 25 FBI agents assigned to work with the
special counsel, in addition to that legal staff that you cite.

SEN. BOXEIC Yes. And, Mr. Chainnan, I have to say that gives me great comfort. As much
as I respect my colleagues‘ skill at questioning and badgering, I'd rather have this matter
handled by someone who is so well-respected, cannot be accused of partisanship, as my
colleagues on the Republiciniide hefe could B'?oT'IToWH beor Senator Kerry could be.
So let's stop stamping our feet, and let's say this is good, that this investigation is going
forward And I really do have faith that we will find out what the problems were. And we
don't know where it all will lead, but I don't think that tuming this hearing into a browbeating
of witnesses here does any good here at all.

I have some written questions I would like to submit, but I would have to say overall I am
pleased with the report that we're getting. It seems to me we're moving along, perhaps,
hopefully, under budget, moving forward with women and minorities and the things that many
of us care about, and going afier these crooks. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Do you want to say something? Otherwise I'm going here. MR. ALTMAN

(7): No, no. Ijust wanted to note to Senator Boxer that we would respond to that question
that you earlier asked.

SEN. BOXER: Thank you. I really look forward to seeing that for those six institutions.
Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you
Senator Bennett.

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chairman, if I might -

SEN. RIEGLE: Uh. excuse me.~ _ . .- .'|., l

SEC. BENTSEN: (Off mike) -- my responsibilities as secretary of the treasury to deal in
oversight, and I'm specifically precluded from intervening in individual cases. That's the

responsibility of the RTC. '

SEN. BOXER: But the RTC will do that. 'I‘hank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bennett~
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SEN. ROBERT F. BENNETT (R-UT): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree with Senator
Boxer: we all bring our personal experiences to this. I will try to stop stamping my feet.
(Laughter.) I think that's an appropriate response, but -

SEN. BOXER: You've just been tapping your toe. (Laughter.)

SEN. BENNE'I'I':' I've just been tapping my toe. I must, however, out of my own experience
share with you the numbeT3f times tFiFI'isT loyal RefirbTrtTan went to the White House in
the Nixon administration and kept saying ‘You have got to get this out. You have got to find
out who is behind this and tell the truth." And I kept getting told "This is a third-rate burglary
that nobody cares about.‘ I'm sure on a list of breaking and entering - (laughs) -- this would
have -- the Watergate breaking and entering would have been considered very, very minor.
And people kept saying to me, ‘No, no, it'll all blow over.‘ Well, it was members of your
party, Senator Boxer, who kept stamping their feet and kept.the thing up. A special
prosecutor was appointed W6T~i“Wmfi?a I think Mr. Cox did not
have very good Republican credentials when he was appointed to that circumstance.

SEN. KERRY: He was a Republican. One of the good ones from Massachusetts, but he was
a Republican. (Laughter.)

SEN. BENNETT: He was a Republican? Well, I knew his law partner. He was a Democrat.
We need not beat this further, but I do hope everybody understands that when there is an
allegation of wrong-doing the smartest thing any politician can do is get all the facts out on
the table. I've tried to do that. When I've been accused of making mistakes, I've discovered
that the very best thing you can do politically is not try to cover it up, and that's the only
advice I give my friends in this circumstance, having lived through the Watergate thing on the
other side of it.

SEN. KERRY (?): Can I just take 30 seconds to say to my colleague that's exactly what we
did. Senator Moynihan, national television, Senator Bradley, Senator Bob Ker-rey, myself and
others said appoint a special prosecutor, and indeed, the White House tumed around and did it
while the president was in Europe. . ' .

. I

SEN. BENNETT: I understand all that, but I also understandthat the stamping of the feet that
went on prior to that probably had something to do with that decision. I don't think it wu
entirely sound public policy on the minds of the people on the other side.

Let's get back to the RTC if I can. I do want you to refer carefully to the article that I put in
my opening statement. You've talked a great deal about minorities and women, and I yield to
no one in my desire to see to it that there is faimess done.

The allegations that were made by the gentleman from Denver, however, is that there is
serious reverse discrimination going on in the RTC, and that anyone who does not fall in that
category cannot get a job and cannot get a promotion. And if that is true, that is something I
think you should pay attention to. So I would ask you to review that.

~_
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Now. make reference to continuing sales, and again, this is a personal circumstance. I've had
a number of people come to me in Utah and say here is a marvelous investment opportunity
to pick up at fire sale prices properties that can be enormously valuable. I have decided
finally to divorce myself from having to make any investment decisions, and I put all of my
assets in a managed trust and trust the trustees of that trust to make those kinds of decisions.
But I said to them I cannot personally invest in this because I sit on the Banking Committee
and it's involved in oversight of the RTC and these are RTC properties.

But I did, prior to creating the managed trust for my meta, go through the process of looking
at them, and as a businessman, I can say you really are moving them very rapidly because it
stniclr me that some of the prices were indeed unduly low and that the RTC could in fact
have gotten a better price almost as quickly if not just as quickly as they were getting for
some of these properties. Do you have a sense on that issue? I'm not accusing you of
anything, I simply want you to talk about it

MR ALTMAN: Well, first of all, Senator, we have a statutory responsibility to maximize
recovery for the taxpayer, so we must pursue sale techniques which respond to that goal.
Second, all RTC assets, for practical purposes, are sold at auction, auction of one kind or
another. So rather by definition, the market -- the price which the market establishes on that

day is the price. It's always possible to look back on any transaction and say you should have
done it later or you should have done it earlier, but fundamentally all of our sales are on an
auction-style basis. I think the only other point I would make is that we're now in - we now
-- our inventory today is of the harder-to-sell variety as we're getting down toward the end.
So our recovery rates, as I mentioned in my statement, are lower. I think last year we
recovered at a rate of 76 percent of book value, and this year it'll be in the mid sixties. The
character -

SEN. BENNETT: Let me just go back to your earlier statement. I understand what you're
saying here, and I don't wartt to be argumentative about it. One instance, we were told - or I
was told that while it was technically an auction, the RTC had determined the price and that,

if I would simply submit a bid for this price, I would be guaranteed to get it
,

that the RTC
would not entertain any other requests. And I tumed it down, as I say, for the reasons I've
described, although I'll say to my colleagues, the ethics committee told me I need not have
done that. I could have made the investment I decided to avoid the stamping of feet later on

in some future campaign in Utah. I would not run the risk. But it was my understanding that
the people who did ultimately pick up the property did it for the price that we were told was

the price. And we were told, ‘Yea, this is technically an auction; there will be a sealed bid,
but this is the sealed bid we want and if you submit it at that price we can guarantee that you
will get it.‘ . _ .

MR ALTMAN: I'd like to make points. The first is -- that's not how it's supposed to work,
and if it worked that way -- just taking your comments in their entirety ‘ it should not have.
Second, the RTC does reserve the right to reject bids and to establish in effect reserve prices
or floors. So, it isn't the case -- it isn't always the case that whatever the high bid is it's

accepted. But, there should never be an auction where any such indication, any such

knowledge is provided beforehand; if it was, it was a mistake and shouldn't have happened
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SEN. BENNETT: I'll just assume that it was a mistake in a particular

cu
j_
st
a
n
ce
,

and I'm
grateful to you for your response.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, and perhaps a look could be taken at what may hav been going on
there, because that's not -- you know, let's not have it happen again. Sen r Sarbanes was not
given a chance, was not here in the sequence to give an opening statemen and has asked to
do so and I'm going to acknowledge that as I do with everyone. And then afler he's done
that, we'll start his time clock on qiiestions. Senator Sarbiiriesf

SEN. PAUL SARBANES (D-MD): Mr. Chaimian, I'll be brief. I don't want to impose on my
colleagues, but I can't forego the opportunity with Chairman Greenspan here before us not to
talk about interest rates just briefly, since I think they're so essentially involved with where
the economy may be going. And I just want to -- I want to make a statement about that
I've met with the chainnan from time to time, both privately and of course in public sessions,
and I've raised with him the concem tliata hilt?in_§lior'tTie_nn_Tates would raise long-term
rates. The chairman's position has been, as I understand it

,

that when short-tenn rates go up
long-term rates would initially rise but that within a few weeks or so thq would settle back
down to a level near where they had been when short-temi rates were raised. We then
contacted the Fed for the analysis that in effect was the underpinning for this statement.

We've had difficulty getting that analysis, but it's finally been forthcoming. And as the Fed

says, and I quote, the Fed staff, ‘As you have noted, short- and long-tenn rates do tend to
move together.‘ They then go on to make a rather subtle argument that to the extent that the
Fed is ahead of the curve the response of long-term rates is less than when the Fed is moving
too little too late, in responding to a build-up of inflationary pressure. So in a sense, they're
shifiing, as I understand it

,

the position that wu asserted to me by the chairman.

On the moming of Febniary 4th when the Federal Open Market Committee raised the Fed
fund rates from 3 to 3-I/4 percent, the 30- year bond rate stood at 6.30 percent -- 6.30. Since
that time, long- term rates have risen steadily. As of the close of business yesterday, the
30-year bond rate was 6.65 percent. Thus, since Fed funds were raised, long-tenn rates have

risen by 35 basis points; in other words, more than the 25-basis-point increase in short-terrn

rates. Now last summer at a hearing with Henry Kauffman (sp) and Paul Samuelson (sp),

copies of which testimony were sent to the Fed and with a request that it be distributed to
members of the Open Market Committee -- Henry Kauffman (sp) argued that raising
short-terrn rates could lead to higher long-term rates; in other words, the contrary of this
position that was asserted that if you take up short-terrn rates, you can bring down long-term
rates. And I quote Kauffman (sp). ‘I also take issue with the assertion that a small increase
in the Fed fund rate this summer would be welcome by the financial markets and would

accordingly lead to a decline in bond yields. Perhaps. But equally likely is that the bond

market would interpret such a rise in the federal funds rate as the first of a number of future
increases, and market participants might easily react by pushing bond yields higher. Under

that scenario, the rise in the federal funds rate could magnify inflationary expectations,

precipitating a sell-off of bonds.‘ A

Now just today, Hobart Rowen, one of our nation's most perceptive economic commentators,
hm an article in the Wuhington Post headed, ‘The Fed Meddles,' and I just want to quote
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from it briefly. ‘As it has many times in the past, the Federal Reserve Board is taking the
country down the wrong road by raising interest rates. It has violated the dictum, ‘If it ain't
broke, don't fix it,‘ and as a consequence, the smooth recovery from recession that has cheered

business and consumers over the past year is being threatened. “Fed Chairman Alan

Greenspan told the Joint Economic Committee in widely analyzed testimony January 31 that
the central bank, which had allowed interest rates to fall to record lows, would not change
policy to slow economic growth. But four days later, on Febnrary 4th, the Fed raised
short-terrn interest rates by one5qTr'a'rteF'5fTp5int'in'a,"quote, ‘preemptive strike,‘ unquote,

against future inflation. To make sure there was no doubt in the markets that the Fed had
decided to interrupt the easy money pattem, Greenspan publicly announced the move.
‘In new testimony this week, Greenspan failed to justify the Fed's action. He admitted that
there was no discemible inflation, that wages are not moving up, that there is virtually no fear
the economy is growing fast enough to make overheating a danger.‘

Now, the whole problem here -l and I -- this is to close this statement, and then I have just a
couple of questions to put to Mr. Altman. I won't take anywhere near my question time
because I -- is all -- it's all encapsulated in this -- in this cartoon, which shows this truck
moving down the road It says ‘Economy’. And the economy has been moving down the
road, and we all want to see that. The driver here has got his hands up to his head in horror.

He's slamming on the brakes As you can see, ‘Brake. Screech,‘ bringing this truck labeled

“The Economy‘ to a halt. And the reason he's doing it is because out here in the middle of
the street is a man labelled ‘Greenspan’. (I.aughter.) And he's bending over here. He's out in

the middle of the road out in front of the tnrck, obviously forcing it to come to a screeching
halt. I-Ie's bending over to pick up these papers here that say "Interest Rates.’ And he's

saying, "Let's see, we'll just pick these up.‘
Now -

1 .
MR GREENSPAN: You know, senatorgxl pulled a muscle in my back and I now just realize
how I did it. (Laughter)

SEN. SARBANES: Well, I'm glad we found the explanation for it
,

Mr. Chairman. SEN.

KERRY: You know, Mr. Chainnan, if you say something really interesting now about interest
rates you could functionally terminate this hearing and relieve us all. (Laughter)

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. Chairman, I know that's not the focus of today's hearings, but I think
this matter is of such importance. The Fed, of course, is urging the Congress to stay the
course on fiscal policy. I happen to agree with that. I think we ought to stay within the
constraints of the agreement that was reached lut year, and I expect that we will. But by the
same token, it's my oum view that the Fed should have stayed the course on monetary policy,

certainly until we had greater assurances that real growth was taking place in some lasting
and permanent way and some evidence that one can look to that indicates that we're

beginning to get some kind of inflationary problem. Now, Mr. Altman, Ijust want to put a

couple of questions to you. Earlier you were questioned by one of my colleagues on the other
side who went through a list of -- (laughs) -- sort of ‘Have you stopped beating your wife‘
type questions, I thought. And so let me try to tum it around and get -- I want to be sure.
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Do I understand that the cases to which they're making such reference were handled in the
same way that all other cases were handled ~- in other words, according to regular
procedures?

MIL ALTMAN: Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all procedures, normal
procedures should be followed in this matter without any deviation. SEN. SARBANES: And
to your knowledge, that's -- I mean, to the best of your knowledge that's the case. Is that
correct?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes.

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. -

MR ALTMAN: Of course, I'm commenting as andling of the case under myto the h

responsibility. I'm not makirig—a'com'nient ab5iiTmatterrTthiifI'have no knowledge of of three
or four years ago.

SEN. SARBANES: Oh, I understand that, but as I understood the questions that were put to
you, it was with respect to your own responsibilities. I don't how you could be expected to
assume the responsibilities of others, so to speak. Mr. Chainnan, I just have one comment
about the constant reference here to Madison and Whitewater and so forth. And that is that,
you know, an independent counsel has now been selected. I read the transcript of his press
conference with the Attomey General when it was announced Actually, as I understand it

,

or
as he said, he defined the scope of the investigation. In fact, he says, ‘I'm totally satisfied
that I will have the independence and complete authority to do this job right.‘
And then the resolution by which his jurisdiction is defined, this is Robert Fiske now I'm
talking about; ‘This resolution has been deliberately drafied broadly. It Wm drafled by me to
give me the total authority to look into all appropriate matters relating to the events that bring
us all here today.‘ And he then goes on to specify that.

Now, of course, I think Fiske is regarded highly. In fact, Senator D'Amato called him "a man
of unflinching and uncompromising integrity. He's the kind of person who will bring out the
truth for the American people so there will be no question as to the thoroughness and
objectivity of this investigation.‘ I don't differ with that evaluation, I say to my distinguished
colleague from New York, from what I know about Mr. Fiske and what's been told to me
about him. So I think that's an accurate evaluation of him. Now, the other point I want to
address is, he was asked in that conference, ‘Do you think that a congressional hearing of any
kind at this point might hamper your investigation?‘ ‘Ibis was a question put to Fiske by a -

at that press conference when he assumed his responsibilities. And this was his response, and

I quote him -- this is now Robert Fiske I'm quoting, the independent counsel: "I think the
history of these situations is that it is difficult to conduct this kind of investigation at the
same time a congressional investigation is going on. The decision whether to have such an
investigation obviously is not mine, but I think just looking back at the past, we can all see
that that is not an easy relationship.‘ End o

f quote.

And I just wanted to put that on the record, because I think it's very important to understand
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that, you know, an independent counsel now has been selected. The independent counsel has
been given a grant of authority -- actually, according to his own testimony, he defined, in
effect, the grant of authority. I haven't quoted it

,

but the attomey general is very clear here in

her statements that he has a full scope to proceed as he deems necessary and to call upon any
resources that he thinks are advisable. And it seems to me that, you know, we've put the
matter where it ought to be put.

Now, there was some delay in getting"tb'_tIi'ai'point. I understand that. But that's the point we
are at now, and it seems to me that that is -- ought to be reassuring to the American people
that this matter will be looked into thoroughly and comprehensively and that Mr. Fiske and
his associates -- and he's now in the process of putting together, I understand, a rather large
and first-rate stat? -- will get to the bottom of this matter. And I think it's very important that
that be put on the record.

I thank the chaimian.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.

I made reference earlier -- I'd just take one moment before calling on Senator Fairclotli. I

made reference earlier to the actual legal charter of independent Special Counsel Fiske which

is published in the Federal Register on Friday, February 4th, and I've read it
. And it's really

quite a -- I just hold it up here, and we'll put it in the record so that it's there in the context of
this discussion. But this is about as broad and as firm a legal mandate as anyone could have.
And I notice here that under the Department of Justice the action to accord him that kind of
operating latitude was in thefonn of a final rule. So this locks ,it in. I mean, this independent
counsel, I think highly regarded across this board -- from Senator D'Amato's comments to
others that have been made byother people who know him well - has the authority to go
anywhere he thinks it necessary to go. And I again make reference to that article today in

The Washington Post, because he's obviously setting up subsidiary investigative efforts, where

he's putting together teams to go down each and every issue so that there are no questions left

at the end of his work. In any event, I urge my colleagues to take a look at this, because I

think it is instructive. Senator Faircloth. ,

SEN. LAUCH FAIRCLOTI-I (R-NC): Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. And I want to thank you
for the manner in which you've conducted the hearing. It hasn't been eaq. I had one or two
quick one-liners, and then I had some questions. (Laughter) One of them is in sympathy with

Mr. Altman. I bought and sold many a piece of land in my life. I never bought one that
somebody didn't tell me I paid way too much for it, and I've never sold one that somebody
didn't come immediately and tell me I should have gotten a lot more. But I survived. MR.

ALTMAN: You probably did very well.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Chaimian Greenspan, I think -- two things. If we get nothing else out of
all of this conversation, I believe it will demonstrate to the American people, and maybe to
the Congress as a whole, that we need to keep the Federal Reserve, the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Office of Thrifi Supervision and the FDIC as separate entities, and If! well
spent money to have them separate by the taxpayers‘ money to keep it as it is and not be

consolidating it into a political position. I hope that's it. As Senator Sarbanes mentioned on
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your increase in interest rates and inflation, I have observed over the years that inflation is
somewhat like Alzheimer's disease; you've had it three or four years before you find out you
really have it

. And inflation moves before we -- it goes underground a long time. So I think
you're absolutely right in increasing rates in anticipation of what might-happen. I have found
that inflation -- a recession will scare you -- in business, a recession will scare you to death,
but inflation will kill you. And I have a question for Mr. Hove.

Mr. Hove, it's my understanding ihat We5stEFHubbel|,“ in his current position as associate
attomey general, and in his words, ‘chief operating officer‘ at the Justice Department, has
formally recused himself from matters regarding Madison Guaranty. Would you agree with
me that it would be improper for Mr. Hubbell to seek to involve himself in the FDIC
investigation beyond what he was asked by the Legal Division?
And if you will -- since that light is looking at me -- I'd like yes or no answers, if you would.

MR HOVE: I think the issue of'Mr.TIubbell'?e€usTng hi'n'1§elf' isan issue that Mr. Hubbell
has to deal with.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Fine. Have you had any communication with Webster Hubbell
conceming the Legal Division's report?

MR. HOVE: I have not.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are you aware of any communication between Webster Hubbell and an
FDIC official in the general counsel's office regarding Mr. Hubbell's role in the Legal
Division's then-pending investigation and report? MR. HOVE: Yes, sir. Legal Division has
had conversations with Mr. Hubbell. SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are you aware of arty
communication between an official in the general counsel‘: office in Washington and the
FDIC ofiicial in the Kansas City, Missouri field office regarding Webster Hubbell's role in the
then-pending investigation and report? - ._

MR HOVE: No, l‘m not aware of that. i

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Would you be willing to let the general counsel's office release their
telephone records for the week of January the 24th through January the 31st?

MR HOVE: Senator, we're willing to release any non-confidential information that would be
generally available to the public. As you might know, many of these things would be privacy
concems and we would be concerned about releasing

those without redacting some.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So you would not release them?

MR HOVE: No, sir, we will release them, we will release any non-confidential -

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: All right, that's -- who decides whether it's confidential or not?

MR. HOVE: Well, does it include -- does it deal with privacy of the individual. SEN.

..~
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FAIRCLOTH: Well yes_ it does, but we need -- yeah, ‘sure it does. That's what we want them
for. (Laugliter.) Will you?

MR. I-IOVE: We'll release anything that is publicly available, yes, sir. SEN. FAIRCLOTH:
Well, it's not publicly available or we wouldn't be asking for it to be released. If it were in
the want ad section, I'd have gone there to get it

.

MR. HOVE: Yeah, we have log of everyone that we've contacted, everyone we've talked to
on the phone, and we'll release that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. Okay, that's what we need.

I see in the Wall Street Joumal and the Chicago Tribune, and it's generally out, that you
found no conflict of interest between Ms. Clinton and her work in the Dan Lassiter (sp) and
First American Savings and Loan, that you find her completely innocent.

MR HOVE: Senator, let me talk about that issue because that was not an FDIC issue, and
that was not an investigation or a review that the FDIC has done. That wu an issue that
happened before FDIC ever became involved. That was an issue between the old FSLIC -

the old Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and the failed savings and loan, First
American in Illinois. They had filed the suit against Lassiter (sp). They had settled that suit
before FDIC ever became involved in that. It was an issue that had happened way before
FDIC ever became involved in it
We have not reviewed that. We have looked at -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: May I wk one quick question?

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Who settled it? Ms. Clinton and Foster? Is that -- it was settled -- you
say it was settled It was settled by Ms. Clinton and Foster. MR I-IOVE: I'm not sure that it

was settled b
y Mrs. Clinton. Mrs. Clinton's involvement was to sign an amended complaint

for Mr. Foster that amended the complaint from the savings and loan against Lassiter (sp).
That was her only involvement in that case.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, go ahead I'm sorry, I internipted you. MR. I-IOVE: That case
was settled over six years ago by the conservator. The conservator for that savings and loan

had hired a law firm in Chicago. The law finn in Chicago subcontracted the Rose law firm

to work on this case for them as the conservator. The lawsuit was settled before we ever got

it
,

and normally these facts would not trigger an investigation for us, but because of the
increasing public interest -- and if you choose, we will conduct an IG investigation to
deterrriine that -- but again, the records are scattered all over because it's the old FSLIC
records and they were not compiled in any one location. So it's a very difficult issue. It -
there's no single repository of these records. And we'd be willing to assist your staff in
locating any of these records that may be available and to make some detennination as to
what the involvement was.

~
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SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: So this clearing of Ms. Clinton in any involvement with the American
Savings and Loan and Dan Lassiter (sp) was done by the FDIC, it was done by the -

MR. HOVE: We have not cleared it
. The only contact we've had on the First American

Savings and Loan and the Lassiter (sp) case was a press contact that came as a result of an
article that appeared first in the Chicago Tribune, and we responded to that saying exactly
what I've told you, that this was not an FDIC issue, that it was in fact a FSLIC issue that
occurred before FDIC ever became involvedin any FSLIC issue.
The issue was settled, the settlement was made before FDIC ever became involved in this
issue.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, so -- but the -- would the statute rim on it, could it be opened
by the special counsel?

MR. : I haven't any ideaT_'I11Tt'§q_ii€s_ti5n Igti't§'dIEreTTsk my attomey.

SEN. FAIRCLOTHZ ASlt him.

MR : (Confers.) I don't know.

MR. : I have no idea either.

MR. : We don't have enough records at this stage to know -- SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Thank
you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Although I'll repeat again, and you'll readit from this Federal Registry (sic):
"The independent special counsel has two authorities. One authority is for criminal

prosecutions. The other authority is to proceed with civil actions.‘
Now, the civil authority doesn't relieve any other regulatory body of whatever civil action
they might appropriately take. But the point is, the special counsel has the specific grant of
authority to proceed down both tracks. And it's laid out four different times in this charter of
responsibility, and it's a very important point

SEN. D'AMATO: Will the chairrnan_yield? Just on that point, because to be quite candid
with you, until the chairman read the grant of authority, I was given to believe that the
special counsel would confine himself to the criminal side. I'm not suggesting to you that the

grant may not give him broader powers. I would think it would behoove us, and I'm not
attempting to get the exact language determined now, but if we could not, send a letter from
this committee and ascertain, indeed, will he undertake the review of various civil matters,
such as the one brought up as it relates to this last matter that Senator Faircloth brought up,
and there are some others. I think that would at least set the record straight and we might
want to put that to him and, again, have our counsel work together to put forth the

appropriate question. But I think we should detennine, indeed, is that the case.

Secondly, I make a quick point, and I beg the indulgence of my colleagues, b
y

stating, I think
that if you notice, at least where I have been attempting to take this, and I think some of my

| \
I

II
ll
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colleagues, we're attempting to ascertain what if anything did the RTC, did the FDIC, do in
connection with these matters. That is not at variance with the charge of the special counsel.
We are not, in attempting to find out what was done and what wasn't done, in any way
disturbing his investigation. I think we have an absolute right to know what was done. We
have an absolute right to know the appropriateness of the action, so -

SEN. BOXER: Can I have a point of procedure? Whose time are we on? I just was -- I've
lost track.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, I'm going to do it one way or the other.

SEN. BOXER: Well, I don't have any objection to your doing it I'm just confused. Is this
Mr. Faircloth's time that you're on? Or is this added time, so we can all get added time?

SEN. D'AMATO: I asked flie charnnaifif he'v'v<Tuld_riid\Hge me so I could -

SEN. RIEGLE: He asked the indulgence of the chair and I'm going to let him finish his point.

SEN. BOXER: Okay, fine.

SEN. RIEGLE: And then we'll move to the next person here.

sen. aoxrsa; 1 was just checking.
'

SEN. D'AMATO: So, again, this is not an attempt to do anything other than to see what has
been done to date by those various agencies that have the collective and the individual

responsibility to deal with these matters. That's one. And secondly, it would seem to me that

it might clarify the issue -- certainly I was led to believe, and maybe incorrectly so, that the
special counsel was not going to look into civil matters. I think it's important for us to
ascertain that.

And so I put that to the chairman that possibly we review that matter. I'm not looking for an
answer at this time -

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I'm going to just --
H

I'm going to take a minute and just read it into the

record because I don't want it to be -

SEN. D'AMATO: No -

SEN. RIEGLE: I know, but it's important, and the words are on paper, and this is the official
charter. And I'm going to read from page 5221 of the Federal Registry of Febnrary the 4th of
this year, and I'm going to just read three or four different lines here that appear in different

places, and here's the first one: "The attomey general has appointed this independent counsel

to investigate whether any individuals or entities have committed a violation of any federal
law or civil law.‘ And then it goes on in that vein. And then over on the next page it says

again "... have committed a violation of any federal criminal or civil law relating to ..." And
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then again it says "... any violation of arty federal law or civil law.‘ And it says it one more
time further on down the line here.

So it's clear -- my interpretation of this is that this does not relieve any regulatory body of
any proper actionable efforts that it should properly undertake and determine to undertake, but
it says that the special counsel clearly has the authority to move down both tracks if in his
judgment he should find that that is warranted. And it's a very important fact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Chairman -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, let me just say the time -- we're at the point now where
either you or Senator Gramm will get to ask questions, and you -- you're both here, and I
don't know if either of you have a -- one will follow the other, but will either of you have a
time problem as to who goes first? V_ ___ _ j _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I just wanted to ask you with -- on that question on your charter
interpretation there, or reading -

SEN. RIEGLE: It's not an interpretation, it's what -- it's the final rule that was laid down on
the -

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what is -- what is the special prosecutor supposed to do if he finds
civil law violations?

SEN. RIEGLE: He has the full legal empowerment to take whatever actions he deems
necessary -- and all the investigative and prosecutorial authority _to do so. I mean, this is an
absolute charter.

SEN. DOMENICI: We'll -- we'll -- thank you very much for that.

SEN. RIEGLE: You can take a look at it.

srzu. DOMENICI: Senator Gramrn, I have a little bit of time, although I'm late for some
events. But if you want to go, I'll let you go and I'll follow. It - Will there be another one
from the other side that has not inquired yet? =

SEN. RIEGLE: No. You are the last two that have a chance to question, so -

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, go ahead. Could you keep it brief, senator? Short?

SEN. RIEGLE: -- and then we'll go back and forth, senator. SEN. : No.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? (Laughter.)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Gramm.
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SEN. PHIL GRAMM (R-TX): You want to go ahead?

SEN. DOMENICI: No, you go. You got the time clock right there.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me begin. I've just got a simple question that I want to ask of most of
the members of the panel, and let me just read it. Mr. Altman, I want to ask you first. Have
you or any member of your staff had any communication with the president, the first lady, or
any of their representatives, includiiig_iIi?iF'Iegal"cou'ri§el arany member of their White House
staff, conceming Whitewater or the Madison Savings and Loan?

MR ALTMAN: I've had one substantive contact with White House staff, and I want to tell
you about it

SEN. GRAMM: Okay, let me, if I may, just -- given that ‘yes’ I'd like to know what the
substance of the communication was, 'when' i§ccuFr_e'd, fiioiiiitiated it, and what you were
asked to do.

MR ALTMAN: Right. First of all, I initiated it. About three weeks ago, Jean Hanson, who

is Treasury's general counsel, and I requested a meeting with Mr. Nussbaum -- he's the White
House counsel.

The purpose of that meeting was to describe the procedural reasons for the then impending
February 28th deadline as far u the then statute of limitations was concemed. I'm sure you
know that that statute of limitations has subsequently been retroactively reinstated for certain
types of civil claims. And we explained the process which the RTC would follow in reaching

a decision before that Febniary 8th deadline, that it would be exactly identical to procedures
used in any other cases, any other PLS case, and that the RTC fundamentally would come to

a conclusion as to whether or not there existed the basis for a claim or whether there didn't.

And in the event that the basis for a claim existed, then it would pursue either a tolling

agreement, which is the equivalent of a voluntary extension of the statute of limitations from
the parties at interest, or it would file that claim in court. That was the whole conversation. I

was asked one question. That was question was whether we intended to provide the same

briefing to attomeys for the parties at interest. I said I assumed so, went back -- (inaudible)
-- and checked with the RTC general counsel. The answer was in due course. I said fine.
That was it. I have not had any contact with the president of the United States or the first
lady on any matter like this.

SEN. GRAMM:_ If I may, let me pose the same question to Mr. Hove. Have you or any
member of your stafi' had any communication -

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Hove, let me just -- I don't know if you know. This question's being
addressed to you. _

SEN. GRAMM: Have you or any member of your stafi had any communication with the
president, with the first lady, with their representatives, including legal counsel, with members

of their White House staff conceming Whitewater or Madison Savings and Loan?
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MR. HOVE: Our director of the Office of Communications at the FDIC had received a call
from a press person at the White I-louse afier the second article appeared The Chicago
Tribune regarding the First American issue. They asked, did we have any statement? And
the response given to the White I-louse was, no, we did not have any statement.

SEN. GRAMM: So they were uking you to respond to the press statement? MR. HOVE: It
was Mrs. Clinton's attomey. .

SEN. GRAMM: Mrs. Clinton's attomey -

MR. HOVE: I'm sorry. It was Mrs. Clinton's attomey -

SEN. GRAMM: -- called you?

MR. HOVE: It was MrsTCfirTtFr?s EtYE>?ii"eTtht§Ied‘tIie'FDIC'Ofiice of Communication.

SEN. GRAMM: So Mrs. Clinton's attomey called the FDIC and asked you to respond to a
press -

MR HOVE: No, no, that's not what he said.
|.- |

SEN. GRAMM: Well, I'm asking the question.

MR. I-IOVE: Yeah. N0, but that -- but -

SEN. GRAMM: I'm not trying to speak for you.
What did Mrs. Clinton's attomey ask you to do?

MR. HOVE: They asked did we have any statement, and we responded, no, we did not have
a statement.

SEN. GRAMM: Would it be nonnal that someone’: -- did this attomey work for the federal
govemment?

MR HOVE: No. This was Mrs. Clinton's attomey.

SEN. GRAMM: When did this call occur; do you know?

MR HOVE: Afler the secondarticle appeared in the Chicago Tribune, and I can't tell you the
date of that It's been in the last, what, two weeks or so? I don't know.

\-4:.

SEN. GRAMM: And you were asked if you had a response that you were going to put out on

it
;

you said no. .._

MR. HOVE: That's correct. We responded to the first statement, the first article that appeared

in the Chicago Tribune, pointed out the errors of that article, that it was not an FDIC matter,
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exactly the same thing that I responded to Senator Faircloth.

SEN. GRAMM: And to the best of your knowledge, youwe had no other communication, you
and your staff have had no other communication with all the people that -

MR. HOVE: That's correct.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me pose the same question to Mr. Fiechter and to Ms. Ford

MR FIECI-ITER: To the best of my knowledge, I know I have and OTS staff has had no
communication whatsoever with anyone from the White House about this or that list that you
included in your question.

MS. FORD: No, the Oversight Board nor I have had any involvement in this matter.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me raise a second question, and it's a thing that I've tried to understand
in looking at where we are and what we need to do to get on with finishing this matter. Part
of the problem that we have had in the past with regard to congressional hearings and
congressional involvement really has involved two things. One has been the granting of
immunity by congressional panels for people who would testify. The other is that under the
Constitution, the testimony of a member of Congress is a privileged matter that is given
special treatment. In this case I'm not aware that anyone in holding a congressional hearing
or looking into this matter would be talking about -- I don't know of a committee that would
be empowered to grant immunity. No such resolution has passed the Congress. We're not

talking about a member of Congress, where there's special constitutional provisions. I'd like to
just pose the question: What would be wrong with letting members of this committee that
have oversight responsibility look at therecords in this case or any other case where we have

oversight responsibilities? Mr. I-Iove, let me pose that to you and Mr. Altman, and then I see
my time is up and I'll stop. _ _

MR HOVE: Our position is that we will make access available, and we have, to
Congressman Leach, to all information that is, again, non-confidential documents.

SEN. GRAMM: How would you define what is confidential?

MR nova; Again, those um would -- (pause) -- those ma would involve privacy
information that would be non-germane to this issue.

SEN. GRAMM:'And you would make that judgment?

MR HOVE: Yes. _.,

SEN. GRAMM: Mr. Altman? _f

MR ALTMAN: First of all, Senator, we have already provided volumes of documents to the
Congress Senator D‘Amato referred at the very beginning to documents he received lat
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evening, and I would have liked him to receive them earlier, but we only got the request last
Friday.

But in tenns of Congressman Leach, who has also received those documents, he has had them
for some time -- if my memory serves, 6,500 pages -- the'R'I‘C has been asked not to make
information about criminal refenals in the Madison matter public, and it's standard practice
not to release infonnation of that kind or any other which might ‘compromise a criminal
investigation. And of course, we're coo'perati'n?'witlt the independent counsel to try to assure
that we don't release any infonnation which would jeopardize his investigation. And as I said
earlier, I would think you would not want us to do that in order that that investigation should
proceed as it should.

SEN. GRAMM: Mr. Chairman, if I could have your indulgence, I've got here a text of a
newspaper article in Phoenix that contradicts something that Mr. Hove said, and I'm sure he
doesn't want to let it stand.'T\F'g"ot_i r&p_onse,"appii‘ently'afi€r_tIie second article, where the

agency -- the FDIC did in fact make a statement. It says the agency said Mrs. Clinton's
involvement in the case was not extensive enough to constitute a conflict of interest under
R1165governing federal regulation of savings and loans. I've got this if you would like to see
it.

MR. HOVE: Was that afier the second -- we made a comment -- we made a public comment
afier the first article appeared -

SEN. GRAMM: This is 2/16/94.

MR. I-IOVE: Okay, and I don't know when those articles appeared. SEN. RIEGLE: Why don't
you take a look at it

,

and let's go to Senator Domenici and then -

SEN. GRAMM: (Aside ) -- When did the other one occur, what's the date on the other one?

MR I-IOVE: Senator, we commented afier the first article appeared to correct any
inaccuracies that was in the report. The involvement that Mrs. Clinton had in that case was,

again, as I mentioned to Senator I-‘aircloth, that she signed an amended complaint for her
partner, Vince Foster, who was the attorney who was involved in the case. That involved two

hours that was billed on Mrs Clinton's part on that case in which she signed the amended
complaint. As far as we can detennine from the records we have, that was the involvement

that she had had, and that's what we released at the time.

SEN. GRAMM: 'WelI, if you would take a look at this and just let us know in writing if this
was the second one, how the responsewas made,» who made it

,

why they made it
,

it'd be fine.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici.

SEN. PETE V. DOMENICI (R-NM): Mr. Altman, Stanley Tate (sp) was nominated by
President Clinton to head the RTC, and while preparing for that confirmation he was at the
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RTC in a consulting capacity. That's all true, isn't it?

MR ALTMAN: Yes, sir. V

SEN. DOMENICI: When he withdrew his nomination, he attempted to release to the public
materials he had prepared containing the RTC operations. Are you and the board familiar
with the document that I refer to? g 7 7

MR. ALTMAN: Generally, sir, yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Why did the oversight board prevent Mr. Tate (sp) from releasing that
document?

MR ALTMAN: Well, first of all, itwas r§:leaseii.___g _____

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, you released it -- when he left it was not released and you claimed
it should not be released. But then eventually you provided the document to Senator
D'Amato, I believe, or my office, but that was December 23rd, 1993. Why was it not
released when he wanted to release it?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, senator, my recollection is that it was released rather promptly. Maybe
not the day afler he submitted it

,

but as a federal employee -- consultant, the materials

properly would be -- were reviewed by his superiors before being released. But I think the
point is they were released in short order. _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, did the RTC or the oversight board alter, edit, or sanitize this
document before releasing it? And let me say if not, why did Dietra Ford, oversight board
executive director, send a memo -- and I have that -- dated November 30th to you about these
materials which included the following sentence: "I‘m forwarding the enclosed so that you can

see the original materials and fully understand the disaster we narrowly avoided.‘ Those last
-- that last sentence is a quote. What was the disaster that Mrs. Ford was referring to? Was

this a reference to Madison? If it wasn't, tine. If it was, I think maybe we ought to know
about it.

MR. ALTMAN: Senator, you should ask Mrs. Ford that question.

SEN. KERRY (7): You may not like the answer, but -- ‘,
1

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I just got this letter, and it deserves an answer. If it's not what I

want, that's fine. 'Ihat's what we're here for.

MS. FORD: We received the 200-page document the moming of his press conference, and we
had only a quick time to take a look at it at the Oversight Board. The deputy general counsel

‘

of the Oversight Board and I advised -

SEN. : Pull the microphone up.
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MS. FORD: We advised Mr. Tate that the material should be reviewed by the Oversight
Board stafl‘, myself, as well as the interim CEO, Mr. Altman, before they are released to the

public and that he was a federal -- special federal govemment employment and, therefore, he
was subject to the rules that apply in terms of ethics, the Office _of Govemment Ethics, that
applied to the release of documents which he obtained during his tenure as a federal
govemment employee.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what%'vTrIi'a't"y'o_u'i7l'r:'ttersays.
' _

MS. FORD: That's right

SEN. DOMENICI: But what was the ‘disaster that we narrowly avoided‘?

MS. FORD: It was my interpretation that, to release those documents before anyone in the
Oversight Board stafi', the"iTttoTn§§ involved, or 4-"who§vi§E 11;, have a chance to look at
them, was inappropriate. And that's my choice of words -- ‘disaster.’ I think it's
inappropriate to release documents before we know what they contain.

SEN. DOMENICI: I thank you.

Let me quickly move to a couple of other ones if I might. Mr. Altman, I think you told
Senator Bond that you would not make available any documentsthat, quote, ‘would have a

negative impact on the legislation,‘ closed quote.

M.R. ALTMAN: No, I don't think so.

SEN. DOMENICI: No?

MR ALTMAN: I said -- I think I said that we would try not to relese any document that
would have a prejudicial effect on the investigation.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, this committee held hearings on the failure of the Bank of New
England in the context of an unsuccessful confinnation hearing on Bob Clarke. This
committee explored in detail transactions related to that bank. Voluminous documents were

made available. Maybe this is distinguishable, but it seems to me that the same question
could be asked here. Why can't you release all of these documents for this kind of hearing?

MR ALTMAN:_Senator, we have had -- or I am advised we have had a couple of
conversations with Mr. Fiske, the independent counsel. He has asked us not to release any

documents that could jeopardize his investigation. I don't know why you would want us to
do that, to jeopardize his investigation. We certainly don't want to.

SEN. DOMENICI: I don't Want youito.

MR AL'I'MAN: And we're respecting his request.

I
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SEN. DOMENICI: But if the special prosecutor has no objection to the committee being
provided copies of documents, can the committee then count on the RTC's full cooperation in
providing them.

MR. ALTMAN: You should direct that question to Mr. Fiske.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? If he has no objection, then can we count on you to release them?. ..__-_--_-_.-__----_ . _. .-_. .

MR ALTMAN: I think the answer is yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Does the RTC have an inspector general?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: Has thi-.“iE§peTto'F§eneral‘iii\F'stTg'aiEd the‘cY>ii'flict-of-interest allegations

regarding the Rose finn?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that.
I'm nearly certain it's no because, as you know, it wasn't the RTC that ever had any retainer
relationship or other relationship with the Rose firm. .

SEN. DOMENICI: But you're kind of the natural successor to what went on there, and I
believe -- I think when you took over you began some investigation of that. We'll show you
that in a minute. But my question is

, if the FDIC agreed to have its IG look into Madison,
would there be any reason why you wouldn't?

MR. ALTMAN: I have no objection to the IG's looking into any matter that he sees fit to
look into or that he's requested on an official basis to look into. That's what he's there for.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, I don't want to be arbitrary, but I do want to try to stay on
the time clock if I can as we go back and forth, and we'll continue until everybody's had a

chance to cover everything they want to cover today.

SEN. DOMENICI: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Chairman Greenspan, I want to come back to the interest rate situation
because we had an opportunity-to talk the day that the Fed took its first step, afier that was

taken, and I'm c_oncemed about the question of what has happened since and just your own
expectations of what might happen, what has happened. You've made further public
comments in a hearing recently. I'm just wondering, as you watch market reactions to the

tightening move that the Fed made, are you seeing essentially what you expected or have you

seen something that -- particularly in terms of the uptick on th_e long rates -- something that
maybe you would not have expected? In other words, where are we now, and how do you
read what seems to be taking place as a reaction to the Fed's policy adjustment?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chainnan, as Senator Sarbanes indicated, my expectation was on the
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basis of what has historically tended to be the case, that the type of increase that we've had
would initially lead to some small increase in long-term rates followed by some edging off.
That's basically been the history, other things equal, and that's essentially what one endeavors
to use so far as a forecast is concemed.

What occurred in the interim was, as I indicated to the subcommittee of the House the other
day, is that there was a growing concern that after the torrid pace of economic growth in the
fourth quarter, which is apparehtly ii

i
tltepiocess of being revised up, that the possibility that

we would not be moving to a much more moderate rate of growth was rising, and the first
evidence that that was affecting market perceptions was when the Philadelphia Federal
Reserve Bank releued its monthly survey, which showed a significant increase in prices paid

by manufacturers for the month -- I suspect it's early February. The point at which that
release was made, the long-term rates were very slightly above where they had been previous
to the February 4th move. But what occurred following that was a general belief that the

pace of economic activitffify rum out tobE~ stronfifihan most of the people in

the market had anticipated

And to repeat what I said at the House Banking Subcommittee, that change in view in the
market's perception led to a significant backing up of long-term rates, which is what typically
happens when those types of expectations change. As I said then, my impression of how one
should interpret that Philadelphia report is more an indication of a pick-up in economic
activity because commodity prices tend to be reasonably good proxies for new orders and

indeed I think that's what essentially that particular report was showing. It is not a
particularly good forecaster of inflation. And as I said at the House committee, we seem to
be lacking the financial tinder that usually is associated with inflation accelerating when you

get a significant pick-up in economic activity. 1 _ . _ . _

I'm agnostic at this stage. I think it's too soon to make a judgment, but we will leam a good
deal more as the data begin to come forward

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, but as I listened carefully to what you were saying, it seems to me
when you say you don't see the inflationary tinder and that you're sort of an agnostic, I mean,

I gather you're saying you don't see, yet, a broad evidence of a build-up of inflationary
pressure that really worries you. I mean, I -- or is that not a -- I mean, put it in your words,
but I'm just -

MR GREENSPAN: No, that is substantially correct. Look, the reason that we moved on
Febnrary the 4th, and the reason I said we may have to move again, rests on the issue of
having deliberately put through a significant degree of accommodation in the money markets

afier 1989 because we perceived that there were special balance-sheet factors and other

headwinds which required that we move the short-term interest_ rates below where they

nonnally would reside. And when it became apparent that the adjustments that we thought

would occur and in fact have been occurring in the balance sheets got to a point where the

economy could start to regain its momentum and gain a degree of expansion which seemed to
be well entrenched, at that point the need to have excessive accommodative policies no longer

exists. The issue is not, do we see inflationary pressures emerging, BUT what is the reason
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why we would want to keep the level of accommodation at a point where history tells us, if
extended indefinitely, eventually does engender inflationary pressures. So, it's the issue -- I
would reverse the question, not do we see inflationary pressures, but what reason would we
have, once the recovery seems well entrenched, as indeed I believe it is

,

would we wish to

keep an excessively accommodative stance? That is not a statement which says we are

setting inflationary pressures emerging; indeed, as I said in my prepared remarks to the House
committee, when we actually see inflationary forces emerging in the way of price changes
which are clearly evident, the Bne tliir'i'gTv'e'r'e'sure at that poirif is we are very far advanced in

the process, and history tells us that that type of policy which we engaged in much too often,

is wholly inappropriate to maintaining long-term economic stability.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, let me just say to you I find that a very important clarification and
point that you've just made. And I think it puts this in a somewhat different light than some
of the commentary, I think, has given to it because what I hear you saying is is that you've -

you've had a monetary policy thiflfas beenoverly accommoditifi in order to try to get sort
of the engine going again and that you overcorrected in a sense -

MR. GREENSPAN: Deliberately.

SEN. RIEGLE: -- deliberately. And now that it has gotten the traction that it needs to have,
as far as you can tell, you're taking back some of that overcorrection but not for reasons of
the fact that you see this inflationary tinder building up here.

MR. GREENSPAN: Precisely. And, in fact, I've tried to make that point every time I've
stated this, and I somehow don't seem to get it across as well as I think I would like to.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I think you got it across pretty well right now, and we've got a pretty
good sized press table that I hope will have gotten it down even though it's 20 to two, which

is sort of a late hour for us to all be meeting here -- (laughter). But I thank you for that. I

think that's a very important distinction, and I think it's important for the economic system
and the markets to understand what you've just said

Senator D'Amato. _ .

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chainnan, I have to say to Mr. Altman
that I would like to go back to a question that Senator Grammbrought up and -- as it relates
to any meetings with White House staff or counsel. Mr. Altman, I think you said that you and

a -- an official from Treasury sought out Mr. Nussbaum. Is that -- is that correct?

IWR. ALTMAN: Yes, I did.

SEN. D'AMATO: Could you tell us why? In other words, I have difficulty understanding
why it is you felt compelled to seek out the White House counsel.

MR. ALTMAN: Solely to ensure -- . .

SEN. D'AMATO: Solely to -- ?
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MR. ALTMAN: Solely to be sure that he understood the legal and procedural framework
within which the RTC was working. And if you recall, as I said at that time, it was a
Febniary 28th date which was the subject of major attention in the Congress and in the press.
It's not uncommon of meetings of that type to take place. And I'd describe it as a “heads up‘
and a very stiff conversation.

SEN. D‘AMA'l'O: A ‘heads up". __In__w_hat__oo_nnectionwould that heads up be? You mean that
the statute of limitations was mnning?

MR ALTMAN: No, that they should be aware of the intemal processes and the types of
criteria which the RTC was going to be following in order to reach a decision by February
28th.

SEN. D'AMA'I'0: Was any representatives of the president or Mrs. Clinton or any legal
counsel -- which I think ‘warns 'a'p'pr'opriate_-‘-TpEakirTto* th_€T:'ounsel for the RTC, or
people handling this particular -- this particular matter? I mean, was there any legal
representation going on? Was this -- you just called them? Did they have any

representatives, any counsel who may have been meeting with staff people or talking to staff

people?

MR ALTMAN: I was accompanied by our general counsel, Treasury general counsel. Mr.
Nussbaum had his assistant with him. And Mr. Ickes and Margaret Williams were both at the
-- there at the time.

SEN. D'AhdA'l'O: Oh, Ickee is in it
,

huh?

Let me ask you this: Prior to this meeting, was there any representation -- was there any
counsel that was being given representing the president's interest or Mrs. Clinton's interest or

anyone else that you're aware of as it relates to the matter that you went to brief them on?

t

MR ALTMAN: No, not to my knowledge. Nor were there any substantive conversations -
subsequent conversations.

SEN. D'AMATO: Did anyone request this meeting?

MR. ALTMAN: I requested the meeting.

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: Was there any other meeting that may have been requested?

MIL ALTMANF No.

SEN. D'AMA'l'0: There was no other meeting that you are aware of that the White I-Iouse
counsel requested?

MR. ALTMAN: No. '

SEN. D'AMATO: Or anyone else from the White House?

I

,_
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MR ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Ickes?

MR ALTMAN: I had no subsequent -- I received no subsequent requests for meetings.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, what about private counsel? Did private counsel -- I find it hard to
believe that there was no private counse[ Are you saying to me that there was not even
private counsel that wu meeting with staff lawyers at some level?

MR. ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge, Senator.

SEN. D'AMATO: Ms. Ford, do you know of any?

MS. FORD: No, I've had iicfiifialvement.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me tum to the RTC report which was dated Febniary 8th, which we
received last evening about 9:00 -- Resolution Trust Corporation -- and say to you that, in

reviewing this document, I think it goes a little further -- does a little better job than the one
that came out of FDIC. I found it interesting that in its conclusion on page five and six, in
its summary before it reaches its disposition, it says, A, Rose represented Madison prior to
its failure; B - and I am not reading the whole sentence -- Rose represented the FDIC/RTC
subsequent to the failure of Madison; C, Rose did not disclose its representation of
Madison before the Arkansas Securities Department to the FDIC or the RTC. Further, it did
not report possible conflicts involving the brother-in-law and father-in- law of Webb I-Iubbell.
And, by the way, I'm going to, Mr. Hove, read something to you that's quite illuminating.
You better have your lawyers take a look at this. And when it gets all done doing that, it

says, based on the factual conclusions in the RTC conflicts report
-- it says we send it to

counsel.

Now, I have to tell you that I am going to ask -- because you have no conclusion. It just
says, ‘These are the facts; these are the facts, fellows. Now, you do with it what you want‘
and sends it to counsel -- general counsel. I'm going to ask that this report and any other
relevant material that was gathered by those who were working on it be submitted to the

inspector general. And as you've indicated before, you certainly wouldn't say, "I don't see any
-- how that would impede anybody or anything." But I certainly would feel more comfortable
that it goes to the inspector general as opposed to the general counsel. And I think it would
guarantee the integrity of the review, certainly in this senator's mind and I think in others.

MR ALTMAN: Fine. _

SEN. D'AMATO: I thank you very much. I see that my time has expired. I have another
observation to make, and I'll do that after -- at the appropriate time.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?
l
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SEN. KERRY: Well, let me ask my colleague, is that going to be the last -- I mean, or is
there intention of colleagues to go a whole other round?

SEN. D'AMATO: I think some colleagues have some other questions, and they'll raise them
whenever -

SEN. RIEGLE: I think maybe we're g_o_i_i1g__to__haveone more _go- around here with those that
are lefi who want to do so. And then I think we're probably done here.

SEN. KERRY: It was my understanding that we were going to have another hearing here in
10 minutes, which I'm also supposed to participate in. I'm just curious what the plans of the
chainnan are. If my time could not -- I'm just -

SEN. RIEGLE: They have a different room that they're meeting in -

SEN. KERRY: All right. So that's -

SEN. RIEGLE: -- so that we won't run into a room conflict. But we are late in the day, and
the witnesses have been here a long time. So my intention would be to finish up a round here

where everybody gets another tum at bat. -

SEN. KERRY: Well, maybe I could ask another -- just procedurally. I don't want to really
use my time at this point. But it seems to me that maybe we could ask if anybody has any
more questions to ask of the chainnan of the Federal Reserve, because it seems not a great
use of his time to sit here if all we're going to do is talk about another subject.

SEN. DOMENICI: I -- is my tum imminent here? Or do I havega long wait?

SEN. RIEGLE: Let me get my batting order here.

SEN. DOMENICI: Because I don't want to keep him a long time, but I wanted to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Actually, you follow Senator Bond, who will come afler Senator Kerry. Then
we'll come back to Senator Boxer. So actually there are -

SEN. : How long is your question? Maybe they would let you get that -

SEN. DOMENI_CI: I don't want -- I don't have a question of Mr. Greenspan. Ijust want to
state for the record that, frankly, I believe the actions you took over the last three or four
years have a great deal to do with the status of the American economy. I frankly believe you
were subject to some undue criticism, but if we have a solid recovery, I think it's very
significantly related to the conduct of the Federal Reserve over the last 3-1/2, four years.

Maybe President Bush would have liked it differently, maybe Dick Darman would have,

maybe it all could have happened earlier, but nonetheless, I think you're somewhat
responsible, so I trust you at least on what you're doing now. '
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SEN. RIEGLE: That reminds me a little bit of watching some of that Olympic skating
competition last night when they throw the bouquets out on the ice. You just threw a nice
one to the chaimian. Senator Kerry?

SEN. : You were critical of him. You wanted to loosen up even more.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, the other day I think my comments were ‘comments that reflected some
tmderstanding as to what the cliaii-'rrTar'i's tryiifg to do, and I think he's put additional light on
that today. I don't think this chairman wants to strangle the economy. I'm speaking of
Chairman Greenspan, and, you know, sometimes you can do that and not intend to. But I
think he's trying to be as pnident as he can be. Senator Kerry?

MR GREENSPAN: Excuse me. Mr. Chaimian, is that -- (inaudible)?
.___ _ ____

..__.___aSEN. RIEGLE: Are you excused? Can you take your bouquet an go? (Laughter.) Yes. you
can. Senator Kerry?

SEN. BOXER: You get a 5.9 from me.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer gave you a 5.9. (Laughter.)

SEN. BOXER: You skate so well (on the ice ?).

SEN. RIEGLE: Especially on the technical portion of the -- (laughter) -- of the program.
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SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?

SEN. JOHN KERRY (D-MA)? r»u.'chm'1'im, I'm not sure I have time to stay through the
whole process here, so I may review the bidding here a little bit. But just speaking as a
former prosecutor, one of my colleagues over here was sort of questioning the duality. I can
tell you, as a person who ha presented evidence to grand juries and who has spent some time
putting cases together, that there is nothing worse than having dual tracks, witness confusion,
various statements appearing in public, multiple copies of documents moving around. I would
be very surprised if Special Prosecutor Fiske decided to do it. It certainly wouldn't be a

judgment that I made to YnTtlEe'thiFi'g's"public_irTtIi€_mi3dTe_oi' iriirivestigation because it

inevitably taints somebody's something and it creates a very hard process for pursuing a track.
What astonishes me here a little bit -- and I want to reiterate it -- I mean, we've got $150
billion problem here which taxpayers are paying for. They're already angry enough about us
wasting their time and duplicitous process. And here we are, frankly, with very important
people in front of us having spent a moming not really examining where that $150 billion
went, not talking about it

,

but dealing instead with politics. And that's what this really comes
down to, it's politics. It's totally unnecessary. In the context of the gentlemen who has been
made a special prosecutor, a Republican appointed by a Democrat - and let me just share
with colleagues again quickly something about Mr. Fiske. This is an article from the New

York Times right afler he was appointed: ‘Robert Fiske's reputation for integrity and
thoroughness is so entrenched that if be finds no wrongdoing during his investigation of the
Whitewater affair, his findings could put rumors about Bill and Hillary Clinton's business
dealings to rest. ‘The choice is one that you simply can't argue with,’ said former Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady, a close friend of former President George Bush and a college
classmate of Mr. Fiske's more than 40 years ago. ‘He's one of those guys who has always
conducted himself with integrity." The article goes on to say that: ‘Mr. Fiske, a 63-year-old

Wall Street lawyer, eamed his reputation by being an aggressive prosecutor. If the Clinton:
have something to hide, he could pose a formidable problem. If he lives up to his billing, at
the very least his investigation will disnrpt the lives of the first family.‘

Now, if that's not enough, if we don't have the patience to allow him to do his job and sit
here and ask relevant questions about $150 billion, we ought to ask what we're doing. I

mean, this is why the taxpayers get so fed up because all we do is dig into politics. And

there's a huge distinction between this case and prior cases because we are not looking at a

current situation where the president is currently making decisions about current money being

spent or current policy. This is something that happened when he was governor -- if

whatever happened happened -- and I suggest that this prosecutor has the ability to get at it.

If he doesn't, I'll join with Senator D'Amato, I'll be one of the first people -- I think I have a

good reputation here on the basis of BCCI and Noriegaand other investigative efforts in

pursuing things. But I think back to the time that I was trying to do that. I didn't have any
help from the other side of the aisle. We did not get subpoena power. We did not have the
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ability to have a full-fledged investigation in this committee on that. And I sat here with Tim
Wirth and we tried again and again to get an extension of the liability. We also tried to get a

special prosecutor. Most of my colleagues making a lot of noise about this now opposed
having a special prosecutor. So I just think fair is fair at some point in this business. We all
understand the game and we all understand what happens. But it seems to me that to take a

I50 billion dollar fiasco and relegate it to a second tier for this l94 state-run -- who was the
primary regulator of this institution originally? MR. : The -- originally it was the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation; and then later OTS.

SEN. KERRY: So it came to the federal govemment secondarily. And, I might add, for two
years this case was closed It wasn't until six weeks before the election -- and we ought to
ask some questions about this -- that suddenly, when Bill Clinton was the nominee for

president of the United States, that there was a criminal referral to the RTC, not until six
weeks before the election. For two years while my friends controlled the elements of
regulation, nobody was askifithequestions tH5i1¥EaF,;‘ askedhere today.
So I'm not saying questions shouldn't be asked. I am saying we absolutely ought to get to the
bottom of whatever took place. We ought to understand all these institutions because it's a
sony chapter in American politics. But that's going to happen, the 25 FBI agents and
depositions and documents being made available, and the taxpayers of this country do not
need us jumping all over each other for political purposes, avoiding the real issues that they

would like us to dig into. And I don't think much more needs to be said beyond that.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond? _

_ u

MR : Mr. Chairman, may I make a correction?

SEN. RIEGLE: Yes.

SEN. KERRY: I think Senator Keny asked who was the primary regulator. The primary
regulator was the state of Arkansas.

SEN. KERRY: Well, that was what I was getting at. The primary regulator was the state.

MR : Exactly. And the primary federal regulator was FSLC and OTS.

SEN. KERRY: Correct So the issue of federal nexus here in terms of decisionmaking is only
by transfer, not by original jurisdiction. So what we're doing is secondary to the third tier.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond?

SEN. BOND: Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of my friend from Massachusetts, I am going to

submit a chronology and some questions for the record to the RTC to answer. I recall it was
Jerry Brown of Califomia who first raised the question during the 1992 campaign, but we all
will be able to benefit from these questions, which are along the lines that Senator Kerry

raised. I also have a series of questions for the FDIC and for the RTC which follow up on
these other questions, but in the time remaining I do want to pursue a couple of items. When
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we last talked, Mr. Altman, you said that normal procedure would be for the RTC to seek out
and acquire records wherever they were. Now, if the RTC under your direction were
requesting records from the first lady at the White House, a rather high-profile event, would it
not be customary for them to advise you that they were requesting records in the possession
of the first lady?

MR. ALTMAN: Senator, I don't get _I_I1_\'O_l\_I§tI_i
n any substanti_v_e_aspects

of any PLS case,
particularly -- or including documents that they may seek. So they've never brought that to
my attention since I've been in this job, and that goes right through today.

SEN. BOND: So you wouldn't expect them to tell you.

MR ALTMAN: No, I wouldn't.

SEN. BOND: I find that remark'a5IeI"“In a noTm§l cnminal FefEFr§I' case, the RTC creates and
retains an inventory of pertinent documents used to make the case. As I understand it

,

at least

one version of the inventory has been provided to some members of Congress. Could you
fumish to this committee the latest, most up-to- date inventory and provide the hearing -- for
the hearing record along with the previous versions? Would you make that available?

MR ALTMAN: Last evening we supplied the -- 6,500 pages of information to Senator
D'Amato's office, as we had some time earlier to Congressman Leach. SEN. BOND: And is

that the entire inventory? Are those all the documents? You give new challenge to Federal
Express and Ovemight Postal Service to get the delivery of such a substantial stack of
documents at the particular time, a new standard for delivery in package express.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, I have here a list of the documents.

SEN. BOND: Is that the latest version?

MR. ALTMAN: This is just a list of what the documents are. There's 6,500 in total pages.
This is a list of the documents we provided.

SEN. BOND: If you could make one available for the record, we would like to have that. I'd
appreciate it

.

MR. ALTMAN: Be delighted.

SEN. BOND: Next, when did you become aware of the RTC recommendations that further
criminal prosecution be taken against Madison?

MR ALTMAN: Last fall I was advised that the question of a referral to the Justice
Department was under consideration at the RTC, and as other members of the RTC staff will
attest, I said that normal procedures, with no deviation whatsoever, should be pursued,
including chain of command procedures, in temis of reaching that conclusion.
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I might tell you that typically decisions like that are made at the regional office level, and that
it was in this case.

SEN. BOND: Were you aware that the regional office had asked the national office to make a
determination as to whether the Clintons' name should be in the new expanded referral?

MR. ALTMAN: No.

SEN. BOND: You did not know they were asking for the national office to make a
determination on that?

MR. ALTMAN: No. I was simply infonned that this issue was on the table, and my reaction
was -- I had only one conversation about it -- that nonnal procedure should be followed.
That's the way we're going to handle this thing from beginning to end.

SEN. BOND: How was the White House notified of the referral? Was it from your agency?

MR. ALTMAN: They were not notified by the RTC, to the best of my knowledge.

SEN. BOND: Nobody in your agency, to your knowledge, advised the White House staff that
this ws going to be a major -- this could be a major source of concern?

MIL ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge. _

(Confers off mike.)
' '

Ms. Ford, do you know if the White House was notified by the RTC?

MS. FORD: No, we have had no involvement at the Oversight Board whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: When was the firm of Madison & Pillsbury put on retainer by the RTC, do
you know? And for how long and what cost?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know that. I'm aware that that firm has been retained as outside
counsel on this matter, but I'm not aware of the date on which it was retained nor the retainer
arrangements.

SEN. BOND: Will they review the potential of suing the various law firms who represented
Madison or the board of directors?

MR ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that question.

SEN. BOND: We'd appreciate knowing that, if you could, later. And if there are other outside
counsel or consultants hired in conjunction with the case, we would like to know that.
And finally, I'm advised that the list you have there is just an inventory of the documents
provided to Senator D'Amato; it is not the complete inventory of the documents pertaining to
Madison. And if I'm mistaken, in either event, we would appreciate receiving a copy of the
inventory of the entire documents.

88-432 O — 95 — 4
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MR ALTMAN: Well, Senator, I'm not sure I fully understand your question. But what we
have released amounts to what we've been uked for, less any documents that, in our
judgment, could prejudice the investigation. I told you earlier that we'd had a couple of
conversations -- I haven't had them; I'm advised there were a couple of conversations with
Mr. Fiske, with each side asking the other not to release infonnation or take arty other steps
which would prejudice either side's investigation, and we're trying to adhere to that.

SEN. BOND: As I understand it',_tIiai you have prepared an inventory. I'm not asking for the
documents themselves, but I understand that you had prepared an inventory and had fumished
perhaps members of the House side, or others, with the inventory, not the contents of the
documents.

MR ALTMAN: Any information, I assure you, that we have supplied to Congressman Leach
or anyone else -- elsewhere_i_n the Congress, we're to_supply to you or anyone else

here that would like them.

SEN. BOND: Would that include an inventory, a cataloging, not the contents but a cataloging
of the documents in the Madison case?

MR. ALTMAN: We will supply you with any information to that extent that we can which
does not get into areas that we think would prejudice the investigation. SEN. BOND: Thank
you, Mr. Chairman. _

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BOXER: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to -- I'm still working.

SEN. RIEGLE: All right. Senator Domenici, you're next in the order.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Altman, you spoke a while ago of your one contact with the White
House regarding this, and you and your counsel went up to talk to the White House counsel.

MR ALTMAN: Yeah, one substantive contact

SEN. DOMENICI: Please?

MR. ALTMAN: One substantive or meaningful contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Yeah. Well, I assume -- we're not arguing there that you had - you're not
suggesting you had more than one, are you?

MR ALTMAN: No. I'm just saying that if you -- you know, you nin into someone in the
hall -- did you see that thing in the paper this morning? -- I'm not including that.

SEN. DOMENICI: All right. You said you were there to give a heads-up. What I understand
the situation to be on average folks, a couple of them in my state that were bordering up
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alongside of a statute of limitations becoming a defense, they were presented
agreement. and if they didn't sign it

,

suit was filed so as to toll the statute. Is that a rather

fair assessment of the way business is done?

MIL ALTMAN: I think I'd have to know the details of the matter, Senator.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I guess what I'm wondering, are we getting the right perspective of
why you did this? Did you go theie'b_eci|TEe"you'wanted them to know that clearly they
might be asked to sign a tolling agreement, or to know that the nonnal process was that the
toll -- the statute‘: going to toll, and there's reasonable grounds to suspect something, they
might expect a lawsuit? Or why else would you give them heads-up?

MR. ALTMAN: The difference between this and a matter like the one you referred to is that

I had been receiving -- had begun to receive a lot of inquiries, including in writing from
Congress, as to what procedures'the'R'I'C was*going"to‘follow,"and I wanted to give them the
same sense of those procedures that I wu giving members of Congress. And I said to them
nothing different than I've said to members of Congress.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I understand that, but I guess what I'm getting at is there must have
been a reason for telling them that. Congress was just saying the statute's going to nin, what
are you going to do, so you went over there to tell them that we're going to apply the same

thing we do in any other case? And that's the heads-up that you were giving them?

MR. ALTMAN: 'I1tat's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: Was it serious enough that you wanted them to know because there might
be something that they would be confronted with that was untoward as you applied your
rules, like asking for a tolling agreement or filing a lawsuit? MIL ALTMAN: Again, the
essence of what we said was that the statute of limitations which then applied was scheduled
to expire on February 28, 1994; that the RTC was going to make every etfort to make a
decision b

y that date. It could fundamentally reach only one of two decisions, that there was a
basis for a claim or that there wasn't. If there was a basis for a claim then we would either
seek a tolling agreement to permit more discovery and more preparation or we would file that

claim in court .

SEN. DOMENICI: Well the passage of the statute of limitations extension eliminates that
problem as you have already indicated.

I guess, Mr. Chairman, I'm having a little difficulty with explanation because one way of
looking at it was that it was not a very meaningful or important meeting -- that he was just

doing this so that he would be able to tell Congress he had told them he's going to treat them

the same way as others. I don't think a man -- you know, I know you fairly well -- I don't
think you would be going o_ver there to just be able to send this letter to Senator D'Amato

that says I have told the White House that they're going to be treated the same way as other
people -

~i .
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MR. ALTMAN: Senator, I did not know whether they knew of such procedures which as I
say I was then communicating to members of Congress and it just seemed to me a little odd
to explain to a member of Congress that we're going to follow "XYZ" procedures and not
have them ever be made aware of what those were.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I want to close on this remarks by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, for
holding these hearings. I hope the public understands the Republican response to Senator
Kerry, you know, it's almost an insult to accuse us of not being concemed about oversight
and that some how or another the other side is more interested in how the RTC turned out.
Frankly, that's just borders on being a joke. This hearing, we have all your statements, we're
going to read them. So we're going to know what you were going to say. If you sent it to us
yesterday, our staff has probably read it already and they'll brief us so we're going to know.
My last observation would be that it's inconceivable to me Mr. Altman that you would really
be concemed that the people involved in the investigation, whomever they are, whether it be
the people in Arkansas, wlfet!feTlt‘be"c'onfi'daTnts‘6t“tl\'e'Presi‘deIfl.Twhomever, that they would
not know that the statute of limitations was going to toll and that that presented a situation
that you had to advise somebody on.

I just don't think anybody involved in this would not know that.

MR. ALTMAN: Senator, I also -- I would agree with you. I can't say for sure. I don't know
what was in their minds. I doubt very much that they did not know about the statute of
limitations.

SEN. DOMENICI: Right.

MR ALTMAN: What I was saying was not that. What I was saying was I did not know if
they knew and, frankly, my impression is

,

as a result of that meeting, they hadn't previously
known what procedures the RTC would be following. By that I mean that you have to
choose between -- you have to reach a conclusion as to whether there's a claim or there isn't,

and then what you have to do if you reach the conclusion that there is.

SEN. DOMENICI: All right. Thank you very much.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you
Senator Faircloth? ,

SEN. FAIRCLQTI-I: Thank you, Mr. Chaimian. And I will echo Senator Domenici. You
have done a superb job of conducting. And I'll be very brief. My questions are to Mr. Hove.
Mr. Hove, we keep coming back -- you said the FSLIC issued this report, who has long been
out of business, and did the investigation on Mrs. Clinton and her relationship.

MR. I-IOVE: No, sir, I didn't say FSLIC. I said that the agency that handled the closing of
First American was FSLIC, and that occurred before FDIC had any involvement in that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. But who did the investigation -- I assume there was one done

_~
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-- to determine that Mrs. Clinton had no involvement whatsoever that was worthy of looking
at?

MR I-IOVE: We did not do an investigation, we did not do a review because we don't have
all the recorm. The records are the old FSLIC records that are not in one central repository.
All we did was review the records that we had available at the FDIC, and the records that we
had at the FDIC only indicated that Mrs. Clinton's involvement, from the records that we
could review, was the two hours'th1f"she' spent filing the arnended complaint for her partner,
Vince Foster.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: So, what you're saying really is that you did a very incomplete and
surface investigation.

MR I-IOVE: We did not -- we simply looked at the records that we had, and we did not
make an investigation any f'ufth'er‘than the records iliit we liad_a"viilable to us at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Well, I would say that Mr. Whitney (sp) issuing such a clearance for
Mrs. Clinton in the name of the FDIC doesn't lend a lot of credibility to an FDIC
investigation when he makes his statements and when you didn't really have the records to

make an investigation, from what you're telling me.

MR HOVE: What we were doing was correcting the infonnation that was erroneous in the
Chicago Tribune report because the Chicago Tribune said that it was an FDIC case, we said it
was not an FDIC case. And we also said that from our records, this was the only
involvement that we could have.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, don't you think it would be a good idea to hunt up the old FSLIC
records and see what they might lead you farther? But I have a question, and then I'm going
to -- (inaudible word).

The original suit was $3.3 million. They settled it for 6 cents on the dollar, or $200,000.

What I want to know is how much was Mrs. Clinton paid, or the Rose law firm.

MR I-IOVE: I can't tell you I don't know that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Can you find out? .

MRI-IOVE:Wecantry. ". '.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Well, I would like for you to let me know as quickly as possible how
much the Rose law firm was paid, and also their work records to indicate who did the work

to earn the money, because -- you say she worked two hours. ,

MR IIOVE: I didn't say that. I said the only thing that we can ascertain from the records we
have was that she worked two hours. And let me remind you, Senator, that these records are

disbursed from wherever FSLIC had the records, and we did not take possession of those
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records when FSLIC was closed down.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Are those records still available?

MK HOVE: I don't know. _

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: If she settled the lawsuit, the amount of hours she worked -- it is just
impossible for me to believe she settle?! tliislawsuit against Cassiter (sp), she signed the
amended retum, which was the settlement, the amended complaint, which was the settlement
against Lassister, at a very favorable rate, then we tum around and find that Lassiter‘s - the
person with his power of attomey is back in the White House working.

MR. HOVE: Senator, the amended complaint reduced the complaint from 3.3 million to l.3
million. The suit -- the settlement was some six months later. I don't know whether Mrs.
Clinton had any involveniHt'afie_r_that period'5t'Yime' irTWliicliHi'§amended the complaint
from 3.3 [million] down to 1.3 [million].

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: So we have no idea whether Mrs. Clinton made the final settlement
totally. _

MR. HOVE: I have no idea from our records and what we've seen -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: And this two-hour thing -- she could have worked 200 hours.

MR. HOVE: What I have told you is what we have available at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: But she could have worked 200 hours on it. _

MR. HOVE: And all I'm telling you is that the records that we have indicate she worked two
hours. .

(Confers off microphone.)
Okay, the only records we have was that she billed FSLIC for only those two hours.

sen. ramcaom; Billed who?

ma nova; asuc. (Pronounces éa¢h'i=mr.)

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: I-Iow about getting the total records from FSLIC and finding out how
much the total bill was and whose time was billed? I'd like to see it. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato? '

SEN. D'AMATO: You know, Mr. Hove, I have difficulty if you really have trouble figuring
out when a claim is initially lodged for $3 million and then it is reduced and you say, well,

you know, the law finn or this partner -- in this case, Mrs. Clinton -- only billed for two
hours. But the nature of the work was such as to reduce that lawsuit and the potential
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liability to Mr. Lassiter (sp), who has a definite relationship with the Clintons. l mean, are
we really to believe you don't understand that? Now, don't give me this two-hour stuff. I
mean, the fact is that that claim was reduced -- the potential of the claim -- from 3 million
down to a I million some odd, and therefore, a settlement of $200,000 is much more
reasonable in appearance when the initial -- when the suit is only asking for a 1.3 million as
opposed to 3 million. Now, doesn't that make some -- I mean, do you see why a senator or
anyone else would make an inquiry and say, "Look" -- I mean, what's the situation here? Are
you telling us there was no conflict there.

" '

MR HOVE: But, Senator, you're asking FDIC, and FDIC did not have any involvement in
that suit at that time.

SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: I'm not suggesting that What I'm suggesting to you is that a period of
time it came under you for review.

And if you look at this -- don't keep telling us that FDIC didn't have anything at that time.
We're not suggesting that you did anything wrong. We're suggesting you take a look at the

facts, take a look at the record, and you can be a school boy, you can't come to an

inescapable conclusion that someone was retained to bring the lawsuit that had a relationship
with the person that they brought a suit to. And as a matter of fact, whether it was two hours
or one hour, the determination was made to reduce the claim that might bring the potential
liability from $3 million down to SI million and eventually settle for $200,000. Now, we

don't know who was responsible for the settlement. But the fact of the matter is that the
partner who reduced and amended that complaint was Mrs Clinton. Now that's obvious.
I'm not going to spend my time going back and forth with you. I‘m going to tell you
something else, though. When we talked about the potential for conflict before, as it related

to the Madison Guaranty and Mr. I-Iubbell, I want to refer you to a letter of June 8th, I989.
Now, Mr. Hove, you stated that since the Rose law firm -- when I first brought this up to you
-- was suing Frost, it wasn't relevant that Web Hubbell's brother~in-law and father-in-law were

suing Madison. Now, if you take a look at that letter -- and I'm going to suggest to you
that you're wrong, and that's why you'd better have the IG look at this June 8th, I989, and it
is written to April Brealaw (sp), Attorney, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation I'm

reading part of it:

"Mr. Hubbell is the son-in-law of Seth Ward, a Madison insider who was able to obtain a

judgment against Madison of approximately $447,000.‘ Now, I'm going to skip the next
sentence, go down to -

‘Since the conservatorship, the ease has been removed and later remanded back to the State

Court of Appeals. Afier appeal, a new trial will be sought, whether in state or federal court
At a minimum‘ -- it goes on to say - "the state judgment will be attacked under variom
special FDIC defenses on its general inappropriateness. Miss Styrahom (ph) has informed me
that the informal -- the information contained in the audit files could be damaging to our case,

especially if a new trial is granted.‘

It goes on and it concludes: ‘I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
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And let me conclude again I think what we re interested in, in this, is seeing - and Senator
Domeniei said -- that the process moves forward without there being interference, without
there being a question as to what documents have been made available to the appropriate

people, what hm been taken Some of these things have no -- I see Mr Altman Hes placed
in a very, very difficult position I've said that publicly as well It is a very, very difficult

situation And it certainly - it leads to us raising the kinds of questions that we have But I
tell you this senator wants to see that what was supposed to be done was done, that what

should be done at the present level is earned out in a manner in which everyone cart say that

the nght thing was done And then let the chips fall where they may

So, Mr Chaimian again, thank you for providing us an opportunity to put forth our concems,
and hopefully, this will move us a step closer to resolving this matter Thank you. SEN
RIEGLE Thank you very much We'll give you some questions for the rword, and we'd ask
you to respond to them The committee stands in recess

END '

*00o9s7

representation and a question of loyalties. Mr. Hubbell may or may not be able to
compromise our interest in the Seth Ward matter.‘ Now, look, I'm not suggesting that at that
time that you know of it. Here it is. And that's why, if you don't refer something to the IG
to clarify whether or not there was a conflict, you can't be doing the right thing. And for you
to maintain, ‘Well, we weren't there at the time; it was at FSLIC‘ or “Maybe the rules were a

little vague.‘ I mean, for god sakes, you had lowly auditors saying, ‘Wake up, fellas.‘ You
had an auditor in another letter saying it's impossible to think that he's not going to tell his
in-laws what's going on. So that's' the kinilof thing that brings about maybe the stamping
that one of my colleagues alluded to.

Mr. Chairman, notwithstanding first of all I'm going to ask that we be permitted to submit
some documents for the record that have been retumed to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection, so ordered _ _ g g g

SEN. D'AMATO: -- so we can keep an orderly proceeding.
Secondly, I want to say before I conclude that you could not have been fairer in making

available this _opportunity and according the members the opportunity to make their

presentations and to ask their questions under very difficult circumstances. So I want you to
know that. And I think that I speak for all the Republicans on the committee in relationship

to the manner in which you have conducted this proceeding. And it's not easy for you, and I

just want to commend you for your impartiality.
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March 2, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANTS To THE PRESIDENT
DEPUTY ASSISTANTS TO THE PRESIDENT

FROM: MACK McLARTY

SUBJECT: ~son GuarantY- Whitewater.
and related matters

Any contact from any Executive Branch or independent agency
and any formal inquiries from Congress, regarding Madison
Guaranty, Whitewater, and any related matters should be directed
promptly to the Counsel's office. The Counsel to the President
has charged Deputy Counsel Joel Klein with determining whether
such a communication should be directed to the President's
personal attorney or addressed by the White House. If the
communication should be addressed by the White House, Joel is
responsible for directing the response.
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March 2, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANTS TO THE PRESIDENT
DEPUTY ASSISTANTS TO THE PRESIDENT

FROM: rtacx McLAR'1‘Y

$UBJE¢T= ~son Guarantys Whitewater
agg gglgged magterg

Any contact from any Executive Branch or independent agency,
and any formal inquiries from Congress, regarding Madison
Guaranty, Whitewater, and any related matters should be directed
promptly to the Counsel's office. The Counsel to the President
has charged Deputy Counsel Joel Klein with reviewing any such
communication and determining whether it should be directed to
the President's personal attorney or addressed by the White
House. If the communication should be addressed by the White
House, Joel is responsible for directing the response. In -

addition, no contact with any Executive Branch or independent
agency regarding these matters should be made without Joel's
prior authorization.
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March 2, 1994

MEMORANDUM roa ASSISTANTS TO THE PRESIDENT
nawrv ASSISTANTS TO THE PRESIDENT

anon: iuicx McLAR'I‘Y

$UBJE¢'1‘=~~nm
Any contact from any Executive Branch or independent agency,

and any formal inquiries from Congress, regarding Madison
Guaranty, Whitewater, and any related matters should be directed
promptly to Joel Klein, Deputy Counsel to the President. Joel is
charged with determining whether the communication should be
directed to the President's personal attorney or addressed by the
White House. If the communication should be addressed by the
white House, Joel is responsible for directing the nature and
content of the response.
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Talking Points re Iebruary Meeting

There was nothing improper about Roger Altman's meeting
in early February with White House Counsel Bernard
Nussbaum, Harold Ickes and Maggie Williams.

Mr. Altman took the precaution of checking with the
Treasury Department's ethics officer bgjggg the meeting
and the officer gave Mr. Altman clearance to go forward
with the meeting. [WHAT WAS ETHICS 0FFICER’S
UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE SUBSTANCE OF TI-IE MEETING? DID
HE UNDERSTAND PRECISELY WHAT ALTMAN WAS GOING T0
n1scuss?]

That ethics officer, [Dan Forman], is a Republican
career Treasury official who was moved up to Deputy
General Counsel -- a political appointment —- by
President [Bush] and held over in that position by
President Clinton.

Mr. Altman's interest in explaining the posture of the
Madison Guaranty matter was entirely reasonable.

—- This was early February and the statute of
limitations on RTC civil claims in matters including
Madison was scheduled to expire February 28. Congress
was considering an extension of that deadline, but it
was not yet clear that such an extension would pass.

-- There was a great deal of congressional, press and
public interest in whether any civil actions would be
brought in connection with failure of Madison Guaranty.
—- Mr. Altman briefed members of Congress [WHO; WHEN;
ABOUT wnar, EXACTLY] and the press [sans QUESTIONS]
about the procedures the RTC would follow in
determining whether to file suit or seek a voluntary
extension ("tolling agreement") of the statute of
limitations.

-- It was perfectly sensible for Mr. Altman to want to
communicate this same information to the White House.

As.the decision of the Treasury ethics officer makes
clear, there was nothing illegal or unethical about Mr.
Altman providing this briefing to the White House.

In retrospect, despite the clearance he received from
the ethics officer, Mr. Altman may wish he had chosen a
different means of briefing the White House. But there
was nothing wrong with information being communicated.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

wasntuorou

March 1, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

FROM: JOHN D. PODESTA
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND STAFF SECRETARY

W. NEIL EGGLESTON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--TRANSCRIPT OF SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
HEARING

Attached please find the transcript of the testimony
portion of the hearing before the Senate Banking Committee last
Thursday, February 24, 1994.

The opening statements will not be available until the
Committee releases the transcript.

W.N.E.
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Copyright I994 Federal Information Systems Corporation
Federal News Service

FEBRUARY 24, 1994, THURSDAY X 0 Q Q 9 8 3

SECTION: IN THE NEWS

LENGTH: 26:66 words

HEADLINE: HEARING OF THE SENATE BANKING COl\dMI'I'I'EE
SUBJECT:
RTC THRIFT DEPOSITOR PROTECTION OVERSIGHT BOARD SEMIANNUAL
REPORT CHAIRED BY: SENATOR DONALD RIEGLE (D-MI)
WITNESSES:

'“‘— i '

LLOYD BENTSEN, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
ROGER ALTMAN, INTERIM CEO, RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
ACCOMPANIED BY:
ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
ANDREW HOVE, ACTING CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL INSURANCE DEPOSIT
CORPORATION JONATHAN FIECHTER, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THRIFT
SUPERVISION DIETRA FORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THRIFT DEPOSITOR
PROTECTION BOARD 538 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC

BODY:

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I have the Oversight Board
members with me here -- Mr. Alan Greenspan, chairman of board of the Federal Reserve;
Roger Altman, who's the interim CEO of the RTC. I've got Jonathan Fiechter, who‘: the
acting director of the Ofiice of Thrifl Supervision; Andrew Hove, who's the acting chairman
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Also accompanying us is Dietra Ford, who's the
executive director of the Oversight Board.
And I have a longer version for the record, but I'd like to summarize it

,

particularly with the

lateness of the hour, if I might

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll make your full report a part of the record, and we'd like your summary.

SEN. BENTSEN: Before I begin, and listening to the partisan exchange, let me thank the
members of this committee for their bipartisan support last year, in the last session, to obtain
the funding to finish the RTC job. I'm quite appreciative of that
Let me tell you something you don't hear very often. We're not here to ask for more money.
The funding -- (applause, laughter) -- the funding provided through the RTC Completion Act
ought to be sufficient. In fact, they tell me this is the first time that the Oversight Board has
been before you that it wasn't asking for additional money and funding And I'm just very

pleased to be able to inherit that honor.
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I'm also happy to report that few S&Ls are failing, and 99 percent of private-sector thrifls are
well or adequately capitalized. OVERSIGHT Let me review some of the numbers for you.
Since the RTC was created in I989, it's taken over 743 failed institutions and it's closed or
sold 680 of them. In the process it protected nearly 23 million deposit accounts with an
average balance of $9,000. RTC made good on the govemment's guarantee of deposit
insurance to millions of Americans nationwide. And, I might add, it did it with a minimum of
disniption. A lot of the customers didn't even know that the RTC had taken over their S&L.
The RTC also undertook the greatisi liquidation in history, so far disposing of $393 billion in

assets for about 90 percent of their book value. Frankly, I couldn't believe that one. I made
them go back and check it again for me. The RTC sold since its inception nearly 80,000 units
as affordable housing. So at least tens of thousands of lower~income families have benefitted
as this problem is being solved.

Now, crime is at the top of our agenda these days. We talk about violent crimes. Well, this
scandal had criminals -- had Wh‘it'i:_cZ>1Ia?‘cTi'i“niiifalT"l\?I'6i’E'tliari 1,500 persons were charged
with major crimes involving S&Ls. Nearly 1,250 were convicted. And of those sentenced,
more than 75 percent went to prison. And RTC has pursued several recoveries from
wrong-doers with all involved agencies collecting nearly $2 billion.

Mr. Chairman, when this administration took office the total cost of resolving the S&L
problem was estimated at between S100 and $150 billion. When I testified just last March,
we thought as much as 45 billion_in additional funding would be needed That was on top of
the nearly 87 billion already appropriated. _ _ 3,

A lot of people agreed with us. The Congressional Budget Office estimated 50 billion. The
General Accounting Office had us around that level. And so did the House and the Senate

budget committees. As RTC funding legislation moved through the Congress last year,
constantly improving economic conditions resulted in record earnings for the S&L and the
banking industries. By mid-November afier lengthy deliberations in both houses, the funding
bill provided $18.3 billion, and that brought the total amount .that's provided by Congress for

the clean-up to $105 billion, a figure on the low end of the estimate when this administration
took office.

And I know the results could have been different -- easily. Depositors could have lost all their
savings. Loss to the govemment could have been far greater, resolution of the problem could
have taken much longer. But to the credit of a great many people, and they're seated in this
committee, in addition, the problem is near resolution '~

"

I'd like to give you some -- and I'd like to give some credit to the management of the RTC.
And I think we'd sure better credit the economy. Deficit reduction has helped interest rates to
fall. We've taken steps to increase the availability of credit, tackling unnecessary regulations
and report requirements that discourage lenders from making loans to small business. And

we'll continue to propose changes that will result in greater credit availability and efiiciencies

in the banking industry. This is why we want to sell a number of issues, including passage of
the community development financial institutions legislation, which includes a balanced

reduction and regulatory reform. I'll be before this committee next week with specifics on the
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administration's proposal to refonn and simplify the regulatory structure for depository
institutions. Our proposal not only will eliminate unnecessary regulatory expenses which
could result in the availability of greater credit, but as importantly, it can help avoid new
crisis by putting a stop to inconsistent and confused regulation. But we'll talk more about that
next week. But the point I want to make on deficit reduction is that the market responded, the
economy responded Housing starts and home sales are up, and that's sure good news when
you're the RTC and you're trying to dispose of property. I can't help think back what a
dramatic difference interest rate's"iriake."I used to chair a savings and loan. Sure glad I sold
it when I came to the Senate. (Laughing) But I'll tell you, not smart, just luckyl But I'll tell
you -- (laughter). But I'll tell you, when you've got your mortgages at one rate and all the
sudden long-tenn interest rates go substantially above that, you've got yourself a real problem
in an S&L. And when you've got the govemment saying we'll guarantee the first 100,000,
and you've got a small, new S&L, and then they have Wall Street bundle up hundreds of
billions and send it to a little S&L. We saw that thing happen in Vemon, Texas. A good
example of that. And then yousee'tlie'ot1Te"fi_who'ar6Tiotiestly trying to compete and what a

hold it puts on them. Fortunately, we're seeing things go the other way with this substantial

reduction in interest rates.

And I want to say to you, Senator Bennett, I've seen some of what you're talking about, too,
where sometimes they were overzealous. And that balance is in part the concems of what
Senator Boxer has for those that have been ill-used and guilty of malfeasance.
But lower interest rates and increased credit activity have brought about increased eamings for
all types of financial institutions. Many S&I.s that may have been at risk are now making
profits. But you and I know we can't predict what's going to happen between now and '95
when the RTC goes out of business. Nobody foresaw the floods and the earthquakes, and they
had their economic consequences. We're not done yet

Through '95, RTC must continue to protect depositors. They must dispose of some very
hard-to-sell assets. And it must ensure its operations run effectively. It must work toward an
orderly transition of its responsibilities to the FDIC. And it must never lose sight of its
mandates to provide affordable housing and maximum minority participation, including

implementation of provisions of the RTC Completion Act.

I've urged the RTC to work aggressively on the issue of minority participation. It's imperative
that minority- and women-owned businesses have an ample opportunity to win contracts, to

purchue assets and to acquire failed thrifis. In fact, the RTC is taking special care to meet
the requirements of the completion act to provide preferences to minority institutions while
applying the least-cost test. __ .

Let me be more specific on some of those things I mentioned. The RTC has begun resolve 63
insolvent institutions now operating in conservatorship, which about 2.3 million deposit
accounts. Some additional institutions may be transferred this year. If so, the RTC will make
good on the government's guarantee to those insured depositors and any others who might yet
fall under its jurisdiction.

Insofar u the remaining inventory of nearly 64 billion assets -- S64 billion in assets, these, as

Q
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you said earlier, Mr. Chairman, are the most hard-to-sell properties that are lefi: real property
and non-performing mortgages. While the improved economy helps sales, the potential loss
to the taxpayers could be reduced if these assets are managed and sold efficiently. The RTC

is working on improving its marketing and sales strategies and is seeking creative, yet sound
techniques to maximize retums.

To fulfill its remaining mission, the RTC will benefit from good managers. Jack Ryan of
OTS was appointed deputy CEO."'EllEiiT(ukla (sp) of 'the'O'I'S has been appointed general
counsel. And Tom Horton has been promoted to acting senior vice president for asset

management and sales. And I can tell you today that the administration expects to submit its
nomination for a permanent chief executive shortly.

I thank Roger Altman for the service that he has done as the interim CEO. His term expires
the end of March, and we hope by then to have a candidate. In line with the RTC
Completion Act, Jack Ryan‘v\_n'Il'?e*r€'e'a's"tIi?Trifér"ifi‘C'EU'between the time Mr. Altman's
term expires and the pennanent CEO is confirmed. The Oversight Board will also make some
appointments to the audit committee, which will be in operation soon.

I've asked Frank Raines (sp), vice chairman of Fannie Mae, to chair that one, and to serve as
members we asked Jonathan F_i_ktar (sp) of OTS, Robert Larsen (sp), vice chainnan of the
Taubman (ph) Company and afonner member of the Oversight Board. Mr. Larsen (sp) has
also been renominated to serv_e,on the Oversight Board, and I hope you'll be able to approve
his nomination soon. The RTQ_will close down on December 31, 199$, one year earlier than
originally thought, and planning for that is well underway. I expect the new management to
work with the people at the FDIC in a cooperative way to carry out the transition of the RTC
to the FDIC.

This past year the Oversight Board has also strengthened our staff reviews. I was being
reminded of my testimony of last year and the recommendations and the improvements that
we sought to bring about. We have done a number of them. We haven't completed them all.
We're obviously still working at it

,

and we're scnitinizing some.

For instance, our staff has been monitoring the RTC's efiorts to improve its contracting
systems and its oversight. A review is being conducted to make sure policies are applied
uniformly to all contractors and that contract oversight procedures provide effective review of
performance. Another example: The staff hm focused on the RTC‘: financial operating plan,
its operating budget and all its borrowing activity, and our advisory boards are taking hard

looks at the policies goveming asset sales. Late last year, Ira Hall of IBM USA was named
chairperson of the National Advisory Board, bringing considerable financial expertise and
private sector expertise to that process.

These boards meet regularly a
t sites nationwide to discuss progress and to hear testimony

from witnesses on how theseregulations and procedures affect different parts of the country.
The RTC listens to their advice, and they have been instrumental in advancing affordable
housing opportunities. Our advisory board structure will change this year.
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The Completion Act created a new affordable housing authority board to replace the National

Housing Advisory Board. 'lhat new board will be made up of nine members, including the
secretary of HUD. They will be providing advice on affordable housing programs, and how
to merge RTC programs with the FDIC programs after the shutdown, and we're looking
forward to working with them. Now, last year at this hearing, as I said, I announced those ten
goals insofar as improving or reforming RTC management ~- things like putting in place a
system to ensure prompt follow-up on findings of the inspector general and the General
Accounting Office, strengthening th€"co'ntracting system and oversight of its private sector
contractors, appointing a chief financial officer. The RTC Completion Act mandated and
expanded on those refonn, and RTC is moving to meet the standards that Congress
determined and set.

I'm pleased with the results, and in a minute, I'd like Roger Altman to discuss them with you
one by one. I hope you especially note what we've done on opportunities for minority- and
women-oumed businesses an‘d‘iT§treTigthE?iirigTuTiEtemEl accounting and administrative

control systems. I personally believe that these programs are an important part of RTC duties
and that this is an area it must continue to focus on to ensure legislative mandates are carried

out. And Mr. Chairman, let me end on this. I believe that the RTC has made significant
progress in the past year in achieving its mandates and in addressing the concems that you

folks in the Congress raised, concems by the GAO and by the oversight board. You bet
there've been a lot of problems, but the organization has been relatively free from partisan
conflict. Republicans and Democrats alike have been committed to fulfilling the govemmenfs

obligations to protect depositors at the least cost to the taxpayers In '94 we'll keep working

at that one, and looking to '95, well, I believe the RTC will be more than happy to be out of
business. I sure will be happy. Thank you. Now let me tum it over to Mr. Altman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Altman, we'd like to hear from you now.

MR. ALTMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, have a longer statement which, with your
permission -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection.

MR. ALTMAN: -- that I hope would be entered into the Record, and I'll summarize it here.
This is probably the final time I will appear before the Congress in any RTC capacity. Under
the tenns of the Vacancy Act, my appointment would expire on March 30. There are limited
circiunstances under which that could be extended, but I don't believe they will apply.
As Secretary Bentsen said, it's our intention to nominate a permanent chief executive as soon

as possible.
'

Last year we chose I think a fine candidate, Stanley Tate'(sp). He withdrew, which was not
at our urging, and I believe he would have done a good job. I also want to join with Secretary
Bentsen in thanking the entire committee for its bipartisan efforts to secure funding through

the completion act passed late last year.

I'd also like to note that the RTC, has taken special efforts to be responsive relative to the

88-432 O — 95 — 5
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Califomia earthquake. Foreclosures in those effective areas have been delayed, home owners

are being helped to avoid delinquencies on mortgages held by the RTC, and we notified

FEMA of $4 multifamily units and 47 single family residences that can be made available for
temporary housing. Now, on to the status report.

Mr. Chairman, the S&L collapse required the biggest financial rescue probably in world
history. Including money spent by the FSLIC beginning in I988 it's expected to cost the
American taxpayers the stagg6'rTrig"s'um"of about SISO billion. To put that into perspective, at

today's budget levels that's equivalent to about 45 years of l~lead'Start, about nine years of
Aid to Families with Dependent Children. And at a time when we all struggle to finance
federal support of vital activities from national security to education, these are sobering
comparisons. I'm sure all of use would agree on a bipartisan basis to make every effort to
ensure that such a fiasco is never repeated. When we inherited responsibility for this agency,
it was not in sound condition. It was one of the largest contracting organizations of all time.
But it had poor contracting pmzaare. It was selling mets in massive blocs, denying local
investors a shot at local properties which they knew best. And despite being larger than

almost any American financial institution in the private sector, any bank or any securities
firm, it had no full-time chief financial oflicer, no permanent general counsel, and it had no

business plan. So we determined to concentrate on repairing the organization and when

Secretary Bentsen first testified before this committee, almost exactly _ayear ago, he outlined

a series of management reforms to which we committed ourselves, and I'd like to very
quickly just review some of those. A full-fledged review of all 21 of them is appended to my
statement. _ -

_ -_

Contracting. We found that the agenc-y's contract award procedures had ofien been violated in

the past, and our first action there was to mandate compliance. Some of the compliance
problems reflected weak organidng principles. Contracts were ottea let by the same

employees responsible for overseeing them. Obviously, in the event of a compliance problem,
the employee then had little incentive to draw attention to it So the Office of Contracts has
been reorganized into two separate units; one for contract solicitation and award, and another

for contract administration, to avoid_ conflict, and the scope of contracting oversight ha been
substantially expanded. Among other things, the staff there has been more than doubled, and

reviews of nearly $00 outstanding contracts were undertaken last year.

Next, audits. A new reporting system has been implemented to ensure that management
responds to the concerns raised by auditors. And that system now tracks and updates the

status of all inspector general, GAO and intemal RTC findings and recommendations. And
Pm pleased to say that the RTC today is current in following up on almost all GAO and OIG
findings. Business plan. We completed a comprehensive business plan. We provided copies
of that to this committee. It is a highly detailed and, I think, objectively speaking, good piece
of work. It's intended to be a living document and we're going to update it regularly as
conditions warrant.

Chief financial officer. Donna Cunningham, our chief financial officer, has been on board for
about eight months. She's taken that helm very ably, as reflected in a series of improvements
in the intemal controls in the organization.
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The professional liability section. 'l1iis has been a particularly troubled area of RTC
operations. There have been complaints from both sides of the spectrum, as the comments
already here today illustrate; complaints that the RTC was unfairly pursuing former 8&1.
directors who had no real roles in those organizations and, on the other side, complaints that
the RTC was not sufficiently zealous in pursuing the real crooks.

As GAO recognized in its mid-'93 report, the primary problems have involved inadequate
staffing and an overall lack of 'e'xFeiie'riced attomeys and the temporary nature of the RTC has
made it particularly difiicult from a recruiting point of view. But we have worked hard to
increase the size and the training of the staff in this area. We currently have the highest total
of attorneys on board in the agency's history. Moreover, senior RTC and I-‘DIC officials are
planning to merge the RTC unit here, the PLS unit, with its counterpart in the FDIC,
recognizing that the FDIC is a source of experienced attomeys in this area

I also want to say that effective prosecution ervns claims continues to be one of the RTC‘s
highest priorities.

Secretary Bentsen referred to our having fonned an audit committee and appointed its

members. We have also established a joint coordinating committee with the FDIC for
purposes of planning the transition or portions of the RTC back into the FDIC by the end of
'95. ~

I'd like to make a special set of comments about expanded opportunities for minorities and
women. That's been one of our highest priorities, as Secretary Bentsen said. First of all, we
elevated the minority and women's program to the divisional level, put the head of it on the+
executive committee reporting directly to the CEO. We took action to expand the number of
minority- and women-ovmed businesses receiving RTC contract solicitations. And there are
now more than l,l00 of them in our database. _

Let me say a couple of words about the record. On a cumulative basis since inception of the
$3.7 billion awarded in nonlegal fees, $800 million have been awarded to minority- and

women-owned businesses, 21 percent Take a look at last year. We paid nonlegal fees of
$500 million. Minority- and women-owned businesses received 31 percent of those. We also
encouraged efforts to encourage the use of minority- and women-owned law firms on the
legal side, as far as legal fees are concemed Last year, such finns received $54 million, or

I3 percent, of all legal fees from us, a big increase over the '92 level. And within the
category of minority- and women-owned law firms, minority-owned law fimrs received $36
million, far above the $23 million of a year before. I think the entire RTC is quite proud at
the sharply increased levels of minority and women's participation in all of the fee- generating
activities of the agency, and details on that are also appended to my statement. Tuming
briefly to operations and financial issues, Secretary Bentsen cited a series of statistics relative
to the amounts of institutions which have been resolved since inception. To me the most
important statistic is $9,000. ,'_l‘hat's the average balance in institutions which have been

resolved And for those who think this has been a bailout of the rich and famous, I think
that's a pretty telling number.
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We have 63 institutions -under conservatorship today. SIB billion of deposits. Now that the
Completion Act is law, we're in the process of marketing these remaining conservatorships.
We think these 63 will be resolved, Mr. Chairman, by the summer of this year, and it should
cost $9 billion to Sll billion to do that.

On the asset sale side, we exceeded the targets we initially set last year. Book value
reductions, $63 billion; cash proceeds, 76 percent of that That’: a recovery rate below
previous years because now we're down to poorer-quality assets, hard-to-sell assets. For this
year, '94, we expected to reduce the book value of our inventory by $43 billion, cash
proceeds S29 billion, projected recovery rate, 66 percent.

Now, on this asset sales side, one of things we did was to put in place a small investor
program because, if I've heard anything in this past year in this capacity, it was that local
investors were not -- did not have a shot at local properties which they knew best So we
took steps to ensure that as‘§tsToTild'lTe“iVi'ilibTeT6r‘sTaIeTiidividually to small investors

with moderate levels of capital. Under this program, individual offerings of real estate
properties have been emphasized. Underscore ‘individual.’ Auctions and sealed- bid sales

have become more frequent and geographically focused Smaller loan pools are being offered

to allow buyers to purchase smaller, more geographically segmented groups of loans. And I'm
pleased to say that at the most recent non-performing loan auction, in August last year, a third

of the winners were new buyers who had not participated before, and the new bidders, overall
bidders were for the most part smaller companies with a much higher preference for small

loan pools and were most interested in buying geographically-focused loan packages located

in their own areas

Affordable housing -- Secretary Bentsen noted this - since inception we've sold over 77,000
units, for a total of $1.2 billion. The average annual income of households purchasing in that
program has been about $24,000, which, by the way, is‘6I percent of the national median
family income. Finally, Mr. Chairman, the issue of whistle-blowing.

As was noted earlier, last September this committee held o_versight hearings where a variety
of allegations were made, including retaliation against whistle-blowers.

'

Now, let me emphasize in the strongest terms, we support protections for whistle-blowers and

have taken several actions to address those allegations. I issued a memorandum on October
4th to all RTC employees strongly reiterating our policy of prohibiting retaliation against
whistle-blowers We established an employee ombudsman program to augment the efforts of
the inspector general in gathering all types of employee allegations. That ombudsman reports
directly to the CEO on a weekly basis, and I think that program is working pretty well,
because as of February l$th we'd received I16 inquiries, 96 of which had been closed and 20
of which were still pending. _ _ _

We also had conversations in person and by telephone with six of the individuals who
testified here before this committee. And during these interviews we solicited comments,

feedback, and suggestions from them on how best to remedy the problems which they raised.

And a number of those interviews were insightful and have been taken into account in our

~=
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efforts to remedy some of the management problems at the RTC. And I just want to
underscore how seriously we have taken these allegations and that hundreds of hours have
been spent working to understand and resolve them.

In closing, the Completion Act requires the RTC to terminate on December 3lst, 1995. We
will make that, there is no question that we will make that, and I think it will be a happy day
for all concemcd, especially the_A_r_1_i_e_ricaLtaxpayer. Thank_yotL

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We're going to now proceed with the questions, and
we'll go with the normal five-minute time periods.

Chairman Greenspan, let me start with you. The Federal Reserve, of course, has raised
interest rates earlier this month, and you just indicated publicly again that further increases are

likely. And we know in the past that rising interest rates have had the effect of causing
significant problems for thfifisf" Now;‘obvious1yI'th?aritFtF1t'is highly relevant. But my

question to you would be what effect are these higher interest rates likely to have on the RTC
and, for that matter, on the future health of the thrifl industry, which is still trying to work its
way back?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chainnan, I think you raise a very important question, because one
of the lessons of this whole experience has been that we have - we've put into place in the
early post-war years an institution which was a specialized institution, one which could not

function in a period of significant inflationary imbalances, an institution which had long-tenn
assets and short-term liabilities. And, as the secretary indicated, when interest rates generally

go up that institution is pressed as, indeed, we saw in an extraordinary sense in the period
1979-1980.

One of the things that is very important that we not allow to happen again is that
extraordinary type of inflationary imbalance which was so destructive to those types of
institutions. To be sure, savings and loans as a consequence of that have restructured their
balance to a significant extent and the maturity mismatch is not of the size that it was
previously. A

Nonetheless, should interest rates rise significantly, then I think it does put those institutions
in a very difficult position. l_t's been the concem of the Federal Reserve that we endeavor to
fend off any such types of inflationary instabilities, and the actions that we took -- we took on
February 4th, and the general discussion which I outlined to the House Banking Committee‘:
subcommittee in trying to comprehend the type of problems that may be out there, were put
forward precisely to prevent _the types of difficulties which so debilitated the savings and
loans. . = ,

To date, the effects on these, institutions, of course,_have been minimal, and we don't expect
to see any particular problems emerge on that, but I would like to call -- ask my colleague,
Jon Fiechter, what he sees, he's looking at these institutions in a mueh more detailed way than

I.
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MR FIECI-ITBR: I would echo what Chairman Greenspan said. One -- well, first, clearly a
major risk in the thrifl industry, given the nature of the business, is interest rates, but a real
difference between the thrift today versus the thrift of the late '70: that ran into so much
difficulty when the -- there was the rate (spike 7) in the early '80s, is that restructuring both
of assets and liabilities, there are a lot of thrifts now that won't hold fixed rate mortgages any
longer because they went through the early '80s. Also, as a consequence of (rate Q 7

),

institutions are able to much better manage their liabilities. As you know, Mr. Chairman, as a

consequence of FDICIA, OTS'hTs"sFeiit'a'I"o'I of time"6r'i'riiterest rate risk. We have a fairly
extensive model, and in anticipation of a question such u this, I asked the staff based on the
information the thrifls now provide what would be the effect of a 200-basis-point increase in

interest rates if it were to happen as a shock -- sort of an across-the-board increase, but I don't
think we're talking about that type of change. Only ten institutions would fail their current
capital requirements.

None of them would go betawTper"¢?i1'eapira1?ti€v‘a»rer"ztnd while it's a very uncertain
world we live in, the analysis that we've done has suggested that at least in the numbers that

we're talking about today, the thrifi industry is in a much better position to handle rate

increases going forward

SEN. RIEGLE: I think that's an important response because I think it shows as well that in

re-engineering, through FIRREA and then FDICIA, the arrangements that the general strategy

is working. Now, if we get overtaken by, you know, events that were to drive interest rates
above 200 basis points then we're into a different zone. But let's hope we're not going to deal

with that. Chairman Greenspan, let me ask you one other question. This issue has obviously

gotten a lot of attention here this moming. Are you satisfied with the way the Madison
Guaranty issue has been handled by the RTC? »

MR. GREENSPAN: The oyjersight board has, as far as I'm concemed, had no relationship
with the Madison issue because that i

s a special case which is handled by the RTC directly.
And I must say, I have not followed it in any manner which would enable me to address the
question in a useful manner for you. SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. ALFONSB D'AMATO (R-NY): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hove, on August l0th,' 1989, there was a letter written to Mr. John O'Donnell by a Ken
K. Schenck (sp). He‘: a credit specialist. I don't know whether you've seen this letter in your
reviews of this whole matter. but just let me read you the last paragraph.

‘In the process of our suit against Frost & Company, we will most certainly examine
practices and procedures Madison Guaranty used in the day-to-day operations. We are

making this infonnation available in detail to Mr. Hubbell."_Now listen to this sentence: ‘To
believe that none of this information will make it back to his family is naive. I do not know
whether or not any infonnation upcoming will be damaging, however, I would like someone
with a wider scope of authority to review the situation and possibly eliminate this conflict.‘
Here's a credit specialist who's telling you what the real world is about. He was there.

Now, let me go on. In the report released by the FDIC -- eight pages of what I think is the
' .. 3

'
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most incredible whitewash of Whitewatergate that I've seen. This is incredible -- incredible.
And I've spoken to you just briefly before and I told you what I'm going to ask you. Page
six, the bottom: ‘In addition, we have found no evidence that the finn had a close relationship
with the S&L which might call into question its independence.‘

I mean, I have to tell you, given the information that your people were reporting back to Mr.
O'Donnell, FDIC S&I. project area coordinator, August I0th, I989, given this incredible -- I'd
say the FDIC makes an assertio'ri'th'a't'uteitosa Law'Fiitn'” did not maintain a close
relationship with Madison Guaranty. That's incredulous in light of the fact that they had a
monthly retainer with them for I5 months for several years earlier. I mean, how do you
come to this conclusion?

Now let me ask you one other thing. Is it true that no documents were reviewed as part of
the FDIC's intemal review which was conducted by your law department? Is that true?

MR HOVE: Let me respond to your question in the order that you gave them. You first
talked about Mr. Hubbell and his relationship with the suit -- with the Frost accounting finn.

SEN. D'AMATO: Have you seen this memo?

MIL HOVE: I have not seen that memo.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let's have stafi‘ give a copy of this memo to Mr. Hove, please.

MR. HOVE: Let me respond to that.

SEN. D'AMATO: Would you like to look at that last paragraph and let me know whether or
not your people, in conducting this review have seen this? It goes back to I989. And the

person who sends it says it would be naive to think that Mr. Hubbell would not pass this

infonnation on to his family.

MR. HOVE: But let me respond by saying that even if he had the issue between Mr. Ward,
who is Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law, and the Madison Guaranty had been already decided,

and Mr. Ward had a judgment at that time against Madison. That case was on appeal, and

therefore, any infonnation that Mr. Hubbell could obtain, even if he would obtain it
,

and give

it to his father-in-law would not be admissible, would not be in the appeal process, even if he
had had the information to give to him.

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Hove, did you ask you, did read page six, the bottom of your report?
Because we don't have much time. So I'm going to -~ it says, ‘We find no evidence that the
firm had a close relationship with the S&L." Do you really believe that to be the case? Do

you really believe that a monthly retainer that Hillary Rodham Clinton had did not establish a

close relationship? Are you really suggesting that there was none?

MR. HOVE: Her relationship :-

I
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SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: ls that credible in light of what you know? MR. HOVB: Her relationship
with Madison was on an issue that was in a state agency and not with the federal

govemment. It was not with the FDIC. And our case was not against Madison. Our case
was against the Frost Law Firm - or over the Frost accounting firm.
In addition, we find no evidence that the firm had a close relationship with the S&I., which
might call into question its independence. I mean, are you serious? I mean, that is a
conclusion that was made. Let rne tell you, it was made by your legal department.
Let's go into something else. A'§"§i"rt bflisi ‘year's R’I'C' Act, we have an inspector general
that was created in the FDIC. Was the FDIC inspector general involved in this revievifl

MR FIECHTER: No, sir. The review was started at your request, if you recall. I had
indicated to you in my confirmation hearing that we were undergoing a review by our legal

division as to what was the policy, the conflict policy that may be in effect between the Rose

law finn and the FDIC in the lawsuit that Rose was doing for the FDIC against the Frost
accounting firm. SEN. D’AMA‘I'0: I.et'rhe"is_lE_yT>UfliTs."Do'you plan to ask the inspector

general's office to analyze the procedures used by the FDIC legal staff in conducting this
intemal review and in essence to review this matter?

MR. FIECHTER: I would do that if the committee requested that. SEN. D'AMATO: Well, I'm
requesting it

,

and I would suggest that you didn't need -- you wouldn't need the committee to
ask you to do this. I'd suggest to you that it's your job to do it. I'd suggest to you that when
you have such obvious areas of conflict in this report, when you're saying that there was no
close relationship, when you're__suggesting that Webb Hubbell would not and was not in the

position to give any information to his father-in-law, that is incredulous. And if you don't
have an inspector general looking to something like this, then what do you have him for?
And what do you have? You have staff people who are going to make -- who make this kind
of determination? ,i _ __ r _ _ , , ,__

Now, I have to tell you you will be doing yourself and the FDIC, I think, a great, great
damage if you just think that you're going to let it rest on this eight pages of sophomoric,
legalistic murnble jumble that doesn't hold water. And I've just looked at this report. I've seen
some occasion to see it in the newspaper. This i

s the first time I've had an opportunity to

review it personally this moming, and it's shockin8|Y in.ept.__
Now, question. Do you intend, not by way of this committee instructing you, to put this
matter, and don't you think it's_appropriate that it be submitted to the inspector general? Yes

or no? -

MR. FIECHTER: Senator, we've been reviewing this to review our procedures, to review our
procedures with conflicts, with conflicts not only with the Rose law firm but every law firm

that we deal with. And our procedure is to deal not only with the actual conflicts but also to

deal with the appearance of conflicts. And in this case had we done that, had we dealt with
the appearance of conflicts, it is likely that the appearance would have been different - the
conclusion may have been different. But Senator, this has been several years ago. At that

time we had many cases coming in to us as a result of the savings and loan failures, and the
conflict, under the niles that we were dealing with at that time, did not present any conflict of
interest from the Rose law firm suing the Frost accounting firm.
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SEN. D'AMATO: It's what we're doing today. Today you're saying there may be a conflict
back then because they didn't have clear ntles spelled out. Today you're saying there may be a

conflict back then because they didn't have clear rules spelled out. Now let me tell you
whether it smells today -- and it smelled then ~- I don't want to get into this legalese that
maybe -- I want to know if you're going to ask the inspector general to review this matter.
That's a question.

MR. HOVE: I will do that'if comrnifi'e'e'?T:'<f.iests it
. '

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, Mr. Chairman, I would at this point in time move that we ask that
this matter be reviewed b

y the inspector general. Now this is not going to interfere with any

federal prosecution that's taking place, but it's a question of ascertaining whether or not we're
getting the facts. It's a question of whether or not legal counsel has analyzed all the
documents. I don't know -- I read in one news account that says that no documents were
received as part of the FDIC's‘TiT'i'e‘mal 'r'e'vie‘wT‘T‘cloT1'tkh3vV”whether that's true or not, but
that's certainly something I intend to pursue.

SEN. RIEGLE: Yeah, let me just respond to your question because the time is up and I want
to stay within these time periods or we'll -- we won't be able to move any at all here in an

efficient way. 4

Let me take your request under review. I'm not sure but what a request from a single senator

may be sufficient to -- in asking for an inspector general review. I don't know without sort of
looking at our past practices and precedents, but let us research that question.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me thank you for the manner in which youh/e handled it
,

but I have to
tell you something. I'm wondering why when I asked you a question, yes or no, would you
undertake this -- and Mr. Hove, before you answered, the fellow behind you with the glasses

who has got a lot of hair I wish I had, you know, came up and told you what to say. Now,
can I ask what is your title and what is your responsibility?

MR. : The acting general counsel. _ _

SEN. D'AMATO: You're the acting general counsel. Well, you know, sir, whether or not

you're going to ask, it seems to me for this to be reviewed is a matter if you see that the
propriety of this report, the integrity, the correctness of it can be substantiated And it would
seem to me that you'd want to do that. _

MR. HOVE: Well, let -

SEN. D'AMATO: It would seem to me that without counsel coming to you and saying
whether -- you know, you can wriggle out by saying that the committee has to ask. And I

appreciate the chairman's response, I really do.

But I just want to make that observation, Mr. Hove. I find your response totally
unacceptable. . . .
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MIL HOVE: Mr. Chairman‘!

i

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll let -- I want to move ahead to Senator Kerry, who is next, and if you
want to make a response, certainly -

MR. HOVE: Yes, I would like to, and first of all, all the documents, everything that we have
discovered is available to the special counsel, and we will make that available to the special
counsel. I will commit to you th.a't'Tw'r1l_a's'k"tl\e inspector ‘general to undertake at
investigation.

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you. Thank you very much. And I think you have done the
administration a service, yourself, the FDIC, and I applaud you for that Thank you, Mr.
Chainnan.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry‘!
" "‘ "“ ‘

SEN. KERRY: Mr. Hove, you were originally appointed to your position b
y President Bush,

weren't you?

MR. : That's correct.

SEN. KERRY: So you're a holdover from the Bush administration then. There's no special
affiliation you have with President Clinton, is that correct? MR. : 'Ihat‘s correct.

SEN. KERRY: I think it's a fair issue always as to what the level of review is
,

as to any

institution, if it takes place. And I‘ve certainly shared a public expression of concem about
what the inspector generals have done or not done. But I would like to see, if it's going to be
done, as to Madison, I really want to see it done as to Columbia and as to some of the
others. I just think we ought to cover the board here.

Secondly, I want to point out the distinction here which we keep missing. And one of my
colleagues earlier said if this were President Reagan who did this and it was Silverado and so
forth, we'd be screaming Those were sitting presidents who made sitting decisions regarding

a policy at that moment in time that cost the taxpayers a lot of money. There is no sitting
presidential decision here, there is no issue of presidential policy here. There is no issue of
taxpayers being cost money by an action taken b

y the president of the United States at this
time. This happened in I982 and I986, before they became president. Now, an individual

died and there's an investigation into the death of that individual and what may or may not
happened is 'a fair question with respect to the death. And that's being investigated by the

first special prosecutor of an opposing party that I can think of in my public memory in

public oflice that's been appointed 'I1\at is the clear distinction here. And it is a very real

distinction. No taxpayer money, no public isue of policy, no decision of a sitting president
of the United States with respect to what this committee has oversight on and is here for
today. . .

The question is legitimate: what took place, were there relationships previously - these are
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important as to all these banks. And it is fair for the special prosecutor to proceed on that,

and it is even more important that this committee guarantee down the road that we investigate
everything. I'm not sitting here saying something may not have taken place. In point of fact,
there may be some indication that some folks outside of the White House may have some
questions to answer. But there is no evidence whatsoever with respect to policy or taxpayer

money or any decision made by the president of the United States that warrants this kind of
inquiry.

‘ ’

Now, let me ask you, if I may, Mr. Altman, and Mr. Secretary, perhaps you can share with
me, because one of our concems is not just Madison but a whole lot of other institutions. I
think 42 percent of the total losses fall in Texas alone. And there's a serious question about
professional liability with respect to those institutions. I'd like to know, to date, what is the

total amount of money recovered to date from directors or officers of these institutions
nationally?

MR. ALTMAN(?): S640 million, senator.

SEN. KERRY: Six hundred and forty million?

MR. ALTMAN(?): From institutions -- from institutions.

SEN. KERRY: And that's recovered through liability cases. MR ALTMAN(?): Those are
criminally related recoveries. = 1 _

SEN. KERRY: What about civil? Is there any at this point? MR ALTMAN(?): In addition to
that figure I gave you, about $745 million from civil-related recoveries.

SEN. KERRY: So we have_in fact recovered to date a billion three, is that correct? It's not
insignificant.

c

Can you break down where, that has taken place? It's my understanding 42 percent of the
total cost of bailout was Texu. Is there a corresponding recovery rate or any kind of rate
you could give us as to where the most money came from?

MR ALTMAN(?): I don't have infonnation with me, senator, on state-by-state breakouts, and
I don't know whether -

sun. xsruw; Would it be possible just to get that at some point in time? MR ALTMAN:
We'll be happy to do our best to do so.

SEN. KERRY: I think it would be good to have a sense of that. It's rny understanding that
you were going to take a look at this question of sort of why the recovery rate may or may
not have been low. Have you been able to draw any conclusions as to that? I mean, one of
the things I heard is that a lot of the attomeys who came on believing that they were going to
be able to engage in recovery grew so frustrated at not being able to do so in the early years

that they lefl. I don't know if that's legitimate or if you've found other reasons, but could you
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share with the committee what, if anything, you may have discovered with respect to the
recovery process?

MR. ALTMAN: As I said in my opening comments, the entire PLS area has been a troubled
one, and there have been complaints from both ends of the spectrum about overzealousness
and about inadequate pursuit. And we've had as GAO in its report noted a high degree of
tumover and difliculty retaining -- recruiting and retaining experienced attomeys because of
the temporary nature of the‘RTC.'Kfie'Till, here we ar'e'with less than two years to go.

SEN. KERRY: Currently that's tnre. What about in eighty - what about in the early stage -
late -- late '80s?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, of course, the RTC has always been intended to be a temporary
agency, and I'd just refer you to the GAO report which concluded that that was a particular
problem. And as I've mentioifed, we've rr'Tad'e"f's'e?r?s"6f '€lT6Rs to strengthen that, the most

important of which is to hire a very good and very strong general counsel.

When we inherited responsibility for the RTC, despite its being such a large institution -- as I
said, larger than almost any private financial institution in the country -- it didn't have a

full-time general counsel. And that's a very important step we took. We've also got more
PLS attomeys on board today than ever before in the history of the organization. So we're
making every efl'ort to try to fulfill all the responsibilities we have in this area I don't think
there's any way to know, senator -- or if there is

, I don't know -- whether - or what
percentage of recoveries that have been made compared to the potential that an ideal effort, a

perfect effort would have obtained I don't - I don't know the answer to that.
SEN. KERRY: Okay. My time is up. ‘Drank you very much, "Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you much, Senator Kerry.
Senator Bond is next.

SEN. CHRISTOPHER S
. BOND (R-M0): Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Altman,

are there special measures taken when in the resolution of a failed thrifl you find it to be
afiiliated with a high profile individual? Someone in government, for example?

MR. ALTMAN: The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are intended to be identical
in each case, and they certainly have been identical in the case discussed this moming

SEN. BOND’: Afier you discovered that the president of theihlnited States‘s name might be
mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency, did you take any steps to ensure

that documents created in the case were protected and preserved?

MIL ALTMAN: When the possibility of a criminal referral was brought to me, I took one
step, and that was to instruct all the relevant RTC personnelto handle any judgments about
criminal referral in the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS

matter, no deviation whatsoever, As far as documents are concemed, the same thing.

Z~
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SEN. BOND: You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way? MR

ALTMAN: That's correct.

SEN. BOND: Were there any instructions received by you or to, your knowledge, anyone in
your agency from the Department of Justice, the White House or special counsel with respect
to the retention of documents? __________________ N _______

MR ALTMAN: To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know this, there were no
requests or conversations with the White House whatsoever on that With regard to Justice
and the special counsel, I'm advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
that each party reminding the other not to take steps or release infomiation which could

jeopardize either party's investigation.

SEN. BOND: Given the fa€ts"I§tt‘oiitin rr'iy'6pefiFgFaE'rnTiit, we are concemed about
whether all the documents are there, can you assure the committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy or tamper with any documents

dealing with Madison, its affiliated enterprises, directors, owners or business partners?

MR. ALTMAN: I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such efl'ort. SEN. BOND: Has
anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records Management, indicated to you
there are any missing documents? Or has anybody discovered any files missing or
unaccounted for?

MR. ALTMAN: No. ,

SEN. BOND: You are absolutely sure that -

MR. ALTMAN: No, your question was: Has anybody indicated to me. SEN. BOND: All
right.

MR. ALTMAN: The answer is no.

SEN. BOND: Would you inquire of your records management agency whether they have
either, A, been given instructions about the handling of documents from somebody outside or
if they have found any evidence of _missing documents or find that there are documents
apparently missing? Ifyou would inquire of that and advise us if you do find that there is
such information?

SEN. RIEGLE: I think the stenographer should note that he's nodding in the affirmative.

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. BOND: Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September I992 referral to
the Department of Justice and copies of the second referral on October '93?

_. I .
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MR. HOVE: Senator, we're not in a position to release any documents that could have a
negative impact on the investigation. I don't think you would want us to do that. And
documents of that type that you're talking about fall into that category.

SEN. BOND: Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of the Whitewater files
were actually delivered to Mrs. Clinton in 1987. What steps have been taken by your agency
to recover those files or to

ascertain
where those files might

exist?

MR. HOVE: I have no knowledge of that matter.

SEN. BOND: Have you heard of the allegation?

MR. HOVE: Actually, no.

SEN. BOND: Mr. Altman,“I'khbw there's man)T'a®E'cts"to"tt.—I was just reading one of the
stories appearing in Commentary which referred to those allegations. We don't know if they
are true or not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to ascertain whether
there is any truth to the allegations and if so, to take appropriate steps to recover such
documents. Finally, where are the documents being kept, and have they been thoroughly
catalogued? _ _

MR. ALTMAN (?): Well, I can assure you that all proper procedures relative to safeguarding
of documents are being followed. We also have a responsibility in regard to any cue to
obtain all the necessary materials for purposes of making a litigation decision.
So any documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would pertain -- would help it
reach a conclusion on a litigation decision, in this or any other matter, it makes a maximum
effort to obtain.

SEN. BOND: But that - you have no knowledge of the specific question I asked about the
records potentially in the possession of Mrs. Clinton? MR. HOVE (?): None whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BARBARA BOXER (D-CA): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to pick up on where
Senator D'Amato lefl off with Mr. Howe. x _ _
Mr. Howe, as_a Bush appointee, you were familiar, obviously, with the laws in those days
regarding conflicts of interest, and you said that at that time there had to be a direct conflict
of interest. And the appearance of a conflict of interest now is considered important, but at
that time, that's not the way things were done. Is that correct?

MR. HOWE: That is correct, Senator. _ _

SEN. BOXER: So the law was strengthened, and now you have to look at the appearance of a
conflict of interest.
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MIL HOWE: It's not a law, it's a procedure that we have at the FDIC. SEN. BOXER; All
right.

MR. HOWE: And at that time, we were looking only at the conflict of interest. Now we look
not only at the conflict but also at the appearance of any conflict. SEN. BOXER: Right
Well, Mr. Chairman, I think this is a very important point. And what I would like to suggest
is this; my colleague, Senator D‘Amato, is very interested in this one particular S&L, which
as I understand it

,

on the lEt"6fTa'rTGr"€s'i§'tli'e 194th largestin the country. I'm also interested

in seeing if there were conflicts when lawyers were hired in some of the bigger closures. For
example, there were, as I understand it

, I4 S&L failures that cost the taxpayers more than one
billion [dollars] each. Of these mega failures, six were located in Texas, two in Califomia,
two in Arizona, one in New Jersey, one New York, one Florida and one Pennsylvania And I

would like to ask you -- and since I think the chairman said a senator can make a request -
that in these mega failures, these six, I would like you to go back and take a look at the law
firms that we used at that time‘ to see if there ‘Were iionfiicts 6f interest and have a -- and at
the same time that you issue this to Senator D‘Amato, I would very much appreciate knowing
that because I do have a big concem about the scams that were going on at that time.

MR HOWE: Senator, many of these cases probably were the RTC cases and not the FDIC.
The reason that we had this case was that we inherited the FSLIC cases in late I988 or early
1989. This one came to us at a window of time prior to RTC's being created. So I think that
your request might better be directed toward the RTC.

SEN. BOXER: Well then I will make that request to the RTC and ask that we have that
report. Would I make that to Mr. Altman or Secretary Bentsen? Mr. Chairman, who do you
think would be the appropriate party?

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, they both are hearing it
,

so -

SEN. BOXEIC All right Well, I will assume that will be done because, as I say, what I find
most incredible is that there's this outrage directed at one particular situation, and it's so

obvious why. You know, Mr. Chairman, I just want to say this, if I might -- I'll get back. I

just have to say this, if I might We all bring our experiences to the table, to our committees,
to our work. And as I sat through this, I had the sense that this reminded me of something,
the dynamics here, and it comes back to my being a mother and my experience in raising two

kids, and when they wanted something, they made a pretty strong case.

And if they really wanted something, they stamped their feet And if I gave them what they
wanted, I expected them to be happy because I acceded to their request. And if they kept on
stamping their feet, I'd tell them, ‘You're unreasonable.‘ And if they kept it up, I'd take
further action. But I think what I see going on here is that there was a demand for the best
and most impartial person to look at a situation that obviously had a lot of political overtones,
and in an attempt to handle it fairly, that request was granted, and we don't know the end

result. .

But what I see happening here, Mr. Chainnan, is that people are still stamping their feet as if
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nothing‘: been done. Something very important has been done. A lease has been taken on
offices for something like four years. Eight attomeys are looking at this whole situation.

Every question that's been asked by my colleagues is being looked at, not by a Democratic

prosecutor, as Senator Ken-y has pointed out, but by a Republican prosecutor, and someone

who I believe has the faith of the American people, if not some of the senators here today,
who seem to want to interfere in that investigation.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer, I‘“n'iight]iis't say, you mayor may not have seen this in this
moming‘: Washington Post, but there have been 25 FBI agents assigned to work with the
special counsel, in addition to that legal staff that you cite.

SEN. BOXEIL' Yes. And, Mr. Chairman, I have to say that gives me great comfort. As much
as I respect my colleagues‘ skill at questioning and badgering, I'd rather have this matter
handled by someone who is so well-respected, cannot be accused of partisanship, as my
colleagues on the RepublicW§Tde here" could be_t>TTc5ild b?or Senator Kerry could be.
So let's stop stamping our feet, and let's say this is good, that this investigation is going
forward. And I really do have faith that we will find out what the problems were. And we
don't know where it all will lead, but I don't think that turning this hearing into a browbeating
of witnesses here does any good here at all.

I have some written questions I would like to submit, but I would have to say overall I am
pleased with the report that we're getting. It seems to me we're moving along, perhaps,
hopefully, under budget, moving forward with women and minorities and the things that many
of us care about, and going afier these crooks. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Do you want to say something? Otherwise I'm going here. MR. ALTMAN

(7): No, no. Ijust wanted to note to Senator Boxer that we would respond to that question
that you earlier asked.

SEN. BOXER: Thank you. I really look forward to seeing that for those six institutions
Thank you. i

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you.
I

Senator Bennett.

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chainnan, if I might -

SEN. RIEGLE: Uh, excuse men ...l. -.1 ».'|.

SEC. BENTSEN: (Off mike) -- my responsibilities as secretary of the treasury to deal in
oversight, and I'm specifically precluded from intervening in individual cases. That's the

responsibility of the RTC. 4
'

.. .

sau. BOXER: am the arc will do um. nimi you
'

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bennett

(‘iii
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SEN. ROBERT F. BENNETT (R-UT): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree with Senator
Boxer: we all bring our personal experiences to this. I will try to stop stamping my feet
(Laughton) I think that's an appropriate response, but -

SEN. BOXER: You've just been tapping your toe. (Laughter.)

SEN. BENNETI‘:'I‘ve just been tapping my toe. I must, however, out of my own experience
share with you the numfi'“'6fFrT€s‘thTtTis'a loyal Refirb1ic—an went to the White House in
the Nixon administration and kept saying ‘You have got to get this out You have got to find
out who is behind this and tell the truth." And I kept getting told ‘This is a third-rate burglary
that nobody cares about.‘ I'm sure on a list of breaking and entering -- (laughs) -- this would
have -- the Watergate breaking and entering would have been considered very, very minor.
And people kept saying to me, ‘No, no, it'll all blow over.‘ Well, it was members of your
party, Senator Boxer, who kept stamping their feet and kepvhe thing up. A special
prosecutor was appointed fi6T~§i'Wm&Tu I think Mr. Cox did not
have very good Republican credentials when he was appointed to that circumstance.

SEN. KERRY: He was a Republican. One of the good ones from Massachusetts, but he was
a Republican. (I.-aughter.)

SEN. BENNETI‘: He was a Republican? Well, l knew his law partner. He was a Democrat.
We need not beat this further, but I do hope everybody understands that when there is an
allegation of wrong-doing the smartest thing any politician can do is get all the facts out on
the table. I've tried to do that When I've been accused of making mistakes, I've discovered
that the very best thing you can do politically is not try to cover it up, and that's the only
advice I give my friends in_this circumstance, having lived through the Watergate thing on the
other side of it. _

SEN. KERRY (?): Can I just take 30 seconds to say to my colleague that's exactly what we
did. Senator Moynihan, national television, Senator Bradley, Senator Bob Kerrey, myself and

others said appoint a special prosecutor, and indeed, the White House tumed around and did it

while the president was in Europe. . , ' _

I ‘ .’|
SEN. BENNETT: I understand all that, but I also understand._that the stamping of the feet that
went on prior to that probably had something to do with that decision. I don't think it was
entirely sound public policy on the minds of the people on the other side.

Let's get backgto the RTC if I can. I do want you to refer carefully to the article that I put in
my opening statement. You've talked a great deal about minorities and women, and I yield to
no one in my desire to see to it that there is faimess done.

The allegations that were made by the gentleman from Denver,- however, is that there is
serious reverse discrimination going on in the RTC, and that anyone who does not fall in that
category cannot get a job and cannot get a promotion. And if that is true, that is something I
think you should pay attention to. So I would mk you to review that.
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Now, make reference to continuing sales, and again, this is a personal circumstance. I've had
a number of people come to me in Utah and say here is a marvelous investment opportunity
to pick up at fire sale prices properties that can be enormously valuable. I have decided
finally to divorce myself from having to make any investment decisions, and I put all of my
assets in a managed trust and trust the trustees of that trust to make those kinds of decisions,
But I said to them I cannot personally invest in this because I sit on the Banking Committee
and it's involved in oversight of the RTC and these are RTC properties.

But I did, prior to creating the managed trust for my assets, go through the process of looking
at them, and as a businessman, I can say you really are moving them very rapidly because it
struck me that some of the prices were indeed unduly low and that the RTC could in fact
have gotten a better price almost as quickly if not just as quickly as they were getting for
some of these properties. Do you have a sense on that issue? I'm not accusing you of
anything, I simply want you to talk about it.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, first of all, Senator, we have a statutory responsibility to maximize
recovery for the taxpayer, so we must pursue sale techniques which respond to that goal.
Second, all RTC assets, for practical purposes, are sold at auction, auction of one kind or
another. So rather by definition, the market -- the price which the market establishes on that

day is the price. It's always possible to look back on any transaction and say you should have

done it later or you should have done it earlier, but fundamentally all of our sales are on an
auction-style basis. I think the only other point I would make is that we're now in -- we now
-- our inventory today is of the harder-to-sell variety as we're getting down toward the end
So our recovery rates, as I mentioned in my statement, are lower. I think last year we
recovered at a rate of 76 percent of book value, and this year it'll be in the mid sixties. The
character -

SEN. BENNETT‘: Let me just go back to your earlier statement. I understand what you're
saying here, and I don't want to be argumentative about it. One instance, we were told - or I
was told that while it was technically an auction, the RTC had detennined the price and that,

if I would simply submit a bid for this price, I would be guaranteed to get it
,

that the RTC

would not entertain any other requests. And I tumed it down, as I say, for the reasons I've
described, although I'll say to my colleagues, the ethics committee told me I need not have
done that I could have made the investment. I decided to avoid the stamping of feet later on
in some future campaign in Utah. I would not run the risk. But it was my understanding that
the people who did ultimately pick up the property did it for the price that we were told was

the price. And we were told, ‘Yes, this is technically an auction; there will be a sealed bid,

but this is the sealed bid we want and if you submit it at that price we can guarantee that you
will get it.‘ ,

MR. ALTMAN: I'd like to make points. The first is -- that's not how it's supposed to work,
and if it worked that way -- just taking your comments in their entirety ‘ it should not have.
Second, the RTC does reserve the right to reject bids and to establish in efl'ect reserve prices
or floors. So, it isn't the case -- it isn't always the case that whatever the high bid is it's

accepted. But, there should never be an auction where any such indication, any such

knowledge is provided beforehand; if it was, it was a mistake and shouldn't have happened.
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SEN. BENNETI‘: I1l just assume that it wu a mistake in a particular cir ce, and I'm

grateful to you for your response.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, and perhaps a look could be taken at what may hav been going on
there, because that's not -- you know, let's not have it happen again. Sen r Sarbanes was not

given a chance, was not here in the sequence to give an opening statemen and has asked to
do so and I'm going to acknowledge that as I do with everyone. And then afier he's done
that, we'll start his time clock on iiuestions. Senator Sarb'ariea'

SEN. PAUL SARBANES (D-MD): Mr. Chairman, I'll be brief. I don't want to impose on my
colleagues, but I can't forego the opportunity with Chairman Greenspan here before us not to
talk about interest rates just briefly, since I think they're so essentially involved with where
the economy may be going. And I just want to -- I want to make a statement about that.
I've met with the chairman from time to time, both privately and of course in public sessions,
and I've raised with him the concern tliat'a'hik?in§ort7teTm‘—rates would raise long-term
rates. The chairman's position has been, as I understand it

,

that when short-term rates go up

long-term rates would initially rise but that within a few weeks or so thy would settle back
down to a level near where they had been when short-term rates were raised. We then

contacted the Fed for the analysis that in effect was the underpinning for this statement

We've had difficulty getting that analysis, but it's finally been forthcoming And as the Fed

says, and I quote, the Fed staff, ‘As you have noted, short- and long-term rates do tend to
move together.‘ They then go on to make a rather subtle argument that to the extent that the

Fed is ahead of the curve the response of long-term rates is less than when the Fed is moving
too little too late, in responding to a build-up of inflationary pressure. So in a sense, they're
shifiing, as I understand it, the position that was asserted to me by the chairman.

On the moming of Febmary 4th when the Federal Open Market Committee raised the Fed
fund rates from 3 to 3-1/4 percent, the 30- year bond rate stood at 6.30 percent - 6.30. Since
that time, long- term rates have risen steadily. As of the close of business yesterday, the
30-year bond rate was 6.65 percent. Thus, since Fed funds were raised, long-term rates have

risen by 35 basis points; in other words, more than the 25-basis-point increase in short-term

rates. Now last stunmer at a hearing with Henry Kauffman (sp) and Paul Samuelson (sp),
copies of which testimony were sent to the Fed and with a request that it be distributed to
members of the Open Market Committee -- I-Ienry Kauffman (sp) argued that raising
short-term rates could lead to higher long-term rates; in other words, the contrary of this
position that was asserted that if you take up short-term rates, you can bring down long-term
rates. And I quote Kauffman (sp). ‘I also take issue with the assertion that a small increase

in the Fed ftmd rate this summer would be welcome by the fmancial markets and would

accordingly lead to a decline in bond yields Perhaps But equally likely is that the bond

market would interpret such a rise in the federal funds rate as the first of a number of future
increases, and market participants might easily react by pushing bond yields higher. Under

that scenario, the rise in the federal funds rate could magnify inflationary expectations,

precipitating a sell-oi? of bonds‘ _ _

Now just today, Hobart Rowen, one of our nation's most perceptive economic commentators,
has an article in the Washington Post headed, ‘The Fed Meddles," and I just want to quote
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from it briefly. ‘As it has many times in the past, the Federal Reserve Board is taking the
country down the wrong road by raising interest rates. It has violated the dictum, ‘If it ain't
broke, don't fix it,’ and as a consequence, the smooth recovery from recession that has cheered
business and consumers over the past year is being threatened. ‘Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan told the Joint Economic Committee in widely analyzed testimony January 31 that
the central bank, which had allowed interest rates to fall to record lows, would not change
policy to slow economic growth. But four days later, on February 4th, the Fed raised
short-terrn interest rates by <n¢Iqrrrre?6r'ri>aan'n' "¢,"q»<>ra;‘preemptive strike,‘ unquote,
against future inflation. To make sure there was no doubt in the markets that the Fed had
decided to interrupt the easy money pattem, Greenspan publicly announced the move.
‘In new testimony this week, Greenspan failed to justify the Fed's action. He admitted that
there was no discemible inflation, that wages are not moving up, that there is virtually no fear
the economy is growing fast enough to make overheating a danger.‘

Now, the whole problem here 5- and I --til; is to close this statement, and then I have just a
couple of questions to put to Mr. Altman. I won't take anywhere near my question time
because I -- is all ~- it's all encapsulated in this -- in this cartoon, which shows this truck
moving down the road It says ‘Economy’. And the economy hasbeen moving down the
road, and we all want to see that. The driver here has got his hands up to his head in honor.

I-Ie’s slamming on the brakes. As you can see, ‘Brake. Screech,‘ bringing this truck labeled

"The Economy‘ to a halt. And the reason he's doing it is because out here in the middle of
the street is a man labelled ‘Greenspan’. (Laughter) And he's bending over here. He's out in

the middle of the road out in front of the truck, obviously forcing it to come to a screeching
halt. He's bending over to pick up these papers here that say "Interest Rates.‘ And he's

saying, ‘Let's see, we'll just pick these up.‘ _

Now -
. l _

MR. GREENSPAN: You know, senator}! pulled a muscle in my back and I now just realize
howl did it. (Laughter)

SEN. SARBANES: Well, I'm glad we found the explanation for it, Mr. Chairman. SEN.

KERRY: You know, Mr. Chairman, if you say something really interesting now about interest
rates you could functionally terminate this hearing and relieve us all. (Laughter.)

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. Chairman, I know that's not the focus of today's hearings, but I think
this matter is of such importance. The Fed, of course, is urging the Congress to stay the
course on fiscal policy. I happen to agree with that. I think we ought to stay within the
constraints of 'the agreement that was reached last year, and I expect that we will. But by the
same token, it's my own view that the Fed should have stayed the course on monetary policy,

certainly until we had greater assurances that real growth was taking place in some lsting
and pennanent way and some evidence that one can look to that indicates that we're

beginning to get some kind of inflationary problem. Now, Mr. Altman, I just want to put a

couple of questions to you Earlier you were questioned by one of my colleagues on the other
side who went through a list of - (laughs) -- sort of ‘I-Iave you stopped beating your wife‘
type questions, I thought. And so let me try to turn it around and get - I want to be sure.
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Do I understand that the cases to which they're making such reference were handled in the
same way that all other cases were handled -- in other words, according to regular
procedures?

MR ALTMAN: Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all procedures, normal
procedures should be followed in this matter without any deviation. SEN. SARBANES: And
to your knowledge, that's - I m_e_a_n_,__t_othe bit of you_r_knowl_edge that's the case. Is that
correct?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes.

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. -

MIL ALTMAN: Of course, Ilmmmmfing as to the handling of the case under my
responsibility. I'm not making acomnient ab'oi|'t'matters'_tl1aTI'have no knowledge of of three
or four years ago.

SEN. SARBANES: Oh, I understand that, but as I understood the questions that were put to
you, it was with respect to your own responsibilities. I don't how you could be expected to
assume the responsibilities of others, so to speak. Mr. Chairman, I just have one comment
about the constant reference here to Madison and Whitewater and so forth. And that is that,

you know, an independent counsel hm now been selected I read the transcript of his press
conference with the Attomey General when it was announced. Actually, as I understand it

,

or
as he said, he defined the scope of the investigation. In fact, he says, "I'm totally satisfied
that I will have the independence and complete authority to do this job right.‘
And then the resolution by which his jurisdiction is defined, this is Robert Fiske now I'm

talking about; ‘This rwolution has been deliberately drafted broadly. It wu drafied by me to
give me the total authority to look into all appropriate matters relating to the events that bring
us all here today.‘ And he then goes on to specify that

Now, of course, I think Fiske is regarded highly. In fact, Senator D'Amato called him "a man
of unflinching and uncompromising integrity. IIe's the kind of person who will bring out the
truth for the American people so there will be no question as to the thoroughness and
objectivity of this investigation.‘ I don't differ with that evaluation, I say to my distinguished
colleague from New York, from what I know about Mr. Fiske and what's been told to me
about him. So I think that's an accurate evaluation of him. Now, the other point I want to
addres is, he was asked in that conference, ‘Do you think that a congressional hearing of any
kind at this p_oint might hamper your investigation?‘ This was a question put to Fiske by a -

at that press conference when he assumed his responsibilities. And this was his response, and

I quote him - this is now Robert Fiske I'm quoting, the independent counsel: ‘I think the
history of these situations is that it is difficult to conduct this kind of investigation at the
same time a congressional investigation is going on. The decision whether to have such an

investigation obviously is notmine, but I think just looking back at the past, we can all see
that that is not an easy relationship." End o

f quote.

And I just wanted to put that on the record, because I think it's very important to understand
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that, you know, an independent counsel now has been selected. The independent counsel has

been given a grant of authority -- actually, according to his own testimony, he defined, in
effect, the grant of authority. I haven't quoted it

,

but the attomey general is very clear here in

her statements that he has a full scope to proceed as he deems necessary and to call upon any
resources that he thinks are advisable. And it seems to me that, you know, we've put the
matter where it ought to be put.

Now, there was some delay in getting'to_tlfa'i'point. I understand that. But that's the point we
are at now, and it seems to me that that is -- ought to be reassuring to the American people
that this matter will be looked into thoroughly and comprehensively and that Mr. Fiske and
his associates -- and he's now in the process of putting together, I understand, a rather large
and first-rate staff -- will get to the bottom of this matter. And I think it's very important that
that be put on the record.

I thank the chainnan.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.

I made reference earlier -- I'd just take one moment before calling on Senator Faircloth. I

made reference earlier to the actual legal charter of independent Special Counsel Fiske which

is published in the Federal Register on Friday, February 4th, and I've read it
.

And it's really

quite a -- I just hold it up here, and we'll put it in the record so that it's there in the context of
this discussion. But this is about as broad and as firm a legal mandate as anyone could have.

And I notice here that under the Department of Justice the action to accord him that kind of
operating latitude was in the.forrn of a final nile. So this locksiit in. I mean, this independent
counsel, I think highly regarded across this board - from Senator D'Amato's comments to
others that have been made bysother people who know him well - has the authority to go
anywhere he thinks it necessary to go. And I again make reference to that article today in

The Washington Post, because he's obviously setting up subsidiary investigative efforts, where

he's putting together teams to go down each and every issue so that there are no questions lefi

at the end of his work. In any event, I urge my colleagues to take a look at this, because I
think it is instructive. Senator Faircloth. _

SEN. LAUCH FAIRCLOTH (R-NC): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to thank you
for the manner in which you've conducted the hearing. It hasn't been esy. I had one or two
quick one-liners, and then I had some questions. (Laughter.) One of them is in sympathy with
Mr. Altman. I bought and sold many a piece of land in my life. I never bought one that
somebody didn't tell me I paid way too much for it, and I've never sold one that somebody
didn't come immediately and tell me I should have gotten a lot more. But I survived. MR

ALTMAN: You probably did very well.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Chairman Greenspan, I think -- two things. If we get nothing else out of
all of this conversation, I believe it will demonstrate to the American people, and maybe to
the Congress as a whole, that we need to keep the Federal Reserve, the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Office of Thrifi Supervision and the FDIC as separate entities, and it's well
spent money to have them separate by the taxpayers‘ money to keep it as it is and not be

consolidatingjt into a political position. I hope that's it. As Senator Sarbanes mentioned on

__
_.
__
,M

I
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your increase in interest rates and inflation, I have observed over the years that inflation is
somewhat like Alzheimer's disease; you've had it three or four years before you find out you
really have it

.

And inflation moves before we -- it goes underground a long time. So I think
you're absolutely right in increasing rates in anticipation of what might happen. I have found
that inflation - a recession will scare you -- in business, a recession will scare you to death,
but inflation will kill you. And I have a question for Mr. Hove.

Mr. Hove, it's my understanding fl'i'at'W'e5'st€FI-Iubbell, in his current position as associate

attorney general, and in his words, ‘chief operating officer" at the Justice Department, has

formally recused himself from matters regarding Madison Guaranty. Would you agree with

me that it would be improper for Mr. Hubbell to seek to involve himself in the FDIC
investigation beyond what he was asked by the Legal Division?

And if you will - since that light is looking at me -- I'd like yes or no answers, if you would.
MR. HOVE: I think the i§sue ofMr."HubbeIl'Fe‘FusTng"hTnTself iian issue that Mr. Hubbell
has to deal with.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Fine. Have you had any communication with Webster Hubbell
conceming the Legal Division's report?

MIL HOVE: I have not

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are you aware of any communication between Webster Hubbell and an
FDIC offlcial in the general counsel‘: office regarding Mr. Hubbell‘: role in the Legal
Division's then-pending investigation and ‘report? MR HOVE: Yes, sir. Legal Division has
had conversations with Mr. Hubbell. SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Are you aware of any
communication between an official in the general counsel's oflice in Washington and the

FDIC oflicial in the Kansas City, Missouri field office regarding Webster Hubbell's role in the
then-pending investigation and report? _

- _

MR. HOVE: No, I'm not aware of that -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Would you be willing to let the general cotmsel's offlce release their
telephone records for the week of January the 24th through January the 31st?

MR. HOVE: Senator, we're willing to release any non-confidential information that would be
generally available to the public. As you might know, many ot‘ these things would be privacy

concems and we would be concerned about releasing those without redacting some.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So you would not release them?

MR. HOVE: No, sir, we will release them, we will release any non-confidential -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, that‘: - who decides whether it's confidential or not?
MR. HOVE: Well, does it include - it deal with privacy of the individual. SEN.
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FAIRCLOTH: Well yes it does, but we need -- yeah, sure it does. That's what we want them
for. (Laughton) Will you?

MR. HOVE: We'll release anything that is publicly available, yes, sir. SEN. FAIRCLOTH:
Well, it's not publicly available or we wouldn't be asking for it to be released. If it were in
the want ad section, I'd have gone there to get it.

MR. HOVE: Yeah, we have log of everyone that we've contacted, everyone we've talked to
on the phone, and we'll release that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. Okay, that's what we need.
I see in the Wall Street Joumal and the Chicago Tribtme, and it's generally out, that you
found no conflict of interest between Ms. Clinton and her work in the Dan Lassiter (sp) and
First American Savings and Loan, that you find her completely innocent.

MR HOVE: Senator, let me talk about that issue because that was not an FDIC issue, and
that was not an investigation or a review that the FDIC has done. That was an issue that
happened before FDIC ever became involved. That was an issue between the old FSLIC -
the old Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and the failed savings and loan, First

American in Illinois. They had filed the suit against Lassiter (sp). They had settled that suit

before FDIC ever became involved in that. It was an issue that had happened way before
FDIC ever became involved in it.

We have not reviewed that. We have looked at -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: May I ask one quick question?

MR HOVE: Yes.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Who settled it? Ms. Clinton and Foster? Is that -- it was settled -- you
say it was settled. It was settled by Ms. Clinton and Foster. MR. HOVE: I'm not sure that it

was settled by Mrs. Clinton. Mrs. Clinton's involvement was to sign an amended complaint

for Mr. Foster that amended the complaint from the savings and loan against Lassiter (sp).
That was her only involvement in that case. _

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, go ahead. I'm sorry, I interrupted you. MR. HOVE: That case
was settled over six years ago by the conservator. The conservator for that savings and loan

had hired a law finn in Chicago. The law firm in Chicago subcontracted the Rose law firm

to work on this.case for them as the conservator. The lawsuit was settled before we ever got

it
,

and normally these facts would not trigger an investigation for us, but because of the
increasing public interest -- and if you choose, we will conduct an IG investigation to
determine that -- but again, the teeords are scattered all over because it's the old FSLIC
records and they were not compiled in any one location. So it's a very difficult issue. It -

there's no single repository of these records. And we'd be willing to assist your staff in

locating any of these records that may be available and to make some determination as to
what the involvement was.
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SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So this clearing of Ms. Clinton in any involvement with the American
Savings and Loan and Dan Lassiter (sp) was done by the FDIC, it was done by the -

MR. HOVE: We have not cleared it. The only contact we've had on the First American
Savings and Loan and the Lassiter (sp) case was a press contact that came as a result of an
article that appeared first in the Chicago Tribune, and we responded to that saying exactly
what I've told you, that this was not an FDIC issue, that it was in fact a FSLIC issue that
occurred before FDIC ever bec'ame involvediin any FSLIC issue.
The issue was settled, the settlement was made before FDIC ever became involved in this
issue.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, so -- but the -- would the statute nan on it
,

could it be opened
by the special counsel?

MIL : I haven't any idea That's fquestidn I guess I'd have tolask my attomey.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Ask him.

MR. : (Confers.) I don't know.

MR. : I have no idea either.

MR. : We don't have enough records at this stage to know -- SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Thank
you. -

SEN. RIEGLE: Although I'll repeat again, and you'll readit from this Federal Registry (sic):
"The independent special counsel has two authorities. One authority is for criminal
prosecutions. The other authority is to proceed with civil actions.‘

Now, the civil authority doesn't relieve any other regulatory body of whatever civil action
they might appropriately take. But the point is

,

the special counsel has the specific grant of
authority to proceed down both tracks. And it's laid out four different times in this charter of
responsibility, and it's a very important point.

SEN. D'AMATO: Will the chainnanyield? Just on that point, because to be quite candid
with you, until the chairman read the grant of authority, I was given to believe that the
special counsel would confine himself to the criminal side. I'm not suggesting to you that the

grant may not give him broader powers. I would think it would behoove us, and I'm not
attempting to get the exact language determined now, but if we could not, send a letter from
this committee and ascertain, indeed, will he undertake the review of various civil matters,
such as the one brought up as it relates to this last matter that Senator Fairclotli brought up,
and there are some others. I think that would at least set the record straight and we might
want to put that to him and, again, have our coiuisel work together to put forth the

appropriate question. But I think we should determine, indeed, is that the case.

Secondly, I make a quick point, and I beg the indulgence of my colleagues, by stating, I think
that if you iiotjce, at least where I have been attempting to take this, and I think some of myi
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colleagues, we're attempting to ascertain what if anything did the RTC, did the FDIC, do in
connection with these matters. That is not at variance with the charge of the special counsel.
We are not, in attempting to find out what was done and what wasn't done, in any way
disturbing his investigation. I think we have an absolute right to know what was done. We
have an absolute right to know the appropriateness of the action, so -

SEN. BOXER: Can I have a_p_oint of pr9_c_e_@e1_r§¥Lhos_e_ti_me are we on? I just was -- I've
lost track.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, I'm going to do it one way or the other.

SEN. BOXER: Well, I don't have any objection to your doing it I'm just confused Is this
Mr. Faircloth's time that you're on? Or is this added time, so we can all get added time?

SEN. D'AMATO: I sked'~fi‘if h¢‘iFu1a"mam§e me so I could -- H

SEN. RIEGLE: He asked the indulgence of the chair and I'm going to let him finish his point. I

SEN. BOXER: Okay, fine.
H

I_-1.
SEN. RIEGLE: And then we'll move to the next person here.

SEN. BOXER: I was just checking. _ _

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: So, again, this is not an attempt to do anything other than to see what has
been done to date by those various agencies that have the collective and the individual

responsibility to deal with these matters. That's one. And secondly, it would seem to me that
it might clarify the issue - certainly I was led to believe, and maybe incorrectly so, that the
special counsel was not going to look into civil matters. I think it's important for us to
ascertain that.

And so I put that to the chainnan that possibly we review that matter. I'm not looking for an
answer at this time -

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I'm going to just -- I'm going to take a minute and just read it into the
record because I don't want it to_be -- H

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: No -

SEN. RIEGLE: I know, but it's important, and the words are on paper, and this is the ofiicial
charter. And I'm going to read from page S221 of the Federal Registry of February the 4th of
this year, and I'm going to just read three or four different lines here that appear in different

places, and here's the first one: ‘The attomey general has appointed this independent counsel

to investigate whether any individuals or entities have committed a violation of any federal “

law or civil law.‘ And then it goes on in that vein. And then over on the next page it says
again "... have committed a violation of any federal criminal or civil law relating to ...' And

P.
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then again it says '... any violation of any federal law or civil law.‘ And it says it one more
time further on down the line here.

So it's clear -- my interpretation of this is that this does not relieve any regulatory body of
any proper actionable efforts that it should properly undertake and determine to undertake, but
it says that the special counsel clearly has the authority to move down both tracks if in his
judgment he should find that that is warranted And it's a very important fact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Chairman -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, let me just say the time -- we're at the point now where
either you or Senator Gramm will get to ask questions, and you -- you're both here, and I
don't know if either of you have a -- one will follow the other, but will either of you have a
time problem as to who goes first? _ 7 _g____ 7

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, Ijust wanted to ask you with -- on that question on your charter
interpretation there, or reading -

SEN. RIEGLE: It's not an interpretation, it's what -- it’s the final rule that was laid down on
the -- .

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what is -- what is the special prosecutor supposed to do if he finds
civil law violations?

SEN. RIEGLE: I-Ie has the full legal empowerment to take whatever actions he deems
necessary -- and all the investigative ,and prosecutorial authority_to do so. I mean, this is an
absolute charter.

SEN. DOMENICI: We'll - we'll -- thank you very much for that
SEN. RIEGLE: You can take a look at it.

SEN. DOMENICI: Senator Gramm, I have a little bit of time, although I'm late for some
events. But if you want to go, I'll let you go and I'll follow. It - Will there be another one
from the other side that has not inquired yet? =

SEN. RIEGLE: No. You are the last two that have a chance to question, so -

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, go ahead. Could you keep it brief, senator? Short?

SEN. RIEGLE: - and then we'll go back and forth, senator. SEN. : No.
SEN. DOMENICI: No? (Laughter.)

r

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Gramm.
'
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SEN. PHIL GRAMM (R-TX): You want to go ahead?

SEN. DOMENICI: No, you go. You got the time clock right there.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me begin. I've just got a simple question that I want to ask of most of
the members of the panel, and let me just read it. Mr. Altman, I want to ask you first. Have
you or any member of your staff had any communication with the president, the first lady, or
any of their representatives, includirig'ih'EiF'legal"cou'ri§el army member of their White House
staff, conceming Whitewater or the Madison Savings and Loan?

MIL ALTMAN: I've had one substantive contact with White House staff, and I want to tell
you about it

.

SEN. GRAMM: Okay, let me, if I may, just -- given that ‘yes’ I'd like to know what the
substance of the communication was,_when' it"occur_r'e'd, Tvliodriitiated it

,

and what you were

asked to do.

MR ALTMAN: Right. First of all, I initiated it. About three weeks ago, Jean Hanson, who

is Treasury's general counsel, and I requested a meeting with Mr. Nussbaum -- he's the White
House counsel. _

The purpose of that meeting was to describe the procedural reasons for the then impending
Febniary 28th deadline as far as the then statute of limitations was concemed I'm sure you
know that that statute of limitations has subsequently been retroactively reinstated for certain
types of civil claims. And we explained the process which the RTC would follow in reaching

a decision before that Febnrary 8th deadline, that it would be exactly identical to procedures
used in any other cases, any other PLS case, and that the RTC fundamentally would come to

a conclusion as to whether or not there existed the basis fora claim or whether there didn't.
And in the event that the basis for a claim existed, then it would pursue either a tolling
agreement, which is the equivalent of a voluntary extension of the statute of limitations from
the parties at interest, or it would file that claim in court. That was the whole conversation. I

was asked one question. That was question was whether we intended to provide the same

briefing to attomeys for the parties at interest. I said I assumed so, went back - (inaudible)
~- and checked with the RTC general counsel. The answer was in due course. I said fine.
That was it. I have not had any contact with the president of the United States or the first
lady on any matter like this.

I .

SEN. GRAMM; IfI may, let me pose _the same question to Mr. Hove. Have you or any
member of your staff had any communication -

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Hove, let me just -- I don't know if you know. This question's being
addressed to you.

SEN. GRAMM: Have you or any memberiof your staff had any communication with the
president, with the first lady, with their representatives, including legal counsel, with members

of their White House staff conceming Whitewater or Madison Savings and Loan?
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MR. FIOVE: Our director of the Office of Communications at the FDIC had received a call
from a press person at the White House afier die second article appeared The Chicago
Tribune regarding the First American issue. They asked. did we have any statement? And
the response given to the White House was, no, we did not have any statement.

SEN. GRAMM: So they were asking you to respond to the press statement? MR HOVE: It
was Mrs. Clinton‘: attomey.“ V ., M __ _ f

SEN. GRAMM: Mrs. Clinton‘: attomey 4

MR. HOVE: I'ni sony. It was Mrs. Clinton‘: attomey -

SEN. GRAMM: --»called you?

MR. I-IOVE: It was MrsT'Clirit'5ii‘s T'tt<i"fiiFtliaTEIlediE€TDIC'Office of Communication.

SEN. GRAMM: So Mrs. Clinton‘: attomey called the FDIC and asked you to respond to a
press -
MR HOVE: No, no, that's not what he said.

SEN. GRAMM: Well, I'm asking the question.

MR. HOVE: Yeah. No, but that -- but -

SEN. GRAMM: I'm not trying to speak for you
What did Mrs. Clinton's attomey ask you to do?

MR. I-IOVE: They asked did we have any statement, and we responded, no, we did not have
a statement

SEN. GRAMM: Would it be normal that someone’: - did this attorney work for the federal
government?

MR I-IOVE: No. This was Mrs. Clinton's attomey.

SEN. GRAMM: When did this call occur; do you know?

MR. HOVE: After the secoridarticle appeared in the Chicago Tribune, and I can't tell you the
date of that. It's been in the last, what, two weeks or so? I don't know.

.' ._. 4‘-4‘;

SEN. GRAMM: And you were asked if you had a response that you were going to put out on

it
;

you said no. _

MR. HOVE: That's correct. We responded to the first statement, the first article that appeared
in the Chicago Tribune, pointed out the errors of that article, that it was not an FDIC matter,
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exactly the same thing that I responded to Senator Faircloth.

SEN. GRAMM: And to the best of your knowledge, you've had no other communication, you
and your staff have had no other communication with all the people that -

MR HOVE: That's correct.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me posethe same question to Mr. Fiechter and to Ms. Ford

MR FIECHTER: To the best of my knowledge, I know I have and OTS staff has had no
communication whatsoever with anyone from the White House about this or that list that you
included in your question.

MS. FORD: No, the Oversight Board nor I have had any involvement in this matter.'— ' ~ eat ;' _ A ~

SEN. GRAMM: Let me raise a second question, and it's a thing that I've tried to understand
in looking at where we are and what we need to do to get on with finishing this matter. Part
of the problem that we have had in the past with regard to congressional hearings and
congressional involvement really has involved two things. One has been the granting of
immunity by congressional panels for people who would testify. The other is that under the
Constitution, the testimony of a member of Congress is a privileged matter that is given
special treatment. In this case I'm not aware that anyone in holding a congressional hearing
or looking into this matter would be talking about -- I don't know of a committee that would
be empowered to grant immunity. No such resolution has passed the Congress. We're not

talking about a member of Congress, where there's special constitutional provisions. I'd like to
just pose the question: What would be wrong with letting members of this committee that
have oversight responsibility look at therecords in this case or any other case where we have

oversight responsibilities? Mr. I-Iove, let me pose that to you and Mr. Altman, and then I see
my time is up and I'll stop. _ , A

MR. HOVE: Our position is that we will make access available, and we have, to
Congressman Leach, to all information that is

,

again, non-confidential documents.

SEN. GRAMM: I-Iow would you define what is confidential?

MR HOVE: Again, those that would --"(p.a'use) -- those that would involve privacy
information that would be non-germancto this issue.

SEN. GRAMM:' And you would make that judgment?

MR HOVE: Yes. _ ,_

srzu. GRAMM: Mr. Altman? _ _ if
, '

MR ALTMAN: First of all, Senator, we have already provided volumes of documents to the
Congress. Senator D'Amato referred at the very beginning to documents he received last
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evening, and I would have liked him to receive them earlier, but we only got the request last
Friday.

But in terms of Congressman Leach, who has also received those documents, he has had them
for some time - if my memory serves, 6,500 pages - the RTC has been asked not to make
information about criminal referrals in the Madison matter public, and it's standard practice
not to release information of that kind or any other which might compromise a criminal
investigation. And of course, we'F'cT§op'erahn'_§with the independent counsel to try to assure
that we don't release any infonnation which would jeopardize his investigation. And as I said
earlier, I would think you would not want us to do that in order that that investigation should
proceed as it should

SEN. GRAMM: Mr. Chairman, ifl could have your indulgence, I've got here a text of a
newspaper article in Phoenix that contradicts something that Mr. Hove said, and I'm sure he

doesn't want to let it stanITI'v_e"g"ot*i i"$n'se,"appireritly'afi€r'iIie second article, where the

agency -- the FDIC did in fact make a statement. It says the agency said Mrs. Clinton's
involvement in the case was not extensive enough to constitute a conflict of interest under
rules goveming federal regulation of savings and loans. I've got this if you would like to see
it ‘

MR. I-IOVE: Was that afler the second -- we made a comment - we made a public comment
afier the first article appeared -

SEN. GRAMM: This is 2/l6l94.

MR. HOVE: Okay, and I don't know when those articles appeared. SEN. RIEGLE: Why don't
you take a look at it

,

and let's go to Senator Domenici and then -

SEN. GRAMM: (Aside ) - When did the other one occur, what's the date on the other one?
MR HOVE: Senator, we commented after the first article appeared to correct any
inaccuracies that was in the report The involvement that Mrs. Clinton had in that case was,

again, as I mentioned to Senator Faircloth, that she signed an amended complaint for her
partner, Vince Foster, who was the attorney who was involved in the case. That involved two

hours that was billed on Mrs. Clinton's part on that case in which she signed the amended

complaint. As far as we can detennine from the records we have, that was the involvement

that she had had, and that's what we released at the time. _

SEN. GRAMM:Wdl, if you would take a look at this and just let us know in writing if this
was the second one, how the response'was made,-who made it

,

why they made it
,

it'd be fine.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici.

SEN. PETE V. DOMENICI (R-NM): Mr. Altman, Stanley Tate (sp) was nominated by
President Clinton to head the RTC, and Miile preparing for that confirmation he was at the
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RTC in a consulting capacity. That's all true, isn't it?

MR ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: When he withdrew his nomination, he attempted to release to the public
materials he had prepared containing the RTC operations. Are you and the board familiar
with the document that I refer to? __ ____ TH, g __ i

MR ALTMAN: Generally, sir, yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Why did the oversight board prevent Mr. Tate (sp) from releasing that
document?

MR ALTMAN: Well, first of all, it was released.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, you released it -- when he lefl it was not released and you claimed
it should not be released. But then eventually you provided the document to Senator
D'Amato, I believe, or my office, but that was December 23rd, 1993. Why was it not
released when he wanted to release it?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, senator, my recollection is that it was released rather promptly. Maybe
not the day afier he submitted it

,

but as a federal employee -- consultant, the materials

properly would be -- were reviewed by his superiors before being released. But I think the
point is they were released in short order. 1 _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, did the RTC or the oversight board alter, edit, or sanitize this
document before releasing it? And let me say if not, why did Dietra Ford, oversight board
executive director, send a memo -- and I have that -- dated November 30th to you about these
materials which included the following sentence: "I'm forwarding the enclosed so that you can

see the original materials and fully understand the disaster we narrowly avoided.‘ Those last
-- that last sentence is a quote. What was the disaster that Mrs. Ford was referring to? Was

this a reference to Madison? If it wasn't, fine. If it was, I think maybe we ought to know
about it

.

MR. ALTMAN: Senator, you should ask Mrs. Ford that question.

SEN. KERRY (?): You may not like the answer, but -

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I just got this letter, and it deserves an answer. If it's not what I

want, that's fine. That's what we're here for.

MS. FORD: We received the 200-page document the morning of his press conference, and we
had only a quick time to take a look at it at the Oversight Board. The deputy general counsel

of the Oversight Board and I advised -

SEN. : Pull the microphone up.
S

'
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MS. FORD: We advised Mr. Tate that the material should be reviewed by the Oversight
Board staff, myself, as well as the interim CEO, Mr. Altman, before they are released to the
public and that he was a federal -- special federal govemment employment and, therefore, he
was subject to the rules that apply in terms of ethics, the Office of Govemment Ethics, that
applied to the release of documents which he obtained during his tenure as a federal
govemment employee.

r.-_ ...‘...-_-_ .-_ -
SEN. DOMENICI: Well, whats mm your letter says.

MS. FORD: That's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: But what was the ‘disaster that we narrowly avoided‘?

MS. FORD: It was my interpretation that, to release those documents before anyone in the
Oversight Board staff, me"5?rB?;r§§ involved, or -'-'_who—a_dvis'e'u§, have a chance to look at

them, wu inappropriate. And that's my choice of words -- ‘disaster.’ I think it's
inappropriate to release documents before we know what they contain.

SEN. DOMENICI: I thank you

Let me quickly move to a couple of other ones if I might. Mr. Altman, I think you told
Senator Bond that you would not make available any documentsthat, quote, ‘would have a

negative impact on the legislation,‘ closed quote.

MR ALTMAN: No, I don't think so.

SEN. DOMENICI: No?

MR ALTMAN: I said -- I think I said that we would try not to release any documents that
would have a prejudicial efi'ect on the investigation.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, this committee held hearings on the failure of the Bank of New
England in the context of an unsuccessful confinnation hearing on Bob Clarke. This
committee explored in detail transactions related to that bank. Voluminous documents were

made available. Maybe this is distinguishable, but it seems to me that the same question
could be asked here. Why can't you release all of these documents for this kind of hearing?

MR. ALTMAN:.Senator, we have had -- or I am advised we have had a couple of
conversations with Mr. Fiske, the independent counsel. He has asked us not to release any

documents that could jeopardize his investigation. I don't know why you would want us to
do that, to jeopardize his investigation. We certainly don't want to.

SEN. DOMENICI: I don't want you to.

MR. ALTMAN: And we're respecting his request.

88-4320-95-6
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SEN. DOMENICI: But if the special prosecutor has no objection to the committee being
provided copies of documents, can the committee then count on the RTC's full cooperation in
providing them.

MR ALTMAN: You should direct that question to Mr. Fiske.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? If he ha no objection, then can we count on you to release them?. ...--_--.,._..---nu.-_—.. . _ . M--. .,

MR ALTMAN: I think the answer is yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Does the RTC have an inspector general?

MR ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: Has urfii§pe2ta'r'§en¢ru'"ias7€=€ga?<1 tlie"c7>i1'fiict-of-interest allegations

regarding the Rose firm?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that.
I'm nearly certain it's no because, as you know, it wasn't the RTC that ever had any retainer
relationship or other relationship withthe Rose finn. .

SEN. DOMENICI: But you're kind of the natural successor to what went on there, and I
believe -- I think when you took over you began some investigation of that. We'll show you
that in a minute. But my question is

, if the FDIC agreed to have its IG look into Madison,
would there be any reason why you wouldn't?

MR. ALTMAN: I have no objection to the IG's looking into any matter that he sees fit to
look into or that he's requested on an official basis to look into. That's what he's there for.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, I_don't want to be arbitrary, but I do want to try to stay on
the time clock if I can as we go back and forth, and we'll continue until everybody‘: had a

chance to cover everything they want to cover today.

SEN. DOMENICI: Thank you _very much, Mr. Chainnan.

SEN. RIEGLB: Chairman Greenspan, I want to come back to the interest rate situation
because we had an opportunity-to talk the day that the Fed took its first step, afler that was
taken, and I'm concerned about the question of what has happened since and just your own
expectations of what might happen, what has happened. You've made further public
comments in a hearing recently. I'm just wondering, as you watch market reactions to the

tightening move that the Fed made, are you seeing essentially what you expected or have you
seen something that -- particularly in terms of the uptick on the long rates -- something that
maybe you would not have expected? In other words, where are we now, and how do you

read what seems to be taking place as _a reaction to the Fed's policy adjustment?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, as Senator Sarbanes indicated, my expectation was on the

~|
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basis of what has historically tended to be the case, that the type of increase that we've had
would initially lead to some small increase in long-term rates followed by some edging off.
That's basically been the history, other things equal, and that's essentially what one endeavors
to use so far as a forecast is concemed.

What occurred in the interim was, as I indicated to the subcommittee of the House the other
day, is that there was a growing eoncem that after the torrid pace of economic growth in the
fourth quarter, which is apparently ii

i

amazes of being revised up, that the possibility that
we would not be moving to a much more moderate rate of growth was rising, and the first
evidence that that was affecting market perceptions was when the Philadelphia Federal
Reserve Bank released its monthly survey, which showed a significant increase in prices paid

by manufacturers for the month -- I suspect it's early February. The point at which that
release was made, the long-terrn rates were very slightly above where they had been previous
to the February 4th move. But what occurred following that was a general belief that the

pace of economic activit'y'Tn’iy%b-ut't6 be soméwlfit stronger ihan most of the people in
the market had anticipated.

And to repeat what I said at the House Banking Subcommittee, that change in view in the
market's perception led to a significant backing up of long-tenn rates, which is what typically
happens when those types of expectations change. As I said then, my impression of how one
should interpret that Philadelphia report is more an indication of a pick-up in economic
activity because commodity prices tend to be reasonably good proxies for new orders and

indeed I think that's what essentially that particular report was showing. It is not a

particularly good forecaster of inflation. And as I said at the Home committee, we seem to
be lacking the financial tinder that usually is associated with inflation accelerating when you
get a significant pick-up in economic activity“ ; _ , 4 . 4 _

Pm agnostic at this stage. I think it's too soon to make a judgment, but we will learn a good
deal more as the data begin to come forward

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, but as I listened carefully to what you were saying, it seems to me
when you say you don't see the inflationary tinder and that you're sort of an agnostic, I mean,

I gather you're saying you don't see, yet, a broad evidence of a build-up of inflationary
pressure that really worries you. I mean, I - or is that not a _- I mean, put it in your words,
but I'm just -
MR. GREBNSPAN: No, that is substantially correct. Look, the reason that we moved on
Febnrary the 4th, and the reason I said we may have to move again, rests on the issue of
having deliberately put through a significant degree of accommodation in the money markets
afler I989 because we perceived that there were special balance-sheet factors and other
headwinds which required that we move the short-term interest‘ rates below where they
normally would reside. And when it became apparent that the adjustments that we thought
would occur and in fact have been occurring in the balance sheets got to a point where the

economy could start to regain its momentum and gain a degree of expansion which seemed to
be well entrenched, at that point the need to have excessive accommodative policies no longer

exists. The issue is not, do we see inflationary pressures emerging, BUT what is the reason
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why we would want to keep the level of accommodation at a point where history tells us, if
extended indefinitely, eventually does engender inflationary pressures. So, it's the issue -- I
would reverse the question, not do we see inflationary pressures, but what reason would we
have, once the recovery seems well entrenched, as indeed I believe it is

,

would we wish to
keep an excessively acoommodative stance? That is not a statement which says we are
setting inflationary pressures emerging; indeed, as I said in my prepared remarks to the House
committee, when we actually see inflationary forces emerging in the way of price changes
which are clearly evident, the one thin'g'We"|¥' sure at that poiritis we are very far advanced in

the process, and history tells us that that type of policy which we engaged in much too oflen,

is wholly inappropriate to maintaining long-tenn economic stability.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, let me just say to you I find that a very important clarification and
point that you've just made. And I think it puts this in a somewhat different light than some
of the commentary, I think, has given to it because what I hear you saying is is that you've -
you've had a monetary p6ITcY tl\§t'ha§'been'ov?rTyF€o_%6dEfi'v“e' in order to try to get sort
of the engine going again and that you overcorrected in a sense -

MR. GREENSPAN: Deliberately.

SEN. RIEGLE: -- deliberately. And now that it has gotten the traction that it needs to have,
as far as you can tell, you're taking back some of that overcorrection but not for reasons of
the fact that you see this inflationary tinder building up here.

MR GREENSPAN: Precisely. And, in fact, I've tried to make that point every time I've
stated this, and I somehow don't seem to get it across as well as I think I would like to.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I think you got it across pretty well right now, and we've got a pretty
good sized press table that I hope will have gotten it down even though it's 20 to two, which

is sort of a late hour for us to all be meeting here -- (laughter). But I thank you for that I

think that's a very important distinction, and I think it's important for the economic system
and the markets to understand what you've just said. _ _
Senator D'Amato. _ _ _ _ _ _ .

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I have to say to Mr. Altman
that I would like to go back to a question that Senator Gramm_brought up and - u it relates
to any meetings with White I-Iouse staff or counsel. Mr. Altman, I think you said that you and

a -- an official from Treasury sought out Mr. Nussbaum. Is that -- is that correct?

MR.ALTMAN:Yes,Idi¢ '
.

SEN. D'AMATO: Could you tell us why? In other words, I have difficulty understanding
why it is you felt compelled to seek out the White House counsel.

MR ALTMAN: Solely to ensure -- .

SEN. D‘AMA'I‘O: Solely to --_ ‘Z I

»
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MR. ALTMAN: Solely to be sure that he understood the legal and procedural framework
within which the RTC was working. And if you recall, as I said at that time, it was a
February 28th date which was the subject of major attention in the Congress and in the press.
It's not uncommon of meetings of that type to take place. And I'd describe it as a ‘heads up‘
and a very stiff conversation.

SEN. D'AMATO: A ‘heads up'.__Ir_r__w_hat__c_onnectionwould that heads up be? You mean that
the statute of limitations was nrnning?

'

MR. ALTMAN: No, that they should be aware of the intemal processes and the types of
criteria which the RTC was going to be following in order to reach a decision by February
28th.

SEN. D'AMATO: Was any representatives of the president or Mrs. Clinton or any legal
counsel -- which I think'w_tfiTd'bE 'appropriate_-7'§‘peakir'i§‘to*tIieTounsel for the RTC, or
people handling this particular -- this particular matter‘? I mean, was there any legal
representation going on? Was this -- you just called them? Did they have any
representatives, any counsel who may have been meeting with staff people or talking to staff

people?

MR. ALTMAN: I was accompanied by our general counsel, Treasury general counsel. Mr.
Nussbaum had his assistant with him. And Mr. Ickes and Margaret Williams were both at the
-- there at the time. .

SEN. D'AMATO: Oh, Ickes is in it
,

huh?
Let me ask you this: Prior to this meeting, was there any representation -- was there any
counsel that was being given representing the president's interest or Mrs. Clinton's interest or

anyone else that you're aware of as it relates to the matter that you went to brief them on?

MR ALTMAN: No, not to my knowledge. Nor were there any substantive conversations -
subsequent conversations.

I SEN. D'AMATO: Did anyone request this meeting?

MR. ALTMAN: I requested the meeting.

SEN. D'AMATO: Was there any other meeting that may have been requested?

MIL ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMATO: There was no other meeting that you are aware of that the White House
cotmsel requested?

MR. ALTMAN: No. . '

SEN. D'AMATO: Or anyone else from the White House?
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MR ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Ickes?

MR ALTMAN: I had no subsequent -- I received no subsequent requests for meetings.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, what about private counsel? Did private counsel -- I find it hard to
believe that there was no private counsel. 'Are“you saying to me that there was not even

private counsel that was meeting with stafl' lawyers at some level?

MR. ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge, Senator.

SEN. D'AMATO: Ms. Ford, do you know of any?

MS. FORD: No, I've had 'riFTrFF6lveih'ent.'
"””_'_ ""‘ ‘_"_"

SEN. D‘AMATO: Let me tum to the RTC report which was dated February 8th, which we
received last evening about 9:00 -- Resolution Trust Corporation -- and say to you that, in

reviewing this document, I think it goes a little further -- does a little better job than the one
that came out of FDIC. I found it interesting that in its conclusion on page five and six, in
its summary before it reaches its disposition, it says, A, Rose represented Madison prior to
its failure; B -- and I am not reading the whole sentence - Rose represented the FDIC/RTC
subsequent to the failure of Madison; C, Rose did not disclose its representation of
Madison before the Arkansas Securities Department to the FDIC or the RTC. Further, it did
not report possible conflicts involving the brother-in-law and father-in- law of Webb Hubbell.
And, by the way, I'm going to, Mr. Hove, read something to you that's quite illuminating.
You better have your lawyers take a look at this. And when it gets all done doing that, it
says, based on the factual conclusions in the RTC conflicts report -- it says we send it to
counsel.

Now, I have to tell you that I am going to ask -- because you have no conclusion. It just
says, ‘These are the facts; these are the facts, fellows. Now, you do with it what you want’

and sends it to counsel -- general counsel. I'm going to ask that this report and any other

relevant material that was gathered by those who were working on it be submitted to the

inspector general. And as you've indicated before, you certainly wouldn't say, "I don't see any
-- how that would impede anybody or anything.‘ But I certainly would feel more comfortable
that it goes to the inspector general as opposed to the general counsel. And I think it would
guarantee the integrity of the review, certainly in this senator’s mind and I think in others.

MR. ALTMAN: Fine.

SEN. D'AMATO: I thank you very much. I see that my time has expired. I have another
observation to make, and I'll do that afier -- at the appropriate time.

sen. mom; Senator Ker-ry?'
W ' H ' ' '

a
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SEN. KERRY: Well, let me ask my colleague, is that going to be the last -- I mean, or is
there intention of colleagues to go a whole other round? -

SEN. D'AMATO: I think some colleagues have some other questions, and they'll raise them
whenever -

SEN. RIEGLE: I think maybe we're g_o_i_rrg_to__haveone more _go- around here with those that
are lefl who want to do so. And then I think we're probably done here.

SEN. KERRY: It was my understanding that we were going to have another hearing here in
I0 minutes, which I'm also supposed to participate in. I'm just curious what the plans of the
chairman are. If my time could not -- I'm just -

SEN. RIEGLE: They have a different room that they're meeting in -

SEN. KERRY: All right. So that's -

SEN. RIEGLE: -- so that we won't run into a room conflict. But we are late in the day, and
the witnesses have been here a long time. So my intention would be to finish up a round here

where everybody gets another tum at bat. -

SEN. KERRY: Well, maybe I could ask another -- just procedurally. I don't want to really
use my time at this point But it seems to me that maybe we could ask if anybody has any
more questions to ask of the chainnan of the Federal Reserve, because it seems not a great
use of his time to sit here if all we're going to do is talk about another subject

SEN. DOMENICI: I -- is my turn imminent here? Or do I havega long wait?

SEN. RIEGLE: Let me get my batting order here. .

SEN. DOMENICI: Because I don't want to keep him a long time, butI wanted to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Actually, you follow Senator Bond, who will come after Senator Kerry. Then
we'll come back to Senator Boxer. So actually there are -

SEN. : I-Iow long is your question? Maybe they would let you get that -

SEN. DOMENICI: I don't want -- I don't have a question of Mr. Greenspan. I just want to
state for the record that, frankly, I believe the actions you took over the last three or four
years have a great deal to do with the status of the American economy. I frankly believe you
were subject to some undue criticism, but if we have a solid recovery, I think it's very
significantly related to the conduct of the Federal Reserve over the last 3-I/2, four years.

Maybe President Bush would have rim it difierently, maybe ma Darman would have,
maybe it all could have happened earlier, but nonetheless, I think you're somewhat
responsible, so I trust you at least on what you're doing now.
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SEN. RIEGLE: That reminds me a little bit of watching some of that Olympic skating
competition last night when they throw the bouquets out on the ice. You just threw a nice
one to the chainnan. Senator Kerry?

SEN. : You were critical of him. You wanted to loosen up even more.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, the other day I think my comments were comments that reflected some
understanding as to what the 'ch'aTr'nTah's'tryih'g to do, and I think he's put additional light on
that today. I don't think this chairman wants to strangle the economy. I'm speaking of
Chainnan Greenspan, and, you know, sometimes you can do that and not intend to. But I
think he's trying to be as prudent as he can be. Senator Kerry?

MR. GREENSPAN: Excuse me. Mr. Chairman, is that -- (inaudible)?

SEN. RIEGLE: Are you eic_usEd? Can you takenymf saquzma go? (Laughter) Yes, you
can. Senator Kerry?

SEN. BOXER: You get a 5.9 from me.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer gave you a 5.9. (Laughter)

SEN. BOXER: You skate so well (on the ice ?).

SEN. RIEGLE: Especially on the technical portion of the - (laughter) - of the program.
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SENATE BANKING/FDIC OVERSIGHT PAGE 89 02/24/94
RESUMPTION OF COVERAGE
x x x program.
SEN. : (Off mike.)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?

SEN. JOHN KERRY (D-MA)? Mr.'ChirTrr'i1an, I'm not sure I have time to stay through the
whole process here, so I may review the bidding here a little bit. But just speaking as a
former prosecutor, one of my colleagues over here was sort of questioning the duality. I can
tell you, as a person who has presented evidence to grand juries and who has spent some time

putting cases together, that there is nothing worse than having dual tracks, witness confusion,
various statements appearing in public, multiple copies of documents moving around. I would
be very surprised if Special Prosecutor Fiske decided to do it. It certainly wouldn't be a

judgment that I made toTrH?tlriFrgs"pirblic_irTtlie'riiiddli'of 'iri'iiTvestigation because it

inevitably taints somebody's something and it creates a very hard process for pursuing a track.

What astonishes me here a little bit -- and I want to reiterate it - I mean, we've got $150
billion problem here which taxpayers are paying for. They're already angry enough about us
wasting their time and duplicitous process. And here we are, frankly, with very important

people in front of us having spent a moming not really examining where that $150 billion
went, not talking about it

,

but dealing instead with politics. And that's what this really comes
down to, it's politics. It's totally unnecessary. In the context of the gentlemen who has been
made a special prosecutor, a Republican appointed by a Democrat - and let me just share
with colleagues again quickly something about Mr. Fiske. This is an article from the New

York Times right afier he was appointed: “Robert Fiske's reputation for integrity and
thoroughness is so entrenched that if he finds no wrongdoing during his investigation of the
Whitewater affair, his findings could put nrmors about Bill and Hillary Clinton's business
dealings to rest. 'l'he choice is one that you simply can't argue with,‘ said former Treasury

Secretary Nicholas Brady, a close friend of fonner President Geprge Bush and a college
classmate of Mr. Fiske's moreythan 40 years ago. ‘He's one _of those guys who has always
conducted himself with integrity." The article goes on to say that: ‘Mr. Fiske, a 63-year-old
Wall Street lawyer, eamed his reputation by being an aggressive prosecutor. If the Clintons
have something to hide, he could pose a formidable problem. Ifhe lives up to his billing, at
the very least his investigation will disnrpt the lives of the first family.‘

Now, if that's not enough, if we don't have the patience to allow him to do his job and sit
here and ask relevant questions about $150 billion, we ought to ask what we're doing I

mean, this is wh_y the taxpayers get so fed up because all we do is dig into politics. And

there's a huge distinction between this case and prior cases because we are not looking at a

current situation where the president is currently making decisions about current money being

spent or current policy. This is something that happened when he was govemor - if

whatever happened happened -- and I suggest that this prosecutor has the ability to get at it.

If he doesn't, I'll join with Senator D'Amato, I'll be one of the first people - I think I have a

good reputation here on the basis of BCCI and Noriegaand other investigative efforts in

pursuing things. But I think back to the time that I was trying to do that. I didn't have any
help from the other side of the aisle. We did not get subpoena power. We did not have the
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ability to have a full-fledged investigation in this committee on that. And I sat here with Tim
Wirth and we tried again and again to get an extension of the liability. We also tried to get a
special prosecutor. Most of my colleagues making a lot of noise about this now opposed
having a special prosecutor. So I just think fair is fair at some point in this business. We all
understand the game and we all understand what happens. But it seems to me that to take a
I50 billion dollar fiasco and relegate it to a second tier for this I94 state-mn -- who was the
primary regulator of this institution originally? MR : The -- originally it was the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corpo'rationI aha then later OTS.

'
-

SEN. KERRY: So it came to the federal govemment secondarily. And, I might add, for two
years this case was closed. It wasn't until six weeks before the election -- and we ought to
ask some questions about this -- that suddenly, when Bill Clinton was the nominee for
president of the United States, that there was a criminal referral to the RTC, not until six
weeks before the election. For two years while my friends controlled the elements of
regulation, nobody was askTrTg_th“e'questions uf&fi?€B'¢1ii§ askidhere today.
So I'm not saying questions shouldn't be asked. I am saying we absolutely ought to get to the
bottom of whatever took place. We ought to understand all these institutions because it's a
son'y chapter in American politics. But that's going to happen, the 25 FBI agents and
depositions and documents being made available, and the taxpayers of this country do not
need us jumping all over each other for political purposes, avoiding the real issues that they
would like us to dig into. And I don't think much more needs to be said beyond that

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond?

MR : Mr. Chainnan, may I make a correction?
i U

SEN. RIEGLE: Yes.

SEN. KERRY: I think Senator Kerry asked who was the primary regulator. The primary
regulator was the state of Arkansas. _

SEN. KERRY: Well, that was what I was getting at. The primary regulator was the state.

MR. : Exactly. And the primary federal regulator was FSLC and OTS.

SEN. KERRY: Correct. So the issue of federal nexus here in tenns of decisionmaking is only
by transfer, not by original jurisdiction. So what we're doing is secondary to the third tier.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond? '

SEN. BOND: Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of my friend from Massachusetts, I am going to
submit a chronology and some questions for the record to the RTC to answer. I recall it was
Jerry Brown of Califomia who first raised the question during the I992 campaign, but we all
will be able to benefit from these questions, which are along the lines that Senator Keny
raised I also have a series of questions for the FDIC and for the RTC which follow up on
these other questions, but in the time remaining I do want to pursue a couple of items. When
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we last talked, Mr. Altman, you said that normal procedure would be for the RTC to seek out
and acquire records wherever they were. Now, if the RTC under your direction were
requesting records from the first lady at the White House, a rather high-profile event, would it

not be customary for them to advise you that they were requesting records in the possession
of the first lady?

MR ALTMAN: Senator, I don't get_‘inv_olyec_l__inany substantiveaspects of any PLS case,
particularly -- or including doc\i'rh'e'nts that they may seek. ‘s5 ‘they've never brought that to
my attention since I've been in this job, and that goes right through today.

SEN. BOND: So you wouldn't expect them to tell you.

MR. ALTMAN: No, I wouldn't

SEN. BOND: I find that ieFar'l€%le."1n a n<>Tm?'GTnTrEl'F€feTrH' case, the RTC creates and
retains an inventory of pertinent documents used to make the case. AsI understand it

,

at least

one version of the inventory has been provided to some members of Congress. Could you
fumish to this committee the latest, most up-to- date inventory and provide the hearing - for
the hearing record along with the previous versions? Would you make that available?

MR ALTMAN: Last evening we supplied the -- 6,500 pages of information to Senator
D'Amato's office, as we had some time earlier to Congressman Leach SEN. BOND: And is

that the entire inventory? Are those all the documents? You give new challenge to Federal
Express and Ovemight Postal Service to get the delivery of such a substantial stack of
documents at the particular time, a new standard for delivery in package express.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, I have here a list of the documents. __

SEN. BOND: Is that the latest version?
H l "

MR ALTMAN: This is just a list of what the documents are. There's 6,500 in total pages.
This is a list of the documents we provided

SEN. BOND: Ifyou could make one available for the record, we would like to have that. I'd
appreciate it

.

MR ALTMAN: Be delighted

SEN. BOND: Next, when did you become aware of the RTC recommendations that further
criminal prosecution be taken against Madison? _ .

MR. ALTMAN: Last fall I was advised that the question of a referral to the Justice
Department was under consideration at the RTC, and as other members of the RTC staff will
attest, I said that nonnal procedures, with no deviation whatsoever, should be pursued,
including chain of command procedures, in terms of reaching that conclusion.
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I might tell you that typically decisions like that are made at the regional office level, and that
it was in this case.

SEN. BOND: Were you aware that the regional office had asked the national office to make a
determination as to whether the C|intons' name should be in the new expanded referral?

MR ALTMAN: No. _ _ __

SEN. BOND: You did not know they were asking for the national office to make a
determination on that?

MR. ALTMAN: No. I was simply informed that this issue was on the table, and my reaction
was -- I had only one conversation about it -- that nonnal procedure should be followed.
That's the way we're going to handle this thing from beginning to end.

SEN. BOND: How was the White House notified of the referral? Was it from your agency?

MR. ALTMAN: They were not notified by the RTC, to the best of my knowledge.

SEN. BOND: Nobody in your agency, to your knowledge, advised the White House staff that
this was going to be a major -- this could be a major source of eoncem?

MR. ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge. , , _

(Confers off mike.)
" " " '

Ms. Ford, do you know if the White House was notified by the RTC?

MS. FORD: No, we have had no involvement at the Oversight Board whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: When was the firm of Madison & Pillsbury put on retainer by the RTC, do
you know? And for how long and what cost?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know that. I'm aware that that firm has been retained as outside
counsel on this matter, but I'm; not aware of the date on which it was retained nor the retainer
arrangements.

SEN. BOND: Will they review the potential of suing the various law firms who represented
Madison or the board of directors? .

MR ALTMAN>I don't know the answer to that question. ,

SEN. BOND: We'd appreciate knowing that, if you could, later; And if there are other outside
counsel or consultants hired in conjunction with the ease, we would like to know that.

And finally, I'm advised that the listiyou have there is just an inventory of the documents
provided to Senator D'Amato; it is not the complete inventory of the documents pertaining to
Madison. And if I'm mistaken, in either event, we would appreciate receiving a copy of the
inventory of the entire documents.

.__~ I: II
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MR ALTMAN: Well, Senator, I'm not sure I fully understand your question. But what we
have released amounts to what we've been asked for, less any documents that, in our
judgment, could prejudice the investigation. I told you earlier that we'd had a couple of
conversations -- I haven't had them; I'm advised there were a couple of conversations with
Mr. Fiske, with each side asking the other not to release infonnation or take any other steps
which would prejudice either side's investigation, and we're trying to adhere to that.

SEN. BOND: As I understand itftliat you hive prepared an inventory. I'm not asking for the
documents themselves, but I understand that you had prepared an inventory and had fumished
perhaps members of the House side, or others, with the inventory, not the contents of the
documents.

MR. ALTMAN: Any infonnation, I assure you, that we have supplied to Congressman Leach
or anyone else -- elsewhere_in the Congress, we're delighted to supply to you or anyone else

here that would like them.
' 0 "W “I _"

SEN. BOND: Would that include an inventory, a cataloging, not the contents but a cataloging

of the documents in the Madison case?

MR ALTMAN: We will supply you with any information to that extent that we can which
does not get into areas that we think would prejudice the investigation. SEN. BOND: Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. _
~

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer? _

SEN. BOXER: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to -- I'm still working.

SEN. RIEGLE: All right. Senator Domenici, you're next in the order.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Altman, you spoke a while ago of your one contact with the White
House regarding this, and you and your counsel went up to talk to the White House counsel.

MR. ALTMAN: Yeah, one substantive contact

SEN. DOMENICI: Please?

MR ALTMAN: One substantive or meaningful contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Yeah. Well, I assume -- we're not arguing there that you had -- you're not
suggesting you had more than one, are you? , _

MR ALTMAN: No. I'm just saying that if you -- you know, you run into someone in the
hall -- did you see that thing in the paper this moming? — I'm not including that.

SEN. DOMENICI: All right. You said you were there to give a heads-up. What I understand
the situation to be on average folks, a couple of them in my state that were bordering up
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alongside of a statute of limitations becoming a defense, they were presented with a tolling
agreement, and if they didn't sign it

,

suit was filed so as to toll the statute. Is that a rather
fair assessment of the way business is done?

MR ALTMAN: I think I'd have to know the details of the matter, Senator.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I guess what I'm wondering, are we getting the right perspective of
why you did this? Did you go tli'eie'beE"aTi§'e'§5ou'wanted them to know that clearly they

might be asked to sign a tolling agreement, or to know that the normal process was that the

toll -- the statute's going to toll, and there's reasonable grounds to suspect something, they

might expect a lawsuit? Or why else would you give them heads-up?

MR ALTMAN: The difference between this and a matter like the one you referred to is that

I had been receiving -- had begun to receive a lot of inquiries, including in writing from
Congress, as to what procedures‘the'RTC was“going"to‘follow,'arrd I wanted to give them the
same sense of those procedures that I was giving members of Congress. And I said to them
nothing different than I've said to members of Congress.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I understand that, but I guess what I'm getting at is there must have
been a reason for telling them that. Congress was just saying the statute's going to run, what

are you going to do, so you went over there to tell them that we're going to apply the same

thing we do in any other case? And that's the heads-up that you were giving them?

MR ALTMAN: That's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: Was it serious enough that you wanted them to know because there might
be something that they would be confronted with that was untoward as you applied your

rules, like asking for a tolling agreement or filing a lawsuit? MR ALTMAN: Again, the
essence of what we said was that the statute of limitations which then applied was scheduled
to expire on February 28, 1994, that the RTC was going to make every efi'ort to make a

decision by that date. It could fundamentally reach only one of two decisions, that there was a
basis for a claim or that there wasn't. If there was a basis for a claim then we would either
seek a tolling agreement to pemiit more discovery and more preparation or we would file that

claim in court. _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well the passage of the statute of limitations extension eliminates that

problem as you have already indicated.

I guess, Mr. Chairman, I'm having a little difficulty with explanation because one way of
looking at it was that it was not a very meaningful or important meeting -- that he was just

doing this so that he would be able to tell Congress he had told them he's going to treat them

the same way as others. I don't think a man -- you know, I know you fairly well -- I don't
think you would be going over there to just be able to send this letter to Senator D'Amato

that says I have told the White House that they're going to be treated the same way as other
people -
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MR. ALTMAN: Senator, I did not know whether they knew of such procedures which as I
say I was then communicating to members of Congress and it just seemed to me a little odd
to explain to a member of Congress that we're going to follow ‘XYZ‘ procedures and not
have them ever be made aware of what those were. _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I want to close on this remarks by thanking you, Mr. Chaimiari, for
holding these hearings. I hope the public understands the Republican response to Senator
Kerry, you know, it's almost an insultto accuse us of not being concemed about oversight
and that some how or another the other side is more interested in how the RTC tumed out.
Frankly, that's just borders on being a joke. This hearing, we have all your statements, we're

going to read them. So we're going to know what you were going to say. If you sent it to us
yesterday, our staff has probably read it already and they'll brief us so we're going to know.

My last observation would be that it's inconceivable to me Mr. Altman that you would really
be concemed that the people involved in the investigation, whomever they are, whether it be

the people in Arkansas, Wit‘etlfel"lt'be"confldarits'of1lfe'Presl‘dentTwhomever, that they would

not know that the statute of limitations was going to toll and that that presented a situation
that you had to advise somebody on.

I just don't think anybody involved in this would not know that.

MR ALTMAN: Senator, I also -- I would agree with you. I can't say for sure. I don't know
what was in their minds. I doubt very much that they did not know about the statute of
limitations. , - ~

SEN. DOMENICI: Right

MR ALTMAN: What I was saying was not that What I wu saying was I did not know if
they knew and, frankly, my impression is

,

as a result of that meeting, they hadn't previously
known what procedures the RTC would be following. By that I mean that you have to
choose between -- you have to reach a conclusion as to whether there's a claim or there isn't,

and then what you have to do if you reach the conclusion that there is.

SEN. DOMENICI: All right Thank you very much. 1 . _

SEN. mom; Thank you

'

Senator Faircloth? . ._

SEN. FAIRCLO'_I'II: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I will echo Senator Domenici. You
have done a superb job of conducting. And I'll be very brief. My questions are to Mr. Hove.
Mr. I-Iove, we keep coming back -- you said the FSLIC issued this report, who has long been
out of business, and did the investigation on Mrs. Clinton and_ her relationship.

MR. HOVE: No, sir, I didn't say FSLIC. I said that the agency that handled the closing of
First American was FSLIC, and that occurred before FDIC had any involvement in that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. But who did the investigation -- I assume there was one done
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-- to determine that Mrs. Clinton had no involvement whatsoever that was worthy of looking
at?

MR HOVE: We did not do an investigation, we did not do a review because we don't have
all the records. The records are the old FSLIC records that are not in one central repository.
All we did was review the records that we had available at the FDIC, and the records that we
had at the FDIC only indicated that Mrs. Clinton’: involvement, from the records that we
could review, was the two rwt'm"m1'i'sa;§5¢nr filing the amended complaint for her partner,
Vince Foster.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So, what you're saying really is that you did a very incomplete and
surface investigation.

MR. IIOVE: We did not -- we simply looked at the records that we had, and we did not
make an investigation any 'frTrth_ei'“'thairthe records first we liad*a'v'ailable to us at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, I would say that Mr. Whitney (sp) issuing such a clearance for
Mrs. Clinton in the name of the FDIC doesn't lend a lot of credibility to an FDIC
investigation when he makes his statements and when you didn't really have the records to

make an investigation, from what you're telling me. .

MR I-IOVE: What we were doing was correcting the infonnation that was erroneous in the
Chicago Tribune report because the Chicago Tribune said that ,i

t

was an FDIC cue, we said it

wu not an FDIC case. And we also said that from our records, this was the only
involvement that we could have.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, don't you think it would_ be a good idea to hunt up the old FSLIC
records and see what they might lead you farther? But I have a question, and then I'm going
to -- (inaudible word).

The original suit was $3.3 million. They settled it for 6 cents on the dollar, or $200,000.

What I want to know is how much was Mrs. Clinton paid, or the Rose law fimt.

MR HOVE: I can't tell you. I don't know that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Can you find out? _

MR HOVE: We can try. '. '.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, I would like for you to let me know as quickly as possible how
much the Rose law firm was paid, and also their work records to indicate who did the work

to earn the money, because -- you say she worked two hours. 4

MR HOVE: I didn't say that. I said the only thing that we can ascertain from the records we
have was that she worked two hours. And let me remind you, Senator, that these records are

disbursed from wherever FSLIC had the records, and we did not take possession of those
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records when FSLIC was closed down.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are those records still available?

MR. I-IOVE: I don't know.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: If she settled the lawsuit, the amount of hours she worked -- it is just
impossible for me to believe she settled tliisdawsuit againsffitssiter (sp), she signed the
amended return, which was the settlement, the amended complaint, which was the settlement
against Lassister, at a very favorable rate, then we tum around and find that Lassiter‘a -- the

person with his power of attomey is back in the White House working.

MR. HOVE: Senator, the amended complaint reduced the complaint from 3.3 million to 1.3
million. The suit -- the settlement was some six months later. I don't know whether Mrs.
Clinton had any involvemEiTafiei_tliat period—5f_time'ir'i—vTrhi?‘1i'Eh'earnended the complaint
from 3.3 [million] down to 1.3 [million].

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So we have no idea whether Mrs. Clinton made the final settlement
totally.

MR. HOVE: I have no idea from our records and what we've seen -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: And this two-hour thing -- she could have worked 200 hours.

MR. HOVE: What I have told you is what we have available at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: But she couldihave worked 200 hours on it.

MR. HOVE: And all I'm telling you is that the records that w
e

indicate she worked two

hours. , ,_

(Confers ofi microphone.)
Okay, the only records we have was that she billed FSLIC for only those two hours.

1-i|_.
SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Billed who? .

MR HOVE: FSLIC. (Pronounces eachiletter.)

SEN. FAIRCLOIH: How about getting the total records from FSLIC and finding out how
much the total bill was and whose time was billed? I'd like to see it Thank you.

sen. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?
'

SEN. D'AMATO: You know, Mr. Hove, I have difficulty if you really have trouble figuring
out when a claim is initially lodged for $3 million and then it is reduced and you say, well,

you know, the law firm or this partner - in this case, Mrs. Clinton -- only billed for two
hours. But the nature of the work was such as to reduce that lawsuit and the potential
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liability to Mr. Lassiter (sp), who has a definite relationship with the Clintons. I mean, are
we really to believe you don't understand that? Now, don't give me this two-hour stuff. I
mean, the fact is that that claim was reduced -- the potential of the claim -- from 3 million
down to a l million some odd, and therefore, a settlement of $200,000 is much more
reasonable in appearance when the initial -- when the suit is only asking for a 1.3 million as

opposed to 3 million. Now, doesn't that make some -- I mean, do you see why a senator or
anyone else would make an inquiry and say, ‘Look’ -- I mean, what's the situation here? Are
you telling us there was no conflict uiere.”

I " '

MR. HOVE: But, Senator, you're asking FDIC, and FDIC did not have any involvement in
that suit at that time.

SEN. D'AMATO: I'm not suggesting that. What I'm suggesting to you is that a period of
time it came under you fo

'
W.r revue

And if you look at this -- don't keep telling us that FDIC didn't have anything at that time.
We're not suggesting that you did anything wrong We're suggesting you take a look at the

facts, take a look at the record, and you can be a school boy, you can't come to an

inescapable conclusion that someone was retained to bring the lawsuit that had a relationship

with the person that they brought a suit to. And as a matter of fact, whether it was two hours
or one hour, the determination was made to reduce the claim that might bring the potential

liability from $3 million down to $1 million and eventually settle for $200,000. Now, we
don't know who was responsible for the settlement. But the fact of the matter is that the
partner who reduced and amended that complaint was Mrs. Clinton. Now that's obvious.
I'm not going to spend my time going back and forth with you. I'm going to tell you

something else, though. Whenwe talked about the potential for conflict before, as it related

to the Madison Guaranty and Mr. Hubbell, I want to refer you to a letter of lune 8th, I989.
Now, Mr. Hove, you stated that since the Rose law firm -- when I first brought this up to you
-- was suing Frost, it wasn't relevant that Web I-Iubbell's brother-in-law and father-in-law were
suing Madison. Now, if you take a look at that letter - and I'm going to suggest to you
that you're wrong, and that's why you'd better have the IG look at this. June 8th, I989, and it
is written to April Breslaw (sp), Attomey, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. I'm

reading part of it
:

“Mr. Hubbell is the son-in-law of Seth Ward, a Madison insider who was able to obtain a

judgment against Madison of approximately $447,000.? Now, I'm going to skip the next
sentence, go down to -

‘Since the conservatorship, the case has been removed and later remanded back to the State
Court of Appeals. Afler appeal, a new trial will be sought, whether in state or federal court.
At a minimum‘ -- it goes on to say - ‘the state judgment will be attacked under various
special FDIC defenses on its general inappropriateness. Miss Styrahorn (ph) has informed me
that the informal -- the information contained in the audit files could be damaging to our case,

especially if a new trial is granted.‘

It goes on and it concludes: ‘I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
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representation and a question of loyalties. Mr. Hubbell may or may not be able to
compromise our interest in the Seth Ward matter.‘ Now, look, I'm not suggesting that at that
time that you know of it. Here it is. And that's why, if you don't refer something to the IG
to clarify whether or not there was a conflict, you can't be doing the right thing. And for you
to maintain, ‘Well, we weren't there at the time; it was at FSLIC‘ or ‘Maybe the rules were a

little vague.‘ I mean, for god sakes, you had lowly auditors saying, ‘Wake up, fellas.‘ You
had an auditor in another letter saying it's impossible to think that he's not going to tell his

in-laws what's going on. So‘ utar'§me kindbf thing that brings about maybe the stamping
that one of my colleagues alluded to.

Mr. Chainnan, notwithstanding first of all I'm going to ask that we be permitted to submit
some documents for the record that have been retumed to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection, so ordered.

SEN. D'AMATO: -- so we can keep an orderly proceeding.
Secondly, I want to say before I conclude that you could not have been fairer in making
available this opportunity and according the members the opportunity to make their

presentations and to ask their questions under very difficult circumstances. So I want you to
know that. And I think that I speak for all the Republicans on the committee in relationship
to the manner in which you have conducted this proceeding. And it's not easy for you, and I

just want to commend you for your impartiality.

And let me conclude again. I think what we're interested in, in this, is seeing -- and Senator
Domenici said -- that the process moves forward without there being interference, without

there being a question as to what documents have been made available to the appropriate

people, what has been taken. Some of these things have no -_- I see Mr. Altman. He's placed
in a very, very difficult position. I've said that publicly as well. It is a very, very difiicult
situation. And it certainly -- it leads to us raising the kinds of questions that we have. But I

tell you this senator wants to see that what was supposed to be done was done, that what

should be done at the present level is carried out in a manner in which everyone can say that

the right thing wm done. And then let the chips fall where they may.

So, Mr. Chairman, again, thank you for providing us an opportunity to put forth our concems,

and hopefully, this will move us a step closer to resolving this matter. Thank you SEN.
RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We'll give you some questions for the record, and we'd ask
you to respond to them. The committee stands in recess. ..

END _
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Personal and Confidential X 0 01 0 4 9

MEMORANDUM

To: File

From: Bruce R. Lindsey K
-~ /~

Date: October 20, 1993

Re: Whitewater Development Corporation

On Thursday, October l4, 1993, Bernie Nussbaum, Neil Eggleston, and Cliff
Sloan of the White House Counsel's office, Mark Gearan and I met with Jack
DeVore, Josh Steiner, and Jean Hanson of the Treasury Department. The purpose
of the meeting was to discuss a telephone call that Jack had received the day
before from Jeff Gerth of The New York Times.

'
g _

'

Gerth informed DeVore that he is aware that a number of criminal referrals
involving Jim McDougal and Madison Guaranty had been forwarded from RTC's
Kansas City field office to its Washington office. (Apparently, the "normal"
procedure is for a criminal referral to be sent from a field office directly to the
appropriate U.S. Attorney's office. DeVore did not know why these referrals
came to Washington instead.) Gerth stated that, to his knowledge, President

Clinton was not a target of the referrals, although Governor Jim Guy Tucker might
be.

One of the referrals, however, involved four cashiers checks -- each for $3,000,
two made payable to the Clinton for Governor Campaign and two made payable
to Bill Clinton. The checks were dated April 4 or 5, 1985. All four checks were
deposited in the Bank of Cherry Valley. Gerth wanted DeVore to find out who
had endorsed the checks. (A check of our campaign records turned up three
cashiers checks for $3,000 each from J. W. Fulbright, Ken Peacock, and Dean
Landrum, and a personal check for $3,000 from Jim McDougal, signed by Susan
McDougal.)

I vwd.m$
1070931
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DeVore confirmed with the RTC that the referrals had been received in the
Washington office, but had already been forwarded on to the Little Rock U.S.
Attorney's office. DeVore wanted to make it clear to Gerth that the referrals had
been sent to Little Rock before his call. DeY0rc's inclination was also to confirm
to Gerth the fact of the referrals. He indicated that such confirmation was normal

procedure. We suggested that instead of confirming the referrals, DeVore should
indicate "off the record" that whatever had been received in Washington had been
forwarded to the U.S. Attorney's office prior to Gerth‘s call.

The RTC believes that the funds for the cashiers checks came from a loan from
Madision Guaranty to a Republican, but supposedly the Republican was unaware

that some of the loan funds had been diverted. ‘

cc: Maggie Williams

_ Bill Kennedy
Mark Gearan

2 wwdmen
I0209).l
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Telephone Loq tor GBARAN, MARK
Telephone Calls from NUSSBAUM,~B~ERNIE Page I: 1

Answered

O2/O7/94
4:36 PM

R0888

Ph I:
Home:
Other
Car:
Fax:

Aux, azanra j

( ) -62632 i

iT
a
ke
n

By: CHAD

i~

>
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Telephone Log for GEARAN, MARK
Telephone Calls from ALTMAN, ROGER Page I

1
09/24/9: nrmaan, aocsn 1

10:03 AM
Ph #:(202) 622-1070
Home:

I3 Other
Car:

Answered Fax: Taken By: CHAD
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KlLQ=1=£L5=§=—=
Telephone Loq for GEARAN, MARK
Telephone Calls trom DEVORE, JACK Page I: 1

09/30/93
5:30 PM

Answered

DBVORI, JACK

Ph I:(202) 622-0497
Heme:
Other
Car:
Fax:

i CALL BEFORE 6PM

Taken By: CHAD

10/O3/93
5228 PM

Answered

DEVORB, JACK

Ph I:(202) 622-2920
Home:
Other
Car:
Fax:

I

Taken By: CHAD
i

10/14/93'osvonz, JACK
5:45 PM

Answered

Ph I:(202) 622-2920
Home:
Other
Car:
Fax: ‘Taken By: cuao
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Telephone Log for GEARAN, MARK
Telephone Calls from STEINER, JOSH Page I: 1

Answered le
a
/0
2
/9
4

4:10 PM
STBINER, JOSH

Ph I:(202) 622-0016
Home:
other
Car:
Fax:

IT
a
ke
n

By: CHAD
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SCHEDULE FOR Thursday l4 OCTOBER :99: X 0 0 1 0 5 5

MARK GEARAN POTUS

7:30A lO:30-
1

ll:30A
8200A i

\

8130A 12:00

I l:00P
9130A

l2:45P l:lSP

l:l$P
l:45
4:00P

2:15P
‘
4=os- |
423$?

3:30P Meeting in Bernie's office

Cliff, Josh S, Jack Devore
4:45?

5:00P "

5:30?

5:00

7:00P
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i

Phorwo .

Area Code
Number

Extension

TELEPHONED 1
/ PLEASE CALL

cause TO see YOU W\LL out asam
warns TO see YOU unsem

//I-ft‘?-c"E // ~' \/ '
. / , .

.- 1
'I r

~ ' J /I '

Operator

" AMPAD“ EFFICIENCYQ 23023 CARBONLES-S
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The llonor-able Georg! J. Mibrholl
United States Senate

Waahingtmi, 0.6. MSW

Doarllrlcodcrt {

We are writing to inform you that we will object to any agreement anti-tn; rnriuam
to proceed to the nomination of Rlcld R. ‘flgcrt. President Clinton‘: nominee Lu clam‘ the
Federal Deposit Inauranea Corporation, not-il flw Pmnau: Banking Commit-kw hon on
opportunity to thoroughly examine the ltesolution "Hunt Corporation’: handlinl cf its civil
inveartgatlon lam Mnltlaon Gunmnty Savings and lAfU‘..

AI you know. Ute Acting Chief Executive Olliuar ul the l¢'l'L‘.Roger Altman,
i-oatntly tliaelomrl Lhriehe nought n meeting with Whit: I-Iounc oflcl-All to give them 0
‘heads-up‘ on the l't'IC’a investigation. Needles: to say, rucli a meeting ia highly
lin . and i-ntmi very mil questions ahmrt Mr. Altmnn‘a

lrnpartlnllb
and the allegedi~ of the investigation Specifically. why were Herod Ickes and Margnrat

Willlaina prment, in addition tu White Houoc Couneel Bernard Nueabaiuu? Aceunliuu tu
the Wgaliigi P1§' Mr. leltm the Depiity Chief of fitafl, la rmponalble fiir Whitewater
‘damage control‘. Ml. Williams. Chief uf Stall’ for Mn Clintori. had previously
partlelpaeul - ~'vhMr Niiaehaiim in Marching Vincent Pnatnfa nt'llers'nndricndlng all or
some of the .nater'iale co David Kendall ofwilliarna and Cnnrialiy who is i ,... vnetng the
President and lira. Clinton.

We believe pulilir: lwariiiga are ivquirvd la explore these and other qunuom
Involving the attzndanoo of pnliflhhl rip:-i-arivni nl the Whln-: Hnuan In hrlcllnn by the
bead of a supposedly independent agency on mature that have nothing to do with the
I-Ianeuttva Odin of the President.

We regret hnvhig to delay the Senate's cunaiileratiuu of Me. 'l'ig\irt'a nomination.
Nnnflholeae, the Am'cv-inn people dean-va tn have rnnfidortre that the RTC mnrliu-t.a it.a
unportant buaineaa in au independent and impartial fashion. A t“MW'Nlioaial hearina is
an appr-i-ipriav thriirn ‘ill which tn canmlnii the important ctblcol and regulatory lcmioa
rained by the Altrnan-‘White House meeting.

Sin:-0-wily

l ._~~.i .. ___1~
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 1, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

FROM: JOHN D. PODESTA
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND STAFF SECRETARY

W. NEIL %GLES'I‘ON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--TRANSCRIPT OF SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
HEARING

Attached please find the transcript oi-the testimony
portion of the hearing before the Senate Banking Committee last
Thursday, February 24, 1994.

The opening statements will not be available until the
Committee releases the transcript.
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Copyright I994 Federal Information Systems Corporation
Federal News Service

FEBRUARY 24, I994, THURSDAY

SECTION: IN THE NEWS

LENGTH: 26366 words

HEADLINE: HEARING OF THE SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
SUBJECT:
RTC THRIFT DEPOSITOR PROTECTION OVERSIGHT BOARD SEMIANNUAL
REPORT CHAIRED BY: SENATOR DONALD RIEGLE (D-MI)
WITNESSES:

W“ ' ' '

LLOYD BENTSEN, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
ROGER ALTMAN, INTERIM CEO, RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION _
ACCOMPANIED BY:
ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
ANDREW HOVE, ACTING CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL INSURANCE DEPOSIT
CORPORATION JONATHAN FIECHTER, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THRIFT
SUPERVISION DIETRA FORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THRII"I' DEPOSITOR
PROTECTION BOARD 538 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING

'

WASHINGTON, DC .

BODY:

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I have the Oversight Board
members with me here -- Mr. Alan Greenspan, chairman of board of the Federal Reserve;
Roger Altman, who's the interim CEO of the RTC. I've got Jonathan Fiechter, who's the
acting director of the Office of Thrift Supewision; Andrew Hove, who's the acting chaimran
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Also accompanying us is Dietra Ford, who's the
executive director of the Oversight Board.
And I have a longer version for the record, but I'd like to summarize it

,

particularly with the
lateness of the hour, if I might

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll make your full report a part of the record, and we'd like your summary.

SEN. BENTSEN: Before I begin, and listening to the partisan exchange, let me thank the
members of this committee for their bipartisan support last year, in the last session, to obtain
the funding to finish the RTC job. I'm quite appreciative of that.
Let me tell you something you don't hear very often. We're not here to ask for more money.
The funding -- (applause, laughter) -- the funding provided through the RTC Completion Act
ought to be sufficient. In fact, they tell me this is the first time that the Oversight Board has
been before you that it wasn't asking for additional money and funding. And I'm just very
pleased to be able to inherit that honor.
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I'm also happy to report dtat few S&Ls are failing, and 99 percent of private-sector thrifis are
well or adequately capitalized. OVERSIGHT Let me review some of the nurrtbers for you.
Since the RTC was created in I989, it's taken over 743 failed institutions and it's closed or
sold 680 of them. In the process it protected nearly 23 million deposit accounts with an
average balance of 59,000. RTC made good on the govemmenfs guarantee of deposit
insurance to millions of Americans nationwide. And, I might add, it did it with a minimum of
disruption. A lot of the customers didn't even know that the RTC had taken over their S&I..
The RTC also undertook the greatest“ liquidation in history, so far disposing of $393 billion in
assets for about 90 percent of their book value. Frankly, I couldn't believe that one. I made
them go back and check it again for me. The RTC sold since its inception nearly 80,000 units
as affordable housing. So at least tens of thousands of lower-income families have benefitted
as this problem is being solved

Now, crime is at the top of our agenda these days. We talk about violent crimes. Well, this
scandal had criminals -- had WiilF'cb1l'a'r'fiir"nTit'al?."NI'oTe"tltan l,500 persons were charged
with major crimes involving S&Ls. Nearly 1,250 were convicted And of those sentenced,
more than 75 percent went to prison. And RTC has pursued several recoveries from
wrong-doers with all involved agencies collecting nearly $2 billion.

Mr. Chairman, when this administration took office the total cost of resolving the S&L
problem was estimated at between $100 and $150 billion. When I testified just last March,
we thought as much as 45 billion_in additional funding would be needed That was on top of
the nearly 87 billion already appropriated. _ _ '_-, __,

‘ - 4

A lot of people agreed with us The Congressional Budget Office estimated $0 billion. The
General Accounting Office had us around that level. And so did the House and the Senate

budget committees. As RTC funding legislation moved through the Congress last year,
constantly improving economic conditions resulted in record eamings for the S&L and the
banking industries By mid-November after lengthy deliberations in both houses, the funding
bill provided $18.3 billion, and that brought the total amount that's provided by Congress for
the clean-up to $l05 billion, a figure on the low end of the estimate when this administration
took office.

And I know the results could have been different - easily. Depositors could have lost all their
savings. Loss to the govemment could have been far greater, resolution of the problem could
have taken much longer. But to the credit of a great many people, and they're seated in this
committee, in addition, the problem is near resolution. '»

I'd like to give you some - and I'd like to give some credit to the management of the RTC.
And I think we'd sure better credit the economy. Deficit reduction has helped interest rates to
fall. We've taken steps to increase the availability of credit, tackling unnecessary regulations
and report requirements that discourage lenders from making loans to small business. And

we'll continue to propose changes that will result in greater credit availability and efficiencies
in the banking industry. This is why we want to sell a number of issues, including passage of
the community development financial institutions legislation, which includes a balanced

reduction and regulatory refonn. I'll be before this committee next week with specifics on the
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administration‘: proposal to reform and simplify the regulatory stnrcture for depository
institutions. Our proposal not only will eliminate unnecessary regulatory expenses which

could result in the availability of greater credit, but as importantly, it can help avoid new
crisis by putting a stop to inconsistent and confused regulation. But we'll talk more about that

next week. But the point I want to make on deficit reduction is that the market responded, the
economy responded. I-Iousing starts and home sales are up, and that's sure good news when

you're the RTC and you're trying to dispose of property. I can't help think back what a
dramatic difference interest rate's'make."I used to chair a savings and loan. Sure glad I sold
it when I came to the Senate. (Laughing) But I'll tell you, not smart, just luckyl But I'll tell
you -- (laughter). But I'll tell you, when you've got your mortgages at one rate and all the
sudden long-term interest rates go substantially above that, you've got yourself a real problem
in an S&L. And when you've got the govemment saying we'll guarantee the first 100,000,
and you've got a small, new S&L, and then they have Wall Street bundle up hundreds of
billions and send it to a little S&L. We saw that thing happen in Vemon, Texas. A good
example of that. And then you see the 'otlTeTs'T»vh'oare_hoiiestly trying to compete and what a
hold it puts on them. Fortunately, we're seeing things go the other way with this substantial
reduction in interest rates.

And I want to say to you, Senator Bennett, I've seen some of what you're talking about, too,
where sometimes they were overzealous. And that balance is in part the concems of what
Senator Boxer has for those that have been ill-used and guilty of malfeasance.
But lower interest rates and increased credit activity have brought about increased earnings for
all types of financial institutions. Many S&Ls that may have been at risk. are now making
profits. But you and I know we can't predict what's going to happen between now and '95
when the RTC goes out of business. Nobody foresaw the floods and the earthquakes, and they
had their economic consequences. We're not done yet.

Through '95, RTC must continue to protect depositors. They must dispose of some very
hard-to-sell assets. And it must ensure its operations nm effectively. It must work toward an

orderly transition of its responsibilities to the FDIC. And it must never lose sight of its
mandates to provide affordable housing and maximum minority participation, including

implementation of provisions of the RTC Completion Act.

I've urged the RTC to work aggressively on the issue of minority participation. It's imperative
that minority~ and women-oumed businesses have an ample opportunity to win contracts, to

purchase assets and to acquire failed thrifts. In fact, the RTC is taking special care to meet
the requirements of the completion act to provide preferences to minority institutions while
applying the lest-cost test. ,.

Let me be more specific on some of those things I mentioned The RTC has begun resolve 63
insolvent institutions now operating in conservatorship, which about 2.3 million deposit
accounts. Some additional institutions may be transferred this year. If so, the RTC will make
good on the govemment's guarantee to those insured depositors and any others who might yet
fall under its jurisdiction. -

Insofar as the remaining inventory of nearly 64 billion assets -- $64 billion in assets, these, as
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you said earlier, Mr. Chainnan, are the most hard-to-sell properties that are left: real property
and non-performing mortgages While the improved economy helps sales, the potential loss

to the taxpayers could be reduced if these assets are managed and sold efficiently. 'I‘he RTC
is working on improving its marketing and sales strategies and is seeking creative, yet sound

techniques to maximize returns.

To fulfill its remaining mission, the RTC will benefit from good managers. Jack Ryan of
OTS was appointed deputy CEO."'Elleii1(ukla (sp) of 'the'0TS has been appointed general
counsel. And Tom Horton has been promoted to acting senior vice president for asset

management and sales. And I can tell you today that the administration expects to submit its
nomination for a pennanent chief executive shortly.

I thank Roger Altman for the service that he has done as the interim CEO. I-Iis term expires
the end of March, and we hope by then to have a candidate. In line with the RTC
Completion Act, Jack Ryan ‘fill"§e'r'v7é'E15? TrTlErTrTfCE(TBetween the time Mr. Altman's
tenn expires and the permanent CEO is confirmed. The Oversight Board will also make some
appointments to the audit committee, which will be in operation soon.

I've asked Frank Raines (sp), vice chainnan of Fannie Mae, to chair that one, and to serve as
members we asked Jonathan F_i_ktar(sp) of OTS, Robert Larsen (sp), vice chairman of the
Taubman (ph) Company and aformer member of the Oversight Board. Mr. Larsen (sp) has
also been renominated to sermon the Oversight Board, and l hope you'll be able to approve
his nomination soon. The RTC-_un'll, close down on December 3], 1995, one year earlier than
originally thought, and planning for that is well underway. I expect the new management to
work with the people at the FDIC in a cooperative way to carry out the transition of the RTC
to the FDIC.

This past year the Oversight Board has also strengthened our staff reviews. I was being
reminded of my testimony of lst year and the recommendations and the improvements that
we sought to bring about. We have done a number of them. We haven't completed them all.
We're obviously still working at it

,

and we're scrutinizing some.

For instance, our staff has been monitoring the RTC‘: efforts to improve its contracting
systems and its oversight A review is being conducted to make sure policies are applied
uniformly to all contractors and that contract oversight procedures provide effective review of
performance. Another example: The staff has focused on the RTC‘: financial operating plan,
its operating budget and all its borrowing activity, and our advisory boards are taking hard

looks at the policies goveming asset sales. Late last year, Ira Hall of IBM USA was named
chairperson of the National Advisory Board, bringing considerable financial expertise and
private sector expertise to that process.

These boards meet regularly a
t sites nationwide to discuss progress and to hear testimony

from witnesses on how theseregulations and procedures affect different parts of the country.
The RTC listens to their advice, and they have been instrumental in advancing affordable
housing opportunities. Our advisory board structure will change this year.
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The Completion Act created a new affordable housing authority board to replace the National
Housing Advisory Board. That new board will be made up of nine members, including the
secretary of I-IUD. 'I‘hey will be providing advice on affordable housing programs, and how
to merge RTC programs with the FDIC programs after the shutdown, and we're looking
forward to working with them. Now, last year at this hearing, as I said, I announced those ten
goals insofar as improving or reforming RTC management -- things like putting in place a
system to ensure prompt follow-up on findings of the inspector general and the General
Accounting Office, strengthening the’contracting qstem and oversight of its private sector
contractors, appointing a chief financial officer. The RTC Completion Act mandated and
expanded on those reform, and RTC is moving to meet the standards that Congress
detennined and set

I'm pleased with the results, and in a minute, I'd like Roger Altman to discuss them with you
one by one. I hope you especially note what we've done on opportunities for minority- and
women-owned businesses arid‘iF§r€i\gthEfiingTuTiEtemH accounting and administrative

control systems. I personally believe that these programs are an important part of RTC duties
and that this is an area it must continue to focus on to ensure legislative mandates are carried
out. And, Mr. Chainnan, let me end on this. I believe that the RTC has made significant
progress in the past year in achieving its mandates and in addressing the concems that you

folks in the Congress raised, concems by the GAO and by the oversight board. You bet
there've been a lot of problems, but the organization has been relatively free from partisan
conflict. Republicans and Democrats alike have been committed to fulfilling the government's
obligations to protect depositors at the least cost to the taxpayers. . In '94 we'll keep working
at that one, and looking to '95, well, I believe the RTC will be more than happy to be out of
business. I sure will be happy. Thank you. Now let me turn it over to Mr. Altman. g

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Altman, we'd like to hear from you now.

MR. ALTMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, have a longer statement which, with your
permission -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection.

MIL ALTMAN: - that I hope would be entered into the Record, and I'll summarize it here.
This is probably the final time I will appear before the Congress in any RTC capacity. Under
the terms of the Vacancy Act,_ my appointment would expire on March 30. There are limited
circumstances under which that could be extended, but I don't believe they will apply.
As Secretary Bentsen said, it's our intention to nominate a pennanent chief executive as soon
as possible.

Last year we chose I think a fine candidate, Stanley Tate (sp). I-Ie withdrew, which was not
at our urging, and I believe he would have done a good job. I also want to join with Secretary
Bentsen in thanking the entire committee for its bipartisan efforts to secure funding through

the completion act passed late last year.

I'd also like to note that the RTC, has taken special efforts to be responsive relative to the
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Califomia earthquake. Foreclosures in those effective areas have been delayed, home owners

are being helped to avoid delinquencies on mortgages held by the RTC, and we notified
FEMA of $4 multifamily units and 47 single family residences that can be made available for
temporary housing. Now, on to the status report.

Mr. Chairman, the S&l.. collapse required the biggest financial rescue probably in world

history. Including money spent by the FSLIC beginning in 1988 it's expected to cost the
American taxpayers the stagg€'riiig"s'um"of about S150 billion. To put that into perspective, at

today's budget levels that's equivalent to about 45 years of Head Start, about nine years of
Aid to Families with Dependent Children. And at a time when we all struggle to finance ‘

federal support of vital activities from national security to education, these are sobering
comparisons. I'm sure all of use would agree on a bipartisan basis to make every effort to
ensure that such a fiasco is never repeated. When we inherited responsibility for this agency,
it was not in sound condition. It was one of the largest contracting organizations of all time.
But it had poor contracting piocedures. It was selling assets in massive blocs, denying local
investors a shot at local properties which they knew best. And despite being larger than
almost any American financial institution in the private sector, any bank or any securities
firm, it had no full-time chief financial officer, no pennanent general counsel, and it had no

business plan. So we determined to concentrate on repairing the organization and when

Secretary Bentsen first testified before this committee, almost exactly a year ago, he outlined

a series of management reforms to which we committed ourselves, and I'd like to very _

quickly just review some of those. A full-fledged review of all 21 of them is appended to my
statement. _ -

__ -_
' '

Contracting. We found that the agency‘: contract award procedures had ofien been violated in
the past, and our first action there was to mandate compliance. Some of the compliance
problems reflected weak organ_in'ng principles. Contracts were ofien let by the same

employees responsible for overseeing them. Obviously, in the event of a compliance problem,
the employee then had little incentive to draw attention to it So the Office of Contracts has
been reorganized into two separate units; one for contract solicitation and award, and another
for contract administration, to avoid conflict, and the scope of contracting oversight has been
substantially expanded. Among other things, the staff there has been more than doubled, and

reviews of nearly $00 outstanding contracts were undertaken last year.

Next, audits. A new reporting system has been implemented to ensure that management
responds to the concerns raised by auditors. And that system now tracks and updates the

status of all inspector general, GAO and intemal RTC findings and recommendations. And
I'm pleased to say that the RTC today is current in following up on almost all GAO and OIG
findings. Business plan. We completed a comprehensive business plan. We provided copies

of that to this committee. It is a highly detailed and, I think, objectively speaking, good piece
of work. It's intended to be a living document and we're going to update it regularly as
conditions warrant.

Chief financial officer. Donna Cunningham, our chief financial officer, has been on board for
about eight months. She's taken that helm very ably, as reflected in a series of improvements
in the intemal controls in the organization.
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‘flue professional liability section. This has been a particularly troubled area of RTC
operations. There have been complaints from both sides of the spectrum, as the comments
already here today illustrate; complaints that the RTC was unfairly pursuing former S&L
directors who had no real roles in those organizations and, on the other side, complaints that

the RTC was not sufficiently zealous in pursuing the real crooks.

As GAO recognized in its mid-'93 report, the primary problems have involved inadequate
staffing and an overall lack of'ex§€rienced attomeys and the temporary nature of the RTC has.
made it particularly difficult from a recruiting point of view. But we have worked hard to
increase the size and the training of the staff in this area. We currently have the highest total
of attomeys on board in the agency's history. Moreover, senior RTC and FDIC oflicials are
planning to merge the RTC unit here, the PLS unit, with its counterpart in the FDIC,
recognizing that the FDIC is a source of experienced attomeys in this area

I also want to say that effective pFose<?utr”<>T6f"PLS?la‘rE1_s_continues to be one of the RTC’:
highest priorities.

Secretary Bentsen referred to our having fonned an audit committee and appointed its

members. We have also established a joint coordinating committee with the FDIC for
purposes of planning the transition or portions of the RTC back into the FDIC by the end of
'95. ,

I'd like to make a special set of comments about expanded opportunities for minorities and
women. That's been one of our highest priorities, as Secretary Bentsen said. First of all, we
elevated the minority and women's program to the divisional level, put the head of it on the+
executive committee reporting directly to the CEO. We took action to expand the number of
minority- and women-owned businesses receiving RTC contract solicitations. And there are

now more than l,l00 of them in our databue. .

Let me say a couple of words about the record On a cumulative basis since inception of the
$3.7 billion awarded in nonlegal fees, $800 million have been awarded to minority- and

women-owned businesses, 21 percent. Take a look at last year. We paid nonlegal fees of
$500 million. Minority- and women-owned businesses received 31 percent of those. We also
encouraged efforts to encourage the use of minority- and women-oumed law firms on the
legal side, as far s legal fees are concemed. Last year, such fmns received $54 million, or
I3 percent, of all legal fees from us, a big increase over the '92 level. And within the
category of minority- and women-owned law firms, minority-owned law firms received $36
million, far above the $23 million of a year before. I think the entire RTC is quite proud at
the sharply increased levels of minority and women's participation in all of the fee- generating
activities of the agency, and details on that are also appended to my statement. Tuming
briefly to operations and financial issues, Secretary Bentsen cited a series of statistics relative
to the amounts of institutions which have been resolved since inception. To me the most
important statistic is $9,000; That's the average balance in institutions which have been

resolved. And for those who think this has been a bailout of the rich and famous, I think
that's a pretty telling number.

-
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We have 63 institutions under conservatorship today, $l8 billion of deposits. Now that the
Completion Act is law, we're in the process of marketing these remaining conservatorships.
We think these 63 will be resolved, Mr. Chairman, by the summer of this year, and it should
cost $9 billion to Sll billion to do that.

On the asset sale side, we exceeded the targets we initially set last year. Book value
reductions, $63 billion; cash proceeds, 76 percent of that. That's a recovery rate below
previous years because now we're down to poorer-quality assets, hard-to-sell assets. For this
year, '94, we expected to reduce the book value of our inventory by $43 billion, cash
proceeds S29 billion, projected recovery rate, 66 percent.

Now, on this asset sales side, one of things we did was to put in place a small investor
program because, if I've heard anything in this past year in this capacity, it was that local
investors were not ~- did not have a shot at local properties which they knew best So we
took steps to ensure that usetsvwld be‘iVtilibTe'fir‘§aTéTridividually to small investors
with moderate levels of capital. Under this program, individual offerings of real estate
properties have been emphasized. Underscore 'individual.' Auctions and sealed- bid sales

have become more frequent and geographically focused. Smaller loan pools are being offered
to allow buyers to purchase smaller, more geographically segmented groups of loans. And Pm
pleased to say that at the most recent non-perforrning loan auction, in August last year, a third

of the winners were new buyers who had not participated before, and the new bidders, overall
bidders were for the most part smaller companies with a_much higher preference for small

loan pools and were most interested in buying geographically-focused loan packages located

in their own areas.

Affordable housing -- Secretary Bentsen noted this - since inception we‘ve sold over 77,000
units, for a total of $1.2 billion. The average annual income of households purchming in that
program has been about $24,000, which, by the way, is 61 percent of the national median
family income. Finally, Mr. Chairman, the issue of whistle-blowing

As was noted earlier, last September this committee held oversight hearings where a variety
of allegations were made, including retaliation against whistle-blowers.

Now, let me emphasize in the strongest terms, we support protections for whistle-blowers and
have taken several actions to address those allegations. I issued a memorandum on October
4th to all RTC employees strongly reiterating our policy of prohibiting retaliation against
whistle-blowers. We established an employee ombudsman program to augment the efforts of
the inspector general in gathering all types of employee allegations. That ombudsman reports
directly to the CEO on a weekly basis, and I think that program is working pretty well,
because as of Febniary lSth we'd received ll6 inquiries, 96 of which had been closed and 20
of which were still pending. _

We also had conversations in person and by telephone with six of the individuals who
testified here before this committee. And during these interviews we solicited comments,
feedback, and suggestions from them on how best to remedy the problems which they raised.

And a number of those interviews were insightful and have been taken into account in our

.~
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etforts to remedy some of the management problems at the RTC. And l just want to
underscore how seriously we have taken these allegations and that hundreds of hours have
been spent working to understand and resolve them.

In closing, the Completion Act requires the RTC to terminate on December Jlst, l99$. We
will make that, there is no question that we will make that, and I think it will be a happy day
for all concemed, especially t_he__.§_m3_rican_taxpayer. 'l1iank_you

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We're going to now proceed with the questions, and
we'll go with the normal five-minute time periods

Chainnan Greenspan, let me start with you. ‘Hie Federal Reserve, of course, has raised
interest rates earlier this month, and you just indicated publicly again that further increases are

likely. And we know in the past that rising interest rates have had the effect of causing
significant problems for thfiflsf‘ Nowj‘obvioiis1§I‘lhi“aTii>’ui1Tis highly relevant But my
question to you would be what effect are these higher interest rates likely to have on the RTC
and, for that matter, on the future health of the thrift industry, which is still trying to work its
way back?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, I think you raise a very important question, because one
of the lessons of this whole experience has been that we have -- we've put into place in the
early post-war years an institution which was a specialized institution, one which could not
function in a period of significant inflationary imbalances, an institution which had long-term
assets and short-term liabilities. And, as the secretary indicated, when interest rates generally

go up that institution is pressed as, indeed, we saw in an extraordinary sense in the period
1979-1980.

One of the things that is very important that we not allow to happen again is that
extraordinary type of inflationary imbalance which was so destructive to those types of
institutions. To be sure, savings and loans as a consequence of that have restructured their
balance to a significant extent and the maturity mismatch is not of the size that it was
previously.

Nonetheless, should interest rates rise significantly, then I think it does put those institutions
in a very difficult position. I_t's been the concem of the Federal Reserve that we endeavor to
fend off any such types of inflationary instabilities, and the actions that we took -- we took on
February 4th, and the general discussion which I outlined to the House Banking Committee‘:
subcommittee in trying to comprehend the type of problems that may be out there, were put
forward precisely to prevent the types of difiiculties which so debilitated the savings and
loans. . = .

To date, the effects on these institutions, of course, have been minimal, and we don't expect
to see any particular problems emerge on that, but I would like to call -- ask my colleague,
Jon Fiechter, what he sees, he's looking at these institutions in a much more detailed way than
I.
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MR FIECHTER: I would echo what Chairman Greenspan said. One -- well, first, clearly a
major risk in the thrifl industry, given the nature of the business, is interest rates, but a real
difference between the thrifi today versus the tlrrifl of the late '70s that ran into so much
difficulty when the -- there was the rate (spike ?) in the early '80s, is that restructuring both

of assets and liabilities, there are a lot of thrifts now that won't hold fixed rate mortgages any
longer because they went through the early '80s. Also, as a consequence of (rate Q ?),
institutions are able to much better manage their liabilities. As you know, Mr. Chairman, as a

consequence of FDICIA, ors1ra'5eat'rr<st of tim'e'?iir'"r'r'rterestrate risk. We have a fairly
extensive model, and in anticipation of a question such as this, I asked the staff based on the
infonnation the thrifis now provide what would be the efi'ect of a 200-basis-point increase in
interest rates if it were to happen as a shock - sort of an across-the-board increase, but I don't
think we're talking about that type of change. Only ten institutions would fail their current
capital requirements.

None of them would go b€l6rifTpér'ce'rrt'capit‘aITho‘Wé\TeTKnd while it's a very uncertain
world we live in, the analysis that we've done has suggested that at least in the numbers that

we're talking about today, the thrifl industry is in a much better position to handle rate

increases going forward

SEN. RIEGLE: I think that's an important response because I think it shows as well that in
re-engineering, through FIRREA and then FDICIA, the arrangements that the general strategy
is working. Now, if we get; overtaken by, you know, events, that were to drive interest rates
above 200 basis points then we're into a different zone. But let's hope we're not going to deal

with that. Chairman Greenspan, let me ask you one other question. This issue has obviously

gotten a lot of attention here this moming. Are you satisfied with the way the Madison
Guaranty issue has been handled by the RTC?

a

MR GREENSPAN: The oversight board has, as far as I'm concemed, had no relationship
with the Madison issue because that is a special case which is handled by the RTC directly.
And I must say, I have not followed it in any manner which would enable me to address the
question in a useful manner for you. SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. ALFONSE D'AMATO (R-NY): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hove, on August l0th,' I989, there was a letter written to Mr. John O'Donnell by a Ken

K. Schenck (sp). He‘: a credit specialist. I don't know whether you've seen this letter in your
reviews of this whole matter, but just let me read you the last paragraph.

‘In the process of our suit against Frost & Company, we will most certainly examine
practices and procedures Madison Guaranty used in the day-to-day operations. We are

making this information available in detail to Mr. Hubbell." Now listen to this sentence: ‘To
believe that none of this information will make it back to his family is naive. I do not know
whether or not any information upcoming will be damaging, however, I would like someone
with a wider scope of authority to review the situation and possibly eliminate this conflict‘
Here's a credit specialist who's telling you what the real world is about. I-Ie was there.

Now, let me go on. In the report released by the FDIC -- eight pages of what I think is the
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most incredible whitewash of Whitewatergate that I've seen. This is incredible -~ incredible.
And I've spoken to you just briefly before artd I told you what I'm going to ask you. Page
six, the bottom: ‘In addition, we have found no evidence that the firm had a close relationship
with the S&L which might call into question its independence.‘

I mean, I have to tell you, given the information that your people were reporting back to Mr.
O'Donnell, FDIC S&L project area coordinator, August l0th, I989, given this incredible - I'd
say the FDIC makes an ass'ertion'th"at"the1lB'se Law'Fiiiit' did not maintain a close
relationship with Madison Guaranty. That's incredulous in light of the fact that they had a
monthly retainer with them for l5 months for several years earlier. I mean, how do you

4

come to this conclusion?

Now let me ask you one other thing. Is it true that no documents were reviewed as part of
the FDIC's intemal review which was conducted by your law department? Is that true?

MR. I-IOVE: Let me respond to your question in the order that you gave them. You first
talked about Mr. Hubbell and his relationship with the suit -- with the Frost accounting firm.

SEN. D'AMA'l‘0: Have you seen this memo?

MR I-IOVE: I have not seen that memo.

SEN. D'AMA'l‘0: Let's have staff give a @093!of this memo to Mr. Hove, please.

MIL HOVE: Let me respond to that.

SEN. D'AMATO: Would you like to look at that last paragraph and let me know whether or
not your people, in conducting this review have seen this? It goes back to I989. And the

person who sends it says it would be naive to think that Mr. Hubbell would not pass this
information on to his family.

MR. I-IOVE: But let me respond by saying that even if he had the issue between Mr. Ward,
who is Mr. I-Iubbell's father-in-law, and the Madison Guaranty had been already decided,
and Mr. Ward had a judgment at that time against Madison. That case was on appeal, and

therefore, any information that Mr. Hubbell could obtain, even if he would obtain it
,

and give

it to his father-in-law would not be admissible, would not be in the appeal process, even if he
had had the information to give to him.

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Hove, did you ask you, did read page six, the bottom of your report?
Because we don't have much time. So I'm going to - it says, ‘We find no evidence that the
firm had a close relationship with the S&L.' Do you really believe that to be the case? Do
you really believe that a monthly retainer that Hillary Rodham Clinton had did not establish a

close relationship? Are you really suggesting that there was none?

MR HOVE: Her relationship -
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SEN. D'AMATO: ls that credible in light of what you know? MR. I-IOVE: I-Ier relationship
with Madison was on an issue that was in a state agency and not with the federal

govemment. It was not with the FDIC. And our case was not against Madison. Our case

was against the Frost Law Firm -- or over the Frost accounting firm. _
In addition, we find no evidence that the firm had a_close relationship with the S&I., which
might call into question its independence. I mean, are you serious? I mean, that is a
conclusion that was made. Let me tell you, it was made by your legal department.

Let’: go into something else. A's"'paTt'of'lEt year's RTC Act, we have an inspector general ‘

that was created in the FDIC. Was the FDIC inspector general involved in this revieufl

MR FIECHTER: No, sir. The review was started at your request, if you recall. I had
indicated to you in my confirmation hearing that we were undergoing a review by our legal
division as to what was the policy, the conflict policy that may be in effect between the Rose
law firm and the FDIC in the lawsuit that Rose was doing for the FDIC against the Frost
accounting firm. SEN. D'AMK'I'O: Lét'ri1e"aslE you WE. I5 you plan to ask the inspector
general‘: office to analyze the procedures used by the FDIC legal staff in conducting this
intemal review and in essence to review this matter?

MR. FIECHTER: I would do that if the committee requested that. SEN. D'AMATO: Well, I'm
requesting it

,

and I would suggest that you didn't need -- you wouldn't need the committee to
ask you to do this. I'd suggest to you that it's your job to do it. I'd suggest to you that when
you have such obvious areas of conflict in this report, when you're saying that there was no
close relationship, when you're, suggesting that Webb Hubbell would not and was not in the

position to give any infomiation to his father-in-law, that is incredulous. And if you don't
have an inspector general looking to something like this, then what do you have him for?
And what do you have? You have stafi' people who are going to make -- who make this kind
of detennination? _\ , _ _ , ___

Now, I have to tell you you will be doing yourself and the FDIC, I think, a great, great
damage if you just think that you're going to let it rest on this eight pages of sophomoric,
legalistic mumble jumble that doesn't hold water. And I've just looked at this report. I've seen

some occasion to see it in the newspaper. This i
s the first time I've had an opportunity to

review it personally this moming, and it's shockingly inept.__
Now, question. Do you intend, not b

y

way of this committee instructing you, to put this
matter, and don't you think it's_appropriate that it be submitted to the inspector general? Yes

or no? -

MR. FIECHTER: Senator, we've been reviewing this to review our procedures, to review our
procedures with conflicts, with conflicts not only with the Rose law firm but every law firm

that we deal with. And our procedure is to deal not only with the actual conflicts but also to

deal with the appearance of conflicts. And in this case had we done that, had we dealt with
the appearance of conflicts, it is likely that the appearance would have been different -- the
conclusion may have been different. But Senator, this has been several years ago. At that

time we had many cases coming in to us as a result of the savings and loan failures, and the
conflict, under the rules that we were dealing with at that time, did not present any conflict of
interest from the Rose law firm suing the Frost accounting firm.
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SEN. D'AMATO: It's what we're doing today. Today you're saying there may be a conflict
back then because they didn't have clear rules spelled out. Today you're saying there may be a

conflict back then because they didn't have clear rules spelled out Now let me tell you

whether it smells today - and it smelled then -- I don't want to get into this legalese that
maybe -- I wmt to know if you're going to ask the inspector general to review this matter.
That's a question.

MIL HOVE: I will do thatif coniritilTe'o7Te7q7Uest'sit.
'

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, Mr. Chairman, I would at this point in time move that we ask that
this matter be reviewed by the inspector general. Now this is not going to interfere with any
federal prosecution that's taking place, but it's a question of ascertaining whether or not we're
getting the facts. It's a question of whether or not legal counsel hu analyzed all the
documents. I don't know -- I read in one news account that says that no documents were
received as part of the FDIC'i‘r“ift‘e'rnal ie'vie'wTTdoTi't kh‘6w"whether that's true or not, but
that's certainly something I intend to pursue.

SEN. RIEGLE: Yeah, let me just respond to your question because the time is up and I want
to stay within these time periods or we'll -- we won't be able to move any at all here in an
efficient way. A ,

Let me take your request under review. I'm not sure but what a request from a single senator

may be sufficient to
-- in asking for an inspector general review. I don't-know without sort of

looking at our past practices and precedents, but let us research that question.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me thank you for the manner in which you've handled it
, but I have to

tell you something. I'm wondering why when I asked you a question, yes or no, would you
undertake this ~ and Mr. Hove, before you answered, the fellow behind you with the glasses

who has got a lot of hair I wish I had, you know, came up and told you what to say. Now,
can I ask what is your title and what is your responsibility?

MR. : ‘flue acting general counsel. _

SEN. D'AMATO: You're the acting general counsel. Well, you know, sir, whether or not
you're going to ask, it seems to me for this to be reviewed is a matter if you see that the
propriety of this report, the integrity, the correctness of it can be substantiated. And it would
seemtornethatyou'dwanttodothat. _

MR. HOVE: Well, let -
SEN. D'AMATO: It would seem to me that without counsel coming to you and saying
whether -- you know, you can wriggle out by saying that the committee ha to ask And I

appreciate the chainnan's response, I really do. _

But I just want to make that observation, Mr. I-Iove. I find your response totally
unacceptable. _ . . .
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MR. HOVE: Mr. Chairman?

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll let -- I want to move ahead to Senator Kerry, who is next, and if you
want to make a response, certainly -

MR. I-IOVE: Yes, I would like to, and first of all, all the documents, everything that we have
discovered is available to the special cour_t_sel,_and we will make that available to the special
counsel. I will commit to you th'hTT_w'\Tl {st the insplectorngeneral to undertake an
investigation.

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you. Thank you very much. And I think you have done the
administration a service, yourself, the FDIC, and I applaud you for that. Thank you, Mr.
Chainnan.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?
I " "T "

SEN. KERRY: Mr. Hove, you were originally appointed to your position by President Bush,
weren't you? .

MR : That's correct

SEN. KERRY: So you're a holdover from the Bush administration then. 'I1iere‘s no special
affiliation you have with President Clinton, is that correct? MR. : That's correct

SEN. KERRY: I think it's a fair issue always as to what the level of review is
,
as to any

institution, if it takes place. And I've certainly shared a public expression of concern about
what the inspector generals have done or not done. But I would like to see, if it's going to be
done, as to Madison, I really want to see it done as to Columbia and as to some of the
others. I just think we ought to cover the board here. '

Secondly, I want to point out the distinction here which we keep missing. And one of my
colleagues earlier said if this were President Reagan who did this and it was Silverado and so
forth, we'd be screaming. Those were sitting presidents who made sitting decisions regarding

a policy at that moment in time that cost the taxpayers a lot of money. There is no sitting
presidential decision here, there is no issue of presidential policy here. There is no issue of
taxpayers being cost money by an action taken by the president of the United States at this
time. This happened in I982 and 1986, before they became president. Now, an individual

died and there's an investigation into the death of that individual and what may or may not
happened is a fair question with respect to the death. And that's being investigated b

y the

first special prosecutor of an opposing party that I can think of in my public memory in

public office that's been appointed. That is the clear distinction here. And it is a very real

distinction. No taxpayer money, no public issue of policy, no decision of a sitting president
of the United States with respect to what this committee hm oversight on and is here for
today. .

The question is legitimate: what took place, were there relationships previously - these are
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important as to all these banks. And it is fair for the special prosecutor to proceed on that,

and it is even more important that this committee guarantee down the road that we investigde

everything. I‘m not sitting here saying something may not have taken place. In point of fact,
there may be some indication that some folks outside of the White House may have some
questions to answer. But there is no evidence whatsoever with respect to policy or taxpayer
money or any decision made by the president of the United States that warrants this kind of
inquiry. ___ ______4 '___

Now, let me ask you, if I may, Mr. Altman, and Mr. Secretary, perhaps you can share with
me, because one of our concems is not just Madison but a whole lot of other institutions. I
think 42 percent of the total losses fall in Texas alone. And there's a serious question about
professional liability with respect to those institutions. I'd like to know, to date, what is the

total amount of money recovered to date from directors or officers of these institutions
nationally?

MR. ALTMAN(?): so-to million, senator.

SEN. KERRY: Six hundred and forty million?

MR. ALTMAN(?): From institutions - from institutions
SEN. KERRY: And that's recovered through liability cases. -MR AL'I_‘MAN(?): Those are
criminally related recoveries, i ; , -

SEN. KERRY: What about civil? Is
_ there any at this point? MR AL'I'MAN(?): In addition to

that figure I gave you, about S745 million from civil-related recoveries.

SEN. KERRY: So we havein fact recovered to date a billion three, is that correct? It‘: not
insignificant. , _

‘

Can you break down wherethat has taken place? It's my understanding 42 percent of the
total cost of bailout was Texas. Is there a corresponding recovery rate or any kind of rate
you could give us as to where the most money came from?

MR. ALTMAN(?): I don't have infonnation with me, senator, on state-by-state breakouts, and

I don't know whether -

SEN. KERRY: Would it be possible just to get that at some point in time? MR ALTMAN:
We'll be happy to do our best to do so.

SEN. KERRY: I think it would be good to have a sense of that It’: my understanding that
you were going to take a look at this question of sort of why the recovery rate may or may
not have been low. I-Iave you been able to draw any conclusions as to that? I mean, one of
the things I heard is that a lot of the attomeys who came on believing that they were going to
be able to engage in recovery grew so fnrstrated at not being able to do so in the early years
that they left. I don't know if that's legitimate or if you've found other reasons, but could you
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share with the committee what, if anything, you may have discovered with respect to the
recovery process?

MR ALTMAN: As I said in my opening comments, the entire PLS area has been a troubled
one, and there have been complaints from both ends of the spectrum about overzealousness
and about inadequate pursuit. And we've had as GAO in its report noted a high degree of
tumover and difficulty retaining -- recnriting and retaining experienced attomeys because of
the temporary nature of the"I(TCf'Tfi€'r"'all, here we are'with less than two years to go.

SEN. KERRY: Currently that's true. What about in eighty -- what about in the early stage -

late -- late '80s?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, of course, the RTC has always been intended to be a temporary
agency, and I'd just refer you to the GAO report which concluded that that was a particular
problem. And as I've mentioifed, we've ni'a'de"a‘s'éi'r'es"'<'>'f?l'ftTtsto strengthen that, the most

important of which is to hire a very good and very strong general counsel.

When we inherited responsibility for the RTC, despite its being such a large institution -- as I
said, larger than almost any private financial institution in the country -- it didn't have a
full-time general counsel. And that's a very important step we took. We've also got more
PLS attomeys on board today than ever before in the history of the organization. So we're
making every effort to try to fulfill all the responsibilities we have in this area I don't think
there's any way to know, senator -- or if there is

, I don't know -- whether -- or what
percentage of recoveries that have been made compared to the potential that an ideal efiort, a

perfect effort would have obtained. I don't -- I don't know the answer to that

SEN. KERRY: Okay. My time is up. Thank you very much,'Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you much, Senator Kerry.
Senator Bond is next

SEN. CHRISTOPHER S
. BOND (R-MO): Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Altman,

are there special measures taken when in the resolution of a failed thrifi you find it to be
affiliated with a high profile individual? Someone in govemment, for example?

MR. ALTMAN: The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are intended to be identical
in each case, and they certainly have been identical in the case discussed this moming.

SEN. BOND: Afler you discbvered that the president of the United States's name might be
mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency, did you take any steps to ensure

that documents created in the case were protected and preserved?

MR. ALTMAN: When the possibility of a criminal referral was brought to me, I took one
step, and that wu to instruct all the relevant RTC personnel to handle any judgments about
criminal referral in the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS

matter, no deviation whatsoever, As far as documents are concemed, the same thing.
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SEN. BOND: You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way? MR.

ALTMAN: 'l1iat's correct

SEN. BOND: Were there any instructions received by you or to, your knowledge, anyone in
your agency from the Department of Justice, the White House or special counsel with respect
to the retention of documents? _______________ _ ______

MR ALTMAN: To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know this, there were no
requests or conversations with the White House whatsoever on that With regard to Justice
and the special counsel, I'm advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
that each party reminding the other not to take steps or release information which could

jeopardize either party's investigation.

SEN. BOND: Given the fa'Eis'ITet'oiit' in niy"6'peEiFg?aE'mHt, we are concemed about
whether all the documents are there, can you assure the committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy or tamper with any documents

dealing with Madison, its affiliated enterprises, directors, owners or business partners?

MR ALTMAN: I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort SEN. BOND: Ha
anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records Management, indicated to you
there are any missing documents? Or has anybody discovered any files missing or

unaccounted for?
' ‘

MR. ALTMAN: No. __

SEN. BOND: You are absolutely sure that -

Mk ALTMAN: No, your question was: Has anybody indicated to me. SEN. BOND: All
right

MR ALTMAN: The answer is no.

SEN. BOND: Would you inquire of your records management agency whether they have
either, A, been given instructions about the handling of documents from somebody outside or
if they have found any evidence of ‘missing documents or find that there are documents
apparently missing? If you would inquire of that and advise us if you do find that there is
such infonnation?

SEN. RIEGLE: I think the stenographer should note that he's nodding in the affinnative.

MR. I-IOVE: Yes.

SEN. BOND: Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September 1992 referral to
the Department of Justice and copies of the second referral on October '93?

-. l
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MR. HOVE: Senator, we're not in a position to release any documents that could have a
negative impact on the investigation. I don't think you would want us to do that. And
documents of that type that you're talking about fall into that category.

SEN. BOND: Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of the Whitewater files
were actually delivered to Mrs. Clinton in 1987. What steps have been taken by your agency
to recover those files or to ascertain where those files might exist?

MR HOVE: l have no knowledge of that matter.

SEN. BOND: Have you heard of the allegation?

MIL HOVE: Actually, no.

SEN. BOND: Mr. Altmanfl 'kh‘ow’ there's many"'a§p?cts"to_it."l was just reading one of the
stories appearing in Commentary which referred to those allegations. We don't know if they
are true or not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to ascertain whether
there is any truth to the allegations and if so, to take appropriate steps to recover such
documents. Finally, where are the documents being kept, and have they been thoroughly
catalogued? ,_ _

MR. ALTMAN (?): Well, I can assure you that all proper procedures relative to safeguarding
of documents are being followed. We also -have a responsibility in regard to any case to
obtain all the necessary materials for purposes of making a litigation decision.
So any documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would pertain -- would help it
reach a conclusion on a litigation decision, in this or any other matter, it makes a maximum
effort to obtain.

SEN. BOND: But that -- you have no knowledge of the specific question I asked about the
records potentially in the possession of Mrs. Clinton? MR. HOVE (?): None whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BARBARA BOXER (D-CA): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to pick up on where
Senator D'Amato lefi off with Mr. Howe. , 4 _
Mr. Howe, as a Bush appointee, you were familiar, obviously, with the laws in those days
regarding conflicts of interest, and you said that at that time there had to be a direct conflict
of interest. And the appearance of a conflict of interest now is considered important, but at
that time, that's not the way things were done. Is that correct?

MR. HOWE: That is correct, Senator. _

SEN. BOXEK So the law was strengthened, and now you have to look at the appearance of a
conflict of interest

||
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MR. HOWE: It's not a law, it's a procedure that we have at the FDIC. SEN. BOXBR: All
right.

MR. HOWE: And at that time, we were looking only at the conflict of interest. Now we look
not only at the conflict but also at the appearance of any conflict. SEN. BOXER: Right
Well, Mr. Chairman, I think this is a very important point And what I would like to suggest
is this; my colleague, Senator D'Amato, is very interested in this one particular S&l.., which

as I understand it
, on the li?~E 194th largestin the country. I'm also interested

in seeing if there were conflicts when lawyers were hired in some of the bigger closures. For
example, there were, as I understand it

, I4 S&L failures that cost the taxpayers more than one
billion [dollars] each. Of these mega failures, six were located in Texas, two in California,

two in Arizona, one in New Jersey, one New York, one Florida and one Pennsylvania And I

would like to ask you - and since I think the chairman said a senator can make a request -
that in these mega failures, these six, I would like you to go back and take a look at the law
firms that we used at that time to see if there were ‘conflicts 6f interest and have a -- and at
the same time that you issue this to Senator D'Amato, I would very much appreciate knowing
that because I do have a big wncem about the scams that were going on at that time.

MR HOWE: Senator, many of these cases probably were the RTC cases and not the FDIC.
The reason that we had this case was that we inherited the FSLIC cases in late I988 or early
I989. This one came to us at a window of time prior to RTC's being created. So I think that
your request might better be directed toward the RTC. .

SEN. BOXER: Well then I will make that request to the RTC and ck that we have that
report. Would I make that to Mr. Altman or Secretary Bentsen? Mr. Chairman, who do you
think would be the appropriate party?

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, they both are hearing it, so -- _

SEN. BOXEIC All right Well, I will assume that will be done because, at I say, what I find
most incredible is that there's this outrage directed at one particular situation, and it's so

obvious why. You know, Mr. Chairman, I just want to say this, if I might -- I'll get back. I

just have to say this, if I might. We all bring our experiences to the table, to our committees,
to our work. And as I sat through this, I had the sense that this reminded me of something,
the dynamics here, and it comes back to my being a mother and my experience in raising two

kids, and when they wanted something, they made a pretty strong case.

And if they really wanted something, they stamped their feet. And if I gave them what they
wanted, I expected them to be happy because I acceded to their request. And if they kept on
stamping their feet, I'd tell them, ‘You're unresonablef And if they kept it up, I'd take
further action. But I think what I see going on here is that there was a demand for the best
and most impartial person to look at a situation that obviously had a lot of political overtones,
and in an attempt to handle it fairly, that request was granted, and we don't know the end

result

But what I see happening here, Mr. Chainnan, is that people are still stamping their feet as if
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nothing‘: been done. Something very important has been done. A lease has been takert on

offices for something like four years. Eight attomeys are looking at this whole situation.

Every question that's been asked by my colleagues is being looked at, not by a Democratic

prosecutor, as Senator Kerry has pointed out, but by a Republican prosecutor, and someone

who I believe has the faith of the American people, if not some of the senators here today,
who seem to want to interfere in that investigation.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer, fiiightijiist say, you may or may not have seen this in this
moming's Washington Post, but there have been 25 FBI agents assigned to work with the
special cotmsel, in addition to that legal staff that you cite.

SEN. BOXER: Yes. And, Mr. Chairman, I have to say that gives me great comfort. As much
as I respect my colleagues‘ skill at questioning and badgering, I'd rather have this matter
handled by someone who is so well-respected, cannot be accused of partisanship, as my
colleagues on the Republic7aT§de he'fe' could bT<ET_c‘5fiId be'or Senator Keny could be.
So let's stop stamping our feet, and let's say this is good, that this investigation is going
forward. And I really do have faith that we will find out what the problems were. And we
don't know where it all will lead, but I don't think that tuming this hearing into a browbeating
of witnesses here does any good here at all.

I have some written questions I would like to submit, but I would have to say overall I am
pleased with the report that we're getting. It seems to me we're moving along, perhaps,
hopefully, under budget, moving forward with women and minorities and the things that many
of us care about, and going afler these crooks. Thank you

SEN. RIEGLE: Do you want to say something? Otherwise I'm going here. MR. ALTMAN
(?): No, no. I just wanted to note to Senator Boxer that we would respond to that question
that you earlier asked.

SEN. BOXER: Thank you. I really look forward to seeing that for those six institutions.
Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you.
Senator Bennett

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chainnan, if I might -

SEN. RIEGLE: Uh, excuse me.’ ,_,_ -_. ,=|_

SEC. BENTSEN: (Off mike) -- my responsibilities as secretary of the treasury to deal in
oversight, and I'm specifically precluded from intervening in individual cases. That's the

responsibility of the RTC.
'

.

SEN. BOXER: But the RTC will do that. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bennett.
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SEN. ROBERT F. BENNETT (R-UT): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree \\n'th Senator
Boxer: we all bring our personal experiences to this. I will try to stop stamping my feet.
(Laughter.) I think that's an appropriate response, but -
SEN. BOXER: You've just been tapping your toe. (1-iulllter.)

SEN. BENNET'I':' I've just been tapping my toe. I must, however, out of my own experience
share with you the number of 'i7m_es_thTITi's_a' loyal Re|Tub'li€an went to the White House in
the Nixon administration and kept saying ‘You have got to get this out. You have got to find
out who is behind this and tell the truth.‘ And I kept getting told ‘This is a third-rate burglary
that nobody cares about.‘ I'm sure on a list of breaking and entering - (laughs) - this would
have -- the Watergate breaking and entering would have been considered very, very minor.
And people kept saying to me, ‘No, no, it'll all blow over.‘ Well, it was members of your
party, Senator Boxer, who kept stamping their feet

anfithe
thing up. A special

prosecutor was appointedWT_)T~ 3;, first I think Mr. Cox did not
have very good Republican credentials when he was appointed to that circumstance.

SEN. KERRY: I~Ie was a Republican. One of the good ones from Massachusetts, but he was
a Republican. (Laughter)

~

SEN. BENNETT: He was a Republican? Well, I knew his law partner. He was a Democrat
We need not beat this further, but I do hope everybody understands that when there is an
allegation of wrong-doing the smartest thing any politician can do is get all the facts out on
the table. I've tried to do that. When I've been accused _of making mistakes, I've discovered
that the very best thing you cm do politically is not try to cover it up, and that‘: the only
advice I give my friends in_this circumstance, having lived through the Watergate thing on the
other side of it. _

SEN. KERRY (?): Can Ijust take 30 seconds to say to my colleague that's exactly what we
did. Senator Moynihan, national television, Senator Bradley, Senator Bob Kerrey, myself and

others said appoint a special prosecutor, and indeed, the White House tumed around and did it
while the president was in Europe. 1

'
.

I ‘

SEN. BENNETT: I understand all that, but I also understand._lhat the stamping of the feet that
wentonpriortothatprobablyhadsornethingtodowiththatdecision. Idonhhinkitwas
entirely sound public policy on the minds of the people on the other side.

Let's get back to the RTC ifl can. I do want you to refer carefully to the article that I put in

my opening statement. You've talked a great deal about minorities and women, and I yield to
no one in my desire to see to it that there i

s faimess done.

The allegations that were made by the gentleman from Denver, however, is that there is

serious reverse discrimination going on in the RTC, and that anyone who does not fall in that
category cannot get a job and cannot get a promotion. And if that is true, that is something I

think you should pay attention to. So I would ask you to review that
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Now, make reference to continuing sales, and again, this is a personal circumstance. I've had

a number of people come to me in Utah and say here is a marvelous investment opportunity
to pick up at fire sale prices properties that can be enormously valuable. I have decided
finally to divorce myself from having to make any investment decisions, and I put all of my
assets in a managed trust and trust the trustees of that trust to make those kinds of decisions.
But I said to them I cannot personally invest in this because I sit on the Banking Committee
and it's involved in oversight of the RTC and these are RTC properties. _

But I did, prior to creating the managed trust for my assets, go through the process of looking
at them, and as a businessman, I can say you really are moving them very rapidly because it
struck me that some of the prices were indeed unduly low and that the RTC could in fact
have gotten a better price almost as quickly if not just as quickly as they were getting for
some of these properties. Do you have a sense on that issue? I'm not accusing you of
anything, I simply want you to talk about it.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, first of all, Senator, we have a statutory responsibility to maximize
recovery for the taxpayer, so we must pursue sale techniques which respond to that goal.
Second, all RTC msets, for practical purposes, are sold at auction, auction of one kind or
another. So rather by definition, the market -- the price which the market establishes on that

day is the price. It's always possible to look back on any transaction and say you should have

done it later or you should have done it earlier, but fundamentally all of our sales are on an
auction-style basis. I think the only other point I would make is that we're now in -- we now
-- our inventory -today is of the harder-to-sell variety as we're getting down toward the end
So our recovery rates, as I mentioned in my statement, are lower. I think last year we
recovered at a rate of 76 percent of book value, and this year it'll be in the mid sixties. The
character -- _

SEN. BENNETT: Let me just go back to your earlier statement. I understand what you're
saying here, and I don't want to be argumentative about it. One instance, we were told -- orl
was told that while it was technically an auction, the RTC had determined the price and that,

if I would simply submit a bid for this price, I would be guaranteed to get it
,

that the RTC
would not entertain any other requests. And I tumed it down, as I say, for the reasons I've
described, although I'll say to my colleagues, the ethics committee told me I need not have
done that. I could have made the investment. I decided to avoid the stamping of feet later on
in some future campaign in Utah. I would not run the risk. But it was my understanding that
the people who did ultimately pick up the property did it for the price that we were told was

the price. And we were told, ‘Yes, this is technically an auction; there will be a sealed bid,

but this is the sealed bid we want and if you submit it at that price we can guarantee that you
will get it.‘ . .

MR. ALTMAN: I'd like to make points. The first is -- that's not how it's supposed to work,
and if it worked that way -- just taking your comments in their entirety I it should not have.
Second, the RTC does reserve the right to reject bids and to establish in effect reserve prices
or fioors. So, it isn't the case -- it isn't always the case that whatever the high bid is it's

accepted. But, there should never be an auction where any such indication, any such

knowledge is provided beforehand; if it was, it was a mistake and shouldn't have happened
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grateful to you for your response.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, and perhaps a look could be taken at what may hav been going on -

there, because that's not -- you know, let's not have it happen again. Sen r Sarbanes was not

given a chance, was not here in the sequence to give an opening statemen and has asked to

do so and I'm going to acknowledge that as I do with everyone. And then afler he's done
that, we'll start his time clock on aaenrarz" Senator Sarbanes’

x0010aa

SEN. BENNETT‘: I'll assume that it was a mistake in a particular

ci
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,

and I'm

SEN. PAUL SARBANES (D-MD): Mr. Chairman, I'll be brief. I don't want to impose on my
colleagues, but I can't forego the opportunity with Chaimian Greenspan here before us not to
talk about interest rates just briefly, since I think they're so essentially involved with where
the economy may be going. And I just want to -- I want to make a statement about that.
I've met with the chainnan from time to time, both privately and of course in public sessions,
and I've raised with him the concem tliat'a'hilfe'in_sho'rt7tt:_nn_Tates would raise long-tenn
rates. The chairman's position has been, as I understand it

,

that when short-term rates go up

long-term rates_would initially rise but that within a few weeks or so thy would settle back
down to a level near where they had been wlhen short-term rates were raised We then

contacted the Fed for the analysis that in effect was the underpinning for this statement

We've had difficulty getting that analysis, but it's finally been forthcoming. And as the Fed

says, and I quote, the Fed staff, ‘As you have noted, short- and long-tenn rates do tend to
move together.‘ They then go on to make a rather subtle argument that to the extent that the

Fed is ahead of the curve the response of long-tenn rates is less than when the Fed is moving
too little too late, in responding to a build-up of inflationary pressure. So in a sense, they're
shifling, as I understand it

,

the position that was asserted to me by the chairman.

On the moming of February 4th when the Federal Open Market Committee raised the Fed
fund rates from 3 to 3-I/4 percent, the 30- year bond rate stood at 6.30 percent - 6.30. Since
that time, long- term rates have risen steadily. As of the close of business yesterday, the
30-year bond rate was 6.65 percent. Thus, since Fed funds were raised, long-term rates have

risen by 35 basis points; in other words, more than the 25-basis-point increase in short-term

rates. Now last summer at a hearing with Henry Kauffman (sp) and Paul Samuelson (sp),
copies of which testimony were sent to the Fed and with a request that it be distributed to
members of the Open Market Committee -- I-Ienry Kauffman (sp) argued that raising
short-term rates could lead to higher long-term rates; in other words, the contrary of this
position that was asserted that if you take up short-term rates, you can bring down long-term
rates. And I quote Kauffman (sp). ‘I also take issue with the assertion that a small increase
in the Fed fund rate this summer would be welcome by the financial markets and would

accordingly lead to a decline in bond yields. Perhaps. But equally likely is that the bond

market would interpret such a rise in the federal funds rat_eas the first of a number of future
increases, and market participants might easily react by pushing bond yields higher. Under

that scenario, the rise in the federal funds rate could magnify inflationary expectations,

precipitating a sell-off of bonds.‘ _ _ _

Now just today, Hobart Rowen, one of our nation's most perceptive economic commentators,
has an article in the Washington Post headed, “The Fed Meddlea,“ and Ijust want to quote

88-432 O — 95 — 8
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from it briefly. ‘As it has many times in the past, the Federal Reserve Board is taking the
country down the wrong road by raising interest rates. It has violated the dictum, ‘If it ain't
broke, don't fix it,‘ and as a consequence, the smooth recovery from recession that has cheered

business and consumers over the past year is being threatened. ‘Fed Chairman Alan

Greenspan told the Joint Economic Committee in widely analyzed testimony January 31 that

the central bank, which had allowed interest rates to fall to record lows, would not change
policy to slow economic growth. But four days later, on February 4th, the Fed raised

short-term interest rates by one3qTi?rt'e?oTT'p5int'in 'i,“quot'eI ‘preemptive strike,‘ unquote,

against future inflation. To make sure there was no doubt in the markets that the Fed had
decided to interrupt the easy money pattem, Greenspan publicly announced the move.
‘In new testimony this week, Greenspan failed to justify the Fed's action. He admitted that
there was no discemible inflation, that wages are not moving up, that there is virtually no fear

the economy is growing fut enough to make overheating a danger.‘

Now, the whole problem here -1 and I ;- this is to close this statement, and then I have just a
couple of questions to put to Mr. Altman. I won't take anywhere near my question time
because I -- is all -- it's all encapsulated in this -- in this cartoon, which shows this truck
moving down the road It says ‘Economy’. And the economy has been moving down the
road, and we all want to see that. The driver here has got his hands up to his head in horror.
He's slamming on the brakes. As you can see, ‘Brake. Screech,‘ bringing this truck labeled
"The Economy‘ to a halt. And the reason he's doing it is because out here in the middle of
the street is a man labelled "Gt'eenspan'. (Laughton) And he's bending over here. I-Ie's out in

the middle of the road out in front of the truck, obviously forcing it to come to a screeching
halt. He's bendingover to pick up these papers here that say ‘Interest Rates.‘ And he's
saying, "Let's see, we'll pick these up.‘ _

Now - '
.

I
MR cxnausrm; You know, senior,-‘t pulled I muscle in my back and 1 now just realize
how I did it. (Laughter.) '

SEN. SARBANES: Well, I'm glad we found the explanation for it, Mr. Chairman. SEN.

KERRY: You know, Mr. Chairman, if you say something really interesting now about interest
rates you could functionally terminate this hearing and relieve us all. (Laughter)

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. Chainnan, I know that's not the foctu of today's hearings, but I think
this matter is of such importance. The Fed, of course, is urging the Congress to stay the
course on fiscal policy. I happen to agree with that I think we ought to stay within the
constraints of the agreement that was reached last year, and I expect that we will. But by the
same token, it's my own view that the Fed should have stayed the course on monetary policy,
certainly until we had greater assurances that real growth was taking place in some lasting
and permanent way and some evidence that one can look to that indicates that we're

beginning to get some kind of inflationary problem. Now, Mr. Altman, I just want to put a

couple of questions to you. Earlier you were questioned by one of my colleagues on the other
side who went through a list of ~- (laughs) -- sort of ‘Have you stopped beating your wife‘
type questions, I thought. And so let me try to turn it around and get - I want to be sure.
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Do I understand that the cases to which they're making such reference were handled in the
same way that all other cases were handled -- in other words, according to regular

procedures?

MR. ALTMAN: Senator, the instmctions that I gave were that all procedures, normal
procedures should be followed in this matter without any deviation. SEN. SARBANES: And
to your knowledge, that's -- I n_tea_n__,__tothe of yourkno_wledge that's the case. Is that
correct?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes.

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. -

MR. ALTMAN: Of course, I'm commenting as to the handling of the case under my
responsibility. I'm not makirtfi_com'nient about matters-thaTI'have no knowledge of of three
or four years ago.

SEN. SARBANES: Oh, I understand that, but as I understood the questions that were put to
you, it wu with respect to your own responsibilities. I don't how you could be expected to
assume the responsibilities of others, so to speak. Mr. _Chairman, I just have one comment
about the constant reference here to Madison and Whitewater and so forth. And that is that,

you know, an independent counsel hu now been selected I read the transcript of his press
conference with the Attomey General when it was announced Actually, as I understand it

,

or

as he said, he defined the scope of the investigation. In fact, he says, ‘I'm totally satisfied
that I will have the independence and complete authority to do this job right.‘
And then the resolution by which his jurisdiction is defined, this is Robert Fiske now I'm

talking about; "'Ihis resolution has been deliberately drafied broadly. It was drafied by me to

give me the total authority to look into all appropriate matters relating to the events that bring
us all here today.‘ And he then goes on to specify that.

Now, of course, I think Fiske is regarded highly. In fact, Senator D'Amato called him "a man
of unflinching and uncompromising integrity. I-Ie's the kind of person who will bring out the
truth for the American people so there will be no question as to the thoroughness and

objectivity of this investigation.‘ I don't differ with that evaluation, I say to my distinguished
colleague from New York, from what I know about Mr. Fiske and what's been told to me
about him. So I think that's an accurate evaluation of him. Now, the other point I want to
address is

,

he was asked in that conference, ‘Do you think that a congressional hearing of any
kind at this point might hamper your investigation?‘ This was a question put to Fiske by a -

at that press conference when he assumed his responsibilities. And this was his response, and h

I quote him -- this is now Robert Fiske I'm quoting, the independent counsel: "I think the
history of these situations is that it is difficult to conduct this kind of investigation at the
same time a congressional investigation is going on. The decision whether to have such an

investigation obviously is not mine, but I think looking back at the past, we can all see

that that is not an esy relationship.‘ End o
f quote.

And I just wanted to put that on the record, because I think it's very important to understand
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that, you know, an independent counsel now has been selected. The independent counsel has

been given a grant of authority -- actually, according to his own testimony. he defined, in
effect, the grant of authority. I haven't quoted it

,

but the attorney general is very clear here in

her statements that he has a full scope to proceed as he deems necessary and to call upon any
resources that he thinks are advisable And it seems to me that, you know, we've put the

matter where it ought to be put.

Now, there was some delay in getting"to_tliii'point. I understand that. But that's the point we
are at now, and it seems to me that that is -- ought to be reassuring to the American people
that this matter will be looked into thoroughly and comprehensively and that Mr. Fiske and
his associates -- and he's now in the process of putting together, I understand, a rather large
and first-rate staff -- will get to the bottom of this matter. And I think it's very important that
that be put on the record.

I thank the chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.

I made reference earlier -- I'd just take one moment before calling on Senator Faircloth. I

made reference earlier to the actual legal charter of independent Special Counsel Fiske which

is published in the Federal Register on Friday, February 4th, and I've read it And it's really
quite a -- I just hold it up here, and we'll put it in the record so that it's there in the context of
this discussion. But this is about as broad and as firm a legal mandate as anyone could have.
And I notice here that under the Department of Justice the action to accord him that kind of
operating latitude was in the.fonn of a final nrle. So this locks,it in. I mean, this independent
counsel, I think highly regarded across this board -- from Senator D'Amato's comments to
others that have been made by other people who know him well - has the authority to go
anywhere he thinks it necessary to go. And I again make reference to that article today in
The Washington Post, because he's obviously setting up subsidiary investigative efforts, where

he's putting together teams to go dorm each and every issue so that there are no questions left

at the end of his work. In any event, I urge my colleagues to take a look at this, because I

think it is instructive. Senator Faircloth. _

SEN. LAUCH FAIRCLOTII (R-NC): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to thank you
for the manner in which you've conducted the hearing It hasn't been easy. I had one or two
quick one-liners, and then I had some questions. (Laughter) One of them is in sympathy with
Mr. Altman. I bought and sold many a piece of land in my life. I never bought one that
somebody didn't tell me I paid way too much for it, and I've never sold one that somebody
didn't come immediately and tell me I should have gotten a lot more. But I survived. MIL

ALTMAN: You probably did very well. "

SEN. FAIRCLOTII: Chairman Greenspan, I think -- two things. If we get nothing else out of
all of this conversation, I believe it will demonstrate to the American people, and maybe to
the Congress as a whole, that we need to keep the Federal Reserve, the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Oflice of Thrifl Supervision and the FDIC as separate entities, and it's well
spent money to have them separate b

y the taxpayers‘ money to keep it as it is and not be

consolidating it into a political position. I hope that's it As Senator Sarbanes mentioned on
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your increase in interest rates and inflation, I have observed over the years that inflation is
somewhat like Alzheimer‘: disease; you've had it three or four years before you find out you

really have it
.

And inflation moves before we -- it goes underground a long time. So I think

you're absolutely right in increasing rates in anticipation of what might happen. I have found
that inflation - a recession will scare you -- in business, a recession will scare you to death,
but inflation will kill you. And I have a question for Mr. Hove.

Mr. I-Iove, it's my understanding ih'af'W'eIi§ieTI~Iubbell, in his current position as associate

attomey general, and in his words, ‘chief operating officer' at the Justice Department, has
fonnally recused himself from matters regarding Madison Guaranty. Would you agree with

me that it would be improper for Mr. Hubbell to seek to involve himself in the FDIC
investigation beyond what he was asked by the Legal Division?

And if you will -- since that light is looking at me -- I'd like yes or no answers, if you would.

MR HOVE: I think the i_s?rie—FfMr. 'I*Iubbell‘?e"E'usTng' hTnTself is an issue that Mr. Hubbell
has to deal with.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Fine. I-Iave you had any communication with Webster I-Iubbell
conceming the Legal Division's report?

MR. HOVE: I have not. .

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Are you aware of any communication between Webster Hubbell and an
FDIC official in the general counsel's office regarding Mr. I-Iubbell's role in the Legal
Division's then-pending investigation and report? MR HOVE: Yes, sir. Legal Division has
had conversations with Mr. Hubbell. SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Are you aware of any
communication between an official in the general counsel's office in Washington and the

FDIC official in the Kansas City, Missouri field ofiice regarding Webster Hubbell‘: role in the
then-pending investigation and report? _ ' , __

MR HOVE: No, I'm not aware of that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Would you be willing to let the general counsel's office releue their
telephone records for the week of January the 24th through January the 31st?

MR. HOVE: Senator, we're willing to release any non-confidential information that would be
generally available to the public. As you might know, many of these things would be privacy
concerns and we would be concerned about releasing those without redacting some.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So you would not release them?

MR. HOVE: No, sir, we will release them, we will release any non-confidential -

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: All right, that's -- who decides whether-it's_ confidential or not?

MR. HOVE: Well, does it include -- does it deal with privacy of the individual. SEN.
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FAIRCLOTH: Well yes it does, but we need -- yeah, sure it does. T‘lrat's what we want them
for. (I.auglrter.) Will you?

MR. HOVE: We'll release anything that is publicly available, yes, sir. SEN. FAIRCLOTH:
Well, it's not publicly available or we wouldn't be asking for it to be released. If it were in
the want ad section, I'd have gone there to get it

MR HOVE: Yeah, we have log of everyone that we've coniacted, everyone we've talked to
on the phone, and we'll release that

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. Okay, that's what we need
I see in the Wall Street Journal and the Chicago Tribune, and it's generally out, that you
found no conflict of interest between Ms. Clinton and her work in the Dan Lassiter (sp) and
First American Savings and Loan, that you find her completely innocent.

MR HOVE: Senator, let me talk about that issue because that was not an FDIC issue, and
that was not an investigation or a review that the FDIC has done. That was an issue that
happened before FDIC ever became involved. That was an issue between the old FSLIC -
the old Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and the failed savings and loan, First

American in Illinois. They had filed the suit against Lassiter (sp). They had settled that suit
before FDIC ever became involved in that. It was an issue that had happened way before
FDIC ever became involved in it. _ _
We have not reviewed that We have looked at -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: May I ask one quick question?

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Who settled it? Ms. Clinton and Foster? Is that -- it wu settled -- you
say it was settled. It was settled b

y Ms. Clinton and Foster. MR. HOVE: I'm not sure that it
was settled by Mrs. Clinton. Mrs. Clinton's involvement was to sign an amended complaint

for Mr. Foster that amended the complaint from the savings and loan against Lassiter (sp).
That was her only involvement in that case. _

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, go ahead I'm sorry, I interrupted you. MR HOVE: That case
was settled over six years ago by the conservator. The conservator for that savings and loan

had hired a law firnr in Chicago. The law firm in Chicago subcontracted the Rose law firm

to work on this case for them as the conservator. The lawsuit was settled before we ever got

it
,

and normally these facts would not trigger an investigation for us, but because of the
increasing public interest -- and if you choose, we will conduct an IG investigation to
determine that -- but again, the records are scattered all over because it's the old FSLIC
records and they were not compiled in any one location. So it's a very difficult issue. It -
there's no single repository of these records. And we'd be willing to assist your staff in

locating any of these records that may be available and to make some determination as to
what the involvement was.
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SEN. FAIRCLOTII: So this clearing of Ms. Clinton in any involvement with the American
Savings and Loan and Dan Lassiter (sp) was done by the FDIC, it was done by the -

MR I-IOVE: We have not cleared it
. The only contact we've had on the First American

Savings and Loan and the Lmsiter (sp) case was a press contact that came as a result of an
article that appeared first in the Chicago Tribune, and we responded to that saying exactly

what I've told you, that this was not an FDIC issue, that it was in fact a FSLIC issue that
occurred before FDIC ever became tnvolvedin any FSLIC issue.
The issue was settled, the settlement was made before FDIC ever became involved in this
issue.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: All right, so -- but the -- would the statute run on it
,

could it be opened
by the special counsel?

MR. : I haven't any idea 'I‘iiat's a'qUe'stio'n' I guess Pdh?/e to ask my attomey.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Ask him.

MR. : (Confers.) I don't know.

MR. : I have no idea either.

MR. : We don't have enough records at this stage to know
-- SEN. FAIRCLOTII: Thank

you 4 -

SEN. RIEGLE: Although I'll repeat again, and you'll readit from this Federal Registry (sic):
"The independent special counsel has two authorities. One authority is for criminal

prosecutions. The other authority is to proceed with civil actions.‘

Now, the civil authority doesn't relieve any other regulatory body of whatever civil action
they might appropriately take. But the point is

,

the special counsel has the specific grant of
authority to proceed down both tracks. And it's laid out four different times in this charter of
responsibility, and it's a very important point.

SEN. D'AMATO: Will the chairman_yield? Just on that point, because to be quite candid
with you, until the chainnan read the grant of authority, I wu given to believe that the
special counsel would confine himself to the criminal side. I'm not suggesting to you that the

grant may not give him broader powers. I would think it would behoove us, and I'm not
attempting to get the exact language detennined now, but if we could not, send a letter from
this committee and ascertain, indeed, will he undertake the review of various civil matters,
such as the one brought up _as it relates to this last matter that Senator Faircloth brought up,

and there are some others. I think that would at least set the record straight and we might
want to put that to him and, again, have our counsel work together to put forth the

appropriate question. But I think we should determine, indeed, is that the case.

Secondly, I make a quick point, and I beg the indulgence of my colleagues, by stating, I think
that if you notice, at least where I have been attempting to take this, and I think some of my
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colleagues, we're attempting to ascertain what if anything did the RTC, did the FDIC, do in
connection with these matters. 'l‘hat is not at variance with the charge of the special counsel.
We are not, in attempting to find out what was done and what wasn't done, in any way
disturbing his investigation. I think we have an absolute right to know what was done. We
have an absolute right to know the appropriateness of the action, so -

SEN. BOXER: Can I have_ a_poi_r1t_£f_procedure'[_\§Lh_ose_ti_me are we on? I just was ~- I've
lost track.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, I'm going to do it one way or the other.

SEN. BOXER: Well, I don't have any objection to your doing it I'm just confused. Is this
Mr. Faircloth's time that you're on? Or is this added time, so we can all get added time?

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: I asked ilie Eliatrmiifif he"Tv3i|Ii‘l"'triilfl'§'e me so I could -

SEN. RIEGLE: He asked the indulgence of the chair and I'm going to let him finish his point.

SEN. BOXER: Okay, fine. "

SEN. RIEGLE: And then inove to the next person here.

SEN. BOXER: I was just checking. _

SEN. D'AMA'l‘O: So, again, this is not an attempt to do anything other than to see what has
been done to date by those various agencies that have the collective and the individual
responsibility to deal with these matters That’: one. And secondly, it would seem to me that
it might clarify the issue - certainly I was led to believe, and maybe incorrectly so, that the
special counsel was not going to look into civil matters. I think it's important for us to
ascertain that.

And so I put that to the chairman that possibly we review that matter. I'm not looking for an
’

answer at this time -
SEN. RIEGLE: Well, Pm going to just - I'm going to take a minute and just read it into the
record because I don't want it tobe - ,

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: N0 -
SEN. RIEGLE: I know, but it's important, and the words are on paper, and this is the official
charter. And I'm going to read from page $221 of the Federal Registry of February the 4th of
this year, and I'm going to just read three or four difierent lines here that appear in different
places, and here's the first one: "Ibo attorney general has appointed this independent counsel
to investigate whether any individuals or entities have committed a violation of any federal
law or civil law.‘ And then it goes on in that vein. And then over on the next page it says

again '... have committed a violation of any federal criminal or civil law relating to ..." And

..'-'. ' at
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then again it says '... any violation of any federal law or civil law.‘ And it says it one more
time further on down the line here.

So it's clear -- my interpretation of this is that this does not relieve any regulatory body of
any proper actionable efforts that it should properly undertake and determine to undertake, but

it says that the special counsel clearly has the authority to move down both tracks if in his
judgment he should find that that is warranted. And it's a very important fact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Chairman -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, let me just say the time -- we're at the point now where
either you or Senator Gramm will get to ask questions, and you -- you're both here, and I
don't know if either of you have a -- one will follow the other, but will either of you have a
time problem as to who goe_s_firs_t? H_____

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, Ijust wanted to ask you with -- on that question on your charter
interpretation there, or reading -

SEN. RIEGLE: It's not an interpretation, it's what -- it's the final rule that was laid down on
the -- _ .

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what is -L what is the special prosecutor supposed to do if he finds
civil law violations? "

SEN. RIEGLE: He has the full legal empowennent to take whatever actions he deems
necessary -- and all the investigative ,and prosecutorial authority _to do so. I mean, this is an
absolute charter.

SEN. DOMENICI: We'll -- we'll -- thank you very much for that.

SEN. RIEGLE: You can take a look at it.

SEN. DOMENICI: Senator Gramm, I have a little bit of time, although I'm late for some
events. But if you want to go, I'll let you go and I'll follow. It -- Will there be another one
from the other side that has not inquired yet? =

SEN. RIEGLE: No. You are th
e

last two that have a chance to question, so -

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, go ahead. Could you keep it brief, senator’? Short?

SEN. RIEGLE: -- and then we'll go back and forth, senator. SEN. : No.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? (Laughter.)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Gramm.
'
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SEN. PHIL GRAMM (R-TX): You want to go ahead?

SEN. DOMENICI: No, you go. You got the time clock right there.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me begin. I've just got a simple question that I want to ask of most of
the members of the panel, and let me just read it. Mr. Altman, I want to ask you first. Have
you or any member of your staff had any communication with the president, the first lady, or
any of their representatives, including_tli'€i|"‘Tegal"cou'n§el or'any member of their White House
staff, conceming Whitewater or the Madison Savings and Loan?

MR. ALTMAN: I've had one substantive contact with White House staff, and I want to tell
you about it

.

SEN. GRAMM: Okay, let me, if I may, just -- given that "yes' I'd like to know what the
substance of the communicationTi'as,'when' itT>ccurTed, ifidiriitiated it, and what you were
asked to do.

MR ALTMAN: Right. First of all, I initiated it
.

About three weeks ago, Jean Hanson, who

is Treasury's general counsel, and I requested a meeting with Mr. Nussbaum -- he's the White
House counsel. _

The purpose of that meeting was to describe the procedural reasons for the then impending
February 28th deadline as far as the then statute of limitations was concerned. I'm sure you
know that that statute of limitations has subsequently been retroactively reinstated for certain
types of civil claims. And we explained the process which the RTC would follow in reaching

a decision before that February 8th deadline, that it would be exactly identical to procedures
used in any other cases, any other PLS case, and that the RTC fundamentally would come to

a conclusion as to whether or not there existed the basis for_a claim or whether there didn't.
And in the event that the basis for a claim existed, then it would pursue either a tolling

agreement, which is the equivalent of a voluntary extension of the statute of limitations from
the parties at interest, or it would file that claim in court. That was the whole conversation. I
was asked one question. That was question was whether we intended to provide the same

briefing to attorneys for the parties at interest. I said I assumed so, went back - (inaudible)
-- and checked with the RTC general counsel. The answer was in due course. I said fine.
'I'hat was it

. I have not had any contact with the president of the United States or the first
lady on any matter like this.

SEN. GRAMM: If I may, let me pose _the same question to Mr. Hove. Have you or any
member of your staff had any communication -

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Hove, let me just -- I don't know if you know. 'l11is question's being
addressed to you.

SEN. GRAMM: Have you or any memberiof your staff had any communication with the
president, with the first lady, with their representatives, including legal counsel, with members

of their White House stafl’ conceming Whitewater or Madison Savings and Loan?
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MR HOVE: Our director of the Office of Communications at the FDIC had received a call
from a press person at the White House after the second article appeared The Chicago
Tribune regarding the First American issue. They asked, did we have any statement? And
the response given to the White I-louse wu, no, we did not have any statement.

SEN. GRAMM: So they were asking you to respond to the press statement? MR. IIOVE: It
was Mrs. Clinton's attomey. .

SEN. GIU.MM: Mrs. Clinton's attomey -

MR. HOVE: I'm sorry. It was Mrs. Clinton's attomey -

SEN. GRAMM: -- called you?

MR. HOVE: It was MrsT|iHt5fis aE>'fr'f€'y_tliaTFa'lledTli?"FDIC'Office of Communication.

SEN. GRAMM: So Mrs. Clinton's attomey called the FDIC and asked you to respond to a
press -

MR. I-IOVE: No, no, that's not what he said.
r.a |

SEN. GRAMM: Well, I'm asking the question.

MR. HOVE: Yeah. No, but that -- but -

SEN. GRAMM: I'm not trying to speak for you.
What did Mrs. Clinton's attomey ask you to do?

MR HOVE: They asked did we have any statement, and we responded, no, we did not have
a statement.

SEN. GRAMM: Would it be normal that someone's -- did this attomey work for the federal
government?

MR. HOVE: No. This was Mrs. Clinton's attomey.

SEN. GRAMM: When did this call occur; do you know/I

MR. HOVE: Afier the secondarticle appeared in the Chicago Tribune, and I can't tell you the
date of that. It's been in the last, what, two weeks or so? I don't know.

- ’
._ . _ ...r;

SEN. GRAMM: And you were asked if you had a response that you were going to put out on

it
;

you said no. -

MR HOVE: That's correct We responded to the first statement, the first article that appeared
in the Chicago Tribune, pointedgout the errors of that article, that it was not an FDIC matter,
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exactly the same thing that I responded to Senator Paircloth.

SEN. GRAMM: And to the best of your knowledge, you've had no other communication, you
and your staff have had no other communication with all the people that -

MR HOVE: That's correct.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me posethe same question to Mr. Fiechter and to Ms. Ford.

MR FIECI-ITER: To the best of my knowledge, I know I have and OTS staff has had no
'

communication whatsoever with anyone from the White House about this or that list that you
included in your question.

MS. FORD: No, the Oversight Board nor I have had any involvement in this matter.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me raise a second question, and it's a thing that I've tried to understand
in looking at where we are and what we need to do to get on with finishing this matter. Part
of the problem that we have had in the past with regard to congressional hearings and
congressional involvement really has involved two things. One has been the granting of
immunity by congressional panels for people who would testify. The other is that under the
Constitution, the testimony of a member of Congress is a privileged matter that is given
special treatment In this case I‘m not aware that anyone in holding a congressional hearing
or looking into this matter would be talking about -- I don't know of a committee that would
be empowered to grant immunity. No such resolution has passed the Congress. We're not

talking about a member of Congress, where there's special constitutional provisions. I‘d like to
just pose the question: What would be wrong with letting members of this committee that
have oversight responsibility look at therecords in this case or any other case where we have

oversight responsibilities? Mr. Hove, let me pose that to you and Mr. Altman, and then I see
my time is up and I'll stop. _ _

MR I-IOVE: Our position is that we will make access available, and we have, to
Congressman Leach, to all information that is

,

again, non-confidential documents.

SEN. GRAMM: How would you define‘ what is confidential?

mt nova; Again, those um would -- (palm) -- those um would involve privacy
information that would be non-germane_to this issue.

SEN. GRAMM: And you would make that judgment?- -a1

MR HOVE: Yes. .

-¢
SEN. GRAMM: Mr. Altman? A 1 . . _

MR. ALTMAN: First of all, Senator, we have already provided volumes of documens to the
Congress. Senator D'Amato referred at the very beginning to documents he received last
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evening, and I would have liked him to receive them earlier, but we only got the request last
Friday.

But in tenns of Congressman Leach, who has also received those documents, he has had them
for some time -- if my memory serves, 6,500 pages -- the RTC has been asked not to make
information about criminal referrals in the Madison matter public, and it's standard practice
not to release information of that kind or any other which might compromise a criminal
investigation. And of course, we"r¥'cT§operahir_g' with the independent counsel to try to assure

'

that we don't release any information which would jeopardize his investigation. And as I said
earlier, I would think you would not want us to do that in order that that investigation should
proceed as it should.

SEN. GRAMM: Mr. Chairman, if I could have your indulgence, I've got here a text of a
newspaper article in Phoenix that contradicts something that Mr. I-Iove said, and I'm sure he
doesn't want to let it stand._I'v_e“g"ot"a r€s5ansa;"a§§arenu9'marm¢ second article, where the

agency -- the FDIC did in fact make a statement. It says the agency said Mrs. Clinton‘:
involvement in the case was not extensive enough to constitute a conflict of interest under
rules goveming federal regulation of savings and loans. I've got this if you would like to see
rt.

MR HOVE: Was that afier the second -- we made a comment - we made a public comment
afier the first article appeared -

srau. cum; This is 2/I6/94.

MIL HOVE: Okay, and I don't know when those articles appeared SEN. RIEGLE: Why don't
you take a look at it

,

and let's go to Senator Domenici and then -

SEN. GRAMM: (Aside ) -- When did the other one occur, what's the date on the other one?

MIL I-IOVE: Senator, we commented afier the first article appeared to correct any
inaccuracies that was in the report The involvement that Mrs. Clinton had in that case was,

again, as I mentioned to Senator Faircloth, that she signed an amended complaint for her
partner, Vince Foster, who was the attomey who was involved in the case. That involved two

hours that was billed on Mrs. Clinton's part on that case in which she signed the amended

complaint As far as we can determine from the records we have, that was the involvement
that she had had, and that's what we released at the time. _

SEN. GRAMM: Well, if you would take a look at this and just let us know in writing if this
was the second one, how the responsewas made,‘ who made it

,

why they made it
,

it'd be fine.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici.

SEN. PETE V. DOMENICI (R-NM): Mr. Altman, Stanley Tate (sp) was nominated by
President Clinton to head the RTC, and while preparing for that confirmation he was at the
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RTC in a consulting capacity. That's all true, isn't it?

MIL ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: When he withdrew his nomination, he attempted to release to the public
materials he had prepared containing the RTC operations. Are you and the board familiar
with the document that I refer

to?“ _ ___ __

MR. ALTMAN: Generally, sir, yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Why did the oversight board prevent Mr. Tate (sp) from releasing that
document?

MR ALTMAN: Well first '
was release_d._____“ _ __, __ofall,rt_ _ __

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, you released it -- when he lefi it wu not released and you claimed
it should not be released. But then eventually you provided the document to Senator
D'Amato, I believe, or my office, but that was December 23rd, 1993. Why was it not
released when he wanted to release it?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, senator, my recollection is that it was released rather promptly. Maybe
not the day alter he submitted it

,

but as a federal employee -- consultant, the materials

properly would be -- were reviewed by his superiors before being released. But I think the
point is they were released in Short order.

"

_

"

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, did the RTC or the oversight board alter, edit, or sanitize this
document before releasing it? And let me say if not, why did Dietra Ford, oversight board
executive director, send a memo - and I have that - dated November 30th to you about these
materials which included the following sentence: ‘I'm forwarding the enclosed so that you can
see the original materials and fully understand the disaster we narrowly avoided‘ Those last
-- that last sentence is a quote. What was the disaster that Mrs Ford was referring to? Was
this a reference to Madison? If it wasn't, fine. If it was, I think maybe we ought to know
about it.

MR ALTMAN: Senator, you should ask Mrs. Ford that question.

SEN. KERRY (?): You may not like the answer, but - y

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I just got this letter, and it deserves an answer. If it's not what I

want, that's fine. That's what we're here for. -

MS. FORD: We received the 200-page document the moming of his press conference, and we
had only a quick time to take a look at it at the Oversight Board. The deputy general counsel

of the Oversight Board and I advised - _
SEN. :_Pull the microphone up.

-
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MS. FORD: We advised Mr. Tate that the material should be reviewed by the Oversight
Board staff, myself, as well as the interim CEO, Mr. Altman, before they are released to the

public and that he was a federal -- special federal government employment and, therefore, he

was subject to the rules that apply in terms of ethics, the Office of Govemment Ethics, that
applied to the release of documents which he obtained during his tenure as a federal
govemment employee.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what's'what'y671Yletter says.
' '

MS. FORD: That's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: But what was the ‘disaster that we narrowly avoided‘?

MS. FORD: It was my interpretation that, to release those documents before anyone in the
Oversight Board staff, the"a—ttoFt§s' involved, or -'-"»Vb¢13vi§1i§, have a chance to look at

them, was inappropriate. And that's my choice of words -- 'disaster.' I think it's
inappropriate to release documents before we know what they contain.

SEN. DOMENICI: I thank you.

Let me quickly move to a couple of other ones if I might Mr. Altman, I think you told
Senator Bond that you would not make available any documentsthat, quote, ‘would have a

negative impact on the legislation,‘ closed quote.

MR. ALTMAN: No, I don't think so.

SEN. DOMENICI: No?

MR. annutu: 1 said -- 1 think 1 said that we would try not to release any documents um
would have a prejudicial effect on the investigation.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, this committee held hearings on the failure of the Bank of New
England in the context of an unsuccessful confinnation hearing on Bob Clarke. This
committee explored in detail transactions related to that bank. Voluminous documents were

made available. Maybe this is distinguishable, but it seems to me that the same question

could be asked here. Why can't you release all of these documents for this kind of hearing?

MR ALTMAN: Senator, we have had -- or I am advised we have had a couple of
conversations with Mr. Fiske, the independent counsel. He has asked us not to release arty

documents that could jeopardize his investigation. I don't know why you would want us to
do that, to jeopardize his investigation. We certainly don't want to.

saw. DOMENICI: 1 don't want youito.

MR ALTMAN: And we're respecting his request.
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SEN. DOMENICI: But if the special prosecutor has no objection to the committee being
provided copies of documents, can the committee then count on the RTC's full cooperation in
providing them.

MR. ALTMAN: You should direct that question to Mr. Fiske.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? If_he_h_as_no__obje_c_ti_cin,then can_we count on you to release them?

MIL ALTMAN: I think the answer is yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Does the RTC have an inspector general?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: Has tl\€Tns]>_eT:to'r"§'eneral in?/?s€g7a't'edtlie"c_o'nTlict-of-interest allegations
regarding the Rose firm?

MIL ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that.
I'm nearly certain it's no because, as you know, it wasn't the RTC that ever had any retainer
relationship or other relationship withthe Rose finn. .

SEN. DOMENICI: But you're kind of the natural successor to what went on there, and I
believe -- I think when you took over you began some investigationof that. We'll show you
that in a minute. But my question is

, if the FDIC agreed to have its IG look into Madison,
would there be any reason why you wouldn't?

MR. ALTMAN: I have no objection to the IG's looking into any matter that he sees fit to
look into or that he's requested onan official basis to look into. That‘: what he's there for.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, I don't want to be arbitrary, but I do want to try to stay on
the time clock it

‘ I can s we go back and forth, and we'll continue until everybody‘: had a
chance to cover everything they want to cover today.

SEN. DOMENICI: Thank you _very much, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Chairman Greenspan, I want to come back to the interest rate situation
because we had an opportunityto talk the day that the Fed took its first step, after that was

taken, and I'm concemed about the question of what has happened since and just your own
expectations of what might happen, what has happened. You've made further public
comments in a hearing recently. I'm just wondering, as you watch market reactions to the

tightening move that the Fed made, are you seeing essentially what you expected or have you

seen something that - particularly in terms of the uptick on th_e long rates -- something that
maybe you would not have expected? In other words, where are we now, and how do you

read what seems to be taking place as _a reaction to the Fed's policy adjustment?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, as Senator Sarbanes indicated, my expectation was on the
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basis of what has historically tended to be the case, that the type of increase that we've had
would initially lead to some small increase in long-tenn rates followed by some edging off.
That's basically been the history, other things equal, and that's essentially what one endeavors
to use so far as a forecast is concemed.

What occurred in the interim was, as l indicated to the subcommittee of the House the other
day, is that there was a growing concem that after the torrid pace of economic growth in the
fourth quarter, which is apparently ii

i

thepiocess of being revised up, that the possibility that
we would not be moving to a much more moderate rate of growth was rising, and the first
evidence that that was affecting market perceptions was when the Philadelphia Federal

'

Reserve Bank released its monthly survey, which showed a significant increase in prices paid

by manufacturers for the month - I suspect it's early February. The point at which that
release was made, the long-tenn rates were very slightly above where they had been previous
to the Febniary -tth move. But what occurred following that was a general belief that the
pace of economic activity'ma'y'_tu'rioiit_t6 be?B'nTE\"vlEt'_stT6'rr'§E‘flran most of the people in

the market had anticipated 4

And to repeat what I said at the I-louse Banking Subcommittee, that change in view in the
market's perception led to a significant backing up of long-terrn rates, which is what typically
happens when those types of expectations change. As I said then, my impression of how one
should interpret that Philadelphia report is more an indication of a pick-up in economic
activity because commodity prices tend to be reasonably good proxies for new orders and
indeed I think that's what essentially that particular report ‘was showing. It is not a

particularly good forecaster of inflation. And as I said at the House committee, we seem to
be lacking the financial tinder that usually is associated with inflation accelerating when you

get a significant pick-up in economic activity. : _ t . l _ _

I'm agnostic at this stage. I think it's too soon to make a. judgment, but we will leam a good
deal more as the data begin to come forward

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, but as I listened carefully to what you were saying, it seems to me
when you say you don't see the inflationary tinder and that you're sort of an agnostic, I mean,

I gather you're saying you don't see, yet, a broad evidence of a build-up of inflationary
pressure that really worries you I mean, I -- or is that not a -- I mean, put it in your words,
but I'm just -

MR GREENSPAN: No, that is substantially correct. Look, the reason that we moved on
Febniary the -tth, and the reason I said we may have to move again, rests on the issue of
having deliberately put through a significant degree of accommodation in the money markets
after 1989 because we perceived that there were special balance-sheet factors and other
headwinds which required that we move the short-term interest‘ rates below where they
normally would reside. And when it became apparent that the adjustments that we thought
would occur and in fact have been occuning in the balance sheets got to a point where the
economy could start to regain its momentum and gain a degree of expansion which seemed to
be well entrenched, at that point the need to have excessive accommodative policies no longer
exists. The issue is not, do we see inflationary pressures emerging, BUT what is the reason
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extended indefinitely, eventually does engender inflationary pressures. So, it's the issue - I
would reverse the question, not do we see inflationary pressures, but what reason would we
have, once the recovery seems well entrenched, u indeed I believe it is, would we wish to
keep an excessively accommodative stance? That is not a statement which says we are

setting inflationary pressures emerging; indeed, as I said in my prepared remarks to the House
committee, when we actually see inflationary forces emerging in the way of price changes
which are clearly evident, the one tlriii'gTv'e'ri' sure at that pain? is we are very far advanced in.

the process, and history tells us that that type of policy which we engaged in much too often,

is wholly inappropriate to maintaining long-tenn economic stability.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, let me just say to you I find that a very important clarification and
point that you've just made. And I think it puts this in a somewhat different light than some
of the commentary, I think, has given to it because what I hear you saying is is that you've -
you've had a monetary po'liE'y_tlril_li'a§'b'een'o\/eT'yi_co_r\‘1Trt'od§fi'\7t? in order to try to get sort
of the engine going again and that you overcorrected in a sense -

MR. GREENSPAN: Deliberately.

SEN. RIEGLE: -- deliberately. And now that it has gotten the traction that it needs to have,
as far as you can tell, you're taking back some of that overcorrection but not for reasons of
the fact that you see this inflationary tinder building up here.

MR GREENSPAN: Precisely." And, in fact, I've tried to make that point every time Ihre
stated this, and I somehow don't seem to get it across as well as I think I would like to.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I think you got it across pretty well right now, and we've got a pretty
good sized press table that I hope will have gotten it down even though it's 20 to two, which

is sort of a late hour for us to all be meeting here - (laughter). But I thank you for that I
think that's a very important distinction, and I think it's important for the economic qstern
and the markets to understand what you've just said _

Senator D'Amato. _ _

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chainnan, I have to say to Mr. Altman
that I would like to go back to a question that Senator Grarnm_brought up and -- as it relates
to any meetings with White I-Iouse staff or counsel. Mr. Altman, I think you said that you and

a -- an official from Treasury sought out Mr. Nussbaum. Is that -- is that correct?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, I did. _ _

SEN. D'AMATO: Could you tell us why? In other words, I have difficulty understanding
why it is you felt compelled to seek out the White I-louse counsel.

MR ALTMAN: Solely to ensure -- . . .

SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: Solely to --_ ?
_ _
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MR. ALTMAN: Solely to be sure that he understood the legal and procedural framework
within which die RTC was working And if you recall, as l said at that time, it was a
February 28th date which was the subject of major attention in the Congress and in the press.
It's not uncommon of meetings of that type to take place. And l‘d describe it as a ‘heads up‘
and a very stiff conversation.

SEN. D'AMATO: A ‘heads up'.__Ir_i_what_eo_nnection would that heads up be? You mean that
the statute of limitations ws running?

MR ALTMAN: No, that they should be aware of the intemal processes and the types of
criteria which the RTC was going to be following in order to reach a decision by February
28th.

SEN. D'AMATO: Was any representatives of the president or Mrs. Clinton or any legal
counsel -- which I think 'wT>il'd‘be"apI>ropriate'5-Tpeakir'i§'to'tlieTounsel for the RTC, or
people handling this particular -- this particular matter? I mean, was there any legal
representation going on? Was this - you just called them? Did they have any
representatives, any counsel who may have been meeting with staff people or talking to staff

people? ~

MIL ALTMAN: I was accompanied by our general counsel, Treasury general counsel. Mr.
Nussbaum had his assistant with him. And Mr. Ickes and Margaret Williams were both at the
-# there at the time. .

~ '

SEN. D'AMA'l‘O: Oh, Ickes is in it
,

huh?

Let me ask you this: Prior to this meeting, was there any representation -- was there any
counsel that was being given representing the president's interest or Mrs. Clinton‘: interest or

anyone else that you're aware of as it relates to the matter that you went to brief them on?

MR ALTMAN: No, not to my knowledge. Nor were there any substantive conversations -
subsequent conversations.

\ SEN. D‘AMATO: Did anyone request this meeting?

MR. ALTMAN: I requested the meeting.

SEN. D'AMATO: Was there any other meeting that may have been requested?

MR ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMATO: There was no_ other meeting that you are aware of that the White House
counsel requested?

MR. ALTMAN: N0. . . '

SEN. D'_AMA‘I‘0: Or anyone else from the White 1-louse?
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MR. ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Ickes?

MR. ALTMAN: I had no subsequent -- I received no subsequent requests for meetings.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, what about private counsel? Did private counsel -- I find it hard to
believe that there was no private counselii Areyou saying to me that there was not even
private counsel that was meeting with staff lawyers at some level?

MR ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge, Senator.

SEN. D'AMATO: Ms. Ford, do you know of any?

MS. FORD: No, I've had 'rTo_irT\5lveTiient.'
' T "_ "'_

-SEN. D'AMATO: Let me turn to the RTC report which was dated Febniary 8th, which we
received last evening about 9:00 -- Resolution Trust Corporation -- and say to you that, in

reviewing this document, I think it goes a little further -- does a little better job than the one
that came out of FDIC. I found it interesting that in its conclusion on page five and six, in
its summary before it reaches its disposition, it says, A, Rose represented Madison prior to
its failure; B -- and I am not reading the whole sentence -- Rose represented the FDIC/RTC
subsequent to the failure of Madison; C, Rose did not disclose its representation of
Madison before the Arkansas Securities Department to the FDIC or the RTC. Further, it did
not report possible conflicts involving the brother-in-law and father-in- law of Webb I-Iubbell.
And, by the way, I'm going to, Mr. I-Iove, read something to you that's quite illuminating.
You better have your lawyers take a look at this. And when it gets all done doing that, it
says, based on the factual conclusions in the RTC conflicts report

-- it says we send it to
counsel.

'

Now, I have to tell you that I am going to ask -- because you have no conclusion. It just
says, ‘These are the facts; these are the facts, fellows. Now, you do with it what you want‘

and sends it to counsel -- general counsel. I'm going to ask that this report and any other

relevant material that was gathered by those who were working on it be submitted to the

inspector general. And as you've indicated before, you certainly wouldn't say, ‘I don't see any
-- how that would impede anybody or anything." But I certainly would feel more comfortable
that it goes to the inspector general as opposed to the general counsel. And I think it would
guarantee the integrity of the review, certainly in this senator's mind and I think in others.

MR. ALTMAN: Fine.

SEN. D'AMATO: I thank you very much. I see that my time has expired. I have another
observation to make, and I'll do that after -- at the appropriate time.

saw. RIEGLE: Senator my-it
' M
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SEN. KERRY: Well, let me ask my colleague, is that going to be the last -- I mean, or is
there intention of colleagues to go a whole other round?

SEN. D‘AMATO: I think some colleagues have some other questions, and they'll raise them
whenever -

SEN. RIEGLE: I think maybe we're g_o_i_ng__to__haveone more_go- around here with those that
are lefi who want to do so. And then I think we're probably done here.

SEN. KERRY: It was my understanding that we were going to have another hearing here in
l0 minutes, which I'm also supposed to participate in. I'm just curious what the plans of the
chairman are. If my time could not -- I'm just -

SEN. RIEGLE: 'I'hey have a different room that they're meeting in -

SEN. KERRY: All right. So that's -
SEN. RIEGLE: -- so that we won't run into a room conflict. But we are late in the day, and
the witnesses have been here a long time. So my intention would be to finish up a round here

where everybody gets another tum at bat. -

SEN. KERRY: Well, maybe I could ask another -- just procedurally. I don't want to really
use my time at this point. But it seems to me that maybe we could ask if anybody has any
more questions to ask of the chairman of the Federal Reserve, because it seems not a great
use of his time to sit here if all we're going to do is talk about another subject

SEN. DOMENICI: I - is my turn imminent here? Or do I havea long wait?
SEN. RIEGLE: Let me get my batting order here. .

SEN. DOMENICI: Because I don't want to keep him a long time, but I wanted to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Actually, you follow Senator Bond, who will come after Senator Kerry. Then
we'll come back to Senator Boxer. So actually there are -

SEN. : How long is your question? Maybe they would let you get that -

SEN. DOMENICI: I don't want -- I don't have a question of Mr. Greenspan. I just want to
state for the record that, frankly, I believe the actions you took over the last three or four
years have a great deal to do with the status of the American economy. I frankly believe you
were subject to some undue criticism, but if we have a solid recovery, I think it's very
significantly related to the conduct of the Federal Reserve over the lat 3-1/2, four years.

Maybe President Bush would have liked it differently, maybe Dick Darman would have,

maybe it all could have happened earlier, but nonetheless, I think you're somewhat
responsible, so I trust you at least on what you're doing now. .
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SEN. RIEGLE: That reminds me a little bit of watching some of that Olympic skating
competition last night when they throw the bouquets out on the ice. You just threw a nice
one to the chainnan. Senator Kerry?

SEN. : You were critical of him. You wanted to loosen up even more.

SEN. RIBGLB: Well, the other day I think my comments were comments that reflected some
understanding as to what the chai'r'ri1iii's“tryiii'g to do, and I think he's put additional light on
that today. I don't think this chairman wants to strangle the economy. I'm speaking of
Chairman ‘Greenspan, and, you know, sometimes you can do that and not intend to. But I

'

think he's trying to be as pmdent as he can be. Senator Kerry?

MR. GREENSPAN: Excuse me. Mr. Chainnan, is that -- (inaudible)?

SEN. RIEGLE: Are you excused? Can you take}/FE bo'uii§et_arid go? (Laughter.) Yes, you
can. Senator Kerry?

SEN. BOXEIL‘ You get a 5.9 from me.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer gave you a 5.9. (Laughten)

SEN. BOXEIC You skate so well (on the ice ?). _ g

SEN. RIEGLE: Especially ‘on the technical portion of the — (laughter) -- of the program.
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SEN. 1 (Off mike.)

SEN. RIEGLB: Senator Kerry? "

sen. roam rosrutv (D-MA):'Mr.' chumm, I'm not sure r have time to stay through the
'

whole process here, so I may review the bidding here a little bit. But just speaking as a
former prosecutor, one of my colleagues over here was sort of questioning the duality. I can
tell you, as a person who has presented evidence to grand juries and who has spent some time

putting cases together, that there is nothing worse than having dual tracks, witness confusion,
various statements appearing in public, multiple copies of documents moving around. I would
be very surprised if Special Prosecutor Fiske decided to do it. It certainly wouldn't be a

judgment that I made to FaIEE_tItIBg's"public"|rTtlie"'niiddI§'of afiTrivestigation because it

inevitably taints somebody's something and it creates a very hard process for pursuing a track.
What astonishes me here a little bit -- and I want to reiterate it -- I mean, we've got $150
billion problem here which taxpayers are paying for. They're already angry enough about us

wasting their time and duplicitous process. And here we are, frankly, with very important

people in front of us having spent a moming not really examining where that $150 billion
went, not talking about it

,

but dealing instead with politics. And that's what this really comes

down to, it's politics. It's totally unnecessary. In the context o
f the gentlemen who has been

made a special prosecutor, a Republican appointed b
y a Democrat - and let me just share

with colleagues again quickly something about Mr. Fiske. This is an article from the New

York Times right afier he was appointed: ‘Robert Fiske's reputation for integrity and
thoroughness is so entrenched that if he finds no wrongdoing during his investigation of the
Whitewater afiair, his findings could put rumors about Bill and Hillary Clinton's business
dealings to rest The choice is one that you simply can‘t argue with,’ said former Treasury

Secretary Nichols Brady, a close friend of former President George Bush and a college
classmate of Mr. Fiske's morethan 40 years ago. ‘He's one of those guys who has always
conducted himself with integrity." The article goes on to say that: ‘Mr. Fiske, a 63-year-old
Wall Street lawyer, eamed his reputation by being an aggressive prosecutor. If the Clintons
have something to hide, he could pose a formidable problem. Ifhe lives up to his billing, at
the very least his investigation will disnipt the lives of the first family.‘

Now, if tl\at's not enough, if we don't have the patience to allow him to do his job and sit
here and ask relevant questions about $150 billion, we ought to ask what we're doing I

mean, this is why the taxpayers get so fed up because all we do is dig into politics And

there's a huge distinction between this case and prior cases because we are not looking at a

current situation where the president is currently making decisions about current money being

spent or current policy. This is something that happened when he was govemor -- if

whatever happened happened -- and I suggest that this prosecutor has the ability to get at it

If he doesn't, I'll join with Senator D'Amato, I'll be one of the first people - I think I have a

good reputation here on the buis of BCCI and Noriega-and other investigative efforts in
pursuing things. But I think back to the time that I was trying to do that. I didn't have any
help from the other side of the aisle. We did not get subpoena power. We did not have the
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ability to have a full-fledged investigation in this committee on that. And I sat here with Tim
Wirth and we tried again and again to get an extension of the liability. We also tried to get a
special prosecutor. Most of my colleagues making a lot of noise about this now opposed
having a special prosecutor. So I just think fair is fair at some point in this business. We all
understand the game and we all tmderstand what happens. But it seems to me that to take a

I50 billion dollar fiasco and relegate it to a second tier for this l94 state-run -- who was the
primary regulator of this institution originally? MIL : The -- originally it was the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, and then later OTS.

'

SEN. KERRY: So it came to the federal govemment secondarily. And, I might add, for two
years this case was closed. It wasn't until six weeks before the election - and we ought to
ask some questions about this -- that suddenly, when Bill Clinton was the nominee for
president of the United States, that there was a criminal referral to the RTC, not until six
weeks before the election. For two years while my friends controlled the elements of
regulation, nobody was askirTg_the'questions tli_a't_aE1§-eing askedhere today.
So I'm not saying questions shouldn't be asked. I am saying we absolutely ought to get to the
bottom of whatever took place. We ought to understand all these institutions because it's a
son'y chapter in American politics. But that's going to happen, the 25 FBI agents and
depositions and documents being made available, and the taxpayers of this country do not
need us jumping all over each other for political purposes, avoiding the real issues that they
would like us to dig into. And I don't think much more needs to be said beyond that

SEN. RIEGLE; Senator Bond?

MIL : Mr. Chairman, may I make a correction?
I u

SEN. RIEGLE: Yes.

SEN. KERRY: I think Senator Kerry asked who was the primary regulator. The primary
regulator was the state of Arkansas.

SEN. KERRY: Well, that was what I was getting at. The primary regulator was the state.

MR 1 Exactly. And the primary federal regulator was FSLC and OTS.

SEN. KERRY: Correct. So the issue of federal nexus here in terms of decisionmaking is only
by transfer, not by original jurisdiction. So what we're doing is secondary to the third tier.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond? '

SEN. BOND: Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of my friend from Massachusetts, I am going to
submit a chronology and some questions for the record to the RTC to answer. I recall it was
Jerry Brown of Califomia who first raised the question during the I992 campaign,.but we all
will be able to benefit from these questions, which are along the lines that Senator Kerry
raised I also have a series of questions for the FDIC and for the RTC which follow up on
these other questions, but in the time remaining I do want to pursue a couple of items. When
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we last talked, Mr. Altman, you said that nonnal procedure would be for the RTC to seek out
and acquire records wherever they were. Now, if the RTC under your direction were
requesting records from the first lady at the White House, a rather high-profile event, would it

not be customary for them to advise you that they were requesting records in the possession
of the first lady?

MR ALTMAN: Senator, I get_ involved in any substantiveaspects of any PLS case,
particularly -- or including docurr'ie'nts that they may seek. So they've never brought that to

my attention since I've been in this job, and that goes right through today.

SEN. BOND: So you wouldn't expect them to tell you.

MIL ALTMAN: No,I wouldn't.

SEN. BOND: I find thatiemark-aBle.'1ri a norin-al'cFr_n|nH r7eTeTr'ilcase, the RTC creates and
retains an inventory of pertinent documents used to make the case. As I understand it

,

at lest
one version of the inventory has been provided to some members of Congress. Could you
fumish to this committee the latest, most up-to- date inventory and provide the hearing -- for

the hearing record along with the previous versions? Would you make that available?

MR. ALTMAN: Last evening we supplied the -- 6,500 pages of information to Senator
D'Amato's office, as we had some time earlier to Congressman Leach. SEN. BOND: And is

that the entire inventory? Are those all the documents? You give new challenge to Federal
Express and Overnight Postal Service to get the delivery of such a substantial stack of
documents at the particular time, a new standard for delivery in package express.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, I have here a list of the documents.

SEN. BOND: Is that the latest version?
'

MR. ALTMAN: This is just a list of what the documents are. There's 6,500 in total pages.

'I11is is a list of the documents we provided

SEN. BOND: Ifyou could make one available for the record, we would like to have that. I'd
appreciate it

.

MR. ALTMAN: Be delighted

SEN. BOND: Next, when did you become aware of the RTC recommendations that further
criminal prosecution be taken against Madison?

MR. ALTMAN: Last fall I was advised that the question of a referral to the Justice
Department was under consideration at the RTC, and as other members of the RTC staff will
attest, I said that normal procedures, with no deviation whatsoever, should be pursued,
including chain of command procedures, in terms of reaching that conclusion.
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I might tell you that typically decisions like that are made at the regional office level, and that
it was in this case.

SEN. BOND: Were you aware that the regional oflice had asked the national office to make a
detennination as to whether the Clintons' name should be in the new expanded referral?

MKAUDUWflh. _ _
.

SEN. BOND: You did not know they were asking for the national office to make a

determination on that?

MR. ALTMAN: No. I was simply informed that this issue was on the table, and my reaction
was -- I had only one conversation about it -- that normal procedure should be followed.
That's the way we're going to handle this thing from beginning to end._..__._-a-1-.. . *.——<

SEN. BOND: How was the White House notified of the referral? Was it from your agency?

MR ALTMAN: They were not notified by the RTC, to the best of my knowledge.

SEN. BOND: Nobody in your agency, to your knowledge, advised the White House staff that
this was going to be a major - this could be a major source of concern?

MR ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge. . .
i

(Confers ofi‘ mike.)
’

_
' '

Ms. Ford, do you know if the White House was notified by the RTC?

MS. FORD: No, we have had no involvement at the Oversight Board whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: When was the finn of Madison & Pillsbury put on retainer by the RTC, do
you know? And for how long and what cost?

MR ALTMAN: I don't know that. I'm aware that that firm has been retained as outside
counsel on this matter, but I'm, not aware of the date on which it was retained nor the retainer
arrangements.

SEN. BOND: Will they review the potential of suing the various law finns who represented
Madison or the board of directors? .

MR ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that question. _

SEN. BOND: We'd appreciate knowing that, if you could, later. And if there are other outside
counsel or consultants hired in conjunction with the case, we would like to know that.

And finally, I'm advised that the list you have there is just an inventory of the documents
provided to Senator D'Amato; it is not the complete inventory of the documents pertaining to
Madison. And if I'm mistaken, in either event, we would appreciate receiving a copy of the
inventory of the entire documents.
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MIL ALTMAN: Well, Senator, I'm not sure I fully understand your question. But what we
have released amounts to what we've been asked for, less any documents that, in our

judgment, could prejudice the investigation. I told you earlier that we'd had a couple of
conversations - I haven't had them; I'm advised there were a couple of conversations with
Mr. Fiske, with each side asking the other not to release information or take any other steps
which would prejudice either side's investigation, and we're trying to adhere to that

SEN. BOND: As I understand itftliat youhive prepared an inventory. I'm not asking for the
documents themselves, but I understand that you had prepared an inventory and had fumished
perhaps members of the House side, or others, with the inventory, not the contents of the
documents.

MIL ALTMAN: Any information, I assure you, that we have supplied to Congressman Leach
or anyone else -- elsewhere_in the Congress, we're tisupply to you or anyone else
here that would like them.

i '

SEN. BOND: Would that include an inventory, a cataloging, not the contents but a cataloging
of the documents in the Madison case?

MIL ALTMAN: We will supply you with any information to that extent that we can which
does not get into areas that we think would prejudice the investigation. SEN. BOND: Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. _ .

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BOXER: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to - I'm still working,
sen. mow; an right Senator Domenici, you're next in the order.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Altman, you spoke a while ago of your one contact with the White
House regarding this, and you and your counsel went up to talk to the White House counsel.

MIL ALTMAN: Yeah, one substantive contact

SEN. DOMENICI: Please?

MR ALTMAN: One substantive or meaningful contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Yeah. Well, I assume - we're not arguing there that you had -- you're not
suggesting you had more than.on¢» are you? _ _

MR ALTMAN: No. I'm just saying that if you -- you know, you run into someone in the
hall -- did you see that thing in the paper this moming? - I'm not including that.
SEN. DOMENICI: All right. You said you were there to give a heads-up. What I tmderstand
the situation to be on average folks, a couple of them in my state that were bordering up
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alongside of a statute of limitations becoming a defense, they were presented with a tolling
agreement, and if they didn't sign it

,

suit was filed so as to toll the statute. Is that a rather
fair assessment of the way business is done?

MR. ALTMAN: I think I'd have to know the details of the matter, Senator.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I guess what I'm wondering, are we getting the right perspective of
why you did this? Did you go th'e?e'beFa_u§e“you'wanted them to know that clearly they

'

might be asked to sign a tolling agreement, or to know that the normal process was that the

toll -- the statute's going to toll, and there's reasonable grounds to suspect something, they
might expect a lawsuit? Or why else would you give them heads-up?

MIL ALTMAN: 'lhe difference between this and a matter like the one you referred to is that

I had been receiving -- had begun to receive a lot of inquiries, including in writing from
Congress, as to what procedures'the‘R'I'C was'going'to‘follow;'and I wanted to give them the
same sense of those procedures that I was giving members of Congress. And I said to them
nothing different than I've said to members of Congress.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I understand that, but I guess what I'm getting at is there must have
been a reason for telling them that Congress was just saying the statute's going to run, what

are you going to (kt, so you went over there to tell them that we're going to apply the same

thing we do in any other case? And that's the heads-up that you were giving them?

MR. ALTMAN: 'Ihat's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: Was it serious enough that you wanted them to know because there might
be something that they would be confronted with that was untoward as you applied your
rules, like asking for a tolling agreement or filing a lawsuit? MR. ALTMAN: Again, the
essence of what we said was that the statute of limitations which then applied was scheduled
to expire on February 28, I994; that the RTC was going to make every effort to make a

decision by that date. It could ftmdamentally reach only one of two decisions, that there was a
basis for a claim or that there wasn't. If there wu a basis for a claim then we would either
seek a tolling agreement to permit more discovery and more preparation or we would file that

claim in court. _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well the passage of the statute of limitations extension eliminates that
problem as you have already indicated

I guess, Mr. Chairman, I'm having a little difiiculty with explanation because one way of
looking at it was that it was not a very meaningful or important meeting -- that he was just

doing this so that he would be able to tell Congress he had told them he's going to treat them

the same way as others. I don't think a man -- you know, I know you fairly well -- I don't
think you would be going o_ver there to just be able to send this letter to Senator D'Amato

that says I have told the White House that they're going to be treated the same way as other
people -

v-1

|
|
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MR. ALTMAN: Senator, I did not know whether they knew of such procedures which as I
say I was then communicating to members of Congress and it just seemed to me a little odd
to explain to a member of Congress that we're going to follow 'XYZ" procedures and not
have them ever be made aware of what those were.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I want to close on this remarks by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, for
holding these hearings. I hope the public understands the Republican response to Senator
Kerry, you know, it's almost an insult to accuse us of not being concerned about oversight
and that some how or another the other side is more interested in how the RTC tumed out
Frankly, that's just borders on being a joke. This hearing, we have all your statements, we're

going to read them. So we're going to know what you were going to say. Ifyou sent it to us
yesterday, our staff has probably read it already and they'll brief us so we're going to know.
My last observation would be that it's inconceivable to me Mr. Altman that you would really
be concerned that the people involved in the investigation, whomever they are, whether it be
the people in Arkansas, Wlfetlfer'lt'b'e"confidants'6f1he'Presl1fentTwhomever, that they would

not know that the statute of limitations was going to toll and that that presented a situation
that you had to advise somebody on.

I just don't think anybody involved in this would not know that

MR. ALTMAN: Senator, I also -- I would agree with you. I can't say for sure. I don't know
what was in their minds. I doubt very much that they did not know about the statute of
limitations. - _ -

'

SEN. DOMENICI: Right.

MR ALTMAN: What I was saying was not that What I was saying was I did not know if
they knew and, frankly, my impression is

,

as a result of that meeting, they hadn't previously
known what procedures the RTC would be following By that I mean that you have to
choose between -~ you have to reach a conclusion as to whether there's a claim or there isn't,
and then what you have to do if you reach the conclusion that there is.

sen. DOMENICI: All right Thank you very much. _

u

sen. anzcuz; Thank you
A

Senator Faircloth? _ __

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: 'l1iank you, Mr. Chairman. And I will echo Senator Domenici. You
have done a superb job of conducting And I'll be very brief. My questions are to Mr. Hove.
Mr. Hove, we keep coming back -- you said the FSLIC issued this report, who has long been
out of business, and did the investigation on Mrs. Clinton and her relationship.

MR. HOVE: No, sir, I didn't say FSLIC. I said that the agency that handled the closing of
First American was FSLIC, and that occurred before FDIC had any involvement in that

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right But who did the investigation - I assume there was one done
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-- to determine that Mrs. Clinton had no involvement whatsoever that was worthy of looking
at?

MR HOVE: We did not do an investigation, we did not do a review becausewe don't have
all the records. The records are the old FSLIC records that are not in one central repository.
All we did was review the records that we had available at the FDIC, and the records that we
had at the FDIC only indicated that Mrs. Clinton's involvement, from the records that we
could review, was the two hours tlfatwshe speni filing the amended complaint for her partner,
Vince Foster.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So, what you're saying really is that you did a very incomplete and
surface investigation.

MR HOVE: We did not -- we simply looked at the records that we had, and we did not
make an investigation any 'f\Tftlfer'th7aii the records iii?! we‘h‘ad‘a'v'ailable to us at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Well, I would say that Mr. Whitney (sp) issuing such a clearance for
Mrs. Clinton in the name of the FDIC doesn't lend a lot of credibility to an FDIC
investigation when he makes his statements and when you didn't really have the records to

make an investigation, from what you're telling me.

MR HOVE: What we were doing was correcting the infomiation that was erroneous in the
Chicago Tribune report because the Chicago Tribune said that _i

t

was an FDIC case, we said it

was not an FDIC case. And we also said that from our records, this was the only
involvement that we could have.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Well, don't you think it wouldbe a good idea to hunt up the old FSLIC
records and see what they might lead you farther? But I have a question, and then I'm going
to -- (inaudible word).

The original suit was $3.3 million. They settled it for 6 cents on the dollar, or $200,000.

What I want to know is how much was Mrs. Clinton paid, or the Rose law firm.

MR HOVE: I can't tell you. I don't know that

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Can you find out? .

MRHOVE:Wecantry. '.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, I would like for you to let me know as quickly as possible how
much the Rose law firm we paid, and also their work records to indicate who did the work
to earn the money, because -- you say she worked two hours. _

MR. HOVE: I didn't say that. I said the only thing that we can ascertain from the records we
have was that she worked two hours. And let me remind you, Senator, that these records are

disbursed from wherever FSLIC had the records, and we did not take possession of those

~_
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records when FSLIC was closed down.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are those records still available?

MR HOVE: I don't know.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: If she settled the lawsuit, the amount of hours she worked -- it is just
impossible for me to believe she settled fliii lawsuit against Ilassiter (sp), she signed the
amended retum, which was the settlement, the amended complaint, which was the settlement

against Lassister, at a very favorable rate, then we tum around and find that Lassiter‘s -- the

person with his power of attomey is back in the White House working.

MIL HOVE: Senator, the amended complaint reduced the complaint from 3.3 million to 1.3
million. The suit -- the settlement was some six months later. I don't know whether Mrs.
Clinton had any involvern_eTt'afi&_tliat period'5f't'inie' iiiTvhTch'§h?amended the complaint
from 3.3 [million] down to 1.3 [million].

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So we have no idea whether Mrs. Clinton made the final settlement
totally.

MR. HOVE: I have no idea from our records and what we've seen -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: And this two-hour thing - she could have worked 200 hours.
MR. HOVE: What I have told you is what we have available at the FDIC.

sen. ranrctorrr; an she could have worked zoo hours on at '_

MIL HOVE: And all I'm telling you is that the records that we have indicate she worked two
hours. .

(Confers off microphone.)
Okay, the only records we have was that she billed FSLIC for only those two hours.

I

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Billed who?

mt nova; rsuc. (Pronounces eaelfletter.)

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: How about getting the total records from FSLIC and funding out how
'

much the total bill was and whose time was billed? I'd like to see it. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. D'AMATO: You know, Mr. Hove, I have difficulty if you really have trouble figuring
out when a claim is initially lodged for $3 million and then it is reduced and you say, well,

you know, the law firm or this partner - in this case, Mrs. Clinton - only billed for two
hours. But the nature of the work was such as to reduce that lawsuit and the potential
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liability to Mr. Lassiter (sp), who has a definite relationship with the Clintons. I mean, are
we really to believe you don't understand that? Now, don't give me this two-hour stuff. I
mean, the fact is that that claim was reduced - the potential of the claim ~- from 3 million
down to a I million some odd, and therefore, a settlement of $200,000 is much more
reasonable in appearance when the initial -- when the suit is only asking for a 1.3 million as
opposed to 3 million. Now, doesn't that make some -- I mean, do you see why a senator or
anyone else would make an inquiry and say, ‘Look’ -- I mean, what's the situation here? Are
you telling us there was no conflict the're."'

' '

MR. HOVE: But, Senator, you're asking FDIC, and FDIC did not have any involvement in
that suit at that time.

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: I'm not suggesting that. What I'm suggesting to you is that a period of
time it came under you foniiew. _ ___ __________
And if you look at this -- don't keep telling us that FDIC didn't have anything at that time.
We're not suggesting that you did anything wrong. We're suggesting you take a look at the
facts, take a look at the record, and you can be a school boy, you can't come to an

inescapable conclusion that someone was retained to bring the lawsuit that had a relationship
with the person that they brought a suit to. And as a matter of fact, whether it was two hours
or one hour, the detennination was made to reduce the claim that might bring the potential
liability from $3 million down to $1 million and eventually settle for $200,000. Now,_we
don't know who was responsible for the settlement. But the fact of the matter is that the
partner who reduced and amended that complaint was Mrs. Clinton. Now that's obvious.
I'm not going to spend my time going back and forth with you. I'm going to tell you
something else, though. When we talked about the potential for conflict before, as it related
to the Madison Guaranty and Mr. Hubbell, I want to refer you to a letter of June 8th, I989.
Now, Mr. Hove, you stated that since the Rose law firm -- when I first brought this up to you
-- ws suing Frost, it wasn't relevant that Web Hubbell's brother-in-law and father-in-law were
suing Madison. Now, if you take a look at that letter -- and I'm going to suggest to you
that you're wrong, and that's why you'd better have the IG look at this. June 8th, I989, and it
is written to April Breslaw (sp), Attomey, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. I'm

reading part of it:

‘Mr. I-Iubbell is the son-in-law of Seth Ward, a Madison insider who wu able to obtain a

judgment against Madison of approximately $447,000.? Now, I'm going to skip the next
sentence, go down to -
"Since the conservatorship, the case has been removed and later remanded back to the State

Court of Appeals. After appeal, a new trial will be sought, whether in state or federal court
At a minimum‘ -- it goes on to say -—‘the state judgment will be attacked under various
special FDIC defenses on its general inappropriateness. Mis Styrahom (ph) has infonned me
that the informal - the information contained in the audit files could be damaging to our case,

especially if a new trial is granted."

It goes on and it concludes: "I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
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representation and a question of loyalties. Mr. Hubbell may or may not be able to
compromise our interest in the Seth Ward matter.‘ Now, look, I'm not suggesting that at that
time that you know of it. Here it is. And that's why, if you don't refer something to the IG
to clarify whether or not there was a conflict, you can‘t be doing the right thing. And for you
to maintain, ‘Well, we weren't there at the time; it was at FSLIC‘ or ‘Maybe the rules were a

little vague.‘ I mean, for god sakes, you had lowly auditors saying, ‘Wake up, fellas.‘ You
had an auditor in another letter saying it's impossible to think that he's not going to tell his

in-laws what's going on. So that'§ the kind of thing that bring? about maybe the stamping '

that one of my colleagues alluded to.

Mr. Chairman, notwithstanding first of all I'm going to ask that we be permitted to submit
some documents for the record that have been retumed to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection, so ordered.

SEN. D'AMATO: -- so we can keep an orderly proceeding.
Secondly, I want to say before I conclude that you could not have been fairer in making
available this opportunity and according the members the opportunity to make their

presentations and to ask their questions under very difficult circumstances. So I want you to
know that. And I think that I speak for all the Republicans on the committee in relationship
to the marmer in which you have conducted this proceeding And it's not easy for you, and I

just want to commend you for your impartiality.

And let me conclude again. I think what we're interested in, in this, is seeing -- and Senator
Domenici said -- that the process moves forward without there being interference, without

there being a question as to what documents have been made available to the appropriate

people, what has been taken. Some of these things have no -_
- I see Mr. Altman. He's placed

in a very, very difficult position. I've said that publicly as well. It is a very, very difficult

situation. And it certainly -- it leads to us raising the kinds of questions that we have. Butl
tell you this senator wants to see that what was supposed to be done was done, that what

should be done at the present level is carried out in a manner in which everyone can say that

the right thing was done. And then let the chips fall where they may.

So, Mr. Chairman, again, thank you for providing us an opportunity to put forth our concerns,

and hopefully, this will move us a step closer to resolving this matter. Thank you SEN.
RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We'll give you some questions for the record, and we'd uk
you to respond to them. The committee stands in recess _,

END

88-4320-95-9
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IT» III IOITIR IUICIDI RID IUIOIQUIIT IVIITI
Ir. Boater committed suicide in July 1993. area: hisdeath, in the presence of law enforcement ott core, White House

counsel Barnard Nussbaum reviewed the tiles in Ir. Foster's
ottice. The tiles were ultimately separated into three
categories: those relating to white House legal matters, which
were assigned out to other counsel in the ottico; those relating
to the Clintona' personal legal matters, including whitewater,
which were turned over to the Clintons' personal attorney; and
those relating to Hr. Poster personally, which were turned over
to counsel tor the Poster tamily. All of the Whitewater tiles
that were in Hr. Foster's ottico at the time or his death were
maintained by the personal law firm.

V. III INVESTIGATION

Shortly before Christmas, press reports erroneously
suggested that tiles had been moved from Hr.
Foster’! office before the review described above. To avoid any
question about the Clintona' desire to cooperate in the
Department of Justice investigation into Madison Guaranty, the
President ordered his attorney to turn over all relevant records
to the Department. As would be entirely routine and to protect
the integrity ot the investigation, the President's lawyer
requested a subpoena to cover the documents. Delivery of the
documents to the Department began on January 6. Those documents
will be reviewed by the grand jury investigating Madison in
Little Rock.
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IVs THU FOSTER SUICIDE AND BUBBBQUENT BVBNT8

Mr. Foster committed suicide in July 1993. After his
death, in the presence of law enforcement officers, White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum reviewed the files in Mr. Foster's
office. The files were ultimately separated into three
categories: those relating to White House legal matters, which
were assigned out to other counsel in the office; those relating
to the Clintons' personal legal matters, including whitewater,
which were turned over to the Clintons' personal attorney; and
those relating to Mr. Foster personally, which were turned over
to counsel for the Foster family. The few whitewater files that
were in Hr. Foster's office at the time of his death were sent to
the Clintons' personal law firm for safekeeping and storage.

V. THE INVESTIGATION

shortly before Christmas, press reports erroneously
suggested that files had been improperly removed from Mr.
Foster's office before the review described above. To avoid any
question about the Clintons' desire to cooperate in the
Department of Justice investigation into Madison Guaranty, the
President ordered his attorney to turn over all relevant records
to the Department. As would be entirely routine and to protect
the integrity of the investigation, the President's lawyer
requested a subpoena to cover the documents. Delivery of the
documents to the Department began on January 6. Those documents
will be reviewed by the grand jury investigating Madison in
Little Rock.
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IV. III IOBTII IUICIDI HID IUIIIQUBQT IVIITI
Hr. foster comitted suicide in July l993. No files

were removed from his office prior to an examination of those
files by White House Counsel Bernard Iussbeum in the presence of
law enforcement officers. In the presence of those officials,
Hr. Nussbaum reviewed and noted the files in Hr. Poster's office,
including e file related to whitewater. The files were
ultimately separated into three categories: those relating to
White Rouse legal matters, which were assigned out to other
counsel in the office; those relating to the clintons' personal
legal matters, including Whitewater, which were turned over to
the Clintons' personal attorney; and those relating to Ir. Foster
personally, which were turned over to counsel for the Foster
family. The few whitewater files that were in Ir. Ioster's
office at the time of his death were sent to the clintons'
personal law firm for safekeeping and storage.

'e III IIVIIIIOLIIOI

shortly
before Christmas, press reports erroneously

suggested that f lee had been improperly removed from Hr.
Poster's office before the review described above. To avoid any
question about the Clintons' desire to cooperate in the
Department of Justice investigation into Madison Guaranty, the
President ordered his attorney to turn over all relevant records
to the Department. he would be entirely routine and to protect
the integrity of the investigation, the President's lawyer
requested a subpoena to cover the documents. Delivery of the
documents to the Department began on January 6. Those documents
will be reviewed by the grand jury investigating Madison in
Little Rock.
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no-. Roger c. Altman
Page 2
rebruary 1. 1994

not atrike the Minority aa overly unreasonable tor a month or two
given the tact that no RTC head had been eelected.

However, it hae been over a year since the Administration hae been
in office and it can only be deecribod ae structurally uneeemly {or
a political appointee ot an Executive branch department to make
what are in ettect, lav entorcement deciaione tor an independent
federal agency ea they may touch upon the Preeident.

accordingly, I would urge that you requeet from the Department ct
Treaeury'e General Counsel and Ethice Ottice advice ae to whether
you, ae interim CEO or the RTC, are obligated to reouse yourealt
tron any decieiona concerning the reeolution or Hadiaon Guaranty.
Juat ae the special counael law was deeigned to relieve the
Attorney General from an ethical dilemma or being both chiet lav
entorcement otticer tor the nation and chiet legal advieor to the
Preeident in circumetancee when the Preeident or a high level
adminietration otticer ie the subject or lnveetigation, ao it would
appear ethically questionable for a political appointee ct the
Department of Treaeury to make decisions tor an independent tederal

agency
when the Preeident may be implicated in entorcement and

c vil actiene.
In thie regard, it ehould be clear that the ieeue ie not whether a
preeidentielly

appointed orricial can overaee an investigation
nvolving the Preeident. Rather the iaeue ie that otticiale with
thie raaponeibility ehould be contirmed tor the job with that
particular accountability. he you will recall it wee a political
appointee contirmed by the senate that iaeued e ceaee and deeiet
order tor

engaging
in contlicte or intereet ageinet the eon or a

former Preei ent

Ae you know, deepite your strong letter to the chairman or the
uouee Banking committee

recommending
aqainet exteneion, conqreee

laet year extended the etatute or l mitatione tor civil laueuite
brought againet sen vrongdoere. he

you
pointed out in your meet

recent letter, thie exteneion "hae at orded the RTC an opportunity
to
inveetigate

turther any civil claime which
may
be aeeerted

againet in ividuale or entitiee aaeociated with la ieon Guaranty
tor traud, intentional mieconduct reeulting in

uniuet
enrichment,

or intentional mieconduct reeulting in eubetant al loee to the
inetitution.' Given, however, the impending running or the etatute
or limitatione tor certain kinda or actlone, time ie clearly or theeeeence tor the are to make judqnente about civil acoountab llty in
the failure or hedieon.

Finally, I would like to reiterate my requeet, pureuant to Rulee X
and xi or the Houee Rulee tor all documente related to nadiaon
Guaranty savinge and Loan, Little Rock, Arkaneae. he you know,
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TO: congressman Leach

FROM: Banking Minority stat!

Rt: Madison Guaranty ("Madison")

In reviewing documents related to Madison in the
possession

of
Minority Banking, we have cone across materiel wh ch may indicate
direct payment of a loan of Bill Clinton's by Madison through a
subsidiary.

Since the Iinority's investigation is concerned with the possible
misuse of federally insured tunde to assist Whitewater and/or the
torner Governor, we thought we should share the tolloving
intorsation with you.

IUIIIIY
Based on documentary evidence available to the Minority, it
appears that xadison Marketing served, in at least one instance,
as a conduit or tunds tron Madison Guaranty to Whitewater and
Governor Clinton. It this is correct, it would appear that
insured tunds tron the tailed Madison Guaranty were diverted and
directly bonetitted the Governor and his investment in
whitewater, a olais Clinton had denied.

DOCUIIITIQIOI

I In i983, Bill Clinton obtained a loan from Security Bank or
Paragould, Arkansas tor approximately $30,800 (loan I975
sea, Bill Clinton). The honey tron this loan was used to‘
pay ct! the remaining balance or a loan at Madison Bank and
Trust or Kingston, Arkansas that was provided tor the
purpose or constructing a nodular home on lot I13 at
Whitewater Eetatee. Th ided
in l9l0 80 H111! C1 , .

I

I On November 0, 1985, James Hcbougal sent a letter
accompanied by a check to Charles Campbell, vice President
or security hank or Paragould, for $7,322.42. The letter
tron ncbougal states that the check is principal and
interest payment on "Note I957-585, Bill Clinton." [NotesIt appears that the loan number is a typographical error
with the superimposing or numbers 5 and 7 in the tirst three
digits.)
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(3)

was treated as an affiliate or related interest ot Madison
Guaranty and theretore subject to contliet of interest statutes.‘
from a legal perspective, it could be argued that the

McDougals'
controlling

interest in Madison Guaranty and their substant al
ownership nterest in Whitewater could quality whitewater as an
"a!tiliate' or Madison Guaranty. Even it whitewater is not
considered a subsidiary, related interest, or ertiliate or
Madison Guaranty, such an extension or tunds to e presumably
"unatriliatedi entity would be very unusual and suspect.

It has been publicly reported, with respect to this loan
repayment, that both Whitewater and the Clintons took a tax
deduction related to interest paid on the sane loan -— which the
Clintons later recognized as inproper double deduction atter an
article ran in the §;y_yg;k_Iingg. what remains unclear is the
larger question or whether the tunds provided by Madison to
reduce the Clinton's liability were proper or properly reported
as income tor income tax purposes.

As you know, we have received broad hints tron within the ltd
that the

agency
has had under review honey transters tron Madison

to Hhitewa er. we will not know whether this type or activity
was more pervasive and part or a larger pattern unless, and
until, the

agency
provides us the documents we have requested.

It Madison provi ad any direct or indirect assistance to
whitewater, presumably halt the value or such would redound to
the advantage or each or the halt owners. In any regard, the
above none transfer underscores that than Governor Clinton had
personal liabilities reduced by a payment tron Madison. such
a ant presunabl carries ethical as well as tax in lications
gnduis part and pzrcel or the $47 to $60 million estimated
taxpayer loss at Madison.

attachments
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RTC
DECO! UNON lltll! COIPOIAHOII

aumsq rs. can
Rtsteriag‘IRCoafldraca

March 3, I994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Ir.
United States Senate

I05 Dlrksen Senate Otfice Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegie: 1 _

As you know, I testified before your Committee last week in connection with the semi
annual Oversight hearings on the R‘DC.' I was asked about any contacts which I had with
representatives of the White House on RIC matters and described a meeting which I had.

I would like to expand the record as follows. Fust, to the best of my recollection, no nut
public information was provided on this case to representatives of the White I-loose during
that discussion. Second, it is my undastanding that R112 staff had already had discussions

with Senator D'Amato's stat’!on statute of limitations issues. Third, the 'l‘reasury General
Counsel, who also attended the meeting, has advised me that before that meeting she sat

down with this Department’: designated Bhics Ofiicer. She informed him of the purposes of
the meeting and asked his view. I-Ie advised he: that he saw no problem.

In short, there was no disaisslon whatsoever on the substance of this case. That’: because I
never have had, nor have, any knowledge of the substance. I have received no documents in
that regard, nor otherwise received any information on the substance ot’ this matter.

shalt.
Roger C. Altman
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RISOIUIION IRUSY CODPORAIION

Inching ‘IN Crlala
RestoringTheCoafldemi

March 2, I994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Ir.
United States Senate

I05 Dirkscn Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20310

Dear Senator Riegle:

I testifiod before your Committee last Thursday in connection with the semi-annual Oversight
hearings on the RTC. There was a discussion, as you remember, of a meeting which I had
with representatives of the White House. As I indicated, no non-public infomtation was
provided at that meeting on any aspect of the Madison Guaranty matter.

When Senator Bond asked me at that hearing whether any other communications had taken

place between the RTC and the White House, my response was ‘not to my knowledge‘. I

still have no knowledge that any such discussions occurred.

But, I have larned today of two conversations which did take place between Treasury staff
and White House personnel on this matter. My information is that both related to the
handling of press inquiries.

I would appreciate the opportunity to amend the record accordingly.

sggigiibt
Roger C. Altman

eor 17rnStnet NW Washington,oc 20434
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hr. Bernard Nueebaue

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ceumrm on samuuo.nuancemo uncutumne

;.
ONEHUNDREDTHIRDCONDIIII
SUI IAVDUINUOUSIOFFICEIUILDINO
WAININOION.DCIODII-IOIO

larch I, I994

Counsel to the President
The White Rouse
waehinqton, D.G. 20500

hr. Stephen Potts
Director
Ottice or Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, h.I.
Suite $00
Illlilhqtbh, D . C. 20005-3917

Is. Jean Henson
General. Counsel
R00! 3 009
Department of the Treasury
Haehinqton, D.C. 20220

Ir. Art Kueinski
Chis! Ethics Otticer
Resolution Trust Corporation
I01‘ 17th Sttllt, N.I.
Washington, D.C. 20430

Dear heesrs. and laden:

X001l51
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on February 3, 1994, I wrote to the Interim Gib ot the Resolution
Trust corporation (RTC). hr. Roqer Altnen. aaxinq that he seek
appropriate

counsel as to whether he should recuee hieeelt tree
ea tare regarding Xadieon Guaranty Savings and Loan. he I noted in
sy rehruary J letter to hr. Altman: ".. .it would appear ethically
ggestioneble

tor a political
appointee~

of the Deperteent of
easury to salts decisions for an ndependent federal

agency
when

the President say be iloliceted in entorcenent and civil act one."
On Iebruary 23 I received a lengthy response to ey letter which
ended with the following sentence: ‘I trust this letter tully
addresses your concerns" [eee attached letters]. Reqrettahly, the
letter did not tully address the oonoerns expressed in ay letter ot
February 3. Moreover, it would appear that the concerns raised in
ey letter were conrireed when Mr. Altman testified last week betore
the Senate hanltinq Coelittee that he had entered discussions with
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ltarch l, i994

the white louse on matters attecting the ?resident's potential
personal liabilities.
while it is dubiously credible to think hr. Altman would have gone
to the White house to discuss only the statute or limitations, in
that a mere memo would have sutticed, it bears noting again the
irony that it was ltr. Altman who on hay e, 1993,.

stronglyrecommended by latter to the chairman or the house hank ng
committee that the statute ot limitations tor civil lawsuits
against Sit. wrongdoers not be extended.

IR. Altman's meeting with White House stat! concerning the RTc's
actions in the lladison case is an ethical usbrage. wen though ltr.
Altman has now decided it

proper
to recuse himselt tron the-Iadison

case, the issue at hand s whether his conduct violated tederel
ethics guidelines or strictures, as promulgated by the RTC. These
guidelines are listed under l2 on 5 loos.1 and include the
following:

"No employee shell engage in any action, which sight result
in. or create the appearance or

(bl giving preferential treatment to any person)...

(d) losing complete independence or impartiality;

(e) maxing an RTC decision outside otticial channels)
Q‘)

(1') adversely attecting the public's confidence in the
integrity or the RTC.“

Also, la on 5 1605.10 states that an RTC "employee may not,
directly, or indirectly, use or allow the use or information which
is obtained as s result or his or her RTC employment but which is
not available to the general public in order to engage in any
rinanoial transaction or to turther a private interest.‘

In addition, another issue appears to be an abuse or the spirit or
8 0.8.0 3340. In a technical sense, this statute allows the
President to nslae a temporary agency head to till a

vaeaneynuntile nominee is confirmed by the senate. In the event e nos ee is
rejected by the Ienateor his/her name is withdrawn, 5 U.l.G. nee
provides that the vacancy may be tilled tor not more than 120-days
by an individual designated by the President.

In the case or hr. Altman's appointment as interim cto or the RTC,
we have a situation where a political appointee or the Treasury
Department has served as the head of an independent agency tor
approximately 13 months. To some, this circumstance leaves the

884320-95-10
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Thank you. (8PPlause.)

THE PRESIDENT: You all relax now, we've got to do a few
questions. (Laughter.)

Q Mr. President, are you concerned about the appearance
of impropriety of these meetings between Treasury officials and
the White House?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes.

Q Have you been able to find out if there have been any
other meetings other than the one that was reported? And what
will be done about it?

THE PRESIDENT: Hell, first of all, the answer is, yes, I'm
concerned about that. Nearly as I can determine, no one has
actually done anything wrong or attempted to improperly influence
any government action. But I think it would be better if the
meetings and conversations hadn't occurred. - -’

I think now that there is an actual formal process underway,
everyone will be much more sensitive. But I have directed Mack‘
McLarty to prepare a memorandum about how we should handle and
respond to any such contacts coming our way in this office so
that we will bend over backwards to avoid not only the fact but
any appearance of impropriety. It is very, very important to me.

I was a Governor for a long time, and there was never a hint
of impropriety or scandal in my administration. And to the best
of my knowledge the people who come here to work everyday in this
administration, there has been no suggestion of abuse of power or
anyone pursuing some personal advantage. And I want the American
people to feel that. So I have told Hr. McLarty that we have to
--we've already talked to people here in the office to make it
clear that they understand that I —- first of all, I feel that
this -- all these investigations, they should go forward,
unimpeded and as quickly as possible. And I have every
confidence in what the facts will reveal. So I think that it's
very, very important that while all this is going on that the
activity around it should be handled in such a way as to avoid
even the appearance of a conflict.

_ -continued
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Later today, I think, we will have the memorandum for you,
and we'll be glad to answer any questions surrounding that.

Q Well, shouldn't your lawyer be more sensitive to this -

THE PRESIDENT: I think there was a difference -- what we
have to do -- let me say, we are also researching exactly what
the actual rules are for what kinds of meetings can occur when.
And I don't want to get into all the hypotheticals. But, for
example, if the press asks questions to one place that are known.
and another place, the answers might be known in the White House;if someone's asking the agency, can they talk or not, I mean,
that was one of the meetings that was discussed in the morning
paper.

I want to make exactly -- I want to make it clear that we
know what the rules are, but as I said -- and so I can't answer
all those questions, in fact, right now. But in addition to what
the rules are, what I want the people here to understand is,
never mind what the rules are, bend over backwards to avoid the
appearance of it. Let's let this thing go forward. There is an
investigative process. The records are in hand, as far as I
know, for the investigators to do their work. Let it go forward.
We don't need to have any implication that we are in any way "

trying to manage or affect this process._ We are not. We must
not. And I don't want the American people to give it a second
thought. -

So the memorandum today should make that clear. And I don't
think there will be further problems on this.

Q Mr. President, can you elaborate for us on your
conversation with Prime Minister Hosokawa?

THE PRESIDENT: Well, I called him to discuss the —— the
trade issue. And the Trade Ambassador will have an announcement
on that later today, and then we'll be glad to answer questions
about it. But I think I should let him announcement first.

Q
—- was it a friendly conversation -

THE PRESIDENT: It was a friendly, a forthright
conversation. It's consistent with the tone that we've
established in our relationship. But it was one that I had to
have today.

Q -- Super 301?
THE PRESIDENT: We'll have an announcement about that later

today.

-continued
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misunderstanding about the difference between savings and CBO
scoring. If you have savings and the caps are not adjusted, then
the CBO says that's zero, but the savings are real. And that is
the case for every single one of the savings in the report.

I'll give you quick example -— we recommended the closing of
a uniformed military medical school. The savings involved each
year in closing that are about, what, $200, $300 million per
year. Under the arcane rules of scoring, that's called zero,
because the caps aren't changed. But in the real world where the
money is spent, that is a real savings.

And when this all plays out, you'll see that they're real.
For example, in the '94 budget year, which was only —- we only
caught part of that because we were well into it when the report
was released -— but in that part of the '94 budget year and in
the '95 budget year, we called in the report for the portion of
the $106 billion in savings reflected there for $12.6_billion.
Out of that amount, $12.5 billion will be gained. And our -
those savings are in the budget, so —- give us time. We'll
demonstrate how and where the savings occur, and they will be
real.

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Thanks very much.

END 11:26 A.M. EST

.. ?4E___i____e__J

a M01155
Q Actually, could I just ask on this subject -

Q (Inaudible.l (Laughter.)

THE PRESIDENT: Yes —- (laughter) -— I was beginning to
think that we were the only two policy wonks in the world that
love -- (laughter). There they go again.

Q when this report was released six months ago, you were .
predicting, I think it was $108 billion in savings -

THE VICE PRESIDENT: $106 billion. (Laughter.l Be careful
not to inflate that number. (Laughter.)

Q -- and over five years -- I mean, are you confident
that the targets can be met?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Absolutely. There was a fundamental
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 28, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

FROM: JOHN D. PODESTA
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND STAFF SECRETARY

W. NEIL EGGLESTON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE HEARING AND
OTHER RECENT ACTIVITY
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4. Senator Gramm.

Senator Gramm was initially pretty mild, merely urging
the President to made all information public so-that the country
could move on to other issues.

It was during Mr. Gramm's questioning that Mr. Altman
testified about his meeting at the White House approximately
three weeks before the hearing. Hr. Altman stated that the
meeting was procedural only, relating to the statute of
limitations issue. Mr. Altman stated that he had requested the
meeting because he had been answering questions from members of
Congress about the procedural issues, and thought it only
appropriate to provide the same information to the White House.

//

3
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1993

1/22/9::

7/26/93:

7/27/93:

12/23/93:

REUABTEB
X 001162

Mr. Nussbaum reviews the contents of the
files in Mr. Foster's office in the
presence of law enforcement officials.
Those files relating to the Clintons'
personal legal matters were later
transferred to the Clintons' private
counsel, Williams & Connelly.

'

Hr. Neuwirth finds the note in Hr.
Foster's briefcase in Hr. Foster's
office.

The White House alerts the Department of
Justice to the existence of the note.

The President directs his private
counsel to turn over all records
potentially relating to the Madison
Guaranty investigation to the Department
of Justice.

1994
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HT reports that the Park Police report
states that a detective said that ha had
looked in tho briefcase and val certain
there was no nota. The report also
sates that Nussbaul, Thonasbon, and"
Williams stayed in the ottica tha night
of 7/20 tron 10:00 p.n. until midnight.
Nussbaun states that ho wan only in tho
ottico tor 10 minutes. (HT 2/5/94).

I

§
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l/5/94: Hr. Lindsey issues a statement that
documents relating to the Nhitewater
Development Corp. will begin to be
delivered by Hr. Kendall to the
Department ot Justice. Included in that
production will be the documents
relating to Whitewater that were in Hr.
Foster's ottice at the time of his
death.

1/14/94: All records responsive to the_subpoena
are turned over by Hr. Kendall to the
Department of Justice.

1/16/94: Sam fleuer states: "I was in the process
of getting those papers from Vince
Foster and I'm--1 assume that's why he
had the papers in his office." (NY?
1/17).
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1993

On July 20, Vince Foster commits suicide. On July 22, the
ottice ot Vince Foster is searched by Bernard Kussbaum, the Park
Police, and the I.D.I. Materials are placed by Nussbaum into
three piles, otticial White house tiles, personal roster tiles,
and Clinton personal tiles. The Clinton tiles are turned over
to David Kendall, the Clinton's personal lawyer. -_

24, 1993 a subpoena is issued pursuant to
negotiations between David Kendall and the Justice department.
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Personal and Confidential

MEMORANDUM

To: File ~\

From: Bruce R. Lindsey M
-~KQ‘

Date: October 20, 1993

Re: Whitewater Development Corporation

On Thursday, October 14, 1993, Bernie Nussbaum, Neil Bggleston, and Cliff
Sloan of the White I-louse Counsel's office, Mark Gearan and l met with Jack
DeVore, Josh Steiner, and Jean Hanson of the Treasury Department. The purpose
of the meeting was to discuss a telephone call that Jack had received the day
before from Jeff Gerth of The New York Times.

' ' '

Gerth informed DeVore that he is aware that a number of criminal referrals
involving Jim McDougal and Madison Guaranty had been forwarded from RTC‘s
Kansas City field office to its Washington office. (Apparently, the ‘normal’
procedure is for a criminal referral to be sent from a field office directly to the

appropriate U.S. Attorney's office. DeVore did not know why these referrals
came to Washington instead.) Gerth stated that, to his knowledge, President
Clinton was not a target of the referrals, although Governor Jim Guy Tucker might
be.

One of the referrals, however, involved four cashiers checks -- each for $3,000,
two made payable to the Clinton for Governor Campaign and two made payable
to Bill Clinton. The checks were dated April 4 or 5

,

1985. All four checks were
deposited in the Bank of Cherry Valley. Gerth wanted DeVore to find out who
had endorsed the checks. (A check of our campaign records turned up three
cashiers checks for $3,000 each from J. W. Fulbright, Ken Peacock, and Dean
Landnim, and a personal check for $3,000 from Jim McDougal, signed by Susan
McDougal.)

I vwdi
H2011

~
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Devore confirmed ‘with the RTC that the referrals had been received in the
Washington office, but had already been forwarded on to the Little Rock U.S.
Attorney's office. DeVore wanted to make it clear to Gerth that the referrals had

been sent to Little Rock before his call. DeVore's inclination was also to confirm
to Gerth the fact of the referrals. He indicated that such confirmation was normal
procedure. We suggested that instead of confirming the referrals, DeVore should
indicate “off the record‘ that whatever had been received in Washington had been
forwarded to the U.S. Attorney's office prior to Gerth's call.

The RTC believes that the funds for the cashiers checks came from a loan from
Madision Guaranty to a Republican, but supposedly the Republican was unaware

that some of the loan funds had been diverted.

cc: Maggie Williams
Bill Kennedy
Mark Gearan

2 enda
WIOIH
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CONFIDENTIAL

(1) Did Roger Altman put pressure on the RTC general counsel, urging her
to brief the outside counsel (i.e., David Kendall), on the statute of
limitations? -

ABC News has asked Roger Altman the following questions?

(2) Did the White House ask him to do it?

Altman was at a meeting at the White House that had to do with the Whitewater

topic, where he was asked by a White House staff person, ‘Can you ask the
RTC general counsel to brief the outside counsels on the statute of limitations.‘
Roger's response was, ‘I don't know. l'll check.‘ The White House person
said something like, ‘You'd better do it quickly.‘

Roger then, in a regular meeting with the general counsel of the RTC, asked
this question, and the response was, ‘Roger, l don't think it should happen
now. I don't think it's the appropriate time.‘ The signal was very clear that it
was not appropriate that they should be having that conversation.

Altman's ofiice in response to ABC has answered question (1) with ‘Roger
Altman has regular conversations with Ellen Kulka, general counsel@This
matter was discussed.‘ They did not answer (2) and are looking for guidance
from us on how to answer it.

The reporter's name is Aram Rallston. Howard Schloss is the Altman person
who called her. —=-fi’
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Date: December 2, 1993

To: Bruce Lindsey

Fax Q: 456-6703

Number of pages to toilow: 3

From: Joshua L. Steiner
Phone: 622-0016
Fax: 622-0073

Message:

FYI.

Josh
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 3, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF

::::.":2*;::.. cw 4 W-‘M-('3
SUBJECT: Contacts regarding Madison Guaranty, Whitewater and

related matters

This memorandum reiterates White House policy on contacts with
agencies, previously set forth by the Counsel's Office, and
outlines specific guidance for issues related to Madison
Guaranty, Whitewater Development Corporation and related matters

Any contact from an Executive Branch or independent agency
regarding Madison Guaranty, Whitewater or related matters should
be directed promptly to the Deputy Counsel, who is charged with
reviewing such contacts and determining whether they should be
directed to the President's or First Lady's personal attorney or
addressed by the White House. In addition, no contact by the
White House with Executive Branch or independent agencies
regarding these matters should be made without prior
authorization from the Deputy Counsel.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

'
March 3. I994

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT S TO THE PRESIDENT
DEPUTY ASSISTANT S TO THE PRESIDENT

FROM:
A

MACK MCLARTY
CHIEF OF STAFF

SUBJECT: Contacts Regarding Madison Guaranty, Whitewater and
Related Matters

This memorandum reiterates White House policy on contacts with agencies, previously set
forth in memoranda from the Counsel's Office. and outlines specific guidance for issues
related to Madison Guaranty and Whitewater Development Corporation.

Any contact from an Executive Branch or independent agency regarding Madison Guaranty,
Whitewater, and related matters should be directed promptly to the Counsel's Office. ’l‘he

_

Counsel's Office is charged with reviewing such communications and determining whether

they should be directed to'the President's personal attorney or addressed by the White House.
ln addition. no contact with Executive Branch of independent agencies regarding these
matters should be made without authorization from the Counsel’: Office.

As an additional procedure, whemver the Counsel's Office authorizes initiating, or
responding to, contacts regarding these matters. the Coumel will inform the Chief of Staff or
either of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff prior to acting.

If you need another copy of the general mernoranda regarding agemy contacts, please contact
the Counsel‘: Ofiice.
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t

TO: The First Lady C O fl_I I D §_fl T I A L
FROM: Harold Ickes

DATE: 1 March 1994

RE: Resolution Trust Corporation

---_-_--Q------------_-------------------_------------_--------_

It is my understanding that shortly after Roger Altman met
with Bernie Nussbaum, me and others concerning the RTC statute of
limitations, he received an opinion from an ethics officer of the
Treasury Department that he, as the acting head of RTC, did not
have to recuse himself from matters involving Rose/Madison
Guaranty. I will confirm this situation.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON
-q -
\

I 0

March 1, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

FROM: JOHN D. PODESTA
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND STAFF SECRETARY

W. NEIL EGGLESTON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--TRANSCRIPT OF SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
HEARING

Attached please rind the transcript of the testimony
portion of the hearing before the Senate-Banking Committee last
Thursday, February 24, 1994.

The opening statements will not be available until the
Committee releases the transcript.

“ONCE.
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Copyright I994 Federal Information Systems Corporation'" '
Federal News Service

FEBRUARY 24, I994, THURSDAY

SECTION: IN THE NEWS

LENGTH: 26366 words

HEADLINE: HEARING OF THE SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
SUBJECT:
RTC TI-IRIFT DEPOSITOR PROTECTION OVERSIGHT BOARD SEMIANNUAL
REPORT CI-IAIRED BY: SENATOR DONALD RIEGLE (D-MI)
WITNESSES:

"'" '

LLOYD BENTSEN, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
ROGER ALTMAN, INTERIM CEO, RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
ACCOMPANIED BY:
ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
ANDREW HOVE, ACTING CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL INSURANCE DEPOSIT
CORPORATION JONATHAN FIECHTER, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THRIFT
SUPERVISION DIETRA FORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THRIFT DEPOSITOR
PROTECTION BOARD $38 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC

' 4

BODY:

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I have the Oversight Board
members with me here - Mr. Alan Greenspan, chairman of board of the Federal Reserve;
Roger Altman, who's the interim CEO of the RTC. I've got Jonathan Fiechter, who's the
acting director of the Office of Thrifl Supervision; Andrew Hove, who’: the acting chairman
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Also accompanying us is Dietra Ford, who's the
executive director of the Oversight Board.
And I have a longer version for the record, but I'd like to summarize it

,

particularly with the

lateness of the hour, if I might.

SEN. RIECLE: We'll make your full report a part of the record, and we'd like your summary.

SEN. BENTSEN: Before I begin, and listening to the partisan exchange, let me thank the
members of this committee for their bipartisan support last year, in the last session, to obtain
the funding to finish the RTC job. I'm quite appreciative of that.
Let me tell you something you don't hear very often. We're not here to ask for more money.

The funding - (applause, laughter) - the funding provided through the RTC Completion Act
ought to be sufficient In fact, they tell me this is the first time that the Oversight Board has

been before you that it wasn't asking for additional money and funding And I'm just very

pleased to be able to inherit that honor.
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I'm also happy to report that few S&I..s are failing, and 99 percent of private-sector thrills are
well or adequately capitalized. OVERSIGHT Let me review some of the numbers for you.
Since the RTC was created in 1989, it's taken over 743 failed institutions and it's closed or
sold 680 of them. In the process it protected nearly 23 million deposit accounts with an
average balance of $9,000. RTC made good on the govemment‘: guarantee of deposit
insurance to millions of Americans nationwide. And, I might add, it did it with a minimum of
disruption. A lot of the customers didn't even know that the RTC had taken over their S&L.
The RTC also undertook the greatii liquidation in history, so far disposing of $393 billion in
assets for about 90 percent of their book value. Frankly, I couldn't believe that one. I made
them go back and check it again for me. The RTC sold since its inception nearly 80,000 units
as affordable housing. So at least tens of thousands of lower-income families have benefitted
as this problem is being solved.

Now, crime is at the top of our agenda these days. We talk about violent crimes. Well, this
scandal had criminals -- had Wlii!e“co1lfi'cTiTnii1'al'i_NITe' than 1,500 persons were charged
with major crimes involving S&Ls. Nearly L250 were convicted And of those sentenced,
more than 75 percent went to prison. And RTC has pursued several recoveries from
wrong-doers with all involved agencies collecting nearly $2 billion.

Mr. Chainnan, when this administration took office the total cost of raolving the S&L _

problem was estimated at between $100 and $150 billion. What I testified just last March,
we thought as much as 45 billionin additional funding would be needed. That was on top of
the nearly 87 billion already appropriated. , _ 3,

' -
'

A lot of‘ people -agreed with us. The Congressional Budget Office estimated $0 billion. The
General Accounting Office had us around that level. And so did the House and the Senate
budget committees. As RTC ftmding legislation moved through the Congress last year,
constantly improving economic conditions resulted in record eamings for the 8&1. and the
banking industries. By mid-November after lengthy deliberations in both houses, the funding
bill provided $18.3 billion, mid that brought the total amount that's provided by Congress for
the clean-up to $105 billion, a figure on die low end of the estimate when this administration
took office.

And I know the results could have been differeit - easily. DQoaitors could have lost all their
savings. Loss to the could have been far greater, resolution of the problem could

havetaken muchlenger. Buttothecreditofagreatmany people,andthey'reseatedinthis
committee, in addition, the problem is near resolution '

l'd like to give you some - and I'd like to give some credit to the management of the RTC.
And I think we'd sure better credit the economy. Deficit reduction has helped interest rates to
fall. We've taken steps to increue the availability of credit, tackling unnecessary regulations
and report requirements that discourage lenders from making loans to small business And

we'll continue to propose diangea that will result in greater credit availability etd efficiencies
in the banking industry. ‘Ihis is why we want to sell a number ofissues, including pmage of
the community financial legislation, which includes a balanced

reduction and regulatory reform. I'll be before this committee next week with specifics on the
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administration’: proposal to reform and simplify the regulatory structure for depository
institutions Our proposal not only will eliminate unnecessary regulatory expenses which
could result in tfie availability of greater credit, but as importantly, it can help avoid new
crisis by putting a stop to inconsistent and confused regulation. But we'll talk more about um
next week. But the point I want to make on deficit reduction is that the market responded, the
economy responded Housing starts and home sales are up, and that's sure good news when
you're the RTC and you're trying to dispose of property. I can't help think back what a
dramatic difference interest rat'es'7nake."I used to chair a savings and loan. Sure glad I sold
it when I came to the Senate. (Laughing) But I'll tell you, not smart, just lucky! But I'll tell
you -- (laughter). But I'll tell you, when you've got your mortgages at one rate and all the
sudden long-tenn interest rates go substantially above that, you've got yourself a real problem
in an S&I.. And when you've got the government saying we'll guarantee the first l00,000,
and you've got a small, new S&L, and then they have Wall Street bundle up hundreds of
billions and send it to a little S&I.. We saw that thing happen in Vemon, Texas. A good
example of that. And then yo'u‘see'tlie‘titlieTs"‘wh'o“ai'e“h6iiestly trying to compete and what a
hold it puts on them. Fortunately, we're seeing things go the other way with this substantial
reduction in interest rates.

'

And I want to say to you, Senator Bennett, I've seen some of what you're talking about, too,
where sometimes they were overzealous. And that balance is in part the concerns of what.
Senator Boxer has for those that have been ill-used and guilty of malfeasance.
But lower interest rates and increased credit activity have brought about increued earnings for
all types of financial institutions. Many S&I.s that may have been at ‘risk are now making
profits.» But you and I know we can't predict what's going to happen between now and '95
when the RTC goes out of business. Nobody foresaw the floods and the earthquakes, and they
had their economic consequences. We're not done yet

Through '95, RTC must continue to protect depositors. They must dispose of some very
hard-to-sell assets. And it must ensure its operations nm effectively. It must work toward an

orderly transition of its responsibilities to the FDIC. And it must never lose sight of its
mandates to provide affordable housing and maximum minority participation, including

implementation of provisions of the RTC Completion Act.

I've urged the RTC to work aggressively on the issue of minority participation. It's imperative
that minority- and women-owned businesses have an ample opportunity to win contracts, to

purchase assets and to acquire failed thrifis. In fact, the RTC is taking special care to meet
the requiremmta of the completion act to provide preferences to minority institutions while
applying the least-cost test. .

Let me be more specific on some of those things I mentioned The RTC has begtm resolve 63
insolvent institutions now operating in conservatorship, which about 2.3 million deposit

accounts Some additional institutions may be transferred this year. If so, the RTC will make
good on the govemment‘s guarantee to those insured depositors and any others who might yet

fall under its jurisdiction.

Insofar as the remaining inventory of nearly 64 billion assets - $64 billion in assets, these, at
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you said earlier. Mr. Chairrnm, are the most hard-to-sell properties that are left: real property
and non-performing mortgages. While the improved economy helps sales, the potential loss
to the taxpayers could be reduced if these assets are managed and sold efficiently. The RTC
is working on improving its marketing and sales strategies and is seeking creative, yet mud
techniques It maximize returns.

To fulfill its remaining mission, the RTC will benefit from good managers. Jack Ryan of
OTS was appointed deputy CEO._Elleir'I(ukla (sp) of 'the'OTS has been appointed general
counsel. And Tom Horton has been promoted to acting senior vice president for asset
management and sales. And I can tell you today that the administration expects to submit its
nomination for a permanent chief executive shortly.

'

I thank Roger Altman for the service that he ha done as the interim CEO. His term expires
the end of March, and we hope by then to have a candidate. In line with the RTC
Completion Act, lack Ryan Tvi'Il"?ser\7e_a‘s"'tli€iitEn"E‘CEU'betweer| the time Mr. Altman's
term expires and the permanent CEO is confirmed. The Oversight Board will also make some
appointments to the audit committee, which will be in operation soon.

I've asked I-‘rank Raines (sp), vice chairman of Fannie Mae, to chair that one, and to serve as
members we asked Jonathan Fiktar (sp) of OTS, Robert Larsen (sp), vice chairman of the _
Taubman (ph) Company and aformer member of the Oversight Board. Mr. Larsen (sp) has
also been renominated to serv_e,on the Oversight Board, and I hope you'll be able to approve
his nomination soon. The RTC-_will close dorm on December 31, 199$, one year earlier than‘

originally thought, and plmning for that is well underway." Iexpect the new management to
work with therpeople at the FDIC in a cooperative way to carry out the transition of the RTC
to the FDIC.

This past year the Oversight Board ha also strengthened our staff reviews. I was being
reminded of my testimony of last year and the recommendations and the improvements that
we sought to bring about. We have done a number of them. We haven't completed them all.
We're obviously still working at it

,

md we're scrutinizing some.

For instance, our stafi has been monitoring the R'l'C's efforts to improve its contracting

systems and its oversight. A review is being conducted to make sure policies re applied
uniformly to all contractors lid that contract oversight procedures provide efiective review of
performance. Another example: 'l‘he staflhas focused on the R'I‘C‘s finneialoperating plan,
its ’"“'.-,-,~-|-Ylfigbudgd lid all its borrowing activity, and our advisory boards are taking hard
looksatthepoliciesgoverning assetsales Latelastyeanlral-IalloflBMUSAwasnamed
chairperson of the National Advisory Board, bringing considerable financial expertise and
private sector expertise to that process.

Ihece boards meet regularly at sites nationwide to discuss progress mdb hear testimony
from witnessesonhowthese regulations mdprocedurea afiect differentpartsofthe country.

1heRTClistmrsbdrdradvice,mddreyhawbeurmsuumumlinadvndngaflordable
housing opportunities Our advisory board structure will charge this year.
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'I‘he Completion Act created a new affordable housing authority board to replace the National
HOUSE] Advisory DOUG. 'I‘hat new board will be made up of nine members, including Q"
secretary If HUD. They will be providing advice on affordable housing programs, and how
to merge RTC programs with the FDIC programs after the shutdown, and we're looking
forward to working with them. Now, last year at this hearing, as I said, I announced those ten
goals insofar as improving or reforming RTC management -- things like putting in place a
system to ensure prompt follow-up on findings of theinspector general and the General
Accounting Ofiice, strengthening thfcontracting system and oversight of its private sector
contractors, appointing a chief financial officer. The RTC Completion Act mandated and

'

expanded on those refonn, and RTC is moving to meet the standards that Congress
determined and sot

I'm plesed with the results, and in a minute, I'd like Roger Altman to discuss them with you
one by one. I hope you especially note what we‘ve done on opportunities for minority- and
women-owned businesses arid'iT's_tre'rTgth_eiiirig_5ufiitfiH_acco\mting and administrative
control systems. I personally believe that these programs are an important part of RTC duties
and that this is an area it must continue to focus on to ensure legislative mandates are carried
out. And Mr. Chairman, let me end on this. I believe that the RTC has made significant
progress in the past year in achieving its mandates and in addressing the concems that you
folks in the Congress raised, concems by the GAO and by the oversight board. You bet _
therewe been a lot of problems, but the organization has been relatively free from partisan
conflict. Republicans and Democrats alike have been committed to fulfilling the govemment's
obligations to protect depositors at the leut cost to the taxpayers. In '94 we'll keep working

'

at that one, and looking to '95, well, I believe the RTC will be more than happy to be out of
business. I sure will be happy. Thank you Now let me turn it over to Mr. Altman.

SEN. ILIEGLE: Mr. Altman, we'd like to hear from you now.

MR ALTMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, have a longer statement which, with your
permission -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection.

MR ALTMAN: - that I hope would be entered into the Record, and I'll summarize it here.
This is probably the final time I will appear before the Congress in any RTC capacity. Under
the terms of the Vacanq Act, my appointment would expire on March 30. There are limited
circumstanca under which that could be extended, but I don't believe they will apply.
As Secretary Bcitsen said, it's our intention to nominate a permanent chief executive as soon

as possible.

Last year we chose I think a fine candidate, Stanley Tate (sp). He withdrew, which was not
at our urging, and I believe he would have done a good job. I also want to join with Secretary
Bentsea in thanking the entire committee for its bipartisan efforts to secure funding through

the completion act passed late last year.

I'd also like to note that the RTC has taken special efiorts to be responsive relative to the
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California eardlquake. Foreclosures in those effective areas have been delayed, home Qwngfg
are boing helped to avoid delinquencies on mortgages held by the RTC, and we notified
FEMA offid multifamily units and 47 single family residences that can be made available for
temporary housing. Now, on to the status report

Mr. Cllairmm, the sat. collapse required the biggest financial rescue probably in WOI'|d
history. Including money spent by the FSLIC beginning in 1988 it's expected to cost the
Amgriean taxpayers the of about $150 billion. To put that into perspective, at
today's budget levels that's equivalent to about 45 years of Head Start, about nine years of
Aid to Families with Dependent Children. And at a time when we all struggle to finance
federal support of vital activities from national security to education, these are sobering
comparisons. I'm sure all of use would agree on a bipartisan basis to make every effort to
erisuro that such a fiasco is never repeated When we inherited responsibility for this agency,
it was not in sound condition. It was one of the largest contracting organizations of all time,
But it had poor contracting piocE”ures. It was selling assets in massive blocs, denying local
investors a shot at local properties which they knew beet. And despite being larger than
almost any American financial institution in the private sector, any bank or any securities
firm, it had no full-time chief financial officor, no pennanent general counsel, and it had no
business plan. So we determined to concentrate on repairing the organization and when

Secretary Bentsen first testified before this committee, almost exactly a year ago, he outlined
a series of management reforms to which we committed ourselves, and I'd like to very
quickly just review some of those. A full-fledged review of all 21 of them is appended to my
statement. » ' '

Contracting. We found that the agency's contract award procedures liad oflen been violated in
the past, and our first action there was to mandate compliance. Some of tho compliance
problems reflected weak organizing principles. Contracts were ofien let by the same

employees responsible for overseeing them. Obviously, in the event of a compliance problem,
the employee then had little incentive to draw attention to it

. So the Office of Contracts has
been reorganized into two separate units; one for contract solicitation and award, and another

for contract administration, to avoid conflict, and the scope of contracting oversight has been
substantially expanded Among other things, the staff there has been more than doubled, and

reviews of nearly $00 outstanding contracts were undertaker last yea.

Next, audits. A new rqorting system has boar implemented to ensure that management
rospon&_totlleconcornaraisedbyauditor~a Andthatsyetemnowtracksmdupdatostho

status of all inspector general, GAO and internal RTC findings and And

I'm pleased la say that the RTC today is current in following up on almost all GAO and OIG
findings. Business plan. We completed a comprehensive business plat. We provided copies

of that to this committee. It is a highly detailed and, I think, objectively speaking, good piece
of work. It's intended to be a living document and we're going to update it regularly as
conditions warrant.

Chief financial officer. Donna Cunningham, our chief finmlcial officer, llaa boar on board for

about eight months. She's taken that helm very ably, as reflected in a series of improvements

in the internal controls in the organization.
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The professional liability section. This has been a particularly troubled area of RTC
operations. There have been complaints from both sides of the spectrum, as the comments
already here today illustrate; complaints that the RTC was unfairly pursuing former S&L
directors who had no real roles in those organizations and, on the other side, complains that
the RTC was not sufficiently zealous in pursuing the real crooks.

As GAO recognized in its mid-'93 report, the primary problems have involved inadequate
staffing and an overall lack of ‘exieraaneea attomeys and the temporary nature of the RTC has
made it particularly difiicult from a recnriting point of view. But we have worked hard to
increase the size and the training of the staff in this area. We currently have the highest total
of attomeys on board in the agency's history. Moreover, senior RTC and FDIC oflicials are
planning to merge the RTC unit here, the PLS tmit, with its counterpart in the FDIC,
recognizing that the FDIC is a source of experienced attomeys in this area

I also want to say that effective pFosec'uti6i‘oT'PLST:IaTm's’T:‘ontinues to be one of the RTC‘s
highest priorities.

Secretary Bentsen referred to our having fonned an audit committee and appointed its
members. We have also established a joint coordinating committee with the FDIC for
purposes of planning the transition or portions of the RTC back into the FDIC by the end of
'95. ~ '

I'd like to make a special set of comments about expanded opportunities for minorities and '

women. That's been one of. our highest priorities, u Secretary Bentsen said. First of all, we
elevated the minority and women's program to the divisional level, put the head of it on ther
executive committee reporting directly to the CEO. We took action to expand the number of
minority- and women-owned businesses receiving RTC contract solicitations. And there are

now more than 1,100 of them in our database.

Let me say a couple of words about the record On a cumulativebasis since inception of the
$3.7 billion awarded in nonlegal fees, $800 million have been awarded to minority- and

women-owned businesses, 21 percent. Take a look at last year. We paid nonlegal fees of
$500 million. Minority- and women-owned businesses received 31 percmt of these. We also
encouraged efforts to encourage the use of minority- and womm-owned law firms on the
legal side,asfaraslegal feesareconcerned Lutyear,suchfirmsreceived$$4 million, or
I3 percuttofalllegalfeeafromus,abigincreaseoverthe'92level. Andwithinthe
category‘of minority- ltd women-owned law firms, minority-onmed law firms received $36
million, fl’ above the $23 million of a year before I think the entire RTC is quite proud at
the sharply increased levels of minority and women's participation in all of the fee- generating
activities of the agency, and details on that are also appended to my statement Turning
briefly to operations and financial issues, Secretary Bentsen cited a series of statistics relative
to the amounts of institutions which have been resolved since inception. To me the most
important statistic is $9,000; ,'I‘hat's the average balmce in institutions which have been

resolved. And forthoaewhothinkthiahaabeenabailoutoftherichandfamoualthink
that's a pretty telling number.
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Vle have 63 under conservasorship today, SIC billion of deposits. Now that the
Completion Act is law, we're in the process of marketing these remaining conservetorslripe.
We thiniirds 63 will be resolved. Mr. Chainnan. by the summer of this year. and it should
cost $9~billion to Sll billion to do that

On the asset sale side, we exceeded the targets we initially set last year. Book value
reductions, S63 billion; cash proceeds, 76 percent of that. That's a recovery rate below
previous years because now we're down to poorer-quality assets, hard-to~sell assets. For this
year, '94, we expected to reduce the book value of our inventory by $43 billion, cash
proceeds $29 billion, projected recovery rate, 66 percent.

Now, on this asset sales side, one of things we did was to put in place a small investor
program because, if I've heard anything in this past year in this capacity, it was diet local
investors were not - did not have s shot at local properties which they knew best. So we
took steps to ensure that a$8WiSIrld'BeT\TdiliBTe“f6r‘iiliTs7dividually to small investors

with moderate levels of capital. Under this program, individual offerings of real estate
properties have been emphasized Underscore 'individual.' Auctions md sealed- bid sales
have become more frequent and geographically focused Smaller loan pools are being offered
to allow buyers to purchase smaller, more geographically segmented groups of loans. And l‘rn
pleased to say that at the most recent non~perfor1ning loan auction, in August last year, a third
of the winners were new buyers who had not participated before, and the new bidders, overall
bidders were for the most part smaller companies with a_much higher preference for small
loan pools and were most interested in buying geographically-focused loan packages located

'

in their own areas.

Affordable housing - Secretary Bentsen noted this - since inception we've sold over 77,000
units, for a total of SL2 billion. The average annual income of households purchasing in that
program has been about $24,000, which, by the way, is 61 percent of the national median
family income. Finally, Mr. Chairman, the isue of whistle-blowing,

As was noted earlier, last September this committee held oversight hearinp where e variety
of allegations were made, including retaliation against whistle-blowers.

Now, let me emphasize in the strongest terms, we support protections for whistle-blowers and

havetakenseveralsctionstoaddressthoseallegationa liasuedaon0ctober
4th to all RTC employees strongly reiterating our policy of prohibiting retaliation against
whistle-blowms. We established an employee ombudsman program to augmalt the efforts of
the inspector general in gathering all types of employee allegations. That ombudsman reports
directly to the CBO on a weekly basis, and l think that program is working pretty well,
because u of February 15th we'd received ll6 inquiries, 96 of which had been closed and 20
of which were still pending. .

We also had conversations in person and by telephone with six of the individuals who
testified here before this committee. And during these interviews we solicited comments,

feedbeck,endsuggestionsfrornthemonhowbesttorernedytheproblemswhichthey raised

And a number of those interviews were insightful and have been taker into account in our
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efforts to remedy some of the management problems at the RTC. And I just want to
underscore how seriously we have taken these allegaticns ‘and um hm4;¢4; of hqugg 5;"
been spent working to understand and resolve them.

In closing, the Completion Act requires the RTC to tenninate on December Jlst, 199$. We
will make that, there is no questiop that we will make that, and I think it will be a happy day
for all concemed, especially the__A_m_e_rig_aLtartpayer. Thankyou.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We're going to now proceed with the questions, and
we'll go with the normal five-minute time periods.

Chairman Greenspan, let me start with you. The Federal Reserve, of course, has raised
interest rates earlier this month, and you just indicated publicly again that further increases are
likely. And we know in the past that rising interest rates have had the effect of causing
significant problems for thrift?‘ N’ow,"obvious1yTth'e-ar“rEfrit‘is highly relevant But my
question to you would be what effect are these higher interest rates likely to have on the RTC
and, for that matter, on the future health of the thrift industry, which is still trying to work its
way back?

MR GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, I think you raise a very important question, because one
of the lessons of this whole experience has been that we have - we've put into place in the
early post-war years an institution which wu a specialized institution, one which could not
function in a period of significant inflationary imbalances, an institution which had long-term
assets and short-term liabilities. And, as the secretary indicated, when interest rates generally
go up that institution is pressed as, indeed, we saw in an extraordinary sense in the period
1979-l980.

One of the things that is very important that we not allow to happen again is that ,

extraordinary type of inflationary imbalance which was so destructive to those types of
institutions. To be sure, savings and loans as a consequence of that have restructured their
balance to a significant extent and the maturity mismatch is not of the size that it was
previously. A

Nonetheless, should interest rates rise significantly, that I think it does put those institutions
in a very difficult position It‘: been the concern of the Federal Reserve that we endeavor to
fend ofl_' any such types of inflationary instabilities, and the actions that we took - we took on
February ML lid the general discussion which I outlined to the House Banking Committee‘:
subcommittee in trying to comprehend the type of problems that may be out there, were put
forward precisely to prevent the types of difficulties which so debilitated the savings and
loans. =

To date, the effects on these institutions, of course, have been minimal, and we don‘t expect
to see any particular problems emerge on that, but I would like to call - ask my colleague,
Jon Fiechter, what he sees, he's looking at these in a much more detailed way than

I.
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MRFIECI-ITER:IwouldechowhatChairrnanGroenspu1said One-we|l,first,clearlya
major risk in the dtrift industry, given the nature of the business, is interest rates, but a real
differmee-betwem the thrilt today versus the thrift of the late '70s that ran into so much
difliculty when the - there was die rote (spike 7) in the early '80s, is that restructuring both
of assets and liabilities, there are a lot of thrifls now that won't hold fixed rate mortgages any
longer because they went through the early '80s. Also, as a consequence of (rate Q 7),
institutions are able to much better manage their liabilities. As you know, Mr. Chairman, as a

consequence of FDICIA, OTS'lTis"$e'rit'iT6I of time"6ii interest rate risk. We have a fairly
extensive model, and in anticipation of a question such as this, I asked the staff based on tho'
information the thrifis now provide what would be the effect of a 200~basis-point increase in
interest rates if it were to happen as a shock - sort of an across-the-board increase, but I don't
think we're talking about that type of change. Only ten institutions would fail their current
capital requirements.

None of them would gobe‘l6iiTnd while it's a very uncertain
world we live in, the analysis that we've done has suggested that at least in the numbers that
we're talking about today, the thrifi industry is in a much better position to handle rate
increases going forward.

SEN. RIEGLE: I think that's an important roqaonse because I think it shows as well that in_
re~engineering, through FIRREA and then FDICIA, the arrangements that the general strategy
is working. Now, if we let overtaken by, you know, events that were to drive interest rates
above 200 basis points then we're into a different zone. But let's hope we're not going to deal

with that. Chairman Greenspan, let me ask you one other question. This issue has obviously
gotten a lot of ‘attention here this moming. Are you satisfied with the way the Madison
Guaranty issue has been handled by the RTC?

MR GREENSPAN: The oversight board has, as far as I'm concerned, had no relationship
with the Madison issue because that is a special case which is handled by the RTC directly.
And I must say, I have not followed it in my manner which would enable me to address the
question in a useful rnmner you. SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. ALFONSE D'AMA'l‘O (R-NY): Thmk you, Mr. Chdrmm.
Mr. Hove, on August l0Ih,[l9I9, there wasaletterwrittui toMr. John O'Donnell by aKen
IL Schenck(sp). Ho'sacro.ditrpocialist ldon'tknowwhethIyou'Vasel|thislettarinyour
reviewsofthiswholomattqgbutjustletmoreadyouthelastparagraph.

'Inthepme@ofowantagainstFrost&Compmy,wewiflmostcertainlyexamine
practices lid procedures Madison Guaranty used in the day-to-day operations. We are
making this information available in detail to Mr. I~Iubbell."_Now listen to this sentence: ‘To
believe that none of this information will make it back to his family is naive. I do not know
whether or not any information upcoming will be damaging, however, I would like someone
withawiderscopeofauthofityto reviewthasituatioaondpoasiblyeliminatethisconflict.'
Here's a credit specialist who's telling you what the rod world is mom. Ha was there.

Now,letmegeon. InthereportreleasedbyrhoFDIC-eightpagesofwhatlthinkisthe
-V-.r _ Z.
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most incredible whitewash of Whitewatergate that I've seen. This is incredible -- incredible.
And I've spoken to you just briefly before and I told you what I'm going to ask you. Page
six, the-bottom: 1'-Inaddition, we have found no evidence that the firm had a close relationship
with the S&L which might call into question its independence."

I mean, I have to tell you, given the information that your people were reporting back to Mr.
O'Donnell, FDIC S&L project area coordinator, August l0th, I989, given this incredible -- I'd
say the FDIC makes an ass'ertio'n_th'at'th'e'R'o'se Law'Fii'iii did not maintain a close
relationship with Madison Guaranty. That's incredulous in light of the fact that they had a
monthly retainer with them for l5 months for several years earlier. I mean, how do you
come to this conclusion?

Now let me ask you one other thing. ls it true that no documents were reviewed as part of
the FDIC's intemal review which was conducted by your law department? Is that true?

MIL HOVE: Let me respond to your question in the order that you gave them. You first
talked about Mr. Hubbell and his relationship with the suit -- with the Frost accounting firm.

SEN. D'AMATO: Have you seen this memo?

MR I-IOVE: I have not seen that memo.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let's have staff give a copy of this memo to Mr. Hove, please.

MR. HOVE1 Let me respond to that.
i

SEN. D'AMATO: Would you like to look at that last paragraph and let me know whether or
not your people, in conducting this review have seen this? It goes back to 1989. And the
person who sends it says it would be naive to think that Mr. Hubbell would not pass this
information on to his family.

MR. HOVE: But let me respond by saying that even if he had the issue between Mr. Ward,
who is Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law, and the Madison Guaranty had been already decided,

and Mr. Ward had ajudgment at that time against Madison. That case was on appeal, and

therefore, any information that Mr. Hubbell could obtain, even if he would obtain it
,

and give

it to his father-in-law would not be admissible, would not be in the appeal process, even if he
had hadthe information to give to him

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. I-Iove, did you ask you, did read page six, the bottom of your report?
Because we don't have much time. So I'm going to -- it says, ‘We find no evidence that the

firm had a close relationship with the S&L.' Do you really believe that to be the case? Do
you really believe that a monthly retainer that Hillary Rodham Clinton had did not establish a

close relationship? Are you really suggesting that there was none?

MR HOVE: Her relationship - '
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SEN. D‘AMA'I'O: Is that credible in light of what you know? MR. I-IOVB: Her relationship
with Madison was on an issue that was in a state agency and not with the federal

govemment It was not with the FDIC. And our case wu not against Madison. Our case
was against the Frost Law Finn -- or over the Frost accounting firm.

In addition, we find no evidence that the firm had a close relationship with the S&L, which
might call into question its independence. I mean, are you serious? I mean, that is a
conclusion that was made. Let me tell you, it was made by your legal department.

Let's go into something else. A§‘5:& of'lii'st year's RTC Act, we have an inspector general
that was created in the FDIC. Was the FDIC inspector general involved in this revievi/I

MR. FIECI-ITEK No, sir. The review was started at your request, if you recall. I had
indicated to you in my confirmation hearing that we were undergoing a review by our legal
division as to what wu the policy, the conflict policy that may be in effect between the Rose
law firm and the FDIC in the lawsuit that Rose was doing for the FDIC against the Frost
accounting firm. SEN. D'AHKTO: unheui youmil $ you plan to ask the inspector
general's office to analyze the procedures used by the FDIC legal staff in conducting this
intemal review and in essence to review this matter?

MR FIECHTEIC I would do that if the committee requested that SEN. D'AMA'I'0: Well, I'm
requesting it

,

and I would suggest that you didn't need -- you wouldn't need the committee_ to
ask you to do this. I'd suggest to you that it's your job to do it

. I'd suggest to you that when
you have such obvious areas of conflict in this report, when you're saying that there was no
close relationship, when you're suggesting that Webb Hubbell would not and was not in the

'

position to give any information to his father-in-law, that is incredulous. And if you don't
have an inspector general looking to something like this, then what do you have him for?
And what do you have? You have staff people who are going to make - who make this kind
of determination? ,_ ,t _ _ , A __

Now, I have to tell you you will be doing yourself and the FDIC, I think, a great, great
damage if you just think that you're going to let it rest on this eight pages of sophomoric,
legalistic mumble jumble that doesn't hold water. And I've just looked at this report. I've seen

some occasion to see it in the newspaper. This is the first time I've had an opportunity to

review it personally this morning, and it's shockingly inept.._
Now, question. Do you intend, not by way of this committee instructing you, to put this
matter, and don't you think it's_appropriate that i

t be submitted to the inspector general? Yes

or no? _

t

MR. FIECHTER: Senator, we've been reviewing this to review our procedures, to review our
procedures with conflicts, with conflict not only with the Rose law firm but every law firm
that we deal with. And our procedure is to deal not only with the actual conflicts but also to

deal with the appearance of conflicts. And in this case had we done that, had we dealt with
the appearance of conflicts, it is likely that the appearance would have been different - the
conclusion may have been different. But Senator, this has been several year's ago. At that
time we had many cases coming in to us as a result of the savings and loan failurea, and the
conflict, under the rules that we were dealing with at that time, did not present any conflict of
interest from the Rose law firm suing the Frost accounting firm.

88-432 O — 95 — 12
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SEN. D'AMATO: It's what we're doing today. Today you're saying there may be a conflict
back then because they didn't have clear rules spelled out. Today you're saying there may be g
eonflictjack that because they didn't have clear niles spelled out Now let me tell you
whether it smells today - and it smelled then -- I don't want to get into this legalese that
maybe - I want to know if you're going to ask the inspector general to review this matter.
That's a question.

MR HOVE: I will do thatif coniriiilTc's7T€qiiests it
'1 "

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, Mr. Chairman, I would at this point in time move that we ask that
this matter be reviewed by the inspector general. Now this is not going to interfere with any
federal prosecution that's taking place, but it's a question of ascertaining whether or not we're
getting the facts. It's a question of whether or not legal counsel has analyzed all the
documents. I don't know - I read in one news account that says that no documents were
received as part of the I-'DI'C’!fii"Ii:'rrial ievicw."T'rlr'>ii‘t k'ii3\V'"wliether that's true or not, but
that's certainly something I intend to pursue.

SEN. RIEGLB: Yeah, let me just respond to your question because the time is up and I want
to stay within these time periods or we'll - we won't be able to move any at all here in an
efficient way. _ s

Let me take your request under review. I'm not sure but what a request from a single senator
may be sufficient to -- in asking for an inspector general review. I don't know without sort of
looking st our past practices and precedent, but let us research thafquestion.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me thank you for the manner in which youh/e handled it
,

but I have to
tell you something. I'm wondering why when I asked you a question, yes or no, would you
undertake this - and Mr. Hove, before you answered, the fellow behind you with the glasses
who has got a lot of hair I wish I had, you know, came up and told you what to say. Now,
can I ask what is your title and what is your responsibility?

MR. : The acting general counsel. _

SEN. D'AMATO: You're the acting gateral counsel. Well, you know, sir, whether or not
you're goingto ask,itseeinsto me forthisto bereviewedisamatterifyouseethatthe
propriety of this rqiort, the integrity, the correctness of it cm be substantiated. And it would
seemtometlilyoddwlitbdothat.

_

MR HOVB: Well, let -
SEN. D'AMATO: It would seem to nic that without counsel coming to you and saying
whether - you know, you can wriggle out by saying that the committee has to ask. And I

appreciate the chairman's response, I really do.

But I just want to make that observation, Mr. Hove. I find your response totally
unacceptable .. ,
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MK HOVE: Mr. Chairman?

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll let -- I want to move ahead to Senator Kerry, who is next, and if you
want te make a response, certainly -

MR HOVE: Yes, I would like to, and first of all, all the documents, everything that we have
discovered is available to the specia_l__c_oun_sel,and we will make that available to the special
counsel. I will commit to you th_aiI will §k the inspector general to undertake an
investigation.

-

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you. Thank you very much. And I think you have done the
i

administration a service, yourself, the FDIC, and I applaud you for that. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?
‘ ' - i

SEN. KERRY: Mr. Hove, you were originally appointed to your position by President Bush,
weren't you?

MIL : That's correct _

SEN. KERRY: So you're a holdover from the Bush administration then. There‘: no special
afiiliation you have with President Clinton, is that correct? MR. : That's correct.

'

SEN. KERRY: I think it's _afair issue always as to what the level of review is
,

as to any

institution, if it takes place. And I've certainly shared a public expression of concem about
what the inspector generals have done or not done. But I would like to see, if it's going to be
done, u to Madison, I really want to see it done as to Columbia and as to some of the
others. I just think we ought to cover the board here.

Secondly, I want to point out the distinction here which we keep missing And one of my
colleagues earlier said if this were President Reagan who did this and it was Silverado and so
forth, we'd be screaming. Those were sitting presidents who made sitting decisions regarding

a policy at that moment in time that cost the taxpayers a lot of money. There is no sitting
presidential decision here, there is no issue of presidential policy here. There is no issue of
taxpayers being cost money by an action taken by the president of the United States at this
time. This happcred in I982 and 1986, before they became president. Now, an individual

died and thc'e's an investigation into the death of that individual and what may or may not
happened is a fair question with respect to the death. And that's being investigated by the

first special prosecutor of an opposing party that I can think of in my public memory in
public office that's been appointed That is the clear distinction here. And it is a very real

distinction. No taxpayer money, no public issue of policy, no decision of a sitting president
of the United States with respect to what this committee has oversight on and is here for
today.

The question is legitimate: what took place, were there relationships previously - these are
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important as to all these banks. And it is fair for the special prosecutor to proceed on that
and it is even more important that this committee guarantee down the road that we investigga
qverythillg. Pm not sitting here saying something may not have taken place. In point of fact,
there may be some indication that some folks outside of the White House may have some
questions to utswer. But there is no evidence whatsoever with respect to policy or taxpayer
mqney or any decision made by the president of the United States that warrants this kind of
inquiry.

"
.

.. -.. - QII¢— .1"-—

Now, let me ask you, if I may, Mr. Altman, and Mr. Secretary, perhaps you can share with‘ '
me, because one of our concems is not just Madison but a whole lot of other institutions. l
think 42 percent of the total losses fall in Texas alone. And there's a serious question about
professional liability with respect to those institutions. I'd like to know, to date, what is the
total amount of money recovered to date from directors or otftcers of these institutions
nationally?

MIL ALTMAN(?): S640 million, senator.

SEN. KERRY: Six hundred and forty million?

MR. ALTMAN(?): From institutions - from institutions.
SEN. KERRY: And that's recovered through liability cases. MR ALTMAN(?): Those are
criminally related recoveries, ! 3 _ A 4

'

SEN. KERRY: What about civil? ls there any at this point? MR ALTMAN(?): In addition to
that figure I gave you, about S745 million from civil-related recoveries.

SEN. KERRY: So we liavein fact recovered to date a billion three, is that correct’? It's not
insignificant.

Can you break down wherethat has taken place? It’: my understanding 42 percent of the
total cost of bailout was Texas. Is there a corresponding recovery rate or any kind of rate
you could give us as to where me most money came from?

MR. A.L'l'MAN(?): I don‘t have information with me, senator, on state-by-state breakouts, and
I don‘t know whether -
SEN. KERRY: Would it be possible just to get that at some point in time? MIL ALTMAN:
Wellbehappytodoourbesttodoso.

SEN. KERRY: I think it would be good to have a sense of that. It's my understanding that
you were going to take a look at this question of sort of why the recovery rate may or may
not have been low. Have you been able to draw any conclusions as to that? Imam, one of
thethingslheardisthatalotoftheattomeyswhocameonbelievingthatthoyweregoingto
beabletoengageinrecoverygrewsofrustratedatnotbeingabletodosointheearlyyears
that they lefi. I don‘t know if that's legitimate or if you've found other reasons, but could you
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share with the committee what, if anything, you may have discovered with respect to dig
recovery process?

MR. ALTMAN: As'I said in my opening comments, the entire PLS area has been a troubled
one, and there have been complaints from both ends of the spectrum about Overlcalousness
and about inadequate pursuit And we've had as GAO in its report noted a high degree of
tumover and difficulty retaining -- recnriting and retaining experienced attomeys because of
the temporary nature of the"KTCf-Afi€r"all, here we are 'with less than two years to go.

SEN. KERRY: Currently that's true. What about in eighty -- what about in the early stage -
late -- late '80s?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, of course, the RTC has always been intended to be a temporary
agency, and I'd just refer you to the GAO report which concluded that that was a particular
problem. And as I've mentioifed, we've rri‘ade'a" sei1_e's‘of iffrfits to strengthen that, the most
important of which is to hire a very good and very strong general counsel.

When we inherited responsibility for the RTC, despite its being such a large institution - as I
said, larger than almost any private financial institution in the country -- it didn't have a
full-time general counsel. And that's a very important step we took. We've also got more
PLS attomeys. on board today than ever before in the history of the organization. So we're
making every effort to try to fulfill all the responsibilities we have in this area I don't think
there's any way to know, senator -- or if there is

,
I don't know - whether - or what '

percentage of recoveries that have been made compared to the potential that an ideal effort, a

perfect effort would have obtained I don't -- I don't know the answer to that.

SEN. KERRY: Okay. My time is up. Thank you very much, lMr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you much, Senator Kerry. _

Senator Bond is next.

SEN. CHRISTOPHER S
. BOND (R-MO): Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Altman,

are there special measures taken when in the resolution of a failed thrifi you find it to be
afiliated with a high profile individual? Someone in govemment, for example?

MR. The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are intended to be identical
in each case, and they certainly have been identical in the case discussed this morning.

SEN. BOND: Afier you disdovered that the president of the United States‘: name might be
mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency, did you take any steps to ensure

that documents created in the cue were protected and preserved?

MIL ALTMAN: When the possibility of a criminal referral was brought to ma I took one
step, and that was to instruct all the relevant RTC personnel to handle any judgments about
criminal referral in the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS
matter, no deviation whatsoever. As far as documents are concerned, the same thing
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SEN. BOND: You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way? MR

ALTMAN! That‘s'correct.

SEN. BOND: Were there any instructions received by you or to, your knowledge, anyone in
your agency from the Department of Justice, the White House or special counsel with respect
to the retention of documents? _____ ________ ____ __

MR. ALTMAN: To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know this, there were no
requests or conversations with the White I-louse whatsoever on that With regard to Justice
and the special counsel, I'm advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
that each party reminding the other not to take steps or release information which could
jeopardize either party's investigation.

SEN. BOND: Given the t‘a‘€E'lTetoiit"in rii"y"<$erTii§Ef€'niEt, we are concerned about
whether all the documents are there, can you assure the committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy or tamper with any documents
dealing with Madison, its affiliated enterprises, directors, owners or business partners?

MR. ALTMAN: I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort SEN. BOND: Has _
anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records Management, indicated to you
there are any missing documenu? Or has anybody discovered any files missing or
unaccounted for? s ,

'

MR ALTMAN: -N0. .. .. .

SEN. BOND: You are absolutely sure that -
MR ALTMAN: No, your question was: Has anybody indicated to me. SEN. BOND: All
right.

' -

MR ALTMAN: The answer is _no.

SEN. BOND: Would you inquire of your records management agency whether they have
either, A, bean given instructions about the handling of documents from somebody outside or
if they have found my evidence ofmissing documents or find that there are documents
apparently missing’? Ifyou would inquire of that and advise us if you do find that there is
such information?

SEN. RIEGLE: I think the stenographer should note that he's nodding in the affirmative.

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. BOND: Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September 1992 referral to
the Department of Justice and copies of the second referral on October '93?

. I
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MR. HOVE: Senator, we're not in a position to release any documents that could have a
negative i_mpact on the investigation. I don't think you would want us to do that. And
documents of that type that you're talking about fall into that category.

SEN. BOND: Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of the Whitewater files
were actually delivered to Mrs. Clinton in 1987. What steps have been taken by your ageney
to recover those files or to mcertain where those files might exist?

MR. HOVE: I have no knowledge of that matter.

SEN. BOND: Have you heard of the allegation?

MR HOVE: Actually, no.

SEN. BOND: Mr. Altman,“I'kh'ow’ there's many_as'p—ectst6'it."I was just reading one of the
stories appearing in Commentary which referred to those allegations. We don't know if they
are true or not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to ascertain whether
there is any truth to the allegations and if so, to take appropriate steps to recover such
documents. Finally, where are the documents being kept, and have they been thoroughly

catalogued? _ . .

MR ALTMAN (?): Well, I can assure you that all proper procedures relative to safeguarding
of documents are being followed We also have a responsibility in regard to any case to
obtain all the necessary materials for purposes of making a litigation decision.
So any documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would pertain -- would help it
reach a conclusion on a litigation decision, in this or any other matter, it makes a maximum

cfl'ort to obtain.

SEN. BOND: But that -- you have no knowledge of the specific question I asked about the
records potentially in the possession of Mrs. Clinton? MR. HOVE (?): None whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BARBARA BOXER (D-CA): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to pick up on where
Senator D'Amato left ofi with Mr. Howe. _ 4 _
Mr. Howe, as a Bush appointee, you were familiar, obviously, with the laws in those days

regarding conflicts of interest, and you said that at that time there had to be a direct conflict
of interest. And the appearance of a conflict of interest now is considered important, but at
that time, that's not the way things were done. Is that correct?

MR. HOWE: That is correct, Senator. _

SEN. BOXER: So the law was strengthened, and now you have to look at the appearance of a

conflict of interest.
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MR. HOWE: It's not a law, it's a procedure that we have at the FDIC. SEN. BOXER: All
right.

MR. HOWE: And at that time, we were looking only at the conflict of interest. Now we look
not only at the conflict but also at the appearance of my conflict SEN. BOXEK Right,
Well, Mr. Chainnan, I drink dris is a very irnportait point. And what I would like to suggest
is diis; my colleague, Senator D'Amato, is very interested in this one particular S&L, which
as I understand it

,

on the lih_~3 194th largest in the country. I'm also interested
in seeing if there were conflicts when lawyers were hired in some of die bigger closures. For
example, there were, as I understand it

, I4 S&L failures that cost the taxpayers more dian one
billion [dollars] each. Of these mega failures, six were located in Texas, two in Califomia,
two in Arizona, one in New Jersey, one New York, one Florida and one Pennsylvania And I

would like to ask you - and since I think the chairman said a senator can make a request -
that in diese mega failures, these six, I would like you to go back and take a look at the law
firms dist we used at that time‘ to see if there were ‘conflicts of interest and have a- and at
the same time that you issue dris to Senator D'Amato, I would very much appreciate knowing
dist because I do have a big concern about the scams that were going on at that time.

MR HOWE: Senator, many of these cases probably were the RTC cases and not the FDIC.
The reason that we had this case was that we inherited the FSLIC cases in late I988 or early
I989. This one came to us at a window of time prior to RTC's being created. So I think that
your request might better be directed toward die RTC.

SEN. BOXER: Well then I will make thatrequest to RTC and Bk that we have dist
report. Would I make that to Mr. Altman or Secretary Bentsen? Mr. Chairman, who do you
think would be the appropriate party?

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, they both are hearing it
,

so - ,
SEN.BOXER: Allright. Well,Iwillassumethatwillbedonebecause,asIsay,whatIfind
most incredible is dist there's this outrage directed at one particular situation, and it’: so

obvious why. You know, Mr.Chairmm,Ijustwanttosaythis, iflmight-I'll getback. I

justhavetosaythiaiflmight Weallbringoureurperimcestodiefilgtoourcommitteea,
toourwork. Andaslsatdrrouflthialhadthesensethatthisrernindedmeofsomething,
thedynamicshemanditcomesbacktomybeingamothermdmyerperienceinraisingtwo

kids,andwhmtheywmtedsomething,theymadeaprettystrongease.

Andiftheyreallywantedsomething,theystampeddieirfeet. Andiflgavethemwhatdiey
wanterhlexpectedtbemtobehappybecauselaccededtodieirrequest. Andiftheykepton
stamping their feet, I'd tell them, ‘You're unreasonable.‘ And if they kept it up, I'd take
furtheraction. Burlthinkwhatlseegoingonhereisthattherewuademmdfordtebest
and most impartial person to look at asituation thatobviously had alotof political overtones,
andinanattempttohandleitfairly,tlmrequestwasgrmted,mdweden‘tknowthemd
result. .

Butwhatlseehappeninghere,lMr.Chirmm,isthatpeoplearestilIstampingdieirfeetuif
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nothing's been done. Something very important has been done. A lease has been taken on
offices for something like four years. Eight attomeys are looking at this whole situation.

Every question that's been asked by my colleagues is being looked at, not by a Democratic

prosecutor, as Senator Kerry hm pointed out, but by a Republican prosecutor, and Someone

who I believe has the faith of the American people, if not some of the senators here today,
who seem to want to interfere in that investigation.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer, I'“n'iig,ht say, you may or may not have seen this in this

moming's Washington Post, but there have been 25 FBI agents assigned to work with the
special counsel, in addition to that legal staff that you cite.

SEN. BOXEIC Yes. And, Mr. Chairman, I have to say that gives me great comfort. As much
as I respect my colleagues‘ skill at questioning and badgering, I'd rather have this matter
handled by someone who is so well-respected, cannot be accused of partisanship, as my
colleagues on the RepublicTn?ide hefe could b'é_o?T'co_uId b€or Senator Kerry could be,
So let's stop stamping our feet, and let's say this is good, that this investigation is going
forward And I really do have faith that we will find out what the problems were. And we
don't know where it all will lead, but I don't think that tuming this hearing into a browbeating
of witnesses here does any good here at all.

I have some written questions I would like to submit, but I would have to say overall I am'
pleased with the report that we're getting. It seems to me we're moving along, perhaps,
hopefully, under budget, moving fonavard with women and minorities and the things that many
of us care about, and going afier these crooks. Thank you - ' ~ '

SEN. RIEGLE: Do you want to say something? Otherwise I'm going here. MR ALTMAN
(?): No, no. I just wanted to note to Senator Boxer that we would respond to that question
that you earlier asked

SEN. BOXER; Thank you. I really look forward to seeing that for those six institutions.
Thank you

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you.
Senator Bennett.

sec. BENTSEN: an. Chairman, ifl might -

SEN. RIEGLE: Uh, excuse me.’ , ._ _-1,

SEC. BENTSEN: (Off mike) - my responsibilities as secretary of the treasury to deal in
oversight, and I'm specifically precluded from intervening in individual cases. That's the

responsibility of the RTC.
'

.

SEN. BOXER; But the RTC will do that. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bennett.
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SEN. ROBERT F. BENNETT (R-UT): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree with Senator
Boxer: w_e all bring our personal experiences to this. I will try to stop stamping my {egg
(‘[,aughter.)'I thin? that's an appropriate response, but -

SEN. BOXER: You've just been tapping your toe (Laughter.)

SEN. BENNE'I'I‘:' I've just been tapping my toe. I must, however, out of my own experience
share with you the numET6f times thTIT'a‘s-a' loyal Refiib'li€an went to the White House in
the Nixon administration and kept saying ‘You have got to get this out You have got to find
out who is behind this and tell the truth.‘ And I kept getting told "This is a third-rate burglary
that nobody cares about.‘ I'm sure on a list of breaking and entering - (laughs) -- this would
have - the Watergate breaking and entering would have been considered very, very minor.
And people kept saying to me, ‘No, no, it'll all blow over.‘ Well, it was members of your
party, Senator Boxer, who kept stamping their feet and the thing up. A gpgcjgl
prosecutor was appointed fiWfi~" I’ rat. I think Mr. Cox did not
have very good Republican credentials when he was appointed to that circumstance.

SEN. KERRY: He was a Republican. One of the good ones from Massachusetts, but he was
a Republican. (Laughter.)

SEN. BENNETI‘: I-Ie was a Republican? Well, I knew his law partner. I-Ie was a Democrat
We need not beat this further, but I do hope everybody understands that when there is an
allegation of wrong-doing the smartest thing any politician can do is get all the facts out on

‘

the table. I've tried to do that When‘ I've been accused of making mistakes, I've discovered
that the very best thing you can do politically is not try to cover it up, and that's the only
advice I give my friends in this circumstance, having lived through the Watergate thing on the
other side of it.

SEN. KERRY (7): Can I just take 30 seconds to say to my colleague that's exactly what we
did Senator Moynihan, national television, Senator Bradley, Senator Bob Kerrey, myself and
others said appoint a special prosecutor, and indeed, the White I-Iouse tumed around and did it

whilethepresidentwasinEurope. t‘ .
. .1r .

SEN. BENNETT: I understand all that, but I also understandthat the stamping ofthe feet that
wentonpriortothatprobablyhadaomethingtodowiththatdecision. Idon'tthinkitwas
entirely sound public policy on the minds of the people on the other side.

Let'sgetbackIttheR'I‘CifIcn. Idowsntyoutorefercarefullytothearticlethatlputin
my opening statement. You've talked a great deal about minorities and women, and I yield to
no one in my desire to see to it that there is faimess done.

The allegations that were made by the gentleman from Denver, however, is that there is

serious reverse discrimination going on in the RTC, and that anyone who does not fall in that
categorycannotgetajobmdcmnotgetapromotion. Andifthatiatr'ua,thatissomethingI
thinkyou should pay attaition kt. Solwouldaskyoutoreviewthat.

'
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Now, make reference to continuing sales, and again, this is a personal circumstance. I've had
a numbe_r_of people come to

me in Utah and say here is a marvelous investment opportunity
to pick up at fire-sale prices properties that can be enormously valuable. I have decided
finally to divorce myself from having to make any investment decisions, and I put all of my
users in a managed trust and trust the trustees of that trust to make those kinds of decisions,
But I said to them I cannot personally invest in this because I sit on the Banking Committee
and it's involved in oversight of die RTC and these arc RTC properties.

But I did, prior to creating the managed trust for my assets, go through the process of looking
at them, and as a businessman, I can say you really are moving them very rapidly because it
struck me that some of the prices were indeed unduly low and that the RTC could in fact
have gotten a better price almost as quickly if not just as quickly as they were getting for
some of these properties. Do you have a sense on that issue? I'm not accusing you of
anything, I simply want you to talk about it.

MR ALTMAN: Well, first of all, Senator, we have s statutory responsibility to maximize
recovery for the taxpayer, so we must pursue sale techniques which respond to that goal.
Second, all RTC assets, for practical purposes, are sold at auction, auction of one kind or
another. So rather by definition, the market - the price which the market establishes on that
day is the price. It's always possible to look back on any transaction and say you should have
done it later or you should have done it earlier, but fundamentally all of our sales are on an
auction-style basis. I think the only other point I would make is that we're now in - we now
-- our inventory today is of the harder-to-sell variety as we're getting down toward the end

'

So our recovery rates, as I mentioned in my statement, are lower. I think last year we
recovered at a rate of 76 percent of book value, and this year it'll be in the mid sixties. The
character -

SEN. BENNETT: Let me just go back to your earlier statement I understand what you're
saying here, and I don't want to be argumentative about it. One instance, we were told -- or I
was told that while it was technically an auction, the RTC had determined the price and that,

if I would simply submit a bid for this price, I would be guaranteed to get it
,

that the RTC
would not entertain any other request. And I tumcd it down, as I say, for the reasons I've
described, although I'll say to my colleagues, the ethics committee told me I need not have
done that I could have made the investment. I decided to avoid the stamping of feet later on
in some future campaign in Utah. I would not nin the risk. But it was my understanding dist
the people who did ultimately pick up the property did it for the price that we were told was

the price. And we were told, ‘Yes, this is technically an suction; there will be a sealed bid,
but this is the scaled bid we want and if you submit it st that price we can guarantee that you
will get it.‘ .

MR ALTMAN: I'd like to make points. The first is - that's not how it's supposed to work,
and if it worked that way -- just taking your comment in their entirety ‘ it should not have.
Second, the RTC docs reserve the right to reject bids and to establish in effect reserve prices
or floors. So, it isn't the case - it isn't always the case that whatever the high bid is it's
accepted. But, there should never be an auction where any such indication, any such

knowledge is provided beforehand; if it was, it was a mistake and shouldn't have happened.
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SEN. BENNETT: I'll just assume that it was a mistake in a particular circumstance, and I'm
grateful to you for your response.

SEN. RIBGLB: Well, and perhaps a look could be taken at what may havt been going on
there, because that's not - you know, let's not have it happen again. Sen tr Sarbanes was not
given a chance. was not here in the sequence to give an opening statemeiia and ha; “keg to
do so and I'm going to acknowledge that as I do with everyone. And then after he's done
that, we'll start his time clock on q'ues'ii6n'I"Senator Sarbines.’

SEN. PAUL SARBANES (‘D-MD): Mr. Chairman, I'll be brief. I don't want to impose on my
colleagues, but I can't forego the opportunity with Chairman Greenspan here before us not to
talk about interest rates just briefly, since I think they're so essentially involved with where
the economy may be going. And I just want to - I want to make a statement about that,
I've met with the chairman from time to time, both privately and of course in public sessions,
and I've raised with him the concem tliata hikTr'n—sliort7te'rm_?ates would raise long-term
rates. The chairman's position has been, as I understand it

,

that when short-term rates go up
long-term rates would initially rise but that within a few weeks or so thy would some baek
down to a level near where they had been when short-term rates were raised. We then
contacted the Fed for the analysis that in effect was the underpinning for this statement
We've had difficulty getting that analysis, but it's finally been forthcoming. And as the Fed
says, and I quote, the Fed staff, ‘As you have noted, short- and long-term rates do tend to ‘
move together.‘ They then go on to make a rather subtle argument that to the extent that the
Fed is ahead of the curve the response of long-term ratesis less than when the Fed is moving
too little too late, in responding" to a build-up of inflationary pressure.-So in a sense, they're
shifiing, as I understand it

,

the position that was asserted to me by the chairman.

On the morning of February 4th when the Federal Open Market Committee raised the Fed
'

fund rates from 3 to 3-I/4 percent, the 30- year bond rate stood at 6.30 percent - 6.30. Since
that time, long- term rates have risen steadily. As of the close of business yesterday, the
30-year bond rate was 6.65 percent. Thus, since Fed funds were raised, long-term rates have
risen by 35 basis points; in other words, more than the 25-buis-point increase in short-term
rates Now last summer at a hearing with Henry Kauffman (sp) and Paul Samuelson (sp),
copies of which testimony were sent to the Fed and with a request that it be distributed to
members of the Open Market Committee - I-Ienry Kauffman (sp) argued that raising
short-term rates could lead to higher long-term rates; in other words, the contrary of this
podtion that was asserted that if you take up short-term rates, you cm bring down long-term
rates. AndIquotaI(auffman(sp). 'Ialsotakeissuewiththeasaertionthatasmallincrease
in the Fed find rate this summer would be welcome by the financial markets and would
accordindy lead to a decline in bond yields. Perhaps. But equally likely is that the bond
market would interpret such a rise in the federal funds rate as the first of a number of future
increases, and market participants might easily react by pushing bond yields higher. Under
that scenario, the rise in the federal funds rate could magnify inflationary expectations,
precipitating a sell-off of bonds.‘ _ g

Now just today, Hobart Rowen, one of our nation's most perceptive economic commentators,
has an article in the Washington Post headed, "The Fed Meddles,' lid I just wait to quote
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from it briefly. ‘As it has many times in the past, the Federal Reserve Board is taking the
country down the wrong road by raising interest rates. It has violated the dictum, 'lf it ain't
broke, don‘t fix it? and as a consequence, the smooth recovery from recession that has cheered
business and consumers over the past year is being threatened ‘Fed Chairman Alan I

Greenspan told the Joint Economic Committee in widely analyzed testimony January 31 um
the central bank, which had allowed interest rates to fall to record lows, would not change
policy to slow economic growth. But four days later, on February 4th, the Fed raised
short-term interest rates by one3quartefiTipoint in _i,'quote§ ‘preemptive strike,’ unquote,
against future inflation. To make sure there was no doubt in the markets that the Fed had
decided to interrupt the easy money pattern, Greenspan publicly announced the move.
‘In new. testimony this week, Greenspan failed to justify the Fed's action. I-Ie admitted that
there was no discemible inflation, that wages are not moving up, that there is virtually no fear
the economy is growing fast enough to make overheating a danger.‘

Now, the whole problem here -l and I -- this is to close this statement, and then I have just a
couple of questions to put to Mr. Altman. I won't take anywhere near my question time
because I - is all - it's all encapsulated in this - in this cartoon, which shows this truck
moving down the road It says "Economy". And the economy has been moving down the
road, and we all want to see that The driver here has got his hands up to his head in horror.
He's slamming on the brakes. As you can see, ‘Brake. Screech,‘ bringing this truck labeled
‘The Economy‘ to a halt And the reason he's doing it is because out here in the middle of
the street is a man labelled "Greenspari“.: (Laughter) And he's bending over here. He's out in
the middle of the road out in front of the truck, obviously forcing it to come to a screeching

'

halt. I-Ie's bending over to pick up these papers here that say ‘Interest Rates.‘ And he's

saying, ‘Let's see, we'll just pick these up.‘
Now --

'

1 .
MR GREENSPAN: You know, senator}! pulled a muscle in my back and I now just realize
how I did it (Laughter)

SEN. SARBANES: Well, I'm glad we found the explanation for it, Mr. Chairman. SEN.

KERRY: You know, Mr. Chairman, if you say something really interesting now about interest
rates you could fimctionally terminate this hearing and relieve us all. (Laughter)

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. Chairman, I know that's not the focus of today's hearings, but I mink
thismatterisofsuch importance. TheI’ed, ofcotuse, isurgingmeCongresstostaythe
courseonfiacalpolicy. Ihappentoagreewiththatlminkweoughttostay wiminme
constrains of the agreement that was reached last year, and I expect that we will. But by the
same token, it's my own view that the Fed should have stayed the course on monetary policy,
certainly tmtil we had greater assurances that real growth wu taking place in some lasting
and permanent way and some evidence that one can look to that indicates that we're

beginning to get some kind of inflationary problem. Now, Mr. Altman, I just want to put a

couple of questions to you. Earlier you were questioned by one of my colleagues on me other
side who went through a list of - (laughs) - sort of ‘I-lave you stopped beating your wife‘
typequestions,Imought. Andsoletmetrytoturnitarotmdandget-Iwanttobesure.
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Do I understand that the cases to which they're making such reference were handled in the
same way that all other cases were handled -- in other words, according to regular

procedure?!
'

MP. ALTMAN: Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all procedures, nonnal
procedures should be followed in this matter without any deviation. SEN. SARBANES; Am]
to your knowledge, that's -- I n_nean_,__t_i_o_the best of your_kno_wl_edge that's the case. Is that
correct?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes.

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. -

MR ALTMAN: Of course, I'm commenting as andling of the case under myto me h

responsibility. I'm not making {comment ream matters—thaTITtave no knowledge of of three
or four years ago.

SEN. SARBANES: Oh, I understand that, but as I understood me questions that were put to
you, it was with respect to your own responsibilities. I don't how you could be expected to
assume the responsibilities of others, so to speak. Mr. ‘Chairman, I just have one comment _
about tlne constant reference here to Madison and Whitewater and so fortln. And that is that,
you know, an independent counsel has now been selected. I read the transcript of his press
conference with the Attomey General when it was announced Actually, as I understand it

,

or
as he said, he defined the scope of the investigation. In fact, he says,"I‘m totally satisfied
that I will have the indeperndence and complete authority to do this job right.‘
And then the resolution by which his jurisdiction is defined, this is Robert Fiske now I'm
talking about; “This resolution has been deliberately drafied broadly. It was drafled by me to
give me the total authority to look into all appropriate matters relating to the events that bring
us all here today.‘ And he then goes on to specify that.

Now, of course, I mink Fiske is regarded highly. In fact, Senator D'Arnato called him ‘a man
of unflinching and uncompromising integrity. He's me kind of person who will bring out the
truth for the American people so mere will be no question B to the thoroughness and
objectivity of mis ' I don't differ wim mat evaluation, I say to my distinguished
colleague from New York, from what I know about Mr. Fiake and what's been told to me
abouthirn. Solminkmafaanaccurateevaluatienofhim. Now,theotherpointIwantto
address in he wn asked in mat conference, ‘Do you think mat a congressional hearing of any
kind at this point might hamper your investigation?‘ This wu a question put to Fiske by a -
at that press conference when he assumed his responsibilities. And this was his response, and

I quote him - this is now Robert Fiske I'm quoting, the independent counsel: ‘I mink the
history of mese situations is mat it is difficult to conduct this kind of investigation at the
same time a congressional investigation is going on The decision whether to have such an
investigation obviously is not mine, but I mink just looking back at the past, we cm all see
that that is not In easy relationship.‘ End o

f quote.

And I just wanted to put that on the record, because I mink it's very important to understand
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that, you know, an independent counsel now has been selected The independent counsel has
been given a grant of authority -- actually, according to his own testimony, he defined, in
affect, the—grant of authority. I haven't quoted it

,

but the attomey general is very clear here in

her statements that he has a full scope to proceed as he deems necessary and to call upon any
resources that he thinks are advisable. And it seems to me that, you know, we've put the
matter where it ought to be put.

Now, there was some delay in getting‘to_il\'a't point I understand that. But that's the point we
are at now, and it seems to me that that is -- ought to be reassuring to the American people
that this matter will be looked into thoroughly and comprehensively and that Mr. Fiske and
his associates -- and he's now in the process of putting together, I understand a rather large

and first-rate staff -- will get to the bottom of this matter. And I think it's very important that
that be put on the record

I thank the chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.

I made reference earlier -- I'd just take one moment before calling on Senator Faircloth. I

made reference earlier to the actual legal charter of independent Special Counsel Fiske which

is published in the Federal Register on Friday, Febniary 4th, and I've read it
. And it's really

quite a -- I just hold it up here, and we'll put it in the record so that ifs there in the context of
this discussion. But this is about as broad and as firm a legal mandate as anyone could hav'e.
And I notice here that under the Department of Justice the action to accord him that kind of
operating latitude was in the.forrn of a final ntle. So this locks,it in. I mean, this independent
counsel, I think highly regarded across this board -- from Senator D'Amato's comments to
others that havebeen made by other people who know him well - has the authority to go
anywhere he thinks it necessary to go. And I again make reference to that article today in
The Washington Post, because he's obviously setting up subsidiary investigative efforts, where
he's putting together teams to go down each and every issue so that there are no questions lefi

at the end of his work. In any event, I urge my colleagues to take a look at this, because I

think it is instructive. Senator Faircloth. _

SEN. LAUCI-I FAIRCLOTH (R-NC): Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. And I want to thank you
for the manner in which you've conducted the hearing. It hasn't been easy. I had one or two
quick one-liners, and then I had some questions. (I..aughter.) One of them is in sympathy with

Mr. Altman. I bought and sold many a piece of land in my life. I never bought one that
somebody didn't tell me I paid way too much for it, and I've never sold one that somebody
didn't come immediately and tell me I should have gotten a lot more. But I survived MIL

ALTMAN: You probably did very well.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Chairman Greenspan, I think -- two things. If we get nothing else out of
all of this conversation, I believe it will demonstrate to the American people, md maybe to
the Congress as a whole, that we need to keep the Federal Reserve, the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Office of Thrifl Supervision and the FDIC as separate entities, and it's well
spent money to have them separate by the taxpayers’ money to keep it as it is and not be

consolidating it into a political position. I hope that's it. As Senator Sarbanes mentioned on
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your increase in interest rates and inflation, I have observed over the years that inflation is
somewhat like Alzheimer‘: disease; you've had it three or four years before you find out you
really have it. And inflation moves before we - it goes underground a long time. So I think
you're absolutely right in increasing rates in anticipation of what might happen. I have found
that inflation - a recession will scare you -- in business, a recession will scare you to death,
but inflation will kill you. And I have a question for Mr. I-love.

Mr. I-Iove, it's my understanding th'at'We5ster I-Iubbell, in his current position as associate
attomey general, and in his words, ‘chief operating officer‘ at the Justice Department, has
formally recused himself from matters regarding Madison Guaranty. Would you agree with
me that it would be improper for Mr. I-iubbell to seek to involve himself in the FDIC
investigation beyond what he was asked by the Legal Division?

And if you will -- since that light is looking at me - I'd like yes or no answers, if you would
MR. HOVE: I think the issue of Mr. I-Iubbell"i‘eFusTng hiFseIf is an issue that Mr. I-Iubbell
has to deal with.

e

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Fine. Have you had any communication with Webster Hubbell
concerning the Legal Division's report?

MR HOVE: I have not. _

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Are you aware of any communicationbetween Webster Hubbell and an
FDIC ofiicial in the general counsel's office regarding Mr. I-Iubbell's-role in the Legal
Division's then-pending investigation andreport? MR. HOVE: Yes, sir. Legal Division has
had conversations with Mr. I-Iubbell. SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are you aware of any
communication between an official in the general counsel‘: office in Washington and the

'

FDIC official in the Kansas City, Missouri field ofice regarding Webster Hubbell's role in the
then-pending investigation and report? . ' ..

MR. HOVE: No, I'm not aware of that. '

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Would you be willing to let die general counsel's oflice release their
telephone records for the week of January the 24th through January the Jlst?

MR. HOVE: Smator, we're willing to release any non-confidential information that would be
generally available to the public. As you might know, many of these things would be privacy
concerns and we would be concerned about releasing those without redacting some.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So you would not release them?

MR HOVE: No, sir, we will release them, we will release any non-confidential -
SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, that's - who decides whether it'a confidential or not?
MR HOVE: Well, doea it include - does it deal with privacy of the individual. SEN.
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FAIRCLOTH: Well yes it does, but we need - yeah, sure it does. That's what we want them
(M,

Will you?

MIL HOVE: We'll release anything that is publicly available, yes, sir. SEN. FAIRCLOTH:
Well, it's not publicly available or we wouldn't be asking for it to be released, If igWm in
the want ad section, I'd have gone mere to get it.

MR HOVE: Yeah, we have log of everyone mat we've contacted, everyone we've talked to
on me phone, and we'll release that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. Okay, mst‘s what we need.
I see in the Wall Street Ioumal and the Chicago Tribune, and it's generally out, dist you
found no conflict of interest between Ms. Clinton and her work in me Dan Lassiter (sp) and
First American Savings and Loan, that you find her completely innocent.

MR HOVE: Senator, let me talk about that issue because mat was not an FDIC issue, and
dist was not an investigation or a review mat the FDIC has done. That was an issue that '

happened before FDIC ever becsrne involved. 'l1iat was at issue between the old FSLIC -
the old Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and the failed savings and loan, First
American in Illinois. They had filed me suit against Lassiter (sp). They had settled mat suit
before FDIC ever became involved in mat. It was an issue mat had happened way before

'

FDIC ever became involved in it.

'

We have not reviewed that We have looked at -
SEN. FAIRCLOTH: May I ask one quick question?

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Who settled it? Ms. Clinton and Foster? Is that - it was settled - you
say it was settled. It was settled by Ms Clinton and Foster. MR. HOVE: I'm not sure mat it
was settled by Mrs. Clinton. Mrs. Clinton’; involvement was to sign an amended complaint
for Mr. Foster mat ammded me complaint from me savings and loan against Lassiter (sp).
That was her only involvement in mat case.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: All rillll. 8° lhesd. I'm sorry, I interrupted you. MR. HOVE: That case
wassettledoversixyearsagobytheconservator. Theconservatorformatsavingsandloan
lisdhiredalswfirminChicago. ThelawfirrninChicagosubcontracteddieRnselawfirm
toworkonthiscaseformemastheeonservator. Thelawsuitwassettledbeforeweevergot

it
,

and normally mese facts would not trigger an investigation for us, but because of me
increasing public interest - and if you choose, we will conduct an IG investigation to
determine that - but again, the records are scattered all over because it's me old FSLIC
records and mey were not compiled in any one location. So it's a very difficult issue. It -
mere's no single repository of mese records And we'd be willing to assist your stafi in

locating any of these records that may be available and to make some determination as to
what me involvemmt was.
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SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: So this clearing of Ms. Clinton in any involvement with the American
Savings and Loan and Dan Lusiter (sp) was done by the FDIC, it was done by the -

MIL I-IOVB: We have not cleared it
. The only contact we've had on the First American

Savings and Loan and the Lassiter (sp) case was a press contact that came as a result of an
article that appeared first in the Chicago Tribune, and we responded to that saying exactly
what I've told you, that this was not an FDIC issue, that it was in fact a FSLIC issue that
occurred before FDIC ever became involvedin any FSLIC issue.
The issue was settled, the settlement wu made before FDIC ever became involved in this

'

ISSLIG.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: All right, so -- but the - would the statute nm on it, could it be opened
by the special counsel?

MR : I haven't any idea-"I'l\_a?'s—a‘q'\i€s_ti3n’ Ifi§s'I'd Faye to ask my attomey.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Ask him.

MIL : (Confers) I don't know.

MR. : I have no idea either.

MR : We don't have enough records at this stage to know -- SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Thank '

you -
'

srsu. RIEGLE: Although I'll repeat again, and you'll read at from this Federal Registry (sic):
‘The independent special counsel has two authorities. One authority is for criminal

prosecutions. The other authority is to proceed with civil actions‘
Now, the civil authority doesn't relieve any other regulatory body of whatever civil action
they might appropriately take. But the point is

,

the special counsel has the specific grant of
authority to proceed down both tracks. And it's laid out four different times in this charter of
responsibility, and it's a very important point.

SEN. D'AMATO: Will the chairmanyield? Just on thn point, because to be quite candid
with you, until the chairman read the grant of authority, I was given to believe that the
special counsel would confine himself to the criminal side I'm not suggesting to you that the

grant not give him broader powers. I would think it would behoove ta, and I'm not
attempting to get the exact language determined now, but if we could not, send a letter from
this committee and ascertain, indeed, will he tmdertake the review of various civil matters,
such as the one brought up as it relates to this lut matter that Senator Faircloth brought up,
and there are some others. I think that would at least set the record straight and we might
want to put that to him and, again, have our counsel work together to put forth the

appropriate question. But I think we should determine, indeed, is that the cue.

Secondly, I make a quick point, and I beg the indulgence of my colleagues, by stating, I think
that if you notice, at least where I have been attempting to take this, and I think some of my
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colleagues, we're attempting to ascertain what if anything did the RTC, did the FDIC, do in
connection_ with Qese matters. Ihat is not at variance with the charge of the special counsel.
We are n01. in attempting to find out what was done and what wasn't done, in any way
disturbing his investigation. I think we have an absolute right to know what was done. We
have an absolute right to know the appropriateness of the action, so -

SEN. BOXER: Can I have a_point of |Lrocedure?wWjos_eli_me are we on? I just was - I've
lost track.

SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: Well, I'm going to do it one way or the other.

SEN. BOXER: Well, I don't have any objection to your doing it I'm just confused. Is this
Mr. Faircloth's time that you're on? Or is this added time, so we can all get added time?

SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: I askedihe chairmaifif he would mania me so I could -

SEN. RIEGLE: He asked the indulgence of the chair and I'm going to let him finish his point

SEN. BOXED; Okay, fine.
'1.

SEN. RIEGLE: And then we'll move to the next person here.

SEN. Boxrarc Iwas just checking _
-

SEN. D'AMA'I‘O: So, again, this is not an attempt to do anything other than to see what has

been done to date by those various agencies that have the collective and the individual

responsibility to deal with these matters That's one. And secondly, it would seem to me that

it might clarify the issue - certainly I was led to believe, and maybe incorrectly so, that the
special counsel was not going to look into civil matters. I think it's important for us to
ascertain that.

And so I put that to the chairmm that possibly we review that matter. I'm not looking for an
answer at this time -
SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I'm going tojust-I'm goingtotakeaminute andjustreadit into the
recordbecauseIdon'twantittobe

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: No -
SEN. RIEGLE: I know, but ifs important, and the words are on paper, and this is the official
charter. And I'm going to read from page 5221 of the Federal Registry of Febniary the 4th of
this year, and I'm going to just read three or four different lines here that appear in different

places, and here's the first one: ‘The attomey general has appointed this independent counsel

to investigate whether any individuals or entities have committed a violation of any federal
law or civil law.‘ And then it goes on in that vein And then over on the next page it says

again '... have committed a violation of any federal criminal or civil law relating to ...' And
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then again it says '... any violation of any federal law or civil law.‘ And it says it one more
time further on down the line here.

So it's clear — my interpretation of this is that this does not relieve any regulatory body of
any proper actionable efforts that it should properly undertake and determine to undertake, but
it says that the special counsel clearly has the authority to move down both tracks if in his
judgment he should find that at is warrantecL__A_nd _a

_

very important fact.th

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Chairman -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, let me just say the time -- we're at the point now where
either you or Senator Grarnm will get to ask questions, and you - you're both here, and I

don't know if either of you have a -- one will follow the other, but will either of you have a

time problem as to who go_e_s_firs_t'Z__ j

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I just wanted to uk you with -- on that question on your charter
interpretation there, or reading -

SEN. RIEGLE: It's not an interpretation, it's what - it's the final rule that was laid down on
the -

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what is -- what is the special prosecutor supposed to do if he finds
civil law violations? "

SEN. RIEGLE? He has the full legal empowerment to take whatever actions he deems
necessary -- and all the investigative and prosecutorial authority 1to do so. I mean, this is an
absolute charter.

SEN. DOMENICI: We'll - we'll - thank you very much for that.
SEN. RIEGLE: You can take a look at it.

SEN. DOMENICI: Senator Gramm, I have a little bit of time, I'm late for some

events. But it‘ you want to go, I'll let you go and I'll follow. It - Will there be another one
from the other side that has not inquired yet? I

SEN. RIEGE: No. You are th
e

last two that have a chance to question, so -
SEN. DOMENICI: Well, go ahead Could you keep it brief, senator‘? Short’?

SEN. RIEGLE: - and then we'll go back and forth, senator. SEN. : No.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? (Laughter)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Grarnm.
l v
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start. arm. GRAMM in-rx)¢ You Will! to go ahead?

sen. ndiitaurcfi No, you go. You got the time clock nun there.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me begin I've just got a simple question that I want to ask of most of
the members of the panel, and let me just read it

. Mr. Altman, I want to ask you first Have
you or any member of your staff had any communication with the president, the first lady, or
any of their representatives, including_tli‘Zii"Iegal"couiiiel or”any member of their White I-Iouse
staff, conceming Whitewater or the Madison Savings and Loan?

MR ALTMAN: I've had one substantive contact with White House staff, and I want to tell
you about it

.

SEN. GRAMM: Okay, let me, if I may, just - giventhat ‘yes’ I'd like to know what the
substance of the communication was, when it-'occurTed, iwhoifitiated it

,

and what you were

asked to do.

MIL ALTMAN: Right. First of all, I initiated it
.

About three weeks ago, Jean Hanson, who

is Treasury's general counsel, and I requested a meeting with Mr. Nussbaum - he's the White
I-Iouse counsel. .

The purpose of that meeting was to describe the procedural reasons for the then impending _
Febniary 28th deadline as far u the then statute of limitations was concerned "I'm sure you
know that that statute of limitations has subsequently been retroactively reinstated for certain
types of civil claims. And we explained the process which the RTC would follow in reaching

a decision before that February 8th deadline, that it would be exactly identical to procedures
used in any other cases, any other PLS case, and that the RTC fundamentally would come to

a conclusion as to whether or not there existed the basis fora claim or whether there didn't
And in the event that the basis for a claim existed, then it would pursue either a tolling

agreement, which is the equivalent of a voluntary extension of the'statute of limitations from
the parties at interest, or it would file that claim in court. That was the whole conversation. I

was asked one question. Thm was question was whether we intended to provide the same

briefing to attomeys for the parties at interest. I said I assumed so, wart back - (inaudible)
-- and checked with the RTC general counsel. The answer was in due course. I said fine
That was it. I have not had any contact with the president of the United States or the first
lady on any matter like this.

SEN. GRAMM: Ifl may, let me pose the same question to Mr. I-Iove. I-Iave you or any
member of your staff had any communication -

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Hove, let me just - I don't know if you know. This question‘: being
addressed to you

SEN. GRAMM: I-Iave you or any member of your staff had my cornmunication with the
presidqit, with the first lady, with their representatives, including legal counsel, with members

of their White I-louse staff concerning Whitewater or Madison Savings and Loan?
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MR HOVE: Our director of the Office of Communications at the FDIC had received a call
from a press person at the White House afier the second article appeared 'l'he Chicago
Tribune regarding the First American issue. They asked, did we have any statement? And
the response given to the White House was, no, we did not have any statement.

SEN. GRAMM: So they were asking you to respond to the press statement? MR HOVE: It
wu Mrs. Clinton's attomey. _i_.-_ —-¢-->- ----- - -.-_

SEN. GRAMM: Mrs. Clinton's attomey -

MR. HOVE: I'm sorry. It was Mrs. Clinton's attomey -

SEN. GRAMM: -- called you?

MIL HOVE: It was Mrs.—Cliit'6n“s att_o?r'iFtl'iafi§lledYHe”FDTC'Ot'fice of Communication.

SEN. GRAMM: So Mrs. Clinton's attomey called the FDIC and asked you to respond to a
press -

MR HOVE: No, no, that's not what he said.

SEN. GRAMM: Well, I‘m asking the question.

MR HOVE: Yeah. No, but that -- but -

SEN. GRAMM: I'm not trying to speak for you.
What did Mrs. Clinton's attomey ask you to do?

MR HOVE: They asked did we have any statement, and we responded, no, we did not have
I statement

SEN. GRAMM: Would it be normal that sorneone's -- did this attorney work for the federal
govemment’?

MR HOVE: No. This was Mrs. Clinton's attomey.

SEN. GRAMM: When did this call occur; do you know’?

MR HOVE: Afier the second article appeared in the Chicago Tribune, and I can‘t tell you the
date of that It's been in the last, what, two weeks or so? I don't know.

\ 4:.

SEN. GRAMM: And you were asked if you had a response that you were going to put out on

it
;

you said no. .

MR HOVE: That‘: correct. We responded to the first statement, the first article that appeared
in the Chicago Tribune, pointed out the errors of that article, that it was not an FDIC matter,
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exactly the same thing that I responded to Senator Faircloth.

SEN. GRAMM: And to_the best of your knowledge, you‘ve had no other communication, you
and your staff have had no other communication with all the people that -

MIL HOVE: That's correct.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me pose the same question to Mr. Eiechter and to Ms. Ford.

MR FIECI-ITEIC To the best of my knowledge, I know I have and OTS stafi‘ has had no
communication whatsoever with anyone from the White House about this or that list that you
included in your question.

MS. FORD: No, the Oversight Board nor I have had any involvement in this matter.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me raise a second question, and it's a thing that I've tried to understand
in looking at where we are and what we need to do to get on with finishing this matter. Part
of the problem that we have had in the past with regard to congressional hearings and
congressional involvement really ha involved two things. One has been the granting of
immunity by congressional panels for people who would testify. The other is that under the
Constitution, the testimony of a member of Congress is a privileged matter that is giver

'

special treatment. In this case I'm not aware that anyone in holding a congressional hearing
or looking into this matter would be talking about - I don't know of a committee that would
be empowered to grant immunity. No such resolution has passed the Congress We're not

talking about amember of Congress, where there's special constitutional provisions. I'd like to
just pose the question: What would be wrong with letting members of this committee that
have oversight responsibility look at the records in this case or any other cue where we have
oversight responsibilities? Mr. I-Iove, let me pose that to you and Mr. Altman, and then I see
my time isupandI‘ll stop. __

MIL HOVE: Our position is that we will make access available, and we have, to
Congressman Leach, to all information that is

,

again, non-confidential documents

sen. GRAMM: How would you define-what is confidential?

MIL I-IOVE: Again, those that would - (pause) — those that would involve privacy
information that would be non-germane to this issue.

SEN. GRAMM: And you would make that judgment?

MR. HOVE: Yes. .

SEN.GRAMM:Mr.Altman? V ___:f _
MR. ALTMAN: Eirstofall, Senator,wehave alreadyprovidedvolumeaofdocumentsto the

Congress. Senator D'Amato referred at the very beginning to documents he received last



evening, and I would have liked him to receive them earlier, but we only got the requagg 1”;
Friday

But in terrm of Congressman Leach, who has also received those documents, he has had them
-for some time - if my memory serves, 6,500 pages -- the RTC has been asked not to make
information about criminal referrals in the Madison matter public, and it's standard practice
not to release infonnation of that kind or any other which might compromise a criminal
investigation. And of course, we're cooperatihg with the independent counsel to try to assure
that we don't release any information which would jeopardize his investigation. And as I said
earlier, I would think you would not want us to do that in order that that investigation should
proceed u it should

SEN. GRAMM. Mr. Chaimian, if I could have your indulgence, I've got here a text of a
newspaper article in Phoenix that contradicts something that Mr. Hove said, and Pm sum 1;,
doesri‘t want to let it starid._I'v_e"g"ot'i r€spT>nse,"a'p|5irently'al¥e'r'tlie second article, where the

agency -- the FDIC did in fact make a statement It says the agency said Mrs. Clinton's
involvement in the case was not extensive enough to constitute a conflict of interest under
mles governing federal regulation of savings and loans I've got this if you would like to see

MR. HOVE Was that afier the second -- we made a comment -- we made a public comment
afler the first article appeared -

SEN GRAMM This is 2/I6/94

MR. I-IOVE. Okay, and I don't know when those articles appeared. SEN. RIEGLE. Why don't
you take a look at it

,

and let's go to Senator Domenici and then -

EN GRAMM (Aside ) - When did the other one occur, what's the date on the other one?
Y

S

MR I-IOVE. Senator, we commented alter the first article appeared to correct an
inaccuracies that was in the report. The involvement that Mrs. Clinton had in that case was,

again, as I mentioned to Senator Faircloth, that she signed an amended complaint for her
partner, Vince Foster, who was the attomey who was involved in the case. That involved two

hours that was billed on Mrs. Clinton's part on that case in which she signed the amended

complaint. As far as we can determine from the records we have, that was the involvement
atshehadhad,andthat'swhatwereleasedatthetim

S s

th e

EN. GRAMM. Well, if you would take a look at this and just let us know m wntmg if tlu
was the second one, how the responsewas made, who made it

, why they made it
,

it'd be fine.

Thank you, Mr Chairman

SEN RIEGLE Senator Domenici

SEN. PETE V. DOMENICI (R-NM): Mr. Altman, Stanley Tate (sp) was nominated by
President Clinton to head the RTC, and while preparing for that confirmation he was at the
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RTC in a consulting capacity. That's all true, isn't it?

MR. Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: When he withdrew his nomination, he attempted to release to the public
materials he had prepared containing the RTC operations. Are you and the board familiar
with the document that I refer to?‘ gW if _ 7 ___ W

MR. ALTMAN: Generally, sir, yes

SEN. DOMENICI: Why did the oversight board prevent Mr. Tate (sp) from releasing that
document?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, first of all, it was ____ ____

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, you released it -- when he lefi it wu not released and you claimed
it should not be released But then eventually you provided the document to Senator
D'Amato, I believe, or my office, but that was December 23rd, I993. Why was it not
releaed when he wanted to release it?

MIL ALTMAN: Well, senator,imy recollection is that it was released rather promptly.
not the day after he submitted it

,

but as a federal employee - consultmt, the materials _
properly would be -- were reviewed by his superiors before being released. But I think the
point is they were released in short order. g

'

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, did the RTC or the oversight board alter, edit, or sanitize this
document before releasing it? And let me say if not, why did Dietra Ford, oversight board
executive director, send a memo - and I have that - dated November 30th to you about these
materials which included the following sentence: ‘I'm forwarding the enclosed so that you can

see the original materials and fully understand the disaster we narrowly avoided.‘ Those last- that last sentence is a quote. What was the disaster that Mrs. Ford was referring to? Was
this a reference to Madison? If it wasn't, fine. If it was, I think maybe we ought to know
about it

.

MR ALTMAN: Senator, you should ask Mrs. Ford that question.

SEN. KERRY (?): You may not like the answer, but -
SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I just got this letter, and it deserves an answer. If it's not what I

want, that's fine. That's what'we're here for.

MS. FORD: We received the 200-page document the morning of his press conference, and we
had only a quick time to take a look as it at the Oversight Board. The deputy gmeral counsel

oftheOversi¢tBoardmdIadviaed

SEN. mun the microphone up-
' '
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MS. FORD: We advised Mr. Tate that the material should be reviewed by the Oversight
Board staff, myse_lf, as well as the interim CEO, Mr. Altman, before they are released to the

p\|bllC and that he was a federal -- special federal govemment employment and, therefore, he
was subject to the rules that apply in terms of ethics, the Office of Government Ethics, that
applied to the release of documents which he obtained during his tenure as a federal
govemment employee.

_ _q-.Q-
SEN. DOMENICI: Well, what's what your letter says.

' '

MS. FORD: That's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: But what was the ‘disaster that we narrowly avoided‘?

MS. FORD: It was my interpretation that, to release those documents before anyone in the
Oversight Board staff, mTt3Ei¢?§ involved, or -"who'a_dvis'e_us—, have a chance to look at
them, was inappropriate. And that's my choice of words - “disaster.' I think it's
inappropriate to release documents before we know what they contain.

SEN. DOMENICI: I thank you.

Let me quickly move to a couple of other ones if I might. Mr. Altman, I think you told
i

Senator Bond that you would not make available any documentsthat, quote, ‘would have a
negative impact on the legislation,‘ closed quote. ~

MR ALTMAN: No, I don't think so.

SEN. DOMENICI: No?

MR. ALTMAN: I said - I think I said that we would try not to release any documents that
would have a prejudicial effect on the investigation.

' 4

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, this committee held hearings on the failure of the Bank of New
England in the context of an unsuccessful confirmation hearing on Bob Clarke. Ihis
committee explored in detail transactions related to that bank. Voluminous documatts were

made available Maybe this is distinguishable, but it seems to me that the same question
could be asked here. Why can't you release all of these documents for this kind of hearing?

MR ALTMAN: Senator, we have had - or I am advised we have had a couple of
conversations with Mr. Fiske, the independent counsel. He has asked us not to release any

documents that could jeopardize his investigation. I don't know why you would want \L1 to
do that, to jeopardize his investigation. We certainly don't want to.

sen. DOMENICI: I don't want youito.

MR ALTMAN: And we're respecting his requwt.
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SEN. DOMENICI: But if the special prosecutor has no objection to the committee being
provided, copies o

_f documents, can the committee then count on the RTC‘: full cooperation in

providing them.

MR. ALTMAN: You should direct that question to Mr. Fiske.

SEN. DOMENICI: No‘? If he has no objection, then can we count on you to release them?. ...__i-.4-...._-__.. . -- .

MR. ALTMAN: I think the answer is yes.

SEN. DOMENICI: Does the RTC have an inspector general?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: I-In theqiiipeitoigeneral ih'\7e_sti'g'at'3dtliecitiifliet-of-interest allegations

regarding the Rose firm?

MIL ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that
I'm nearly certain it's no because, as you know, it wasn't the RTC that ever had any retainer

relationship or other relationship with the Rose firm. . -

SEN. DOMENICI: But you're kind of the natural successor to what went on there, and I _

believe - I think when you took over you began some investigation of that. We'll show you
that in a minute. But my question is, if the FDIC agreed to have its IG look into Madison,
would there be any recon why you wouldn't?

MR ALTMAN: I have no objection to the IG's looking into any matter that he sees fit to
look into or that he's requested on an official basis to look into. 'I1iat‘s what he's there for.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, I don't want to be arbitrary, burl do want to try to stay on
the time clock if I can u we go back and forth, and we'll continue until everybody'a had a

chance to cover everything they want to cover today.

SEN. DOMENICI: Thank you _very much, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Chairman Greenspan, I want to come back to the interest rate situation
because we had an epportunityto talk the day that the Fed took its first step, afier that was

taken, and I'm concerned about the question of what has happened since and just your own

expectations of what might happen, what has happened You've made further public

comments in a hearing recently; I'm just wondering, as you watch market reactions to the

tightening move that the Fed made, are you seeing essentially what you expected or have you

seen something that - particularly in terms of the uptick oh the long rates - something that
maybe you would not have expected? In other words, where are we now, and how do you

read what seems to be taking place as a reaction to the Fed's policy adjustment?

MR. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, as Senator Sarbanes indicated, my expectation was on the
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basis of what has historically tended to be the cue, that the type of increase that we've hm
would initially lead to some small increase in long-term rates followed by some edging efli
'Ihat's basically been the history, other things equal, and that's essentially what one endeavors
to use so far as a forecast is concemed.

What occurred in the interim was, as I indicated to the subcommittee of the I-louse the other
day, is that there was a growing concem that afier the torrid pace of economic growth in the
fourth quarter, which is apparently thejriocess of being revised up, that the possibility that
we would not be moving to a much more moderate rate of growth was rising, and the first

'

evidence that that was affecting market perceptions was when the Philadelphia Federal
Reserve Bank released its monthly survey, which showed a significant increue in prices paid
by manufacturers for the month -- I suspect it's early February. The point at which that
release was made, the long-tenn rates were very slightly above where they had been previous
to the February 4th move. But what occurred following that was a general belief that the
pace of economic activity—rri’a“ytum o_u't_te5beWrt'eWh'itTi'B'ngeTtlian most of the people in
the market had anticipated.

And to repeat what I said at the I-louse Banking Subcommittee, that change in view in the
market's perception led to a significant backing up of long-term rates, which is what typically
happens when those types of expectations change. As I said then, my impression of how one
should interpret that Philadelphia report is more an indication of a pick-up in economic

'

activity because commodity prices tend to be reasonably good proxies for new orders and
indeed I think that's what essentially that particular report was showing It is not a '

particularly good forecaster of inflation. And as I said at the House committee, we seem to
be lacking the financial tinder that usually is associated with inflation accelerating when you
get a significant pick-up in economic activity. ~ . _ . _

I'm agnostic at this stage. I think it's too soon to make a judgment, but we will learn a good
deal more as the data begin to come forward

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, but as I listened carefully to what you were saying, it seems to me
when you say you don't see the inflationary tinder and that you're sort of an agnostic, I mean,
I gather you're saying you don't see, yet, a broad evidence of a build-up of inflationary
pressure that really worries you I mean, I - or is that not a - I men, put it in your words,
but I'm just -
MR. GREENSPAN: No, that is substantially correct. Look, the reason that we moved on
February the 4th, and the reason I said we may have to move again, rests on the issue of
having deliberately put through a significant degree of accommodation in the money markets
afier 1989 because we perceived that there were special balance-sheet factors and other

headwinds which required that we move the short-term interest rates below where they

normally would reside. And when it became apparent that the adjustments that we thought

would occur and in fact have been occurring in the balance sheets got to a point where the

economy could start to regain its momentum and gain a degree of expansion which seemed to
be well entrenched, at that point the need to have excessive accommodative policies no longer

exists. The issue is not, do we see inflationary pressures emerging, BUT what is the reason
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why we would wmt to keep die level of accommodation at a point where history tells us, if
extended indefinitely, eventually does engender inflationary pressures. So, it's the issue - I
would rewrse the'question, not do we see inflationary pressures, but what reason would we

have, once the recovery seems well entrenched, as indeed I believe it is
,

would we wish to

keep at excessively accommodative stance? That i
s not a statement which says we are

setting inflationary pressures emerging; indeed, as I said in my prepared remarks to the I-Iouse
committee, when we actually see inflationary forces emerging in the way of price changes

which are clearly evident, the one diin'g'w'e'5' sure at that poini i
s we are very far advanced in

the process, and history tells us that that type of policy which we engaged in much too oflen,

is wholly inappropriate to maintaining long-term economic stability.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, let me just say to you I find dist a very important clarification and
point dist you've just made. And I think it puts this in a somewhat different light dian some
of die commentary, I drink, has given to it because what I hear you saying is is diat you've -

you’ve had a monetary poITc'y' dtii’li‘a§'beeii'o\7e'rl'y'aTo'mH6diE'v? in order to try to get sort

of die engine going again and that you overcorrected in a sense -

MR GREENS!-‘AN: Deliberately.

SEN. RIEGLE: - deliberately. And now that it has gotten the traction dist it needs to have,
as far as you can tell, you're taking back some of dist overcorrection but not for reasons of

the fact diat you see this inflationary tinder building up here. g

MR. GREENSPAN: Precisely. And, in fact, (I've tried to make dist point every time I've

stated diis, and I somehow don't seem to get it across as well as I drink I would like to.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I drink you got it across pretty well right now, and we've got a pretty

good sized press table diat I hope will have gotten it down even though it's 20 to two, which

is sort of a late hour for us to all be meeting here - (laughter). But I thank you for that I
drink that's a very important distinction, and I think it's important for the economic system
and the markets to understand what you've just said

Senator D'Amato. V , _ _

SEN. D'AMA'I'0: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I have to say to Mr. Altman

that I would like at go back to a question dist Senator Grammbrought qr and - as it relates
to any nieetinp with White I-louse staffor cotmsel. Mr. Altman, I think you said that you and
a-anofIicialfrom'I'ressurysoughtoutMr.Nussbaun'a Isthat-isthatcorrect?

MR ALTMAN: Yes, I did.

SEN. D'AMATO: Could you tell us why? In other words, I have difficulty understanding

why it is you felt compelled to seek out die White I-louse counsel.

MR.AL'I'MAN:Solelytoensure- .

sen. n'ar.urro= Solely u-,2 _ .
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MR ALTMAN: Solely to be sure that he understood the legal and procedural ftgmgwork
within which the RTC was working. And if you recall, as I said at that time, it was a
February'23th date which was the subject of major attention in the Congress and in the press
It's not uncommon of meetings of that type to take place. And I'd describe it as a ‘heads up"
gnd a very stifi conversation.

SEN. D'AMATO: A ‘heads up'.___In_what__qonnection would that heads up be? You mean that
the statute of limitations was nmning?

'

MR ALTMAN: No, that they should be aware of the intemal processes and the types of
criteria which the RTC wa going to be following in order to reach a decision by February
28th.

SEN. D'AMATO: Was any representatives of the president or Mrs. Clinton or any legal
counsel - which I think 'w'oilTB3 'appropriate_-T7q'5eakir'iTto‘fli€?ounsel for the RTC, or
people handling this particular - this particular matter? I mean, was there any legal
representation going on? Was this - you just called them? Did they have any
representatives, any counsel who may have been meeting with staff people or talking to staff
people?

MR. ALTMAN: I was accompanied by our general counsel, Tresury general counsel. Mr.
I

Nussbaurn had his assistant with him. And Mr. Ickes and Margaret Williams were both at the
-- there at the time. . '

SEN. D'AMATO: 10h, Ickes is in it, huh?
Let me ask you this: Prior to this meeting, was there any representation -- was there any
counsel that was being given representing the president's interest or Mrs. Clinton's interest or
anyone else that you're aware of as it relates to the matter that you went to brief them on?

MR ALTMAN: No, not to my knowledge. Nor were there any-substantive conversations -
subsequent conversations

l SEN. D'AMATO: Did anyone request this meeting?

MIL ALTMAN: I requested the meeting,

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: Was mere any other meeting that may have been requested?

MR. ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: There wu no other meeting that you are aware of that the White House
counsel requested? »

MR ALTMAN: No. I

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: Or anyone else from the White House?
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MR. ALTMAN: No.

sen. o'.\iw\roT Mr. Icltes? _

MR ALTMAN: I had no subsequent - I received no subsequent requests for meetings.
SEN. D'AMATO: Well, what about private counsel? Did private counsel - I find it hard to
believe that there was no private counsel. Are you saying to me that there was not even

private counsel that was meeting with staff lawyers at some level?

MR ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge, Senator.

SEN. D'AMATO: Ms Ford, do you know of any?

MS. FORD: No, I‘ve had 'n'T'ln_vT>lvement

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me turn to the RTC report which was dated February 8th, which we
received last evening about 9:00 - Resolution Trust Corporation - md say to you that, in
reviewing this document, I think it goes s little further - does a little better job than the one
that came out of FDIC. I found it interesting that in its conclusion on page five and six, in
its summary before it readies its disposition, it says, A, Rose represented Madison prior to
its failure; B - and I am not reading the whole sentence - Rose represented the FDICIRTC _
subsequent to the failure of Madison; C, Rose did not disclose its-representation of
Madison before the Arkansas Securities Department to the FDIC or the RTC. Further, it did
not report possible conflict involving the brother-in-law and father-in- law of Webb Hubbell.
And, by the way, I'm going to, Mr. I-Iove, read something to you that's quite illuminating
You better have your lawyers take a look at this. And when it gets all done doing that, it
says, based on the factual conclusions in the RTC conflicts report - it says we send it to
counsel.

Now,Ihavetotellyouthatlamgoingtoask-becauseyouhsvenoconclusion. Itjust
says, "l1iese are the facts; thesearsthe facts, fellows. Now, you do with it whatyou want‘

andsendsittocounael-guieralco\nsel.I'mgoingtoaskthatthisreportandmyother
relevantmaterialthatwasgrf-*"",» ;--ibythosswhowmsimrkingonitbesubmittedtothe
inspectorguieral.Andasyou'vsindicatedbefore,youcenainlywouldn'tsay,‘Idon'tseeany
-howthatwouldiinpedsllybodyoranything.‘ Butlcertainly would feel more comfortable
thatitgoesmtheinspecnrguleralasopposedtothegeneralcounsel. Andlthinkitwould
guaranteetheintegrity of the review, certainly inthissenatofs mind andlthinkinothers

MR ALTMAN: Fine. ’
_

SEN. D'AMATO: I
.

much. I see that my time has expired. I have another
observation to make, alter - at the appropriate time.iiEs
SEN.RIEGI.E:SalatorKerry?

‘ '
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SEN. KERRY: Well, let me ask my colleague, is that going to be the |m -_ I mem_ of 5,
there intention of colleagues to go s whole other round?

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: I mink some colleagues have some other questions, and mey'll raise them
whenever -
SEN. RIEGLE: I think maybe we're goi_rng__to_haveone more _go- around here wim those that
are lefi who want to do so. And men I think we're probably done here.

SEN. KERRY: It was my understanding that we were going to have another hearing here in
I0 minutes, which I'm also supposed to participate in. I'm just curious what the plans of the
chainnan are. If my time could not -- I'm just -

SEN. RIEGLE: They have a difi'erent room matthey're meeting in -
SEN. KERRY: All right. So that's -

SEN. RIEGLE: -- so that we won't nrn into a room conflict. But we are late in me day, and
the witrnesses have been here a long time. So my intention would be to finish up a round here
where everybody gets arnotlner tum at bat. *

_

SEN. KERRY: Well, maybe I could ask another - just procedurally. I don't want to really
use my time at this point But it seems to me mat maybe we could uk if anybody has any

'

more questions to ask of the chainnan of the Federal Reserve, because it seems not a great
use of his time to sit here if all we're going to do is talk about another subject

SEN. DOMENICI: I -- is my turn imminent here? do I have_a long wait?

SEN. RIEGLE: Let me get my batting order here. . __

SEN. DOMENICI: Because I don't warnt to keep him a long time, but I wanted to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Actually, you follow Senator Bond, who will come afier Senator Kerry. Tlnen
we'll come back to Senator Boxer. So actually there are -
SEN. : How long is your question? Maybe they would let you get that -
SEN. DOMENICI: I don't want - I don't have a question of Mr. Greenspan. Ijust want to
state for the record that, frankly, I believe the actions you took over me last three or four
years have a great deal to do with the status of the American economy. I frankly believe you
were subject to some undue criticism, but if we have a solid recovery, I mink it's very
significantly related to the conduct of the Federal Reserve over me lat 3-1/2, four years.

Maybe President Bush would have liked it differently, maybe Dick Darman would have,
maybe it all could have happened earlier, but nonemeles, I mink you're somewhat
responsible, so I trust you at least on what you're doing now. .
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SEN. RIEGLE: That reminds me a little bit of watching some of that Olympic Qkgfin‘
competition last night when they throw the bouquets out on the ice. You just threw a nice
one to the dairrnan. Senator Kerry?

SEN. : You were critical of him. You wanted to loosen up even more.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, the other day I think my comments were comments that reflected some
understanding as to what the 'chai'r'riiiii's tryiifg to do, and I think he's put additional light on‘
that today. I don't think this chairman wants to strangle the economy. I'm speaking of
Chairman Greenspan, and, you know, sometimes you can do that and not intend to. But I
think he's trying to be as pnident as he can be. Senator Kerry?

MR. GREENSPAN: Excuse me. Mr. Chairman, is that -- (inaudible)?

SEN. RIEGLE: Are you ex'?used? Can you take_y?uT boTqii'et_a'rid go? (I..aughter.) Yea, you
can. Senator Kerry?

SEN. BOXEIC You get a 5.9 from me.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer gave you a 5.9. (Laughter)

SEN. BOXEIC You skate so well (on the ice 7).

SEN. RIEGLE: Especially on the technical portion of the - (laughter) - of the program.

88-432 O — 95 — 13
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x x it program.

SEN. : (Off mike)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?

SEN. JOHN KERRY (D-MA)? Mr. Chairrnan, I'm not sure I have time to stay through the
whole process here, so I may review the bidding here a little bit. But just speaking as a
former prosecutor, one of my colleagues over here was sort of questioning the duality. I can
tell you, as a person who has presented evidence to grand juries and who has spent some time
putting cases together, that there is nothing worse than having dual tracks, witness confusion,
various statements appearing in public, multiple copies of documents moving around I would
be very surprised if Special Prosecutor Fiske decided to do it It certainly wouldn't be a
judgment that I made toTn7akTtltE'g's"publié'iii'iIie'_rii'r'ddli' of ’in"'t'n'7/estigation because it
inevitably taints somebody's something and it creates a very hard process for pursuing a track.
What astonishes me here a little bit - and I want to reiterate it - I mean, we've got $150
billion problem here which taxpayers are paying for. They're already angry enough about us
wasting their time and duplicitous process. And here we are, frankly, with very important
people in front of us having spent a moming not really examining where that $150 billion _
went, not talking about it

,

but dealing instead with politics. And that's what this really comes
down to, it's politics. It's totally unnecessary. In the context of the gentlemen who has bear
made a special prosecutor, a Republican appointed by a Democrat — and let me just share

'

with colleagues again quickly something about Mr. Fiske. This is an article from the New
York Times right afier he was appointed: ‘Robert Fiske's reputation for integrity and
thoroughness is so entrenched that if he finch no wrongdoing during his investigation of the
Whitewater affair, his findings could put rumors about Bill md I-Iillary Clinton's business
dealings to rest. 'Ihe choice is one that you simply can't argue with,‘ said former Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady, a close friend of former President George Bush and a college
classmate of Mr. Fiske's morethm 40 years ago. 'I'Ie's one of those guys who has always
conducted himself with integrity." The article goes on to sly that: ‘Mr. Fiske, a 63-year-old
Wall Street lawyer, earned his reputation by being at aggressive prosecutor. If the Clintons
have something to hide, he could pose a formidable problem. If ha lives up to his billing, at
theveryleasthiswilldisruptthelivesofthefiratfamily.'

Now,ifthat'snotenough,ifwedon‘thavethapatimcatoallowhimtedehisjobandsit
here and ask relevant questions about S150 billion, we ought to ask what we're doing. I

mean,thisiswhythetaxpayersgetsofedupbecauseallwedoisdigintopolitics. And

there's a huge distinction between this case and prior cases because we are not looking at a

current situation where the president is currently making decisions about current money being

spent or current policy. This is something that happened when he was governor - if

whatever happened happened - and I suggest that this prosecutor has the ability to get at it.

Ifhedoean‘t,I‘Iljoin withSmatorD'Amato,I'llbeoneofthefirstpeople-Ithinklhavea
good reputation here on the basis ofBCCI and Noriega-and other eflorts in

pursuingthings. Butlthinkbacktothetirnethatlwastryingtodothat. Idififthaveany
help from the other side of the aisle. We did not ga subpoma power. We did not have the
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ability to have a full-fledged investigation in this committee on that. And I sat here with Tim
Wirth and we tried again and again to get an extmsion of the liability. We also tried to get a
special prosecutor’. Most of my colleagues making a lot of noise about this now Opposed
having a special prosecutor. So I just think fair is fair at some point in this business. We all
understmd the game and we all understand what happens. But it seems to me that to take g

150 billion dollar fiuco and relegate it to a second tier for this 194 state-run - who was the
primary regulator of this institution originally? MR 1.The

- originally it was the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, and then later OTS.

SEN. KERRY: So it came to the federal govemment secondarily. And, I might add, for two
years this cue was closed It wasn't until six weeks before the election -- and we ought to
uk some questions about this - that suddenly, when Bill Clinton was the nominee for
president of the United States, that there was a criminal referral to the RTC, not until six
weeks before the election. For two years while my friends controlled the elements of
regulation, nobody wt askIrTg_il\?questions tlTa't'aH'FeirTg‘ asfedhere today.
So I'm not saying questions shouldn't be asked I am saying we absolutely ought to get to the
bottom of whatever took place. We ought to understand all these institutions because it's a
sorry chapter in American politics. But that's going to happen, the 25 FBI agents and
depositions and document being made available, and the taxpayers of this country do not
need us jumping all over each other for political purposes, avoiding the real issues that they
would like us to dig into. And I don't think much more needs to be said beyond dist.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond? V .

MR. : Mr. Chairman, may I make a correction?

SEN. RIEGLE: Yes.

SEN. KERRY: I think Senator Kerry asked who was the primary regulator. 'I'he primary
regulator was the state of Arkansat -

SEN. KERRY: Well, that was what I wu getting at The primary regulator was the state.

MR : Exactly. And the primary federal regulator was FSLC and OTS.

SEN. KERRY: Correct. So the issue of federal nexus here in terms of decisionmaking is only
by transfer, not by original jurisdiction. So what we're doing is secondary to the third tier.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond? "

SEN. BOND: Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of my friend from Massachusett, I am going to
submit a chronology and some questions for the record to the RTC to answer. I recall it was
Jerry Brown of Califomia who first raised the question during the I992 campaign, but we all
will be able to benefit from these questions, which are along the lines that Senator Kerry
raised. I also have a series of questions for the FDIC and for the RTC which follow up on
these other questions, but in the time remaining I do want to pursue a couple of items. When
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we last talked, Mr. Altman, you said that normal procedure would be for the RTC to seek out
and acquir_e records wherever they were. Now, if the RTC under your direction were
requesting records from the first lady at the White House, a rather high-profile event, mum ii
not be cusbnmy for them to advise you that they were requesting records in the possession
of the first lady?

MIL ALTMAN: Senator, I _g_et__involved in any substanti_v_e_aspect of any PLS case,
particularly -- or including documents that they may seek. So they've never brought that to
my attention since I've been in this job, and that goes right through today.

SEN. BOND: So you wouldn't expect them to tell you

Mk ALTMAN: No, I wouldn't.

SEN. BOND: I find that"remark'§IiI'_Iri a n6ir'n'il'i:'riE\tn'_aI'FeTe?rU case, the RTC creates and
retains an inventory of pertinent documents used to make the case. As I understand it

,

at lest
one version of the inventory has been provided to some members of Congress. Could you
furnish to this committee the latest, most up-to- date inventory and provide the hearing - for
the hearing record along with the previous versions? Would you make that available?

MR. ALTMAN: Last evening we supplied the - 6,500 pages of information to Senator '

D'Antato's office, as we had some time earlier to Congressman Leach. SEN. BOND: And is

that the entire inventory? Are those all the document? You give new challenge to Federal‘
Express and ‘Overnight Postal Service to get the delivery of such ‘a substantial stack of
documents at the particular time, a new standard for delivery in package express.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, I have here a list of the document. ..

SEN. BOND: Is that the latest version?

mt ALTMAN: mi is just I list of whatthe document are. There‘! a,soo ill total pages.
This is a list of the document we provided

SEN. BOND: If you could make one available for the record, we would like to have that I'd
appreciate it

.

MR. AL'l'MAN:Bedelighted.

SEN. BOND: Next, when did youbecome aware of the RTC recommendations that further
criminal prosecution be taken against Madison?

MR ALTMAN: Last fall I was advised that the question of a referral to the Justice
Department was under consideration at the RTC, and as other members of the RTC staff will
attest,Isaidthatnormal procedures, withnodeviationwhataoev_er,shouldbepursued,
includingchainofcomntand procedures,intertnsofreachingthatconclusion. V
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l might tell you that typically decisions like that are made at the regional office level, and um
it was in this case.

SEN. BOND: Were you aware that the regional office had asked the national oflice to make a
determination as to whether the Clintons' name should be in the new expanded referral?

MIL ALTMAN: No.

SEN. BOND: You did not know they were asking for the national oflice to make a
determination on that?

MR ALTMAN: No. I was simply infomied that this issue was on the table, and my reaction
was -- I had only one conversation about it -- that normal procedure should be followed
'I‘hat's the way we're going to handle this thing ginning to end.from be j

SEN. BOND: How was the White House notified of the referral? Was it from your agency?

MR ALTMAN: They were not notified by the RTC, to the best of my knowledge.

SEN. BOND: Nobody in your agency, to your knowledge, advised the White House staff that
this was going to be a major -- this could be a major source of concern?

MR ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge. , _

(Confers off mike.)
' - ‘

Ms. Ford, do you know if the White House was notified by the RTC?

MS. FORD: No, we have had no involvement at the Oversight Board whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: When was the firm of Madison & Pillsbury put on retainer by the RTC, do
you know? And for how long and what cost? _

MIL ALTMAN: I don't know that. I'm aware that that firm has been retained as outside
counsel on this matter, but I‘rn1not aware of the date on which it was retained nor the retainer
arrangements

SEN. BOND: Will they review the potential of suing the various law firms who represented
Madison or the board of directors? ,

MIL ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that question. .

SEN. BOND: We'd appreciate knowing that, if you could, later. And if there are other outside
counsel or consultants hired in conjunction with the case, we would like to know that.

And finally, I'm advised that the list you have there is just an inventory of the documents
provided to Senator D'Amato; it is not the complete inventory of the docurnaits pertaining to
Madison. And if Pm mistakm, in either event, we would appreciate receiving a copy of the
inventory of the entire docurnmts
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MIL ALTMAN: Well, Senator, I'm not sure I fully understand your question. But what we
have released quota to what we've been asked for, less any documents that, in our
judgment, could prejudice the investigation. I told you earlier that we'd had a couple of
conversations - I haven't had them; I'm advised there were a couple of conversations with
Mr. Fiske, with each side asking the other not to release information or take any other steps
which would prejudice either side's investigation, and we're trying to adhere to that.

SEN. BOND: As I understand it
,

that you have prepared an inventory. I'm not asking for the
documents themselves, but I understand that you had prepared an inventory and had fumished
perhaps members of the House side, or others, with the inventory, not the contents of the
documents.

MIL ALTMAN: Any information, I assure you, that we have supplied to Congressman Leach
or anyone else -- elsewhere_in the Congress, w~e;e’delighted to supply to you or anyone else
here that would like them.

I ' _' —' _" '

SEN. BOND: Would that include an inventory, a cataloging, not the contents but a cataloging
of the documents in the Madison case?

MIL ALTMAN: We will supply you with any information to that extent that we can which
does not get into areas that we think would prejudice the investigation. SEN. BOND: Thank
you, Mr. Chairman. ,

_

SEN. RIEGLE; Senator Boxer?

ssu. aoxmu rm. Chairman, ra like to - I'm still working. ' '

sen. moss; an right. Senator Domenici, you're neat in the order.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Altman, you spoke a while ago of your one contact with the White
I-louse regarding this, and you and your coimsel went up to talk to the White House counsel.

MIL ALTMAN: Yeah, one substantive contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Please?

MR. ALTMAN: One substantive or meaningful contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Yeah. Well, I assume - we're not arguing there that you had - you're not
suggesting you had more than_ one, are you? _ _

MIL ALTMAN: No. I'm just saying that if you — you know, you run into someone in the

hall-didyouseethatthinginthepaperthismorning?-I'mnotincludingthat.

SEN. DOMENICI: All right. You said you were there to give a heads-qt. What I understand
the situation to be on average folks, a couple ofthem in my state that were bordering up
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alongside of a statute of limitations becoming a defense, they were presented with ia tolling
agreement, and if they didn't sign ii. suit was filed so as to toll the statute. Is that a rather
fair assessancit of-the way business is done?

MR. ALTMAN: I think I'd have to know the details of the matter, Senator.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I guess what I'm wondering, are we getting the right perspective of
why you did this? Did you go tliere'b'eE'aiEe"you'wanted them to know that clearly they
might be asked to sign a tolling agreement, or to know that the normal process was that the
toll -- the statute's going to toll, and there's reasonable grounds to suspect something, they
might expect a lawsuit? Or why else would you give them heads-up?

MR ALTMAN: The difference between this and a matter like the one you referred to is that

I had been receiving -- had begun to receive a lot of inquiries, including in writing from
Congress, as to what procedurerthe"R'I'C was'g0ing‘to*follow,1rrd I wanted to give them the
same sense of those procedures that I was giving members of Congress. And I said to them
nothing different than I've said to members of Congress.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I understand that, but I guess what I'm getting at is there must have
been a reason for telling them that Congress was just saying the statute's going to run, what
are you going to do, so you went over there to tell them that we're going to apply the same"

thing we do in any other case? And that's the heads-up that you were giving them?

MR ALTMAN: That's right _ .

SEN. DOMENICI: Wu it serious enough that you wanted them to know because there might
be something that they would be confronted with that was untoward as you applied your
niles, like asking for a tolling agreement or filing a lawsuit? MR ALTMAN: Again, the
essence of what we said wu that the statute of limitations which then applied was scheduled
to expire on February 28, I994; that the RTC was going to make every effort to make a

decision by that date. It could fundamentally reach only one of two decisions, that there was a

basis for a claim or that there wasn't. If there was a basis for a claim then we would either
seek a tolling agreement to permit more discovery and more preparation or we would file that
claim in court. .

SEN. DOMENICI: Well the passage of the statute of limitations extension eliminates that
problem as you have already indicated.

I guess, Mr. Chairman, I'm having a little difficulty with explanation because one way of
looking at it was that it wu not a very meaningful or important meeting - that he was just
doing this so that he would be able to tell Congress he had told them he's going to treat them

the same way as others. I don't think a man - you know, I know you fairly well - I don't
think you would be going over there to just be able to send this letter to Senator D'Amato

that says I have told the White House that they're going to be treated the same way as other
writ -
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MIL ALTMAN: Senator, I did not know whether they knew of such procedures which as I
say I was then communicating to members of Congress and itjust seemed to me a little odd
to explain in a meinber of Congress that we're going to follow "XYZ' procedures and not
have them ever be made aware of what those were. _

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I want to close on this remarks by thanking you, Mr. Chair-mm, for
holding these hearings. I hope the public understands the Republican response to senarpr
Kerry, you know, it's almost an insult to accuse ta of not being concerned about oversight
and that some how or another the other side is more interested in how the RTC turned out

Frankly, that's just borders on being a joke. This hearing, we have all your statements, we're

going to read them. So we're going to know what you were going to say. Ifyou sent it to us
yesterday, our staff has probably read it already and mey'll brief us so we're going to know.
My last observation would be that it's inconceivable to me Mr. Altmm that you would really
be eoncemed that the people involved in the investigation, whomever they are, whether it be
the people in Arkansas, wtrettlertt'b"e"confiziants"ot“rlt'e'Prestttenr,-whomever, that they would

not know that the statute of limitations was going to toll and that that presented a situation
that you had to advise somebody on.

I just don't think anybody involved in this would not know that

MIL ALTMAN: Senator, I also - I would agree with you. I can't say for sure. I don't know
whatwasintheirminds. Idoubtvery muchthatthey didnotknowaboutthestatuteof
limitations _ .

'

srsu. DOMENICI: aim

MILAL'l'MAN:WhatIwassayingwasnotthat. Whatlwassayingwasldidnotknowif
they knew and, frankly, my impression is

,

as a result of that meeting, they hadn't previously
knoum what procedures the RTC would be following. By that I mean that you have to
choosebetwem-youhavebreachaeonclusionastowhethe:there'saclaimorthereisn't,
anddictwhatyouhavetodoifyoureachtheeonclusionthatthereia

SEN.DOMENICI:Allright. Thltkyouverymuch. .‘

SEN.RIBGLB:'l1|ankyou.

'

Sutatorfairclotll? . ._ _

SEN.l'AIlC.L01'I'I:1‘limikyon,Mr.Chairman. Andlwillecbosenatorbomenici. You
havedoneastmerbjobofeonducting. AndI'llbeverybrief.MyquestionsaretoMr.I-love.
Mr.Ihvawekeepeomingback-yousaidthePSLICissuedthisreport,whohaslongbeen
out of business, and did the investigation on Mrs. Clinton and her relationship.

MRI-IOVE:No,sir,Idih'tsqFSI.IC. Isaidthattheageneythathmdledtheelosingof
I'irstAmericmwasFSLIC,mdthatoccurredbeforeFDIChadmyinvolve|nmtinthat.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: All rifltt. But who did the invedgation - I assume there wm one done
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- to determine that Mrs Clinton had no involvement whatsoever that was worthy of looking
m _ ‘ —

I

MR. HOVE: We did not do an investigation, we did not do a review because we don‘: have
all the records. The records are the old FSLIC records that are not in one central repository,
All we did wu review the records that we had available at the FDIC, and the records that we
had at the FDIC only indicated that Mrs. Clinton's involvement, from the records that we
could review, was the two hours th'at""shi spenf filing the amended complaint for her partner,
Vince Foster.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So, what you're saying really is that you did a very incomplete and
surface investigation.

MR HOVE: We did not - we simply looked at the records that we had, and we did not
make an investigation any 'fith‘er"tl'|ai1 the records Hi?! we1f'ad"a‘viilable to us at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Well, I would say that Mr. Whitney (sp) issuing such a clearance for
Mrs. Clinton in the name of the FDIC doesn't lend a lot of credibility to an FDIC
investigation when he makes his statements and when you didn't really have the records to

make an investigation, from what you're telling me. _

MIL HOVE: What we were doing was correcting the information that was erroneous in the
Chicago Tribune report because the Chicago Tribtme said that ,i

t

was an FDIC cae, we said ‘i
t

wasnotanFD_IC case. Andwealso saidthatfromourrecords,thiswastheonIy
involvement that we could have.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Well, don't you think it would be a good idea to himt up the old FSLIC
records and see what they might lead you farther? But I have a question, and then I'm going
to - (inaudible word).
The original suit was $3.3 million. They settled it for 6 on the dollar, or $200,000.

Whatlwanttoknowishowmuchwashdrs Clintonpaid,ortheRoselawfirm.

MR HOVE: I cm't tell you. I don't know that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTI-I: Can you find out? .

MRI-IOVB:Wecantry. '.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, I would like for you to let me know B quickly as possible how
much the Rose law firm was paid, and also their work records to indicate who did the work

toear1:themoney,because-yousaysheworkedtwohoura,

MIL I-IOVE: Ididn'tsaythat. Isaidtheonlythingthatwecanaacltainfiomtherecordswa
have was that she worked two hours. And let me remind you, Senator, that these records are

disbursed from wherever FSLIC had the records, and we did not take possession of those
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records when FSLIC was closed down

SEN. FAIRCLO11-t Are those records still available?

MR. HOVE: I don't know.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: If she settled the lawsuit, the amount of hours she worked - it is just
impossible for me to believe she settled HS-‘IIWIIII against Lassiter (sp), she signed the
amended return, which was the settlement, the amended complaint, which was the settlement
against Lassister, at a very favorable rate, then we tum around and find that Lassiter's - the
personwithhispowerofattomeyisbackintheWhiteI'Iouseworking.

MR. HOVE: Senator, the amended complaint reduced the complaint from 3.3 million to l.3
million. ‘I‘he suit - the se__t_de_mentwas some si

_x

mo_nths later. I don't know whether Mrs
Clinton had any involvement afleTtliit period of'time' iE'wlu'ch§hT amended the complaint
from 3.3 [million] down to I.) [million].

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So we have no idea whether Mrs Clinton made the final settlement
totally.

MR.HOVE:Ihavenoideafromourrecordsandwhatwe'veseen

1

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: And this two-hour thing - she could have worked 200 hours. .

MR. HOVE: I have told you is what we have available at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTII: But she could have worked zoo hours on it. i

mt I-IOVE: And all Fm telling you is an the records that in ta. indicate she worked two
hours. _

(Confers off microphone.)
Okay,meonlyreeordswehavewmthmshebilledFSIJCforonlyflaosetwohoma

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Billed who?

MR. HOV! FSLIC. (Pmnoimces each letter.)

SEN. FAIlClJOTH:Howaboutgetting the total records from FSI..ICmdfindingouthow
muchthebtflbillwasmdwhosetimewasbilled?I‘dliketoseeit.'I‘hankyou.

SEN.RIEGLE:SqtatorD'Amato?

SEN. D'AMA‘I‘O: You know, Mr. I have difficulty ifyou really have trouble figuring
outwhenaclaimisinitiallylodgedfor$3millionmdthciitisreducedltdyouIly.wel|.

youknomthelawfiimorthisparmer-inthiscase,Mrs.Clinton-onlybilledfortwo
hours. Biuthenantreoftheworkwasaichastoreducediatlawmitliddtepotmual
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liability to Mr. Lmiter (sp), who has a definite relationship with the Clintons. I mean, are
we really.» believe you don't understand that? Now, don't give me this two-hour stuff. I
mean, fact is that that claim was reduced - the potential of the claim - from 3 million
down to a I million some odd, and therefore, a settlement of $200,000 is much more
reasonable in Qpearance when the initial - when the suit is only asking for a 1.3 million as
opposed to 3 million. Now, doesn't that make some - I mean, do you see why a senator or
anyone else would make an inquiry and say, ‘Look’ - I mean, what's the situation here? Are
you telling us there was no conflict there.""

‘
_

MR I-IOVE: But, Senator, you're asking FDIC, and FDIC did not have any involvement in
lllll suit B fill! time.

SEN. D'AMA'I'O: I'm not suggesting dist. What I'm suggating to you is that a period of
time it came under you fo

'
.r review _ __

And if you look at this - don't keep telling us that FDIC didn't have anything at that time.
We're not suggesting that you did anything wrong We're suggesting you take a look at the
facts, take a look at the record, and you can be a school boy, you can't come to an

inescapable conclusion that someone was retained to bring the lawsuit that had a relationship
with the person that they brought a suit to. And as a matter of fact, whether it was two hours
or one hour, the determination was made to reduce the claim that might bring the potential
liability from $3 million down to SI million and eventually settle for $200,000. Now, we
don't know who was responsible for the settlement. But the fact of the matter is that the

i

partner who reduced and amended that complaint was Mrs. Clinton. Now that's obvious.
I'm not going to spend my time going back and forth with you. I'm going to tell you
something else, though. When we talked about the potential for conflict before, as it related
to the Madison Guaranty and Mr. Hubbell, I want to refer you to a letter of lime 8th, I989.
Now, Mr. Hove, you stated that since the Rose law firm - when I first brought this up to you
-- was suing Frost, it wasn't relevant that Web I-Iubbell's brother-in-law and father-in-law were

suing Madison. Now, if you take a look at that letter - and I'm going to suggest to you
that you're wrong, and that's why you'd better have the IG look at thia lime 8th, I989, and it
is written to April Breslaw (sp), Attomey, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. I'm

reading part of it:

‘Mr. Hubbell is the son-in-law of Seth Ward, a Madison insider who was able to obtain a

judgment minst Madison of approximately $447,000.‘ Now, I'm going to skip the next
sentence, go down to -

‘Since the conservatorship, the case has been removed and later remanded back to the State

Court of Appeala After appeal, a new trial will be sought, whether in state or federal court.
At a minimum‘ - it goes on to say - ‘the state judgment will be attacked under various
special FDIC defenses on its general inappropriateness Miss Styrahorii (ph) has informed me
that the informal — the information contained in the audit files could be damaging to our case,

especially if a new trial is granted.‘

It goes on and it concludes: ‘I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
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mdaquestionofloyaltiea Mr. I-Iubbell rnayormay mtbaablerp

compromiseourinterestinheSethWardmatter.'Now,look,Prnnotsuggestinghatatrlm
time that yon knew of it. Here it is. And that's why, if you don't refer something to the IO
to clarify whether or not here was a conflict, you cart be doing the right thing. And for you
tomaintain,'Well,\veweren‘tthereathetime;itwasatFSI.IC'or'Maybetheruleswerea
little vague.‘ I mom, for god sakes, you had lowly auditors saying, ‘Wake up, fella.‘ You
had an auditor in another letter saying it's impossible to hink that he's not going to tell his
in-laws what's going on. So that's'the kindof thing that brings 'about maybe the stamping
hat one of my colleagues alluded to.

Mr. Chairman, notwithstanding first of all I'm going to ask that we be permitted to submit
some documents for the record hat have been returned to -
SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection, so ordered. _

A

SEN. D‘AMA'l'0: - so we can keep an orderly proceeding.
Secondly, I want to say before I conclude that you could not have been fairer in making
available his opportunity and according the members the opportunity to make heir
presentations and to ask heir questions tmder vdy ditficult circumstances. So I want you to
know that. And I think that I speak for all the Republicans on the committee in relationship
to he manner in which you have conducted this proceeding. And it's not easy for you, and!
just want to commend you for your impartiality.

And let me conclude again I hink what we're interested in, in his, is seeing — and Senator
Domenici said -that the process moves forward wihout here being interference, wihout
here being a question as to what document have been made available to he appropriate
people, what has been taken. Some of these him? have no -_

- I see Mr. Altman. I-Ie‘s placed
in a very, very difficult position I've said that pii§iicly I well. It is a very, very difficult
situation. Anditcertainly -itleadstousraisingthekindsofquestionsthatwehave. Butl
tellyouhissenatorwanttoseehIwhIwaasq:poaedtobedonewasdone,hatwhat
shouldbedoneathepreaentleveliscarriedoutinamnnerinwhicheveryonecansaythat
the rightthingwasdone. Andhnlethechipsfallwhereheymsy.

So,Mr.Chairmm,again,hmkyouforpmvidingttmoppommitytop\nforhomconcems,
mdhopefully,hiswillmoveusauqclosertoresolvingthismatter. Thmkyou. SEN.
RIE(i.B:'I‘hmkyouverymuch. We'llp'veyousomequestionsfortherecord,andwe'dask
youtoreqondtothem.'l1|estandsinrecesa. .,

mm i
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February 28, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

FROM: JOHN D. PODESTA
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND STAFF SECRETARY

N. NEIL EGGLESTON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE HEARING AND
OTHER RECENT ACTIVITY

i
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REDABTED

4. Senator Gramm. -

Senator Gramm was initially pretty mild, merely urging
the President to made all information public aotthat the country
could move on to other issues.

It was during Mr. Gramm's Qiestgiirg that Hr. Altmantestified about his meeting at the Hilts House approximately
three weeks before the hearing. Hr. Altman stated that the
meeting was procedural only, relating to the statute of
limitations issue. Hr. Altman stated that he had requested the
meeting because he had been answering questions from members of
Congress about the procedural issues, and thought it only
appropriate to provide the same information to the White House.

3
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January 25,-19.94

Mr. Roles Altman
President Interim and
Chief Executive Oflcer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20484

Dear Mr. Altman:

I amvrritlngtoyonin'ccnneetlonwiththelettereet'Jenuery11
1994. to Attorney General Janet Rene and yourself. expressing the gravi
concern that I and a number of my colleagues have regarding th
expiratien of the applicable statutes of limitations with respect t
possible wrongdoing at Madison Guaranty Savings and Lean ("Madieon"'
We urged that voluntary agreements tolling the statute of limitations E
aeughtwithalltlaerelevantpartiae. Thatlettereddroeeedthe urge:
needforirnmediateectionwithreepecttoanyviolatiene that mayhe
oeeurred.aincetheappIieahlestatuteefltmitatlnnernaye:pireaeee

as March, 1894.

Merethantweweekshavepaeeedstneeweraisedthlevitalisei
Inhle public eemmente,Bpet:ial Ceurieelillshehae -t domonetrat

his of. and sensitivity to, the applicable eriinin statutes
limitations.

Ihaveyettebeapprisetlotwhataet:lcn.i!eny,t1\eR'I‘Chaetal
teenaurethatthea -- etamtewlllnet§_§1‘~g, TheA:nerl
peoplehavetllerighttehnewilany

“J”
‘
"I_5ei-Itconnetl

wtthlladlson. Itie equallyirnportant efthemneri
-people to obtain bepreserved.

»
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' The RTC ehould do all in ite power to protect the Amflflgm
taxpayer by making a definitive interpretation of precieely when the mu
atatute of limitation will expire. and then take action to voluntarily reek
agreemente from potential partiee to RTC-initiated legal ectiona. Should
the etatute of limitatione run, any findinge that me RTC meltee will he
meaningleee-there will be no hear-in: and the American peoplo will bq
left without complete redreee. _

Memhere of the Banking Committee etafl have diecueeed the need
for meaningful action with reereaentativee of the RTC. My etaff war
informed that the RTC had not yet made a final analyeie with reepect tc
the expiration of the etatute of limitation. They were alao informed tha1
no rceponee wee immediately available, more then two weelte alter this
ieeue wee raised--thie ie inconceivable and unacceptable.

In light of the R'l‘C'e failure to reepond totheee concern: for ove
two weeha, I am compelled to write again to aecertaln what action the
ETC haa taken. ee that I may consider alternate avenuee that I car
pureue in order to protect the intereat of the American people wltl
reepect to thie matter. I can lee no reaeen for fttrther delay on your part
Pleaae provide me with your conclueione ea to the a pllcetion of tln
relevant etatute of llmitetione with reepect to the eituatiov

immediately.

Sincerely,

Alfonee M. D'Ameto
Ranking Republican
Senate Banking Committee

AMD:dn
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Mr. Roger C. Altman
Page 2 - -
FIDIUIIY 3 0 199‘

not strike the Minority as overly unreasonable for a month or two
given the fact that no RTC head had been selected.

However, it has been over a year since the Administration has been
in office and it can only be described as structurally unseemly for
e political appointee of an Executive branch department to make
whet are in effect, law enforcement decieione for an independent
federal agency as they may touch upon the President.

Accordingly, I would urge that you request from the Department of
Treasury's General counsel and Ethics Office advice as to whether
you, as interim CBO of the RTC, are obli ated to recuse yourself
from any decisions concerning the'resolu€ion of'Rad1son Guaranty.a~ raw was d‘l'l'igned so~e
Attorney General from an ethical dilemma of being both chief law
enforcement officer for the nation and chief legal advieor to the
President in circumstances when the President or a high level
Administration officer is the subject of investigation, so it would
gppear

ethically qgestionable for a political appointee of the
_gpartment of

Treasurybgo
make decisions for an independent federaff

a enc when‘the Pres ant may be impI1cated_in enforcement and
c%vfTyac€1on -

In this regard, it should be clear that the issue is not whether a
preeidentlally appointed official can oversee an inveetigatlon
involving the President. Rather the issue is that officials with
this responsibility should be confirmed for the job with that
particular accountability. As you will recall it was e political
appointee confirmed by the Senate that issued a cease and desist
order for engaging in conflicts of interest against the son of a
former President.

As you know, despite your strong letter to the Chairman of the
Houee Banking Committee recommending against extension, Congress
last year extended the statute of limitations for civil lawsuits
brought against sen wrongdoera. As you pointed out in your moat
recent letter, this extension "has afforded the RTC an opportunity
to inveetigate further any civil claims which may be asserted
against individuals or entities associated with Madison Guaranty
for fraud, intentional misconduct resulting in

unguat
enrichment,

or intentional misconduct resulting in subatant al lose to the
inetitution." Given, however, the impending running of the statute
of limitations for certain kinda of actions, time is clearly of the
essence for the RTC to make judgments about civil accountability in
the failure of Madison. ,

Finally, I would like to reiterate my request, pursuant to Rules X
and XI of the House Rules for all documents related to Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, Little Rock, Arkansas. As you know,

I?
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Mr. Roger C.-Altman
Page 3 - _
February 3, 1994

on December 9, l993, I wrote the RTC requesting access to all
documents related to Madison Guaranty and its subsidiaries.
House and Committee Rules, Mouse practices, and judicial precedent
support the proposition that the Ranking Minority Member is the
functional counterpart to the Chairman for Committee action. This
being the case, a request for documents made by the Ranking
Minority Member has parallel standing with a request made by the
Chairman of the Committee. The Ranking Minority Member clearly has
a voice in the process and is entitled to information that will
enable the Ranking Minority Member to carry out his
constitutionally mandated oversight responsibilities.

Iherefore, the courtesy of a definitive reply to this document
e aii is requeited_Sy l2 noon, Monday, February 7, 1994. On this~hics Office as
to the relevance of the previously discussed recusal issue.

Again, let: me stress that to the degree a conflict situation may
exist in this matter in no way reflects on your personal integrity.
It is simply an awkward circumstance in contrast to a personal
embarrassment. . _ ~

sincerely,

!i;§§.A. LEACHRa ng Member

JAL : gp

Enclosure
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TO: Congressman Leach

FROM: Banking Minority Stat!

RB: Madison Guaranty ("Madison")

In reviewing documents related to Madison in the possession of
Minority Banking, we have come across material which may indicate
direct payment or a loan or nili Clinton's by Madison through a
subsidiary .

Since the Minority’: investigation is concerned with the possible
misuse or federally insured tunds to assist Whitewater and/or the
former oovernor, we thought we should share the following
intormation with you.

SUMMARY

Based on documentary evidence available to the Minority, it
appears that Madison Marketing served, in at least one instance,
as a conduit or tunds from Madison Guaranty to Whitewater and
Governor Clinton. It this is correct, it would appear that
insured tunds tron the tailed Madison Guaranty were diverted and
directly beneritted the Governor and his investment in
Whitewater, a claim Clinton had denied.

DOCUMENTATION

I In 1903, Bill Clinton obtained a loan tron Security Bank or
Paragould, Arkansas tor approximately $20,800 (loan I975
585, Bill Clinton). The money tron this loan was used to
pay or! the remaining balance or a loan at Madison Bank and
Trust or Kingston, Arkansas that was provided tor the
purpose or constructing a modular home on lot I13 at
Whitewater Estates. The loan at Madison Bank was provided
in 1900 to Hillary Clinton in the amount of $30,000.

I On November 0, 1985, James McDougal sent a letter
accompanied by a check to Charles Campbell, Vice President
or security Bank or Paragould, tor $7,322.42. The letter
tron Mcbougal states that the check is principal and
interest payment on "Note I957-585, Bill Clinton." [Note:It appears that the loan number is a typographical error
with the superimposing or numbers 5 and 7 in the tirst three
digits.]
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I Tho check Mcbougal enclosed with his letter to Mr. Campbellll a Mhltewacer Development corporation check dated Moveaber
7| 1905. The loan number reterenced on the memo porclon or
the check la "Note I975-505."

Q According to the check lodgers tor the whitewater
Development Corporation (HDC), the corporation's checking
account had tho following balances: $109.50 on 10-10-05;
and, $12.49 on l0—Jl-05. However, ln order to cover the
payment or $7,322.42 on the Cllncon loan, a deposlt la
recorded on November 8, 1985 tn the amount or $1,500.00.
The depoalt la listed as coming from "Madison Marketing."

I A 1906 Federal Home Loan Bank Board exam gives the
lnpresalon that Madison Marketing was largely a sham

corporation
used to dlvert federally insured resources to

lne dere. The exam notes that "Untll 1906, Susan Mcbougal
owned Medlaon Marketing." The report also states the
tollowlngr
' ‘Madison Marketing ls pald tor doing all the general
advertlalng tor Madison Guaranty and nest or the
edvertlslng tor Madison !lnenc1al'a land

development
proiecte.

All or Madlson Marketing's bualneae e -

der ved trom Madison Guaranty or the aubdldlarlee.
Since 1983 these payments total $l,532,000.'

"Given the evidence ot Madison Marketing's tnvoleee, it
la questionable how much or these advertising services
arc actually performed by the tlrm. The actual work
... appears to be pertormed by others. It would appear
that Madison Guaranty could have an employee perform
slallar work tor much lees money."

"Mr. Lethal [an ottlcer or Madison] stated that Madison
Marketing made no payments co any stockholders. This
statement ls tales. as part or a test tor such
payments, the examlnera discovered two remittances rroa
Madlson Marketing to Susan Mcbougal [a large
stockholder or Madlaon] whlch total $50,000. This wee

‘ I $008, and there nay be addltlonal payments."
COICLUIIOI

clven the above olrcumstances, lt would appear that tederally
lneured depoalts (l.e., runds tron Madison Guaranty through
Madison Marketing), which, with the later {allure of Madison
became, ln ettect, taxpayer obllgatlona, were tranaterred tor tho
direct personal benetlc or the tormer Governor.

The above payment also ralaea the question or whether Whitewater
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was treated an an affiliate or related interest of Madison
Guaranty and therefore subject to conflict of interest etatuteg,
from a legal perspective, it could be argued that the McDougals'
controlling

intereet in Madison Guaranty and their substantial
ownership ntereet in Whitewater could qualify Whitewater as an
"affiliate" of Madison Guaranty. Even if Whitewater in not
considered a eubeidiary, related interest, or affiliate of
Madison Guaranty, euch an extension of funds to n presumably
"unaffiliated" entity would be very unusual and euepect.

It hae been publicly reported, with respect to this loan
repayment, that both whitewater and the clintone took a tax
deduction related to interest paid on the eeme loan '- which the
clintona later recognized as improper double deduction after an
article ran in the flgfl_Xg§k_fi13Q!. what remains unclear in the
larger question of whether the funds provided by Madison to
reduce the clinton'e liability were proper or properly reported ‘

an income for income tax purposes.

An you know, we have received broad hinte from within the RTC
that the agency has had under review money transfers from Madison
to Whitewater. we will not know whether thin type of activity
was more pervasive and part of a larger pattern unless, and
until, the agency provides ue the documents we have requested.
If Madison provided any direct or indirect assistance to
Whitewater, presumably half the value of such would redound to
the advantage of each of the half ownerm. In any regard, the
above money transfer underscores that then Governor Clinton had
personal liabilitiee reduced by a payment from Madison. Such
payment presumably carriee ethical as well an tax implications
and is part and parcel of the $47 to $60 million estimated
taxpayer lose at Madison.

Attachments
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.. - Septcber S0, 3.983

\ Governor 8111 Clinton
1800 Center
Little Rock, AR 12205

Dear Governor Clinton:

Enclosed is a copy of our check 012677 in the meta: of
820,800.00 representing the proceeds of yet: note. The
original. was nailed ee: vadisen Built I Tnnt, Kingston,
MIIIIGS. _ . .

$1-n¢€f51-Y0

Qxarles D. Cmmbell
Vice President

1/In _
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JIM MCDOUGAL . ‘.

P. o. Box 1583 __f§,»/“M
Little Rock, truism mos 1---7'7

November 8, 1985

Hr. Charles 0. Campbell
Vice President
Security Bank
P. O. Box 670
Paragould, Arkansas 72650

Re: Note #957-S85, Bill Clinton
Dee: Hr. Campbell: '

Enclosed ls a White Vets: Development Corporation chock
for $7,322.62,

representing
principal payment of $5,000

and interest payment of )2, 22.42, on the above note.

Thank you for you: attention to this matter.
" "

Sincerely,
i

.
.

§;z;’J i727! fis%;‘7“10/Jln Mcbougal
JM/ss
Enc
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CONSIDERATION OF PUBLIC AND REGULATORY POLICY

Hz. n'anaro. Mr. Preeident. today eight membete at the

Senate Banking Committee have eent a letter to Chairman Reigle,

e letter-which I an not only going to read, but aak it he

printed in the Record.

I ask unanimous coneent that that letter be printed in the

Record.

M
H
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JDL2830 JDL/ty Mathews/D'Amato 3 p.n. 300

As or this etternoon, we still have no response tron the

RTC. we still have not learned when the statute of limitations

runs out on Madison and Whitewater. what we have here is

shocking inaction. New we learn -- and we were told this only

by telephone, and it was supposedly going to be confirmed by

letter to us the day betore yesterday. and then it was promised

to us yesterday, and then it was promised to us today —- that

the civil action could possibly expire as soon as February 28.

It appears that little, it anything, is being done to protect

the taxpayers and to punish the wrongdeers, or an attempt to

bring about a recovery oi moneys that were lost by the

taxpayers.
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you that this is a coverup when the RTC deliberately refuses to

tell us when the statute of limitations is running out.

Now, they have had this matter tor a number oi years.

There has been intense interest and scrutiny, and it their

attorneys are doing anything, I cannot believe that they could

not tell us within the last 2 weeks when the statute at

limitations on civil liability runs out. And when they do that,

justice is denied. Indeed, it it is February 28, we have a

right to know. I! it is March, we have a right to know. It it

is August. we have a right to know. we also have a right to

know what, if anything, is being done.

that brings me to the second pert of my statement. We
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wrote a letter to Chairman Rteqle. Once before, we requested

X0O1233
that thee Banking Committee conduct hearings. Now, since wo hav.

made that request, I muec point out special counsel has been
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appointed, but special counsel is going to look only into those

areas as it relates to criminal matters, and theretore that

civil action with the statute tolling is not a matter that

special counsel is reviewing. It the RTC continues to conduct

itselt in the manner it has, what we are going LO taco is a

situation where the statute or limitation has run out, there

will be no tolling at the statute by way oi agreements entered

into and is done regularly where there is a question of possible

lawsuits or violations. Therefore, the people are going to be

denied the truth and taxpayers are going to be denied the

ability to recover any moneys to which they might be entitled.

It was that which prompted all or the members on-the Republican
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side to join in this letter to Chairman Rtegle.

' X001290
Lot me road It to you:

Dear Mr. Chairman: Notwithstanding the recent
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derelict in ite duty it it doee not address important ieaugg

OUCh ee
X001292

Ia the RTC continuing ite investigations into Mldiggn
la
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and what is the statue or any such investigation?

Mr. President, that is a very simple, forthright request.

We do not get any answers from the RTC. Certainly the Congress

of the United States has an obligation to ascertain this kind or

intormation. The letter goes on:

How is it that the RTC was able to prepare criminal

referrals as early as October 1992 but is unable to follow-up

with-a civil proceeding?

Mr. President, that is a rather shocking situation.

Criminally, they have moved ahead, but ac it relates to the

civil action, they cannot even tell us when the statute of

limitations runs out. They cell us on the telephone chec is may
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be February 28. They tell us that they are going to answer in

writing but we have no answer. The letter gees on turther:
yx001294

will the RTC complete any current investigations prior
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direct Madison resources into any other blllinggg ventures in

which they were involved? X 0 01 2 9 6

what caused the breakdown of the FDIC’: procedures tor
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detecting and addressing conflicts of interest when the Rose law

firm was retained to sue Frost and Co.?

Why did the FDIC agree to settle its $60 million egg;

against Frost and Co. for $1 million, an amount that is

allegedly less than the limit of the tirn's malpractice

insurance coverage?

(
That cries out tor an answer, and an answer now, not atter

the.statute of limitations runs.

Mr. President, the clock is ticking. And there are those

who. it appears to me. would like that clock to tick right on

past and the American people be lulled to sleep and the Congress

to be lulled to sleep.
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This Committee has a solid and proud record oi

x001z98

addressing concerns relating to the aatoty and soundness oi

insured depository institutions. we believe the Committee has
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and failure.
= X00130g

Th! latter ll ltqnld by uysolt no zankinq Illllbil. senator

Gramn, Senator Mack, Senator Bennett, Senator Roth, senator
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Bond, senator Faircloth, and Senator Domenici.

Mr. President, let me conclude by saying that this matter

\ -

is not going to go away. Let no say that the clock is ticking.

Here we are, the end oi January, and we are talking about

possibly 28 days remaining to tind out tho enawere to these

perplexing problems. we understand why it is and how it ie that

some may be afraid to take up this question, but I have to tell

you that we have a responsibility ot seeking the truth. This

Senator nor any or my colieaguee who joined in this letter make

no charges of wrongdoing, but I do euggeet that the RTC has an

obligation to be reeponsive not only to the Congress but to the

people or the united statee. To date. we are talking about
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hundreds of billions of dollars that have been Lost. Now we 3:3

E XTJ1302

talking about 0 lituutian whore an institution has been b11kqd

at million: and millions or dollars, and I say bllked because we
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find people who borrowed huge sums of money who paid back none.

we find corporations again involved in malpractice and raise

real questions as to why it was that only a partial settlement

would appear to have been obtained.

we have a situation where the statute oi linitetione is

running out, and as of February 28, if the RTC is correct in

their telephone conversations with me, the statute may bring to

an end any claims that the American taxpayers may justifiably

have. Then we hide this in the shroud that the statute has run.

That is not good enough, Mr. President. I hope we would not be

part and parcel by our silence and by our acquiescence ot

leaning ourselves to, yes, what aeeunts at the present time to a
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covezup and sonethinq to which the American peopie are entitled,

which in the ‘czuen. X001 304

I2. President, I yield the tloor.
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n<> you main to all me char. 1: how you conduct #'()9q'5I0§at1on1

You'do ngt. oven look to no when an action may or may not ho
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capable or being brought?

Then,_again, when we get back 2 weeks later, they beqgn to

suggest and play games and say, well. we think it may be

February 28. we are not_suro. He are going to sand you a
'

letter. 0ne.day goes by. Two days go by. new we will be in

the month oi February when we come back here. And what happens

when we ask tor documents? we are told the Privacy Act

precludes documents that a congressman or Senator or his start

night want access to.

- ' That is why it is absolutely imperative that we have the

Senate Banking Committee review these documents so that it takes
> Z '

it out or that area in which a privilege is asserted. Ia do not
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want anybody to break the law. We do not wane the Privacy a¢;

to'bo broken, and only a committee has the rteht to review ghggg
' '

XO0l308
doculonte.
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letter went out January ii, and nere we are the ind OI January

Our second inquiry by way or letter was January 25. In the

interim we had numerous phone conversations with staffs,

XD01310
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Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I suggest tne essence o. a

ql|IOZllfl.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the toll.

88-432 O — 95 — 15
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Mr./Muda=n1'Prcsident. I rise today concerning a matter known

as Whitewater -- a 230 acre development in the Ozark Mountains of

Arkansas that was partially owned by Bill and Hillary Clinton from

1978 until just after his election as President.
:

They sold their interest to James MeDougal. their partner in

Whitewater and former owner of Madison Guaranty. a failed savings

and loan institution. and they reported a $1,000 capital gains on their

1992 tax returns. But since November. there has been intense media

coverage of the web of relationships, and questionable actions which
---

‘f
a em!’ 0‘ 5

raise several serious issues that poinfl to the need for eongres sional
7

gu-—- i i i

hearings.

1 .
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As most of my colleagues know. congressional heanngs

concurrent with investigations by n special counsel are not without

precedent. We all remember the Iran-Contra independent counsel

and the joint committee of Congress which concurrently held

hearings.

Let me state at the outset that the President. both directly and

through his spokesmen. have repeatedly denied any wrongdoing.

And I hope for their sake, and for the sake of the Presidency and our

nation, that they are right.

But Mr./Macltrriw President. several newspapers with national

reputations for accuracy and credibility. including the New York

Times, Wall Street Journal, Lox Angela: Times. Chicago Tribune, the

Associated Press, Washington /"as! and the Washington Times. have

published scores of reports on this matter. Several reports Strongly

suggest that procedures and rules were not followed, and yes. that

L
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laws were broken that resulted in millions of taxpayers’ dollars being

lost. Based on published reports. here are some of the serious issues

that are being raised that l believe merit Congressional hearings;

Number one: The New York Times reported on March 8, 1992

that Bill and Hillary Clinton's S0-percent stake in Whitewater wis

the result of, quote. "little money" being iniiestcd by them.» Does

this constitute a gift to Bill Clinton, who was then Al'kansa$'s

Attomey General. it's top law enforcement officer, and a candidate

for governor?

This question is important: If a gift of money or a loan was

made to help make Bill and Hillary Clinton full partners in the

investment. then it might answer. in part. some of the other actions

the special counsel IS now investigating.

J
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Number two:
Did Bill Clinton's 1984 reelection campaign

receive money illegally from Madison Guaranty, so it could pay off

a $50,000 debt owed by the candidate to another bank? In the late

stages of his 1984 reelection campaign. Governor Clinton took out

a personal loan of $50,000 and lent it to his campaign.

‘v-

The New York Times on November 2. 1993. reported that Bill

Clinton put McDougal in charge of paying off that debt. McDougal

held a debt-retirement fundraiser for Clinton in April 1985. Several

published reports suggest tliat McDougal' illegally diverted money

from the S&L into Clinton's campaign. The Arkansas Democrat

Gazette newspaper reported on January 15. 1994 that at least one

person listed as having donated money at that event has denied

contributing tn Clinton.

-l
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Number three: Did Governor Clinton pressure a lender to

illegally issue an SBA-hacked loan to Susan McDougal. the wife of

his business partner"? David Hale was the owner of Capital

Management Sen/ices, a Specialized Small Business Investment

Company who by law was only allowed to lend money to

"disadvantaged" business owners. Hefdriow under indictment for

defrauding the SBA on other loans not related to Whitewater.

Mr. Hale has now stcppt-d forward to allege that Governor

Clinton not only pressured him into giving a$300,000 loan to Susan

McDougal~ for Whitewater purposes. but that he met with the

govemor and James McDougal to strucmre the loan. Let me quote

from a Washington Timer story of November 4. 1993:

S
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"They all knew Mrs. McDougal did not legally

qualify for the SBA loan, Mr. Hale said. and at this

second meeting Mr. Clinton told him that the Clinton

name could not be associated with the deal. [quote],

‘anywhere in this, anywhere at all.‘ [end quote]."

That is a very. very serious charge. Mr./Madam President. This

former county and municipal judge alleges that the Govemor of

Arkansas knowingly help defraud the Small Business Administration

for a 8300.000 loan, a loan he stood to benefit from as eo-owner of

Whitewater Development. “Mr. Hale said he never saw Susan

McDougal in the course of issuing the loan.

It was this allegation. along with Mr. Hale's indictment on

unrelated charges. that got Congress's attention Not just that of

Congressman Jim Leach. but the Chairman of the l-louse Small

Business Committee, Congressman lnhn Lal~‘a1ce. a Democrat. On

'
6
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November 5. he asked the SBA for a full rcporr on the matter. I

commend him for his leadership. He asked the SBA for their repon

by November lSth. We have not yet seen that report.

The first Senator to step forward was our colleague from North

Carolina, Lauch Faircloth. who in early November had the foresight

to ask for the appointment of a special counsel. I commend my

colleague for pursuing this mailer.

Number four: Did Governor Clinton in 1984 pressure his

Whitewater business partner. James Mchougal. imo hiring Hillary

Rodham Clinton to handle some of Madison's legal business?

The Los Angclfl Times on November 7. 1993, reported

Mcbougol said Clinton "Sluppcd by after a moming jog" to tell him

that family finances were light and ask if he could please throw

some of Madison Guaranty Savings‘ legal business to his attorney

7
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wife, Hillary Rodharn Clinton. When asked how inuch they needed,

Clinton said "$2,000 a month," according to McDuugal. Hillary

Clinton, then with the Rose law firm, began accepting a S2,000-a

month retainer from Madison Guaranty.

Several newspapers, including the Washingmn Pas! on January

24, I994, reported that Hillary Rodliam Clinton in 1985 also -helped

prepare a stock reissue plan for Madison to a state securities

commissioner, Beverly Bztssctt Schaefer, whom Governor Clinton

had just appointed. The new commissioner's brother had been

Clinton's campaign manager. The stock reissue plan was Approved.

were any laws broken? Perhaps not. But it is important to

Know whether. and to what extent. this obvious conflict of interest

contributed to M3disOn’s failure. which cost the taxpayers of this

country an estimated S47 million.
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Number five: Were Bill and Hillary Clinton "passive

stock.hOldcrs" in the management ofWhitewater. as they claim? The

President and White l-louse spokesmen say yes. But several media

reports suggest otherwise. The Washington Times on November 4,

1993 and other publications have outlined several financial

transactions by Whitewater directly involviné the Clintons..-~

Q

In that story. The Washingtmt Times reported that in 1987.

Hillary Rodham Clinton asked James McD0ugal to deliver

Whitewater's_re_cords to thegovemors mansion. In 1988.1-liilary

Rodham Clinton asked for power of attumey over all of

Whitewater's affairs. That does not constitute ‘passive

involvement." Those records, by the way. are apparently missing.

Number six: The Washington Post reported on November 3.

1993. that in 1989. the Rose Law Finn sought the FDIC‘: business

- - q .
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[Q prosecute Madison Guaranty after il had failed, in l10p¢$ of

reeoverfitg lost assets. The FDIC sought to ca ture $60 million.. P

The Rose Law Firm settled for merely S1 million. The lead attorney'~
was Rose's matnnging partner, Webster l-lubbell, now Associate

Attorney General of the United States.

Why is that important? Remember thet the Rose Law Firm,

where Hillary Rodham Clinton was a partner, had represented

Madison for 15 months, during 1984 and 1985. The Rose firm

sought the FDlC's business ln a letter signed by then-senior partner

Vincent Foster. Foster said the followtngln that letter to the FDIC}

"The firm does not represent any savings and loan

. 0 . 1|
-d ’€I.'_’association tn state or

federal regulatory matters. fiflgfio Q,

Webster l-lubhell and the FDIC have a difference of opinion

over whether Hubbcli told them that he had at potential enrtfliet of

interest. including the fact his father-in-law. Seth Ward. had done

10
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substantial business with Madison. The Rose Firm collected a fee

of 8400.000.

Mr~ President, the Rose Firm had no business soliciting
the FDIC for business to prosecute an S&L it had once represented.

The FDIC clearly should not have given them that business. Just

how they got the business, and why they sought it
.

given-all the

relationships involved. and given how much the taxpayers of this

countty lost as a result of Madison's failttre, is an extremely

important question.

t

Number seven; Paula Casey was nominated by President

Clinton, and was confirmed by this body. as the U. S
.

Attomey for

the Eastem District of Arkansas. She has a long-standing

rchationsltip with the President. She was a law student of Bill

Clinton's when he was a professor at the University of Arkansas in

the 1970's. She had been a campaign volunteer. _

11
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On November 9. 1993, the Associated Press and others reported

that she recused herself from an RTC criminal referral to the Justice

Department involving the use of Whitewater in a check-kiting

scheme. The criminal referral targeted James and Susan McDougal.

and mentioned that Bill and Hillary Clinton could have benefitted

from it
,

although there was no evidence to support that. -'

But the Washington Post reported on November I 1. 1993. that

only two weeks earlier. Casey wrote the RTC to concur with the

Justice} Department's decision that a crlrninal probe wasdin
nil"

warranted. Why didfl shenrecuse herself then?

htrM%President. the Department of-'.'!tmicc Manual for U.

S
.

attorneys is quite speclric about reeusals. Reeusals are required

if a conflict of interest exists. and I quote. "because a U.S. attomey

has a personal interest in the outcome of the matter or because

_ 12
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he/she has or had a professional relationship with parties or counsel;

or for other good cause... .

If she found reason to reeusc herself on November 9th. as

Whitewater was publicly unraveling, why didn't she recnse herself

before it began hitting the front pages of tlte nation's newspapers?

It appears she violated Department of Justice rules, and we=tteserve

an explanation.

710*
l

-

Number eight: lt waslfi revealed until December 21st. in the

Wall Street Journal. just before Christmas, that two White I-louse

political aides, including the Chief of Staff for Mrs. Clinton. had

entered Vince Foster's office shortly after he committed suicide to

remove files related to Whitewater. For tive months, the White

House and the Clinton‘s attorney not only had possession of records.

but kept it a secret.

4 1 3
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Unlike the other issues. this one does involve the President of

the-United States and the White House staff. What happened
to the

files after they were removed front Vince Foster's office? Why

no?‘

wcrefld the recui-ds turned over to the Park Police as
part of their

initial investigation? Did they mislead the Park Police in the course

of an official investigation?

Pr

Why the secrecy"! What was the White House trying to hide‘?

This is clearly an ethical matter which should be looked into.
.

['
4

- _ at "J?"
We need to know whether the White I-louse

"violated ethics i-tiles in
the handling of these files from the time of Vince Foster's

death

until they were supposedly tumed over to the Justice Department
just

last week.
‘ "

"_
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z'7N'i1ti't'Ber'me: all-flaw uch did th .hntons actually make or____/"4 _
‘

lose from their Whitewater investment?

14'
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. Why is this important? lt raises a question whether the

American people were deliberately mislead by the Clinton campaign

in i992 on Whitewater; whether as early as March of 1992, a

coventp was underway.

ln the 1992 campaign. after the New York Times first broke the

story about Whitewater, candidate Bill Clinton on March 12th

commissioned a full financial review of the land deal. lle asked a

Denver attomey and friend, James Lyons. to lead the effort along

with a Denver forensic accounting firm.

The Lyons report said the Clintons lost more than $60,000 in

Wliitewater. But the Lyons report has come under assault for not

mentioning some very important facts. which have been outlined in

a Wall Street Journal story of January 4, i994.
0

G.4
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. But Time Mdgazirte on January 24th. after reviewing land

records in Madison County. Arkansas. came up with some new

irtfomutrinn: The Cflintons and the McDougals originally bought the

land for about $882 dollars pt-to acre in I978. A year later, they sold

the land to Whitewater Development for $l.087 an acre. Who

owned Whitewater"! James and Susan McD0ugal and Bill and

llillary Clinton. This transaction strongly suggests that the Cllntuhs

made thousands of dollars off Whitewater.

If the Clinton's lost so much money. Mr./Madam President.‘

why didn't they claim that -loss on their tax retums? in their I992

tax returns. they actually claimed a $1,000 capital gains from the

sale of their Whitewater investment to partner James Mt:Dougal.

Mcuougal himself has said the loss probably totaled about $9.000.

Wt: deserve to know the truth.

16
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There are a few other things the Lyons report glossed over.

It failed to even mention Whitewatcr's single largest

transaction. the purchase of over a thousand acres from International

Paper Corporation.

It failed to mention a highly unusual airplane-for-land swap

between Whitewater and James McDougal involving Webster

l-lubbeLl's father-in-law. a Madison subsidiary employee.

"And it forgot to mention that Whitewater failed to file tax

retums for three years.‘ *'=-E0 —’ * 0 *— :n_1: r —

That's issue number ten. Why didn't Whitewater didn't file tax

returns for three years?

. 1"
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Now Mr./Madam President. you and I file tat returns. lt‘s no

.
t X 0

secret that every working American. every family. cvery corqplétzbg

in this country by law must file a tax return. even if they don't owe

any taxes, even if they lost money. Failure to file is a crime.

_ in 1_ in --1_ _ __ 7 - _ '7
7 __*__ ~_-_— .___ __

It wasn't revealed until December 19. 1992 in the Wasltington

Post, that the Clinton's discovered after the election that Whitewater
.-1
_v

hadn't paid taxesfor three years. The President-elect and Mrs.

Clinton directed Vince Foster. working with Whitewater's

accountants, to prepare the returns. They were filed in June of last

year.

I

Mr./Madam President, Whitewater was involved in the failure

of a federally insured savings and loan, a failure that cost taxpayers

Id
’

15147’million. Whitewater was involved in the apparent defrauding of

the Small Business Administration. Whitewater failed to file. federal

~ income taxes for three years. Whitewater was the subject of a

is
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til L Hearings to (Jive bl)!’ a Chance
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toholda similarhearing.whereRep.Jim
beachlR.. lowal plansto raiseMadison

sueitself.

ByAtsurr IL Kan
StallReporterolTu: WALLSrnerrJounsau
WASHINGTON—Congressionalhear
ingsthisweekwill giveRepublicanlaw
makerstheir first chancetogrill Clinton
administrationofficials-aboutlegalissues
relatedtoa failedArkansasthrift.
TheSenateBankingCommitteesched
uleda hearingfor Thursdayon theper~
formanceof the ResolutionTrustCorp..
whichls a TreasuryDepartmentunitand
the governments savingsand-loan
cleanupagency.Republicans.ledbySen.
AlfonseD‘AmaloofNewYork.promiselo
delveinto howthe RTC is handlingan
lnvestigatlonintoanywrongdoinglinked
to failed .\ladlson(guarantySavingsIt
Doan.
VanousnewsaccountsandGOPallega
tionshavelinkedMadison.whichfailedin
1989.to helpingBill andHillary Rodham
Clintonfinancetheir investmentin Whi
tewaterDevelopmentCo.. an Arkansas
land-developmentventure.and to fund
raising for Mr. Clinton'sgubematorial
campaigndebts.An independentcounsel
is investigatingsuchclaims.
TheGOPwill geta crackatwitnesses
irlcludlngTreasurySecretaryLloydBent
sen: Deputy‘TreasurySecretaryRoger
Altman.who ls alsointerimRTC chief;
actingFederalDepositinsuranceCorp.
ChairmanAndrew

Have;
and Jonathan

I-‘lechter.actinghead theOfficeofThrift
Supervision.TheI-‘DIGandOTSalsohave
Ski. regulatorypowers.

HearingsAre Scheduled _,,
l/_ UnderGOPpressure.BankingCommit
/ teeChairlnanDonaldRleglelD.. Mich)
set the Thursdayhearingto receivea
reportof theThnft DeposltorProtection
OversightBoard.whichmonitor!theRTC.
Mr. Bentsenis chairmanof the

ovenlfiboard.and Messrs. Altman. Hove
Fiechterare amongits lnetnben.Rep.
HenryGonnlez lD.. Tens). chairman
theHouseBankingCommitteehu

us. Antitrust Inquiry
Praised by Small

questions.Messrs.Riegleand Gonzalez
had rebuffedGOP demandsfor broader
hearingsintotheWhitewater-Madisonis- l

attentionThursday."We intendto fully
explorethe actionsof the RTC and its
interimleaderin theMadison/Whitewater
controversy.includingthe delayedand
incompleteresponsestocongressionalre
questsfor informationas well as the
questionof Mr. Altman‘:recusll." Sen.
D'Amatosaid.Sen.D'Anutohascalledfor
Mr. Altmantoremovehimselffromover
seeingmattersinvolvlngMadison.
Sen. D'Amato. the bulking paaetf
rankingRepublican.alsohasaccusedthe
RTCofdraggingitsheelsin theprobe.Mr.
Altma.nhassaidtheR‘l'Clsconductlnga
vtgorotainvestigation.

Statuteof Limitations
Thesenateu-ldBouse,by§oand390-1
tallies.havevotedto extendthe RTC‘:
statuteof limitationsfor fraudandgross
negligencein clvtl claims againstS&L
wrongdoers.The statuteof limitations.
whichwouldotherwiserunoutforMadison
andseveralhundredotherthrift:onMon
day.willbeextendeduntiltheendof1995.
whentheRTC itselfexpires.
Sen D‘AmalosaidBanklngtlotnmlttee
Republicansalsowill questionlastweek's
FDICreportthatexoneratedtheRodeLaw
I-‘lrrninArkansas.whereMrs.Cllntonand
severaladministrationofflclllawerepart
ners.of violatingany oonfllctof-lnterm
rulesin its dealingswith Indian. Some
havecalled the reporta
D'Amatosaid.

\
Mr. Altman.a collegeclassmateof the
presidentand a longtimefriendof the
Cllntons.is expectedto getspecialGOP

Abouttwoweekngb.R.\cklTl8I1.the
president’:nomlnoeto headthe FDIZ.
rectisedherselffromlnanenlnvolvlngthe
cllntonsmdllmllm. lll.11gIfl.all>a
frlendoftheClintoos.faoedpnUlhloGOP
effortstobloekSenatemnflrlnatlonofher
nomination.

U.S. Reserve Assets\/
Increased in January

BywIan. lnlrr Jounmu.Stu]Reptmn
WASHINGTON—Smallbankersare
delightedthat the Justice Department
has launched an investigationinto
whetherthe networksthat link auto
matedtellermachinesanelimitingtheir
systemssolelyto banksthat purchase
otherservicesfromthenetworks.
AttorneyGeneral Janet Reno dis
closedthe ahdtnlst investigationin a
speechtotheindependentBankersAsso
ciationofAmericaat itsannualmeeting
in Orlando.Fla. lf thedepartmentfinds
evidenceofantitrustactivity.shesaid.it
will pressthecasein court.
"We wereverypleasedto hear the
attorneygeneralcite thisas something
theyarelooklnglnto."saldDlaneCasey
ofthebankersassociation.a tnde group
of smallbanks."Ow bankersneedae
cea tothan ryitetns."
The Justin Departmentopenedthe
antitrust investigationafter receiving
complaint:that ATM networkswere
pressuringbankersto purchaseother
servicesfromthenetworks.Banks.for
instance.couldallowtheircustntnen
plyblllsbytelephoneorthroughpcr
monnletnnptiterglfthebonkptrchlaed
theservloalhroughthenetwork.

ByaWattS1-on-rJocnvun.Stqflloponov
WASHINGTON- U.S. reserveunto
rose S801million in January to $74.24
billionfrom$73.44bllllonlnDecember.the
Treasuryreported.
January‘: rise followeda SIN million
declinein December.
U.S. reserveasset:consistof folvlfll
currencies.gold.specialdnwlq
theInternational
U.S. reserve
ll!iii;
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attorneydirec‘ . Even
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In thehistoryof modernpolitical
scandal.thecover-upisalwaysworse
thanthecrime.
That'sthewayit wastntheNixon
whitel-louseabouta stupidbrealt~in
at Watergate.That'show it is with
Bush Justice's non-prosecutionof
lraqgate,whichRenoJusticeshould
bereadyto turnoverforprosecution
assoonas HouseandSenateconfer
eesadyustthe recentlypassedinde
pendentCounselAct.Andthat'show
it will be whentheWhitewatergate
Federal-levelcover-upof state-level
wrongdoingisexposedintheyearsto
come.
Talte the most recentabusesof
Federalpowertosmotheraninquiry.
l. The F.D.l.C. Fix. Press reports
forcedtheFederalDepositinsurance
Corporationto reportonwhetherthe
Rose Law Firm (Hillary Cllnttat
WebsterHubbell_VincentFoster It
Co) haddiscloseditspreviousrepre
sentationof theMadisonS.liL. tn its
pitchto theF.D.l.C.for bailoutbusi
nessVinceFoster'slengthypitchlet
ter.quotedtn this space,evadedthe
legalrequirementtodisclose.
F.D.l.C. whltewashersnotedthat
Mr. llubbell,nowde factoAttorney
General,claimedtohave“verygen
erally."andneverinwriting.advised
an F.D.l.C. attorney ol “a small
amountof wort" ThatGovernment

Rosepartnerworltingat theaoootli
differsfromthel-lubbellversion.Yes
theClinicalF.D.l.C. choseto believe
theprofoundlyconflictedilubbell.
Z The ResolutionTntst-Treuury
White House cover-up. 130$
“KeelingFlve" chairmanOm llfill
blocltsa neededSenatelflhg in
quiry, SenatorAl D'Anato ti I
routineR.T.C.hearingtoenract eni
barrassingnewsfromRogerAltman.
actingchief of the agencydealing
withfailedS.|tL'a
Mr. Altman, apparentlyready to
cut comers to get Lloyd Bentset-i's
Treasury Job, went to the White
Housetogiveadvanceinformationon
theR.T.C.'splansin Whitewatergate
to thecounsel.BernardNussbaum;
Hillary‘: staff chief, MargaretWil
liams.and l-laroldlcltes Jr. (whose

at Truman: “l am againstgovern
mentbycrony“).
The apple-polishingageacyhead
wasorderedto find out from lLT.C.
counselif his agencybadto provih
tliesanieistsidesuiffcatprooetineto
others.Duufully.Altman
anddid.andthe tintingitti

giventheWhiteHouseteamwasevi
dent in the sly answer: "in due
course." Pity thosedopeyoutside
partiesat interest. Q
l-lavingbeen forced by senator
D'Amato‘squestioningto ~;>-l!the
beansoncurryingWhiteHousefavor,

Altman belatedly recusetlhimself
from the case.pleadingonly "bad
judgment"To thismoment,nobody
from the non-independentcounsel’:
forcehasaskedanyof themeeting's
participants what was said, or
warnedanybodynottodestroynotes
alwaystakenat suchMQQIIDIL
3.TheStortewollingSpeaker.Ona
matterthatcriesoutforCongression
al oversight,whyhavetherebeenno
hearingsin thel-louse?
Becauseata secretI A.M.meeting
(apologiesto Evans It Novalt) of
Democraticsatrapsandstaffmem
berson Feb. 1 in SpeakerTom Fo
ley‘: offices,George"The Enforcer"
Kundanis laid down the law: no

Always worse
than the crime.

Whitewaterhearingsanywhereun
der any cit-ctiinstanoeaErstwhile
antscorruptlm tigers like l-lehry
Gonzales. Jdin Dlngell and Jack
Brookshavesincecravenlyobeyed
partyorders.
Bu that pit the Small Btialna
Cosnnilttaechairman.John l.aFaloe.
a NewYort Democrat.in a bind;he
had alreadyrequestedpapersfrom
the Small BusinessAdministration.
whichreadilyunloadedanewsworthy
pile abouttheMcDougals'loansun
knownto the non-independentcoun
sel. Mr. l.aFaloe had sent the hot
documentstotheGeneralAccounting
Offloefor analysisandis nowfranti
cally trytng to get that agencyof
Congressnottogtvehima report.~n deserveanA forbefoggingJan
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As cover-upsgo, Whitewatergate
rates a B - lessclumsythanWater
gatebutnotaseffectiveas lraqgatl-.
for whichJames BakerandWilliam

et's junior Javert at Jusuce, John
Hogan.
Mr. Clinton‘:inalorcontributionto
theartofotaitainingscandallsthe
iiegouatadsubposna.whenbyda:la
agsngdatalsdincoaduialeraslngh
n||,$marttnanetrvtt';i'nldtttahet.he
Denaocratspastthrflelecthia. D
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Gettysburg Address
Should Stay in Capital

To theEditor:
"The RightAddressls Gettysburg
PA" (NJIWIII. Feb. 21) urgesthat
oneoriginaldraftof Lincoln'sGfllyg.
burgAddressbepermanentlyplaced
atthenationalbattlefieldparlt.Since
the Library vi Qflsress has two
¢l’!"~l-YW "MM hive us yield to
Will "ll"!!!-I. divide this national
treasureandleaveonedraftonper
manentdisplayatGettysburg
ThissoundsSolomonicandsimple.
But it tsnot Thelibrarywasexplicit
lyglveticustodyofbothdnftsin l9l6'
bythedescendantsof John Hay.Lin
°°ll\'l l¢¢f¢f-I17;theyareamongthe
designatednationaltreasuresthatwe
carefullypreservefor futuregenera
timsofmnerlcans.wehjvelgfltong
drafttotheNatit-nalPart Serviceat
Getonwrs seasonallymice ms.
Congress’:Joint Committeeon the
Library,concernedaboutthefragile
conditit-atof the documents,has di
rectedus to md this arrangement
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lg
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3
5

5
ti
lt
lil
té
i

aigigii §t
§l
g
§
to dlqlay our unaih
tmtlllycasortwodaya

a atata-ol-the-arteon
rmllacstallyotaatrolledcaaa Unlem
suchcan is exercised.theoriginal
GettysburgAddressdrafts may no
longer exist four score and seven
yearsfromnow.
Almost l0 times as manyAmen
cansvisit theLibrary ofCongressas
vlsltGettysburgThe logicalsolution
for permanentdisplayatGettysburg
is to showcase a perfectfacsimile.

reservationspecialists
the two originals- in thenation‘:
as ll. llwnotow

Librarianof Congress
Washington.Feb.Z1,1994
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0
N

BANKING INQUIRY l

MEET|NG..CALLED uuustlit!

Examiner o
f

S.& L
. in Arkansas

SaysStatute o
f Limitations -

WasTopic o
f Discussion

\ t
ly STEPHENLAIATON k .

newwmun vn Tillll j

WASHINGTON.Feb.24— in s sur
prisingadmission,thehead o

f a Fed

I Qfjl agencyexaminingthefailureofanI

Arkansassavingsandloanatthecan-ll teroftheinquiryintotheClintons'reall‘ estateinvestmentssaidheheld a brief

‘ mgthreeweeksagofor seniorWhile
Laouseaidesontheu=n¢y'=Pl'°Il'¢$*rmmhm~
knowledgedtodayunderquestionlfll
byRepublicansontheSenateBaflhfla
Committeethathe

h
e
ld

n
a
il

W: ll
;

White Housecounse fl'\l__ -

g_l-l_=_§.~llll'h.
thedeputychiefof staff.aroldh_l._lgltg,andHillaryRodhami CllFt'on‘schiefof staff.Maqsrer_-l}_r

‘-Mr."Kfiian said he hadheldthe
unusualbriefingtotelltheWhiteHome
staffmembersthat theexamination
intothesavingsassociation.Ml4i_$0flGuaranty.badbeenrunningI-ID1811""

a statuteof limitationsproblemand
thattheagencywouldsoonbe
whether it shouldproceedMldlloll
wasownedbyJamesB.McDougaland
hiswife.SusantheClintons'partners
in therealestateventure.knownas
whitewaterDevelopment.

WerePoliticsInvolved?

the eso ii ion nut FPO" i"

lawyersaresupposedlo °P¢fl" “'3'

vestlgations.

I A tinsn.whoisalsotheactingheadof

(t
h
e

ResolutionTnist Corporation.afi

Williams

independentregulatoryItlocy W98

outpoliticalconsiderationsMoreover.
thebriefingwasattendedW "'"°'
adviserstotheClintons.whoarethemSelvesthesubleetof theagen¢Y5 "“

Republicansimmediatelypointedw

Househasbeencontrollinginquiries

. intoMadisonandWhitewater."PR"
sentativeJim Leach.R¢P\lM'¢" °"'

lowa.saidthatthemeetingwas“then!'oughlyunseemly"and that it under;’

lmlned"thecredibilityof therssvllt‘ ioryprocess." '

"Nothingcouldbemorema»
ate."saidMr.Leach.themuting R

publicanontheHouseBankingC0

Lrytee./"TileResolutionT

I continuedonPageA16.ColulvtnI

//the briefingasevidencethatthe

W
h
it
e
]

rationshou-dbearmslengthfromboth \;=,‘.‘f'°"“"'5-X

Q O 1 4theExecutiveBrancnandfromCorl- .05;/':gmmm” "an"-3 3 I)‘ ‘"5T.‘ .<- n as I regularsemiannualregress. .eseareprocessissuesthat
shouldbe handledtn appropriate
ways."
The ResolutionTrustCorporation
hasbeenexaminingwhethertobring-

fraudchargesagainstanyexecutives
'

or borrowersconnectedwithMadison.or whethertherewerean conflictsof IinterestinvolvingMrs.Clinton‘:for-3
merlawfirm.theRosefirmof Little_Rock.Ark. '

ln 1985.Madisonwasrepresentedby :

\'lrs.Clintonbeforea stateregulator‘
whohadbeenappointedby her nus-,
band.AfterMadisonfailedfiveyears-

alto. Federalregulatorshired Mrs.Clinton‘:law.':.-:ttosuethesavings.
institutionsaccountants. '

"l d dos r I

All__ ,-_is3id_d'_tl_1e_g;eel:ng_'shouldbeawareof theinternalpro
cessesandthetypesofcriteriawhichtheRTC. wasgoingtobefollowingin

arder
toreach a decisionbyFebruary

Mr. Altmandidnottell committeewhatparticularaspectoftheinvestiga
tionhehaddiscussedo t '
had beenma . mi a

B k cs

eswonian.sa afterthean ing ommitleehearingthatthe
briefingwasaboutthestatuteoflimitationsforanyclaimsof fraudor intentionalmisconductagainstMadison‘:executivesor lawyersCongresshasrecentlyextendedthestatuteoflimitationstomake it possiblefor thenewindependentcounselinvestigatingtheClinions'real estateinvestmentstohavetheabilitytobringcharges.

Whltewatei-lune
Thecounsel.Robert B

.

FislteJr., is

examiningwhetherMadisonimproperly funneledanymoneyintoWhitewateror intoMr.Clinton‘:campaignswhilehewasGovernorofArkansas.
Mr.Altmansaidthathehad uested~' ii-iapproprla‘teabout‘t.
tlesaiditwarlhesaloekindofbrieflrig
thathehadbeenprovidlngtomembersof Congresswho bad askedabout
whetherthe~ll@ intoMadlstliwoi.lldbehampe bythestatuteof
limitations
"WeexplainedtheprocesswhichtheIR.‘l’.C.wouldfollow in reachinga deer-IsionbeforethatFeb.28deadline.that it l

would be exactlyidenticalto pro

“:0!!!
usedin anyothercases."hesa

lut Republicansonthebankingcom~
mltteeattadtedthemeetingas a sign
ofhowtheClintonAdministrationhasfelledtoconducta properexaminationf MadisonandWhitewater. _SenatorAlfonseM D‘Amato the

leadlngcriticintheSenateagainstthe?
Administration‘:handlingof thecase.'said Mr. Altman’:portrayalof themeetingwasnotcredible.
"Can youimagine lf l or another
SenatorbroughtsomeonetotheRTC
to ask for an updateof a lawsuit?"
askedMr. D‘Amato.therankingRelpubllcanon thebankingcommittee.
"Whatwouldtheythink o
f

us? It is

totallyinappropriateandpresentsthe
worstof

agpearanees
Andthesewere

not the linturs personallawyers.
TheywereNussbauinandlckeeand
wil ' ms."

n an interviewlatethisafternoill.
leads a WhiteHouse

investlgatlm.portrayed

therneetmgasabriefasssiaiio‘:over the inipeodh‘deadlinefor 4

agcicytofileIttts
"it was I short " hesaidafterthevozymmittes "lie
csmeinmdviaedinofthestetusofthe
gtciuiteo‘fd|l:itatio|i.

andandleft."Mr.es as saw inappropri
ateabouthavingn."°§“¢Ta'wtheReno

II Trust agencyadvise White

OH!fI'Ol'l\'

1
-

=°'*'_°ltheflesolutionTrustCorpora~"'"-°\-4 ll Q-icklyturnedinto I bicker"ll matchbetweenRepublicansqfldDemocratsovertheinvestigationintoMadisonandtheRoselawfirm.Lastweek.theFederaloeposiiin5"""¢¢c°|'P0l’IllOl‘\.a sisteragent--:totheResolutionTrustagency.clearedMrs.Clinton’:formerlawflrmof:i:l_vconflictof interestin connection'Al'f|itsworkonMadisonandthenagainsttheaccountants.it isnetCIQIP~>..>,.. vi c .. .theRevllutionTrust :ige:i.;.. :0thesa.::econclusion.oi?‘
Buttoday.thecommitteeP-.=c"ca
documentsshowingthat= D I C

. claiawereconcernedA . o.~~
conflict. ‘Arnieii Roset.rl1:s~r~

5 partner.Webster L l-lubbell.was

l resentingtheGovernment
again:. accountingfirmof Frost It cm;-.i.' Mr.l-lubbelrsfather-in-law.Seth'-\.i;e| wasinvolvedinsuitsagainst.\lad;.~nn

I "Thereappearsto be a conflict..-.

| representationand a questionof:ri;.~i:
uu."
\'mfnl;!IL&_J_§K:1nL_.i;

lF
.D
.l
.C
. sta r involvedin l."(‘~r. 'l‘luBETf_-.7ma l

maynotbe ableto compromisei--.lr
interestsintheSethWardmatter

[E

ct}
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Senior Official Steps Aside in Pr0be_
0f S&L L ed to Clintons’ Venture

aniiziwi-itaabaiiei "'°"-*P"“.‘°°".""°"°°'".Y
I-nu-reasqavia-s ers."Hebesicaliyin!ormedtheWlitte

T R Hotac~ahedidCon:reas.ashediil
Dewtv ream hr! 08- use i

t
er Altman,a poiticalappointee bn~¢5pn“nI1-h‘g,¢'a'sau-:flyno¢m~ap'°°'dJ‘Whig
5¢""m¥"F¢mP°“'7°h'd°‘u" tlntwasnotavailahletoineznhend
tederalthriltcleanup agency,re- tmwmwcmpe“_

an savings
with tiesto PresidentClinton and'
RodhamClinton.

Altimii announcedhe was taking

ingocaigressiorialqtaestitningt
reoe'nt.lybrieiedWhrteHouseo£ficials
onhowhisa vouldproceed
'th 5i1%EE W

R1‘Ctoundadaimnavarrantd,
itwouldeitherfiiealawaiitmlk
potentialdefendantsto voluntarily
sip agreements
deadline.Hes-aid
givensuchintorrna
Repuhlicanmembers
Meanwhile.Rep.Jini

cased himselfyesterdayfrom any Mum“ an hem“ whnfioue

<4

further actionon the investigation < - - -
of

. “db” aidesdunngthemeetmgthntdthe

2
&
7iiiii3F""

E?‘ [H I. GE:

3 _the
rankin€°Republ.ican

.

leasedp0rtions0fatlpedeGIvG'lI

‘1"°‘°°‘““.¢.i'°‘f ‘Fl tioninIhicht.heClintom'fir|mr
mix-ma .3 partner.Juliaouseisnnqroperty
interferiiqiiiacasethatdirectiyi
fectstheC1intcns.
Aitinanabosaidhewilstepcbwn

TrtistCorpattheendd
administratitniisexpaetedtonclir

-i
ti
i§
=
a
i

iii
iii
ii

o
g
ig
iifl
i

iii
iii

recuaehimseii
or reason.T E5’ .
‘ TheRTCisdisposingdiailed
;S&Lsandpursuingcivilandcrim
-ina.lcasesapiristd5oers.direc
ftorl. la'7Bf1. accountants.borrow
Zersandothei-s.ilillaryClintoriaiad
;heriormeraasoc'ntesatt.he
;I.avFiriniiiLit1leRock.Ark..
-reaentedbladisoohetorestate
-ulatontnt.heinid-1980!.'
AltmantoHtheSeuate Banking
Comimtraet.tntheoontactedWhite

iii

ll

fl-louse counselBernardNusshaim
;ahoutthreeweeksagoandof.feredto
-meet with him toexphin what the

ii§
§§
§§
“i
§i
5
§

iii
ti
iii
iii
té
é

5; E
iig
iii
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theClintons
water'and'su¢gest
sequenceswhiche
venturementcaretulscrutiny.'
l.each,wiaoha.sbeenpther'Iig
doctirnentsforbearingsheplamto
holdnenrnonthonthemiirevaoer
in.atter.saidinanintervieIyutI~
daythatheconsidereiiMeDeu|al'e
commenuimporuntbeamaflnfn
sitting down with book lodgers,
which lends it great cteidhfiyf
Thetapewumadediniigatfl
McDougalhadinthespri|igd1902
vit.hSh&eldNelson.Ibruih'
govemorapinst Clintcliii 1

andwashiinselfan
proyect financed thrarfl
Mcboiipl-owned Mi Gw
antyievmgstboaa.
TlieCliiIi.'mch|nied‘nt&'1@
federalturetiiriasthths-yn&
$9.000 in interest pyiuia. to
lcDotiplrehoedtotheWBeIatI
veimrl.'l‘haydidn‘t
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claimedwhen the investmentbe
cameanissue in the1992presiden
tialprimariesandsince.

Referring
to'the1992tapedcon

Vfl'§ilK>h. Lindsey, a senior
White Housetide. saidyesterday,

‘I thinkbe [McDougal]is confused.
Hehassaidbeisrelyingonhis
memorywith theseamounts,and
hismemory is mistaken.’
Lindseysaid in an earlier inter~
view that he believedtheClinton;
paidMcDougal$9.000in 1980to
compensatehimfor interesthehad
iint loanusedto finance

oher‘tB.Ftske]r.i now trying to sort out White~
water’sfimnoesaspartolaninterise
Justieeliepartazieiitilivestigation.
In the tapedcciversauoowith

gason.
apparentlyjust after the

iii"E
ton gnreleasedareport
about~tu investment,
McDougalsaid:'IeouHsinkit[the
$68.900figure]quickerthanthey
ooulrllieahuutitiflcouldgetina
positionaolwoulifltlnvemyhead
beatci<fi.AiIluhao\nthat.'
lntbtrmscriflellcbouplsaid
thnClii'nonspersmnliysold‘aoor
poraoeasefiutvliichwhitewater
hadmadealltlnpaynaeitsllewas
referringtollctarlitntrielhoirie
ontheWhitevataproperty.l4nd
seysaidtheflintonsmadesoine
payineatsonthelot.
Lastnight,McDougalsaidatran
lCfi9(l'¢84IDhiIh'S0\l.Ddi fabri
stated.‘ He told the Associated
Presa.'l'inreservirigany further
conimuitt.inti‘lvhateverRepublicari
preparedthetr-anacr-iptnialtesthe
crip'naltapeavailahle.'
lnanotherdevelopme.nt.SenA.l
tune M. D'Amato(R-N.Y.)accused
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bc-whitewater times - al74s ,
(ATTN: National ditors) (Includes optional trims)
Altman Oisqualifies Self in Whitewater 9 -
By sara Fritz and Robert Rosenb (¢) 19941 108 eles Times
WASHIMGTON DIputy'Treasury , criticized for

¢1;¢u;;1nq the.government's Uh - er ea estate - -ation with top
white House aides, disqualified himself Friday from further -fficial
involvement in the case.
He becomes the third high—ranking Clinton appointee to be accused of a
conflict of interest in connection with the Whitewater affair.
At the same time, one of the chief Republican critics of President
Clinton's whitewater investment released new evidence to support allegations
that the president and first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton lost less money than
they have claimed or perhaps even profited by investing in the Ozark resort
development with the owner of a failed savings and loan.
Altman, who also serves as acting head of the Resolution Trust Corp., was
severely criticized by Republicans on the Senate Banking Committee Thursday ,
when he disclosed that he briefed White louse officials three weeks ago on an
aspect of the RTC's investigation into Whitewater.
In a statement, the Treasury Department noted that Altman's interim

appointment as RTC chief will expire on March 30 and “he will have no role
with the RTC beyond that time." Until then, it said, he plans to recuse
himself from all of the agency's dealings involving whitewater.
The RTC, created to resolve hundreds of savings and loan failures in the

1980s, is investigating whether money from the now-defunct Madison Guarantee
Savings G Loan of Little Rock, Ark., was invested in the Whitewater
development.

'

The owner of Madison, James Mcbougal, and his wife, Susan, were partners
with the Clintons until 1992 in the Whitewater Development COIP1, which was
established to build a resort community in the Ozarks. " -

While the RTC continues to investigate matters involving Madison, a ‘

special counsel, Robert B. Fiske, Jr., has been appointed by Attorney General
Janet Reno to conduct a wider investigation of all matters relating to the
C1intons' Hhitewater investment.
At issue in the Whitewater controversy is whether Clinton, who was then

governor of Arkansas, or Mrs. Clinton benefited improperly from the
investment. The Clintons have insisted they are innocent of any wrongdoing
and say they lost money on the deal when the plans for the resort collapsed.
As the federal investigations have progressed, two other top—ranking white

House officials besides Altman have been accused of conflicts in the affair.
white House Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster, who comitted suicide.last

summer, was criticized for acting as the Clinton's personal attorney in the
matter while on the.governent payroll.
In addition, white Mouse counsel Bernard Nussbau has been taken to task

by Republicans for allowing the Whitewater files to be removed from roster's
office before it was searched by law enforcement officials investigating the
suicide.

(Optional add end)

Under questioning by Republicans, Altman acknowledged that he met with
white House officials to discuss the options facing the RTC in light of the
then-impending Tab. 20 expiration date for all civil suits related to Madison
and Whitewater. That deadline has since been repealed by Congress.
Altman's decision to recuse himself from Whitewater-related matters
represents a turnaround on his part. Just recently, he told Rep. Jim Leach,
R-Iowa, ranking Republican on the House Banking Committee, that he saw no
con lict in his dealings with the case, even though he is a Clinton appointee.
Meanwhile, Leach, who has undertaken his own investigation, issued .
previously undisclosed portions of a Little Rock attorney's 1992 interview
with James Mcnougal.
The tape adds new eleents to McOougal's unproven claim that the Clintons
did not lose $68,000 on the deal, as they have said.
In the interview, conducted by Republican attorney Sheffield Ielson,

Mcbougal contends that a $30,000 loan made by Mrs. Clinton to pay for e model
home on the resort site was repaid entirely from Mhitewater funds.
Furthermore, he says the Clintons never paid him $9,500 in interest that thev
reported on their 1900 income tax report.If McOougal's version of these transactions proves to be accurate,
according to an analysis by 1each's House Banking Committee staff, it is
likely that

the Clintons “lost no money in Hhitewater" and may be liable for
unpa axes.

“M filed by:LAHP(-) on oz/as/94 at o2=12rs'r “MM“ printed by:\€HPR(l62) on oz/as/94 at o1=s:rs'r M“
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-tecorded contradictions to Clinton tax

Beasury deputy Altman fifin
quits Whitewater probe

gs found

Mt H l "‘ Cfl4£%£§"$\
DeputyTreasurySecretary
Roger C. Altman yesterday
recusedhimselffromtheprobe
ofafailedArkansassavingsand
loanlinkedtoPresidentClinton
and Slld he will step down
March30asactingheadof the
5&1.liquidationagency.
TheTreasuryDepertrrtentis
suedtheannouncementtheday
afterMr. Altmantolda Senate
plnel he had briefed White
Houseolficinlsonthestatusof
the Resolution it-ust Corp):
probeofMadisonGuarantySev
ingsandLam
MadisonwasownedbyJames
B.McDougsl,aformerbusiness
partnerwithMr.andMrs.Clin

tontntheWhitewaterDevelop
mentCorp- a failedlanddeal
alsounderfederalcriminalin
vestigetion.
Mr.McDougslissuspectedof
divertuigdepositorfundsfrom
Madisonto Mr. Clinton's1984
gubernatorialcampaignusing
overdrnwriaccountsandMadi
son-epprovedloans.He also is
accusedof divertingtheS&l.'s
moneytoWhitewater.
Beforeyesterday'sannounce
ment,Mi: Altmanhadbeeneit
pectednostepdownastheRTC's
headat theendof nextmonth.
buthehadnotremovedhimself
fromtheMadisoncase.
Legalexpertsyesterdaycrit
icizedhisdecisiontnbriefWhite

seeALTMAN, pageA10

ll

ALTM;>tNFrompag¢Al

House Counsel Bernard Nuss
beum.DeputyChiefof SthflHan
oldlcltn andMrs.Clinton‘:Chief
of Sui! MargaretWillinmsonthe
investigation.
“l probablywouldhawadvised
himnottohavermmeeting,”saidRoy Simon,e LII professorat
Hofstra

University
anda former

boardmembero the American
Civil LibertiesUnion_E~
‘RTC bolrd~“¢
l
gens
primarydutyasnTreasury

e
s . memberof theTreasury

DepartmentI don'tknowof any
restraintson him briefing the
WhiteHouse but l thinkhewas
caughtinaCatch-22Mr Seidmhn
said

oroug y unprofes
sionalandraisesmanyquestions
of ethics."said Rep. Jim lmach.
lows Republichn,who has led
House ettortsto uivestigatethe
Whitewater~Mndisoncontroversy

“Asa member0fthe17'euswyDepartmentI
donTkn0wofanyr'estmints"onhimbriqfing
mewhbkbmdbwlflwkhemmawgu
in a Catch-22." -Wt'lli'nmL.Set'd'mnn

attheendof thismonthCongress nouncedwhethomllodihrpnuq.
has sinceextendedthe deadline at indmjdjdnfl tgcflgg by
POI’lI\<>¢¢Y“"0 Yvlft

'
‘DemocraticNationalCommittee

‘Vlr inch said tellln the|d- Ch ' D 'd W'l l; ,- _ I urn-is IV‘l them" to
ministrationaboutthestatuteof 5locF I rtli ' ' T’y ‘ _ u er investigationo
limitnuonsconcernsplayedinto Whitewnter~M1dison_
WhiteHousehhnds."Part of the In s lettertnMr. D'Amamyes
Whitehousestrategy.long-term.is terdny,Mr. Wilhelmassailedthe
understandingthestatuteof limi

WhiteHouse spokesvvomhn
declinedtocommentonthemeet
ing, repeatingthe usual White
Housecommentthattheuse is
underinvestigationby e special
counsel.

senetor'scredibility on seeking
xtensionsonthestatuteof ll.l'I'llll

Wilhelmsnidthosenatorop
statuteexmasionsin other

ses notedSenateEthicsCom
nutteecnticismof M: D'Amsto.
who supported1980:‘legislation
thhtmadoiteasierforthnftstn
purchaseiunkbonds.
In response.Mr. D'An-intosaid
hewill"redoublo...ellbrtstnget
tothebottomof thisWhitewater
MadisonsclndnL"AddingthatMr.
Wilhelm‘:“attempttoititerioctpo
litical intlmidndmtrimthis pro
cessis despicable.‘

Q
lgependent and notedytr /ut- I411 ewerts slid Momma I for civil suitsin theminim

prospectivesubiectof an invest:
gationaboutproblemswith stnt- Mr

'

utesof llrnitanoncouldhelpwith '

theformationof a defensestret

memberof the HouseBanking
Committee.sud theAltmanmeet
tngwouldbeanissueetaflouso
oversighthearingontheRTC nen
month.
On Thursday,Mr. Altmantold
theSenateBankingCommitteehe
apprisedtheofficinlsthreeweeks
agoof theprobe! sutus andthe
dilficultieswithsthrumsof limin
tiontheRTC hadencountered.
Mr.Altmandescribedthebrie!
tngas routine.sayingheinitiated
the meetingtn explainhow the
agencyproceededwhene deed
liho for filing civil chargesin e
casewasapproaching.
At thetimeof themeeting,the
dudline for filing civil claimsin
theMadisoncasewassettoexpire

/i

Mr. inch, ranking mi.nority

I

The Whit! Housepressoffice
hasdeclinedtodiscusstheWhim
waterwlndisonsandal sincespo
cihl counselRobert B. Fish Jr.
wls appointndlhst monthby At
torneyGeneralJanet Renotn in
vestigateit.
An RTC spoltosmnnsaid me
agencyalsodeclinedcomment.
In its announcementyesterday,
thelhssury DepartmentsnidM.r:
Altman“will havenorole"inRTC
operationsafter the eodof hen
month.“ln theinterim.hewill be
recusedfromall mnttnrsrelating
toMadisonGunnntyz”thedeport
mea!slid.
Mn Alanna‘:decisionweejust
phrtofthefellout fl'0mlllllC8!
sentGOP attnclton Whitewater
thatbeganatThursd-ly's
Thelenderof thatattack—Sen.
Vl. D'Amntn,NewYbrk

Republican — y e

Also AndrewC.Hove.
scuhg
Depositlnsurlnce Corp..agreedy
tore-oxnminotheagency!recentl
findingsthatMn Clinton'sfor-l
marlaw firm hndnoconflictsof
interestin governmentcasesit
handled
Republicanshavesuggestedthe
FDIC‘: findings were a “whilr
wash."
Me Hoveinstructedthe

FDIC;inspector"generlltoinvestipm
theRoseLew1-‘lrtnof LittleRock.
Ark, had"anyconflictsof interest
or other improprieties"whenll
helpedthe governmentsueSti
wrongdoers.

WITGSCFVICC7!PO7‘l$
eThisarticleisbasedinpart e

n
‘
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Republicansinvestigatingthe
Whitewater-Madisonaffairs have
obtainedrecordedstatementsat
tributedto a former partnerof
Presidentand Hillary Rodham
Clinton'sthatcontradicttheClin
tons‘taxfilingsandWhiteHouse
commentsontheaffair
Rep.Jim Leach.the low: Re
publicanwhoISconductinga GOP
probe of whitewater-.\iladison.
senttranscriptsof thestatements
by James B .\lcDougalto other
GOPHousemembersalongwith a

reportfromHouseBankingCom
mitteeGOP investigatorsraising
questionsabouttheClintons‘tax
liabilityand truthfulnessin the
matter
Newportionsofthetranscripts,

a ITIIJOYIIYof whichalreadyhave
beenmadepublic. are from a
March 24.1992.tapedconversa
tion betweenMr. Mcbougal and
SheffieldNelson. a Little Rock
lawyerandformerArkansasGOP
chairmanwho ran againstMr.
Clintonforgovernorin 1990.

ButMr.McDougallastnightim
pugnedthe validityof the tran.
script.saying it didnotsoundlike
thewayhetalks.

i
'

§..L‘?§lT/QNSF Pas
claimedbytheClintonsonsubse
quentincometaxreturns— was
neverpaidto him,despiteWhine
Housestatementsthat it was.
Mr. McDougalapparentlywas
referringto a $9.000deductionfor
interestpaymentsby theClintons
on
aéheir
personaltax return in

19 .
Mr. Mebougalalsoassertsthat
most. if notall. of a $30,000loan
takenoutbyMrs Clintontobuild
amodularsalechomsoriawhiue
wlter lot wasnot repaidby the
Clintonsbut by the Whitewater
corporation.But the assetsde
rivedfromthelonnynre soldby
theClintonsat a profit.
In theconfidentialreport.GOP
investigatorssaidthat if thestate
mentsin thenewtranscriptsat
tributedtoMr. .\|cDougalareac
curate. the Clintonscould face
serioustax liabilities.The presi
dentalsocouldfaceconflicts-ob
interestproblemsstemmingfrom
his tenureas governorand his
state regulatorydominionover
Madison
Discussingthe$9.500interest.
Mr. Mcbougol said; "Well. Wu
knowontheirtaxreturns.it's in
terestingthattheyshowtheypaid
S9,500ininteresttoi-no.Didyou
noticethat?weu, theydldllt. of
course... .

“Theydidn'tpayme.Theymay
havepaidsomeoneelse.Theyhaw
neverplid III I penny’:inttrtst.
Theyneverovndmeany i-none/,"
Mr.Mcboupl said.
But in an with AP in
January.Mr.Mcbougolsaidherr
calledtheCllritonsmakingabout
$9.000inpaymentsnohimaround
thattime.
White House senior adviser
BruceLindseytoldTheWashing
tonTimesearlierthisyear-when
the first 38 pagesof the Mc

"lt soundsfabricated."he told
theAssociatedPress“I'mreserv
ing any further commentuntil
whateverRepublicanprepared
thetranscriptmakestheoriginal
tapeavailable."He saidthetape
shouldalso be given to White
water-Madisonspecial counsel
Robert B FiskeJr.
.\Ir.Nelsoncouldnotbereached
forcomment.
.\lr McDougal.formerownerof
thefailedMadisonGuarantySav
ingsandLoanAssociation.was a

partner with the Clintons in
WhitewaterDeielopmentCorp.
an unsuccessfulreal estateven
tureinnorthernArkansas.
in his conversationwith Mr.
Nelson. Mr. McDougal said a

S9.500interest paymenton a

Whitewaterloan— a deduction

seeCLINTONS. pageA10

I Sen. Durertbergeris indicted
againonthesomecharges.A4

Dougal-Nelsontranscripts be- .

camepublic- thattheClintons
did in factpaythe$9.000toMr.
i\lcDougalin 1980as reimburse
mentfor interestpaymentsmade
by Mr. McDougalon the loanto
purchasethe Whitewaterprop
HW
Mr. Lindsey,whohasbeenas
signednoanswerquestionsonan
ongoingfederal investigationol
Whitewater-Mod.isori.did not to
turn a call seekingcommentyes
terday.
On the matterof the $301300
loan "labeledHillary R0dhl.lIl"
fromtheBankof Kingston(Ark)
sometimein 1983or 1984tobuild
themodelhome.Mr. .\rcDougal
saidsheneverrepaidit._ _
"OK. the property is in her
name.. . .All right.butremember.
it's a corporateasset.“Mr: Mc
Dougalsaidin thenewstatements
transcribedfromtaperecordings
of theC0fl\’Ql'SlI1OIl.
"Theymadenocontributionto
wardtheretiringof it [theloan]. it

wasentirelyretired by thecor
poration.So you subtract that

hesaid. _ _
Mr.NlcbougalsaidtheClintons
thenextractedtheassets.
"At the time the Cliniaos_u
sumedcontrolof thecorporlflfl.
the loanhad beenpaid downD
about513.000."hesud.“Soc?‘filly
soldaeorporateasset—thnt|n_d
uhr homoandthelandit Wu ur
uatedon- andusedtheproceeds
noretire thenote Apparently
[ttieylh:ptthedit!erenee.Sothat‘s
830.000off.“ _
The HouseGOP bankingmi!
saidin its memo:“If Mebougeh
sratiernoriuaboveare true. IN!
wouldappearnoconflictwithpun
statementsrnlde bY_fl’\B_C1195",
thattheywere‘passiveirivestor_s
and lost largo sumsof manly ll
wtl‘i'i'Z"<§li'iigiishavema th¢Ylost
morethan868.000on theWhit!
waterlanddealeventhoughthey
neverdeductedsuch: loss.
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Qintou.re:pondedIoahun¢eo(GOP
questionsabouthowhetoldtheR'l‘Cto
Inndletnehdadisoncasenndmyeoutacts
helm hldviththewhiteflouseonthe
matter.He saidrepeatedlythathirin
struetionsweretofollow“exactlyidentical
|xocad\n'es"tothosetisedmenyen5tne

R‘IChu'edRosetohand!eMadisoo-rv.~Ir.Altnnnsaidheinit.\atedthenul'y
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Mr. Roger C. Altman
Interim coo
resolution Trust corporation
I01. i1th street, NI
Washington, DC 20434

Dear XI. Altman:

I am in receipt of your February l, 1994 response to the letter
initiated by senate Rsp\lbllClIl leadership concerning Madison
savings and Loan and I am pleased to learn that the RTC -"will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies" with regard to
Madison's failure; It seems

self-afparent
that in order for the

RTC to pursue vigorously all remad es it must have all relevant
information at its disposal. Accordingly, I urge the RTC to seek
and review all Whitewater Development Corporation documents turned
over by the white House to the Justice Department.

In its investigation of Madison, the Minority has uncovered links
between Madison and whitewater, some of which may have contributed
to the thrift's failure. Mot only did James and susan Mcoougsl
hold significant ownership interest in both entities (approximately
two thirds in Madison and one half in Whitewater), but the other
joint owners of whitewater (Bill and Hillary Clinton) appear to
have benefited directly and indirectly from the application of
Madison resources. [See the attached memo.]

If tho White House chooses to use the Justice Department to shield
Whitewater documents not only from the public and Congress, hut
from other government agencies, such as the RTC, which have
legitimate public law enforcement responsibilities, it is hard to
believe a responsible resolution of the issues involved can be made
by regulatory authorities.

I have hi h regard for your personal integrity, but as you know,
from the lnginning, it has been an awkward situation to have s

prssidentially appointed and confirmed officer of the Treasury
Department also head an independent federal

agency,
the Resolution

Trust corporation (RTC) . when this prospect was f rat suggested at
the beginning of the Clinton Administration, it did
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H. loqer C. Altman
Page 3
February 3, 1994 -

on December 9, 1993, I wrote the RTC requesting access to all
documents related to Madison Guaranty and its subsidiaries.

House and Committee Rules, Rouse practices, and judicial precedent
support the proposition that the flanking Minority Member is the
tunctionel counterpart to the Chairmen for Committee action. This
heing the case, e request tor docunonte aade- hy the nanking
Minority Kelber has parallel standing with a request made by the
chairman or the ¢oenittee. The Ranking Minority Member clearly has
a voice in the process and is entitled to intornation that will
enable the Ranking Minority

Heaber to carry out his
constitutionally mandated overs qht responsibilities.

Therefore, the courtesy or a definitive reply to this document
request is requested by i2 noon, Monday, February 7, 1994. on this
matter, it is urged that you also consult with the Ethics Ottice as
to the relevance or the previously discussed recusal issue.

Again, let ne stress that to the degree a contlict situation may
exist in this matter in no way retlecte on your personal integrity.
It is sieply an awkward circumstance in contrast to a personal
eabarraaenent.

A. LBA¢H
Ra Member

sincerely,

JAL:gp

Enclosure
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TO: Congressmen Leech

FROM: Banking Minority Stat!

R8: Madison Guaranty ("Madison")

In reviewing documents related to Madison in the possession or
Minority linking, we have come across materiel which may indicate
direct payment or a loan or bill Clinton's by Madison through s
subsidiary.

Since the Minority’: investigation is concerned with the possible
misuse or federally insured funds to assist Whitewater and/or the
tormer oovernor, we thought we should share the following' information with you. .

IUIMLIY

Based on documentary evidence available to the Minority, it
eppeers that Medlaon Marketing served, in at least one instance,
as e conduit or funds-tron Madison Guaranty to Whitewater and
Governor Clinton. It this is correct, it would appear that
insured tunds'trom the tailed Madison Guaranty were diverted and
directly benetitted the Governor and his investment in
whitewater, a claim Clinton had denied.

DOCUIIITATIOI _

0 In 1983, Bill Clinton obtained e loan trom Security Bank or
Peragould, Arkansas tor approximately $20,800 (loan I975
SBS, Bill Clinton). The money trom this loan was used to
pey ctr the remaining balance or a loan at Madison Bank and
Trust ct Kingston, Arkansas that was provided for the
purpose of constructing a modular home on lot I13 st‘
Whitewater Estates. The loan at Madison Bank was provided
in i980 to Millery Clinton in the amount or $30,000

O on November I, isas, James Mcbougal sent a letter
accompanied by e check to Charles Campbell, Vice President
or security Bank or Peregould, tor $7,322.42. The letter
tron Mcbougal states that the check is principal and
interest payment on "Note I957-585, Bill Clinton." [Note:It appears that the loan number is e typographical error
with the superimposing or numbers 5 and 7 in the first three
digits.) '
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(3)

0 The check Mcnouqal enclosed with his letter to Mr. Campbell
is a whitewater oevelopnent corporation check dated November
1, lees. The loan number reterencsd on the memo portion or
the chock is “Note I975-585."

0 According ;o the check ledgers tor the whitewater
Developm:at corporation IWDC), the corporation's checking
account aed the following balances: $109.50 on i0-10-05;
and, s1-.4s on 10-:1-es. However, in order to cover the
payment or $7,322.42 on the Clinton loan, a deposit is
recorded on November e, 1985 in the amount or $7,500.00.
The deposit is listed as coming tron "Madison Marketing."

I A 1986 Federal Home Loan Bank aoard exam gives the
impression that Madison Marketing was largely a sham
corporation used to divert

tederelly
insured resources to

insiders. The exam notes that "Ont l 1986, susan Mcoougal
owned Madison Marketing." The report also states the
tollowinga

’

"Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general
advertising tor Madison Guaranty and most or the
advertising tor Madison rinancial's land development
projects. All or Madison Marketing's business is
derived tron Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Since 1983 these payments total $l,S32,000.'

"Given the evidence oi Madison Marketing's invoices, it
is questionable how much or these advertising services
are actually performed by the firm. The actual work
... appears to be pertormed by others. It would appear
that Madison Guaranty could have an employee pertors
similar work tor much lees money."

"Mr. Latham [an otticer or Madison] stated that Madison
Marketing made no payments to any stockholders. This
statement is tales. As part or a test tor such
payments, the examiners discovered two remittances from
Madison Marketing to Susan Mcbougal [a large
stockholder or Madison] which total $50,000. This was
a test, and there may be additional payments."

COIOLUIIOI

Given the shove circumstances, it would appear that federally
insured deposits (i.e., funds from Madison Guaranty through
Madison Marketing), which, with the later tailure or Madison
oecame, in ettact,

taxpayer
obligations, were transterred tor the

direct personal heneti or the former Governor.

The above payment also raises the question of whether Whitewater
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was treated as an atriliate or related interest or Madison
Guaranty and theretore subject to conrlict at interest etatutae.
From a legal perspective, it could be argued that the HcDougals'
controlling interest in Madison ouaranty and their substantial
ownership interest in Whitewater could quality whitewater as an
"attiliate" or Madison Guaranty. Even it whitewater is not
considered a subsidiary, related interest, or ettiliate of
Madison Guaranty, such an extension or funds to a presumably
"una£tiliated' entity would be very unusual and suspect.

It has been publicly reported, with respect to this loan
repayment, that both Whitewater and the Clintons took a tax
deduction related to interest paid on the same loan -- which the
Clintons later recognized as improper double deduction alter an
article ran in the §gy_1ggk_I1ngg. What remains unclear is the
larger question or whether the runds provided by Madison to
reduce the Clinton's liability were proper or properly reported
as income tor income tax purposes. A

Al you know, we have received broad hints from within the RTC
that the a ency has had under review money tranerere rrom Madison
to Hhitewazer. We will not know whether this type or activity
was more pervasive and part or a larger pattern unless, anduntil, the

agency
provides us the documents we have requested.

It Madison provi ad any direct or indirect assistance to
whitewater, presumably halt the value or such would redound to
the advantage or each or the halt owners. In any regard, the
above

money
transter underscores that than Governor Clinton had

personal 1 abilities reduced by a payment tron Madison. such
payment presumably carries ethical as well as tax

implicationsand is part and parcel or the $47 to $60 million est mated
taxpayer lose at Madison.

attachments
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- Sepuaber 30. 1913

Covet-nor I111 Clinton
U00 Center
Little Rock. AR 72205

Dear Governor Clinton:

heiesed Ls eeopyefeureheckltzefl lneheantmeei
820,800.00 representing the proceeds ei your note. The
er1gi.na1 was mailed te: Madison Bank G Trust, tungsten.

Arhalem _.

Sink: ly,

"
;/'(".*"'/fli I

Charles n. cqutt V
'

Vlee President

QC/Ian
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P. 0. Bo: 1583
__X}_.¢/".4Llulo Rock, Azkanna 72203 <."I’7

Novcmbn: 8, 198$

Hz. Charla: D. Campbell
Vic: Prusldonc
Security Bank
P. O. Box 670
Paragould, Atkanlll 72650

R0: Note I957-58$, Bill Clinton
Don: Mr. Campbell: "

Enclosed is I Whiz: Wn:c: Dnvolepman: Carporazlon chockCo: $7,322.42,
rnptcacnclns Erincignl ayncnc of $5,000and lntnzclt paymune 0! $2, 2 .42, on =

5
.

abovn noun.

Thank you £0: your aztanctan to zhla nlttnz.

Slneazoly,

Q; 7}/1 /94’-¢7.440/
Jlm Menougnl

JH/as
En:
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FAX TRAN$M|TTAL

Om“ Of the Gancnl Cmmd
DEPARTMENT UP THE TREASURY
ISM Pcnnsylvmia Ave., N.W., Room 30(1)

Washington, DC 21220
Telephone: (202) 622-0287

FAX: (202) 622-2882

mm :_'-€¢_4_L7Z2’ ,4...

to: *7?!/. dm; A4zg:é¢¢<m m0as1~o1=ou»ow= Iq
FROM:\_ZZ_¢4 ,4/44-V" A

m

suamcn 4313 j * ,

Addresses: FAX No.: ‘/J2 1349 Confirmation No.: 75-4 ~4633

Nom and Sptddl lmnacrlam

4§4g;L Z/4-$1’ 4/afla d_/4. ltaggl 3£:tc.*
(aid./ny <»4i&;Fg,gy ¢,/nz‘,@2§o¢g£
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., ,°|=gi;|y gQ|—iIIiOflI paid by Madison financial to N-idisen"iii: fvhich eignriicsntly derives Iii sl its business iron

dlson financial. - ' ~\

may qg ‘M "1", onign generated these cossireions. were-to
alspsuqnl-llqnloy crouo nee-tare who are action as straw buyers. lladiaeo
.¢usranty essentially retained the risks oi ownership on these-_X transactions because it iuii! linenced ihsae sales inaiudins the-cash

re)" "H, ,,,,,,,(“|,,,,_ rm”, Madison Guaranty‘s position deteriorated'1 / ' tenure it retained the sans ownership rlslts as-bolero. but paid "cssn79/ 1". re um" individuals. in addition. ieoe paid through Hsdison- leel lerste were used as down laments in rose oi the etrss-land/
ourolmeer in an apparent strsnyr to disguise I00! funding ei-the

‘

purchase by Madison Cusrsnttf "4 ill ll-\i"i“"i"' '

\ Manta. flciloursl and Lsthns cited an ~Qlettsr hos s\ ;,,.;",1| qr," 1,.-urnPaul oi 0allaa Supervisory Agent no peil\ilIi0lI‘i0
pny real aerate ml.-e oooslasione to Madison lloel Estate. llowevtt.,_,,,, |,,,,, 1,, 9,", "gr rnsr the losrd oi Directors review
hrlnrnaltd lI.'I.iii.1IiOi\ §7i~7 "mick ii ¢i\" lbw“ hi nu‘ ‘°"‘."“‘

3. Madison Msrtetina . -

Nsdiann Marketing is psld ier doing ell the senorei
pdvertlsinggior.Madison nusrsnty and soot oi the advertising for Msdl-eon Financial s

lane -laeelor-sent projects. All oi Madison Marketing's business ls.
.letive-ll has Madison cuetenry er its subsidiaries. Sluts HI) these
Nyoronre rnrsl s|,sa7.non. llsril February Nib. Susan rlcboursi owned
nsdisnn Markotins. Durlne a portion oi this rise. it was s scor
noratlon which use incorporated by Lite Aunsosunh, reportedly e close
friend oi .1.-res Mrbonssi. '

era envlry "dlble (doing business ea)" ior lladiaos Financial and‘cssaedts be a eoreorstion. However, it is not registered as a "dIbIa'i in:
_ the county records. Also. its rl\ecltlng._scoeunt has never-b es

Mr. mrnse stated that alter lebruare U86, Madison iisrisiins-llsssls

erecorded on the boelte oi Madison financial.

Given tl\e>rvidsnte oi llsdison rlslirtinfa invoices. it is Iverrionsslenew ouch oi those adeertislnr services are actually periorsed by-thelire. ‘Ills actual hora oi edssrrisiss, such as the -lesion-andproduction oi coneeecisle and proeidins air iise or newspaper specs,aspesre lr be periorscd to nihsil. Madison Marketing spnstnntiy lustpays the bills oi other oroeidere and suds a lit lee oi its ova.tassiurrs estiestcd this lus to be epproaisstely 8100.000 since I981.it would appear that Madison Guaranty could have an replay" parlor;eisilsr work ior such lets money.
'

*\

Sir. I.-tthss stated that Madison Marketing reeds no psyeents to an}._ereelr|.oldore. ‘Otis etstem-or is ialre. no e pert oi I test ior lushplvlrtets, tr-rs essssinlrs discovered

1. oQIiIlesr'e Pastors.-eel-~

» we remittances iros lindisosMerlot ins to Susan licilou oi vhi ha t t l SSO 000. Thithere say be additional nltvnoIri:.
0 l ' ' V" . ““' I“-'
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Telephone Log for BERNARD NUSSBAUH

I
Telephone Calls from HANSEN JEAN Page 3

‘o2/03/94 nausea Jam

\11:05
AM TREASURY _

I Ph #:(202) 622-0287
Home:

U Other
Car:

lhnswered
Fax: Taken By: TOM
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Telephone Log tor BERNARD NUSSBAUM
Telephone Calls from ALTMAN ROGER Page 3,

02/24/94 ALTMAN R008!
4:40 PM

Ph 8: (202) 662-1070 no msg just wants to speak with him
Home:

U Other
Car:

Answered Fax: §".‘aken By: 'l'I=:I¥'P

e
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I understand that Roger Altman, in his capacity as
interim CEO of the RTC, will be responding directly to
you.

Please let me know it I can be of further assistance.

Executive Officer ("CEO") of the RTC.

Sincerely, ' ‘ "

Bernard W. Nussbaum
Counsel to the President

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
Chairman
Committee on Small Business
428A Russell Senate Ofiice Building
Washington, D C. 20510‘

\
cc Roger C Altman _

;D

..

:3

€
-=
3

1

THE WHITE HOUSE
X001377WASHINGTON

_ September 20, 1993

Dear Senator Bumpers:

Thank you for your letter concerning the Resolution
Trust Corporation's ("RTC's") litigation policies onprofessional liability suits. You have raised
important issues that need to be addressed by the Chiet

. . ‘\

'

':

“

U“,

U

_.p | 0

till. ‘Jr ~l-'i',. 2
1
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- Office of the General Counsel
oar/uzmzmr or ms mmstmv
1500 Pennsylvania Avc., N.W., Room sooo

Washington, oc 20220
Telephone: (202) 622-02:1
wt; (202) 622-2882

FROM: $65 (~44, 2

DATE: PAGES TO FOLLOW; 2

TO: 4147' U

"'
. Z,,.;,,.a 11., 1 622-» l‘7:»:4; "2suamcr. pal
%__L.-..... __ ___,.

Addresses FAX No.: 4"£¢Z 7 Confinnaticn No.:

.744. 9:6-/67 :_
Nam and Special Inslmcfions:
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to; Carlos Watson

Department
of the Treasury

X001380

Departmental

room:_lttl; date: s/1Q/93* Omces

Carlos:

Office of the
General Counsel

Ono Treasury signature can take quite a
while. Sorry! Enclosed please find the
signed letter from Hr. Altman to Senator
Bumpers an well an a proposed response for
Hr. Nussbaun to send to senator Bumpers.

I apoloqize tor the delay in getting
this to you. It took a while to get the
Altman letter approved here at Treaeury. —

Please let me know it there is anything I can '
do to help you.

sincerely,

Dan Cooke
622-1926

room
phone
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August ll, 1993

ILIIM

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
chairman
Committee on Small Business
4283 Russell Senate Ottice Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Dale,

way back in tourth or titth grade, I sometimes told my
teacher that the family dog ate my homework. It vasn't_a
particularly ettective reeponse,_but I always figured that it was
better than nothing.

well, the RTC dog apparently ate your letter of several
months ago on the agency's standards tor pursuing professional
liability claims against directors and on its general litigation
policies. Untorunately, it just now cane to my attention that
you did not get a response, and I apologize. that should never
happen.

I share your opinion that the arc needs to review its
policies on the initiation and pursuit of professional liability
litigation. The secretary or the Treasury, in hio capacity as
Chairman or the Thritt Depositor Protection oversight Board, has
committed to review and recommend improvements in the
organization and etatting of the Professional Liability Section
ot the RTC as part of his nine—point plan for the agency. I
believe a feature of that review process should include
consideration of the standards used by the Legal Division to
determine when to pursue liability claims against directors
specifically and the extent to which litigation should be
initiated and pursued generally. Stanley Tate, our nominee tor
RTC CEO, also tools strongly in these directions.

It he is contirmed by the Senate, he will pursue this matter
vigorously. As you are no doubt aware, the negligence standard

oo1nwvnu;uw wuwiunmnc awe:
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has become an issue in the RTC funding bill. He obviously need
to wait and see how the bill addresses this issue, but I do not
believe we should wait tor the bill to strengthen the policy used
to initiate and pursue all claims.

The RTC is currently completing the tirst stage of this
review and is collecting information relating to this issue tron
its own records, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and
the Ottice of Thrift Supervision in response to a request from
Representative Henry B. Gonzalez. I will keep you interned as
this matter develops. Again, please accept my apologies tor the
delayed response.

Sincerely,

ire
Roger C. kitaan
Interim Chis! Executive Officer
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The Honorable Oslo Bunpors
chairman
committee on Small Business
428A Russell Senate Ottico Building
Washington, ac 20510

Door Sonstor Bunpors:

Thank you tor your letter concerning the Resolution Trust
Corporation‘: ("RTC's") litigation policies on professionalliability suits. You have raised important issues that need to
be addrossod by tho Chis! Executive ottioor ("CEO") o£_tho RTC.

I understand that Roger Altman, in his capacity as interim
CEO of tho RTC, will ho responding directly to you.

Please lot no know it I can he or further assistance.

sincerely,

Bernard Nussbaun
Counsel to tho President

cc: Roqor C. Altman
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JULY 7, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO: BERNARD W. NUSSBAUM
COUNSEL ‘IO THE PRESIDENT

mom; VINCENT w. some ‘*5
nsruw COUNSEL TO ms rassmsm

SUBJECT: LETTER FROM SENATOR BUMPERS REGARDING RESOLUTION
TRUST CORPORATION, MAY 26, 1993 -'

As you will note, I was copied on the letter from Senator Bumpers to Roger Altman
and you concerning director-negligence cases by the Resolution Trust Corporation. I am
rccused from participating in any consideration of this letter. My former law firm
represented the RTC in certain director-negligence cases in Arkansas. In addition, Senator
Bumpers includes a letter received from Seth Ward. For your information, Mr. Ward is the
father-in-law of Associate General Webb Hubbcll who, as you know, was also a member of
my former law firm.
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Dear Roger and Bernard:

The Honorable Roger Altman
- Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, N.R., Suite 1001
Washington, D.C. 20434-1001

XO01386

9':1m'tal Stem Smut:
Comurrn on Sum. lusmns
Wnmeevoe. DC 20810-0380

Hay 26, 1993

Bernard Nussbaum
Counsel to the President
The white House
Washington D.C. 20500

I am writing to ask that you and others in the Administration
review government policies with regard to litigation by the RTC
of so-called director-negligence cases, as well as RTC's
litigation policies generally. A number of the cases which have
been brought to my attention seem to be both stale and of very
questionable merit.

My concern is partly prompted by a recent jury verdict in the
western District of Arkansas in favor of several well-known
- Fayetteville businessmen who were directors of First Feeral
Savings and Loan of Payetteville. I know most of these men well,
and the case is summarized by a letter I received from one of the
defense lawyers which is enclosed.

Please understand that I do not question in the least that the
government should pursue aggressively any case where there is
evidence of fraud or self-dealing by the directors and officers
of a failed savings and loan. However, as a one-time Arkansas
trial lawyer of some experience, I can tell you that cases such
as this, based purely on negligence, are difficult to win. This
is especially so when the allegations are many years old and when
the government is the plaintiff.

Host states have negligence statutes of limitation of two or
three years, and for good reason: witnesses’ recollections
beyond that point are very unreliable. Congress has extended the
statute for these cases, although I recently voted against a
further extension. Any negligence case ten years old is
virtually impossible to prove because the witnesses’ memories
have entirely faded. '

Based on some of the complaints which have been filed lately, it
appears that RTC's litigators are trying to make themselves look
aggressive. Some of the legal fees are enormous, and I honestly
believe some cases are filed for pure settlement value.
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Messrs. Altman and Nussbaum
May zs, 1993
Page 'rwo

Also enclosed is a letter I received frm Seth Hard regarding
rather voluminous litigation between him and RTC which was
essentially a collateral attack on a state court judgment which
Seth had won for breach of contract against Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan. As you will see, that case must have set some
kind of record for the amount of lawyers’ and judges’ time
consumed.

I would appreciate your reviewing the enclosed letters regarding
RQQ v. Basgg et al, and Wggg v. ggg and relates cases. Of
course, I have no view whether the government's appeal in ggson
is well-founded as a matter of law. However, knowing these
defendants and seeing what short shrift the jury gave to the
government's case after a six-day trial gives me some concern
about the overall litigation policy.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely, __

Dale Bumpers

DB/jwbr

Enclosure

cc: Vince Foster 0/
Hack McLarty
Bill Kennedy

--
/
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RE: RTC v. Bason
United States District Court for
the Western District of Arkansas
gage No. 92-503}

Honorable Dale Bumpers
United States Senator for
the State of Arkansas

229 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator_Bumpers: .
' '

.
'

The efforts of the United States Government to recover the losses
of its insuring agencies arising from the savings and loan debacle
have been in the courts for several years now. The first wave of
litigation was to put the crooks in jail; the second wave of
litigation was to recover from those who had committed fraud and
self-dealing; the third wave of litigation has become a political
hot potato, and this letter will address a very direct and negative
impact that such litigation has on your constituents. I am sure
that among the concerns of your office are the practicality,
fairness and financial viability of the RTC efforts. This letter
is to provide you with firsthand information in that regard.

I represent five directors of the failed First Federal Savings and
Loan of Fayetteville. These directors are Al Eason (who founded
the institution in 1953), Joe Upchurch, Dr. Warren Murry, Fred
Robinson and Rex Smith. These gentlemen, all now in their sixties,
seventies and eighties, established through decades of living and
working in Northwest Arkansas unquestionable reputations as
competent and successful businessmen, honest citizens and community
leaders and volunteers.

They coped as best they could with the crisis and decimation of the
savings and loan industry that began with runaway inflation and
deregulation in the late 70's and early 80's, and concluded with
the collapse of the commercial real estate market and oil industry
in the late 1980's - all of which were beyond the control and

I

V’
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Senator Dale Bumpers
May 12, 1993
Page 2

foreseeability of savings and loan officers and directors.

In this crisis, First Federal of Payetteville lost several millions
of dollars. Because of a statutorily extended statute of
limitations, the federal government had until early 1992 to sue
these directors for loans (and alleged negligence) by them in the
early 1980's.

In March, 1992, three years after the RTC had seized their
institution and their officers and directors insurance policies had
lapsed, and almost a decade after the alleged acts of negligence
had occurred and when all of these men were on the verge of or well
into retirement, they were sued for eight million dollars.

One year later, after they had paid hundreds of thousands of
dollars of legal fees out of their own pockets, suffered terrific
fear and uncertainty as to their financial security and a 6 day
jury trial, the jury returned a very quick verdict of no liability.

The RTC refused to discuss settlement because of certain "formulas"
they alluded to but of which we were not apprised. Though the
RTC's case survived pretrial motions to dismiss and motions for
sunznary judgement, and motions at trial for judgment as a matter of
law, it was by the scantest thread at each occasion. The jury made
short work of the threadbare factual issues. While the case
apparently does not justify sanctions under the federal rules for
being completely spurious, it has not only been devastating to
these mens' lives and financial situations merely to defend the
suit, it has created great concern of those who are presently on
the boards of our local businesses and financial institutions that
they, a decade hence, can be dragged into court to answer for any
conceivable loss that, in hindsight, arguably shouldn't have
occurred. .

The RTC has now filed a timely notice of appeal, prolonging the
costs and trauma to my clients. Obviously, they must and will see
this through by the legal process and I am certain of final vin
dication. The RTC's grounds for appeal are as weak as tap water.
Nevertheless, since our vindication, I have been contacted from
counsel throughout the United States whose clients are facing these
same allegations. This third wave of litigation, suing directors
years and years later for alleged negligence in making decisions
which were, at the time, the best and only decisions that could be
made in a crisis, may create a minimally sustainable legal
question, but it is beyond the boundaries of what is politically
right and economically practical in picking up the shreds of the
failed savings and loan industry.

Thank you for your consideration in these matters, and I would be
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Senator Dale Bumpers
May 12. 199:
Page 3
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eager to provide you further intormation in this regard.

H-.TB:1k

cc: Al Eason
Rex Smith
Joe Upchurch
warren Murry
J.F. Robinson
Margaret Robinson walker

Sincerely,

DAVIS, COX E WRIGHT

" 'l-1:7-127;
wmvéu.‘ ackson Butt II

1
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Re: RTC v. Eason, and the
Directors of First Federal~

"
Hr. Lance Stoc ell
Attorney at
800 Oneok aza
100 west th Street
Tulsa, OK 74103-4216

Dear Lance:

we have received the RTC's Notice of Appeal. Over and above the
normal disappointnent that arises when a case is won and the loser
appeals, this appeal is particularly frustrating and perplexing.

As a taxpayer, I see my tax dollars being wasted on this case. It
is obvious in, hindsight that the inherent weakness of the
government case was aggravated by its not properly preparing its
damages issue, and that prior to filing it did not have, and during
case preparation could not develop, a presentable expert on the
matter of liability. .

when my partner, Sid Davie, was assisting our clients in:responding
to the pretrial subpoenas, he had the promise of RTC attorney Neysa
Day that the government had not made a decision whether the merits
of this case justified filing it. It was disappointing to receive,
within hours of our response to the subpoena, a comprehensively
pleaded lawsuit filed against our clients. Again, hindsight
reflected that ten years after these loans were nade the government
was running out of tine to file suit, not that-it had nade any
carefully considered decision as to the merits of this lawsuit. we
believe that Neysa Day lied to us, and that her actions throughout
this trial have reflected poor practical, legal, financial and
moral judgment.

After you deposed Al Eason, I think it was obvious to you that Mr.
Eason was an honest and competent savings and loan officer and
there was no fraud or self dealing. It also became obvious to the
RTC early on that there was no insurance coverage and the very
substantial defense cost of this case would come out of‘ ourclients’ pockets. I urged you then to make a practical and moral
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Mr. Lance Stockwell
Hay 11, 199:
Page 2

decision to drop this case. Not only did the RTC not drop the
case, it never made a settlement offer.
I call your attention to an excerpt from the "Bank Bail-Out
Litigation News" in which the former OTS chief counsel Harris
Weinstein urged the federal agencies to drop their focus on
negligence in lawsuits, in favor of finding even "the slightest
evidence of self-dealing and fraud".

The lack of any such evidence was obvious to you and the entire RTC
litigation team from the beginning. Your opening words to the jury
were to disclaim even the slightest evidence of self-dealing and
fraud. As Mr. weinstein notes, cases based solely on negligence
are fraught with difficulties, generally unprofitable and are
backward looking leaving no room for error. Rather than creating
any deterrent effect for present directors and officers, such cases
merely chase away competent persons who would otherwise be willing
to serve on bank boards.

I can assure you that the trauma and costs of litigating this
matter in our community are well known and have likely caused many
persons who are serving or may have served on boards to decline to
do so.

The government, through the FDIC, OTS and RTC, has made its best
efforts to chase the S e L crooks into jail, and that is fine. The
government has made its best efforts to collect from those who were
involved in fraud and self-dealing, and that is fine. But now, the
government, and you as its tool, are making a reprehensible moral
and financial decision to try to recover from honest people, with
demonstrated records of business success and community integrity,
losses that, as you agreed many times to the jury in this trial,
were part and parcel of the failure of the savings and loan
industry throughout the United States which resulted from
circumstances beyond the control of any of these people.

This is what I consider to be a waste of the taxpayers’ money and
a moral travesty. I am quite sure that this letter will not cause
you to terminate your efforts. Neysa Day must justify what was
demonstrably very poor legal and practical judgment on her part,
and thus will pursue this to its final appeal, wasting further
money. Oh, if she were only an S E L director with respect to her
judgment on this case and I the RTC attorney!
Nevertheless, moral decisions occasionally play a role in legal
outcomes, and I feel compelled to express to you my objections over
the continuation of this unnecessary lawsuit that is unfair and Mr.
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X001Lance Stockwell 431
Hay 11, 1993
Page 3

financially damaging both to my clients and to all taxpayers in
general.

Thank you for your consideration.
i

Sincerely,

DAVIS, COX G WRIGHT

William Jackson Butt, II
wJB:skg

/cc: Hon. Senator Dale Bumpers
Hon. Senator David Pryor
Hon. Congressman Tim Hutchinson
Mr. A. P. Eason, Jr. —

Mr. Rex-Alan Smith ~

Mr. Joe A. Upchurch
Dr. J. Warren Murrey
Mr. J.F. Robinson
Margaret Robinson Walker
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Hay 20, 1993

Senator Dale Bumpers
Senate Dirksen Building, Room 229
Washington, D.C. 20510

Senator David Pryor
267 Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senators:

I am writing to bring to your attention my recent
litigation experience with the Resolution Trust
Corporation ("RTC"). Although that litigation was
settled last month, I will never be able to forget the
RTC's gross abuse of power and waste of taxpayer money
in mindlessly pursuing its claim against me, with no
regard for either the merits of its legal position or
the costs of the litigation. < ’ ~

In 1985, I entered into a fully executed written
contract with Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association ("Madison Guaranty") and Madison Financial
Corporation ("MFG") pursuant to which I was to be paid
certain real estate commissions in connection with the
sale of undeveloped property. Although Madison
Guaranty and MFC made over $1,500,000 on the sales of
that property, they subsequently refused to pay my real
estate commissions. Therefore, on September 2, 1987, I
filed suit against them in Pulaski County Circuit Court
for breach of our written real estate commission
contract.

On September 6, 1988, after a two-day jury trial,
I was awarded a judgment against Madison Guaranty and
MFC in the sum of $353,000. On October 6, 1988,
Madison Guaranty and MFC appealed that judgment to the
Arkansas Court of Appeals.

1. me-as X001409
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senator Dale Bumpers 410
Senator David Pryor
May 20, 1993
Page 2

On February 10, 1989, Madison Guaranty was
declared insolvent and FSLIC was appointed as its
receiver. On March 10, 1989, FSLIC removed Madison
Guaranty's state court appeal of my judgment to federal
district court and unleashed a litigation firestorm for
the sole purpose of forcing me to spend the full amount
of my state court judgment defending that action.

It would take me a dozen pages to review the full
procedural history of this case as FSLIC and, later,
its successor, the RTC, pursued a meritless but
incredibly expensive collateral attack on my state
court judgment, even though the Arkansas Court of
Appeals issued an October 25, 1989 per curiam order and
mandate that dismissed the RTC's appeal of this case
and that allowed me to fully satisfy my $353,000
judgment. Suffice it to say, after FSLIC's initial
removal of this case to federal district court on —

March 10, 1989, Judge Reasoner remanded the case back
to the Arkansas Court of Appeals; the RTC removed the
case a second time from the Arkansas Court of Appeals
to federal district court; and FSLIC and the RTC
appealed subsequent adverse rulings from the federal
district court to the Eighth Circuit on four separate
occasions: In re FSLIC, 881 F.2d S64 (8th Cir. 1989);
In re RTC, 888 P.2d S7 (8th Cir. 1989); ward v. RTC,
888 F.2d 57 (8th Cir. 1990): Ward v. RTC, 972 F.2d 196
(8th Cir. 1992), cert. denied 113 S.Ct. 1412 (1993). ,
Although such a procedural history is normally reserved
for only the most complex antitrust cases, the RTC
managed to accomplish this feat in a post—removal state
court appeal in which the only issue concerned whether
it could collaterally attack my final, fully satisfied
$353,000 state court judgment!

Throughout my four-year battle with the RTC, it
was represented by at least one partner and one or more
associates with Friday, Eldredge & Clark and at least
one partner and one or more associates from the

88-432 O — 95 - 18
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Senator Dale Bumpers
senator David Pryor X 0 1
May 20, 1993
Page 3

Washington, D.C. offices of either Hopkins G Sutter or
Nixon s Hargraves. In the various appellate briefs
PSLIC and the RTC filed in our frequent trips to the
Eighth Circuit, they often listed the names of no less
than seven attorneys affiliated with four different
firms or agencies as their attorneys of record.
Notwithstanding the narrow nature of their collateral
attack on my final and fully satisfied state
court judgment, the RTC's attorneys managed to generate
a blizzard of pleadings, motions, and appellate briefs
that now almost fill a four-drawer filing cabinet in my
lawyer's office.

My attorneys‘ fees and expenses associated with
defending against the RTC's attack now total over
$250,000. It simply boggles the mind to consider what '
the RTC must have paid its ‘teams’ of attorneys who
have represented it in this matter. Surely, those fees
exceed $500,000. - _

' —

During the first year of this litigation, my
lawyer realized that, for both sides, the cost of
pursuing and defending this matter could easily exceed
the $353,000 that was at issue. Although he repeatedly
urged the RTC's attorneys to consider a settlement,
they refused even to discuss that subject with him.

On July 19, 1991, Judge Reasoner ruled that the
Arkansas Court of Appeals’ October 25, 1989 Mandate
dismissing the RTC's appeal of my final, fully
satisfied state court judgment was entitled to £32
judicata effect and that the RTC could not collaterally
attack that judgment in federal district court. On
July 30, 1992, the Eighth Circuit reversed that ruling
and remanded the case to Judge Reasoner for development
of the facts surrounding the RTC's claims that my
judgment should be vacated. Ward v. RTC, su ra. Thus,
after years of incredibly expensive litigatfgn, I found
myself back where the case began when it was originally
removed to federal district court on March 10, 1989.
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Senator Dale Bumpers
Senator David Pryor X 1 41 2
Hay 20, 1993
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Although I was confident that the RTC would not be
able to vacate my judgment, my attorney reminded me
that, even if we again won before Judge Reasoner, the
RTC would appeal that decision to the Eighth Circuit
and the United States Supreme Court. Thus, by the time
this litigation was finally concluded in my favor, I
would have expended not only what little still remained
of my $353,000 judgment, but also a substantial amount
of additional money. My attorney recommended that we
try once again to settle the case, and I reluctantly
agreed.

Having been paid hundreds of thousands of dollars
pursuing this matter over the last four years, the
RTC's attorneys finally agreed to recommend a
settlement in which I was required to pay the RTC a
portion of my $353,000 state court judgment. On
April 30, 1993, the RTC formally entered into that

‘
settlement and the pending federal litigation was
dismissed with prejudice. The amount of the payment I
was required to make under the settlement agreement,
combined with the attorneys‘ fees I previously had
incurred, placed me in the position of having expended
the full amount of my $353,000 judgment just to defend
myself and to put an end to this litigation.

It is simply outrageous for the RTC to use the
unlimited tax funds at its disposal to grind down an
innocent third party who was awarded a judgment against
a now insolvent Savings and Loan Association after a
full jury trial. The end result of such mindless
litigation is that: (a) the RTC spends far more on
attorney fees and expenses than the total amount it
stands to recover——even if it wins; (b) private
citizens are forced to fight a war of attrition with
their own government that they cannot possibly win; and
(c) the legions of outside lawyers who represent the
RTC in those cases laugh all the way to the bank.
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Senator David Pryor 41 3
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During the last year, Forbes Magazine featured a
lengthy article on the RTC’: pursuit of frivolous
claims against innocent outside directors of insolvent
savings and loan institutions who have been forced into
bankruptcy or deep debt defending themselves.
Additionally, there have been several recent articles
in the Wall Street Journal that have detailed the
outrageous billing practices of many of the law firms
who have performed work for the RTC. In short, I
believe there is clear evidence that the RTC has
violated the public trust in managing the so-called
savings and loan bailout.

I respectfully urge both of you to request that
the appropriate Senate committee conduct an immediate
investigation into the RTC‘: conduct in managing and
supervising the savings and loan bailout. Such an
investigation will allow both Congress and the nation
to see how the RTC has squandered millions of taxpayer
dollars pursuing meritless litigations and, in the "
process, ruined the lives of many Americans. As part
of that investigation, those of us who have experienced
first hand the RTC's gross abuse of power and misuse of
our tax dollars should be allowed to be heard.
Finally, I also urge both of you to oppose the
appropriation of any additional funds for the RTC until
that agency demonstrates that it is capable of making
rational decisions and expending tax dollars wisely.

Sincerely,

,_, Z¢~7.>{.-‘wk
Seth Ward
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February 22, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR WHITE HOUSE STAF?

FROM: BERNARD W. NUSSBAUH *~"
COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

srsonzs R N /7. EUWIRTH
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: Erohipited Contacts with_Agepcies

It is important that Q1 member: of the Whiteafiouse staff
recoqgjpe that there are significant restrictions on the king; of
geznnunisatiens a nenher of the Whits_Bouee._stetJ! may have with
inggpe de tn h. regulatory agencies.m~
gggpgpgntg. These restrictions apply with particular force where
agencies have an adjudicative, investigative, enforcement,
intelligence, or procurement function. Violations of these
restrictions may result not only in significant embarrassment to
the individual involved and the White Rouse, but in legal
sanctions against the individual as well.

The following discussion sets forth the restrictions
applicable when staff are in contact with an agency. It 1;
ggitical that you review this material carefully. If you have
any questions, please consult the Counsel's office be_t_o.r_e mekinq
any contact with an agency.

A. Contact with regulatory, investigative, intelligence, and
nrocutement agencies,

1. 3ggu1atg;y_Agggg1e§: The cases that come before the se
agencies are of two general types: rulemaking and
adjudicativa. Both normally involve high stakes, are
ve iry compl cated, and are extremely important to the -
parties concerned.

There is generally no justification for any White House
involvement in particular adjudicative or rulemaking
proceedinqe at any eqency-~l
mile. nonnember of the staff should contact ta) en!~m to any edinsicatiys natter pending
mince that asenoz. or Lh) any independent agency in



_ Z cieslianystaff member considering contacting any agency about
such rulemaking should ling; consult with the Counsel'soffice. In all events, no such contacts with Executive
agencies should be considered, nor will they be
approved, if they imply preferential treatment or undue
influence on the decision—making process.

should you receive any inquiries with regard to pendingregulatory or rulemaking matters, you should refer theinquiring party to the agency involved and express np
Qpinipn on the issues raised. white House staff
members should avoid even the mere appgppnngp of
interest or influence.

Should an occasion arise in the course of your duties
where it appears necessary to discuss general policy
matters with the staff of an independent regulatory
aqencv.

~g
offing to determine whether such contact would be
appropriate under the circumstances. Such clearance is
not required before contacting Executive agencies on
administrative, or purely executive or legislative,
matters. But such clearance is required where any
adjudicative, regulatory or procurement action is
involved.

The following agencies, while not an exhaustivelisting, are regarded by the Justice Department as
independent and should npg be contacted by white House
staff (except for routine referrals of mail or
administrative matters) without prior clearance from
the Counsel's office:

Commodity Futures Trading Comission
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Federal Communications Comission
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Federal Election Commission
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Reserve System
Federal Trade Commission
Interstate Commerce Commission
National Credit Union Administration
Rational Labor Relations Board
National Tran atfima Safety Board
Nuclear Regu~ CommissionOccupational S . y ad Health Review Commission
Securities and Exchange Commission
0.8. International Trade Comission
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The following agencies, or components of Executive
departments or agencies, have significant regulatory or
adjudicative functions. Accordingly, they should not
be contacted with respect to the exercise of those
functions without prior clearance from the Counsel's
office (which clearance generally will not be given for
adjudicative actions and will be considered only on a
case-by-case basis for regulatory actions):

Environmental Protection Agency
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Federal Aviation Administration
(Transportation)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(Energy)
Federal Labor Relations Authority
Food and Drug Administration
(EH5)
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission
(Justice)
Immigration and Naturalization Service
(Justice)
Merit Systems Protection Board
Kine Safety and Health Administration
(Labor)
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(Transportation)
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(Labor)
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Social Security Administration
(H35)
U.S. Parole Commission
(Justice)

This list is merely illustrative. Many bureaus and
divisions of agencies have authority to issue binding
regulations or to decide specific claims, and the same
rules on prior clearance from the Counsel's office
apply for those entities as well.

You should be aware that the President and Vice
President are presently considering certain changes to
the regulatory review process, and further instructions
on contacts with regulatory agencies may be forthcoming
as those changes are adopted.~= As set forth
in Part 8 of this section, the ban on agency contacts
extends to the litigating, investigative and
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adjudicatory divisions of the Department of Justice.
The same rules also apply to the Internal Revenue
Service, the Inspectors General, the Special counsel of
the Merit Systems Protection Board, and similar
components of departments and agencies with authority
to investigate charges of misconduct, to conduct audits
of specific programs, or to bring complaints before
courts or other adjudicative bodies.

White House staff should also confer with the Counsel's
office before contacting agencies with respect to
particular individuals. While the White House Office
is not bound by the provisions of the Privacy Act of
1974, S U.S.C. Sec. 552a, Federal agencies are
restricted by the Act from disclosing information about
individuals contained in their files. The white House
staff should be sensitive to these constraints.

Agencies in the intelligence community -- including the
CIA, NSA, DIA, the Intelligence Division of the FBI,
and the intelligence components of the military
services -- report to the President through his
Assistant for National Security Affairs. These
agencies should not be contacted directly without
coordinating first with the Assistant for National
Security Affairs -- and, where issues of individual
privacy arise, with the Counsel to the President.

E;gggggngn;_Aggng1gg: In recent years, the public has
become increasingly sensitive to allegations of
improper influence in the awarding of government
contracts. No member of the White House staff snoulfl
contact any procurement oijicer about a congggct in
wn1cn_ne or she has a personal fingncigl interest or in
gnich a relatiye. fgiend. or business associgte has Q
;1ngng111_in;g;gg;. This is true not only with respect
to calls or contacts in which influence is directly
exerted, but also as to so-called "status" calls or
other communications which might direct the attention
of the procuremamt officer to the fact that a White
House staff member has an interest.

There may be occasions when the White House has a -

legitimate interest in information about procurement
matters. In such instances, however, any communication
should be made only by persons who have no direct
interest themselves, and whose friends or associates
have no such interests. It is advisable that the lack
of such interest be made known to those receiving the
communication so that unintended inferences do not
arise. Moreover, to the extent possible, information
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about a procurement matter should be obtained site; the
contracting procedure is completed, or should be
obtained from persons not involved in the decision
making process. To avoid the appearance of conflict
and subsequent embarrassment, white House staff members
who feel they must contact procurement agencies with
regard to pending matters should first contact the
Office of the Counsel to the President.

Communications with the Department of Justina

As we are all aware, it is imperative that there be public
confidence in the effective and impartial administration of
the laws. Political figures and others may seek White House
intervention in pending criminal and civil matters, but it
undermines the administration of justice if the white House
even appears to be interfering in such cases.

The following procedures have been established for
communications between the White House staff and the
Department of Justice.

ll

2

3

Any written or oral communication to the White House
concerning particular pending Department of Justice
investigations or criminal or civil cases mug; be
directed immediately to the Counsel to the President.
If appropriate and necessary, the inquiry will then be
transmitted by the Counsel's office to the Office of
the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General.
No other member of the white House staff should discuss
a pending criminal or civil matter w1§Q_g;jyQ;g
individuals or organizations. or with the Department ofO
All requests for formal legal opinions from the
Department of Justice mus; be directed to the Counsel
to the President, who will in turn forward such
requests to the Office of the Attorney General or to
the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Office
of Legal Counsel.

Members of the the White House staff may communicate
directly with the Department of Justice with respect to'
policy, legislation and budgeting matters.

Communications with the Department of the treasury

In light of the sensitive nature of matters before some of
the component agencies of the Department of the Treasury -
such as the Office of Comptroller of the Currency, the
Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
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Firearms, and the Secret Service -— the following procedures
have been established for communications between the White
House staff and the Treasury Department:

1.

2

3.

4.

Any written or oral communication to the White House
concerning pending investigations or cases mug; be
directed to the counsel to the President. If
appropriate and necessary, the inquiry will then be
transmitted to the Office of the Deputy Secretary of
the Treasury.

All inquiries which concern or may concern rulings on
pending applications, regulatory actions or
adjudications must likewise be directed to the Counsel
to the President for transmittal, if appropriate and
necessary, to the Deputy Secretary (although it is
unlikely that inquiries with respect to adjudications
or to so-called "private" rulings will be considered
appropriate or necessary).

Other than for routine "tax checks" in personnel
matters, requests for tax return information generally
will not be favored. All requests involving tax return
information mpg; be directed to the Counsel to the
President. If the information is deemed essential and
if permitted by the Internal Revenue Code, such
requests will be forwarded to the Deputy Secretary of
the Treasury (except for routine "tax checks", which
will be processed under our existing procedures).

Requests for information or statistical data of a
routine nature and comments regarding policy,
legislation and budgeting may continue to be handled
directly by White House staff and appropriate Treasury
officials.

Procedures G ' 'ng Presidential Review of

Executive Order 12547 (Pebruary 6, 1986) sets out procedures
for Presidential review of international aviation decisions
pursuant to Section B01 of the Federal Aviation Act, 49
u.s.c. Sec. 1461. Section 5 of the Executive Order -

prohibits individuals within the Executive Office of the
President from discussing Section 801 cases -— those
involvi international aviation -- with outside parties,
and rr
efiur icati-ns on Section B01 cases from outside parties to
t a o I

es such individuals to refer written

‘ate office outside the Executive Office of thehe ppr pr
President. White House staff members should refuge to
discuss with interested private parties cases subject to the
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President's approval under Section 601, and should refer any
written communications concerning such cases to the
Counsel's office for appropriate referral.

Purely domestic aviation decisions not subject to
Presidential approval under Section 801 would typically be
governed by the general policy against White House
involvement in particular adjudicative matters. You should
consult with the Counsel's office before discussing such
cases with interested private parties or Government
agencies.

R Q I

The matters covered in this memorandum are intended only to
improve the internal management of the Executive Branch and are
not intended to create any right or benefit, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law by a party against the United
States, its agencies, its officers, or any person.

Please cooperate in observing the guidelines discussed
above. If you have any questions regarding these procedures,
please contact the Counsel's office.
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YD00008THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 9, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL WHITE MOUSE STAFF

FROM: BERNARD W. NUSSBAUM
COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

STEPHEN R. NEUWIRTH
/qfag/\—'ASSOCIATE COUNSEL T0 H PRESIDENT

RE: Prohibited Contacts with Agencies:
.FOl1ow-up Memorandum

As discussed in our memorandum of February 22, 1993
(copy attached), it is important that all members of the White
House staff recognize that there are significant restrictions on
the kinds of communications a member of the White House staff may
have with independent regulatory agencies, executive branch
agencies and their components. It is also important that senior
members of the White House staff ensure compliance with these
restrictions within their offices.

This memorandum is intended to clarify certain issues
discussed in our February 22 memorandum. The following points
are intended to supplement, not replace, our February 22
memorandum, and the February 22 memorandum should continue to be
consulted for the broader range of topics it covers.

The rules discussed below and in our original
memorandum are intended to provide guidance in the absence of any
other formalized process for White House input in regulatory
matters. As noted in our February 22 memorandum, the President
and Vice—President are presently considering certain changes to
the regulatory review process, and further instructions on
contacts with regulatory agencies may be forthcoming as those
changes are adopted. Moreover, these rules do not overturn those
existing Executive Orders that provide mechanisms for regulatory
review (particularly defining the role of the Office of
Management and Budget). The procedures set forth in those orders
can continue to be followed.

1. As a general rule, no member of the White House
staff should contact any indepenggQt_gggngy (or its components)
with respect to any pending ggjggigatiyg or inyggtiggtiyg matter.
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It may be appropriate in certain circumstances for White House
staff to discuss rulemaking matters with an independent agency;
but prior to doing so, White House staff members must first
consult with the Counsel’: office. White House staff members
should also consult with the Counsel's office before discussing
ggnergl_pg1igy matters, or administrative or legislative issues,
with an independent agency. Such consultation with the
Counsel's office can address broad areas of ongoing discussion
(A list of independent agencies is set forth on page 2 of our

u

February 22 memorandum.)

2. If an independent agency contacts a member of the
White House staff for information, it is normally appropriate for
the White House staff member to respond to such an inquiry. It
is important, however, that no such discussions occur if (a) the
White House staff member (or a relative, friend or business
associate) has a personal interest in the matter at issue; (b)
the inquiry relates to a particular rulemaking matter and the
White House staff member is aware the private parties have been
lobbying the White House with respect to that matter; (c) the
inquiry relates to a particular adjudicative or investigative
matter. Furthermore, in responding to such inquiries, it is
important that White House staff members respond only to the
specific inquiry, and not have discussions that would otherwise
be prohibited without prior Counsel's office approval.

3. As a general rule, no member of the White House
staff should contact any ggggg§iyg_p;angh_ggggg1 (or its
components) with respect to any pending ggjgdigagigg or
inygggiggtiyg matter. In some circumstances, it may be
appropriate for White House staff to have discussions with
executive branch agencies concerning rulemaking; but prior to
doing so, White House staff members should first consult with the
Counsel’: office. The purpose of such consultation is to ensure
that no private parties are receiving preferential treatment, or
having undue influence upon, the rulemaking process. (A list of
executive branch agencies with significant regulatory or
adjudicative functions is set forth on page 3 of our February 22
memorandum.)

4. As a general rule, no clearance is necessary
before a member of the White House staff contacts an gxgggtiye
hranchmssnsx ts dissuss s.e.nsr_al_e¢.l.is1 matter! er
administrative, executive or legislative issues. Keep in mind,
however, that such discussions become inappropriate when (a) the
White House staff member (or a relative, friend or business
associate) has a personal financial interest in the matter being
discussed or (b) the White House staff member is, or appears to
be, acting on behalf of a private party that has a financial
interest in the matter being discussed.

2
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5. Hhite House staff should confer with the Counsel's

office before contacting independent or executive agencies with
respect to particular individuals. Moreover, White House staff
should be sensitive to the constraints placed on agencies by the
provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974.

6. Agencies in the intelligence community should not
be contacted directly without first coordinating any such
contacts with the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs. Where issues of individual privacy arise, the
Counsel to the President should also be contacted.

7. No member of the White House staff should contact
any procurement officer about a contract in which that staff
member has a personal financial interest or in which a relative,
friend or business associate has a financial interest. Moreover,
if contacts are made in circumstances where no such financial
interests are present, (a) such contacts should, to the extent
possible, be made after the contracting procedure is completed
and (b) the lack of such financial interest should be made known
to those receiving the communication so that unintended
inferences do not arise. To avoid even the appearance of
impropriety in procurement, the Counsel's office should be
consulted prior to any White House staff contacts on procurement
matters.

9. Special rules apply to contacts by White House
staff with the Department of Justice and with the Department of
the Treasury. Those rules are set forth on pages 5 and 6 of our
February 22 memorandum. Note that members of the white House
staff may communicate directly with either Department with
respect to policy, legislative or budgetary matters.

9. The rules governing contacts with agencies apply
fully to matters concerning airlines and the airline industry.
Private parties attempting to solicit White House support on
domestic airline regulatory matters should generally be referred
to the agency with rulemaking or regulatory authority. In
addition, White House staff members must always refuge to discuss
with interested private parties cases subject to the President's
approval under Section 801 of the Federal Aviation Act
(concerning Presidential review of international aviation
decisions). The Counsel's office should be consulted before a
member of the White House staff has discussions with parties
interested in pending regulatory matters affecting an airline or
airlines.

3
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FROM: BERNARD H. NUSSBAUI
Counsel to the President

STEPHEN R. NEUWIRTH
Associate Counsel to the President

RB= ~
By memoranda dated February 22 and March 8, 1993, we

set forth the policies governing communications by members of the
white House staff with independent regulatory agencies, executive
branch agencies and their components. In those memoranda, we
explained that certain communications are prohibited without
prior approval from the White House Counsel's office (gpgp,
communications with the Department of Justice concerning pending
criminal or civil cases and investigations, and communications
with other agencies concerning other adjudicative, investigative
or rulenaking matters).

Our memoranda also noted that the President and vice
President are considering certain changes to the regulatory
review process, and that further guidance will be forthcoming
with respect to communications with agencies concerning pending
regulatory and rulemaking matters. (Many such communications on
regulatory and rulemaking matters are prohibited under the
policies currently in effect, as set forth in our memoranda.)

The regulatory review project -- which is being
coordinated by Jack Quinn, Counsel to Vice President Gore, in
close cooperation with Sally Katzen, the Administrator-designate
of OIRA -- should be completed during the next six to eight
weeks. In the interim, and in order to ensure that the various
offices within the Ihite louse do not sand conflicting messages
to any agency or department, all communications with agencies on
specific rggglnggry and gulemaking matters should be discussed in
ngynngp with Jack Quinn. (Once sally latsen is confirmed by the
senate, all such communications should be discussed with her.)

All other communications requiring clearance from the
Counsel's Office —— 1&5‘, communications concerning pending
ndjpdigatiyp and inygggigggiyg matters, as well as matters
involving la -. -- should continue to be cleared
with us. ‘
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At the same time, we reiterate the guidance in our
prior memora d thn a at members of the White house staff may
communicate directly with agencies or departments with respect to
policy, legislation or budgeting matters. Such communications
are appropriate if they do not address particular pending
adjudicative, investigative or rulemaking matters.

Thank you for your continuing assistance and
cooperation in this area.
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In prior memoranda of February 22, 1993 and March 9, 1993,
we set forth policies governing communications between members of
the White Rouse staff and independent regulatory agencies,
executive branch agencies, and their components. This memorandum
is intended to supplement our prior memoranda and to explain
White House policy regarding investigations and investigatory
agencies.

(1)

white Rouse contacts with investigatory agencies may arise
in three circumstances: (1) contacts r=;ard ;rthe initiation of
an investigation, (2) contacts regarding

s pending investigation
or case, and (3) contacts regarding adm nistrative matters.

1- 2h!_llX

white Rouse staff may have knowledge of a possible violation
of law or wrongful activities involving White Rouse facilities or
personnel. Such information should be communicated to the
Counsel to the President. If Counsel determines that contact
with the FBI is warranted, Counsel will initially contact the
Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or the Associate
Attorney General. If continuing contact is required, Counsel and
the senior Justice Department official with whom Counsel is
dealing will design and monitor the continuing contact.
As stated in prior memorande, with respect to pgndin

investigations or cases, any written or oral communications
should be directed to the Counsel to the President. If
appropriate and necessary, Counsel will contact the Attorney
General, the Deputy"Attorney-General,~or*the~Associate Attorney
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General. Here too, if continuing contact is required, Counsel
and the senior Justice Department official with whom the Office
is dealing will design and monitor that continuing contact.

Finally, with respect to contacts regarding administrative
matters, White House personnel may have e need to communicate
with Justice Department and FBI personnel on a variety of issues.
These issue include policy, legislation, budgeting, and
appointments. Members of the White House staff may deal with the
appropriate persons in Justice and the FBI on such matters, just
as with other Departments and agencies. The Counsel to the
President has a need to communicate with FBI personnel about
background investigations and clearances of government officials,
and may comunicate directly with appropriate FBI officials for
that purpose.

b. lflfl

It is ngygr appropriate for White House personnel to
initiate an investigation or audit by directly contacting the
Internal Revenue Service. To the extent that White House
officials believe that they have information regarding criminal
tax violations by federal employees, that information should be
communicated to the Counsel to the President. If appropriate and
necessary, Counsel will communicate that information to the
Attorney General. --

As stated in prior memoranda, with respect to pending
Treasury or IRS investigations or cases, a policy similar to the
policy regarding the FBI is followed. White Rouse personnel
should refer any written or oral communications about a pending
investigation or case to the Counsel to the President. If
appropriate and necessary, Counsel will comunicate with the
Deputy Secretary of Treasury. If continuing contact is required
on particular matters, it will be left to Counsel and the Deputy
Secretary of Treasury to design and monitor that continuing
contact.

Finally, with respect to contacts regarding administrative
matters, White House personnel have a need to communicate with
Treasury and IRS personnel on issues such as policy, legislation,
budgeting, and appointments. White House personnel may deal with
the appropriate persons in Treasury and IRS about such matters,
just as with other’Departments and agencies. The Counsel to the
President also has a need to communicate with IRS personnel about
routine "tax checks" of prospective government officials, and may
communicate directly with appropriate IRS officials for that
purpose.

2
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The Hhite House Press Office generally should not disclose
ongoing investigations. In extraordinary circumstances, it is _
possible that a disclosure would be determined to serve the
public interest. Even in such extraordinary circumstances, Press
office disclosure should be made only with the approval of (1)
the counsel to the President and (2) the Chief of Staff or Deputy
Chief of Staff. Such disclosure should be made, moreover, if
possible, only after consultation between the Counsel to the
President and senior officials of the investigative entity's
Department.

(3) 2B3§!_QZl1£l_£QNB§I_lIIE_Z!I

The White House Press Office responds to inquiries and
provides information. A routine administrative function of the
Office is consultation with spokespersons for Departments and
agencies regarding public statements and publicly available
information. Nevertheless, it is essential to avoid any possible
appearance of interference with the FBI. Accordingly, in the
future, if the Press Office desires to communicate with FBI
spokespersons concerning public statements about a pending case
or investigation, the Press Office should contact the Counsel to
the President. If the communication is appropriate, Counsel will
notify the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or the
Associate Attorney General before it takes place. If continuing
contact is required, Counsel and the senior Justice Department
official with whom Counsel is dealing will design and monitor the
continuing contact.

3
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WASHINGTON

March 3, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF

::::.":%a;::.. uu»-4 W'¢»-~<'\
SUBJECT: Contacts regarding Madison Guaranty, Whitewater and

related matters

This memorandum reiterates White House policy on contacts with
agencies, previously set forth by the Counsel's Office, and
outlines specific guidance for issues related to Madison
Guaranty, Whitewater Development Corporation and related matters

Any contact from an Executive Branch or independent agency
regarding Madison Guaranty, Whitewater or related matters should
be directed promptly to the Deputy Counsel, who is charged with
reviewing such contacts and determining whether they should be
directed to the President's or First Lady's personal attorney or
addressed by the White House. In addition, no contact by the
White House with Executive Branch or independent agencies
regarding these matters should be made without prior
authorization from the Deputy Counsel.
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THE WHITE HOUSE _

WASHINGTON

March ll, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL WHITE HOUSE STAFF

FROM: JACK QUINN
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF OF STAFF TO THE VICE PRESIDENT

JOEL I. KLEIN -

DEPUTY COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: Prohibited Contacts on Rulemaking Matters

By memorandum dated May 4, 1993, we reiterated our policies
governing communications by members of White House staff with
independent agencies, executive branch agencies, and their
components. We also noted that the President was considering
certain changes to the regulatory review process and that further
guidance regarding communications on regulatory and rulemaking
matters would be forthcoming.

In the Fall, the President issued Executive Order No. 12866,
"Regulatory Planning and Review." Consistent with the intent of
that Order, White House staff members are directed to adhere to
the following guidelines with respect to communications with
executive branch agencies regarding rulemaking matters:

I. Contacts with Agencies

A. Members of the White House staff may contact executive
branch agencies with respect to pending rulemaking matters if the
purpose of the communication is not to influence the outcome of
the pending proceeding (including, specifically, contacts
regarding the status of the matter or general policy, budgetary,
or administrative issues). -

B. when the purpose of the contact is to influence the
outcome of a pending rulemaking proceeding, the staff member
should, prior to making the contact:

l. obtain approval from his or her principal or
departmental Supervisor; and
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2. coordinate the contact with the Administrator of
OIRA, who will advise the staff member on the
appropriateness of the contact.

II. Contacts with Members of the Public
A. Members of the public (that is, persons not employed by

the executive, legislative, an judicial branches of the federal
government) often approach members of the White House staff and
ask to have a position or information considered in a rulemaking
proceeding at an executive branch agency. When this occurs,
White House staff should inform the person that positions or
information provided by members of the public must be submitted
in writing if they are to be incorporated into the rulemaking
process. All such written communications received from members
of the public are to be forwarded by the recipient to the
affected agency(ies) for inclusion in the public docket.

Please be reminded that under Executive Order No. 12866,
this provision applies to contacts with the public regarding
pending rulemaking proceedings under review by the President,
Vice President, or any regulatory policy advisor.

B. Consistent with the policies reflected in Executive
Order No. 12866, White House staff members should not communicate
non-written comments from members of the public on pending
rulemaking matters to agencies, OIRA, or anyone else involved in
the rulemaking or the review process.

i 1' Q

Please cooperate in observing the guidelines discussed above
and continue to refer to prior memoranda issued by the White
House Counsel's Office on contacts regarding investigative and
adjudicative matters and, more generally, contacts with
independent agencies. If you have any questions regarding any of
these procedures, please contact the White House Counsel's
Office.

Thank you for your continuing assistance and cooperation in
this area.

3
1
%

_ 2 -
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DEC I3 I993

Mr. Bernard Nussbaum
Chief Counsel to the President
West Wing, 2nd Floor
White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Nussbaum:

We have determined that it is necessary we refer to you the
enclosed documents marked #36, 850, $52 and 887. These documents
were determined to be responsive to Mr. William Neuman’s Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request.

Document $87 titled, "Communication Record", was initially referred
to the United States Secret Service (USSS). The USSS has
determined that this document should be referred to the White
House, Mr. Bernard Nussbaum, Counsel to the President, 1600
Pennsylvania ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20500 regarding a public
disclosure determination.

Document #36 contains information, bracketed in red, directly
related to document 887. Documents $50 and #52 contain
information, bracketed in red, directly related to a document we
preViOUSly referred to you on September 3, 1993.

We request you review the entire document $87 and the information
on documents 936, $50 and 852 that is bracketed in red, making any
deletions or recommendations regarding the public disclosure of
these documents and information. We ask that the documents be
returned to us. Please cite the FOIA exemptions regarding
deletions or withholding recommendations you make. If there should
be other justification for withholding this information from public
disclosure, please provide documentation regarding this.

we have enclosed the following:

1. A copy of Vincent Foster's phone log that was previously
referred to you on September 3, 1993;

2. A copy of your response regarding the September 3, 1993,
referral;

3. A copy of Mr. Neuman‘s FOIA request;
4. A copy of documents #36, #50, £52 and #87 that we request
you review;
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If you should have any questions concerning this referral. please
contact me on 202-619-7350 or Sergeant Albert Jez on 202-590-5103.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Hines, Major
Commander. Office of lnspectional Services

Enclosures
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Robert H. Hines, Major
Commander, Office of Inspectional Services
United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Headquarters, United States Park Police
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20242

Re: FOIA Request of William Neumann Dated August 11, 1993

Dear Major Hines:

You have asked for our opinion regarding the above-referenced
request, under the Freedom of Information Act, for documents
previously forwarded to the National Park Service by the white
House Counsel's Office. We have reviewed these documents, and,
for the reasons stated below, have concluded that such documents
should not be disclosed.

First, the documents requested are not "agency records" subject
to the FOIA. §gg 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B). The Office of the
President, including the President's immediate personal staff and
units in the Executive Office whose sole function is to advise
and assist the President, does not constitute an "agency" for the
purposes of FOIA. Sgg, g,g;, Kissinger v. Reporters Committee,
445 U.S. 136, 156 (1980); flgtional Security Archive v, Archivist
of the United States, 909 F.2d 541, 545 (D.C. Cir. 1990)
(Counsel's Office exempt from FOIA). Although the documents
requested were forwarded to the Park Service, they remain White
House documents not subject to the provisions of the FOIA. See,
e.g., Goland v. cg, 607 I-‘.2d 339, 341 (n.c. Cir. 197a), vagateg
in_part on other grounds, 607 F.2d 367 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert,
denied, 445 U.S. 927 (1980) (Congress' retention of control over
documents turned over to agency).

Second, the requested documents do not qualify as "agency
records" since they were primarily personal documents prepared
for the convenience of an employee and were not distributed.
See, e.gL, Bureau of National Affairs v. U.S. Dep't of Justice,
742 F.2d 1484, 1485-96 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (personal diary,
appointment calendars, phone logs not "agency records.")

Third, even assuming agggendo that these White House documents
are "agency records", they are exempt from disclosure both under
FOIA's exemption 6 (the privacy exemption) and exemption 7(c)
(the privacy exemption in the context of a law enforcement

dam“
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investigation). See 5 U.S.C. 5 552(b)(6) 8 (b)(7)(c).
Disclosure of these documents would violate the privacy rights of
a former White House employee and his family, and would not serve
any significant public interest. As the D.C. Circuit has
cautioned, "[T]he legitimate and substantial privacy interests of
individuals . . . cannot be overridden by general public
curiosity." fund for Constitutional Government v. Eational
Archiyes and Records Service, 656 F.2d 856, 866 (D.C. Cir. 1981).

The privacy provisions of FOIA exemptions 6 and 7(c) apply fully
to Mr. Foster's handwritten note. As has been publicly stated,
the Foster family has requested that the handwritten version of
the note not be released. That the note is handwritten only
confirms the significant privacy interest in that note.
Moreover, any public interest in release of the handwritten note
is minimized because the complete contents of the note have been
previously released and widely reported. See, e,g., flew york
Times Cg, v. EASA, 920 F.2d 1002, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (en banc)
(finding, under exemption 6, personal information in tape
recording of astronauts’ last conversation where transcript
already published).

As you have requested, enclosed please find the copies of the
documents you provided for our consideration. We appreciate your
cooperation with this matter.

Sincerely,

rassw/’~
~

Ber ard W Nussbaum
Counsel to the President

88-432 O — 95 — 20

2
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Major Robert Hines
U.S. Park Police
Fax: 205-1991

Dear Major Hines:

Please send-to me, under the freedom of information
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complete investigation report on the death of vincent]Foster,
including the autopsy and toxicology reports.

sincerely,
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William Neuman
New York Post
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release April 22, 1994

PRESS CONFERENCE
BY THE FIRST LADY

The State Dining Room

3:37 P.H. EDT

MRS. CLINTON: Nell, let me thank all of you for coming
I know this is a busy day. It got busier than I thought it would
when we first made this decision early this morning, and I appreciat
your gathering.

I have, in the last couple of days, wanted to do this 1
part because I realized that despite my traveling around the country
and answering questions, I did not really satisfy a lot of you in
having your questions asked and answered. And last week, I think it
was Helen said, I can't travel with her, so how can I ask her
questions? So, for that reason, we are here and, Helen, you get the
first question. »

Q Since Whitewater's been in the news so much, I fee
it's fair to ask you the same question I put to the President some
time ago -- and you are a co—partner. Do you know of any money that
could have gone from Madison to the Whitewater project or to any of
your husband's political campaigns?

MS. CLINTON: Absolutely not. I do not. '

Q Actually, on the same theme with your commodities
profits -- it is difficult for a layman, and probably for a lot of
experts, to look at the amount of the investment and the size of th
profit. Is there any way you can explain how you -

Ms. CLINTON: Well, I can certainly tell you what
happened. And I appreciate your asking me about it because I've
tried to follow the accounting in the press about it, and I want to
explain as clearly as I can what occurred.

Back in 1978, in October, one of our best friends, Jim
Blair —- who had been a friend of my husband's and mine for sometime-- talked to me about what he thought was a great investment
opportunity. He is someone who has been an investor ever since he
was a teenager, with usually very good results. And he had follows
closely what had been happening in the cattle market. And I only
knew a little bit about that, although living in Arkansas,
particularly northwest Arkansas, as I did, I was familiar with a L
of ranchers and people who were in the cattle industry. And when.
said, I think there's going to be a great opportunity to make mone
and explained why, and asked me what I thought we could afford to
invest, J. \.O4.\.l lulu. .,..,...

So I opened an account at his very strong
recommendation, and proceeded to trade over the next months until
July. You know, not all my trades made money; some of them lost
money. I talked to Mr. Blair very frequently. In fact, Jim woul:
call me on a regular basis, and I would make a decision whether I
would or would not trade, and then the trade would be placed. O?
he placed it for me. And there was nothing wrong with that; he V
on the spot, he was often in the offices of the broker.

\r'\':'_'
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I stopped trading in July of 1979. And I did stop
trading in large measure because I could not keep up with it. It
takes a lot of nerve to be in the commodities trading, and I just
found out I was pregnant. And so, when he called again, I said, you
know, I just don't want to do this anymore. And I think he may have
even called a few more times saying, it's really still doing well -
trade again. And I didn't, and I'm glad I didn't because he and
other friends of mine who were trading ended up losing money.

So it was a good investment offered by somebody who knew
a lot, who could provide a lot of good advice. And I was lucky and
made the decision to stop when I did.

Q Mrs. Clinton, can you talk about the second
account? You had two -

MRS. CLINTON: I'll get there in just a minute -
Q Do you wonder since then if maybe your broker might

have, because of your position and your husband's, might have given
you some kind of unfavorable -— or a favored advantage?

MRS. CLINTON: There's really no evidence of that. I
didn't believe it at the time. As I said, I made and lost money in
that commodities account. It was my money: it was at risk. The
account was in my name: I got the reports. We've released all of the
documents we could find from that period from that account. So, no,
I had no reason to believe that. And as Mr. Leo Melamed, the former
head of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, said when he looked at all
of my trading records, there isn't any evidence that anybody gave me
any favorable treatment. And even Mr. Blair, who ended up losing
money, I think would find it very hard to argue that he got any
favorable treatment. I just don't think there's any evidence of
that.

Q Mrs. Clinton, you say you stopped trading in July
of 1979. Could you talk about the second account that was opened?
There was a second account with the Stephens Company in which I thin
you invested $5,000. And at first the White Rouse claimed you lost
money on it, but later you put out a document showing you actually
made $6,000 on it and didn't close it until a few months after
Chelsea was born.

MRS. CLINTON: That's right. I'm glad you asked that
because I really want to clarify it. I think there's been a lot of
confusion. There were two accounts. The first account -- the one
that I was just talking about -- was the REPCO account. I traded in
that from October '78 to July of '79, when I found out I was
pregnant, and I stopped trading. Now, I closed that account for good
in October of '79, and I took some of the money that I had made and
put it into an account at Stephens. And at that point, I made that
discretionary account. My REFCO account was a nondiscretionary
account, which meant that I had to approve and give the go-ahead fox
every trade.

In the discretionary account at Stephens, my broker mac
most of the decisions, and I think did a good job for me. He
diversified the muflcy ;-. _ .. LL“ _-- it into money market
and stocks and bonds and $5,000 into some commodities.

Now, what happened then is, in retrospect as I've been
able to reconstruct it now, is that my broker made these decisions:
he checked with me maybe a couple of times a month, but because it
was discretionary, he did not have to get my approval. So money
would be moved from one investment to another investment. And duri
the course of the time between October of '79 and probably May of
1980, he had me in and out of three different commodity accounts in

MORE
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much smaller numbers than what I had been in charge of doing in my
REFCO account.

In February of 1980, my daughter was born -- at the very
end of the month. And I remember talking to my broker sometime after
that and said, I just want to get out of commodities altogether. I
don't ever want to have to worry about it. So he got me out of the
positions that I had been in, so that by Hay, I was no longer doing
any kind of commodity trading in the Stephens account. Now, what
happened, though, is that he took the money that I now know I made -- I really didn't think I'd made any money in comodities -— and he
bought some stock and he did some other things for‘me.

Now, in the fall of 1980, my husband lost his election,
we moved. So by 1901, when I gathered all my documents together to
give to my accountant, I had a year-end statement from Stephens which
did not report anything about commodities: I had a year-end statement
from the Peavey Brokerage Company which reported a lose: and I had no
year-end statement from either Clayton or the company called ACLI.
So I think what happened is we bundled all of the documents we had -
because I took all of the reports that I had, gave than to the
accountant —- and I believe that in the absence of a year-end
statement, the accountant and my husband and I missed the fact that
we had actually made some money in the ACLI account.

Q You didn't remember the profit?

HRS. CLINTON: No, I did not remember that profit. I
did not. and, in fact, as you said, when some people looking at the
records for me began looking at it originally, they looked at the
records, and they thought I'd had a $5,000 loss. and they came to me
and said, we think you had a loss which you didn't report. And I
said, I just don't remember. I thought I basically got out with what
I put in. and then they went back and relooked at it again with more
accountants and they came up with the gain. So it was hard to.find,
apparently.

Q With regard to the REFCO account, just how did the
procedure go? Did Mr. Blair basically recommend to you the
transactions which you either said yes or no to? Or was it based
more on knowledge that you had gained, as some of your staff have
suggested, from reading the papers or whatever? What happened?

MRS. CLINTON: well, Brit, it was primarily Jim's
suggestions. But I also did try to educate myself. I did try to
read some things. He actually gave me a few documents to read -
because he had this theory that because of the economy in the early
part of the 1970s, a lot of cattle herds had been liquidated so that
there was going to be a big opportunity to make money in the late
'70s: and he gave me things to read about that. And I did
occasionally read publications like the Journal and others and I
tried to educate myself because I took the responsibility seriously.
But I relied primarily on his advice because he really spent an
enormous amount of time studying the market and talking to many more
people than I ever could have -- people who ran feed lots or bought
beef for large supermarket chains.

So he would .. H .- I- _“- ..-ld say, here's what I
think is going on: what do you think? Now, I did not make every
trade he recommended. And certainly, by July, when I began to get
nervous about it, I stopped taking his recommendations because I jus
couldn't bear the risk anymore.

Q Did it concern you at the time that because of his
position with the company that he represented, that there was an
ethical question raised by your accepting this level of assistance ;
a financial ratter from him?

MORE
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HRS. CLINTON: No, it did not. And the reason it didn't
is that he and his wife are among our very best friends. My husband
preformed their marriage ceremony. I was the "best person" at the
wedding. we are very close friends. And I've found it a little bit
surprising that anyone would suggest that, because in 1980, right
during the time that this was all going on, when my husband ran for
reelection, Tyson supported his opponent. So there's really no basis
for suggesting it was anything other than what it was, which was a
friend who made a suggestion not just to me, but to a number of
people, which I think was vary fortunate for me.

Q Hrs. Clinton, you've said that there was no
preferential treatment in all of this. The records indicated that
your account was short of money at various points. were there margin
calls? And did you meet any of those calls? And were you aware at
any gime

that REFCO was coordinating trades to drive prices up or
own

HRS. CLINTON: No, I was not aware of that, Andrea. I
was told that after I stopped trading some months later. And I know
there were lawsuits filed alleging that. I don't think any of that
was ever proved, at least that I'm aware of.

when my position was under margin, I would either close
out my position or use the equity that I had. And I think Mr.
Melamed said, based on his review of the records, there were a couple
of occasions when I was under margin. Nobody ever called and asked
me for anything. They just, I guess, took the money that I had in
the account and closed out the position. But that was the
responsibility of the broker, and from what I know, they were doing
so many trades, and there was so much volume going through that, I
was a relatively small customer. I mean, it was very big money for me
and my family, but it was a very small account. And I don't think
they paid any attention to my particular situation.

Q why do you think they gave you this treatment with
you being such a small customer? Don't you think that was
preferential treatment based upon who you were and who your husband
was?

MRS. CLINTON: No, I really don't believe that. I don‘
think there's any evidence of that. You know, from what I know abou
commodity trading, and what I know about the cattle market during
that period of time, they were just buying and selling on a huge
basis, day in and day out. And I think that they may have not gotten
around to the paperwork; they may have not thought it was worth it;
they may seen that I was a regular customer and that I covered my
losses: that there was never an occasion when they really had to be
concerned about it. I can't read their minds or speculate, but I had
absolutely no reason to believe that I got any favorable treatment.

And the fact that I closed the account out and took my
money, whereas the people whom I knew were much bigger traders, like
Jim Blair and others, they lost money -— and why would Jim Blair tr)
to help me get favorable treatment that he couldn't get for himself?
I mean, it doesn't make any scnse to me at all.

Q Mrs. CL." -._ - -L . “gs that has made all
of this so controversial is the shifting accounts of what happened,
because initially the white House explained that you were consultin
Blair and many others and reading the wall Street Journal, and then
later, had to correct that, and we found out that Mr. Blair was, in
fact, most often placing your trades for you -— phoning the trades
in. why was the account -- why did the account have to be correcte
why was it not explained accurately the first time?

MRS. CLINTON: well, Linda, I think it's because -
we're trying to reconstruct events of 15, l6, l7 years ago. There

MORE
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are a lot of people who are trying to help, but until relatively
recently, there wasn't any one person in charge of trying to get
everything together and get the information as accurate as possible.
I think the people in the white House did the best job they could. I
think that we did the best job we could trying to remember things,
and oftentimes having to search to see whether we had any records.

I mean, I don't know how many of you keep records from
1978 or '79, but we went through a lot of effort to try to see
whether we had anything so we could answer questions and then make
things available. Sometimes we'd find pert of something: sometimes
we'd then find the rest of it.

So I appreciate and understand the concern about why we
would have to add information or go back and say, well, this needs to
be corrected. But the fundamental facts have not changed. The
fundamental facts are, as I have said, I opened an account with my
money: I made the trades: it was nondiscretionary: I took the risk; I
was the one who made the decision to stop trading. And I did rely on
JIm Blair. I used some other advice as well, but he was my principal
adviser in this.

Q But that wasn't a question of documents, that
particular fact -— the fact that he was really riding the trading for
you. I guess I wanted to reask that question again. Why -- that
would be something you would remember or not remember without
documentary support. So why was that fact not made clear? And were
you essentially riding on his coattails when you traded?

MRS. CLINTON: No, I wasn't. I was riding on the money
I invested. I don't know how any of you make investment decisions,
but I like to listen to people I know and trust who I think know what
they're doing. And he was somebody who I very much thought knew what
he was doing and was more than willing to share his information not
only with me, but with many people -— members of his family and other
of his friends. And it was, for all of us, a decision to put
ourselves basically at the mercy of the market. And as Jim Blair
found out, he wasn't always right -- he lost a lot of money. And I
was lucky I didn't. But that was my decision.

Q Hrs. Clinton, a number of your old friends in
Little Rock -- Warren Stephens I guess is an old friend: Kurt
Bradberry, Bill Bowen, people like that -- had a meeting on March
31st and they decided that, really, Arkansas is taking a beating;
portrayed, in the words of one of them, as a "moral and ethical
backwater," basically because people here are saying, it was done
that way in Arkansas. How do you feel about what's happening down
there, and what's happening to those people who feel they're being
hurt by events out of their control and they feel that they're not
really being -— the state is not really being defended by you and
your husband? I wonder if you'd address that.

MRS. CLINTON: Well, I feel very bad about it because I
think Arkansas is a wonderful place, and filled with some of the be:
people I've ever been privileged to know or work with. And I do
think that many of the charges have been very unfair and have reall§
lacked any historic or realistic context. I don't think it‘:
necessary to point fingers at Gm, other =_-.- -u the Union to say
that in every Place there are people who have problems, and there a
people who cause problems. And I think that the state of Arkansas
a place that has so much to be proud of. So I hope that we can get
back to a more realistic assessment of what goes on there.

Q May I follow that?

MRS. CLINTON: Sure.

MORE
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Q They've said -— specifically Bradberry and Mr.
Stephens have said that to a certain extent, they feel you brought
this on yourself -- the two of you -- because of campaign statements
about "the decade of greed" and just things that they feel, in their
words, "make it look like hypocrisy;" that you were in the go-go
trading, you were trying -- as you said -- an opportunity to make
money just as they were. And they felt like they had been condemned
by you -- that people like that had been condemned by you during the
campaign. And that now you were being shown to be doing the things
you spoke against.

HRS. CLINTON: well, Kurt and Ward have never said that
to me, so I'll have to take your word for it. But I do think you
raised an important question that I would like to talk about a little
bit.

I was raised to believe that every person had an
obligation to take care of themselves and their family. And that
meant earning an income and saving and investing. I was raised by a
father who had me reading the stock tables when I was a little girl,
and started doing that with my daughter when she was a little girl.
I don't think you'll ever find anything that my husband or I said
that in any way condemns the importance of making good investments
and savings: or that in any way undermines what is the heart and soul
of the American economy, which is risk-taking and investing in the
future.

What I think we were saying is that, like anything else,
that can be taken to excess. When companies are leveraged into debt,
when loans are not repaid, when pension funds are raided -- all of
the things that marked the excess of the 1980s are things that we
spoke out against. I think it's a pretty long stretch to say that
the decisions that we made to try to create some financial security
for our family and make some investments come anywhere near there.

I also think that my husband and I made different
choices than to concentrate on making money during the 1980s. we
obviously wanted enough financial security to send our daughter to
college, and put money away for our old age, and help our parents
when we could. But we were primarily interested in, as in his case,
in trying to provide opportunities for people in Arkansas and make a
difference in their lives. And what I tried to do, both to help hi:
and to work on behalf of children or education reform, was what was
really important to us. So I think that is something that needs to
be put again into a proper perspective.

Q In USA Today, somewhat in the same vein, you were
reported to have opposed a special prosecutor, at least in the
beginning, and some of the release of tax documents on the basis of
privacy —- that you felt you had a right to privacy. Do you think
that that helped to create any impression that you were trying to
hide something?

MRS. CLINTON: Yes, I do. And I think that is probabl
one of the things that I regret most, and one of the reasons why I
wanted to do this -- because I've had to really do a lot of thinkin
the last couple of months. You know, again, I was raised to really
believe that wnat was LmPO._u“_ --- "ma- ‘-- ...a,nt about yourself
and how you measured up to the standards you set for yourself. And
think if my father or mother said anything to me more than a nillic
times, it was, don't listen to what other people say, don't be gui:
by other people's opinions. You know, you have to live with
yourself.

And I think that's good advice. I mean, I'm glad I g
it as a girl growing up, and I've passed it on to my daughter. Bu
do think that that advice and my belief in it, combined with my se
of privacy, because I do feel like I've always been a fairly priva
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person leading a public life, led me to perhaps be less understanding
than I needed to of both the press and the public's interest as well
as right to know things about my husband and me.

So, you're right, I've always believed in a zone of
privacy. And I told a friend the other day that I feel after
resisting for a long time I've been rezoned. (Laughter.) And I now
have a much better appreciation of what's expected, and not only what
I have done, because I am extremely comfortable and confident about
everything that I have done, but about my ability to communicate that
clearly and to give the information that you all need.

Now, to your other question about the special counsel -
I was not the only one of my husband's advisers who questioned the
idea of a special counsel. I think those of us who did were
concerned about the precedent that would be set by having such an
appointment made when none of the existing standards that had always
been in place had been met. There was no credible allegation, all of
the things that usually are required. So I was questioning of that.
But the President made the decision that we needed to get on with the
business he came to Washington to do and that this was an important
step to take, and I respected that decision.

Q Is it true that you represented Hayden Nackelroy
(phonetic) in his lawsuit against REFCO?

HRS. CLINTON: Yes.

Q -— clients in the office?

HRS. CLINTON: Yes, I was Arkansas counsel for Hr.
Mackelroy.

Q And were you aware of the allegations against the
company and against the Springdale office that he raised in his
testimony? I know that you'd withdrawn from the case by then, but I
wondered if you were aware of his specific allegations that trades
were allocated by the brokers in Chicago on the instructions of the
Springdale office after the close of business each day during the
time you were trading?

MRS. CLINTON: No, not while I was trading, not at all.
I did become aware of it when Hr. Hackelroy decided to bring his
lawsuit, but I think there's a very important distinction. Hr.
Mackelroy had a discretionary account. A discretionary account
could, therefore, be influenced by the decision of the broker. I did
not have a discretionary account. So even if Hr. Hackelroy's
concerns were to have been found to have basis, which they didn't -
he was not successful -- that wouldn't have applied to my situation
in any event.

Q Hrs. Clinton, do you know anything about Mr.
Foster's death? Do you know what he wanted to tell the President
that he didn't get to tell him?

MRS. CLINTON: You know, I don't know that he wanted tc
tell the President anything. That's the first I've heard of that.
My memory is that the Preside . . . _ . . . _ --, .-.“-- -- vince Monday nigr
before he died. And when I talked with the President afterwards, he
was stunned because the conversation was a very normal kind of a
conversation. So I don't know -

Q I understood they nade an appointment to talk not
the next day, but Wednesday. And that would be the day after he
died.

MRS. CLINTON: I don't know.

\ ,.:
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Q Hy question -- I'd like to follow up, too -— the
first one has to do with Susan Hcbougal. She said that she brought
the documents of Whitewater over to you at the Governor's Mansion.
Did you receive all the documents? And, if so, what became of them?

MRS. CLINTON: I don't believe that we received all the
documents in that way. Over the past several years, we have made a
very deliberate effort to try to obtain documents, and every documen
that we have obtained has been turned over to special counsel, no
matter where it came from.

Q And my follow-up has to do with the death of Ir.
Foster, the way his office was sealed, and people who were in it..
There's been e lot of criticism of the papers in Hr. Foster's office
that some may have been removed.

HRS. CLINTON: Well, I know there's been a lot of
concern and criticism about that. I cannot speak to that in any
detail, but I know that the special counsel is looking into the
circumstances surrounding Hr. Foster's death. And I assume he will
issue a report about that, which I hope will put all these matters 1
rest once and for all.

Q You said just now that you decided that $1,000 wan
as much as you could risk. Can you tell us what your understanding
was of how much you could be at risk with the little amount of mone
that you and your family had then? We were told earlier that $l,00
was what you were asked to put in. And, second of all, can you giv
us some explanation -- given that a cattle contract at the time, ju
one contract, was $1,200 -- for the mystery of $5,300 that was made
really in the course of one day, or at least a few days, in the fir
trade?

HRS. CLINTON: No, I can't. I do not remember any of
those details. I've given you every record that I have about that.

The $1,000 was what I wanted to start with. And it we
what I thought was a good beginning, a good investment for me. An:
once I had made the initial return that I did, I reinvested that.
This was a roller coaster. And what I believed was that I was
getting very good information and that I would end up making money
But there were a couple of days when I lost money. And I knew tha
would be responsible for any losses that I suffered. But I did
reinvest and I covered the losses by closing positions. And then I
eventually stopped trading.

Q when you first started with the $1,000, did you
believe you were putting at risk more than $1,000?

MR5. CLINTON: I believed that was certainly possible
yes.

Q Then why take such a risky investment?

HRS. CLINTON: Because I didn't think it was that bi;
risk because I thought that Jim and the people he was talking wit!
knew what they were doing. And I read a letter to the editor tha‘
somebody sent me in one or ,o-- “-.-,.,_-s, _ - _“n, dhlCh talked
about a woman who invested $1,000 during the same time and made
$750,000. well, she had a stronger stomach than I did: I couldn'
that.

Q Can I ask you one more question about the $1.20
which is why the white House is reluctant to provide that figure
the news of your commodities trading first came out?

MRS. CLINTON: Because we didn't have the records at
hand yet and I didn't want somebody saying what I invested until

nu»-_
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could actually get the records: because I thought that somewhere,
buried in some box, I had some records left. I also thought,
perhaps, I had my 1978 checks left: which, apparently, I do not have.
That's why.

Mrs. Clinton, the records you've released to us
already showed that you withdrew a large amount of money -- I think
like $15,000 -- from the REFCO account at one point and used -- on
the same day made a $10,000 interest payment on the Whitewater
investment, which would have reduced your tax liability. was that
the reason that was done?

I'm not saying it was: I just don't have any memory. There would
have been nothing wrong with it -- it was my money -- but I don't

Q

MRS. CLINTON: I don't have any memory of that, Gwen.

have any memory of that.

Q I'm not saying there's anything wrong with it, but
your intention in making this investment was not to offset some of
the liability for the whitewater real estate investment?

HRS. CLINTON: No, I mean, we went into Whitewater to
make money, not to lose it. The embarrassing thing to ma is that we
ended up losing money and it keeps being beaten like the deadest
horse there is, over and over again.

But in '70, '79 and '80, we were still hopeful that we
were going to make money on our investment in North Arkansas. And
the payments we were making, which were to service the loans
primarily, we knew we would have to do as part of our obligations
under the joint and individual liability we had for the mortgage.

But when the 1980s began, and real estate just took suc
a nosedive in Arkansas, I thought then -- and I think the President
did, too -- that it was going to be very hard. But we had to hang o
because we couldn't get off the mortgage. We had signed -— all four
of us were individually responsible. If all the others had had some
terrible accident, the one remaining would have been absolutely
responsible for the entire debt.

. And so it was a situation we got into with the belief
that it would be a good investment and one that was, frankly, for us
a passive investment: because up until then, if you had a little
retirement community or retirement land in north Arkansas, people
from the Midwest and South would buy the lots as fast as they could
get them. And we didn't have anything to do with the operation or
management of it; we just basically thought that eventually the
payments by the owners of the lots would begin to pay us back and
make a profit. And that never happened.

Q The Whitewater Development was set up, as you say,
as a 50-50 partnership between the Clintons and the McDougals,
meaning that you were liable for 50 percent of the losses or -

MRS. CLINTON: NO -

Q -- 50 percent of the gains. And yet, by your own
accounting, you lost half or eve“ N_,_- _ -nl.- -_ ndflh the Mcbouga
lost. This is according to the Lyons report. Doesn't that
discrepancy represent some sort of gift or gratuity?

MRS. CLINTON: No. And let me say that, yes, the
ownership of the corporation was 50-50. The liability on the
underlying debt was 100 percent for each one of us. I mean, there
was no gift in that. when my husband and I signed that mortgage, a
when we resigned guarantees, we assumed the whole responsibility.
mean, if Jim had gone into bankruptcy early on, if Susan had left.
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would not have only 50 percent of the obligation, we would have 100
percent of the obligation.

Q But why was it that the McDougals lost so much more
money than you did? I don't understand that.

HRS. CLINTON: I can't answer that. we gave whatever
money we were requested to give by Jim Hcbougel. He was the one who
would say, here's what you owe on interest! here's what your
contribution should be. we did whatever he asked us. we saw no
records. we saw no documents. He was someone that my husband had
known a very long time. He was someone who had been in real estate
business with many people we knew, including Senator Fulbright. And
we just assumed that whatever he needed he would ask for. And we
didn't have any information to the contrary.

Q -- given that you were jointly in separately liable
for all the debt and that you and your husband are both lawyers, that
you would be so passive about a fairly substantial investment.

MS. CLINTON: We were not real estate developers, and
Jim had a track record. And I wasn't a cattle expert. I trusted Jim
Blair, and it worked out for me. And I wasn't a real estate expert,
and we lost money. Those things happen.

Q Just to get back to Linda's earlier question, one
of the things that has been driving this is either the lack of
explanations or the shifting explanations. And in terms of the way
that your commodities trading was first described -- that you did the
trades, you relied on some advice from Mr. Blair -- later it was
revealed that Hr. Blair placed most of the trades, if not all of
them. Can you explain what happened? Did you have a new
recollection?

MRS. CLINTON: No.

Q Why the shift?

MRS. CLINTON: Well, if you just listen to what you sen-- I did the trades. They were my trades. I was responsible for
them. But I did them on the advice of Jim Blair, and very often he
placed them for me. I'm not in any way excusing any confusion that
we have created. I think we have created it because I don't think
that we gave enough time or focused enough. I've been traveling, and
I'm more committed to health care than anything else I do. I

probably did not spend enough time, get as precise.

Different people heard different things that I said, or
by the time it got passed to the third or fourth person, or one
member of the press would call somebody in the White House, but
somebody else would call another person -— so I think that the
confusion was our responsibility. We did not give you a focused
place to come, and we did not spend the time necessary.

There's not really a contradiction in what you said and
what I said. But I can understand how somebody might assume that.

Q Now that we-re -----_“, _, - - . _ -enfusions,I'll ask you about one other thing that I've had problems with.
During the campaign, I think it was right after the primary debate
between Jerry Brown and your husband, you made a statement in, I

think, a Chicago restaurant that you never did any regulatory work
for Madison Guarantee. when the letter went to Beverly Bassett
Shafer (phonetic) about perhaps the legality of offering preferred
stock, your name was at the bottom at that letter.

MRS. CLINTON: Right.
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Q Could you explain that?

MRS. CLINTON: Yes, I'm glad you asked that because
that's another thing that I feel has gotten quite confused in the
telling. And let me just try to describe what happened there.

when, in 1985, I believe, maybe '06, there was an effort
made on the part of various financial institutions around the country
to increase their capital net worth. They began looking for ways to
do that. There was a very bright, young associate in our law firm
who had a relationship with one of the officers at Madison, a young
man whom he had known. They began talking. And if you'll remember
what happened when the S&Ls were deregulated, many states were left
wholly unprepared. They did not have a regulatory system in place:
they didn't even really have good laws. And all of a sudden, there
was no federal regulation to speak of, and so people were asking
state governments whether things could be done.

Those two young men thought that it would be legal under
Arkansas law for a savings & loan to issue preferred stock. But
there was absolutely no law on that, and so they couldn't be sure.
But they decided that what they wanted to do was to ask the person
who regulated savings i loans whether it was legal. Not if Madison
could do it, that was the second step. The first step is, could you
even do it in Arkansas whether you were A, B or C, not just Madison.

when they talked about doing that, the young attorney in
question needed a partner to serve as his backstop, and that was one
of the rules we had in our firm. He knew that I knew Jim McDougal.
He also knew that Jim had been a client of our firm in the past.
This was not a new representation. So he came to me and asked me ifI would talk with Jim to whether or not Jim would let the lawyer and
the officer go forward on this project. I did that, and I arranged
that the firm would be paid a $2,000 a month retainer. And that was
ordinary and customary. That would be billed against —- unlike
retainers of some really big law firms that if you pay the retainer
they keep it no matter they do any work for you, this was really an
advance against billing

That was arranged. The young attorney, the young bank
officer, did all the work. And the letter was sent, but because I
was what you call the billing attorney -- in other words, I had to
send the bill to get the payment made -- my name was put on the
bottom of the letter. It was not an area that I practiced in: it was
not an area that I really know anything to speak of about.

At that point, the regulatory authorities, namely
Beverly Bassett Shafer (phonetic), answered the legal question. And
the legal question was, yes, it is permissible under Arkansas law to
issue this preferred stock. Then the question moved on to the secon
phase, in which I had no involvement that I have any memory of or
anyone that I've talked with -- that was trying to determine whether
Madison could go forward. And I think that the securities
commissioner acted absolutely appropriately. She answered the legal
question -- yes, it is legal to do this. But as to Madison, she lai
out conditions that had to be met -- for Madison to do it -— and
Madison could never meet those conditions, and so they never issued
preferred stock. So the legal out n H-.- _. Madison 9
no benefit at all from the answer of that legal question.

Q Can you clarify for us what documents were remove
from Vince Foster's office after he died? And why they were there
the first place?

MRS. CLIFTON: Mike, I can tell you what I know. which
is that I did not know that Vince had any of the documents related
our personal business in his office until after his death. What I
believe he was doing with them was serving as a coordinator among c
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private lawyers and accountants and certain government officials,
like the Office of Government Ethics, with respect primarily to our
blind trust: because there were all these questions that had to be
answered, and he was kind of the coordinator. The private lawyers
would talk to him, and the Office of Government Ethics people would
talk to him. I think that's why he had any documents of a personal
nature in his office at the time of his death.

Q And to follow, why did your Chief of Staff, Maggie
Williams, why was she among those who removed these documents from
his office -

MR3. CLINTON: I don't think that she did remove any
documents. I think that what happened is that after Mr. Nussbaum
reviewed the documents, and after he did so, as I recall -— I was not
here, I was in Arkansas, but I believe that that was done in the
presence of officials from the Park Police and maybe some other
agencies. Then Mr. Nussbaum distributed the files according to whom
he thought should have them. There were files related to ongoing
work in the counsel's office that needed to be passed on to other
lawyers. There were personal files of Vince's that needed to go to
his family. And there were these personal files of ours that went to
our lawyer.

Q I'm wondering -— another question about this
rezoning of your private and public lives -- I'm wondering what kind
of a toll, if any, this has taken on your and the President's
personal and political lives. And do you ever look in the mirror and
wish that you just never got into this?

MRS. CLINTON: No, never, never. Some days are better
than other days. I think what has helped me in the last couple of
weeks, aside from some good friends who have talked to me and helped
me get rezoned, if you will, is my belief that this is really a
result of our inexperience in Washington, if you will; that I really
did not fully understand everything that I wish now I had known. An:
it's a learning experience —— sometimes a difficult one, but I think
one that both the President are anxious to do because we think that
the reason he was elected was to deal with the big issues that we
want the country to deal with.

And so it is a little disappointing if we in any way
contribute to a diversion from that. And that's something that I
don't want to have happen in the future, and I'm certainly going to
try to be more sensitive to what you all need and what we need to
give you, and do it in a more efficient and effective way the first
time. Because, as I said earlier, I feel very confident about how
this will all turn out. This is not a long-term problem or issue in
any way, but I don't want anybody to have the wrong impressions of
either of us. And I don't want anything to interfere with doing wha
the people of this country need done.

Q -- spoken -— the politics of personal destruction.
who do you believe are the main perpetrators of that?

MRS. CLINTON: I don't want to get into that. I don't
think that that bears any real useful discussion. I think that
what's important is for as, not ja=. -.- _ ;_.h- .., but the
entire administration, to keep focused on what really will stand ths
test of history, and what we really are trying to do for the countr
And I can't really help it if some people get up every day wanting'
destroy instead of build, or wanting to undermine. That's somethin
that I try not to think about or dwell on and try to do what I'm
expected to do, which for me is working on health care.

Q (Inaudible.)
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MRS. CLINTON: How does my husband ever make these

choices? These are hard choices.

Q When was your last conversation with Vince Foster?
And what was your understanding of the state of his mind?

MRS. CLINTON: I've thought about that so many times. I
don't think I had any conversation with him for at least three weeks
before he died, because we left for Tokyo somewhere around the 4th of
July, is my best memory. And for about a week before that, I was
very preoccupied with getting ready for the trip and doing the things
you have to do. So I don't have any memory of having talked to
vince, and I never talked to him during the time that I was gone.

And, like every one of our friends, we've relived
everything that happened or didn't happen -— the people who talked to
him, the people who spent time with him, they question whether they
said the right thing or whether they could have done something else.
The fact that I didn't talk to him makes me wonder whether if I had
called him, I could have picked up a clue. I just don't have any way
of knowing.

Q Supposedly, he had been in depression -- or so
we're told -- for a considerable period of time. were you ever aware
of that? Did you have any clue of what was going on?

HRS. CLINTON: No, and neither did people who spent the
weekend with him, or saw him in the office that day. One of the
things that I've spent a lot of time doing in the last months is
trying to educate myself about depression. And my good friend,
Tipper Gore, has been a great help on that, as have the people she's
worked with on mental health issues. And I just hope that we get
over the stigma that is still often attached to people admitting the}
need help or that they can't understand what's happening to them. I
have no doubt now, in retrospect, and many of my friends now can
reconstruct conversations or things they saw in Vince in those last
weeks, but they didn't know, they didn't understand. And he didn't
either feel comfortable or know himself.

So maybe out of all of this tragedy and the aftermath,
all of the speculation -- maybe once we put to rest once and for ell
the fact that he committed suicide and that it was a tragic lose of
one of the best people we've ever known, maybe it can do something tc
help other people understand what depression can do to you.

Q What was your personal reaction when you learned
that Jay Stephens would be representing the RTC in a case against
Madison?

MRS. CLINTON: My personal reaction?

Q How did you feel about the fairness of that
decision by the RTC to hire him?

MRS. CLINTON: well, I didn't understand it. _But I
don't know Mr. Stephens, and I assume he will be a very fair and
judicious lawyer. I guess that's what I would expect.

Q You're not concerned about his being a Republican
appointee and a U.S. Attorney appointed by President Bush?

MRS. CLINTON: Not if he abides by the code of
professional ethics and does his job professionally, I’: not -— anc
you all keep an eye on him. (Laughter.)

Q Do you think, with the benefit of hindsight, tha
it was improper for you and your law firm to represent the federal
governrent against a family friend, Dan Lassiter (phonetic), and
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against accountants for Madison siL without fully disclosing that you
had been business partners with Hr. Nacbougal?

MRS. CLINTON: Well, I don't know what was disclosed and
what wasn't. Those were not my cases. Those were cases that came to
the firm to other lawyers. I've been told that things were disclosed
quite extensively. And certainly, in Arkansas, sost things are
known; and the relationship with Mr. Nacbougal, the fact that Mr.
Lassiter (phonetic) made campaign contributions to my husband, was
certainly well-known.

In both of those instances, I don't think I had anything
to do at all with the representation against Madison on behalf of the
federal government -— at least I have absolutely no memory of having
done anything on that case.

with respect to the Lassiter (phonetic) case, I think
out of that entire case, I worked two hours as a favor to one of the
lawyers who was out of town who asked me to review a pleading. And I
have specifically inquired whether there was any ethical conflict
with respect to that, and have been assured there was not. He was
not a client that we had any obligation to.. Thousands and thousands
of people contributed to my husband —- that is not considered
disqualification -- we were not personal friends or social friends.
so I don't see any basis for saying that my work for him or against
him, as limited as it was, amounted to any kind of conflict.

Q The real stumbling -- was four to six weeks ago;
and Whitewater has subsided off the front page in the past couple of
weeks. why today? what's changed in the past couple of days that
has made you want to come out here?

NR5. CLINTON: Nothing changed, really, except, I.said,
Helen spoke, so I heard that. But I just -- maybe I'm slow in kind
of picking up subtle and not—so-subtle messages. But for me it was
an evolutionary process. I really did -— and I see now how mistaken
I was —- but I really did believe that every time I went anywhere in
the country, I would have press availabilities. I would always
answer the press's questions. Sometimes they'd have to wait —- Linc
had to wait a long time when I finished doing local interviews and
radio interviews in St. Louis; and some of the others of you have
been in barns with me and other places like that: you sometimes have
to wait. But I always said, are there any questions from the press?
And sometimes I'd be asked Whitewater questions, sometimes not.
Every time I did satellite feeds to local TV stations, I'd answer the
questions.

so I really was under the misimpression that if I
answered them in Rochester or I answered them in St. Louis or
somewhere else, that should be enough. And I just didn't understam
enough about being accessible to all of you or being accessible in
Washington. And so I came to that realization, and that's why I'm
here.

Q It's not just the press that has questions -
sometimes American citizens who talk to your husband at town meetin
will. And one young woman in Charlotte asked him a question I'd li
Lo pose to you. She said that in the ___-n. ..“_ __, _ _-euL the
first Lady's cattle future earnings and all these Whitewater
allegations, many of us Americans are having a hard time with your
credibility. How can you earn our trust back? Is there a
fundamental distrust of the Clintons in America?

MRS. CLINTON: Well, I hope not. that would be
something that I would regret very much. I do think that we are
transition figures, if you will. We don't fit easily into a lot o
preexisting categories. And let me speak just about myself. I ca
t: this role, having worked my entire life. I started working in
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summers when I was l3. I always worked -- I worked through college:
I worked through law school. That's what I did. And after I
married, I continued to work. And after my daughter was born, with
the exception of the four months I took off for maternity leave, I
worked.

Now, I took time off from work to do volunteer work -
like I took a long time off from my law firm work to work on
education reform; or I would take time off to work on my husband's
campaigns: or I would be in Washington on the Children's Defense
Fund. I would certainly take a lot of time, but I was fundamentally
working. And I think that having been independent, having made
decisions, it's a little difficult for us as a country maybe to make
the transition of having a woman like many of the women in this room
sitting in this house.

so I think that the standards or to some extent, the
expectations or the demands have changed. And I'm trying to find my
way through it and trying to figure out how best to be true to
myself, and how to fulfill my responsibilities to my husband and my
daughter and the country. So I do think that there is some of that.

And then, additionally, as I have said earlier, I think
that my fundamental belief in privacy and my feeling that we were
being asked things and demands were being placed on us that had nave
been demanded of prior inhabitants of this house -- unprecedented, i
Arthur Schlessinger's words -- didn't make sense to me. I couldn't
quite figure it out. And I resisted that. And I think I resisted i
in ways that may have raised more questions than they answered. And
I just don't think that was a very useful road for me to go down.
And I'm trying now to better understand how to fit my personal needs
and my own personal beliefs, and what I want to do with this role fc
the country, and the contribution I want to make into a broader
context so that I can be as forthcoming and accessible as you‘need r
to be.

Q On the subject of health care reform, two of the
most controversial elements of the White House plan is the employer
mandate and the mandatory health alliances. Do those two elements
absolutely have to be in a final package in order for the President
to sign it?

HRS. CLINTON: The President has made clear for many
months that the bottom line is guaranteed insurance coverage for
every American -- sometimes called universal coverage. And that
really is the bottom line. Now, there isn't any way that we can
think of to get there without either raising taxes or having some
combination of employer and employee contribution. And we favor th
employer-employee contribution. we think that is fairer, it is mor
familiar to Americans. It is how they now -- we now -- get our
insurance. So we believe that the employer-employee responsibility
is the right way to go.

Now, if the Congress, as it is now doing, is looking a
alternatives, comes up with another way to do it that they believe
will work and can get a majority, we're certainly going to look at
that.

And the reason behind the alliances is to pool
purchasing power among all of us -- small businesspeople and
families, farmers, everybody -- so that we can get the lowest
possible cost for insurance. But it is
gets the same affordable health care -
rating. And we want to be sure that we

Again, if the Congress has

also to ensure that everyb
it's what's called communi
can enforce community rati

a different way of doing i
we are going to be open and responsive to that. But those are the
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functions we want to perform -- financing universal coverage fairly
and affordably and making sure that community rating is in place.

Q -- suggested a broad-based tax as one means of
funding health care reform beyond just the employer contribution
alone. what would the white House view be of that?

HRS. CLINTON: We're not going to comment on the
congressional process while it's going on. We're encouraging every
committee to be as careful and innovative as they can be to come up
with solutions to the health care crisis. So we want the Congress to
work.

Q Federal regulators have noted that in the mid
1980s, when Whitewater wasn't generating much in the way of income,
the mortgage -- and you folks weren't putting too much money in -
the mortgage still was paid. And the question was raised in a memo
from one regulator to her boss, shouldn't they have wondered,
shouldn't they have known? Can you take us through your thought
processes or contacts with the Hacbougals of Whitewater during that
period of time?

MRS. CLINTON: I really don't have anything to add
specifically to that, because I'm not sure exactly what you're
referring to. As far as I know, Madison always made it's required
regulatory reports. And as far as I know, we always put in whatever
money we were requested to put in.

One of the reasons why I'm now glad we have a special
counsel is that I think we will, once and for all, whenever he issues
his report, know exactly what everybody did. And I can't speak for
anybody else besides my husband and me.

Q Do you expect to give testimony to Congress or to
the grand jury or anything on your activities in Whitewater?

HRS. CLINTON: I don't know, but we will fully cooperate
as appropriate with whatever we're requested to do.

Q One of the things that Congress will looking at
when it begins the hearing, and one of the first reports expected out
of the special prosecutor, is the possibility of any evidence leading
toward obstruction of justice. Do you have -- can you tell us what
you're Chief of Staff, Margaret Williams, and your Press Secretary,
Lisa Caputo, told you back in the fall? And what you told them about
the meetings with federal regulators?

MRS. CLINTON: Nothing. And I don't know what their
testimony is, so I can't comment on that.

Q Is there any reason for any -- is there evidence,
whatsoever, to lead anyone to suspect there's any obstruction of
justice involved, or that the white House said anything that would
lead the people to call off their investigation or to think about it

MRS. CLINTON: Not that I'm aware of, no.

Q Mrs. Clinton, can ,oa ..-_ -_ “_- ,__ H . about
stories about shredding of Whitewater documents down in Arkansas?

MRS. CLINTON: Nothing.

Q Particularly at the gubernatorial mansion?

MRS. CLINTON: Oh, that didn't happen. And I know
nothing about any other such stories.
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Q You know nothing about documents relating to
whitewater ever shredded anywhere that you know about or authorized
or didn't authorize?

MRS. CLINTON: Absolutely not.

Q Hrs. Clinton, following up on the RTC question, the
memorandum reported in The New York Times from the investigator in
Kansas City, says that Mr. Hcbougal kited checks and that the funds
benefitted Whitewater partners who knew that Whitewater was not cash
flowing and that notes for mortgages still were being paid.

Congressman Leach still says that he's convinced, he has
no doubt whatsoever, that dollars were diverted from Madison into
Whitewater and used to pay the personal loans of the then-Governor,
of Hr. Clinton.

Are you convinced that no monies from Mr. NcDougal or
any of his related companies paid any obligations of yours or your
husband's?

MRS. CLINTON: I know of nothing to support that. And I
think we should wait and see what all the facts are because, you
know, I just want to reiterate that we didn't even see any documents
until late in the l980s -- probably late '88 or '89. And so, I just
don't have any way of telling you what went on from '78 to '88 or
'89.

Now, I think we ought to wait until somebody who is a
credible fact-finder, like the special counsel, look at everything
and tells all of us at the same time what happened when, because we
don't have any independent information to provide.

Q If I could just follow up —- the suggestion in the
RTC memorandum is that the investors, presumably including you and
your husband, knew or should have known that Whitewater was not cash
flowing and that notes that should have been paid, whether Mr.
McDougal asked you to pay them or not.

MRS. CLINTON: Well, shoulda, coulda, woulda -- we
didn't. And the only thing I can say to that is when I was asked in
late '88 or early '89 by the realtor who handled the sales in north
Arkansas to help him, because neither Jim nor Susan Hcbougal were
available any longer, we tried as best we could to do things like pay
the taxes. And when owners of lots didn't fulfill their obligations.
to try to resell the property —— things that were largely
administrative at that point in time. And the fact is that by 1992,
the loan was paid off. so I really don't know what that means.

Q Given what you been through, do you have any
greater appreciation of what Richard Nixon might have been going
through back in '74? (Laughter.) And what are your thoughts about
him? How do you think history will judge him?

MRS. CLINTON: Well, I don't know that it's time to
start talking like that yet. I think that -— what I think we ought
to be doing is praying for President Nixon. And from my perspectiv
you know, it was a year ago April that my _-n_- I--- at .“. _,= of
81. And so, you know, I'm just mostly thinking about his daughters
right now.

Q Mrs. Clinton, you have said that when you were at
the Rose Law Firm, you didn't share in any of the profits that the
firm earned from its representation of state agencies. When did yr
begin that practice? And did that also include any profits from Q
firm's facilitating the sale of bonds with the Arkansas Developmen
and Finance Authority?
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MS. CLINTON: I don't remember the exact year, but I
made the decision not to share in the profits around the time I
became a partner from any representation of state agencies -
anything that could be considered tax money.

For a couple of years, I did share in the benefits from
bond underwriting. And then I decided I shouldn't even do that, so I
paid the firm beck. And from that point in time I did not share in
either fees from state agencies or fees generated by any kind of bond
underwriting at all.

Q And did you have any part of the $2,000 a month
retainer? Did you share in that, in any of that?

HRS. CLINTON: You know, I might have to a very minimal
amount for whatever little bit I did on that. But at the end of
about a year, I believe, we were no longer representing Madison
because, as I explained, they were not going to get to issue
preferred stock. They could not do it because of the conditions that
Beverly Bassett Shafer (phonetic) had imposed.

So, in fact, we returned money to Madison. I remember
writing and signing the letter to Jim Mcbougal saying we have
fulfilled the work we have done for you: we are still holding some O1
your retainer: there doesn't appear to be any continuing work to be
billed against it. So I sent him a check back.

Q Hrs. Clinton, what do you account for the decline
in the support of the Clinton health plan? Do you think that the
suspicions and questions which have come out of these matters has
spilled over on that and affected people's ideas about just how
honestly and efficiently government can deal with life or death?

MRS. CLINTON: Mary, I think that's a real important
question. I do believe that some of the opponents of health care
have certainly tried to use Whitewater as a proxy for their
opposition to health care. I think that in the last several days,
some of the leading opponents of health care have even said things
which seem to suggest that.

I find that very regrettable. I mean, if someone want:
to argue about the future of health care in our country, I think the
debate ought to be about health care. And I have absolutely no
problem with someone saying, I don't like alliances, or I think we
ought to have a different benefits package. That's what I believe
democratic debate ought to be about. But I do think that some have
tried to use this to undermine support for health care.

On the other hand, there has been continuing concern
about the health care plan, if you go back and look at the very fir
time it was introduced back in the fall, because this is big issue:
and I think people want to be sure we get it right. But every time
you ask the specific questions-about what is it people want, I thir
you can get a pretty good idea of whore they want us to go. I mear
people do want health security, and they do want guaranteed benefit

And the big majority of Americans think the right way
-0 it is through the workplace, with emplo)__ -m,-_,e- ton .... _-io.
And I think people want Medicare preserved and improved with
prescription drugs and long-term care. And they certainly want to
outlaw the insurance practices that discriminate against people wi
preexisting conditions and impose lifetime limits. And they want
preserve choice of doctor and choice of health plan.

So if you take the elements of the President's plan,
if you look at the polling data that I have, you sometimes get the
contradictory results where, if you say to people, do you support
President's plan, they think about the last ad they've seen; or ma
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they've gotten one of these incredible direct mail letters that the
sky is falling. It's really just stuff that's been recycled from the
fight against Medicare, just new names and new addresses. But when
you get to the specifics, there are majorities of Americans for moat
of the specifics. And I think that's what the Congress is sorting
out right now.

So I'm not surprised, and I'm not in any way concerned
that we're at this point in the process. I think this is where we
would likely be as we're dealing with one of the most important
social issues in our country's history.

Thank you very much.

Q Can we do this again -

MRS. CLINTON: Well, you know what? Let me say, one of
the things that I didn't mention that influenced me is, a friend of
mine gave me a thesis the other day —- gosh, I think it was like
Tuesday or Wednesday -- about Eleanor Roosevelt's press conferences.
She had 340 press conferences, right -- 340 press conferences during
the time. '

Q You're my tenth president's First Lady.

Q will you be doing it, Hrs. Clinton? will you be
doing it -- a

MRS. CLINTON: Yeah, I think it sounds like fun.
rm-: PRESS: Thank you.

'

END 4:45 Pll. £01
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BODY:

MR HEYMANN: Ladies and gentlemen, we are here today to announce the results of the
inquiry into Vince Foster's death. I received an FBI report this morning, a Park Police
report lut Friday just got into my hands on Monday. As you all know, Park Police have
been taking the lead in investigating the cause of death. The FBI has been assisting in that
investigation and separately investigating the circumstances surrounding the finding of the
note. The chief of the Park Police, Chief Langston, and the special agent in charge of the
Washington field office of the FBI, Mr. Bryant, are here today. They're here to describe their
findings to you and to answer any questions you have. I have directed that the full text of the
note that was found be made public now. At the very strong urging of the farnilg: of Vince
Foster, we are not making available photocopies of the note itself, but knowing that some of
you may want to see it so that you can describe what it looks like, Carl Stem will have a
copy available and anyone who wants to see it is welcome to see it

. We just don't want to

distribute it
.

There are in the note some statements, which to be sure that no stone was lefi untumed, we

have referred to the units which the attomey general asked some weeks ago to review any

questions about the travel office -- the Office of Professional Responsibility, and the public
integrity section. As to these assertions in the note, the Office of Professional Responsibility

is looking at the sentence dealing with the FBI as part of its broader inquiry into the FBI
contacts with the White House in accordance with the attorney general‘: letter to Chainnan

Brooks promising that we would look into the FBI's contacts. As to the remaining assertions,

the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division is looking at them as part of its mandate
-- also from the attomey general, also in response to Chairman Brooks -- to review all travel
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office matters. Now, there's one that is not a travel office matter, and as to that one, which I
don't even have it in front of me to describe it

,

involves the ushers. While the inquiry into
these usertions is not totally complete, I am told that based on its interviews to date, nothing
has led the Public Integrity Section to suspect any criminal conduct that would then have to
be investigated. I will also hand out or make available to you my instructions last week to the
Public Integrity Section and to the Office of Professional Responsibility asking them to look
into these matters.

The FBI joined the Park Police in the initial stages of the inquiry into Vince Foster's death
because of his status as a federal official and assassination statutes. As it became apparent
that this was a suicide, the FBI gradually usumed a secondary role to the Park Police.
The bureau reentered the inquiry at our request to examine the handling of the note. And with
this, I think I should tum you over to Chief Langston. Chief?

CHIEF LANGSTON: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. The United States Park
Police has completed its inquiry into the death of Vincent Foster and, as you are aware, that
occurred on the 20th of July at Fort Marcy National Park. It's a component of the George
Washington Memorial Parkway in Fairfax County, Virginia.

The condition of the scene, the medical examiner's findings and the infonnation gathered
r'ear!;" Y "iEr':‘P 27..-.LIsl. I'-~.-.2. ..-i-.=.:;.:~...l‘ .aL-.:l... '.‘.'L.l"...... z... eye ».~.'Z‘...-:.:.,6.; :...-.;1....£<.n
of suicide is deducted after a review of the injury, the presence of the weapon, the existce
of some indicators of a reason, and the elimination of murder. Our investigation has found no
evidence of foul play. The infonnation gathered from associates, relatives and friends provide
us with enough evidence to conclude that Mr. Foster's -- that Mr. Foster was anxious about
his work-and he was distressed to the degree that he took his own life.

That's the end of a brief official statement. I'd like to say to the press and to the media that
we're not really equipped in the Park Police to answer the numbers of phone calls that came
into Park Police headquarters, and let me apologize if we were a little short or there was a

delay getting back to you. We had probably over a thousand phone calls over my three lines
at my oflice, and it was kind of hard to conduct business.
I'll be pleased to answer any questions at this time regarding this death investigation.

Q Chief, have you ever found the person who reported it to the park maintenance man? And

do you -- were you able to trace the source of the gun?

CHIEF LANGSTON: We can only identify that a white male in a white van may have been
the person that notified a park maintenance employee at the Turkey Run maintenance center,

and that white van was also placed in the parking lot near the time of the incident.

MR HEYMANN (?): Chief, let's bring special agent in charge -- (inaudible).

CHIEF LANGSTON: Thank you. Bob?

Q Was the -- the Fairfax police, were they notified at all?
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CHIEF LANGSTON: The emergency 9ll was notified, and the Fairfax County Police
notified the US Park Police of the incident.

Q Were (any ?) people there when you got there or anything like that?

CHIEF LANGSTON: There was no one there, to my knowledge. Bob, you want to make e
statement first.

MR BRYANT 1 Ladies and gentlemen, I'm Bob Bryant, and I'm special agent in charge of the
Washington metropolitan field office of the FBI, and I want to make a few brief comments to
you. First, what we have here is a great sad tragedy in our community, and it's -- initially
when there is a death of a high govemment official that's covered by the assault or the
assassination statutes, the FBI as a matter of course establishes liaison with the police agency
that has the primary lead, in this case the United States Park Police. We followed this case
from the time we were notified until we were basically of the opinion, along with Chief
Langston‘s staff, that this was a suicide.

Subsequently, there was an issue raised about a note and the question of what the note -- the
handling of the note and the processing of the note and its tumover to the United States Park
Police or law enforcement. We were ordered then by the Department of Justice to look into
‘hc "--‘-~'"‘:.\f' of this not- and to ‘"1"; t!"-t 9-=~.="1&1,-_,.,;l.:‘= 2

-.

I.-. 7".-:21- ‘Z, --.-.i .=. ‘.i.' 1...; L

recent times. And that's the time when we re-entered the investigation. I would just like to
say that during this time the cooperation between our two agencies ha been outstanding, and
I'm sure there are a lot of questions around this, but I'll turn it back over to Bobby or -
(Cross talk)

Q (Inaudible due to cross talk) -- could you tell us what you found out about the handling of
the note? .

MR BRYANT: The note was initially discovered on~maide who was inventorying Mr. Foster's office. The? as reviewed. It was tom up into

several small pieces. It was put back together.~e House

staff about eXcQgtiy.¢_Pfl!ilcg d about family interests. The note Wu subsequent]
reviewed b

y the wife and her~’Fmer-hmdua then reviewed by the
president for executive privilege issues. And then after these 30 hours had passed, the note

was tumed over to Chief Langston's people on July the 27th at 9:15 p.m. (Cross talk)

Q Mr. Bryant why -- what about what the delay?

Q (Inaudible due to cross talk) -- whether that was appropriate handling of the note, because
that's -- (off mike)?
MR BRYANT: The handling of the note by the White House stafi', certainly, they had
interests there as far as executive privilege and certainly sensitivities to the family, and they

were reasonable.

Q They were -

Q They were reasonable, you said, Mr. Bryant?

Q What did you say -

MR. BRYANT 1 I said they were reasonable.

Q Well, what's the relationship between what he says and he has a family‘? This is all the
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govemment business.

MR BRYANT: I'm sorry, you -- what are speaking from?
Q I'm reading from the note.

MR BRYANT: So -
Q Reading from what -

MR. BRYANT: -- the -- the content of the note was not examined by us. The handling of
the note by the White I-louse staff and its subsequent tum-over to the Park Police was what
we looked at.

Q Who first told you this was a suicide?
MR BRYANT: Well, I think while we were with the United States Park Police, it became
reasonably apparent that it was a suicide.

Q Sir, do you have any concems about the delay in the time that the White House did turn
the note over to you?
MR BRYANT: I think that the -- the concems that they were working from were resonable.
We would probably have liked it to have been a little sooner, but we understand what was

going on. I'd leave that to Bobby to answer, too. Q How much sooner would you have liked
to have seen -

MR BRYANT: I can't answer that question because there are executive privileges and family
interests here that are certainly very strong interests. Q Reading these -- these things in this
note -

Q Tl. =1. .;..-;_..’:.'. 1...; .l'.I.. ..;;:;, *.‘t':Z'_':i5 -

Q -- I don't see any family interests.
Q Let me finish my question. 'l1iere's no question that this is his note, his handwriting, that

you took it
. Did you do forensic on it? Are there fingerprints?

MR LANGSTON: Yes. It's -- it's been identified by an expert in handwriting. Also, it was
identified by the wife, Mrs. Foster, as being his handwriting. Q How many people handled it?
Are there -- a sense of how -- was it passed back and forth, or just his fingerprints on it?
MR LANGSTON: It was handled by a number of people at the White House. And it was
processed there were no real discemment of prints that could be identified. Q Mr. Bryant,
what precisely were the executive privilege concerns that the White House staff cited to you

from the note?

MR. BRYANT: I think that when you have at the highest levels of govemment, I think any
document, they would want to examine it as to whether there is infonnation in there that

might be privileged, and I think that's what, in fact, occurred.

Q Was there any - is there anything in -
MR BRYANT: I think -
(To staff ?) Had the note been tumed over?
MR LANGSTON: I'm sorry.
MR BRYANT: Has the note been tumed over?

I think it has, so I think that answers your question.

Q Yeah, but -

Q So there were no privileged -

MR BRYANT: No.

Q Let me ask -

Q Mr. Bryant?

Q Let me ask you this: Were you able to determine what took the bulk of the 30 hours? Was
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it giving it to the family first?
MR BRYANT: I think they had -- if you will remember -- go back to the time here, we had
a death, a family traveling back and fonh from Little Rock, an attomey involved, and also the

president's schedule. And there were issues there that they thought were paramount to have s
review done, and they were, in fact, done. And that's what accounts for most of the 30 hours.
Q Mr. Bryant?

Q Who's to blame, Mr. Bryant? Who at the White House was exerting this thought of
executive privilege in the family? Is there a name of a person you can give us who was your
contact there?

MR. BRYANT: Well, I think we working through Mr. Nussbaum. Q Who wu the aide that
ws examining the -
MR. BRYANT: I'm really not going to get into that. I don't think I want to -- Q You already

Q Mr. Bryant?

Q Why wouldn't you get into that?
MR BRYANT: Because I would just prefer not.
Q Mr. Bryant -

MR. BRYANT: Gary? Q Mr. Bryant?
Cross talk.)
Q I-Iow do you know that the circumstance is that the note was left in the briefcase tom up?
‘-I"-1 -'!5s=.-.-»- .<

?

LL. 111...? I-I-.; ...-‘..;i.. are ,.... Jr... ire .u.;:; ".~.ar.tan. up b, 311..Fcs... .:...I
lefi in the briefcase? And, if so, how do you reconcile the fact that he tore up a suicide
note?

MR BRYANT: Okay, Gary, first, the note - the - I don't - whether it's e suicide note or
not, I don't know. It certainly comments about what's going on, first. The note was torn up
into 27 pieces. It was in a briefcase that was discovered on the 26th.

Q Sir, this sounds like all this material that he might have been going to discuss - he had an
appointment, I understand, to talk to the president on Wednesday after he died Tuesday. I-Ie
made this appointment Monday night. This sounds like this all the stuff that they were going

to chat about.

MR BRYANT: Well, I don't know -

Q Do you know for sure -

Q Could you give us a sense of what you think he was talking about when he seems to allege
in this note that the FBI lied to the Justice Department? Have you got -

MIL BRYANT: I'm not really going to get into what his state of mind was or this type of
thing. The facts are - what was written down, you have. And it'd just be sheer speculation
on my part or Chief Langston's.

Q Sir?

Q Are you saying the I-‘BI hasn't discussed this with the White House counsel's office at all,

that you have not had a conversation about this particular line in the note, that no one st the

counsel's office -
MR. BRYANT: I think Deputy Attorney General I-Ieymann suggested that certain aspects of
this note are under inquiry by professional responsibility, and I think that's what he's referring
IO.

Q Do you know why -

Q (Inaudible)
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Q Do you know for sure that there was no other note lefi by Mr. Foster anywhere? Do you

know that he did not leave any note for any member of his family? MR BRYANT: We've
conducted over 30 interviews to determine what happened to this note, the time schedule, and

we've run dovm numerous comments and suggestions of other notes, and we've found them
all to be without fact. (Cross talk.)
Q Do you have any indications that --

'

Q You haven't really answered the question about the gun, where the gun came from, how he
got the gun.

CHIEF LANGSTON: We probably ought to -- we ought to probably clean up any other
comments about the note before we move on to the gun.

Q Well, can I ask you just about -

Q Mr. Bryant?

Q On that Thursday, two days after, you have this going through his materials by Bemie
Nussbaum with people here sort of looking on, the FBI looking on, the Park Police looking
on. Do you have any concems that Bemie Nussbaum was the guy who was basically

searching the office and you guys were sort of standing around?
CHEF LANGSTON: Let me comment on that. We certainly weren't pleased at the way that
was conducted. Our investigators would like to have seen that briefcase and would like to

have examined the content of files. It was -- executive privilege was invoked. And we raised
those concems with the Justice Department, and those concems from the Justice Department
1-»-re r:'=:d ~.-ri1l-th-: ‘1v'!:i'.- EIZZLE-;. .-in-.513-: '.‘.'I.i‘.: II.--.se :.t..fI 1.62.123 '.:..., .o.r.pZi.;;.., and

everything that we had asked for, they provided to us fully.

Q Do you have any sense, Chief, of why this note wasn't found in the first office search?
CHIEF LANGSTON: It was ripped up into 28 small pieces and evidently wu -- Q
Twenty-five.

CHIEF LANGSTON: Well, there is some controversy over that. (Laughter) Q The FBI can't
count?

Q What fingerprints were found?

Q I'm sorry. I'm sorry, you were answering the question about why you think it wasn't found

CHIEF LANGSTON: Well, obviously, the search of the briefcase was done out of the sight
of our investigators and the agents. Papers were being pulled out. And it was overlooked is
what was -

Q (You are in the ?) executive department. Why in the world was anybody conducting
executive privilege against you?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I can't answer that, ma'arn.
Q Sir, what fingerprints did you find on the note?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I don't believe anything discemible.
MR. : There was one smudged palm print.
CHIEF LANGSTON: One smudged palm print.
Q Chief Langston, the fact remains you don't know, do you, who tore the note up and put it

in the briefcase?

CHIEF LANGSTON: No, we don't, Gary, but we have -- in interviews with the wife, she
encouraged her husband to write down a list of what was bothering him. And she believes
that that may have occurred a week to a week and a half prior to when he was found at Ft.

Marcy. So, it could have been anytime between a week and a half and the time that -
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Q There's no question that he wrote it
, I understand that.

CHIEF LANGSTON: Yes.

Q But there is a question that somebody on the White House staff might have discovered the

note elsewhere and tom it up and put it there?

CHIEF LANGSTON: That would be speculation. I could not comment on that.

Q Gentlemen, the note refers to both the president and Mrs. Clinton. Did anybody interview

the president or Mrs. Clinton as pan of this investigation?
CHIEF LANGSTON: Not from the Park police, no.
MR BRYANT: We did not.

Q Why not? The president was one of the last to talk to him, had a meeting with him the
day following the suicide -

MR. BRYANT: I think what we were trying to do here first was trying to find out if there
was a violation, if he'd been harmed, you know, assaulted or assusinated or whatever. We
concluded no. The second part of our inquiry was the note, and we didn't consider the
president or Mrs. Clinton to be relevant witnesses to that.

Q Why?
MR BRYANT: Because in our investigative view, they were not. Q Did anyone on the White
House staff talk to you about that? Did they -- did you approach anyone at the White House

staff about interviewing the president or the first lady? Did they attempt to discourage you in

any way?
‘(D I\-s\7s\'If \v; .--.L.".-._. Lh

Q So, you never talked to anyone on the White House stafi at all —

MR. BRYANT: We talked to many members of the White House staff first about the note
and the handling of the note. As far u the interviewing the president, no, we did not because
we did not consider them to be relevant.

Q Why was a loose end not tied up? I mean, if you want to make sure it's thorough and you
know this question is going to come -

MR. BRYANT: I suggest to you that it's a very thorough investigation.

Q Is there any indication that Mr. Foster had in the past been treated for depression or had

ever talked about taking his own life?
CHIEF LANGSTON: No. He had been encouraged to see several doctors, and I think he
had a doctor in Arkansas who was prescribing to him some medication. That doctor was, I

think, just a regular general practitioner who had prescribed some medication.

Q What kind of medication?
CHIEF LANGSTON: He may have taken one dose of that prior -- maybe a day or two prior
to, but the medical examiner found no traces of any dmgs in his system.

Q What medication was that?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I'd have to -- I don't have that on the tip of my tongue. I'd have to
provide that.

Q Was it an anti-depressant?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I believe that it was, yes.

Q Are we going to get the autopsy report?

Q Was that the first time he had been prescribed an anti- depressant? Was that the first time

in his life he had been prescribed an anti-depressant?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I have not -- I don't have that information.

Q Was the doctor interviewed?

88-432 O — 95 — 21
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CHIEF LANGSTON: I believe so.
Q Did the doctor say why he would mail an anti-depressant to somebody when most people
would provide a full psychiatric workup before you take them?

CHIEF LANGSTON: I believe that Mr. Foster had gone through a recent medical from that
doctor and had been under his care.

Q A recent psychiatric workup?
CHIEF LANGSTON: No. I think just a recent medical examination.
Q Was it Prouc or was it -

CHIEF LANGSTON: It was not Prozac, but I can't recall the name of the drug. It started
with a "T,' is the only thing I can recall.
Q Chief, you said that Mr. Foster's wife had urged him to write down what was on his mind.
I know there are sensitive family concems here, but what can you tell us about what she

suggested to him that he do with this after he write it down?
CHIEF LANGSTON: Oh, I think she just wanted him to vent. I can't speculate on why she
asked him to write it down, but -

Q She didn't tell you that she said write it down and take it to the president or write it down
and bring it home and talk to me about it?
CHIEF LANGSTON: No. I was not the investigator, so I wasn't interviewing her, and I
didn't see that in the investigation.

Q (Off mike) - sure that this was definitely a suicide, why did the FBI begin to work
ft-':~-_--=,3- L.‘ -.‘:' if Qiirs ;;c;'..::i.:...".g cI..c'.i

CHIEF LANGSTON: The FBI was in it because of the public official mpect of it, the
possible homicide -

Q I know that, but why was the FBI looking at this to see if he had been assaulted if you
were so sure it was a suicide?
CHIEF LANGSTON: Every indication led to that point on the scene. Q (Off mike) - FBI
man answer that, will you?
CHIEF LANGSTON: Yes, ma'am.
MR BRYANT: I'd be delighted to answer that question. Any time there is an assault or a
death under suspicious circumstances of an official covered by the assassination or assault of

a federal officer statute, we immediately put agents with the primary or lead agency, in this
case United States Park Police, to determine the circumstances. As we became convinced
that it was, in fact, a suicide, we subsequently started to withdraw, and then the issue with

the note and the 30-hour issue, and then when we were ordered back in by the Department of
Justice to examine the circumstances of the tumover of the note. And that's the chronology -

Q What does the autopsy show’?
CHIEF LANGSTON: The autopsy showed that he was free of any diseue, that he had no
drugs in his system, and that he died from a single gunshot wound that entered through the

mouth and upward into the brain.

Q Can you tell us anything about the origin of the gun, or have you traced the gun?
CHIEF LANGSTON: The gun has a serial number on it

,

and if you're familiar with a Colt
weapon, there are normally two numbers on each Colt weapon. One is called the serial

number and one is called the butt number. There was some confusion that there may be two

guns on the scene. I'd like to put that to rest. There is one gun on the scene. There's not a

matched pair that we know of. A photograph of that gun was sent to the family in Arkansas
to see if that was part of the father's collection. Evidently the father had died and had a gun
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collection. It was a 1912 Anny Colt special. It was not traceable. It was not registered. It
was not registered here in the District of Columbia, nor was it registered in Arkansas. The
gun was similar to that in his father's collection. It was identified by a sister who looked at

the photograph and said that is similar to the weapon that was in her father's collection.
There were some omate swirls on the handle of the Colt. She identified that that was the
same. And -- but nowhere does that serial number come back to any one that we can

recognize.

Q Can you tell us, did he have the gun in the White House or did he go someplace else to

pick up the gun?
CHIEF LANGSTON: We cannot trace that.
Q Can you tell us about the time period -
Q Can you tell us about -- can we finish with the gun?

Q Okay.

Q Can you tell us whether or not -- in other words, wu it believed that he had that grm?
Does the family think that that gun had been in Vince Foster's possession?
CHIEF LANGSTON: Yes.
Q And what can you tell us about the time period -- there was a period of four or five hours
when he left the White House and when he was believed to have committed suicide. What

do you know about that time period? CHIEF LANGSTON: We know that he had a full meal,
and we cannot identify where that was, and that's strictly because the medical examiner said
tt at he l-'=-fl: Full ‘-‘-'2 -2::u:3., Loin into ::;. 2-1‘. ‘.‘."'ri2...iicusc, ;......:o: .:-:-.;:.;.1

for the time. The body was discovered at 1800 hours, which is 6:00 p.m. It may have been
there for an hour to two hours.

Q Chief, you've not been able to recover the bullet?
CHIEF LANGSTON: The bullet has not been recovered.
(Cross talk.)
CHIEF LANGSTON: I'm sorry?
Q Who was the last person to see him alive that you interviewed?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I cannot tell you that. It is in the interview statements. I'm not sure
who that is.

Q Was it a White House official or his family?

Q Was there anything remarkable about the last known conversation with Mr. Foster that

stands out in terms of his suicide?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I can't answer that.
Q Why?
CHIEF LANGSTON: I don't know. That's -- no knowledge of it.

Q Was he receiving anti-depressant drugs? And what's the name of the doctor who sent them
to him?

CHIEF LANGSTON: I will provide that to you later, but I don't have it with me right now.

Q Chief, can you shed - or Mr. Bryant -- any light at all on this line about the usher‘: office
and the name Cocky (sp) and I-IRC?
CHIEF LANGSTON: No, I can't.

Q Can you give us any idea what that means? The line is: ‘The usher's office plotted to have

excessive costs incurred taking advantage of Cocky (sp) and I-IRC.'
MR. BRYANT: I don't know.
CHIEF LANGSTON: I believe Cocky (sp) is somebody in the White House and HRC is
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Hillary Rodham Clinton, I believe. That's what they speculate.
Q I'm sorry, that's what who speculates?
CHIEF LANGSTON: That was just -- that was given to me by one of my investigators that
they thought that's what that meant.

Q Sir, in the collection of all the interviews, was there a general sense that he was very
depressed?

CHIEF LANGSTON: Oh, yes, very much so -- from the family, from friends, from his
writing, from the doctor -- that he had been going through some tough times accepting some

of the problems that had occurred there. And I think you can see in the note that certain
situations bad occurred that he was directly responsible for.

Q Well did he say to friends that he was having a difficult time? CHIEF LANGSTON: I don't
know if he did or not. I think his wife acknowledged the fact that he wa really down. As a
matter of fact, they had called the office to see how he wa doing. And I think the friends
pretty well acknowledged that he had been acting a little down.

Q Any indication when the note was written?

Q Did they indicate how long -

CHIEF LANGSTON: Yes, ma'arn? I'm sorry?
Q Did they indicate how long he had been down, how long they'd been noticing this?

CHIEF LANGSTON: I think probably it had to extend back over a week or two. Q Did you
figure out when this note was written, other than Mrs. Foster's suggestion that she told him to

\-=73‘:'i=.'-ii; viii-J. .vE;~'bc'.!".~r~I-.3him?

CHIEF LANGSTON: No. She said that he had suggested that about a weak and a half prior
to the death. It could have been written any time in there.

Q When he leaves the White House, does he log his car out? Did you find the logging? Is
that the person who might have last seen him? How did be get his car out of the parking
because they usually log them in very carefully.
CHIEF LANGSTON: I'm sure that's part of the investigation, but I cannot tell you.
Q Well let's come back to this last person for a minute, if we could, because that is strange.
In this kind of investigation I would think you would want to know somebody who saw this
man directly before death. Do you have any witnesses who saw him outside of the White
House afier 1:55?

CHIEF LANGSTON: No.
Q Where does the investigation go from here?

Q Let me just finish. Could I - I have one more thought on that, ma‘am? Have you
interviewed his secretary? Did she see him?
CHIEF LANGSTON: Yes.
Q Have you - you don't know that, for example, Mr. Nussbaum was the lat person? Do
your investigators know, Chief -

CHIEF LANGSTON: Yes, they do. No, I don't know. My investigators do know. Q
(Inaudible) -- very quickly so we can find that out? That seems a little bit crucial, because

there are suggestions that a very senior person saw him right before he left. And so naturally

we want to lay that to rest.

CHIEF LANGSTON: Sure.

Q Did you examine his phone -

CHIEF LANGSTON: We'll get back on that.

Q Did you examine his phone logs?
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CHIEF LANGSTON: I'm sorry. Go ahead.
Q Where does the investigation go from here?

CHIEF LANGSTON: The Park Police has concluded its investigation into the death inquiry
of Mr. Foster.

Q What about the FBI?
MR BRYANT: And we've concluded our investigation a to the handling of the note.
Q Gentlemen, there's a lot of serious statements here. Aside from the -- you said you would
follow up on the FBI line in the Justice Department. Will the rest of this be looked into? A
man did, apparently, give his life because of these concems. You're saying it's over. Does
that mean all these things about the travel office and so on will not be looked into?
MR BRYANT: I think some of those inquiries are ongoing. Certainly the travel office and
the issues about the FBI -- some of those are ongoing.
Q What about his telephone logs?

Q Did you -- have you kept a copy of Heymann's letter?
Q Did you all examine his telephone calls?
MR BRYANT: Yes, we did.
Q You did? And did that lead you -- did that tell you what officials in govemment he had
been talking with that might have contributed to his distress?
MR BRYANT: Well, we asked for 2-l/2 weeks prior to his death of telephone logs. We did
receive that.

-Q '.-'.'I:;.: ..~.~:::tht; .::._i:i cfficcs Z... dcai: wiit during that time?
MR BRYANT: I don't have that information with me. I'm sorry.
Q Are you going to make that public, those ofiices, that phone log?
MR BRYANT: It's part of our investigation. I doubt it will be made public, ma'am.
Q Chief -

MR STERN: Let's just take a couple more questions, and they've got to get back to work.
Q Is there any indication of why he chose the place -

Q What about the phone logs? Will you -

Q - he chose to shoot himself‘?
CHIEF LANGSTON: No, ma'am.

Q Was there anything that happened on that date that indicates - that may have sparked this?
Is there -

CHIEF LANGSTON: Not to our knowledge, no.

Q Chief, is there -
MR STERN: Safire?
Q Mr. Bryant, the line that says the ushers office plotted to have excessive costs incurred,

might that have been a federal crime? And would the FBI look into that?
MR STERN: Bill, you came in late. We did distribute a letter from the deputy attorney
general that indicates how those matters will be pursued. (Cross talk.)
Q You didn't distribute it over here.
MR. STERN; Okay.
Q Well, what are these -

MR STERN: I'll make -- Sarah, will you please?
Q (Iriaudible.)
MR STERN: We'll make sure that he -- I thought it was passed out on your side. If it wasn't,
we'll get you copies. Let me just say one last thing. There are some of you who obviously
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would like to see a photocopy of the original -- of the note in its original fonn. Ifyou want to
come to my office afier this session, I'll be happy to show it to you, but we did want to
respect the family's wishes. But if you wish to see it in terms of where there are scratch-outs,
interlineations, scribbles, anything like that, I do have one photocopy. And if you want to
come to my office -

Q So we can't get a copy?
MR STERN: No. But if you'd care to come to office to look at it -- Q Sure.
MR STERN: I understand your joumalistic need to describe the note to your readers or to
your viewers.

Q For those of us who don't usually cover Justice, could you tell us where your oflice is?
(Laughter)
MR. STERN: Just passed the men's room.

(Cross talk.)
MR STERN: Thank you. Thanks a lot.
Q Wait a rninute, sir!

Q From which office are we getting the report?

MR STERN: The report -
Q When is it being released?

MR STERN: As soon as the FOIA section processes the report, it'll be available to you.
That has already started before this meeting even took place.
D". you .‘aH','."-2:-.file a ieq~....~.‘.c. 1

..
Li g¢it.;, it. be .;iea:;..:l iu eve-yb-.>.Iy at cr.-re?

MR STERN: The normal practice of the FOIA section is to call the people who have

requested it and let them know that it's available and to ask them whether they would like it

mailed or would they like to pick it up. (Laughter)

Q Who do we tell -
MR STERN: Ifyou'll send an FOIA to Philip Heymann, the deputy attomey general, or to
me, we'll make sure that it gets up to that section.

Q This question is to both of these gentlemen here. You say this man was in great
depression and he'd been dissatisfied with the govemment. Therefore we certainly need to

know what departments and what agencies of government he talked with recently, and that
would be in the telephone log, and you're not going to make that public?
MR STERN: Sarah, if you put in a Freedom of Information Act request, we'll make sure that
it's handled.

Q (Ofi' mike) - Freedom of Information Act -- (off mike). I want to know what -
MR. STERN: Okay, Sarah.

Q - (off mike) - of things we should know now. Are you going to give it to us or are you
not?
MR STERN: Sarah, I don't think we have that available at this -- at this point. Q Well, why
don't you?

MR STERN: You want some special servicing? Is that it? You're not content to wait and
do it the normal way, through a Freedom of Infonnation Act request? Q No. Hell, no. I'm
not -
MR STERN: Okay.

Q -- going to wait on that.
MR STERN: Thank you very much.
END
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Mr. Bernard Nussbaum
Chief Counsel to the President

’ \-/(./“C
West Wing, Znd Floor
White House

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Nussbaum:

While processing a Freedom of Information Act (R)IA) request from Mr. William
Neuman, received on August ll, 1993, the United States Park Police located four
documents containing information furnished by White House Staff. We request
your review of the documents, making any deletions or reconlnendations regarding
withholding a document in entirety. We ask that the documents be returned to
us. Please cite the FOIA exemptions regarding deletions or withholding
reconrnendations you have made. If there should be any other justification for
withholding this infonnation from public disclosure, please provide supporting
documentation. _

We have enclosed the following:

1. a copy of Mr. Neuma.n's FOIA request;
2. copies of the documents you provided us;

If you should have any questions concerning this referral, please contact
Sergeant Albert Jez on 202-690-S103.

Sincerely,

PM 2. 21¢-1-14
Robert H. Hines, Nhjor
Commander, Office of Inspectional Services

Enclosures
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Dear Major Hines:
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sincerely,
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William Neuman
New York Post
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Let me begin with a few remarks about Vince Foster's
writing, which I assume is most of your interest here. Vince Foster
was a very highly respected and certainly well-liked and able member
of this administration. At this time, particularly, the thoughts of
everyone in the White House are with his wife, with his children, and
with his many friends here in Washington and in Arkansas.

The sentiments in the note are the comments of someone
who was obviously troubled about matters he encountered at work
Certainly those who have known him here have gone back in their minds
trying to remember conversations and discussions they have had with
him, searching for clues to the question, why.

To my knowledge, and certainly even with the benefit
of hindsight, his tragic death is very much a shock and a surprise to
his colleagues and to people here. I don't think his colleagues here
at the White House ever fully realized what Vince was going through
during his time here.

As all of you know, the writing was found torn up in
the bottom of his briefcase. It was unsigned. It was undated. We
do not even know how seriously Mr. Foster may have taken the note.
We don't even know when he wrote it, since it is undated. So as we
go through this, let me be clear just from the start, I will not
c ‘*‘?fC to characterize what Mr. Foster right “~1r -"~n* *" ---*-’—
phrases or sentences. It would not only be inappropriate, but it is
certainly beyond anyone's capacity to interpret many of the words
that he wrote here

Let me take any of your questions

Q Mark would you explain what he meant -— well
you can't explain what he meant -— can you tell us what information
you have about the line that says, "The Usher's Office plotted to
have excessive costs incurred taking advantage of Kaki and HRC."
Give us any information on that and on what the costs have been for

C
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‘” J THE WHITE)

Office of the Press --__

For Immediate Release Auqust 10, 1993

PRESS BRIEFING
BY

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS MARK GEARAN

The Briefing Room

4:27 P.M. EDT

MR. GEARAN: Let me begin by apologizing for being
late, and thank you all for coming. Sincerely, though, we're sorry
we're getting delayed coming in here.

Q Why?

MR. GEARAN: We apologize for that.

Let me begin -

Q And it won't happen again?
M. GEARAN: And it will not happen again. We promise

you that. (Laughter.) A late lunch on my part delayed me.

MORE :10?-O8/10
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the redecoration to date, and whether it is believed that there are
any cost overruns.

MR. GEARAN: Okay, let me -

Q would you repeat her question please?

MR. GEARAN: Certainly. The questions involve the
reference in the writing regarding the renovations in the White House
and Kaki and HRC.

Let me just begin with what we think at this point.
As I said at the beginning and I think I'll be compelled to repeat,
in many of these instances we do not know what he meant. We really
can't speculate, in certain sense, because we're not aware of what he
may have been thinking at that time. We don't know when he wrote it
so in a certain sense by definition, we are not able to speculate in
a way with any more reason than many of you.

We do not believe there any plot in any way for any
costs related to the renovation of the White House. I would observe
to you that, as the Justice Department announced this afternooz, the
Office Public Integrity at the Justice Department, which has reviewed
it and Mr. Heymann said today, "While the inquiry into these
assertions is not totally complete, I am told that based on its
interviews today, nothing has led the Public Integrity Section to
suspect any criminal conduct that would then have to be investigated.
So we are not aware of any criminal conduct or -

Q Well, not criminal conduct, but can you tell us
what it has cost and whether there has been a cost problem?

MR. GEARAN: I am not expert enough on the details of
all of the renovation. I can tell you -- and I would direct you to
Lisa Caputo and the First Lady's Office, who can go through the types
of the numbers.

Q They say they don't have those numbers.

MR. GEARAN: We can work with that with the First
Lady's Office in terms of the specifics of the renovation.

Q Can you get them to us today in time for our
deadlines?

Q Yeah, in 20 minutes?

MR. GEARAN: In 20 minutes? I'm sorry, Bill.
Q Can you get them to us today in time for our

deadlines?

MR. GEARAN: Why don't we work on that. Let me just

Q" W“ "=“** cc ‘"" "* “'* asked that office and
they said that you were going to have that information at this
briefing.

MR. GEARAN: The information of the -- let me tell you
a bit about the renovation and help you out as much as I possibly
can. The renovation here is conducted by, historically, through the
white House Historical Society. That's the operational body that
works with the renovation of the White House. There's -- again, I
can't tell you all of the rooms that might be involved, but it
involves some of the public rooms -- the Oval Office, the Treaty Room

MORE =lC7-O8/10
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-- some of the residence rooms and a combination of that. I would
have to -

Q why don't you have somebody who can tell us?

MR. GEARAN: We certainly will.

Q Why are you out here if you don't know it?
MR. GEARAN: That's a fair question. I'm asking

myself. (Laughter.) Among your many qualities, mind-reading is
really one of them. (Laughter.)

Q What are the other ones?

MR. GEARAN: Her other qualities are too long to note.
But let me go back -- I'm sorry.

Q Good lunch appetite.

MR. GEARAN: Lunch appetite, yes, late lunch. so we
will have to work with you on the numbers. I am not expert enough on
renovating. I'm trying to sell my house -

Q Why was he concerned about it? How did it come
into his bailiwick at all?

MR. GEARAN: well, as Deputy Counsel in the Counsel's
Office, part of his responsibility and his job was the legal matters
affecting the residence. And so in that context he was made aware of
it. But I can tell you at this point, for your purposes, and we will
work with you, but we do not believe any plot. The Public Integrity
Unit that's been looking into it has indicated that they have no
suspect of any criminal -

Q Did Mrs. Clinton ever say anything?

Q Was Mrs. Clinton being involved -- I mean, was
she being accused of overspending or anything in that way?

MR. GEARAN: No, no. Mrs. Clinton as the First Lady
is involved with the renovation, but no.

Q Well, why was the Public Integrity unit looking
into it?

M. GEARAN: That's what the Deputy Attorney General
directed.

Q Could we have some more on camera here, Mark?

Q Excuse me?

M. GEARAN: The Deputy Attorney General, as he
announced.today -- I think he provided this at his briefing. They
v--c-&qfl -- _ ' .

Q And it began when -- the Public Integrity Unit's
investigation?

MR. GEARAN: I don't know. I'd have to direct you to
Justice.

Q It began after this note was discovered?
MR. GEARAN: I would assume so. Let me read his -
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Q Before you go on, can this briefing be on camera?

MR. GEARAN: I think we should just continue the five
minute deal. Let me read you this. This is from Phil Heymann to the
Acting Attorney General for the Criminal Division and the Counsel of
the Office of Professional Responsibility.

"Attached is an unsigned, undated reproduction of
notes, the originals of which the laboratory has determined were
written by Vince Foster. I would like OPR -- which is Office of
Professional Responsibility —- to review the assertion in the notes
dealing with the FBI and to give me its recommendation as to what, if
any, further inquiry is necessary and appropriate. I would like the
criminal division to review the other assertions in its notes and to
give me its recommendation as to what, if any, further inquiry is
necessary and appropriate. Please contact me or David Margolis if
you have any questions."

So I need to direct you to Justice for it -

Q In the 10 days since this note was discovered,
who has seen the note? Has the President seen the note? Who else
has handled it?

MR. GEARAN: Again, in terms of the handling, what was
concluded today was that the White House handling of it was
reasonable. They felt the time line was reasonable.

Q Who saw the note?

MR. GEARAN: The President did not see the note. He
was apprised of the contents of the note.

Q When?

Q Mark, you're covering things that weren't covered
at Justice from a White House perspective?

Q This briefing should be on camera.

MR. GBARAN: I don't care. My face is lovely on
camera.

Q Can we get the lights?

M. GEARAN: Sure.

Q Wait a second. Can you back up to my question
please? Who sw the note and when was the President apprised of the
contents of the note?

M. GEARAN: Who saw -

Q Who in the White House handled this note -- kind
of a chain of evidence kind of thing -- who at the White House
handled the note? , - .

MR. GEARAN: I will do the best I can, but I need to
state at the beginning that in terms of the handling of the note,
which had been an issue that the Justice Department reviewed -- just
for everyone here, because if you weren't at Justice, the conclusion
was it was reasonable.

Q The Park Police guy didn't say that at all. The
Park Police Chief said that the White House should have turned that
note over much sooner than it did.

MORE #107-O8/10
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MR. GEARAN: I think he said, from what I understand
is, that it was reasonable. But anyway, let me get to the point of
your question.

The legal counsel -- associate and the legal counsel
and the Chief of Staff and I'm not -- David Gergen, the counselor.
I'm not familiar with anyone else who -- you mean who physically saw
the note, was your question? I believe that's right. Let me take
that and let me report back to you if there's any others.

Q But related to that question is the question of
this information about the Usher's Office has been available inside
the white House since that note was discovered and read by people on
the staff here. Has Mrs. Clinton been asked anything about the
contents of that note? About her suspicions about something going
on? Has the interior decorator been asked anything about it? what-- has anybody tried to come to a conclusion on what it was that
persuaded Vince Foster that there was something going on that could
be a problem?

MR. GEARAN: We don't know is the answer -

Q Nobody?

MR. GEARAN: -- to what he might have been thinking or
speculating at this point. I can tell you, as Heymann mentioned,
that the Office of Public Integrity, while it's not complete, has
made a preliminary inquiry. And that was the quote that I -

Q Mrs. Clinton hasn't been asked about this note?

MR. GEARAN: Not to my knowledge, but you might want
to -

Q Is it the assumption then -

MR. GEARAN: You should talk to the Justice
Department. They're the ones -

Q Is it the assumption then that Vince Foster was
making this up? This was out of whole cloth?

MR. GEARAN: I have no ability to answer that
question. We do not believe that there is any, as he says, plot. We
note that the Public Integrity Unit has looked into it. Beyond that,
I'm unable to speculate what he might have meant.

Q Was anyone else in his office working on this
issue with him? Any other members of the Counsel's Office working on
a possible cost problem involving the renovations?

MR. GEARAN: No.

Q Have they been asked?

MR. GEARAN: Well, it has been rev‘~"~d ~‘—-- **~—.-—=
his files have been turned over, but I'm not aware of anyone else in

Q what was found when it was reviewed since then?
And did you ask the Usher's Office?

MR. GEARAN: we did not. The Justice Department did,
to the best of my knowledge. I can detail more from the briefing
that might have come up today at Justice who they might have talked
to. I'm not aware of who specifically in the White House they spoke
to. You need to check in with Justice on that.

MORE #107-08/10
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Q Mark, do you or does anybody in the White House
believe that the press has received illegal benefits? Can you set
that accusation in his letter to rest?

MR. GEARAN: I have no reason to believe that that is
the case. I don't know. My sense is that we're not aware of any
facts to support that statement. There have been articles published.
That might have been where he was -— what he was referring to, but we
have no basis in fact.

Q Do you think that anybody is paying too much for
renovation, that is a reason for somebody else to suicide themselves?

MR. GEARAN: I can't make any judgment of the reasons
or speculate on the reasons for suicide.

Q Is that considered the suicide note as such?

MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry.

Q Is it viewed as a suicide note?
MR. GEARAN: I think it is viewed as a note of a

writing who was troubled by matters at work. That, indeed, it's a
sad commentary in many ways on life in Washington and it's, frankly,
given many of us pause for thought, particularly the reference that
Vince makes at the close of his writing.

Q Mark, do you agree with his characterization?

MR. GEARAN: Assessment? I think -- I believe that
the note is, as I said, a sad commentary on life in Washington. I
think it's someone who had perhaps a loss of perspective here. But
we really can't know many of the reasons here. Suicide is a painful
and an irrational act. And there's always an element that we will
never know -- many of us.

Q Do you have any idea what the reference to
Republicans covering up a prior investigation is in reference to?

MR. GEARAN: We're not aware of any facts to
substantiate what he might have meant. Again, it's hard for us to
truly say what he may have been referring to. He may have believed
that there problems in the travel office that predated our
administration. Those have been noted from time to time in the press
-- I don't know that. I can't tell you that with certainty. But we
are certainly not aware of any misrepresentation or cover-up or
anything that's suggested.

Q Mark, do you think you can shed some light on
when you said the FBI lied in their report to the AG? Do you know
what things they lied about? And also, what is the prior
investigation that he's referring to that the GOP covered up?

"R. ¢P\°“"' "~“ ‘in t‘ " ‘-“ht FBI and the report,
we have no reason to believe that the FBI lied. I can't speculate as
to what he might have been referring to with any certainty,
obviously. But I would refer you to —- in the travel management
office review, there was a reference to differing recollections of
conversations or events, and in the instance of the travel office,
management review referred to the different recollections of a
conversation between the FBI agents and Bill Kennedy. That might
have been the reference there.

MQRE :10?-O3/1"
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Q So what about the prior investigations that the
GOP has lied and misrepresented its knowledged role and covered up a
prior investigation of the travel office?

MR. GEARAN: what I said earlier was, again, we don't
really know, but prior instances of problems in the travel office
predating our administration have been noted or observed. Whether of
not that was the case, we don't know.

1

Q Since Vince Foster's suicide there have been
discussions in the White House amongst people talking about why he
might have done it, and from that has come out a fully portrait of
people having talked to him before his death and there were some
signs that he was troubled. In any time in that process of
reflecting on those conversations has anyone come across
recollections of conversations on the topic the Usher, the FBI, the
charge about the Republicans that he talked about -- not that you
don't think that there are any charges are true —- but does anyone
know of any time that he talked about any of those topics?

MR. GEARAN: Well, the topics of the travel office and
others have been ones that have been well discussed within the White
House. No one ever thought here, that any of the references here -
I mean, it should go without saying, but by definition, was to a
point -- as I said at the beginning we were not aware clearly of the
depth of his feelings by definition. People would have done
something here otherwise.

Q There was no discussion, no one had discussions
with him about any of these more specific typos of topics than just
the travel office?

MR. GEARAN: I think in the list of things -- I mean,
we're not aware of -— we were not aware that the kind of references
that he observed were ones that would have prompted any kind of
action that he eventually took.

Q May I just follow up on a question about the
Usher's Office? May I take it that some other official in the
Counsel's Office now has whatever portfolio or case or whatever you
care to call it that he would have had that would have brought these
matters to his attention? And may I take it further that someone is
following up on this matter, this seeming allegation of excessive
costs -- to find out what this was about and to determine what it is?

M. GEARAN: Yes.

Q So the White House is on the case, so to speak?

M. GEARAN: Yes. Let me be clear.

Q What did he say, sir?

Q Who would that be?- > -. .. :1 _'_ v,, _

. , MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry —- keep going » -
H

Q Can you just tell me who would that be that's
following this up?

1

MR. GEARAN: Bernie Nussbaum is assigning the
different pieces of work within the Counsel's Office that Vince had
been charged with to the other counsels in the office. I don't know
who specifically has his portfolio. We can get you that.

MORE 6107-03/19 :
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Q well, since this has tumbled into the public .
here, can you assure us that what findings you will have on this
apparent allegation and this matter will be made public?

MR. GEARAN: Well -

Q will you kindly tell us what you just asked?

M. GEARAN: Certainly. The question was whether the
findings that we have from -- let me restate your question right,
Brit -- but the findings that we determine in relations to the
Usher's Office, will that be made public?

Q with regard to the issues raised by this
question.

MR. GEARAN: Okay. Let me say two things in that
regard. First of all, as we've said, we do not believe that there is
this plot that exists. Secondly, the Office of Public Integrity has
been asked by —- as I read -- the Deputy Attorney General to look
into this and they have determined in a preliminary way in this
instance that nothing they have reviewed thus far has led to any
criminal conduct in any way.

Q Sir -

Q Go ahead, Mark. wait a minute. Let him finish
what he was saying.

MR. GEARAN: They may be helping me out. This may be
in your interest. I'll be right back. Hang in there.

iii!
Q Round two.

MR. GEARAN: You're all still here. Let me tell you
just how we have observed the time in, rather than delaying you,
going to the First Lady's Office and to try to assist you as
completely as we can. I'm suddenly now a genius on the renovation.
As best as I can give you rather than delaying you any more than what
we already have, and let me just say at the beginning, for a lot of
the real detail on the renovation, you really do need to visit with
the First Lady's Office. But let me help you as best I can.

The issue that we believe is that -- as we talked
about previously -- from the plot to -- all of that stuff that we've
already discussed. But it is very difficult for us to speculate just
what he may have meant in this regard. One of the things that we can
suggest to you is a difference in the estimates that have gone on in
the Usher's Office regarding the renovation from the Usher's Office
and the decorator, who is Kaki, mentioned in the writing. Kaki
Hockersmith is the decorator —- interior designer who assisted in
planning the renovations at ghe white Hone:

Q What were the renovations?

MR. GEARAN: Okay, let me get into this. Anyway, so
in terms of what this might have meant was there was a difference in
the estimates at the -- from the Usher's Office to the decorator's
office and that change is one that Vince was apparently concerned
about at a certain point of time.

Q what were the renovations?

MORE 8107-O8/10



renovation that included labor and upholstery and the charges that
were incurred and is continuing The renovation lS not complete.

what happened here -- let me go through this -- what
happened here, as we understand it, is a miscommunication between the
decorator and the Usher's Office. For example, the Usher's Office
was not aware of the certain time deadlines that the decorator was
going to impose on the work being done Similarly, the decorator
didn't understand what the imposed deadlines would mean for overtime
labor Therefore, there was a difference in the estimates that were
given from within a few month period. That might have accounted -

Q Difference in estimates or difference in
estimates and costs incurred’

MR GEARAN Estimates at this point. The renovation
is continuing. And at the end of the entire renovation, the plan,
apparently, of every renovation -- what they usually do, I am told
is to provide a report on what was done, how it was completed. This

Q How big was the -

MR GEARAN Okay, let me go through. The first
estimate that was given in March was for $250,000.

Q Whose was that’

MR GEARAN That was the arrangement between the
decorator and the Usher's Office.

Q Whose estimate?

M GEARAN That's what they agreed to at that time.
That's what they agreed to at that time.

Q What was this for’ You haven't told -

MR GEARAN The second was -

Q Why don't you tell us what the renovations were
for”

Q Sarah

MR GEARAN The second, which was approximately
°""".""" was given in early Tune. .

Q These were both given by the decorator to the
usher?

MR GEARAN No these were the estimates that -— the
initial one that the usher and the decorator worked out What we had
——what resulted was apparently a miscommunication as to what that
estimate involved when the price -

Q What lS his name’

MORE I107 03/19
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MR. GEARAN: Let me get into this.‘ There were two
estimates that differed. Let me just get into this and then we can
go through.

He was concerned about the discrepancy in costs and
asked the Usher's Office -- he, Vince, asked the Usher's office to
provide an explanation for the change in estimates. we can only
assume that Mr. Foster was unclear about the costs because we do not
believe that he had actually reviewed the receipts relating to the
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MR. GEARAN: The usher's name is Gary Walters. What
resulted in the intervening, I guess it is two months, three months,
was the increase in the cost. That's what Vince was concerned about.

After discussions between Vince and the Usher's
Office, most of these were resolved. In a comparison of the receipts
and the charges incurred that has been reviewed by the Counsel's
Office that has been -- seemingly, there's no issue that we need to
be concerned about.

Q So the first estimate came from -- was what they
agreed upon -—

MR. GEARAN: They worked it out.

Q The second one was when the decorator came back
and said it's going to cost this much more because of increased labor
costs and OT caused by the deadline? And that's where the dispute -

Q The decorator or the Usher's Office -

Q Who came back with the -

MR. GEARAN: Well, see, I don't know if anyone came
back. I think that -

Q Whose was the $377,000?

MR. GEARAN: That was the new estimate based on the
charges coming in -- due to this miscommunication.

Q From the decorator?

HR. GEARAN: Well, the decorator, the overtime, the
different things that go into this.

Q So the $377,000 is not an estimate. It's real
costs?

MR. GEARAN: No, it's an estimate. It's an estimate.
Q What are we talking about -

Q It's a revised estimate.
MR. GEARAN: It's a revised estimate. For those of

you -— there you go. Brit's apparently built a house, he knows about
revised estimates.

Q Why don't you tell us what the renovations were?

MR. GEARAN: Let me tell you as best I can about what
the renovations were. And for some of this, you really do need to
speak with Lisa. What I've tried to do is give you enough as the
time is approaching. The renovations include both the public space,
rennvatione to parts of tt" *"" ""* *' '

1] Room in the
Residence, and some of the public and private space in the Executive
Residence.

Q Is this private donations? Who's paying for it?

MR. GEARAN: Private donations.

Q who is paying for this? Private or taxpayers?

MR. GEARAN: Private donations.

MORE
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Q Mark, what is -- two questions. Could you move
Sarah up front so she can hear things? Second of all, what exactly
does the usher do? (Laughter.)

MR. GEARAN: which one of you wants to leave?
(Laughter.)

Q It just seems like it would make it easier for
her and everybody.

MR. GEARAN: okay. What's the second question?

Q what does the usher -- I'm not clear how the
usher fits in. Explain who does what? I mean, who oversees the
decorator?

MR. GEARAN: Yes. The Usher's Office manages the
Executive Residence staff, whose responsibilities include the care
and maintenance of the historic Executive Residence, its furnishings
and preparations for official and ceremonial presidential events and
the operation of the First Family's household. There's a Chief Usher
and then four assistant ushers.

Q Does the decorator work for the usher by contract
—- in other words, he is getting 20 percent of whatever the cost of
this is?

MR. GEARAN: I need to send you to Lisa on that.
Q In other words, the decorator works for the

usher?

M. GEARAN: The decorator works for the First Family.
But the Usher's Office coordinates the Executive Residence.

Q Can I just clarity one thing -- why would Vince
Foster be at all interested in what the ushers and the decorators and
this whole project -- how does he fit in?

MR. GEARAN: Well, as Deputy Counsel, one of his jobs
was to work on any legal issues or to —- on the residence issues in
the White House.

Q But isn't that a little junior for the Deputy
Counsel to be getting involved in those kinds of minor matters?

MR. GEARAN: I don't think so.
Q Other than a misunderstanding, was there a real

fight between them?

MR. GEARAN: No, I think it was a miscommunication, is
how I can best interpret it.

Q" Between“who? - hm - . .M
_

MR. GEARAN: Between the Usher's Office and the
decorator.

Q Mark, the note seems to exhibit something more
than just discouragement or depression about the way things are
going. There's hints of conspiracies and cover-ups. I mean, more
than hints. Has there ever been any indication from the people
who've known him for years, including the Clintons, that he ever
exhibited this tendency or this concern about broader plots being
waged against the President? Was it right in that case to put him in
a position of this kind of responsibility?

MORE #107-O8/10
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MR. GEARAN: John, I can't tell . I'm not
qualified to make some judgments on his state ind. I can tell
you that the view here is that it's a sad document and someone who
was clearly troubled about his work. Beyond that, I am not -

Q But is it the conclusion of the Clintons or those
who knew him best, including Mr. McLarty, that his six months in
Washington really pushed him to the edge? Or was there any sort of
trail before that of disturbed thinking?

MR. GEARAN: I think people here at the White House
remain shocked and surprised. I think if people had realized the
depth of his feelings there would have been a different action
precipitated.

Q who is Kaki and how is it that she got the job of
doing the decoration and so forth?

MR. GEARAN: You're going to have to check in with
Lisa on some of this stuff. Let me tell you who she is.

Q was there competitive bidding, for example, or
was she brought in because she's a friend of Hillary's or who is she?

MR. GEARAN: She's a Little Rock interior designer.
And beyond that, what previous works, what her clients are, I think I
need to send you to Lisa.

'\

Q She's presumably, a friend of Hillary Clinton's.
She's from Little Rock -- is that a presumption, or what's -

MR. GEARAN: I assume they're -— traditionally, the
First Family selects an interior designer. I don't know what's -

Q were the renovations approved by the White
House's Historical Commission?

M. GEARAN: I believe that's right. I don't know
at "approved" means, but the White House Historical Society -

Q Changing the Treaty Room, now that's a very
historical room.

M. GEARAN: You bet.

Q ——and the Oval Office and things like that are
certainly -- we ought to have from you some proof that the white
House Historical Commission, which approves everything that changed

M. GEARAN: I think on some of the specific on the
renovation -- the best I can do is to how they did it to send you to
Lisa. What meetings were held, how that was done, I'm not ——

0- Mark. has eh: R~=*ice."=r""tment notified anybody
in the Counsel's Office or tnrougnout the white House staff that
white House officials were under possible ethics violations -
investigation for possible ethics violations in conjunction with the
handling of the travel office seven?

_ MR. GEARAN: I don't know the answer to -— let me take
the question. I mean, I don't know if the Counsel's Office was
notified -- I don't know the answer to that.

Q Lawyers to the travel office seven have urged the
Justice Department Public Integrity section to expand the

MORE 8107-OB/10
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investigation beyond the seven to look at possible ethics violations
by the officials involved in the firings.

MR. GEARAN: I don't know the answer.

Q You don't know whether he received a call from
Justice saying we may look into that?

MR. GEARAN: I don't know. I can post an answer. Let
me take a few more.

Q Given Vice Poster's involvement in this and in
the FACA case, was there any way in which he -- it's fair to
characterize his role in the Counsel's Office as having
responsibility for those issues pertaining to the First Lady? Did
that tend to be in his portfolio?

M. GEARAN: He had a broad portfolio. As Bernie
Nussbaum said, when they approached their job, that they were
partners in the Counsel's Office, building a law firm. And they
approached it like that —- bringing in the Associate counsels. I
think we can say quite a bit about Vince's work in the Counsel's
Office and that as a extremely able lawyer.

Q Just to follow up. Partners in law firms have
different responsibilities. Did the First Lady's work and legal
needs tend to fall on his desk rather than that of other attorneys?

MR. GEARAN: I'm not aware, aside from the renovation
and the task force any other instances. But certainly those two
were. He assisted in the Supreme Court nomination, as you know,
directly for the President. Someone that the President sought for
his own advice. I would not narrow it to that, but it included those
two instances.

Let me just take a couple more questions.

Q Mark, did anybody besides Vince Foster raise any
questions about these estimates into the redecoration of the White
House? And is there an ongoing investigation into any of these
allegations in this letter, whether it be the cost estimates, the FBI
lies to the AG, the press covering up illegal benefits, or is there
an ongoing investigation into any of these issues?

MR. GEARAN: I would have to refer you to Justice for
the status of those investigations. Heymann, in the letter I
mentioned, this morning directed Professional Responsibility and
Public Integrity to do that. And the investigation -

Q And did anybody else raise any questions about
the cost estimates? Anyone besides Vince Foster?

M. GEARAN: Not that I'm aware of.

Q What was Bernie Nussbaum's response to these
statoncrtc and allegations in this letter? Is he as haFF1ed,bv them
as you appear to be?

MR. GEARAN: I think Bernie would share in our
assessment that it's, most of all, a sad commentary on Washington.

One more question.

Q Do you have any comment about the line in here
about the Wall Street Journal? Is there any degree to which the
Journal is being blamed?

MORE G107-O8/1C
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MR. GEARAN: No, we let it stand as is. We're not
aware of -

Q why do you think it's a sad commentary on
Washington?

Q You said earlier that -— are we to believe from
the sum total of your statements today that the White House Counsel's
Office could be involved in something as trivial as the new curtains
in the residence area, but that there was never any conversation in
the last 10 days that you folks have had access to this note with
Mrs. Clinton about any of this or anybody in the White House?

MR. GEARAN: Let me not mislead you and let me correct
this. What I would like to have said was that Vince's role —- and
including the Health Care Task Force was one of the things he worked
on -- many issues of nominations including the Supreme Court nominee,
and in this instance, some matters relating to legal work concerning
the Executive Residence. He was not involved in the renovation, but
when the instance of this apparent miscommunication came before him,
he felt it is, apparently, role to look into it. That's what I meant
to suggest.

Q -- the White House Counsel's Office have that
much input into the workings of the First Lady's -- a broad range of
the First Lady's other activities, there has been no attempt by
anybody in the White House Counsel's Office to talk to Mrs. Clinton
about the contents of this note?

MR. GEARAN: I'm not aware that anyone from the White
House Counsel's Office has done that. I can check that for you,
Gwen. Certainly her staff -- we have discussed it with the staff.
No one is aware of any plot about the excessive charges. People are
aware of this issue, of the miscommunication.

Q Do you find it inconceivable that Mrs. Clinton
would not have been apprised of the contents of this note?

MR. GEARAN: Let me -

Q Why do you think this is a sad commentary -

MR. GEARAN: We'll have to take the question. I don't
know.

Q -- on Washington? I mean, it's a sad commentary,
it seems to me, on the White House.

MR. GEARAN: well, I think everyone can make their own
judgments. That's my view. I guess it was an answer to the last
question -- to the last reference in Vince's letter that I think was
most powerful to people here.

Let me end there so you can all -

Q" $'nc~ V" W"--\"- --’ "" ”
zorked together

as partners, so Mr. Nussbaum should have known the cases he was on.
How is it that the one is so troubled that he's taking his own life
and the other one not at all?

MR. GEARAN: well, I think suicide is always -- in
some ways has an element of mystery. It's an irrational act. And I
am not personally able to detail to you any set of objective reasons
for what is inherently an irrational act.

Thank you.

END 5209 P.M. EDT
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Q well?

MR. GEARAN: Thank you for bearing with us.

Q we don't have a choice. (Laughter.)

MR. GEARAN: That's been made quite clear.

Q It's our pleasure, Mark. (Laughter.)
Q It is not.
MR. GEARAN: Anything else?

Q Where is Dee Dee? (Laughter.)

Q we want Dee Dee.

Q And we have a follow-up.

MR. GEARAN: There's been a coup. No, we delayed thebriefing so we could provide the maximum amount of information for
you on our schedule as events role up.

Q Can we do questions before we do schedule? Since
we only have five minutes.

Q Start the five minutes after the schedule, if youcould do that. Do the schedule and then begin the five minutesafter.

MR. GEARAN: This is like a game show. What do we do -five minutes after the what?

Q After the schedule. start the five minutes after
the schedule. .

Q when you say "the clock is ticking, dude" -
nR. GEARAN: I would never say such a -— (iaughter.)
Q Dee Dee would say that.

HR. GEARAN: Dee Dee -— that's very California, that'sright. (Laughter.) I would say, sir, the -- all right. I will gothrough just the schedule and then I'd like to go a little bit more
on Thursday and Friday. But let me jump to Friday and we'll get backafter the clock is ticking, dude, to —- (laughter) -- to tomorrow.
_ Q Can we start with tomorrow morning, like time we'releaving?
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MR. GEA?‘V: what do you want? Do you want Friday? The
clock's ticking. I‘ zhoroughly confused. Okay, friday, let's start
witH.Friday and we'll go back and the clock's ticking.

Q whatever.

Q You're working backwards if you start on Friday.
MR. GEARAN: On Friday -- Thursday night will be

overnight in Oakland, California. Friday he'll be in California at
Alameda Air Station, returning to Denver on Friday, later afternoon,
where there will be a bill signing for the wilderness bill and then a
fundraiser at the airport —- all of this is at the airport -- for
Governor Romer.

The President will then leave for Vail, Colorado, where
he will remain Saturday and Sunday. Midday Sunday, the l5th -- we're
now on -- he will go to Fayetteville, Arkansas, where he will remain
overnight on Sunday.

Early Monday, on the 16th of August, he will fly to
Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he will attend a meeting of the Democratic
Governors Association, attend the -- he will also attend the National
Governors Association. There are two meetings. Some things I really
know; this is one. (Laughter.) Don't even try on this one. My name
and this I know. (Laughter.)

Q So he'll go to two -

MR. GEARAN: That's correct, Helen.

Q Do you know what time he speaks?

MR. GEARAN: The Democratic Governors Association is a
breakfast meeting. It's a very distinguished group that has had fine
executive directors in the past. (Laughter.)

He will then go to the National Governors Association,
where he will attend the plenary session. Then they have a governors
only luncheon at the National Governors Association in Tulsa and then
back to Fayetteville.

Q Do you know what time he speaks at the plenary?

MR. GEARAN: We can get you that. I believe it's around
11:00 a.m., but we'll have to get you that.

Tuesday he's in Fayetteville.

Q And the luncheon is closed?

M GEARAN: The luncheon is closed. The governors only
luncheon.

Q To *5‘ ¥———bl-—~ ~—nn9

MR GEARAN: The breakfast is closed.

Q Does he go back to Fayetteville Monday night?

Q -- home from Fayetteville Sunday?
MR GEARAN: I'm sorry, Ruth. What?

Q Does he go back to Fayetteville Monday night?

MR. GEARAN: That's correct.
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Q I take it you guys couldn't get hotel rooms in
Tulsa Monday. I'm on vacation, so I don't care -- on Sunday night?

MR. GEARAN: So you're just asking questions you don't
care about? (Laughter.)

Q He wants to keep us -

MR. GEARAN: Does this count on the time? I don't know
the reason, but who cares, because we're going back to Fayetteville
on Monday.

Tuesday in Fayetteville -- and we'll be in Fayetteville
whether you're on vacation, Adam, or not.

Q That's where I'm taking my vacation. (Laughter.)

Q Doesn't everybody?

MR. GEARAN: Wednesday: Wednesday the President will
return to Washington, D.C. -

Q No!

Q Yeah!

MR. GEARAN: —- where he will be for the afternoon,
remain overnight here in Washington, and then on Thursday depart for
the vacation. And we will have more on that specifically -
(laughter) -- later.

Q We tease you.

MR. GEARAN: No. No, no, no. And returning Sunday the
29th.

Q Does he know where he's vacationing?

M. GEARAN: Okay. Can we start now?

Q Do you have any times on -

MR. GEARAN: No, I'm not good on times. We should get
stuff from -

Q What time are we leaving in the morning?

MR. GEARAN: We'll get all that.

Q Is he going to Martha's Vineyard?

MR. GEARAN: I would tell you for guidance, we have
advance people presently looking at Martha's vineyard.

_ Q And he's gone then from what day +9 tn» ~ez»= .

MR. GEARAN: To the 29th. Thursday -- that would be the-- 17th, 18th, -- l9th.
Q Is it your plan if he goes there to provide

accommodations and transportation for the press?

MR. GEARAN: We'll have -- we have advance teams there
now. We'll have to get back to you.
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Q In this time of difficult budgets, how are you
going to come up with the billions of dollars for police and other
things that are in the -

‘ ' M. GEARAN: Let me start with some other parts of the
briefing before we get started to that. So now let's start our
regular briefing today.

I want to go a bit through Thursday and Friday and some
thoughts that we have of what we're about to do Thursday and Friday
and Saturday.

Q This doesn't count on the five minutes, does it?

MR. GEARAN: Yes, it does. This is the beginning of the
briefing.

Thursday, he's going to be going out to St. Louis to
participate in a tribute to community heroes from nine flood-affected
states and to sign the flood relief legislation. The President will
meet with the community heroes and then present them with
commendations. These are individuals coming from the states of North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
Wisconsin and Illinois, accompanied by their families and friends and
various representatives of state governments. Also attending will be
members of the Cabinet, members of Congress and various state
officials.

Q Bipartisan?

MR. GEARAN: We'll have to provide the list. That's
certainly who's been invited. I assume of the governors,
particularly, it's been -

Q Republicans have been invited?

MR. GEARAN: Absolutely. Particularly the governors
that have been here in the past and the President has met with before
is a bipartisan group.

Q How many community heroes are there?

Q Nine.

Q One each from each state, is that what you're
saying?

M. GEARAN: Correct, yes.

Q What time does he leave tomorrow?

MR. GEARAN: The Pope -

Q Where will he do that, Mark?
yp_ gpagayg u.r11 nv~"4Al vue --u,a“1. fnr the __ you

mean the individual site?

Q Yes.

MR. GEARAN: I'll have to get you that.
Q Time, approximate?

MR. GEARAN: At 8:30 a.m.

Q In the morning?

MORE
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Q The President departs the White House at 8:30 a.m.?

MR. GEARAN: No, 8:30 a.m. is the -- the event begins
tomorrow. It's open press, 8:30 a.m.

Q Can you tell us about the Pope with the cameras
running?

Q Where is this?

M. GEARAN: This is in St. Louis. Tomorrow.

Q But, I mean, what time does he leave Washington?

MR. GEARAN: We'll have to get you the complete schedule
this afternoon. Let me go through the Pope. Let's save the
questions because -

Q That's 8:30 a.m. in St. Louis?

MR. GEARAN: That's correct.

Q Central time?

MR. GEARAN: That's correct. Sorry about that.

Q Who?

MR. GEARAN: The Pope.

Q So that moans the President's got to leave about
7:00 a.m., doesn't it?

Q At least.

MR. GEARAN: Whatever. We'll get you details. Let me
talk a bit about the Pope and the President's trip.

The Holy Father will be arriving from Mexico into Denver
at 2:30 p.m. The President will precede him, arriving from St. Louis
by approximately a half an hour. There is scheduled to be five
minutes of welcoming remarks, five to ten minutes, by the President;
then remarks by the Holy Father.

There are 1,000 guests at Stapleton Airport, where this
will be. Of course, all of you are familiar that the Pope is here
for World Youth Day. They will then, at the conclusion of their
remarks, board separate helicopters to go to Regis University, where
they will have a private meeting, together, the Holy Father and the
President, and then be joined, after a certain portion of the
meeting, by Ambassador Flynn and e member of the National Security
staff and representatives from the Holy See.

There are brief departing comments before they each
board respective helicopters. The Pope departs to go to Mile High
Stadium. where he will be celebrating Mass at the Mile w+nh.S*-di"m
and the ..=sioent goes off to California at that point.

Let me say just preliminarily, the President is very
much looking forward to his meeting with the Holy Father. This is,
of course, the first American President to graduate from a Catholic
college or university and he is well aware of the contributions that
the Church has made, particularly on issues of the social mission of
the Church, and he's anxious to visit with the Holy Father in that
regard.
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He comes to Denver from St. Louis, where there's
certainly no better example of some of the neighbor-helping—neighbor
efforts that are ongoing with the flood relief.

. Friday we've gone through and the balance of the
schedule.

Q Does he feel like he has to defend some of his
actions in Somalia? The Pope's been critical of U.S. actions and has
been critical of some of the President's positions on family
planning, et cetera. Is he going to go in there and try to defend
his actions, or how does he approach that?

MR. GEARAN: No. The President is very anxious to visit
with him. As you'll recall during the campaign last year, the
President when he spoke at Notre Dame outlined a great deal of his
thoughts in this regard, particularly in terms of the social mission
of the Church from its campaign for human development, the mission of
Catholic Charities, the social mission of the Church and its work in
hospitals and schools and educating the young and caring for the sick
as the social mission of the Church is something the President has a
great deal of respect for and is anxious to visit with him on these
issues and others that may come up.

Q what about the political comments that the Pope has
made? The political side -- opposition to Somalia, et cetera. Is he
going to try to convince him otherwise?

MR. GEARAN: I'm sure these topics may come up in terms
of international affairs. I think this is an exchange between two
leaders on topics of shared interest.

Q So you expect them to discuss issues on which they
would naturally have a parting or different -- parting of ways or
different views on domestic issues like abortion would you expect?

MR. GEARAN: I would not suspect that. The anticipation
is it would deal largely with foreign policy issues.

Q They won't talk about abortion?

M. GEARAN: That's not my expectation, no.

Q Mark, was there any consideration that the
President stay and go to the Mass at Mile High Stadium?

MR. GEARAN: No. His schedule has been predetermined.
His interest at this point is to meet with him, go through the issues
of concern, to welcome him to the United States, and then to visit
with him privately. That's his schedule.

Q We have not been able to ask one story -

MR. GEARAN: There's been several questions. Who's
next?

Q _ Only about tomorrow's news, not
-

MR. GBARAN: You want to talk about -- more questions?

Q In this joint statement, is there going to be some
sort of —- anything else that they will release jointly outside of
their verbal remarks?

MR. GEARAN: No.

Q What's doing in California that he has to leave
Denver so quickly? _
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MR. GEARAN: I'm sorrY?

Q what does Clinton have going to California that he
has to leave -- what's he doing in California?

M. GEARAN: we're doing defense conversion, Alameda Air
Station.

Q Friday. Not Thursday, Friday.

M. GEARAN: On Friday. Friday -- that's correct.

Q What is the perceived role within the Clinton
administration of the papacy in the modern world in terms of the
constructive role the papacy can play both on a domestic and on
foreign policy scale?

M. GEARAN: That's what I was referring to in terms of
the social mission as well as a lot of the humanitarian effort that
the Church has been involved in. The President, when he nominated
Mayor Flynn as Ambassador to the Vatican, spoke about that and the
important role that the Church has played in humanitarian efforts. .
His interest, of course, is to have Ambassador Flynn, who will be in
Denver for the arrival of the Pope, a part of that effort.

Q will Mrs. Clinton be joining him at the airport?

M. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Chelsea?

MR. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Is the President taking all of the Catholic staff
members with him? This is usually the case.

MR. GEARAN: I think many members of the staff that
usually travel with the President are coincidentally Catholic, as it
turns out. There are many members of the staff that are honored to
have been invited by the President to join him for it.

Q Will there be an exchange of gifts?

MR. GEARAN: So the answer is, yes -- Marcia Hale may be
joining him; Dee Dee Myers; other members of the President's staff
that are Catholic.

Q The President is Southern Baptist?

MR. GEARAN: The President is Baptist, yes.

Q will there be an exchange of gifts?
MR; GEARAN: Typically there is.~ I assume there is. I

can post an answer to that. I believe there is. I don't Pro" "brt
L. ls. .n=-= definitely is. I don't know what the gift is.

Q I know on a state visit there is, but on something
like this, is there?

MR. GEARAN: Yes, there is an exchange.

Q Do you have something going for the President today-- a staff salute?
MR. GEARAN: Yes, but that's to be determined.

MORE
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Q Do you think the American people would think it was
weird that the President is getting on his airplane and doesn't
really even know where he's going, where he's going to end up for
vacation? Do you think that my readers would think that's strange?

M. GEARAN: No. I would like to think your readers
would appreciate the complexities of planning a visit of the
President to a vacation area in August.

Q But, Mark, there hasn't been any real planning in
this. I mean, this has been being discussed for three or four weeks
and your five days, six days away from the vacation and you have no
idea where you're going.

MR. GEARAN: No, no.

Q No matter where you go, you're going to have to
find a hundred or so rooms for staff and security. You're going to
force those people out of their hotel rooms. For them it's going to
be a concern.

MR. GBARAN: Well, what I would like to think that
people would take away from this is that -- as we have advance people
on the ground presently looking at a site, that we've tried to give
you the best guidance for the time line that we can at this point.
complexities of a trip like this are, I think, somewhat obvious. I
would suspect within the next 24 hours, as our advance people
complete their work, that can be confirmed for you.

Q Mark, are you thinking about -- is the President
thinking about staying at Jackie Onassis's estate there -- is that
true?

MR. GEARAN: Not to my knowledge, no.

Q Mark, is the White House satisfied now that all the
questions regarding Vince Foster's suicide have been answered?

MR. GEARAN: Well, the position of the White House, I
think, has been, as we've said over the past few days in light of the
writing that was released yesterday, is that there are many issues of
which he spoke that we talked about yesterday that we don't have a
clear sense just exactly what Vince may or may not have meant by
that. Some of the issues in terms of the cause of death, some of f"
preliminary inquiries that were held by Justice have reported.
There's other issues tangentially related in terms of the travel
office and whatever that is an ongoing inquiry. Until that's -
that's a judgment for them to make, not certainly the White House at
this point.

I think what we have tried to say from this podium and
elsewhere is the culture of the White House or tho reaction of the
White House in the past few weeks has been that people were truly
shocked and surprised both at the time and continue to be.

Q But *he.°r-"*-rt -- ‘he °**"**""* "aid immediatelY
after this happened that he was satisfied that based on what he knewinitially that this was one of those mysteries that would never be
solved. Did this note raise any more questions for him and lead him
to believe that there are any unanswered questions remaining?

MR. GEARAN: No, I think the note stands for what it is,
as we talked yesterday, is more than anything a sad document of a
reflection of life in Washington.

Q But the President's feeling about this is a
mystery?

MORE
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MR. GEARAN: I think the President's feeling is, as he
has stated in the past. I would say I think people here believe that
a suicide is, by definition, an irrational act and that Vince was
troubled over matters regarding work. The note is evidence to that.
And in a certain sense, one will never completely know, as in any
suicide, the full range of it.

Q Would it be fair to say that the White House
regards some of the factual matters that were mentioned or raised as
more a reflection of his state of mind than of any new facts that
were revealed?

MR. GEARAN: What we tried to say completely and
straightforwardly yesterday as best we can is we don't really know in
a -- exactly what he may or may not have meant. We can make some
judgments, as we've tried to do yesterday. Trying to speculate to an
extreme is inappropriate and probably not appropriate guidance for
any of you. I am neither trained to make some of the judgments that
I think some of the questions might want us to conclude on. I just
don't think it's an appropriate, nor do I feel particularly qualified
to do so.

Q The day after Vince's suicide, the President came_
out and we asked him if he thought that the work, the pile-on and so
forth was the cause, because that was the speculation, that he was
fatigued -- and he said, no. After he saw the letter, or whatever it
was, did he revise his view? Because the man himself says that he
was overworked, inexperienced.

MR. GEARAN: Well, I think the President remarked
certainly at the staff meeting that we had a couple days, I guess,
after Vince's death, is the need for balance in one's life here. He
said that before anyone was -- in the early days right after Vince's
death, I think. As I said yesterday, the note gives one even more
pause for that -- to seek and strike that balance. When he talked
about overwork and those kinds of issues, I think that's just -

Q Did the White House have advance notice of
Justice's release of their -

Q Mark, have you noticed any decrease in the amount
of hours worked by -

MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry. I'll be right back to you.
What?

Q Have you noticed any effect of that presidential
suggestion -- talk about balance in life -- have you noticed people
cutting back their hours -- more private? Or is everybody doing just
the same six day, 14-hour days grind that they were doing before?

MR. GEARAN: I think everyone in the White House feels
that it's a tremendous honor to be here and privileged to be here,
and many of us feel that it's a once in a lifetime opportunity to
serve the President; I think what it becomes a question of is to
balance that with one's family and friends and persona) life »
_.-r,one musié to make their own judgment individually. I think a
lot of people have tried to calibrate that appropriately. I can't
speak for everyone in the White House, but I think at times like this-- and everyone has had a personal experience where you're reminded
of the fragility of life -- I think people are mindful of that.

Q For a lot of people, I would assume, there's not a
great feal that they can do about their hours and that sort of thing.
Are superiors and supervisors putting themselves in the frame of
making sure that people are able to get that balance?
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M. GEARAN: Yes. And I think people are working to -
certainly Mack has emphasized it at the senior staff meeting, that
period that's upcoming, the balance of August, that people should try
to schedule time and staff out offices, where he's coordinating a
schedule to make sure that we're appropriately staffed, but that
people are encouraged to take that time. So in that

-- I don't know
if I'm answering your question directly. But I think people are
trying to allot that time. This past period we've been through, the
reconciliation has been, we hope, atypical in terms of time lines.

Q Did you guys have advance notice of the Justice
Department's release of their investigation and the release of this
letter? If so, did you coordinate it at all? And why did you seem
so surprised and, if I may say, befuddled by the turn of events
yesterday? The briefing was put off several hours. There were big,
high-level meetings going on in the Communications Office.

MR. GEARAN: Well, all levels in the Communications -
all meetings in the Communications Office are by definition high
level. (Laughter.)

We were notified that there was going to be a briefing
in the morning, just as a -

Q You were notified yesterday? -

MR. GEARAN: That there was going to be -- that a press
conference was going to be held, correct. We did not receive any of
the report or anything that was presented. But we were told that
they were going to have the briefing at 1:30 p.m. or whenever it was.
Why did I appear befuddled? I frequently -- I don't know how to
answer.

Q You knew the contents of this letter for at least
l0 days, yet you seemed unable to answer some of our questions when
it was released to us so much after the fact.

MR. GEARAN: Yes, I regret -- I mean, I will try to be
as complete as I can to answer any of your questions. It has been a
very active 10 days here with reconciliation and other matters before
the White House. To the extent we seem befuddled yesterday, we
regret that.

Q Did you ask the Justice Department not to release
this on the day you were having your bill signing and trying to have
your message of the day be something far different?

M. GEARAN: NO.

Q Mark, did Vince Foster discuss the items in his
note with the President when the he talked to the President on Monday
night?

M. GEARAN: No, not that I'm aware of.

Q~ Are vou nosi+4ve?_ Ye ir possible to find out for
sure whether there's -

MR. GEARAN: I think we have characterized that
conversation from this podium, about the President's conversation
with Vince. The President has talked about it. Dee Dee has talked
about it here. I think we're about done.

Q None of those things that you mentioned -- was
there any other time when Vince Foster discussed these items with the
President?

MORE



G£ARAN' Let me just try to give the best guidance
as we can If the question is, did anyone realize the depth of his
feelings here, the answer is no.

That's not the question

That's not my question My question is very
and that is -

Did he review these items, line by line?

Or maybe -- and the other question obviously
following up is do you know whether he planned to go over these items
when he had a meeting scheduled with the President on Wednesday?

M. GEARAN I can review it but every indication
I have from the President, the type of conversation, it was not
specific to these issues specifically or in a general conversation of
that nature

Can I ask one other question. this I asked
yesterday, maybe there's more information available today
appears that the President and First Lady had the right without
competitive bidding to pick wherever they want to, to use private
funds to pay a decorator. And this is the decorator apparently
referred to in this note. Why is it that someone can pick a personal
friend and make sure the money's directed to them in this way?
isn't there competitive bidding like there is on any other contract
for draperies or whatever?

I would direct you to Lisa in Hillary's
office for how that was done. My understanding is, and you should
really get to Lisa on this, but in the past the decorators have been
chosen by the First Family, as someone that they personally have
requested.

And it's correct that the funds that are used to
pay that friend are from private donations, is that what you were
saying yesterday? You were talking about private donations —- I want
to make sure I understand you.

Yes. I don't know the payment to Kaki
You need to visit with Lisa Caputo on that. Is that enough?

I asked her and, frankly, she didn't know the
answers to some of these questions and mentioned that you were having
a briefing. And there is this back and forth as other reporters
might tell you as well.

I suggested to her, and maybe I could suggest to
you that why don't you just release whatever records there are on
this so there won't be questions like the ones I'm asking and others
will ask? Why can't you just say. here's all the information, and
then you can present it to whoever you want to?

I'd be happy to give you as much
information as we have in terms of it. I do know that what the
intent is at the conclusion of the renovation that they will be
issuing the report that will go through that What I tried to
suggest yesterday is in terms of the individual rooms and what
exactly they're doing, I am not the best guy for it

One last question on the same subject.
1mPression is there, in fact, is no formal contract, it's all just
word of mouth and they talk it back and forth And this apparent1Y
is part of the problem Is that your understanding?
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M. GEARAN: Well, the numbers yesterday were estimates
that were agreed to. I don't think that -- we did not mean to
suggest that was a contract. The miscommunication was over the
estimates of those funds.

Q New subject.

Q Are you saying there is a question as to whether or
not all this was private or some might have been public funds?

MR. GEARAN: No.

Q Because there is a circular, a May '76 circular
that requires for government procurement purposes that there be
competitive bidding. I mean, is this all private funds?

M. GEARAN: Yes, my understanding is that it's all
private funds.

Q From who? How is that money collected?

MR. GEARAN: It's through the Historical Society.

Q How do they collect the money? .

MR. GEARAN: We need to get to Lisa on how they do it.
I can tell you what we know at this point in terms of the Historical
Society. The Historical society is traditionally the organization
within the White House that coordinates the funds that are utilized
for the renovation. I don't know how other White Houses have done
it. I'm not particularly expert on how it was done.

The intent of the Society was to release it at its
conclusion -- the renovation -- what rooms they are doing and all of
that. I can tell you at this point that the contributions -- that
they expect the entire range to be I think Lisa said $400,000, in
that range for what the total cost would be.

Q Such things as renovations -- I mean, since this is
an estimate you're talking about here and hasn't been set in stone
yet, it's possible that the cost would be higher or lower when it
comes out, isn't that correct? So this isn't a number set in stone
that you're talking about now; this is still just an estimate. and
when you get done, it could cost more or less.

MR. GEARAN: I suspect that's possible. I think people
feel that based on the estimates and the review of the receipts and
all of that, that the June estimate is an accurate one at this point
in time.

Q Is Xaki under contract?

MR. GEARAN: I don't know the answer to that.
Q 1'“ 1-A--Y ,~,...~4 ....... ~_\... Q5,‘ ........@q,.,,_ ‘,4 find

out?

MR. GEARAN: Is she under contract?

Q Is she under contract? And how much she's being
paid. And whether it's a percentage or what the business arrangemen:
is there.

MR. GEARAN: We went through this a little bit
yesterday. I think -- and I will visit with Lisa if this is not
getting connected to you, because I think it's best rather than

MORE
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confusing it from this podium that Lisa really go through this
structure with you.

Q Mark, can you comment from your perspective on
Governor Weld's tax program?

M. GEARAN: I don't know enough about the Governor's
tax program to comment on it.

Q There are reports that people at the White House
are upset that he's trying to upstage you and —

MR. GEARAN: No. I think what was presented to me
yesterday was the Governor's concern about -- that it was -
presented concerns about the President's economic package. And I
think my comments, as you read through some of the articles that were
printed, was that it was specifically answering what our program
does. I do not know enough about what the Governor is suggesting in
Massachusetts to make any judgment on it.

Q have you any conclusion on whether it's harmful to
U.S. economic -- federal economic policy?

MR. GEARAN: What I was commenting on yesterday was our
economic plan and any suggestion that the President's economic plan
that was signed was harmful to all citizens. I went through our
usual comments on terms of the gas tax and -

Q But in terms of his cutting the gas tax there, does
that make any difference to you?

MR. GEARAN: I don't feel comfortable enough commenting.I don't know the specifics of this.

Q Is the President satisfied with Bernie Nussbaum's
handling of the 48 hours or so immediately following Mr. Foster's
death?

M. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Did anyone from the White House Counsel's Office,
the cleaning staff or anyone else remove anything from Vince Foster'soffice from the time you were notified of his death until Bernie
Nussbaum went into the office with the FBI and others?

MR. GEARAN: Nothing was removed, but what was retrieved
was the trash that was retrieved. And then that was -

Q Retrieved from where?

MR. GEARAN: From Vince's office.

Q Retrieved?

MR. GEARAN: Well, I mean, it had been cleaned out. Hisoffice was cleaned_out.

Q His office was cleaned out by whom?
MR. GEARAN: The normal janitorial service had gone intohis office before anyone learned of -

Q So somebody went and got the trash back?

MR. GEARAN: Right. And that was secured. And that wasgone through then in the course of the regular review of his off1¢B
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Q -- report that they removed a box -- a box of
documents were removed was just false?

MR. GEARAN: I think Bernie spoke to that in the paper
today.

Q Mark, has the President settled on a successor for
General Powell?

MR. GEARAN: NO.

Q What is his time frame for making that decision?

MR. GEARAN: I think he'd like to do it in the most
timely manner that he possibly could, given the -

Q Is he close?

MR. GEARAN: I think it's something that he's given some
thought about.

Q Would you expect it -

Q Was that the reason for the dinner last night?

MR. GEARAN: No.

Q Would you expect it before the end of the month?
MR. GEARAN: I don't want to get into a time line game

at this point. I think -

Q Some of the gay community held a news conference
today and strongly urged against General Hoar being selected. Will
the President take their comments into consideration?

MR. GEARAN: I think the President is anxious to get the
best person into that position. It's a critical position and his
interest is to have someone there of the -- as he said before -- the
caliber of General Powell. And that's his -

Q Did he give a farewell party last night for Powell?

MR. GEARAN: It was -- he had the CINC dinner last night
at the White House.

Q Was it in honor of Powell, or was it -
MR. GEARAN: I don't know if it was specifically in

honor of General Powell. I can get you that.

Q Was he honored in some way at the dinner? Did the
President propose a toast to him? V

MR. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Did he have l6 generals or commanders -

MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry -- what?
Q Did he have a l6 or so commanders there?

MR. GEARAN: Yes, they were all there, as well as
Secretary Aspin and Sandy Berger and different -

Q If I could go back to the question of the payment,
I asked Lisa Caputo how much she'd been paid and was told thatinformation would not be made public until the renovation was
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completed. Given the fact that decorators often work on percentage,
and thus the 50-percent increase in cost might mean a S0-percent
increase in payment, do you think you could expedite that information
rather than saying we'll release it -

MR. GEARAN: Let me -- yeah, we will try to be as
helpful as we can. I want to be as complete as we can on this and
I'd be happy to keep going on this question.

Q What I'm trying to tell you is Lisa is saying She's
not going to release that now and I am wondering if you could.

MR. GEARAN: Let us go through it. The intent, because
the renovation is not complete, is that we would -- that they would
issue this at the end of it if we're not -- obviously, for this that
would have been the present schedule.

Q will the President in replacing General Powell
create a litmus test or requirement that the new person agree with
Clinton in the issue of gays in the military?

MR. GEARAN: I think the President wants the best person
for the job.

Q I assume that, but what about on that issue which
obviously became a source of contention?

MR. GEARAN: I think people understand the President's
position. whether that will be a topic of conversation between
people he's speaking with about it, I don't want to relay his
personal

conversations to. That might be something that we can
d scuss.

Q For example, obviously, you know, the question of
Roe v. Wade is something he's kept in mind in replacing the Supreme
Court seat. would this be a question that he would -— an issue to
keep in mind in filling this position?

M. GEARAN: I think there's a whole range of issues
he'd keep in mind in this topic.

Q will there be a litmus test on how they feel about
gays in the military?

M. GEARAN: I don't think there's any litmus test
present in the Senate and the Court.

Q Do you think that's a factor in the President's
analysis of a candidate?

M. GEARAN: I have not spoken with the President about
it specifically to say if that's a factor. _

Q Don't wing it.
O That's an "I don't know,» right?

MR. GEARAN: Let me repeat. I have not spoken with the
President about this. I think there's a whole range of factors. I
don't -- I'm trying to be -

Q The most poignant line in the Foster note is
obviously the last one —- "Here ruining people is considered sport."
Are you aware of or has there been any discussion which suggests
anyone was trying to ruin Vince Foster?

MR. GEARAN: You know, adding beyond what we have said
about that Vince was disturbed by matters that he dealt with at VOYK
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given obviously the concerns that he had expressed in the letter,
beyond that -

Q That's not quite responsive. Are you aware of or
was there any discussion in the White House to suggest that there had
been an attempt to ruin Vince Foster?

MR. GEARAN: No. No.

Q Was anyone in the White House aware —- I assume
not, but just to be sure -- was anyone aware that he had just been
prescribed an antidepressant drug? He apparently only managed to get
one dose in.

MR. GEARAN: No, not that I have reviewed with anyone
that I can tell you who might have known.

Q No one was aware of that. If Vince Foster or
anyone else in similar straits had wanted to seek whatever help or
counsel, are there any sort of facilities or opportunities for that
within the White House or are there likely to be?

MR. GEARAN: I don't the answer. There's a physician
here. I don't know what -- to be honest with you, I don't know what
our health care coverage provides in that regard, what the federaL
health care coverage provides. I suspect it depends on the coverage
plan that you elect of which I'm not knowledgeable to know what he
elected, nor do I know if he had that kind of coverage.

Q And not to be overly dramatic or anything. But in
the case of an individual within the Executive Office of the
President, the White House, who it turn out to be in fairly
significant distress, is there any concern on the part of people who
operate the White House at trying to prevent something similar in the
future or guard against problems that could develop within the White
House from another individual who might have a different and perhaps
even more severe problem?

MR. GEARAN: I don't think there's anything -- formula,
at least I can tell you, anything like this makes the entire White
House staff more sensitive to our colleagues and trying to be as
mindful of the pressures that people work under as we possibly can.

Q Can I go back to tomorrow? Is the meeting betwr
the Pope and the President, just the two of them?

M GEARAN: For the first part of it, yes.

Q For how long?

MR GEARAN: I believe it's 15 minutes.
Q And they will be joined by -

MR GEARAN: Ambassador Flynn. I'm sorry.

Q Then turn the lights down.

MR GEARAN: Brit notes that then we turn the lights
down.

Q Who from the Pope's side?

MR GEARAN: I don't know that.
Q But for 15 minutes it will be just the two of them

together -
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MR. GEARAN: Now, the question is whether there's a
translator. I don't know the answer to that.

Q And Mrs. Clinton will go in?

MR. GEARAN: Then there is Ambassador Flynn and sandy
Berger for the next -

Q Who is the other one?

M. GEARAN: Sandy Berger, the Deputy National Security
Adviser.

Q For the record.

MR. GEARAN: Yes, we'll have to print that out. I
believe it's the next 15 minutes.

Q And then does his family go in?

M. GEARAN: And then Mrs. Clinton will have the
opportunity and Chelsea to meet with the Pope.

Q And kiss the ring?

MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry, was that a question?
(Laughter.)

Q Will they have a private audience set up for
staffers, Mark?

MR. cranes: Not that I'm aware of. I'd like to know
that, though. (Laughter.)

Q Will there be an exchange of gifts?

M. GEARAH: Yes.

Q Mark, why do you say that you don't think the
subject of abortion will be raised? This is an issue that the Pope
has been very outspoken on. He's got very strong views. Why don't
you think it will come up?

M. GEARAN: My understanding from the work that we have
done with -- that our national security folks have done in advance of
that, it's largely to deal with foreign policy issues.

Q And have they expressly said that this issue won't
be raised?

Mm. GEARAN: I don't know that they've expressly said
that, but my understanding is that that what the agenda is going to
be.

Q . Was your answer yes, that there's going to be an
exchange of gifts?

MR. GEARAN: My answer was -- we've got this -- yes,
there is an exchange of gifts. What the gifts are and when it will
be I don't know if it's private or public. I don't know the answer
to that. But traditionally there's an exchange of gifts. We will
let you know what the gifts are.

Q Is there a need for a translator, though? Doesn't
he speaks English?
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MR. GEARAN: He speaks -- the Pope speaks very good
English. Whether there is someone there to assist in any matters, I
don't know the -- we can tell you that.

Q Can I just get on the travel schedule, will there
be a daily briefing wherever the vacation is? What kind of setup are
you thinking about?

MR. GEARAN: I would suspect so at some point. At least
people will be available. I don't know if it will be a full-scale -

Q we have to take a ferry to get to Martha's
vineyard.

MR. GEARAN: -- briefing. But we will report back.
Q Mark, on a different topic. Does the President

believe it's time to raise the minimum wage?
Q Good question. (Laughter.)

MR. GEARAN: What did you say?

Q He did during the campaign. (Laughter.)

MR. GEARAN: What did she say?

Q He did during the campaign.

Q If that helps. (Laughter.)
M. GEARAN: Back to the schedule.
Q What's the President doing today?

Q Point of order.

M. GEARAN: Let me just go back.
Q Minimum wage.

MR. GEARAN: Minimum wage. The President spoke aboutthis during the campaign. (Laughter.)

Q We just told you that.

MR. GEARAN: No, I was there. Let me take the question
because there is some confusion about the piece today. I know whyyou're asking and I don't want to screw you up.

Q Let me follow up. Can you confirm that secretary
Reich recommended -

MR. GEARAN: I know where we're going on this one. Let
me get back to you.

Q Did he receive a memo from the Secretary?

MR. GEARAN: Let me report back to you completely so Idon't screw you up.

Q On the foreign policy agenda with the Pope we may
assume that's Bosnia, Somalia. can you suggest anything else?

MR. GEARAN: We can give you more on that tomorrow.

Q It would help for the overnights tonight.
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H. GEARAN: Okay.

Q Mark, on the issue of retroactivity, when
additional spending cuts are reexamined in September, is the
administration open to reconsidering repealing retroactivity
particularly if it's proposed as legislation by members of Congress?

MR. GEARAN: I think the President has talked about
retroactivity -

Q Is the President -- are you done with that
question? (Laughter.)

MR. GEARAN: Why not.

Q Do you expect, in the next day or two, the
President to announce his nominee for the next chairman of the Joint
Chiefs?

MR. GEARAN: I can't give you any hard and fast time
line on that. As I said, I think he'd like to do it as promptly as
he can.

Q Do you think it will be today?
MR. GEARAN: I can't give you -

Q Can you rule out if it will be today?
Q Can't you help us out about today?

MR. GEARAN: I would suspect it's unlikely today.
Q what? I didn't hear.
M. GEARAN: I would suspect it's unlikely today.
Q Is it possible tomorrow?
Q Even if you lower your voice, it doesn't make it

more true. (Laughter.)

MR. GEARAN: That's what I was told to do.
Q That's why you're here, because you're so low key,

right? (Laughter.)

HR. GEARAN: Low key is spin for boring; I know what
you're saying. (Laughter.)

Q when will we know about the vacation —- I know it's
pressing you at this point —- but when will we know about this
vacation stuff? Do you think it might be tomorrow?

H. GEARAN: You'll know as soon as I know.
4

Q is there any schedule coming out today?
M. GEARAN: About what?

Q Tomorrow.

MR. GEARAN: I've tried to go through as best we can
through next week.

Q Well, you haven't given us the check—in time, thefiling time, boring things.
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M. GEARAN: Oh, yes, those things we'll get you that.
You mean we don't know when we're leaving We'll get that.

Q we don't know. You know.

Q What time do you want people at the airport.

MR. GEARAN: We will report back dutifully.

Q How can people know what to pack.

MR. GEARAN: I would encourage you to pack. (Laughter.)

THE PRESS: Thank you.

END 3:48 P.M. EDT
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PRESS BRIEFING
BY

CHIEF OF STAFF MACK MCLARTY
AND COMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR MARK GEARAN

The Briefing Room

3:38 P.M. EDT

MR. MCLARTY: Good afternoon. As I'm sure you can
appreciate, this is one of the hardest things I've ever had to do.
Like the President and myself, Vince Foster was from Hope, Arkansas,
and for more than 40 years he was my friend. And because of that
friendship and because of Vince's considerable accomplishments, I
took understandable pride when the President asked him to join us '
here in Washington as Deputy White House Counsel.

" For six months, he served his country with distinction
in that capacity and, to be sure, the White House has lost a talented
and dedicated attorney.

Many of you may not know that Vince graduated first in
his law school class and scored the highest grade on the Arkansas bar
exam the year he took it, and was made partner in a major law firm in
just two years. He chaired the Arkansas Advisory Council to the
Legal Services Corporation, and he just recently received the
Arkansas Bar Foundation Award and the Arkansas Bar Association's 1993
Outstanding Lawyer Award. _

But I'm here today really to talk more as Vince's friend
than his White House Chief of Staff. When we received the tragic
news last night the President and I joined his family and his friends
at the Foster home. And as the President related to the White House
staff earlier today, we all shared some warm and some wonderful
memories, as well as shed some very real tears.

All of us who have the privilege and honor of calling
the White House our place of employment, on either side of this
podium, are used to, in large measure, dealing with issues and
problems that are tangible, that are knowable, at least in large
part, and most times subject to reason. And that is one aspect that
makes this tragedy so difficult to deal with. For try as we might,
all of our reason, all of our rationality, all of our logic can never
answer the questions raised by such a death.

We really can never fully know a person's private pain
and what might lead them in their thought process, even a person we
nave Kfluwn all S- uui l-ves. But what we can do is offer our prayers
and comfort to Lisa, Vince's wife of 25 years; their wonderful
children: his mother Alice Mae, whom I spoke with this morning in
Hope; and to his sisters, Sheila Anthony here in Washington and
Sharon Bowman of Little Rock.

As a measure of our affection for them, there has been
established a Vincent W. Foster Scholarship Fund with the Arkansas
Bar Foundation. Funeral services will be held in Little Rock this
Friday. The President and First Lady, as well as Donna and I will,
of course, attend. Donna is at the Foster residence this afternoon,
and I plan to join her and the Foster family later today.
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It is one of life's ironies that just yesterday, when
speaking of what John F. Kennedy had meant to him, the President said-- and I quote -- "The only way to ever honor any memory of someone
gone is to do something today which reinforces the validity of that
memory in our hearts." And so we will reinforce the validity of our
friend's life, even as we mourn the circumstances of his death.

The work which he was devoted here at the White House
will go on, and Vince Foster's spirit will live on in the hearts of
those of us who loved him.

Thank you very much. I would now like to ask Mark
Gearan to respond to any questions that you may have. Thank you.

Q Mack, did you know of any personal reason why he
might have done this?

MR. GEARAN: Thank you. Let me provide you some
background information, if I might, and walk through some things and
then we'd be happy to take some questions.

In terms of the chronology for the White House
notification, the Park Service police made the initial contact to the
White House security and administrative officers about the report of
a body being found. The Secret Service and the Park Service '

respectively notified the administrative and security officers of the
White House. That set into motion calls to the Chief of Staff. We
were here for the Larry King Live show in the Residence.

Soon after the show began, we were pulled from the staff
room where the Chief of Staff Mack McLarty was informed of this -
that it was an unconfirmed report. In the intervening 50 or so
minutes, efforts were made to both confirm the report and to make
preliminary calls to individuals that needed to be contacted. Mack
McLarty was with us in the Residence and coordinated the activity.

Just about five minutes before 10:00 p.m., before the
Larry King Show concluded, we had the confirmation that indeed Vince
had been confirmed as deceased. And the President concluded the
show, went up to the Residence with Mack;at which point Mack informed
the President of Vince's death. Following the indication -
following that report, then the President visited the Foster family
with Mack and with several of their friends from here in Washington,
senior staff members and folks from Little Rock that went to be near
the Foster family at that time.

Secondly, let me tell you a bit about Vince's day—to
day responsibilities here at the White House. He's the Deputy
Counsel to Bernie Nussbaum, and as such, assisted Bernie in managing
all of the day-to-day activities in the White House Counsel's Office.
In a staff meeting that the President had at noon today in the Old
Executive Building, Bernie spoke very movingly of what they tried to
do in the White House Counsel's Office, and that is to establish a
law firm. They view their work as partners, senior partners in the
firm in putting together the law firm there. He advised the
fieolaenc in the selection of judicial nominees, ea- _ “-, --..--- .
the Health Care Task Force, and provided day—to-day management
assistance to Bernie overall in the Counsel's Office.

Yesterday, Vince attended Judge Freeh's announcement
ceremony, returned to his office and did some work in his office.
Around noon, he stopped by and visited with Bernie in Bernie's
office, which is adjacent to his, ate lunch at his desk. And soon
thereafter -

Q Had lunch at Bernie's desk?
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MR. GEARAN: Ate lunch at his own desk. Soon

thereafter, left the office and said he would be back. Mack has gone
through some of Vince's bio that I think we've provided to you as
well, so we'll let it stand at that.

Let me say a bit about the investigation, where we're at
at this point. At the request of the White House Counsel's Office,
the investigation will be coordinated by the Department of Justice
and the Office of the Attorney General and her deputy, Phil Heymann.
And that's where we would refer you to any questions. We'll be
providing scheduling information and details of the funeral services
set for ll:00 a.m. on Friday at St. Andrews Catholic Cathedral in
Little Rock. And burial will be later in Hope, Arkansas.

I'd be happy to take any questions.

Q Is there any doubt -- I mean, the Justice
Department investigation -- is there any doubt as to the apparent
suicide?

M. GEARAN: I'm sorry. As to the -

Q You say an investigation is underway. _

M. GEARAN: No, it's standard operating procedure, I
think, that following a death of this nature that there is an
investigation, and that's being coordinated by the Attorney General.

Q Do you know anything about the weapon that was
used? To whom it was registered or any of those details?

MR. GEARAN: I don't, but I think it's general procedure
that there's research on that by the appropriate agency. And again,
Justice can provide you the status of that to determine -

Q Did the Secret Service have a role in the
investigation?

M. GEARAN: It's being coordinated by the Department of
Justice. The Park Police, because that was the -- was where Vince's
body was found was -- is also involved in the -

Q Was it unusual for him to be out of the office all
afternoon? What was going on yesterday that -- did he say anything
to anyone before he left the White House? '

MR. GEARAN: He did not. He said he would be back. A
different points during the day Bernie said, is he back yet? But it
was not atypical. They did have meetings or availability, but
certainly there was -

Q There was no concern about his welfare?

M. GEARAN: No.

Q Mark. bad he ever given anyone any indication that
he needed help or was in a difficult psychological condition?

MR. GEARAN: No. He never said anything to indicate
that anything was out of the ordinary to his colleagues.

Q How did he go when he left? Did he have his
personal car? Was it a White House car?

MR. GEARAN: His personal car.

Q And no one tried to page him or no attempt to reach
him?
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MR. GEARAN: No.

Q What time did he leave?

MR. GEARAN: Soon after 1:00 p.m. or soon thereafter.
‘ j

Q Was there any indication of the time of -- we know
when you guys were contacted, but the time of death or the time that
his body was found?

MR. GEARAN: The Park Service can provide that
information. I think that we can -

Q Did he go home at all before -

MR. GEARAN: We don't believe so.

Q Do you have the information, Mark?

MR. GBARAN: I'm sorry?

Q Do you have anything that answers Ruth's question?

MR. GEARAN: About the time that his body was found? _
Q Yes.

MR. GEARAN: -- 6:00 p.m. I think is what the Park
Service report -

Q You don't know -- that period of five hours —- 1:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. -

MR. GEARAN: We do not.

Q No one knows where he was in those five hours?

M. GEARAN: That's correct.

Q Mark, was he under any treatment that was -- was he
seeing any kind of doctors? Was he under any kind of medication that
you're aware of?

MR. GEARAN: Not that we're aware of, no.

Q Did the Park Service investigators -- I'm sorry,
Terry.

Q I was just going to say -- he wasn't seeing a
psychiatrist or getting any kind of counseling as far as you know?

M. GBARAN: Not that we're aware of.

Q Did the Park Service investigators tell anybody on
ran white House staff what they thought the time of death might have
Db€h.

MR. GEARAN: Not that I'm aware of. The exact time of
death?

Q Well, or approximate time of death. You say the
body was discovered approximately 6:00 p.m. How long had he been
dead?

MR. GEARAN: I don't know the answer to that. We can
refer you to the Justice Department for that.
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Q The Justice Department has a policy of not ever
commenting on pending investigations, so in essence, Mark, by
referring us to the Justice Department we're not going to get any
answers.

MR. GEARAN: Well, I think if the question is what -
the question is at what time was the death recorded?

Q No, when do they think death took place. They can
estimate these things and they normally do.

M. GEARAN: I don't know the answer to that.
Q Was there a note?

MR. GEARAN: There was not.

Q Are you sure there was no note, computer note -

MR. GEARAN: Not that we're aware of.

Q Do you know of any personal problem that could have
driven him to this?

M. GEARAN: No. As I said, he never said anything to
his colleagues here in the White House or his friends here in
Washington that would indicate that anything was out of the ordinary.

Q And when things were going wrong at the White House
in terms of appointments and the travel office, this did not upset
him? I mean, he didn't have any undue stress?

M. GEARAN: No. I think I've kind of summarized as
best, Helen, in terms of talking to other colleagues or friends, and
obviously, we spent the preceding -- whatever it is -- 12 hours all
visiting with each other on this topic to search our own minds, and
there's nothing to indicate that.

Q People have said, though, that there was a change
in his demeanor and attitude over the last week or so. Are you aware
of that either personally or by report from Bernie or others?

MR. GEARAN: I think people have observed in the White
House there are good days and bad days here in the White House. I
don't think anyone had an indication that it was out of the ordinary.

Q Had he been, in fact, depressed, down in the dumps
in the last few days or weeks?

MR. GEARAN: Some people might have observed it, but
again, nothing to indicate anything out of the ordinary, obviously.

Q Had he left the White House for afternoons before?
Have you any evidence that he'd taken such long departures?

M. GEARAN: I'm not aware of it, but I would not be.
frankly.

Q Are you providing any counseling to any members of
his staff about his death? And is there any attempt to counsel
people on perhaps the pressures of the job and -

MR. GEARAN: Not at this point, although the President
and Mack McLarty, the Chief of Staff, convened a staff meeting today
that Bernie spoke at and that Mack spoke at, and the President spoke
at. And I think it was a good session for us all certainly to be
together and an opportunity to share some thoughts.
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Q The whole staff, Mark?

._- ,.4
MR. GEARAN: The entire White House staff was invited.

Q Mark, what time -

Q In 450?

MR. GEARAN: In Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building.

Q Mark, what time did you say again that the White
House was first notified -- 9:15 p.m.?

MR. GEARAN: Nine fifteen p.m., soon after 9:00 p.m. -

Q Well, what accounts -

MR. GEARAN: -- is when we Mack was notified, because we
were at the Residence.

Q What accounts for the lapse in time then between
6:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. before you or the White House was notified,
and who made the positive identification?

MR. GEARAN: The White House, our security
administrative officers were notified at 8:30 p.m. or so and 9:00
p.m. respectively.

Q That's still two and a half hours, presumably. Did
he have his identification on him?

MR. GEARAN: It was -

Q It seems like -— I don't know, it just seems like
an inordinate amount of time, two and a half hours -

M. GEARAN: I don't know if that's inordinate or not.
Q Okay, but did he have identification on him, do you

know?

MR. GEARAN: Yes, he did.

Q Okay -- no -

MR. GEARAN: I do not know. And I don't know if that's
inordinate.

Q Who made the positive identification?

MR. GEARAN: Craig Livingstone went to the Fairfax
Hospital, accompanied by Bill Kennedy.

Q Who is Craig Livingstone?

MR. GEARAN: He's our security officer.

Q And when you say the administrative and security
officers were -

MR. GEARAN: Craig is the security officer, and David
Watkins is the administrative officer -- the official point of
contacts on all matters of this.

Q The President has spoken of this as'a suicide. and
so did Mack. What is the evidence that it was a suicide?

MR. GEARAN: The Park Service report indicated that.
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Q Is there any doubt at all?

MR. GEARAN: That's what the Park Service report
concluded. We have no reason to dispute it.

Q Did his wife known he owned a gun, or did this come
as a complete surprise to her that he even had a gun in his
possession, or that he might have secured it only yesterday?

MR. GEARAN: I don't know. I don't know his gun
ownership or the nature of this gun. This is, again, part of the
standing procedure, and an investigation of this type is that they do
look at the number and determine the ownership of it.

Q When he didn't return to the White House in the
afternoon, did his secretary or anyone in his office become alarmed,
or try to contact the family?

MR. GEARAN: From visiting with Bernie, he did say from
time to time and then by the end of the day, they thought he might
have then returned home. It was not necessarily atypical.

Q What do you mean by that? Can you explain that?

Q What do you mean it was not atypical?
Q A minute ago you said you didn't know if he had

done this before.

M. GEARAN: That's their observation. I do not know
from personal -

Q What had he gone in to talk to Bernie about? You
said he visited with him.

M. GEARAN: They were watching -- he came in to talk
about Judge Freeh's announcement and the opening proceeding of the
Ginsburg hearings.

Q Mark, Bernie said -

Q Nothing out of the ordinary?

M. GEARAN: No.

Q Bernie said this was not atypical for him not to
have returned by the end of the day?

MR. GEARAN: It was not viewed as any way unusual in
that sense. They weren't sure of his exact schedule.

Q In what sense, Mark?

Q . Had this happened before then?

MR. usARAn: I oon't know the answer to that.

Q Can you check that for us?

MR. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Mark, what was his -- how did Bernie describe his
demeanor at that lunch before he left?

MR. GEARAN: He had -- Vince had lunch by himself at his
desk. He went into -
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Q But Bernie was the last one to meet with him at the
White House?

MR. GEARAN: Yes. Dee Dee has got the statement we're
releasing that from the staff meeting when Mack and Bernie and the
President spoke. He did speak about that visit that we can provide
you some of the excerpts from.

Q Mark, it's not unusual in a case that seems so
unexplainable as this for the person's friends to take on some sense
of the guilt that, gee, maybe I did something or maybe I should have-- does President Clinton feel any sense that the pressure or the
work load or being part of this administration contributed to his
decision?

MR. GEARAN: Well, I think we're all saddened beyond
words at Vince's death. Obviously, he was enormously well-respected
here. We all feel like we lost a very valued colleague. It's also
the case that when we met today we talked -- the President spoke as
he had before of the need to balance all of our lives and this
provides -

Q The President said that work isn't everything, that
you have to pay more attention to friends and family. Does President
Clinton feel that he has, perhaps in some way, neglected friends and
family?

MR. GEARAN: No, I think we're just speaking to, as he
has since we got here, that at moments like this you're reminded of
the importance of friends and family.

Q How and by whom was Mrs. Clinton notified? And can
you characterize her reaction?

MR. GEARAN: She was -- Mack McLarty, the Chief of
Staff, called her from the Residence at 9:40 p.m. -- somewhere -
9:45 p.m. -

Q Told her before he told the President?

MR. GEARAN: The President was on Larry King Show -
that there was this report. She was in Little Rock.

Q And was this report the reason for the last half
hour of the program being cut off?

MR. GEARAN: The original agreement with the show was
that it would be an hour, and then it was extended midway during it.
But, obviously, as events and our knowledge of the circumstance
became more clear, then we agreed to terminate -

Q This was the reason? The stated reason was that
there was an appointment. That's the way -- but the appointment was
a cover -

MR. GEARAN: The President did not know until he left
E-QB be».

Q The appointment was a cover for this event.

MR. GEARAN: The President did not know until he left
the set.

Q Was Foster related in any way to the President or
anybody else on the staff here?

MR. GEARAH: I'm not aware of any familial relation
They grew up in Hope, Arkansas, and their backyards joined each other
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growing up. The President‘: grandparents that he lived with growing
up and in the foster home -

Q was he related distantly, if at all, to anyone else
on the White House staff?

MR. GEARAN: On the White House staff? I'm not aware of
it. His sister, sheila Foster Anthony, serves in the Justice
Department.

Q Mark, I have two questions. One, can you tell us
who else besides Mack and the President sat in on that conversation
among friends last night at the Foster home?

MR. GEARAN: Webb Hubbell, the Fosters -

Q Including Sheila?

MR. GEARAN: I believe so.
Q Anybody else? was Lindsey there?

MR. GEARAN: Bruce was not -— David Watkins was there.

Q David Watkins and Pat -

M. GEARAN: I don't believe so.
Q David called Chief Langston and Major Hines here

today, I understand, from the Park Service to brief on this
investigation so far. Who did they brief and what did they tell you,
please?

MR. GEARAN: well, the agreement today was, as I said,
at the request of the Counsel. The Justice Department is going to
coordinate the investigation.

Q And you were told that? Is that what they were
brought here to be told?

M. GEARAN: They discussed that and the Chief agreed to
that. Thought that was a good idea.

Q Did they brief you on anything they had gotten?
Did they bring you up to speed? who did they talk to?

MR. GEARAN: No, no, they did not brief me.

Q Mark, just a —- let me follow Ruth's question. Is
there anyone of all the people who you've talked to in your
discussions, either Bernie or others, who really were in a position
to see him over a period of time and measure, who felt or believed
there had been a change in his behavior -- a discernible and obvious
change in his behavior in the last week or two?

M. GEARAN: I can only repeat what I've said in that
-nere was nothing people felt that he said anything in the
extraordinary, that was out of the ordinary to his colleagues or to
his friends. something we've all thought about.

Q Mow long did the President stay at the Fosters last
night?

MR. GEARAN: He stayed 45 minutes.

Q Mark, back on the investigation. What is the
specific goal of this investigation that you're undertaking?
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MR. GEARAN: This is a standard operating procedure.

Q It can't be standard for the Deputy Attorney
General to investigate a suicide.

Q Mark, can I follow that, please?
MR. GEARAN: No, to coordinate it with the Park service

and the Secret Service.

Q What do you want to find out?

Q -- the factors that might have contributed to this?
MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry.

Q Are you looking for collateral factors that might
have contributed to this, whether it be financial problems or
blackmail or something that's unseen at this point?

M. GEARAN: No, we're looking just to ensure that the
standard procedure is followed in the sense of the Counsel's Office
here because some of it may require the broadened focus of the
Justice Department only in the sense of the Counsel's Office.

Let me just -- I don't want to confuse anyone here. The
Department of Justice has been asked by the Counsel's Office, Bernie,
to coordinate this from the Park Service to any of the other
procedural investigatory authorities on behalf of the White House.
That's all that's -

Q Mark, I'm sorry, isn't the nature of this -- in the
case of this kind, if I'm not mistaken, at its first impression for
the authorities, an investigation to see if, indeed, it was a
suicide, and, if not, if it were some other kind of crime? That
being the case, I wonder is it standard procedure for the White
House, despite the fact that the victim worked here, to be involved
in directing how the investigation is coordinated or having the
federal authorities do that? Is that standard procedure to your
knowledge?

MR. GEARAN: I can provide additional details on the
specific legalities as to why that was suggested. I think the
instance of both from the scene of Vince's death, it's the Park
service, to any -- another part of the investigation would be any
information that would provide background that would also involve his
place of work or whatever.

Q You're talking about the White House as supervising
cooperation with the investigation, or are you talking about the
White House actually having the Justice Department supervise the
investigation and run it itself?

MR. GEARAH: What we -- and I will be more precise when-- I didn't come in here prepared fully on this, and we want to make
it very clear.- Mv understanding is that the Department of Justice
has been asked to coordinate this because or -ne various
investigating authorities. Let me come back to you on it completely
so as not to confuse anyone.

Q Who made the request?

MR. GEARAN: The Counsel's Office.

Q Are you going to get back to us on that -

HR. GEARAN: Yes.

MORE
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Q So you're going to take a question, in effect, and
get back to us?

MR. GEARAN: Absolutely.

Q Are you going to try and get back before our
deadlines this evening?

MR. GEARAN: Yes, we don't want to have any confusion on
this.

Q Mark, will you explain to us also what this is that
they're investigating if the Park Police is convinced it's a suicide?

MR. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Is there any doubt as to whether it's a suicide?
MR. GEARAN: No, as I said, there's no reason to doubt

that.

Q —- tell both agencies or -

MR. GEARAN: Yes. -

Q Mark, did the President personally request that the
Justice Department -

M. GBARAN: No, the White House Counsel's Office.

Q Can you say what the wife felt? Was there any
indication ——did she get any kind of an insight? You weren't there
last night in the house, but has there been any word from her, any
expression that she might have known he was not feeling -

MR. GEARAN: Not that I'm aware of, no.

Q Do you have any word on a medical exam?

M. GEARAN: I do not know that.
Q The autopsy has been concluded, has it not?
M. GEARAN: It was to be conducted today.
Q Are White House employees routinely asked whether

they own firearms upon being employed?

MR. GEARAN: I don't recall.
Q What was the question?

MR. GEARAN: Whether White House employees are asked
whether they own firearms. I don't recall from the questionnaires
that we were provided. I do not know. ,

Q Did he park on campus here? Did he park his car
routinely on campus here on the White House grounds?

MR. GEARAN: I believe so, yes.

Q What's you're understanding of how Mr. Foster
reacted to The Wall Street Journal editorials about him?

M. GEARAN: I think people, again,.just to state the
broader point here because I know where a lot of the concerns are
here from folks, is that, generally, in conversations with colleagues
that Vince had and as we've all been following up on, no.one ever
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felt there was anything extraordinary. In the White House there's
good days and days of more stress than others. No one ever felt that
he was unduly burdened by it.

Q He seemed to take it in stride, is that what you're
saying?

MR. GEARAN: Yes.

Q Mark, how about this travel office report? That
concluded that the White House Counsel, among others, could have done
more to avert the damage that was caused. Do you have any indication
that Vince took that to heart and that had a particular impact on his
state of mind over the last couple of weeks?

M. GEARAN: No, we don't. As you know, Mack and Leon
have spoken from this podium about the travel office, and, as you
know, there was no instance of conduct that was noted there to
necessitate any reprimand of Vince.

Q Mark, do you have anything more on the travel? Is
he going to stay overnight?

M. GEARAN: We don't.

Q Mark, you've left the impression with a comment
earlier about his unexplained absence during the afternoon was not
atypical -- it left the impression it kind of was not unusual for him
to kind of go AWOL in the afternoon.

MR. GEARAN: I don't want to leave that impression.
Q can you go back to the atypical line and say what

you meant?

MR. GEARAN: Yes, thank you. I think what I was trying
to suggest is that while he was out of the office, whether this was
at a meeting or whatever, people did not feel, based on any comments
that he might have given anyone or any behavior that would
necessitate further inquiries, that other than the fact that his
schedule was not known that he might have left earlier in the
afternoon for home after an appointment. It was within that kind of
context that there was -

Q Mark, can you give us a rundown on what the
President's day and night was like after he left the Foster home last
night?

MR. GEARAN: He came back to the Residence.

Q We were told that he didn't get much sleep.

M. GFARAN: He visited in the Residence with Mack for
some time. And this morning he conducted his meeting with the
Congressional Black Caucus and then had the staff meeting. The
public echedule today out in Marvland was conducted bv the Vice
President. He's been in the oirice. LfllS evening-s schedule I don't
know.

Q Can you go back on Mrs. Clinton's contact with
Foster's family and tell us a little bit about her friendship with -

MR. GEARAN: She was Vince's partner at the Rose Law
Firm and was friendly with Vince and his wife and their family, as
was President Clinton and many of the folks around the White House.

Q Did she call her last night? Did she have any
contact with the people who were at the -
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MR. GEARAN: I need to confirm that for you, the timing
of the call.

Q was anyone else on the White House staff or in the
President's family or inner circle -- did anyone hear from him
yesterday other than the context you've mentioned before this
happened?

M. GEARAN: Not that we're aware of.

Q Or in the 24 or 48 hours before?

MR. GEARAN: wait a minute, Brit. One more time.

Q I gather that yesterday, apart from the contacts in
the office, no one is aware of any discussions he may have had that
would shed any light on how he felt or what might have led to this.

MR. GEARAN: NO.

Q In the two days —~ did anyone else in the White
House hear from him yesterday who did not work in the immediate
office that might have given some sense on this?

MR. GEARAN: People saw him at the Judge Freeh ceremony.

Q He seemed fine.

MR. GEARAN: He was doing legal work after that at his
desk and with a colleague.

Q His secretary had no sense of anything wrong?

Q How involved in the review process for Dr. Elders
was Mr. Foster? Was he very involved in the review of her nomination
and the questions about Social Security taxes from last weekend?

M. GEARAN: I don't believe so. I don't believe so. I
can clarify that for you, but I do not believe that was part of this.

Q Mark, what did the -

Q He didn't go home during the afternoon, did he?

MR. GEARAN: Not that we're aware of, no.

Q And did the authorities call his family, or did the
White House contact Mrs. Foster?

MR. GEARAN: The authorities went to the Foster
residence.

Q . Has his office been searched at all for clues? And
is it now being sealed as part of the investigation?

Mm. GEARAN: It's secured, yes. It's secured.

Q And was it searched for notes or clues or anything?
MR. GEARAN: There was nothing remaining, no.

Q what are the ages of the children?

MR. GEARAN: We can provide the exact ages. Two are in
college and one is about to enter his senior year.
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Of college?

MR. GEARAN: I'm sorry -- in high school.

Q
his office?

I'm sorry. You said there was nothing remaining in

MR. GEARAN: The question was a note, I believe, wasn't
it?

Q Was it searched for a note.

M. GEARAN: Is the question -

Q

Q

For any clues or nothing remained?

Why has it been sealed?
MR. GEARAN: That's part of the standard procedure as -

Q Was there any indication, Mark, that he had tried
to put his affairs in order in some way -

MR. GEARAN: Not that I'm aware of.

Q

MR
answer.

Q

MR

Q

M

Q

MR
Foster.

Q

-— like tidy up legal matters?
'

GEARAN: Not that I'm aware of, but I don't know the

And the police informed Mrs. Foster?

GEARAN: Yes, yes.

They came to the house?

GEARAN: They go to the house.

Do you know did they -

GEARAN: The question was did the police inform Mrs.

Did they inform Mrs. Foster before they informed
the White House? That might account for the lapse in time. Do you
know what time they informed her?

MR. GEARAN: They informed -- they went to the house
right before 10:00 p.m., I think. They wait for confirmation -
somebody to identify the body.

Q
death was by suicide, and what particular official was conducting the
autopsy?

What particular official made the ruling that the

MR. GEARAN: The Fairfax County Coroner's Office in the
instance of the latter question, and the Park Service police report
indicated that.

Q What kind of hours has he been working and when is
the last time he had a vacation?

MR. GEARAN: Vince was very hard-working. I don't know
his exact hours. I think -

Q
week?

Is it 18 hours, is it 14 hours, is it seven days a
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MR. GEARAN: It's at least 12 hours, I would suspect, or
more.

Q When was the last time he had a vacation?

Q Do you have any details on how he was found, who
found him?

M. GEARAN: I don't know the answer to that.
Q Do you have any details about how he was found or

who found him?

MR. GEARAN: No, I don't.
Q What is the President's schedule? Do you have any

details over the weekend?

MR. GEARAN: No, we'll have to provide that for you.

Q Will he go to the burial?

MR. GBARAN: He's going at least to the funeral at this
point. -

Q Mark, can you tell if that's the only business
relationship that Vince and Hillary had was in the law partnership?
Do you know if they had any other business relationship?

MR. GEARAN: I'm not aware of any other business
relationship, no.

Q Mark, did the President phone the First Lady last
night?

M. GEARAN: Yes, he did.

Q Do you know how long they spoke?

MR. GEARAN: I don't know that. Mack was -- it was from
the Residence and Mack was there.

Q Can I ask you a question on another issue?
MR. GEARAN: I want to get back to you on this Justice

thing -

Q Mark, has she returned to Washington?

MR. GEARAN: No, she's in Little Rock.

Q Will you release the Park Service police report?
Is that a public document you can release?

MR. GBARAN: I can check. I think they have released
it. ves.

Q What was Foster like to deal with in the office on
a day-to-day basis?

MR. GEARAN: Vince Foster was a delightful guy. He was
solid. He was someone that you'd want as your lawyer. He was
earnest and exhibited a tremendous sense of honesty and integrity,
and also enjoyed the good humor and respect of -- people who worked
with him liked working with him and for him.

Q You're giving an impression that he didn't wear his
emotions on his sleeve. Is that accurate?
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MR. GEARAN: I think we'll leave it as where I left it.
I think it's -

‘Q Mark, was he driving home? Was this the route to
his home?

M. GEARAN: He lives in Georgetown or Northwest.

Q Mark, can I ask you a question on another subject?
The Congressional Black Caucus said today that the President
indicated he was considering adding a black and a woman to his inner
circle. Where do things stand on that? Is that an accurate
portrayal of where things are?

MR. GEARAN: I wasn't at the Black Caucus meeting, so
I'm not prepared to take the question.

Let me leave it there because I don't want to leave any
misunderstanding on the status of the coordinated effort with
Justice.

Q When did Mrs. Foster last see her husband? Did she
have any indication? Did you say yesterday morning before he left
for work? _

MR. GEARAN: I can't confirm that. I don't know the
answer to that.

Q Thank you, Mark.

END 4:15 P.M. EDT
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PRESS BRIEFING
BY DEE DEE MYERS

The Briefing Room

1247 P.M. EDT

Ms. MYERS: The good news is that the filibuster has
been broken on national service. The Senate has decided that there
is no need for a second cloture vote. Mitchell and Dole just
announced that national service will be the first order of business
on Tuesday and we are fully confident that the senate bill will now
pass. so good news breaking out all over.

Q Is there any good news to be seen in e 4.3 cent
gasoline tax which either won't fund enough of the social programs
that many people want, or won't reach the $500 billion target? How
do you make that add up?

MS. MYERS: well, first of all, as you know, they'restill working out the final details of the package, but I think we're
going to get a very good package that meets the President'sprinciples, which is roughly $500 billion in deficit reduction,_
investments -- somewhat scaled down, but his investments are still
there. There still will be family preservation; there still will be
earned income tax credit; there still will be a terrific package of
incentives for business, small business in particular. We feel verygood about this package.

Q How roughly will it approximate $500 billion?
MS. MYERS: Well, it will be roughly 90 percent of the

way there.

Q You mean $490 billion or -

MS. MYERS: Yes -- they haven't worked out the specific
number, but it will be somewhere in the vicinity of 98 percent of theway there, which we think is good news. As you know, there were
several attempts to move from e target of $500 billion to somethinglike $400 billion, and the President stood his ground. Me was
committed to getting close to half a trillion dollars in deficit
reduction. Re got 98 percent of the way there. we think when thedeal is done and the dust settles that it will be roughly 96 percent.

Q Do you think you have the votes?

MS. MYERS: We hope so. I mean, we're guardedlyoptimistic. we're going to work like crazy over the course of thenext week. we're not going to take a single vote for granted. we'regoing to continue doing what we've done for the past week, but Ithink we feel good about the package and steeled to fight for itsfinal passage.

l Q Mowdo you feel about Ross Perot's suggestion thatsince this doesn't meet even his target, maybe we ought to just startall over again and have a little -- you know the rest. (Laughter.)Go ahead.
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M5. MYERS: I think it's yaddee-yaddee-yadda, that's how
we describe ghee. (Laughter.) No, I think the President, this
administration and Congress have worked very hard to put together a
package that will get this economymoving again, that will create
jobs, that will provide incentives for growth, that will invest in
our people again and reduce the deficit by an historic margin. And
we've got that.

Q You're going to have the next two days of him on
television. He's got five interviews scheduled where he's going to
do his best to destroy this. That's just -- I mean, he's not
interested in this passing. How do you counteract that? And has the
President had any contact with Perot at all about this? Does he plan
to? Has anybody else in the White House?

Ms. MYERS: The President, I don't believe, has had any
contact with him at all.

Q Has Gergen -

MS. MYERS: I don't know, and I will have to take that
question, because they do talk from time to time and I don't know
when the last time that they may have spoken.

Q How do you counteract this -- Susan asked -

Ms. MYERS: I think what -- Perot may be out there, but
so will membersof this administration, as they have been
aggressively for the last couple weeks and consistently before that.
But I think what -— and I think you've seen some of the results of
that. They're starting to show up. I think people are getting a
better sense of what's in the package, of how it's going to affect
their lives. We're going to continue to fight to educate people_
about this. This is something that we believe will create jobs, it
will have an impact on their lives. It will cost the middle class
about $1 a week. The vast majority of the new revenue comes from the
wealthiest people in our society. This is a fair package.

Q Can we get it today?
MS. MYERS: I hope so. I think that's our expectation,

yes.

Q Dee Dee, I saw senator hollings over here and I
guess he went jogging with senator Baucus. Could you tell us some of
the other senators that the President has talked to personally today
or on the phone?

Q or last night at dinner?

M8. MYERS: Gosh, I don't have a list from last night at
dinner. I will take that question and will post who he talked to
today. It's been kind of a shifting list.

Q You said the President was standing his ground.
zant on the way the President lzbtie: in?’ "" ‘ ‘-"*

particularly of the Senate, and why he is reportedly seemingly unable
to actually ask for people's votes and push hard -- (laughter) -
could you talk a little about -

MS. MYERS: Generally these are one-on-one meetings, so
I don't know whether or not he's asked for people's votes. I mean, I
think certainly he wants —- is seeking their votes, which is why he's
been meeting with them.

Q Right, but so many senators -— congressmen have
come out of there saying he never really put the squeeze on me. I
mean, all of them -

MORE C102-7/30
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Ms. MYERS: He's a nice guy. No, I think it‘: very
clear from both the President's conversations with membersand from
other membersof this administration's conversations with members
that we're seeking their votes. And I just can't -- I don't know who
you're talking about who feels the President hasn't -

Q -- had story today that listed -- quoted by name -
a big handful of people who said that said that he never asked for
their votes. Now, is it just because he feels like he -- that's
impolite or -

MS. MYERS: I would have to ask him about it, and I have
not.

Q Could you?

MS. MYERS: Yes, sure.

Q Dee Dee, sort of an arithmetic problem. Is there
any possible way of meeting this roughly $490 billion package by
counting the additional interest savings that are now estimated as a
result of your lower deficit projections that you announced a few
weeks ago?

Ms. MYERS: I'll have to take -- I don't know how the
math is going to come out on that. He'll have to wait and see.

Q can you count additional interest savings as a
result of your lower deficit projections. Can that be counted into
the mix of $490 billion?

M5. MYERS: I just don't know whether that will be
factored into the final package or not. I'll have to take that
question. He'll have to wait and see what comes out of the
conference report.

Q Are you going to do a briefing on Panetta or -

M5. MYERS: Yes, this afternoon after -- we're going to
actually do two briefings. I'm glad you asked, because you love it
so much. I think somebodywill comedown and do national service
once they get the final details worked out on that package. And that
will be -- and then as soon as we get a conference report, which we
hope will be today, I think the President will have something to say
about it, and then there will be a briefing in 450.

Q Is it possible to do it here? That's late.
MS. MYERS: Yes, if it's late, we can try to move it to

here, sure.

Q What's the briefing on?

MS. MYERS: It wilfl ba on the dsralle as rho conference
report.

Q What are you going to do next week exactly -

7
O Who's going to do it? The President's going to do

it.

MS. MYERS: No, no, no. The President will say
something about it.

Q Where?
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MS. MYERS: Somewhere-- I don't know it it will be in
the briefing room. It will depend on what tine.

Q To the pool? To the pool or to the aeeenbled naee?

Ms. MYERS: I think we may try to do it tor the
eeeeabled neee. Wehaven't really worked out

the detaile yet.

Q In the Roee Garden
-

MS. MYERS: Probably.

Q Ie he going to do e TV addreae on Monday?

MS. MYERS: We're working on deteile of an addreee, and
we haven't worked it out yet. he aoon ae we -- we hope to get the
detaile on it worked out today.

Q would Monday be a likely tine?

MS. MYERS: I wouldn't rule it out.

Q When?

MS. MYERS: The queetion wee ie the President going to
do an Oval Ottice addreee on Monday, and the anewer ie we're working
on it. It we get it workd out we'll let you know. We hope to have
eonething to talk about later today.

Q -- Sunday?
Q Sunday ie tading?

MS. MYERS: I would rule out the weekend.

Q Yeah! (Laughter.)

Q What do you have on the weekend?

Q Dee Dee, David Mixner and eone other people were

arreeted today about midday in tront ot the White Mouee. Do you have
a reeponee tron the Preeidant? And it you don't, could you get one?

MS. MYERS: I jult don't think the Preeident will have
any commenton that.

Q What'e he doing thie weekend?

MS. MYERS: Saturday ie -- he will cole in, I think be
in the ottice here in the morning for e couple of neetinge probably
on the budget package. Then he'll take the reet ot Saturday down.
And Sunday ie -- I'n not eure.

Q V Doee David Mixner'e participating in that
demonstration effect his 40» horn in fhe white House?

MS. MYERS: Ma doesn't work here.

Q I'm sorry.

MS. MYERS: There's a lot of David's. I know.

Q Does it affect David Leavy‘s job? (Laughter.)

MS. MYERS: He's a short—timer anyway, so -

Q —- Gergen's -~

MS. MYERS: Right.
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Q First, the Washington Post today says that the
famous torn note mentions travelgate. Is that correct?

MS. MYERS: I amnot in the position to commenton the
contents. I just can't.

Q Also, in regard to your answer to Carl before, you
said you don't think the President would have any comment. David
Mixner has described himself and Clinton has described him as close
friends for 20 years. This is someonewho is so upset by his close
friend's policy that he got himself arrested in front of the White
House. It's a little mind—boggling -

MS. MYERS: I think that the President is well aware of
Mr. Mixner's position on the military decision -- gays in the
military decision. And I don't think he has anything further to say.
I think it‘s been well documented Mr. Mixner's opposition.

Q Dee Dee, does the President favor a wider use of
airpower in Bosnia? Hider than just to protect the U.N.
peacekeepers?

Ms. MYERS: As you know, we're talking to our allies
about how best to support the negotiations in Geneva and to prevent
further deterioration of the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo and
some of the other population centers. And beyond that, I don't have
anything to say

Q In these talks with allied officials, are we making
the suggestion that airpower ought to be considered for the purposes
you just stated?

. : '
thof the discussions, other than to say at the general goal is to

figure out how best to support the negotiations in Geneva and to
protect the -- to prevent the further eterioration of the
humanitarian situation on the ground.

Ms MYERS I m just not going to commenton the content

d

Q Mould this, again, be a multilateral thing? In
other words, supposing that the allies as in May don't go along at
that point. Wealso get off -

MS. MYERS: We're discussing the situation with our
allies, and beyond that, Leo, I just don't have any comment.

Q Dee Dee, in connection with the Vince Foster case,
the police are described in this morning's paper -— the Washington
Post -- as saying that the white House hindered their case by slowing
down the examination of the evidence, especially the note. Do you
have a reaction to that? What do you say to that? And also, in the
search of Foster's office, was it actually Bernie Nussbaumwho
physically went through all or that evidence, or did the Park Police
physically do it under the supervision -

Ms. MILK}! The tirst part is that we're doing our best
to cooperate with the ongoing investigation -— Park Service
investigation. And we will continue to do that. He will continue to
do our best to facilitate that_and cooperate. Bernie did actually do
the physical going through, because many of those documents are
protected by either executive privilege or attorney-client privilege.
And so Bernie went through and sort of described the contents of each
of his tiles and what was in his drawers while representatives of the
Justice Department, the secret Service, the FBI and other members of
the Counsel's Office were present.

Q Was that the only time any White House official had
gone through those documents?
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MS. MYERS: That was the first time. And I believe then
an associate counsel cataloged the contents

-- catalogued the files
in Vince's office.

Q Regarding -- note, is the nameNussbaummentioned
in it?

MS. MYERS: Again, I'm not going to commenton the

contents of the note.

Q Des Des, have they checked the
-

Q And what about the FBI -- the incident described
that the FBI agent told to -

MS. MYERS: My understanding was that s junior memberof
the counsel's office said something to en FBI agent when he stood up
and Bernie Nussbaumthen contradicted that and said that he thought
that the other person was wrong.

Q Is the FBI conducting its own investigation?

Ms. MYERS: You'd have to check with them.

Q Does anyone know if he ever threatened to quit and
whether he was taking an antidepressant?

M8. MYERS: I don't know. on the drug you'd have to
check with the Park Service Police.

Q and will the Park Service report be put out
publicly without going through the white House control?

MS. MYERS: You'd have to check with whatever their
standard operating procedure is. '

Q Well, I'm sure they don't deal with the White House
every day.

Ms. MYERS: That's true. I mean, I think that that's
something -- or perhaps e better point of contact on that is the
Justice Department. I don't know and I don't think that we know
exactly what the final report is going to look like, what it's going
to contain, or how it will be handled. I think we'll have to wait
until it's done.

Q In the search of the office, did they check the -
with the FBI and the police present -- did they check the computer
files, any dictating tapes, videotapes, or audio cassette tapes to
see if an audio or electronics message was left or anything?

M8. MYERS: I will have to take that. I don't know
whether there is any kind of audio equipment in his office, whether
he used any of that. And as to computers, I'm not sure what the
Irrancsment was on that. I know there was some arrangement the they
tiled 0- ,_- in place to have those files chuaktd.

Q And the phone logs?

MS. MYERS: The computer files and phone logs. I'm jus
not sure what the status of those two issues is.

Q What do you know about -- relationship between Mr
Foster and Mr. Foster?

MS. MYERS: They had a very good working relationship.

Q What was the question?

MORE P102-7
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MS. MYERS: What was the relationship between Mr.
Nussbaumand Mr. Foster. They had a vary good working relationship.
Bernie described it, I thought, fairly eloquently on Wednesdayof
last week when he said that they got together when they both came
hare and decided that they wanted to run the White House Counsel's
like a little law firm and to operate as partners in a law firm
would. And I think that they wars well on their way to establishing
what they thought was a good partnership.

Q Des Des, is it true that McLarty's directions that
the Foster office be sealed was not carried out for 12 hours?

Ms. MYERS: No, what happened in that regard was that
evening, Tuesday evening, as people were hare in the White House
notifying family membersand others about what had happened, it was
suggested by Mack we need to sake sure that Vince's office isn't
disturbed. The Counsel's Office is -- every night is locked and
alarmed. So I don't think -- there wasn't a need to lock it in any
other way. so people just made sure the door was closed and that
when the membersof the Counsel's Office left that the door was
locked and alarmed as it always is. And the next morning, they asked
the Secret Service to put a guard on it just for an additional layer
of protection.

Q Is the White House satisfied that there were no
improper removals of documents or other possessions from that office?

MS. MYERS: Yes, we have just no reason to believe that
that happened.

Q Since the outbreak of fighting in Lebanon, has the
President himself been in touch with any of the Middle East leaders?

MS. MYERS: No. As you know, Secretary Christopher has
been in constant contact with the Israelis, the Lebanese and the
Syrians.

Q -- getting back to Bosnia, there's a report on the
wires that there's been an agreement reached in Geneva between theparties -- at least an initial one. Have you received word of that?
Do you have any reaction?

MS. MYERS: That's the first I've heard of it. I've not
seen that report.

Q And has the President been speaking with anyforeign leaders today?

MS. MYERS: Not that I know of. I don't believe so, andI'll double-check, but I don't think so.
Q I'm I little confused. Doss the White House nottrust the FBI or the Park Police to treat the information in Foster'soffice with due confidentiality? And how can they conduct a thoroughinvestigation if they're doing it throagh bud .llcer UL "up$DfluI

who's doing it himself apparently?
MS. MYERS: Well, I think that is a -- it's not an issueof trust, of whether or not you trust. Certainly, we trust theJustice Department and the FBI. But there is an issue of privilege,which is I think always taken very seriously by attorneys, as itshould be. And so, I think most of the documents that Vince wasworking on were protected by one sort of privilege or another.

Q Protected from whom?
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MS. MYERS: Protected from anybody outside of the
attorney-client relationship.

Q Well, wait s minute, does the President not also
have an attorney-client relationship with the Justice Department?

MS. MYERS: I'm not familiar with all the privileges
that exist, but I know in the case of the White Mouse counsel's
Office, one of Vince's functions was to serve as the first Family's
lawyer within the White House Counsel's Office, and that was part of
what he did. Plus a number of the issues that he's working on are -

Q So he's the President's private lawyer -

Ms. MYElS: Well, he's the White Rouse -- he's the guy
in the Hhite House Counsel's Office who handles issues relating to
the first Pamily and the Residence.

Q so the white Mouse is asserting here an issue of
personal privilege with regard -

M5. MYERS: Hell, both. I mean, there's an attorney
client privilege and there's also an executive privilege. And I as
not an attorney, nor an expert on privileges, but I know that this is-- there's a very serious question about how -- but in answer to the
other part of your question, I think that Mr. Nussbaumconducted a
very thorough investigation, particularly in terms of what they were
looking for. I mean, he went through the files and described what
the issues were and what the contents of the files were without
having them read the specific documents.

Q so the investigators had to rely on his
characterization of everything?

MS. MYERS: That's correct.

Q And, Dee Dee, he missed the note. Didn't Nussbaum
miss the note?

M8. MYERS: Hell, it was in the bottom of Vince's
briefcase torn up. So, yes, they didn't discover it until Monday.

Q Well, how can you characterize it as a thorough
investigation when he didn't find the most salient piece of evidence
that's been found so far?

M8. MYZIS: Your characterisation, not ours or anybody
e1se's.

Q So you don't think it was -
MS. MYERS: I just don't know if it's the -
Q Was it e thorough investigation?
MS. Masha: res, i ‘MLHA it was a -

Q was a thorough search?

MS. MYERS: Yes, I think we feel it was a thorough
investigation.

Q So you -- okay. (Laughter.)

Q Thank you, Brit. You may step down. (Laughter.)
But was there any other piece of evidence that's more relevant?

MC?! C102-7/3
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MS. MYERS: I'm just not going to get into
characterizing things like that.

Q isn't there an inherent conflict of interest if you
have the sameperson representing the family

-- the client-family
relationship as executive privilege? You're saying -- is there any
consideration of taking or having an independent counsel look into
this? If you're being protected both by the attorney-client
privilege as the First Family's lawyer -

MS. MYERS: The intimation here is that -- I mean, there
has been no allegations of any kind of criminal wrongdoing. There's
been no suggestion that there's anything in there. ‘W

e

haga d tcooperated fully with the ongoing investigation. I , a e en o
the investigation, the investigators or somebody thinks that there
needs to be another look at this, then we'll be happy to revisit it.
At this point we've cooperated completely. I think the investigating
agencies feel they have gotten what they need and continue to get
what they need.

Q Then how do they know if it's been screened?
MS. MYERS: They're the investigators. Talk to them

about how they know.

Q Wait a minute, Dee Dee. If you're the ones who
control the evidence, it's not -- it's perfectly appropriate to ask
you that question.

HS. MYERS: But I -- hO

Q And to say -- it is not an answer to the question
to say talk to the people who have to get it through to you -- -

M5. MYERS: It is -- no, no, no, Brit.

Q -- as to why -- how we can know.
MS. MYERS: No, no.

Q That's s fair question to put to you is all I'm
saying.

MS. MYERS: But here's the thing. It is not up to us to
determine what they should be looking for.

Q That's how it works, though, isn't it? What they
get -- you're determining what they get to see.

MS. MYERS: No, it -- in terms of -- they haven't -- I

don't know exactly what they've asked for, because -- I'm not the
point person on the investigation. But it is up to them to decide
what it is they think they need. If they need more information
they'll come back to us.

Q Did the Park Police use.-

MS. MYERS: That's a decision -- if they don't feel they
have enough information -

Q Let me ask you a question. If there's an
investigation of a private citizen, suicide, do you really imagine
that the private citizen's lawyer gets to stand there and see -
preside over the search of the person's premises?

MS. MYERS: Of anything that would be protected by
attorney-client privilege, absolutely. Of course, they would, Brit.
Q! ¢°u!$¢, they would. If somebodyhad legal papers pertaining to

- -- 197-7/1'
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some issue that they were working on that were protected by an
attorney-client privilege, that would be something that the --;

Q I think you better look it up.

Q Howabout if the attorney was a partner of the
deceased? This is not just an attorney-client relationship, this is
an attorney that had a working relationship with the deceased -

MS. MYERS: The issue is not -

Q -- not a third attorney here looking at this.

MS. MYERS: The documents are protected by privilege.
The Park Service police is conducting an investigation. They teal
they are getting enough evidence to make a conclusion about what
happened and why Vince took his lite. They teal they're getting
access to the intormation they need to make that determination with
enough certainty to conclude it. They have said that they think
they'll wrap the investigation up next week. Amongother things,
they said in the paper this morning they're waiting tor the results
or his autopsy. They reel they have enough information to makee
conclusion. That's what -- that's their judgment.

Q Just to take it perhaps to an extreme that it
shouldn't be taken, but how about -

MS. MYERS: Why not? (Laughter.)

Q -- Mussbaumflipping through this finds a note from
Vince that says I can't stand working with Bernie Nussbaua anymore.
And Bernie says, oh, this is executive privilege and stuffs it back
in his coat pocket. I mean, there's no independent person looking at
these materials and saying this is relevant, this is not. "

MS. MYERS: Again, the documents that —- the documents
that were not protected, such as, I think he had some personal
documents -- his lease tor his house, tor example -— they were
allowed to look at. But the documents that are protected by
privilege they were not allowed to look at.

Q Dee Dee, do you deny that the white House could
waive attorney-client privilege?

MS. MYERS: I don't know. I -
Q can take the question ot whoever -

MS. MYERS: Sure.

Q And ask you whoever in the White Mouse is making
the judgments about what the White House will or will not do -

M5. MYERS: As you know, that's a complicated and
precedent setting kind of decision.

Q The second question is, you originally designated
the Justice Department as the point of contact -

MS. MYERS: He designated them on Tuesday night after
Vince's death -- or Wednesdaymorning.

I Q What's the rationale for that. And doesn't that
rationale maybe apply to who the filter becomes for evidence that
goes to the investigators?

_ MS. MYERS: The rationale was to have a point of contact
outside the white House in case there were requests for things, in

NOPI $102-7/30
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MS. MYERS: You know -- I think it was pretty clear we
were going to give it to either the Justice Department or the Park
service Police.

Q Whomade the decision not to make it public and
why?

MS. MYERS: The Park Service Police -- and, again, that
contact happened through the Justice Department -- that they thought
that it would not be wise in the context of an ongoing investigation.

Q But would it -- how about the future?

MS. MYERS: I think we'll wait and see.

Q -- go back to a question Jill asked a while ago.
The Washington Post account this morning described a scene where
supposedly Nussbaumtold an FBI agent to sit down and not to peek at
documents. Were you saying that account is incorrect?

MS. MYERS: I don't remember—- maybeyou guys can help
me -- if it said who from the Counsel's Office.

Q It said an official, I think.
MS. MYERS: Yes. And my -- I think I explained that it

was a junior memberof the Counsel's staff who suggested that the
person sit down and Bernie suggested that that was not necessary.

Q Dee Des, I'm confused hers. What -- a lawyer
relationship are you talking about? That's usually a phrase used
between a manon his personal business and his lawyer. Are you

talking
about personal business or are you talking about public

bus ness? '

MS. MYERS: There is an issue of privilege in both.

Q We know what executive privilege would be, but what
about the client-lawyer relationship as regards public governmental
matters -- public governmental matters?

MS. MYERS: Well, executive privilege would apply -
and, again, I should probably -- at some point we probably need e
better explanation about how these privileges work. But there is
both personal relationships since Vince Foster handled e lot of the
President and first Family's -- what personal business there exists
for them. And he did previous to his arriving hers at the White
House. And he also handled legal issues pertaining to federal
government business. so both.

Q Whenyou turn over something to the Justice
Department -- to people who are appointed by the President -- that's
hardly independent. That's not independent. Whenthey speak of an
independent counsel or investigation, they're usually speaking of
somebody being :;;:int:3 ' ‘ “ "" j-"- ' fut Reno and
Heymannwould certainly be under the President's -

Ms. MYERS: I think that Janet Reno has shown herself Q
be quite independent and we expect that she is.

Q -- we all love her and all that, but -
(Laughter.)

Q Who has taken over the Clinton's personal attorne
business?

MS. MYERS: I'll have to take that question. I don't
know that it's been passed -- some of the existing files were

MORE 1:02-11‘
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probably passed on to somebody, but I don't know if a determination
has been made in a larger context.

Q Will Christopher go to Lebanon if they're still
fighting?

MS. MYERS: He's -

Q I mean, not to Lebanon. I meanto the Middle last.
MS. MYERS: To the Middle East? Yes, his plans are to

leave over the weekend and to be in the Mideast next week as planned.

Q Will he go to Europe?

MS. MYERS: There have been no change in his plans.

Q Will he go to Europe too in addition to the Middle
last?

MS. MYERS: I don't know that he has any plans to. I'd
have to refer you to Mike over at the stats Department.

Q On the Middle Bast, the Egyptian ambassador to the
U.S. spoke to reporters this morning at the National Press Club, and
he said he was highly optimistic that in the next few hours things
could possibly return to normal in Lebanon and that the 0.8. was
keeping very —- continuous contact in the region. Is there any
reason for his -

MS. MYERS: The second part of your statement is
certainly true. Secretary Christopher has been working very hard, and
the 0.8. has been continually

urging
for a stop to the violence there

and making our case very aggress vely. We're hopeful that the
violence will stop. We'll wait and see whet happens.

Q He sounded very, very -

Ms. MYERS: If it happens, that would certainly be good
news. I mean, we'll wait and see, but we've certainly been urging
them to stop.

Q bee bee, is there any -- is the President concerned
that the Senate may filibuster on Dr. Elders‘ confirmation
proceedings for Surgeon General?

M8. MYERS: I don't know whether that's a concern or
not. As you know, she passed out of the committee -- I believe it
was 13-to-4, and picked up three Republicans. So we were —- that was
obviously very good news for us today. And we'll see. I haven't
heard that the Senate may filibuster her, but I don't know. -

Q Dee Dee, there was an impression -- the last few
days that the administration was washing its hands of Bosnia -- maybe
.» tnrnrrect impression, hut there "ere ctorlcs """"' “~ *‘"‘
street. And then there have been these incidents —- attacks on U.N.
forces. Has that compelled Clinton to be reengaged? Or how would
you describe -- the last few days and his personal thinking and his-- in other words, has he said now I've decided I've got to do
something again? What's going on with his thinking?

MS. MYSRS: Well, first of all, I think the Presidentdirectly tried to dispel the notion that we were disengaged. I think
he said specifically that he thought some statements in Secretary
Christopher's speech had been misinterpreted and that we were still
very much engaged in Bosnia. I think the -- this administration‘:
foreign policy team has been continually involved in that verydifficult situation. I think -- obviously things have gotten very
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difficult and we're continuing to discuss with the allies what we can
do to support the negotiations and to counter what to do -- we're
worried about the deteriorating conditions there.

Q Hill he be reluctant to do anything while
negotiations are at such a seemingly important stage?

. MS. MYERS: Well, again, the conversations are ongoing,
and I just can't commenton the content.

Q can you walk us through the logistics for the
afternoon again -

MS. MYERS: It's somewhatunclear, but we expect -
assuming we get a conference, which we're hopeful that we will, then
the President will have something to say. And then as soon as we can
get the information together, we'll do a background briefing on it.
Now, we had originally planned to do it 450. It's been suggested
that if we're on deadline that we do it here. I think that's
something we can try to accommodate. I think it's Rubin, Altman -
do you know who the other -- Tyson and Panetta, I think are the
people whowill be on hand to brief.

Q Hhen you say background briefing, do you -

MS. MYERS: It will probably be on the record -

Q Before camera?

MS. MYERS: Yes. I think we made that decision.

Q Whenyou say -- when you say you're going take a
question, what are the terms that you're committing to in terms of a
response?

MS. MYERS: We post the answers to all taken questions
everyday.

Q Hell, there were questions taken yesterday -

Q Did it happen yesterday?
MS. MYERS: Yes, sure, it did.
Q The problem is -- lets.
MS. MYERS: Well, yesterday's briefing was late, so we

apologize for that. But we do try to get them turned around in a
timely manner with sensitivity toward deadlines.

Q But to each question to which you say you will take
the question.

MS. MYERS: Yes, normally we don't necessarily post the
questions, we usually just nest b""~tI that "on?-in the answers to
taken questions.

Q But if they're ones that you don't have responses
for, you just don't note that or you try to note that there won't be
a response?

MS. MYERS: No, I generally don't note it. I mean, we
provide the information that we're able to obtain in reference to
taken questions. It's usually -- we usually answer all the
questions.

Q There was talk about him going up to the Hill as
well. Is that off completely?

tlO2-7/30T!O ll! M
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MS. MYERS: Yes, that'a not going to happen today.

Q Is the radio address live tomorrow?

us. MYERS: No, it will be taped sometime this evening.

Q what about next week?

MS. MYERS: I don't have -- we'll continua to do a lot
of work on the budget package. The President

-- there's no plans to
travel. nut beyond that we don't have muchthat's locked in at this
point.

Q Hill he do lore state interviews -

MS. MYERS: Yes, we'll continue to do state interviews
and meetings with sort o! opinion nakers in various states.

Q Does he have any today?

M8. MYERS: He has -— aseuling that the schedule holds
together, Calitornia and Arizona and opinion leaders tron Nebraska.

Q -- little bit -- position of the Clinton
adninistration on Lebanon. -- to what extent is it correct or is it
justified today that —- position taken by the regine in Tehran -

M8. MYERS: I‘: sorry, I didn't understand the question.
Q My gueetion -- is it justified given all that you

know about, to say that all that you know about it to say that -Q
happened in Lebanon -- only one position taken by -

M8. MYERS: I don't think anyone's ever suggested that.
I mean, it's clear that Iran is supplying Hezbollah with arms and
Hezbollah has clearly been tiring rockets into southern Israel. I
aean, I think that those facts are fairly undisputed. But there are
—- I would never say that a decision sade in Tehran is the sole
source. There are deep problens there that we're trying to address
to the peace process.

Q It doesn't nake nuch sense to -- civilians and on
Israel to get it -

M8. MYERS! I think we've urged all the parties to stop
the violence, to show restraint and to get on with the peace talks,
which —- the only solution to the kinds ot problems that lead to the
kind ot violence we're seeing there is sone kind or a broader
settlement which can be achieved through the peace talks. And we're
eager to get then going again.

Q A budget question -- when the President was
lobbying people on the Houae side to vote for the Btu tav. he to1d
. .hat he wouldn't abandon them. And then in cne senate you sale,
well, he was going to tight tor what he believed in in conference.
Now the conference is coming up with something on the gas tax that is
the Senate version. what happened to the President standing up tor
what he believes in and living up to his pledge to -- the House -
walk the plank -

Ms. MYERS: Me absolutely stood up tor what he believed
in, which is why we've got a package that will include somewhere in
the neighborhood ot $500 billion in deficit reduction plus the
investments plus the incentives. It is a good package. It will
create jobs, and the President {ought very hard for it.
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He supported an energy tax. One of the things that he
said was that he wanted to see as little tax on the middle class as
possible. Through the course of the process, both the House and
Senate have identified additional spending cuts which made the need
for a tax -- decreased the amount that was needed to meet some of his
objg¢g1vqs_ That's good. I think everybody agrees, including
membersof the House, that less tax is better.

Q So the President now agrees with that -- that the
higher -

MS. MYERS: Oh, I think he's always -

Q That the broad-based energy tax that was once a
principle of this program is now a good idea to get rid of?

MS. MYERS: No. No. That's not what I said. I said
that we thought that the lower the tax, the better.

Q Didn't he oppose that -- didn't he oppose lowering
that until this very minute really? That he wanted it larger?

MS. MYERS: I don't think that he took a position on it.
Q wait a minute. What do you mean?

Q He asked for people on the House side -

HS. MYERS: On the -

Q He didn't take a position on it?

Q -— Btu tax.

MS. MYERS: Well, look, his position on this has been he
supported a broad-based energy tax. This package includes an energy
tax. It's not as broad-based as the one he originally proposed.
we've conceded that from this platform innumerable times.

Q But it's better?
MS. MYERS: The overall package is better.

Q Because it -- but, wait a minute. You said the
lower tax is better.

MS. MYERS: The lower tax is better. The lower -- I
don't think that -- the Btu tax was better because it promoted
conservation and was -

Q well, which is better, the Btu tax or this?

HS. MYERS: The size of this tax is better because it's
smaller. The Btu tax is better at promoting conservation -

Q If it was better, why didn't he propose it in the
first place? (Laughter.)

Q Yeah.

MS. MYERS: He proposed the Btu tax because it continued
to maintain that the Btu tax, he thought was a better tax in meeting
his objective, which was to promote conservation and to hit all
regions and parts of the country as fairly as possible.

The energy tax is -- the fuels tax, which is in this
package, raises revenue, it hits regions of this country fairly
evenly, it hits a number of different industries, as you know, within

"ct? :102—7/SC
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the transportation sector. The tact that it's e smaller tax -
something that the President thinks is good news. he thinks that
additional spending cuts identitisd through this process have allowed
the tax to be smaller, and that the smaller the bite on the middle
class, the better.

Q Dee Dee, the issue was one -

Q Oh, I see, thank you.

HS. MYERS: I don't think that's hard to understand.

Q Dee Dee, the issue is one of politics and the
President's promise to stand by House memberswho made a very
ditticult vote, even as membersot the Senate were attempting to
change the tax. what happened to that prosise?

H5. MYERS: The President stood by membersof the House.
over 100 House membersparticipated in this conference process and
reached an agreement, or are about to roach an agreement that meets
the President's stated objectives, and I think it's a package that we
can pass.

Q as I to understand that the President said that the
House caved?

us. MYERS: This was something that was worked out in
conterence. This is a plan that meets the President's objectives.
It meets the President's objectives, it was something worked out by
House and Senate conterees. It's something that we think is s good
package that will get the economymoving. It's something we think we
can pass. we're going to tight like hell for the next week to get it
done, but we think we can get it passed.

Q Are you saying that the President now prefers this
energy tax to the one that he originally proposed?

HS. MYERS: Io, I'm saying that the tact that the energy
tax is smaller because of additional spending cuts is a good thing.
I think that everybody agrees that the -

O So the Congress has made the program better.

HS. MYERS: That's right. In many regards, the Congress
has made -- this prograa has been improved through the process.

TH! PRESS: Thank you. _

END 2825 P.I. IDT
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THE WHITE HOUSE

c““gQ:;°gO9
ce of the Press Secretary

m“°° ._-lease July 29, 1993

PRESS BRIEFING
BY DEE DEE MYERS

The Briefing Room

3:22 P.M. EDT

MS. MYERS: Good afternoon. I have a brief statement
from the President. ~

While I regret the continued filibuster of national
service, I'm hopeful that additional Republicans will see passed
politics to support this landmark legislation. National service willlift up our country and do us all honor. "

I want to thank Senators Durenberger, Jeffords, and
Chafee, along with 26 House Republicans, for putting service ahead of
politics. I urge other Senate Republicans to follow their example
and end this filibuster. The bill pending in the Senate reflects the
concerns of both Democrats and Republicans. It has a limited
authorization. It cuts bureaucracy and will energize our youth and
reknit our communities. This legislation isn't Democrat or
Republican, it's just American. And I hope that additional
Republicans will soon agree.

Any questions?

Q Dee Dee, does the government have a response to the
Israeli Supreme Court's decision on Demjanjuk?

MS. MYERS} No. I believe it's being reviewed at the
state Department, and I'd have to refer you to them.

Q Well, the Justice Department apparently said
something about still not wanting him back in the United States. Can
you clarify that or expand on it?

MS. MYERS: I'll have to take the question. I know that
the Justice Department also had something on it today, but I'm not
sure what it is.

Q Can you clarify who is in charge or who is the
point now on the Vince Foster investigation? Last night the Justice
Department was saying no questions will be answered, all questions
will be answered at the White House. This related to the note.

MS. MYERS: The Justice Department is still the point of
contact for any investigating agencies. The Park Service, obviously,
is still the agency conducting the investigation.

Q So nothing has changed?

MS. MYERS: Nothing has changed. Questions about the
investigation would have to be referred to the Justice Department, I
think. With reference to the note specifically and its discovery
last night, we decided to go ahead and confirm it once it leaked, and
I think they are referring calls about that particular incident to
US.

MQRE £101-O7/29
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Q Well, about that then, is more going to be released
on that? Is the contents of the note going to be released?

MS. MYERS: No. The Justice Department has said that in
order -- because the investigation is ongoing, the contents ought not
be released.

Q Can you characterize in any more specifics the
items in this note? Did they relate to specific things at the White
House? Is it nonbusiness? Is there any way -

MS. MYERS: No, it's work related, and I think it does
sort of shed some light on his state of mind, assuming that this is
authenticated. Beyond that, we can't really comment given that it is
part of an ongoing investigation.

Q You mean the investigation -- they still are
seeking the answer to whether he killed himself or not?

MS. MYERS: I think that they're in the process of an
investigation that certainly looks at that question.

Q What is the investigation? What are they looking
for?

MS. MYERS: Well, you have to ask them exactly where
they are in the investigation and what they may be trying to find.
They're doing an investigation, as they would, because Vince's body
was found in a national park.

Q The President said yesterday when asked about this
and about what he knew, he said, "I decided to watch a movie and Webb
Hubbell was still hanging around here and I hadn't seen Vince in a
while and I called him. I didn't -- unlike some other people who did
know that he had been quite distressed, I was not really aware of
that. But I knew I hadn't seen him in a while and I just kind of got
lonesome." Mow, according to the President, here he was with Webb
Hubbell who had just spent the weekend with the guy, trying to lift
his spirits because he was worried about him. Does the President
mean to say that he spent this time with Webb Hubbell and he and Webb
Huobell are inviting this guy over for a movie and Hubbell had not
advised the President that he was in distress?

MS. MYERS: Well, I certainly can't characterize Webb's
weekend with Vince. I don't know enough about it. Be -- and I think
the President's comments in that regard speak for themselves. If
other people knew about -

Q Does he mean to say that when he called him he
didn't even then know that he'd been "quite distressed"?

MS. MYERS: That's what he said -- he didn't know -
f\ r\- kn -in-~ I-~--nor] that?

MS. MYERS: No, he didn't know.

Q Me didn't know?

MS. MYERS: Me did not know.

Q Webb Mubbell is there with him. Webb Hubbell spent
the weekend with him -

Mop: 3101-07/22
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MS. MYERS: You have to ask -- I can't comment on what
Webb Hubbell's impressions might have been based on their weekend
together.

Q Is it you won't -- is it you dispute the idea that
Webb Hubbell went to the shore with him for the purpose of lifting
his spirits?

MS. MYERS: No —- I don't know what the reason is. I
just can't characterize what was in Webb's head. I'm not -

Q We're talking here about intimates of the President
of the United States.

MS. MYERS: I understand that. But I don't know exactly
what Webb thought or what he told -

Q Well, can you find out and tell us please?
Ms. MYERS: I know what the President's impression was;

that, I can tell you. Me did not have any reason at that point to
believe that Vince was distraught.

Q On what basis are you telling us that this note was
work-related? Have you read it, seen a transcript of it? Mas it
been characterized to you? Can you explain?

MS. MYERS: I know what the contents are. I've seen not
the note itself, which was turned over to the Park Service police,
but I am familiar with the contents.

Q Are you telling us there was nothing in it that
related to anything other than work? There was no personal side to
this —- to his writing?

Ms. MYERS: The only thing I'll say that I can say about
it is, I think it did show him to be in a distressed state of mind, a
troubled state of mind per work. And beyond that, I really can't
comment.

Q And not per anything else?

MS. MYERS: No, it was really work-related.

Q And what can you tell us about the antidepressant
medication?

MS. MYERS: Nothing.

Q Had he taken any of it?

MS. MYERS: I don't know.

Q Do you know what it was? .

MS. MYERS: No. I don't even know -~ the only thing I
know about that is what I read in The New York Times. I don't have
it confirmed through another source.

Q Can you take the question of whether he was taking
Prozac?

MS. MYERS: I really can't, because -

Q Why not?

MORE 9101-07/29
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MS. MYERS: Because it's something -- it's with —- the
family has chosen not to comment on that.

Q Did you ask the family?

MS. MYERS: I spoke to a representative of the family,
and at this point they're just -

Q Is that Mack McLarty or somebody else?

MS. MYERS: No, somebody else.

Q An attorney?

MS. MYERS: Yes.

Q Dee Dee, when are the toxicology reports going to
come out?

Q You're saying that it's the White House position
you're not going to explain what kind of medication, whether you know
that he had been taking any medication?

MS. MYERS: Right. I think what we said before is that
we just weren't aware of it if he was, and again, the only
information I have about that is what I read in The New York times
this morning. I don't have any independent confirmation.

Q Well, was any medication found in his office?

MS. MYERS: No, nothing -- what we said before is
nothing bearing on his death was found in his office.

Q But we were told that also, but the note -

MS. MYERS: That's true. But given -

V Q Well, and the psychiatrist note.

MS. MYERS: But that wasn't found in his office.

Q Where was it found?
MS. MYERS: I don't know.‘
Q How do you know it wasn't?
Q That wasn't found in his office?

. MS. MYERS: Because I know that it wasn't, but I don't
know where it was found.

Q What wasn't found?

MS. MYERS: The scrap of paper or note, whatever it was,
that nae the nawwé vs tn.-- _-,-n.atrists on it was not found in his
office.

Q Was it found in the car?
Q Do you have any comment from Japanese -

Q Can we finish up?

MS. MYERS: No. The answer is no.

MORE I101~O7/2
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Q Dee Dee, did you see the letter yourself? And if
so, could you tell us -- did he seem to be shouldering more
responsibility than he should have?

MS. MYERS: I am familiar with the contents of the note,
but I cannot say any more than I've already said about what was in
it.

Q Why can't you?

Q Did Vince, at any time, talk to Mack or to the
President about leaving the administration?

MS. MYERS: No.

Q Did he give any indication that he was not happy in
his job?

MS. MYERS: I think everybody has their ups and downs.
I think everybody has their good days and their bad days. I don't
know that he talked to anybody about quitting. I don't know that he
did.

Q Do you know that he didn't?

MS. MYERS: I can't say that there isn't anybody in the
building that he ever talked to about leaving. I haven't -— I don't
think we've done an inquiry that would in any way make that certain.
But I do not know of any plans it he had talked to anybody in any
serious way about quitting.

Q It I could just follow up on Brit's question for
just a moment. Does the President -- it now appears that a lot ot
people who knew Vince Foster knew that he was distressed, and the
President apparently did not, or says he did not. Does the President
teel that people, perhaps out ot a desire to shelter him or out or
fairly common thing that happens at the White House is to keep bad
news away from the boss, that people did not inform him or what was
going on with Vince Foster adequately? And does he have any feeling
that he should have been informed and that he wasn't?

MS. MYERS: I don't know the answer to that. I think
that the white House -- people who worked with Vince didn't have any
reason to believe that he was distraught.

Q But they thought he was quite distressed.

MS. MYERS: I think people who work -- some people who
work, particularly people who work closely -

Q Isn't that a little bit of a hair you're splitting
there between quite distressed and distraught?

A '
‘MS. MYERS? No, because -- well, I mean, everything

looks ditrerent trom this vantaqe point. ‘ ' "

Q Sure, everything looks different in hindsight.

MS. MYERS: And I think what's happened in subsequent
days and subsequent week or nine days since his death is that people
have compared notes and tried to understand more completely for their
own personal reasons the circumstances surrounding his death. But at
the time, and even now I don't think anybody, looking back, can saY,
oh, we should have recognized that as a sign of something much _
greater. In hindsight, you can perhaps say that. But at the time,
people go through their ups and downs here. What he was going_
through didn't seem to be anything outside of the normal sometimes

MORE 3101-O7/29
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difficult ups and downs of working here. Had anybody had any inkling
of the trouble that he was in, we all would like to think that we
would have done something about it.

Q Are people saying that? Are people regretting that
they didn't recognize or notice things now that they now, in
hindsight, think?

M5. MYERS: Hindsight always provides a much clearer
perspective. I think there isn't a person in here who doesn't wish
that they had known so they could have done something.

Q How many hours did the White House have the note
before they turned it over to the Park Police?
E

Ms. MYERS: The note was discovered Monday afternoon and
turned over Tuesday evening, so a little over 24 -

Q So somewhere between 24 and 30 hours before you
gave that evidence to the Park Police?

MS. MYERS: Yes. It was our judgment that the best
thing to do was to make sure that the family had a chance to see it.
Lisa Foster was coming to Washington on Tuesday for business .
unrelated to this letter and was given -- was informed about it when
she got here. And the President, who was out of town on Monday, was
also informed on Tuesday.

Q So your position on -- _

Q Did the President see the note?

MS. MYERS: He didn't see the note, but he was briefed
as to the contents.

Q So your position on this was rather than turn over
the evidence in an investigation that it was uncovered that you would
wait however many hours or days it took to show the family first?

MS. MYERS: And then we promptly called the Justice
Department. "

Q who uncovered the note?

MS. MYERS: Associate Counsel Steve Neuwirth.

Q And who made the decision that it should not
immediately be turned over to the investigating authorities?

MS. MYERS: I think the decision was made to inform the
family, and I'm not sure who actually made the final decision.

Q will you take that question please?

MS. MYERS: Sure.

Q So our impression, or the impression that the
decision to inform the family first and to withhold it from the
police until that was done, we're told was made by Mr. McLarty. Is
that at odds with -

MS. MYERS: I just don't know who made the decision. I
know how and when the note was discovered and some of the events
thereafter, but I just don't -— I'll take the question.

Q Anything else -

M035 #101-07/25
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Q And there were questions of phone logs that the
police raised that hadn't been turned over yet. Do you know whether
or not the Counsel's Office has made available to the Park Police the
phone calls of his -- that he made the day that he died? .

MS. MYERS: No, and I'll take that question. I don't
know whether we have an answer to that, since it's part of the
ongoing investigation. But I'll -

Q Do you know if the White House has given the Park
Police permission to talk to Mrs. Foster yet? As I understand it,
they were informed that she was too distraught to be interviewed
until after the funeral.

MS. MYERS: I don't know that to be true, but I'll take
that as well. I don't know that the White House would have any
control over that.

Q when the investigation is complete, who will be
releasing the results of that investigation report? And, also, will
the family have some type of veto power over what is released?

MS. MYERS: I think that since the Park Service police
is conducting the investigation, they'll release the results
consistent with the normal -- whatever they normally do. You have to
contact them as to that.

Q we couldn't get it through Justice?
MS. MYERS: No, not necessarily. You'd have to check

with the Park Service. The Park Service is conducting the
investigation. We've only asked the Justice Department to serve as a
point of contact in that investigation.

Q For who?

MS. MYERS: For the Park Service.

Q Wait a minute. So the Park Service goes to the
Justice Department and the Justice Department then comes to the White
House to request evidence? And the White House then consults the
family?

MS. MYERS: To provide -- I'm not sure exactly how -— I
believe that's true, that the lawyer for the family is in touch with
the Justice Department and the Park Service is in touch with the
Justice Department to answer questions like, "Is it appropriate to
release the contents of the note?" And the answer we got back from
the Justice Department, after consulting with the Park Service
police, was "No." So that's an example of how the process works.

Q So the Justice Department made the call on
releasing of the evidence?

MS. MYERS: The Justice Department in cnnsultstion with
the Park Service Police, advised us, in fact, directed us not to
release the contents of the note.

Q Who at Justice did that?

MS. MYERS: Well, Phil Heymann is the point person. But
I believe -—

Q The reason was -

MS. MYERS: The reason was that it was part of an
ongoing investigation and their judgment was that it -

MQRE £101-07/29
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Q I'm talking about releasing it to the Park Service.
Ms. MYERS: No, no, no. Well, we contacted the Justice

Department originally, who advised us -

Q When?

MS. MYERS: Tuesday. Tuesday after -

Q So you contacted Justice the day after you found
it?

MS. MYERS: Correct. That's the point we just
discussed.

Q I understand that, but what I didn't know was
whether you contacted anybody or whether you had a consultation with
the Justice Department before that.

MS. MYERS: We contacted the Justice Department on
Tuesday who said to contact the Park Service police. The Justice
Department came to the White House.

Q when you say they're a point of contact what that
means is they're a point of contact for investigators, but they're
not the first point of contact for the White House when it's deciding
what to do with evidence it uncovers.

MS. MYERS: No, they were. We contacted them.

Q The day after.

MS. MYERS: The day after.

Q Why did you wait to contact the Justice Department?

MS. MYERS: Because we wanted to make sure that the
family had been informed and the President had been informed.

Q That's the point, isn't it? The Justice Department
is a secondary point of contact after you consult with the family and
whoever else you deem you want to talk to.

MS. MYERS: No, I think the Justice Department is still
the primary point of contact. That's the person we went to to seek
advice about what to do with the document. And they said it ought to
be turned over to the Park Service police, and so we did that.

Q Y when you say an ongoing investigation, which
investigation are you referring to?

Ms. MYERS: The Park Service police.

h can we“ take the H“-stion of whether Vince Poster
was in New York city on resruary lath?

MS. MYERS: Sure.

Q what was the question?

MS. MYERS: Was Vince Foster in New York City on
February 10th?

Q where was this note found?

MORE #101-O7/2!
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MS. MYERS: The note was found in the bottom of Vince's
briefcase in his office as one of the Associate Counsel's was packing
up some of his personal belongings to be turned over to the family.

Q And was the briefcase in that office when Park
Police originally went through the office in search of any possible
evidence that could shed some light on the death?

MS. MYERS: Yes, it was. And I don't think I should say
a whole lot more about the circumstances since this is ongoing, but
it was. It was torn into fairly small pieces of paper and at the
bottom of the briefcase and I think was not immediately apparent.

Q Who put it together?
MS. MYERS: The Counsel's Office.

Q Can you just run through the chronology on the
other note, the one with the list of the three psychiatrists? When
was that found?

MS. MYERS: I don't know.
Q You still don't know?
MS. MYERS: No, it was -- I don't know what the Park

Service is saying, if anything, about it. but it was not something
that was discovered in his office and it's something that I don't
know the specific details about -

Q -— that you waited a while before you told police -

MS. MYERS: We didn't have it. We never -- it was never
here.

Q Has anything else turned up?

MS. MYERS: Not that I know of.
Q Let me just ask one other question on that. when

was the first time that officials here knew of the existence of that?
MS. MYERS: What day was it? Today's Thursday. Tuesday

night, late. V

Q Dee Dee, coming back to Ann's question, if you had
the note for more than 24 hours before turning it over to the
authorities, is that not obstructing justice when there was an
investigation going on?

MS. MYERS: I don't believe so. We took the note and
informed the family_and then turned it over to the proper
authorities. '

_

Q That's more than 24 hours. ln an investigation 24
hours can be critical.

MS. MYERS: I don't think there's -- there's no criminal
implications here.

Q Isn't that what the investigation is determining?

Q That's why there's an investigation.

MORE 4101-O7/29
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MS. MYERS: I think what we did was we informed the
family about it, which we thought was appropriate, and then turned it
over to the proper officials.

Q Tuesday night, your first knowledge of which note?
MS. MYERS: That was the time we were first informed

about a note with, or a piece of paper with the names of three
psychiatrists.

Q Tuesday night late?

MS. MYERS: Yes.

Q It was on the air Tuesday.
Q Who discovered that note?

MS. MYERS: But we didn't have any independent
confirmation of that. All we had was NBC's report.

Q To what extent is the White House deciding for
itself what evidence is appropriate to submit to the investigating
authority? If Vince Foster had worked for any other organization
except the White House, his office might have been sealed and all the
contents gone over by the investigating authorities. And now, when
things are found, it's being discussed whether or not and under what
circumstances to be submitted.

MS. MYERS: No, whether or not was never an issue. It
was something that we thought had a bearing on the situation and we
turned it over. There was never a discussion about whether or not to
turn it over.

Q Dee Dee, would you object to a release of that note
at the appropriate time, or would you tell the authorities that that
shouldn't be released?

MS. MYERS: No, I don't think we would object. I think
in the context of the investigation we were told not to release it,
but I think that if the investigating agencies thought that it was
appropriate that -

Q Is there any reason it couldn't be released now?
That would end a lot of the questions you're going to get.

MS. MYERS: Yes, I understand that, but, yes, the
Justice Department advised us not to in the course of this
investigation. Now, at some point they may say that it's okay, but
at this point they're saying not to. And we think it's important.

Q Can you clear up the differences between what you
told us on I think it was your Tuesday briefing that the President
was among the people that knew that Foster was, quote, "having a
rough time." and what the Prea+aan+ said yesterday?

MS. MYERS: I tried, and I guess, failed to put that
comment in the context of the work, that the President knew the
Counsel's Office had had its ups and downs, like a lot of departments
around here, that that was not unusual. But he had no reason to
think that Vince was personally despondent or distressed or deeply
troubled. He was
subsequently that
which was what he
reason to believe
and downs.

shocked when it happened, and shocked to find out
people thought that he was, in fact, distressed,
said yesterday. At the time, he didn't have any
that it was anything other than sort of routine ups

M035 #101-07/2E
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Q Dee Dee, will you take the question as to whether
Webb Hubbell told him that Mr. Foster was in distress?

MS. MYERS: I know that he did not.
Q You know that he didn't?

MS. MYERS: I know that he did not. The President did
not know when he called Vince -

Q With Hubbell at his side, correct?

MS. MYERS: Correct. I don't know if Hubbell was in the
room, but he had talked to -

Q Hubbell did not -- can you clarify then whether it
was Mubbell who urged him to invite Foster over?

MS. MYERS: He didn't. Nobody urged him to. I mean, it
was -- Webb was there and they were going to watch a movie.

Q These three men are old and close friends. The
President -- and Hubbell is an intimate of Mrs. Clinton and a friend
of Mrs. Clinton and a friend of Foster. He was there with the

'

President of the United States. Me had just spent a weekend with
him, he doesn't tell the President this.

MS. MYERS: The "this" is what is, I think, perhaps in
question. I don't know what Webb thought coming out of that weekend
with Vince. I haven't had a chance to speak to him about it, and I
don't think that anybody here -- I don't think Webb has said exactly
what he thought.

Q Are you disputing that Webb Hubbell -- that part of
the purpose of that weekend at the shore was to lift Foster's
spirits?

MS. MYERS: I'm simply saying I don't know and I can't
comment on it. I don't know why they went. I think -

Q Might you see fit, in light of the fact that all of
this revolves around intimates of the President of the United States
to ask?

MS. MYERS: I mean, I can tell you that the President
did not know -

Q You can understand why anyone with the knowledge of
the facts as they've been reported here and mostly there would
wonder.

MS. MYERS: I think it is appropriate to talk about the
context of what happened at the White House, and we've tried to do
that. I don't think that I'm in a position to know what Vince's
friends

an?
intimates outside of this environment thought or what was' "' m nd.

Q Dee Dee, you just said they're officials of this
administration.

MS. MYERS: I understand that, but I just think that I
can tell you what the President thought when he called Vince and I _'
talked to him about that, and what the President -- why he called him
and sort of what his understanding of the situation was. Hindsight
puts this in a completely different light. "
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Q We're not asking about hindsight, we're asking
about what happened and when and who said what to whom beforehand.

MS. MYERS: Right, and what I can tell you about that is
that Webb and the President were together, the President called Vince
to invite him to the movies -

Q Just sort of out of the blue?

MS. MYERS: Yes, well, Webb and Vince and the President
were friends, and it would not be unusual for two of them to contact
the third, particularly because Hillary was out of town, I think, and
he was having some people over for the movies, and as he said, he got
lonesome for Vince and he called him up. But the President did not
have any reason to believe that Vince was deeply troubled or
depressed.

Q In light of that, and the difficulty you seem to be
having in answering Brit's question, are there questions of liability
here? Has Attorney Nussbaum, McLarty suggested at all, if there
might be any questions of liability? We're trying to -

MS. MYERS: I don't think so.
Q It doesn't seem that there would be.
MS. MYERS: No one has suggested it in any way. It's -

’
Q At the same time, it stretches credibility to think

that Webb and the President together would not discuss the weekend.

MS. MYERS: I think that the President and Vince
discussed the weekend in some detail in their phone conversation.
Hi, had a great time at the shore, how are you, it was fun, the sun
was out. You know, they talked about the weekend. The President
clearly knew that they had spent the weekend together. Once again, I
don't know how to reconstruct events in a way that makes sense from
the perspective of knowing what happened. But all I can tell you is
what the President's recollections were at the time.

Q Dee Dee, what's striking about this is that it
seems utterly credible to anyone that the President and everyone
around him, even though they cared deeply about this man, would not
have recognized that he was suicidal. That makes great sense. It's
very hard to know these things. What seems less -- what's harder to
believe is the idea that, under these circumstances, with Mr. Hubbell
having just done what we believe him to have done, that the fact that
the man was, as the President put it, in serious distress, would not
have come to the President's attention. That's tough.

MS. MYERS: I think what the President -- again, all I
can tell you is what the President knew at the time, that Counsel's
Office was having its turn, as it were, and suffering some of the
daily ups and downs of life in the White House. And I think the
President was aware of *b=* but be wasn't aware that it went beyond
that. And it's diirlcult to reconstruct from this vantage point. I
wish there was more that I could say.

Q This White House works seven days a week. Can you
clarify whether or not you've checked with any of his staff to knowif, in fact, the stories that he was not coming in on Saturdays and
Sundays and so forth -- does that match with what was -

MS. MYERS: Does not match with what was reported today.
I think a number of people here had meetings with him or were at a
Fourth of July barbecue with him, for example, on weekends throughout
the month.
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Q was he working routinely on weekends, just like
everybody else?

MS. MYERS: He had meetings in the White House, or was
seen in the White House, I think every weekend day, was either at a
party or in the white House with one exception. And I don't know
what day it was, but -

Q Well, that would have been the weekend before,
wouldn't it?

MS. MYERS: No, because we can account for his
whereabouts every day, except one. This is for the month of July.
So, in other words, he was in on both Saturday and Sunday for a
meeting or in the middle of the day at some point was seen with
somebody during that period.

Q Was that routine pattern prior to July?

MS. MYERS: Me worked a lot of weekends. I didn't check
back beyond that.

Q When this is all resolved, who will make the
announcement? will it be the Park Service, or will it be the White
House, clearing through the Justice Department or with the family? I
mean -

MS. MYERS: I don't know.
Q You don't know how it will be finally -

MS. MYERS: Yes. I don't know how it will be finally
sort of reconciled, whether or not they'll turn something over to us
with the caveat that we can do what we want with it, or whether
they'll release something. I think we'll have to wait and see.

Q You've said a number of times that the President
had no inkling when he called him on Monday night. What was said or
done in that conversation that caused him to set up the meeting that
was to be held on Wednesday that was never held? What made him -- he
certainly wasn't still lonesome for him.

MS. MYERS: Right. No, they talked about a number of
work-related issues, and I think Vince had some questions that he
wanted to run by the President, some issues he wanted to discuss with
him.

Q Related to the kinds of things that were on this
list that were -

MS. MYERS: I don't want to speculate about that, but
just issues generally regarding his work in the Counsel's Office, and
the President said, why don't you come on in and see me on Wednesday,
so the" set up a meeting.

Q And Vince raised those issues with the President in
that conversation?

MS. MYERS: Yes, they talked about a number of work
related things, as well as Vince's weekend.

Q Okay. Did the weekend contribute to the reason for
the meeting on Wednesday as well -

MS. MYERS: No, no.

MQRE I101-07/29
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Q Let me just take that a little further. Now, Lisa
Foster and Donna McLarty had lunch on Tuesday, approximately the same
time that Vince was leaving here to go off wherever he went that
afternoon. And Hubbell and Vince met over the weekend. There were a
couple of other prior discussions -- people -- there were any number
of people talking around here. This is, I guess, revisiting the old
horse, but there's an awful lot going on here for the President to
have been totally oblivious to it all at the time. If Donna knew,
certainly Mack knew. But that was too late for a phone call, but
wouldn't she tell him? That's funny? I'm sorry, I didn't mean to
make a joke. '

MS. MYERS: No, I meant since you set the timing up at
the beginning of the question -- first of all, I don't know what
Donna and Lisa talked about on Tuesday, but it was Tuesday and I
don't think she saw Mack again in time to tell him anything.

Q Until he got the call Tu'sday night?

MS. MYERS: Yeah.

V Q But remember there was a great deal of questions
about -

MS. MYERS: Mack was here in the White House until L
soon when we found out because of Larry King -

Q But there was a great deal of questioning about
whether -- Nussbaum kept saying where he was, but nobody thought his
absence was meaningful. And if the discussion that Lisa Foster had
with Donna McLarty at lunch on Tuesday meant anything and if it got
to anybody, certainly that would have -

MS. MYERS: I just don't think she had —- I mean, I
don't know what went through her head. I certainly can't surmise,
but again, it was Tuesday. And by the following day it was too late.

Q Any other notes discovered or pieces of paper that
could similarly reflect on the state of his mind?

MS. MYERS: Not yet that I'm aware of.

Q Have you asked if there are any other notes? I
mean, -- through the last five days, we've had a series of, "Not to
my knowledge," and, "Not that I'm aware of," until you've become
aware of. have you asked if there's any other notes or -

MS. MYERS: I don't think that's quite true.
< Q Well, okay, well, you were asked if he was on any

medication. Gearan was asked, McLarty was asked. "Not to our
knowledge." "Not that we're aware of."

MS. MYERS: But that's -- that, I mean -- you have to
understand. whv would ma vnnw? T don't -- I mean, the White House -

Q Because you may have asked these questions are
logical questions because he was a public official.

MS. MYERS: Question was asked on Friday, and I think as
the week and the weeks from here forth proceed, a lot of things are
going to come to light that people weren't previously aware of.

when I say -- when I'm asked if he's taking any
medication, and I say, "not that I'm aware of," that was our
impression here at the White House at that point. We wouldn't
necessarily be in a position to know. It's just not -— I mean,

MORE‘
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people who work with him are not necessarily in a position to know
what his personal circumstances are, whether or not he talks to his
physician.

Q I think the point is that the answers are sort of a
pattern of the handling of a private death of a private individual;
that is you're not aware of anything you don't ask about -- and my
question is, has the privacy of Vince Foster and his family made you
and others who speak for this administration unwilling to ask
questions such as, was he seeing a psychiatrist —- of the family and
of people who would know -- was he seeing a psychiatrist, was he
taking medicine, did he leave a note, was he depressed?

MS. MYERS: The answer that I gave to that was I did ask
a representative of the family and the family's choice was not to
confirm or deny it. Now, that may change over the course of the next
few days, but at this point that's all I can tell you.

Q You asked the family what, Dee Dee?

MS. MYERS: whether he had been taking any medication.
And I didn't confirm it. And they made some point and I, you know -

Q Do you feel obliged to go beyond that, to try to
find out from anyone else, to find out from anyone else here in the
White House to try to construct -

MS. MYERS: Well, there's an investigation ongoing to
try to put back together some of these details. I don't -- and
certainly we want to try to provide as much information as we can
about this, particularly things that are relevant to his work. It's
difficult because this isn't necessarily within our purview. We're
not conducting an independent investigation. I think it is useful to
know this. And to the degree that I can provide accurate information-- and others I know feel the same way -- to the degree that we can
provide accurate information, we're trying to do that. It's
obviously a very difficult time for people both personally and as we
try to cooperate with the scope of this investigation without having
the authority or the mechanism to go beyond what is discovered in
this process. It's a difficult situation.

Q You just said that you asked at least a
representative of the family about the drug question and that they
told you -- they had declined to confirm or deny it -

us. MYERS: Right.

Q —- to answer the question. But don't you think
that when you answered that question by saying not to the best of my
knowledge -

MS. MYERS: That was last Friday.

Q Okay, but you've been using those kind of answers
all alone. when vou get those kind of answers, don't you think it
creates an Impression that the answer is no probably, or at least
probably no and not -- is it misleading?

Ms. MYERS: I think that it's a difficult situation.
These are questions that I'm not in a position necessarily to take.
And so I give you the best of my knowledge with the -- that's why
I've been very -- tried to be very careful to characterize what it is
we would be likely to know and what it is we might not know.

Q -- the point that some of us are trying to make is
that we understand some of the concerns you're talking about that
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these sort of answers instead of addressing those concerns actually
drag this story out and make it longer and actually hurt you all.

MS. MYERS: I'm painfully aware of that.

Q Do you think Bernie would be willing to brief us on
what they know and what they are likely to know and what they will
never know?

MS. MYERS: I think that's unlikely at this point.

Q Just to put this -- for all of our sakes.
MS. MYERS: But, see, the thing is Bernie -- I don't

know that Bernie's in a position to know whether he was taking -— I
know Bernie doesn't know whether or not he was taking drugs.

Q But you did say that nothing was -- no medication
was found in his office -

MS. MYERS: Right.

Q -— or in his personal effects.

MS. MYERS: well, I don't -

Q You can only speak for the office?

us . mans: Right.

Q So it could be that things were found in the car or
the briefcase that he had with him?

MS. MYERS: I don't think he had a briefcase with him.
Just his wallet and his white House I.D.

Q Is the President going to make a broadcast this
weekend?

Q Did he have two briefcases in the office?

MS. MYERS: I don't know. I only know of the one.
Q Is the President going to make a television

broadcast?

MS. MYERS: I wouldn't rule it out. we've always said
that's something we'd consider in the context of reconciliation.

Q would that mean after you have -

MS. MYERS: The question was, is the President going to
give an Oval Office address. And the answer was that I wouldn't rub
it out. It's something that we've talked about in the context of
this reconciliation process.

Q Has it been discussed with greater intensity in
recent days and more likely? The question is Sunday -

MS. MYERS: we haven't made a final decision about it
yet. It has been -

Q would you characterize it as likely?
MS. MYERS: I would characterize it as fairly likely

sometime, but not necessarily Sunday.

MQRE 8101-OZ"
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Q Could it be Saturday?
MS. MYERS: As soon as we know we'll let you guys know.

We really will. ‘

Q If it would be this weekend and it's not Sunday -
MS. MYERS: Well, no, I didn't say it was this weekend.

I didn't say it was this weekend.

Monday, but there was some talk about having it on the weekend

Q Oh, you didn't? I'm sorry

Q Can you give us your best guidance at this point
about the President's vacation and how it fits into the visit with
the Pope and Tulsa and maybe California?

MS. MYERS For planning purposes only, it is not
completely clear. (Laughter ) He will leave here -- now, with that
caveat I'll tell you what I can. The time in question, ballpark,
August 12th to August 29th, that two-week period is still what we're
considering.

Q And some of that is not down time.

MS MYERS. Some of it is not down time. It's actually-- isn't that a little more than two weeks? He's going to see the
Pope on the l2th of August. He will go to Oklahoma City -- or Tulsa
for the Governor's Conference. He will probably spend some time in
Colorado. It is unclear whether or not he'll go to California, and
he may spend some time in Arkansas. And as soon as we have better
details than that -

Q —- on the 12th, is it to Arkansas?
MS MYERS The 12th would be to Denver That's the

Pope

Q And from Denver -- can you just give us any kind of
order?

MS MYERS It's not reliable yet.
Q Is it definite yet which day he's going to speak to

the Governor's Conference? Because it was originally going to be
instead. Is that fixed? _

MS. MYERS: It's not fixed. It's not definite.

Q Did the President meet with the French Defense
Minister this afternoon? Or did Anthony Lake?

MS. MYERS: I don't know. I'll take that question.
o , what about tomorrow?

Q Wait a second. Is he meeting with him?

MS. MYERS: What's on the plan?
'

Q Tony Lake?

MS. MYERS: Tony is -- tomorrow? Today.

Q It has happened, hasn't it? It's over, right, or
is the guy still in there?

MS. MYERS: An announcement. Tony Lake met with the
French Foreign Defense Minister, as opposed to Mr. Jupe.

Q Everybody wculdflflfike to know why.
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MS. MYERS: Do you want to come up here and just give a
little readout on that? Are you prepared to do that?

MR. STEINBERG: I'm not prepared to do that yet.

MS. MYERS: Okay. We'll post a readout.

MR. STEINBERG: The meeting may, in fact, still be
taking place.

MS. MYERS: We'll post a readout on Mr. Lake's meeting
with Mr. Leotard.

Q Any subject other than Bosnia on the agenda?

MR. STEINBERG: It was just a general discussion that
was scheduled for a long time.

Q No. (Laughter.)

Q Tomorrow?

MS. MYERS: Tomorrow. Do you guys have the schedule for
tomorrow? We have a seniors‘ event, right, somewhere in Maryland?I'll have to get back to you. I don't have the details.

Q In the morning?

MS. MYERS: No -- we don't have —- we have a schedule, I
just don't have it in front me.

Q Dee Dee, on the budget, is Senator Feinstein trying
to barter a vote on the budget with the White House for some big
bucks favors for some powerful interests in California?

Q A simple yes will be fine. (Laughtsr.)

MS. MYERS: No, I think Senator Feinstein is interested
in getting a good economic growth package that will benefit
Californians.

Q Are you denying that there's been any horse-trading
with her?

MS. MYERS: As you know or may not know, she met with
the President on Sunday. They discussed a number of elements in the
economic plan. I think that's part of the process.

Q But you're saying you're not aware of any
extraneous things, concessions, that she was demanding and may have
gotten?

MS. MYERS: I certainly wouldn't discuss that from this
podium.

Q What are the weekend plans:

MS. MYERS: There was no -- last I checked they were
both -~ Saturday and Sunday were down days. Now, we may put
something on Saturday and we'll let you know tomorrow.

Q Is there anything new on Bosnia?

Q -— referring this morning to some back—up plans if
for instance, the enforcement mechanisms are considered extraneous
and they have -- the Byrd rule. The deficit trust fund is another
one of these issues. Empowerment zones is another issue. Would he
treat those through an executive order, for instance, if the Byrd
rule is invoked on those issues?
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MS. MYERS: I don't think we have final decisions on
that yet.

Q Is it possible?
MS. MYERS: I'll have to get back to you on it. I don't

want to characterize it.
Q No change in Bosnia?

MS. MYERS:

END

MORE
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REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
AT EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT EVENT

Room 450, Old Executive Office Building

12202 P.M. EDT

THE PRESIDENT: I don't want them to miss the vote.
(Laughter.) This is what is known is an excused absence for the
Congress. (Laughter.) I want to say a warm welcome and a word of
thanks to the Risners, the Dorseys and the Dikemans -- all of them
for coming here. They're not used to being public speakers, but_I
think they did a fine job, don't you? (Applause.)

I'd also like to say a special word to Mr. Dorsey. When
I was a boy, I cut lawns for a living, too, and nobody ever gave me
more than I charged. (Laughter.) You're either a better salesman, a
better grass-cutter, or you had better customers. (Laughter.)

I am so glad to have these families here today because
they emphasize that a pivotal part of this economic plan is
increasing the earned income tax credit which, more than anything
else we could do, will reward work and family and responsibility and
make a major down payment on welfare reform.

You heard Robin make that point. There are so many
Americans in this country who want to work, who want to be
independent, who want to support themselves, and who find themselves
in a position of not being able to make ends meet, not being able to
cover basic costs. The earned income tax credit can help them do
that. It is a terribly important part of this overall plan, which
not only reduces the deficit by $500 billion, but also does it in a
fair way. Half of the reduction comes from budget cuts, of the rest-- four-fifths of the rest comes from taxes on the upper income
people in this country, the upper six percent, one-fifth from taxes
on families with incomes above $30,000 and below for couples
$180,000.

But the most important thing of all to reward work is
that this will be the first time in the history of our country when
we'll be able to say that if you work 40 hours a week and you have
children in your home, you will be lifted out of poverty. It is an
elemental, powerful and profound principle. It is not liberal or
conservative. It should belong to no party. It ought to become part
-* ~h- *---i-=- F---A. Tt's not about more governmental or social
workers, or more services. It's about more groceries and a car, more
school clothes for the kids and more encouragement and hope to keep
doing the right thing. These families have made it clearer than I
ever could.

One of the things that I want to emphasize is that if we
ever want to really restore the health of the American economy, it
won't be enough just to bring down the budget deficit or just to have
good economic policies. You have to find a way to tell people thatif they work hard and play by the rules they'll be able to make it,
they will be rewarded. The incentive system in America has worked
against that for too long.

MORE
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You know, it's amazing to me how many American families
still live in poverty. About l8 percent of the work force, nearly
one in five families, have a worker and still do not reach the
federal poverty line. There are 36 million, approximately, low
income Americans; about 20 million of them live in a family that -
works -— with someone working at least part of the year; six million
live in families where someone works all year round, full-time, and
the family is still in poverty. And as I said, where there is a
family of four, about one in five, or l8 percent, have insufficient
incomes to lift them above the federal poverty line.

So in spite of all the pro-family rhetoric of our
national government for years, our policies haven't worked. In fact,
they've been going in the wrong direction. We need every American
who can to work if we're going to compete and win in the global
economy. And more than ever, we need strong families. This is, as
you can see, not just a pro-work policy, it is a pro-family policy.
We shouldn't make it harder to work and support a family. We ought
to make it easier, and the people who do it should be lifted up as
examples of the American ideal, not punished because they're trying
to do the right thing. That's what the EITC does.

We ought to have two principles that operate in this
country: People who can work should work; but if they do work, their
families at home shouldn't be poor.

Today I also want to announce that the IRS will begin an
aggressive outreach campaign to reach all Americans who are entitled
to the credit. This will make it easier for them to receive benefits
they have earned by working. It will also help us to educate them
about the advantage of getting an advanced EITC, rather than having
to wait an entire year.

All these folks figured out how to work the system. But
there are a lot of people out there, just like them, who haven't and
who deserve the same incentive for work and for family.

We know that this program works. We know it's a
lifeline for semi-skilled workers who are working to improve their
education and training. We want Robin to get home in time for the
test, and we want her to make a good grade. And we want that, also,
to be a symbol for all the people in this country who are struggling
to do the same thing.

We know that the vast majority of all those who benefit
from the EITC work very long hours for a very modest compensation in
jobs that very often have inadequate benefits, either for themselves
or for their children. These are just three of the millions of
stories we might have heard today from a part of America we almost
never see on the evening news.

Every time you see a crime story reported in a tough
neighborhood, remember that most people in that neighborhood, no
matter how tough it is, work for a living, do their best to raise
children, never break the law and are Itr"fl~1'»~ -- -*w"~~'in~
against odds that are enormous to make it and to make the American
Dream real for themselves and their children.

It is time we acted to support those people. In some
ways, they may be the most heroic of all Americans today. If we
really want to rebuild family life in America, if we want to
recognize the realities that nearly everybody has to work to make
ends meet, and more and more families have to have both parents
working if they're in the home, even if they have four children and
two of them are as young as those two youngest boys, we have got to
say to those people: We are on your side. Your country is for you.
You have done what all of the speech-makers talk about, and it's time
the people who make the speeches had policies that reward you for

MORE
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doing what people have been pleading for Americans to do for years
and years now.

That's why I think this is a critical part of this
economic package. Make no mistake about it: If the people who favor
the "no-new-anything approach," as The Wall Street Journal
characterized the opponents of our plan, prevail, Americans will lose
the pro-work, pro-family, pro-responsibility element of the earned
income tax credits, the largest single expansion in an effort to help
the working poor in over two decades.

We can't let this happen. This is just one more reason
why we have got to act, and act now on this economic plan. This is
not about numbers and digits and accountants‘ gimmicks; it's not
about arguments about who perceives or feels what about this economic
plan. This is about how the low interest rates, deficit reduction,
the business incentives and, most important today, the earned income
tax credit will affect the real lives of real people and help them to
live and succeed in the way that we always speak as if we want them
to be able to live and succeed. This is the real world. You met it
today. I hope the Congress will make it possible in the next few
days to have more families like this with more success stories.
Thank you very much. (Applause.) -

We can take a couple of questions.

Q Mr. President, what do you think is the chance of
your budget getting through?

THE PRESIDENT: Good.

Q We understand it's in deep trouble in the Senate.
THE PRESIDENT: I think it's good. You have to listen

not only to what's being said, but how it's being said. I think that-- you know, as more information gets out, it's just like I've always
said -- rhetoric was our enemy and reality is our friend. There's a
story in the Wall Street Journal today that once again Americans are
hearing the facts instead of the rhetoric and the bad-mouthing and
the negativism of our opponents and people are saying, let's give the
President's plan a chance, and more likely to support members of
Congress who support it than they are members who oppose it. They're
beginning to learn again that over 70 percent of the taxes now fall
on families with incomes above $200,000, the top 1.2 percent of the
population; and that this attack that the Republicans have used to
try to convince ordinary Americans that they're being soaked, that
there's no deficit reduction, is all a bunch of hooey. And I think
we've got to get this out. So I'm feeling much better about it.

Q Mr. President, that same survey shows that despite
all the time you've spent on the economy, more people give you high
marks for foreign policy than for handling the economy. why do you
think that's the case?

T"E PPESIQENT: Because they're still worried about
their economic circumstances. And because they want results. And
because the Congress hasn't passed the plan yet. We need to begin to
do things. But if we pass the economic plan, if we move on the
health care to welfare reform, deal with the crime bill, deal with
the -- if the Senate will not filibuster the national service bill
and open the doors of college education to all Americans, and give
people a chance to -- (applause) —- serve their country, then people
will believe that Washington will do better. Also, the ratings of
the Congress will go up.

People want things -- (laughter) -— people want things
done. This is not -- they didn't hire us to come up here and give
speeches. We've tried the speechifying for a good long while; it

MORE
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didn't work very well. They want things to be done. I think the
American people are very patient in terms of knowing we've been
getting into economic trouble for 20 years and we followed a certain
economic policy that I want to change for 12, and it's not going to
turn around in six months or a year, that we've got a lot of effort
to make. But they want to know that we're at least moving, that
we're moving from talk to action.

And that's why I wanted these families to come here
today, to point out that this really will affect people's lives.
There was another article I saw in one of the papers this morning
interviewing very small businesspeople who had been told on the talk
shows and from other sources that they were about to get wanged by
this plan, and all of a sudden now they've realized they're going to
get their expensing provision doubled and over 92 percent of the
small businesses in this country will have an c_ artunity to lower
their tax burden if, but only if, they invest. ‘a I think that
reality is creeping back in, and that's a healthy thing always.

Q Mr. President, the Pentagon says that U.S. naval
aircraft have again bombed Iraqi missile sites. Could you update us
and tell us what exactly is going on?

THE PRESIDENT: There is nothing out of the ordinary
about what happened. It was not part of any new initiative. It was
part of the old understandings under which our planes operate in that
area and circumstances under which they respond.

Q Mr. President, another controversial aspect of your
plan deals with entitlements. A few days ago, Congressman Tim Penny
said that you're considering issuing an executive order to curb
entitlements. My understanding is it would be modeled after the
Stenholm entitlement budget provision in the House. can you comment.

THE PRESIDENT: The Stenholm provision basically imposes
discipline on our budget. It says that if we miss the deficit
reduction target in any given year in any given category, whatever
the category is, whether it's general expenditures, revenues or
entitlements, that the President will have to come back in with a
plan to meet the deficit reduction target, and the Congress must vote
on it. They don't have to vote specifically for that, but they must
vote for something. They have to vote on it.

In the rather arcane rules of the Senate, there is some
question about whether that provision can go on this budget bill
without triggering a filibuster and, therefore, requiring 60 percent
to approve that provision.

Now, I believe every Republican senator is for the
Stenholm amendment, in his or her heart. I believe that, because it
is what they always say they want: spending discipline. And yet
they are threatening to filibuster it. Why? Because it makes our
bill stronger, because it's a real deficit reduction, because it
undermines the ability to give speeches instead of doing something.

And so it they don't let the stennoim provision go on
the budget, then I will do my best to, by executive order or through
a separate bill or through some other measure, to get as much of that
discipline as I can. I think we should every year -- nobody, nobody
running a business can foresee what's going to happen for five years.

The networks represented here can't do a five-year
budget and estimate with absolute exactitude what their revenues are
going to be and who will watch what and all that sort of stuff. And
you ought to make corrections every year, and this is the first time
the government's every committed itself to that. I like it.

Q Mr. President, are you considering the use of war
planes over Bosnia? Not just to protect U.N. peacekeeping forces,
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but also to keep the supply lines going and perhaps to stop some of
the shelling in Sarajevo?

THE PRESIDENT: The best way tor me to answer that today
is to say that nothing has changed since I was asked that question
and others yesterday. We're still waiting to hear from the U.N..
when we do, when we make a decision, than I will respond.
(Applause.)

I
END 12:17 P.M. EDT

MORE
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THE WHITE HOUSE

wasumow-ow

July 29, 1994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
The Honorable Alfonse M. D'Ama:o
U.S. Senate Committee on Banking,

Housing and Urban Affairs

Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Dear Chairman Riegle and Senator D’Amato:

. Enclosed is a memorandum from Harold Ickcs to Mrs. Clinton dated March 1, 1994

and attaclunents to that memorandum. This document was produced in redacted form to the

Committee in response to your requcst for documents that relate to "communications between

officials of the White House and the Department of the Treasury or the RTC relating to the
Whitewater Development Corporation and the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan

Association.
" You have asked and we havc agreed to go beyond the Commince’s earlier

request with respect to this document and provide you with a complete copy of the
memorandum, including those portions previously redacted.

Sincerely,

Lloyd . Cutler

Special Counsel to the President

_ -
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M E M O R A N D U M.

'ro= TheFirstLady CONFIDENTIAL
FROM: Harold Ickes

DATE: 1 March 1994

RE: Resolution Trust Corporation

Attached is a copy of W. Neil Eggleston’s 2S February 1994
memorandum to me regarding certain issues involving the RTC and
the Rose Law Firm ("Rose"). Attached to that memo are copies of
the FDIC report, dated 17 February 1994, concerning possible
conflicts of interest regarding Rose's representation of the FDIC
against Madison Guaranty, and the RTC's 8 February 1994 report
concerning the same subject. -

It is my understanding that shortly after Roger Altman met
with Bernie Nussbaum, me and others concerning the RTC statute of
limitations, he received an opinion from an ethics officer of the
Treasury Department that he, as the acting head of RTC,.did'not
have to recuse himself from matters involving Rose/Madison
Guaranty. I will confirm this situation. " ’

Please let me know if you want to discuss the attached.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

(revised)

February 28, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR HAROLD ICKES
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF

FROM: W. NEIL EGGLESTON
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

RE: WHITEWATER--FDIC AND RTC ROSE LAW FIRM ISSUES

_ The recent release of the FDIC and RTC reports
addressing the possible conflict of interest of the Rose law firm
in its representation of Madison Guaranty raises a number of
issues.

A '

Ihat did the FDIC and RTC conclude, and why does it
seem that their conclusions are inconsistent?

1. The EDI; Repgrt.

The FDIC report was released on or about February 17,
1994. It was drafted by the Legal Division of the FDIC, and
presented to FDIC Acting Chairman Hove, a Republican.

Frost & Co. was Madison Guaranty's accounting firm in
1984 and 1985. In that capacity, it prepared certained audited
financial reports for Madison. The Rose firm used the 1985
audited financial statement in connection with its representation
of Madison Guaranty before the Arkansas Securities Commission.

Madison Guaranty sued Frost & Co. in 1988 for the
negligent preparation of financial statements. At the time,
Madison was represented by the Gerrish firm. McDougal had been
forced out of the management of Madison in the summer of 1986.
when the FDIC took over Madison Guaranty in February 1989, it
determined that the Gerrish firm had a conflict. In March 1989,
the FDIC therefore replaced the Gerrish firm with the Rose law
firm.

The FDIC report reviewed the time period in which the
FDIC was responsible for the conservatorship of Madison Guaranty,
from February 28, 1989 to August 9, 1989 (when the RTC was
created and took over the conservatorship of failed savings and
loans). The FDIC was thus the entity that retained the Rose law
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firm.to pursue the Frost & Co. litigation. The FDIC report
reviewed relevant FDIC and RTC documents and interviewed
participants,-including FDIC and RTC employees and Rose law firm
lawyers.

On the factual issue of whether the Rose law firm had
disclosed to the FDIC its prior representation of Madison
Guaranty, the FDIC concluded that the record was unclear. The
report nevertheless concluded that no conflict existed between
the
its
The
not

Rose law firm's prior representation of Madison Guaranty and
representation of the FDIC in the Frost & Co. litigation.
report concluded that the firm's representation in 1985 was
"directly adverse" to the representation in 1989.

The FDIC based its conclusion on two grounds. First,
it stated that there was no evidence that the firm had any
involvement in the creation of the Frost & Co. audit report that
became the subject of the 1989 litigation. Second, it stated "we
have_found no evidence that the Firm had a close relationship
with the S&L which might call into question its independence."
This was one of the sentences that Senator D'Amato attacked so
bitterly at the Senate Banking Committee hearing.

On the issue of whether Mr. Hubbell had disclosed his
relationship with his father-in-law, Seth Ward, who was then in
litigation with Madison Guaranty, the FDIC stated that it was
uncertain whether Mr. Hubbell had disclosed the relationship
before the FDIC retained the Rose law firm. Nevertheless, the
relationship was plainly known to the FDIC within three months of
retention. Mr. Hubbell agreed to the creation of an internal
firm "firewall" to guard against him receiving information that
might be of use to his father-in-law. At the hearing, Senator
Faircloth ridiculed what he called an "Arkansas firewall" through
which he claimed light and heat could easily penetrate.

At the hearing, Chairman Hove testified that in 1989,
FDIC standards required an actual conflict before the agency
would bar a retention. Today, the FDIC's standards are much
tougher and would bar a retention on the showing of an
"appearance of a conflict of interest." Chairman Hove testified
that under today's standards, the Rose law firm facts would
present an appearance of a conflict.

Chairman Hove agreed to have the FDIC Inspector General
("IG") look into the conflict issue. It was somewhat unclear at
the hearing whether the IG would look only at the process by
which the FDIC arrived at its decision or would review the
substantive issue. It was also unclear whether the IG would
apply the actual conflict standard or the appearance of a
conflict standard in its review, We should assume, however, that

2
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the IG will adopt the broadest possible interpretation of its
mandate.

2-“~
_ The RTC report was released on February 25, 1994 by
Senator D'Amato.

The RTC report differs in two major respects from the
FDIC report. First, the RTC did not interview any Rose law firm
attorneys. The RTC reviewed RTC records and interviewed RTC
employees only. Second, the report is factual only. The report
reached no conclusion on whether the Rose law firm had a
conflict. As the report describes it scope, "This investigation
focused only on whether or not Rose disclosed its previous
representation of Madison to the FDIC and RTC."

The RTC concluded that Rose did not disclose either its
prior representation of Madison Guaranty or Mr. Hubbell's
relationship with Mr. Ward.‘ The report acknowledges, however,
that within a few months of the retention, the supervisory FDIC
attorney, Ms. Breslaw, was made aware of Mr. Hubbell's
relationship with Mr. Ward. Ms. Breslaw determined that no
conflict existed.

The RTC did not hire the Rose law firm; rather, the
retention by the FDIC took place before the RTC was even in '

existence. Further, the RTC acknowledges in its report that it
had no outside conflicts committee, nor regulations, guidance or
policy on conflicts until after 1989.

The conclusion of the RTC report is that the matter was
referred to the Office of the General Counsel (Ellen Kulka) for
any action that it deems appropriate.’

‘ An ultimate finding that Rose had not disclosed either the
prior representation of Madison Guaranty or the Ward relationship
would be a finding that Mr. Hubbell was not truthful in his
recollection. Mr. Hubbell told the FDIC when it was preparing its
report that he advised FDIC attorneys about the prior Rose
representation of Madison Guaranty and believes that he also
advised the government attorneys about his relationship with Mr.
Ward. Mr. Hubbell was not interviewed by the RTC attorneys during
the preparation of their report.

2 As noted above, the RTC report only addressed the factual
issues of representation and disclosure. The report did not
attempt to apply the facts to any applicable conflicts rules or
regulations. It is not clear what the RTC General Counsel, Ms.
Kulka, will do with the report. The RTC has an Outside counsels’

(continued...)

1
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At the hearing, Mr. Altman agreed to refer the RTC
report to the RTC IG for review.

Ihat sanction could be isposed if the IDIC/RTC finds
that the Rose law firm had a conflict of interest or an
appearance of a conflict in handling the rrost a co.
litigation in 1909 and failed to disclose that
conflict? -

As noted above, it is not clear whether the FDIC or the
RTC will review this matter under an actual conflict standard or
an appearance of a conflict standard. It would seem that to
impose any sanction, the IG would have to decide that the Rose
firm violated a duty that was in existence at the time, not a
duty that later became more strict.

The most severe sanction that would likely flow from a
finding that the Rose law firm had a duty to disclose its prior
representation of Madison Guaranty and its relationship with Mr.
ward and that it breached that duty would be that the Rose law
firm would be permanently barred from any further work for thee
RTC or the FDIC (and possibly other banking regulators). Lesser
sanctions imposed by the regulatory agencies might also be
possible, such as a temporary bar. ' '

Under the facts as we now understand them, it would -
seem quite unlikely that the RTC could bring a civil action
against the Rose firm or any of its attorneys for failure to
disclose the conflict. To prevail, the RTC would have to show
fraud or intentional misconduct that caused substantial loss to
the institution or unjust enrichment to the Rose firm. The RTC
could only really show fraud or intentional misconduct if it
could demonstrate that the Rose law firm "threw" the Frost & Co.
litigation because of its prior representation of Madison
Guaranty.

Criminal liability for the Rose firm would seem even
more remote. To prevail, the Special Counsel would have to show
that Rose acted with intent to defraud the savings and loan or
wilfully made false statements to the FDIC/RTC through its
failure to disclose the conflict.

Ihat civil matters is the RTC investigating, who can it
sue, and why didn't we hear anything about a civil
investigation until late 1993?

'(...continued)
Conflicts Committee to which she could refer the report. She could
presumedly also refer the report with a recommendation to the RTC
Acting CEO Jack Ryan for action.

i
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The RTC is investigating whether it has a civil tort
action against ggyggg who caused a loss to Madison Guaranty.
This would include insiders such as James and Susan McDougal and
members of the Board of Madison. It also includes professionals
who provided service to Madison Guaranty, such as the Rose law
firm, other law firms, and accounting firms. The Frost & Co.
suit is an example of a suit against a professional service
provider that caused loss to Madison Guaranty through a negligent
audit. The RTC could also sue outsiders, including the President
and Mrs.
insiders
example,
received
that the
Guaranty
commonly
that the

Clinton, if the RTC found that the outsiders worked with
illegally to divert assets of the savings and loan. For
if the RTC believed that the Clinton campaign knowingly
diverted Madison assets at the April 1985 fundraiser or
Clintons knowingly received other diverted Madison
assets through Whitewater, it could bring suit. The RTC
sues the recipient of a loan where it has information
borrower knew that the loan was improper.

Under the legislation creating the RTC in 1989, the RTC
as conservator of a failed savings and loan had to bring a tort
claim within three years of the time the RTC (or FDIC as
predecessor) took over the institution. The FDIC took over
Madison Guaranty on February 28, 1989. Thus, all torts had to be
brought by February 28, 1992. That day passed during the

'

campaign.

The Resolution Trust Corporation Completion Act, signed
by the President on December 17, 1993, revived the possibility of
a civil action. Under that legislation, a narrow class of torts
-those that were fraudulent or involved intentional misconduct
and that either caused substantial loss to the institution or
unjust enrichment to the defendant--were revived. The statute
extended the limitations period such that this category of tort
could be brought within five years of the time the RTC took over
the institution.‘ Moreover, the statute specifically provided
that the five year period would apply even if the three year
limitations period had already run.‘

3 I am unaware of any civil suits brought by the RTC prior to
February 28, 1992, but I would not be surprised if it had sued
McDougal and other insiders. McDougal was indicted in 1989 for
bank fraud involving Madison Guaranty, and was acquitted in 1990.
It would be fairly common for the RTC to pursue a civil action even
after an acquittal.

‘ Torts based on negligence are still covered by the three year
statute of limitations.

‘The statute of limitations for crimes involving financial
institutions is 10 years from the date the illegal conduct
occurred, regardless of when the RTC took over the institution.

5
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As a result, the RTC would not have been looking into a
possible civil suit involving Madison Guaranty after February
1992 and~before the passage of the statute last fall. In late
1993 and early 1994, Senator D'Amato and Rep. Leach recognized
that the legislation had revived the possibility of an RTC
lawsuit in the Madison matter. Both took to the floor of their
respective chambers, aggressively urging the RTC to commence an
action before the statute expired. In early 1994, the RTC--then
faced with a statute of limitations that would run by the end of
February~-hired the San Francisco—based law firm of Pillsbury,
Madison and Sutro to assist it in determining whether to bring
any civil actions arising out of Madison.‘

In February 1994, the statute of limitations was
extended once again, through the life of the RTC, which is
expected to expire on December 31, 1995.

New that Mr. Altman as Acting cso of the are has
recused himself from further involvement in Madison
Guaranty matters, who at the RTC will be the decision
maker on whether to bring a civil action arising out of
the failure of Madison Guaranty?

Following his testimony before the Senate Banking '

Committee on Thursday, Mr. Altman recused himself as Acting CEO
of the RTC from any further involvement in Madison
Guaranty/Whitewater matters. "

° The partner at Pillsbury assigned to this matter is Jay
Stephens, a Republican who was a member of the Reagan and Bush
administrations. From 1981 to April 1986, Mr. Stephens was a
political appointee at the Justice Department: By 1986, he had
become Associate Deputy Attorney General. From April 1986 through
March 1988, he was Deputy counsel to the President. In that
capacity, he had a role in the Iran/Contra Affair. After published
reports that Oliver North had shredded documents, Mr. Stephens
called Fawn Hall. When she denied (falsely) that any improper
shredding had taken place, Mr. Stephens accepted her denial, and
the White House issued a statement denying the shredding.

In March 1988, President Reagan appointed Mr. Stephens to
be U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia. when President
Clinton sought the removal of all U.S. Attorneys in April 1993, Mr.
Stephens called a press conference at which he suggested that the
President was acting to frustrate the investigation of Rep.
Rostenkowski. At the time, Senator Dole called for hearings into
what he termed the "March massacre." Until January 1994, Mr.
Stephens had been considering running for the Senate.

§
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The top official at the RTC who will be making these
decisions on Madison Guaranty is Jack Ryan. Mr. Ryan was
formerly_with_the Office of Thrift supervision. He is a career
official. His principal advisor will be Ellen Kulka, now General
Counsel of the RTC, who also came from OTS. Ms. Kulka is also a
career official.

We intend to nominate a person for the position of CEO
of the RTC within the next few weeks. We can anticipate that any
person the President nominates will be pressured to recuse from
any Madison-related matters. If the person refuses to recuse and
is confirmed, then that person will become the decision maker.
If that person is forced to recuse to achieve confirmation, then
Jack Ryan would remain the decision-maker on Madison matters at
the RTC.

W.N.E.

Z
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FQDIQGIY 17, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO:__ Chainnan Hqvn '

F1014: Douglas B. Jones 40 5
Aztinq General counse

SUBJECT:

As you znquostod, vs have reviewed thc FDIC’: 1989 retention at
the R000 Lav riza with rcapoct to Madison Guaranty savings ana -
Loan. Attachnd is a report on our review and t1nd1nql- ll 9°“
can see tron the report, an round no buts to cancludc that tho
ratantion involvod a conflict at interest-. by the lav tin.
Accurdinqly, we are not 1'e0Ol\l0l\d1.nq any sanctions against the
tirl.
XEBICIIIIHC
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February l1, 1994

LBGLL DIVISION REPORT OI TEE RETENTION OP TI] RQQI LII III!
IO! TI! XLDIBOU 60121]?! SLVIIGB LID LOII COIIBIVITOIBIIP

The purpose of this report is to review the facts and
circumstances surrounding the retention of the Rose Law Firm (the
"Firm") for the representation of the conservatorship of Madison
Guaranty

savings i Loan (the "conservetorehip" and the "sans,
respect vely) in litigation against the Frost G Co. ("Frost")
accounting firm. It explores (1) whether the Firm's prior
representation of the SGL before the Arkansas-securities » ~
Conissioner constituted a conflict of interest: (2) whether thelitigation against the Conservatorship by the father-in-law of
the Firm partner in charge of the £195; litigation was a conflict
of interest: and (3) whether any action against the Firm is
warranted.

Aseertions have been made that the Firm had conflicts of interest
that should have prohibited it from representing the - »

Conservatorsnip and the FDIC in the Eros: litigation. we have
reviewed the time period in which the FDIC was responsible for
managing the conservstorship (from February za. 1989 through
August 9, 1989, when the Resolution Trust corporation was
established) to determine the facts related to the Fire's
retention. As a pert of our review, we looked at all relevant
internal FDIC and RTC materials from that time, reviewed relevant
materials identified by the Firs, and interviewed each of the
participants and others who were involved with the
Conservatorship. '

As detailed below, based on the information available to us, we
have found no basis to conclude that under the then applicable
rules either situation involved a conflict of interest.
Accordingly, we recommend no sanctions against the Firm.

Isckgrouhd

On February 7, 1989, the FDIC entered into an agreement with the
rederal savings and Loan Insurance corporation ('rSL1c') to act
as agent for the PSLIC in any receivership or conservatorship
appointed for an insured savings association after January 1.
.1909. on February 20, 1989, rshic was appointed coservator for
the Madison Guaranty Savings e Loan. Pursuant go the agreement
with the ESLIC, the FDIC was appointed the managing agent for the
conservatoranip. In that role, the role was required to marshal
the institution's assets and pursue all claims by and defend
those against the SSL. Among the litigation existing at the S&L
at that time was a suit against the institution's former auditor,
Frost a Co. As managing agent, it was the roIc's responsibility

OOOOlQ
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tn determine whether that suit had any value and, if so, to -

continue the pursuit of the action. The FDIC's formal role ended
on August 9, 1989. with the creation of the RTC, whose function
was to serve as receiver or conservator for any sat closed after
January 1, 1989.‘~
In 1985, the Firm represented the ssh before the Arkansas
securities Commissioner on two matters: a plan to issue a $3
million private placement of preferred stock in the sen, on which
the Comissicner was asked to issue an opinion: and an
application by which the SGL, assuming it raised tho capital,
sought to set up a service corporation that would become-a
wholly-owned broker dealer cf securities. The opinion was issued
on May 14, 1905 and the Comissioner approved the service
corporation on September 20. 1985, although placing s condition
on the approval that the S&L must raise the capital by Decemberll, 1985. The capital was never raised and the plan was not .
implemented. There were no communications between the
commissioner’: staff and the Firm after 198$ with respect to the
securities placement or the plan. -

Part of the submission in support of these two applications was
an audit of the financia1'starsmants of the sin performed by
Frost for calendar year 1964. Certain adjustments to these
financial statements were questioned by the commissioner's
office. The records of the commissioner's office show that the
affect of those adjustments was explained in letters fros Frost
and John Latham, the SiL‘s chief executive officer, attached to a
letter from the Fit! on Jul! 25, 1985. Therm is no indication
that the Firm retained the auditor, assisted in any way in the
audit or took any position as to the quality of the audit.

In 1988, the sin initiated litigation against frost charging that
the auditor had been negligent, reckless and breached its
contract

by
failing to fairly represent the 8aL's financial

condition n the 1984 and l985 audits. The Sit was represented
in the litigation by the law firm of Gerrish and McCreary
The Gerrish firm also was involved in defending directors and
officers of failed banks in actions instituted by the FDIC.
After FDIC was appointed managing agent of the conservatorship.
the FDIC staff attorney responsible for the grog; litigation
concluded that, pursuant to FDIC policy, the firm had a conflict

The FDIC's Legal Division continued to provide legal
support to the RTC with staff dedicated to RTC legal matters
until September 1991, when all RTC legal matters were assumed by
a newly created Legal Division within the RTC comprised of the
FDIC staff formerly dedicated to RTC work.

1
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of interest with the FDIC and had to be replaced. The staff
attorney also concluded that few firms in Arkansas had the
experience and capacity to do accounting malpractice work, which
is considered to be complex in nature. The staff attorney first
considered the Arkansas law firm of Wright, Lindsey i Jennings,
which had represented FDIC in other matters, but it too had a
conflict of interest. The staff attorney then contacted the Rose
firm based on previous work done by the Firm on behalf of the
FDIC in connection with the Corning Bank failure.‘

The staff attorney contacted a partner of the lire (based on the
staff attorney's recollection. probably Webster Eubbellj and
asked the Firm to take over representation. The staff attorneyis sure the Firm would have been asked about any conflicts of‘
interest, but due to the passage of time has no specific
recollection of making that request or any response that say have
been made. Richard Donovan, a partner with the Firm who worked
on the case. states that he recalls Mr. Hubbsll havig advised
the staff attorney of prior representation of the 38L on a matter
involving the Arkansas Securities Commissioner. Mr. Hubbell's

'

recollection differs. Be recalls advising the staff attorney
very generally that the Firm had done a small amount of work for
the SEL years earlier, but that he did not view that as amounting
to a conflict. He believes the work he was aware of was lending
and collection work. 8e.says he does not believe he was aware of
the earlier securities work at that tine, so he does not believe
he discussed it with the staff attorney then. The FDIC staff
attorney has no recollection of the issue being raised and says
that if it bad been it would have been discussed with the
attorney's supervisor. The supervisor has no rscollection of the
issue being raised.

l while the rim had sent a letter to the rnrc dated
February 28, lilo, soliciting work relating to any sen failures,
it does not appear the staff attorney was aware of that letter or
that it influenced her decision to ask the Firs to represent the
FDIC. Also, assertions have been made that the letter say have
been deceptive and misled the FDIC regarding Prior I¢PrIll"t==1°"
because it stated ‘the tire does not represent any savings and
loan association in state or federal rguletory setters.‘
However. the letter also states '[f1roe time to time we have
provided specialized service to some savings and loan
associations in such areas as employment discrimination; "°!K‘°"!
of participation loans and bankruptcy.‘ The firs also
acknowledged in the letter that there may be ihdlvidull
transactions or situations where a conflict of interest ¢°u1d
arise.

000021
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At the time the conservator was appointed (and when the rirm was
retained), Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law, seth ward, sr., was
involved in litigation with the SEL. Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law
had obtained a judgment Of roughly $470,000 for commissions
allegedly owed him by the SGL for the sale of real estate on
behalf of Madison Financial Corporation, e subsidiary of the sen.
That came was then on appeal.

Mr. Hubbell says he wee aware of the g;;§ litigation but he did
not view it as a conflict. he says he believes he did advise the
staff attorney about it, but he cannot be certain. The staff
attorney does not recall whether the ward relationship was raised
at the time of the Fire's retention in March of 1989. However,
another rnlc staff attorney became aware of the relatibnshh} andinformed the staff attorney on the case, in a letter dated wune
8, l989. At that time, the second staff attorney expressed
concern that Mr. Hubbell would have access to information through
his representation that could be damaging to the litigation
involving M. ward. After reviewing the facts, the staff .

attorney
responsible for the Zrggg litigation concluded that the

fact! d d not pose a conflict. ~On June 23, 1909, the staff
attorney wrote to the FDIC's Managing Agent for the
Conservatorship concerning the Eubbell/Ward relationship, stating
that Mr. flubbell bad not represented Mr. ward in the pest and he
would not do so in the future.‘ Mr. Mubbell then sent a letter
to the FDIC Managing Agent, dated June 20, lees, in which be
affirmed that he had not and would not in the future represent
Mr. Ward in the dispute with the sat.‘ Mr. Eubbell also
confirmed in an interview that he had not drafted any documents
that were involved in the ward litigation.

The staff attorney's letter also-noted that the primary
attorney in the case was Richard Donovan, not Mr. Eubbell, and
stated that M. Eubbell was involved only in en indirect way.
Based on discussions with the staff attorney, this was meant to
indicate that M. Donovan, as the junior partner on the case,
would do most of the day-to-day work. Based on fee bills for the
case, Mr. Iubbell performed a significant amount of work.

S

‘ The issue was raised again after Mr. Hubbell's letter
when an rote credit specialist sent a memorandum to his
supervisor expressing concern about the relationship and seeking
senior level review of the situation. This memorendu also was
called to the attention of the Fore‘: Regional counsel indicative
that this should be "a Washington issue" because the staff
attorney responsible for the g;9;§ litigation was based in
washington, D.C. no further action appears to have resulted from
these subsequent memoranda.

l

1

00001;
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As an added precaution. according to Hr. Hubbell, hr. Donovan and
Gary Speed, another partner at the Firm who worked on the Eggs;
case, the Firm imposed an informal. unwritt procedure in
connection with the Zrggt litigation that kept Hr. Bubbell from
having access to information about his father—in-law. According
to Messrs. Donovan and Hubbell, hr. Rubbell was not allowed
access to materiel such as an investigative report done by the
8iL‘s prior attorneys, and he was kept out of several depositions
when information concerning Hr. ward’: loans was e ected to be
involved. Hr. Bpccd states that Mr. Hubbcll wouldxleave the roomif Hr. Ward's name cane up during discussions, and that he and
hr. Donovan would not discuss Hr. ward in the presence of Hr.
Hubbell.

Analysis~$nnn
The standards governing the professional conduct of attorneys,
including issues

relatingnto
actual and potential conflicts of

interest, are set forth codes or rules of professional
responsibility and conduct adopted by the various states.- Hany
states have adopted, or have patterned their rules en, the
American Ba: Association's Model Rules of Professional Conduct
("the nodel Rules"). Arkansas adopted the kodel Rules as its
rules of conduct for attorneys in 1985. The Model Rules
generally prohibit an attorney from representing a client where
the attorney also represents or previously represented another
client whose interests are adverse to the first client. The
Model Rules provide that a client may waive a conflict cf
interest by consenting to the representation after consultation
with the attorney and provided the attorney reasonably believes
the rIPresentat1on will not adversely affect the relationship
with the other client. ours Ruins or PROFESSIONAL counucm Rule
1.7. under the Hodel Rules, and all the state rules of which we
are aware, it-is the attorney, not the client, who has the
primary reponsibility to identify conflicts of interest when
approached with a request to represent a client with respect to a
new matters ‘

‘ notwithstanding that the responsibility to identify any
potential conflicts rests principally with the attorney, in 1990
the rblc Legal Division adopted comprehensive Policies and
procedures governing the retention of law firms and the waiver cf
actual or potential conflicts of interest. In 1989, the ?DIC'e
conflicts procedures, however, were less formal. Prior to their
retention, firms generally were required to respond to e series
of questions regarding past and current representations. _Unfortunately, in early isas, due to the tteuandous increase in
workload as a result of the rDIC's added YSLIC responsibilities,

OOOO23
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The relevant provisions under the Arkansas rules of professional
conduct provide that:

'1 lhwydt shall not represent a client if the
representationof that client will be directly adverse to another cl ent,

unless: (l) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation
will not adversely affect the relationship with the other client:
and (2) each client consents after consultation‘: and

"A lawyer shall not
represent

a client if the representation
of that client may be mater ally limited by the lawyer's
responsibilities to another client or to a third person, or by
the lawyer's own interests, unless: (1) the lawyer reasonably
believes the representation will not be adversely affected: and
(2) the client consents after consultation."

Ths_£irnLa_2rior_BsIsssnsasien

The information regardig whether the Firm disclosed that it had
represented the sin on the prior securities matter is unclear.
The sore

isportant
question, however, is whether a conflict of

interest ex sted that should have been disclosed before the firm‘
agreed to represent the conservator. .'
In essence, the Firm reresented the S&L's interests before the
securities commissioner in 1905 and it was rcivesemtlnfgthe 8&L's
interests (on behalf of the S&L's oonsarvato¥7”in less. Previous
representation of an institution by itself does not create a
conflict vnen a subsequent conservator is appointed for the
institution. There is no indication in the records, or baldd on
our review, that the Pits did anything ore with respect to the
audit in question than take it at face value in its
representation in 1908. There did not appear to be any
divergence of interest between their representation in 190$ and
1989. As a consequence, the tire’: representation in 1905 was
not "directly adverse‘ to its representation of the
Conservatership in lsss. '

In addition, we have found no evidence that the Firm had a close
relationship with the sat which light call into question its
independence. The tire did not serve as general counsel or
exclusive or frequent counsel for the sin. In addition, no
member of the Firs served in any senior managerial or directorial

such inquiries were not always documented. In this instance,
there are no documents showing what inquiry was made of the Firm.

000024
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relationship with the Ssh prior to its failure.

Under the Model Rules, disclosure of prior representation such as
involved here may not be required. However. Where I firm is
aware of such a prior relationship, we would expect it to convey
that information to our staff to assist in determining whether to
retain the firm. It is not clear whether the information was
conveyed to the FDIC staff at the time. however, based on our
review, we do not believe the prior representation represented a
conflict of interest.~
It is uncertain whether the hubbell/ward relationship was
disclosed at the time of retention. Nevertheless, it was clearly
discussed within three months after retention and the staff
attorney concluded there was no conflict. That assessment
appears to be correct.

hr. Hubbell had not represented Hr. ward so there was no conflict
of representation directly

adverse to the Conservatorship. also,
Ir. flubbell's representat on of the FDIC did not appear to have
any effect on.Hr. Uhrd. Under Arkansas T Y", unless I.
Hubbol1's representation of the Cons -torship would be
'aaterielly limited" by his “responsibilities @ hie father-in
law or his own personal interests, no disclosure was required.
Also, FDIC procedures, at that time, would not have required the
disclosure of the relationship.

While concern was expressed by some FDIC staff shortly after the
Firm‘: retention that us. Iubhell would have access to
information that could benefit his father-in-law, there is no
indication any such information was transferred. Moreover,
Arkansas rules of professional conduct (as do all state rules of
conduct) prohibit an attorney from revealing information relating
to representation of a client, unless the client consents after
consultation. As a precaution, the firm

apparently
imposed its

own informal "firewall" to prevent informat on regarding Mr. ward
from being passed on to sr. Iubbell. Also, the FDIc's

proceduresat that time did not require disclosure of a relationsh p such as
existed with respect to us. Bubbell and his father—in—law.

Therefore, no actual conflict appears to have existed. While in
this case it is unclear whether advance disclosure was made and
there was ng_ggguigg]g§; that er. Rubbell's relationshi be
disclosed, we want to emphasize that on an issue as eubgective as
this, we believe the better course would have been for the
attorney to make clear and full disclosure in

writing
to the FDIC

and let the FDIC as client determine whether in its udgment the
representation at issue was likely to affect its interests

88-432 O - 95 — 25
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aaversely.‘ Nevertheless. that was not specifically
required

at
the time and, when disclosure was made, the FDIC deters nee the
representation was not adverse. '

conclusion

In 1989, the Legal Division lacked torlal procedures regarding
the deterainetion of conflicts of interest and, at the ease tine,
the Division's staff was experiencing an enormous increase in
workload due to the rapidly expanding duties of the FDIC. As a
consequence, in hindsight documentation regarding the retention
of the Firs is more liaited than would be ideally hoped for.
However, based on our review, we have found no basis to determine

Ihat
either of the alleged instances involved a conflict of

nterest.

Therefore, we see no basis to recommend any sanctions against the
Firs.

‘ In 1590, the rozc adopted formal procedures to deal with
conflicts which eephasised that waivers must be sought even Whit!
there is only the "appearance" of a conflict. Also, in 1990, the
supreme court of Arkansas recognized that although the
"appearance or inpropriety" is no longer specifically a part ofthe state's rules of professional conduct the principle s still
a part of the rules. v. Eli!!!
gg,, 102 Ark. as, 1:1 s.w 669 (1990).

,\I'\:\:'\ 1 ._
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This investigation was initiated based on accounts in 13;

!dshin££in_2ins1 and zns_£aanins£2n_£2ss concernihq I P°°°151.
contlict or interest involving the Rose Lav Firs (Rose), Little
Rock, Arkansas.'~= '

l. In 1984 and 1985, Rose represented Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association (Madison) beiore the Arkansas
securities ceeeassioner. In its representation or Madison, the
law tire presented and relied upon an audit report issued by
Frost 5 company (Frost) on Madison. The lav tire represented
Madison in its attempt to obtain authorization tron the
Commissioner to issue a class or preferred stock and to enqaqe M
brokeraoe activities.

2. In lsas, atter the tailure or Madison, the Federal
Deposit Insurance corporation (P016) hired Rose to sue troet tor
aecountinq malpractice in auditing the Madison books in i984 and
1985. The rrest audit was the sase_one previously used by Rose
in eakinq a case tor Madison betore the Arkansas securities
commissioner in 1905. _

5g;;_ - .1 . d» 3 -.. This investigation focused onl
on whether or not Rose disclosed its previous representation or
Madison to the FDIC and RTC. Interviews or current or toreer
Rose Lav Fire attorneys who nay he knowledgeable or this matter
were not conducted.

Charles P. Mandley, Financial Exaeiner supervisor, Arkansaa
securities oepartnent, provided docusentation that established
that lose did represent Madison betore the Depertlent during 191
ind ISIS!

1- Attachment l in a copy or a letter tree the lav
tire, dated April JO, 1905, to Mr. Mandley. The letter
identified Millary Rodhse clinton or Richard Massey as the tire
point or contact tor rurther intorsation.

2. Attachment 2 in s copy‘or a handwritten neaorandu
dated May 6, 1905, addressed to '8rady.' The unknown author or
the seuorandua instructed "Brady' to "please review and drart
response to Millsry."

J. Attachment 3 in a copy or an ottioe routine slip,
dated May 6, 1985, true "Charles" retarrinq to an April J0. 19!
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2. hsi sreslaw stated that the lawsuit tiled by Rose
on tehalt 0! the FDIC (and sucsequently the RTC! and Madison
centered on the tact that Frost, during their 1984-1985 audit.
tailed to detect that Madison was insolvent (Attachment lo).

J. Ms. areslaw stated that the case was settled in
1991 for $1,025,000 (Attachment 10).

4. Me. Breslaw provided several oi the law £irn's
billings to FDICIRTC for its representation in the matter ot
IEIELBIQ_2a_ZI9ii_i_QQDRAB2_1DQ_HIQ1i9n_§!lllDS1_§l¥1n!l_£flfl_L9£
Association (Attachment ll).

5. Further, Ms. Breslaw obtained written contirnatiox
tron Rose that the tire billed the FDIC/RTC tor a total oi
$400.01! 55 in the matter ‘Feta

(httmhment 11! - :T"'
. ‘

I. In addition to Madison, Rose represented and continues
to represent the RTC in legal matters involving institutions
other than Madison (Attachnent 13).

iglaggz Rose represented the FDIC and the REC. In one
particular satter, the tire pursued a ealpractice suit against
Frost for negligence in detereining the true iinancial-conditi:
of the Madison during its audit or the institution.
"~ r '

A. Z1ggg_M;;ggg: Rose represented Madison betore the
Arkansas securities Departaent. that representation invo1ved'
ssL's atteepts to obtain authorization to issue preterred stoc
and to engage in brokerage services. The tire utilized the Fr
audit at Madison‘: condition to support the request tor
authorization.

1. Later, Rose was retained by the FDIC (lfl¢
subsequently the RTC) to pursue an accountant malpractice suit
against Frost. The particular issue or the suit was the

detective
audit which tailed to detect that Madison was

neo went.

5- Hllfl_Hl&&lI1=

1. In ises, all tiles pertaining to the accountant
malpractice suit tiled against Frost and company were deliver!

§2’ROIO.
specifically Webb Hubbell, a stat! attorney (At$8=hII

2. Mr. Rubbell is the son—in—1av at seth ward, a
Madison "insider", who obtained a judgement against Madison I
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approxisately $417,000 in i989. Mr. Huboell was present at the
trial oi the Seth ward natter and appeared to have been an
interested (indirectly) participant in the ward proceedings
(Attachment is).

3. The judgeaent was appealed by the FDIC. Sue
Strayhorn, FDIC Litigation coordinator tor Madison. advised the)
it a new trial was granted, inroraation contained in the Frost
audit tiles (or which Hr. Huhbell had knowledge) could be
damaging to the FDIC case against Mr. Hubbell's rather-in-law.
hs. Strayhorn brought this to the attention or Paul Jeddeloh,
FDIC Stat! Attorney, in order to nake his aware or the situatie
(Attachaent IS).

4. This possible contlict was also raised by Ken
schneck, Madison's Credit Specialist. In addition to the seth
Hard matter, Hr. Schneck also stated that hr. Huhbell's"brothez
in-law, setn ward II. had also tiled suit against Madison.
hr. Schneck stated that during the course of the Frost suit, u
practices and procedures used in Madison's day-to-day operation
would surely be exasined. As such, Hr. Huhboil would be privy
this detailed intoraation. hr. Schneck suggested that it_vouh
be naive to think none ot this intoraation would he revealed tr
hr. nuhhell's taaily (Attachnent ii).

S. Ms. Breslaw responded to the concerns oi
Hr. Jeddeloh, Ms. strayhorn, and Hr. Schneck. on June 20. 190
in a letter to David Paulson, Managing Agent, Madison. she tou
tnothiag to warrant taking the Frost natter away tron Rose
(Attachsent 17). -

gyggagg: eased on the intoraation obtained to date. neu
or the above two matters were disclosed by Rose. (See Seetio:
below ror turther disclosure discussion.) The setter involvh
Seth darn was brought to the attention ct the stat! attorney:
Madison, April Breslav. by FDIC attorneys. Ms. Breslav
subsequently deternined that no contlict existed. It shouldi
note that at this tine, 1909, there was no Outside contlicts
coaittee and there were no regulations, policy, or guidance
contlict matters. the process, according to He. sreslaw, was
intoraal and situations were handled as they case to the
attention or the stat: attorney who handled that particular
institution.

Y.

l- 9" 9¢€°b¢I 3. 199°. HQ. Huhhell executed a Legal
services Agreement on behalt ot Rose with the FDIC. Hr. Hub!
certiiied that, es part or its agreeaent with the FDIC, the 1
would update any contlicts intoraation in its annual report 1
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the FDIC. No disclosures were nade by Rose at this time
(Attachment ii).
s. On August :4, 1992, Mr. Hubbell, in a letter to the are

provided detailed information on Rose. Mr. Hubbell stated that
the tirm's prior representation or the FDIC/RTC included Madison
Guaranty savings a Loan. No disclosure was made that the tire
represented Madison prior to FDIC/RTC involvement.

l. In his letter, Hr. Hubbell disclosed an unrelated
contlict involving a former camber’: alleged contlict ot intere=
in acting as both borrower and attorney in connection with his
personal credit arrangements at Firstsouth. The clais was
subsequently settled and the member withdrew tron the tirm in
March isss.

2. Attached to Hr. Hubbell'e letter was an RIC fitne
and Integrity Certitication which sully disclosed details or tn
contlict involving the tormer member ot the tire (Attachaent is
C. On December 1, isea Hr. Rubbell executed a Legal

Services Agreement with the £10 and stated the firm had no
conflicts ot interest with the R16 or FDIC (Attachment 201.
D. Ms. Breslaw, formerly FDIC and currently with the REC

advised that she has no recollection that the Rose Law Firm
verbally disclosed to her its prior representation or Madison.
Rs. Breslaw further stated she had no documentation regarding
conversation wherein Kr. Hubbell told her about the tirI's pri
representation ot Madison (Attachment 21).
impgggg: Rose disclosed one conrlict or interest which I

unrelated to the Frost or Hard matters. no documentation was

found
regarding a disclosure or either the Frost or the Ward

ea ters.

vs.

A. Rose represented Madison prior to its failure. In oparticular matter, the lira represented Madison oetore the
Arkansas Securities Department in the SiL's attempt to obtein
authorization to issue stock and engage in rokeraqe activiti
The tire's representation relied upon the 1-‘ii "P°1'@

D. Rose represented the FDIC/RTC subsequent to the £113or Madison. In one particular matter, the tire was rIte1fl04
pursue an accountant malpractice suit against Frost for faiii
to detect the insolvency of Madison.

c. Rose did not disclose its representation or Madison
berore the Arkansas Securities Department to the FDIC/RTC.
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letter tron the £12: setting torth Madison’: plan to issue
preterred stocx and a legal opinion that Madison could
issue such stock. The author expressed doubt that Madison coul
enter into such a business practice.

4. Attachment 4 is a letter, dated May l4, l9e5,'trc
Beverly Bassett, savings and Loan Supervisor, to Ms. Clinton.
relevant to the authorization and issuance or a class or
preterred stock by Madison. Ms. Bassett's letter stated she
agreed with Ms. Clinton's conclusion that Arkansas lav express]
gave state chartered associations the power to authorize and
issue preferred stock.

5. Attachment 5 is a letter, dated July i0, 198$, ix
Mr. Massey, Rose, to various otticials or the Arkansas Securit:
commission, relevant to Madison's application to engage in
brokerage activities. Mr. Massey stated in his letter that
either he 0: Ms. Clinton could be contacted if there were any
questions. .

6. _Attachment 6 is a memorandum, dated ‘ul 11, 198
tree Mr. Mandley to Ms. Bassett and Nancy Jones regardin fMadison's application to tors a second—tier, WLl;_ ~- - serv
corporation, to engage in securities broker-dealer business,
M. Handley expressed his concern about adjustments made to
Madison's net worth by Madison's accountants in the December 1
19a4 audited financial statement.

7. Attachment 7 is a letter, dated July 25, 1905, I
Mr. Massey to various otticials ot the Arkansas savings a Lea:
supervisory Board, relevant to Madison's application to engage
brokerage activities. The letter essentially disagreed with
Mr. M\ndley's previous letter or July 17, 1955.

fiflilgg: Rose did represent Madison prior to the
{allure or the savings and loan.

III '-

A. April A. Breslav, Attorney, Professional Liability
section, RTC, Haehington, D.C., provided intorsation and
documentation to support that Bole did represent the FDIC/RTC
Madison against Frost.

1. In 198a, Madison tiled an accounting nalptactic
lawsuit against Frost. In i989, Madison vent into
conservatorship. At that time. Ms. Breslav. Attorney. FDIC
Directors and Otticers Liability Section, replaced Madison's
counsel with Rose. The lav tirm was retained to continue
pssreuinq the accountant nelprsctioe malt against FPOBQ
(Attacheents 8 and 9). .
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Further. it did not raport possible contiiots involving the
brother-in-lav and rather-in-law ot Hebh Hubbell, stat! attorney
at Rose. Both Setn ward and Seth ward, II, had tiled suits
against Madison. The FDIC became aware of this matter, but
Ms. Btesiav, the FDIC attorney assionod to the Madison matters,
determined that a conflict did not exist.

O. He. Bresiaw, who was subsequently elliqhld Z0 Chi RT¢
did retain Rose in 1989 to represent the FDIC/RIC at Madison.
Ms. Brasiaw did not recall anyone at the tirn telling he: that
the tit: had previously represented nadison. No documentation
was found which retlected that the tits had disclosed the
representation.

E. A Fit certification and Legal service Aqreonents veto
reviewed and disclosed the tire did not disclose the Frost and
ward matters.

A. This report is provided to the ottioo of the General
counsel tor any action it deems appropriate.
I. This investigation was coordinated with the FDIC} who

conducted a_separate, independent investigation ot these sane
matters. The FDIC investigating attorney is John Dovninq. _

Attachment:
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Letter. dated April 30, 1985, from Rose to the Arkansas
Securities Department.

Handwritten note, dated May 6, 1985. regarding Rose.

Handwritten note, dated May 6, 1905. regarding a letter fro
Rose concerning the Madison plan. '

Letter, dated.May 14, l9eS. regarding issuance of preferrec
stock by Madison.

Letter, dated July 10. l9l5, regarding Madison’: applicati:
to engage in brokerage activities.

Memorandum. dated July 17. l9l5, regarding the application
submitted by Madison. -

Letter, dated July 25, lsld, regarding the Madison
application.

correspondence relating to the transfer of the Frost matte
lose.

Electronic mail, dated January 10, 1994, regarding billing
submitted by Rose. ,

Electronic mail, dated January ll, 1994, regarding the lm
fira's involvement in Madison.
Assorted invoices from Rose regarding the Frost matter.

Letter from Rose confirming its representation 9! $50
PDIC/RTC in the frost setter.
Listing of matters handled by Rose for the FDIC/RTC.

Letter to Rose regarding the Frost lawsuit files

Letter regarding conflict concerns to lreslaw.

Letter regarding conflict concerns to o'Donnel1
Letter regarding conflict concerns to Paulson.

Letter from Rose regarding RTC Legal Services Aq?¢9l°"9

Legal Services Agreement between Rose and the RTC.

Legal Services Agreement between Rose and the FDIC

Electronic Mail. dated January
lo, 1994, from areslaw to

sultiple parties regarding th s investigation.
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202-778-1810

Michael Davidson, Esq.
Senate Legal Counsel
United States Senate
642 Hart Building
Second & Constitution Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC

Dear Michael:

I represent Lisa Caputo. Ms. Caputo has received a request
for documents from the Chairman and the Ranking Member of the
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. I have
been advised that Committee staff has conferred with the White
House Counsel's Office regarding this matter and that White Mouse
Counsel will produce to the Committee those<documents responsive to
the request which Ms. Caputo made available to Independent Counsel
Fiske in response to a grand jury subpoena served on the White
House.

If I may be of further service in this matter, do not hesitate
to contact me.

Sincerely yours,/‘
ldubbu/.., U. |"~vI"’,IH:
William W. Taylor, III

WWT/etw
cc: Lisa Caputo
Jane Sherburne

w
llllll
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July 1, 1994

flAjfi§§EN§EB

Kelly Cordes, Chief Clerk
Committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs

United States Senate
Room 534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Dear Ms. Cordes:

This will confirm receipt of a letter dated June 22, 1994
from Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle, Jr. and Senator Alfonse
M. D'Amato to Mark D. Gearan pertaining to hearings pursuant to
Senate Resolution 229. We have been asked by Mr. Gearan to
provide counsel to him in connection with this matter.

The June 22 letter requests production of certain documents.
In this connection, I have been in contact with attorneys in the
White House Counsel's Office and have been informed of
discussions between that office and the Committee concerning the
production of White House documents. Based on those discussions,
it is my understanding that the White House Counsel will be
producing today all White House documents produced to Independent
Counsel Robert Fiske in response to Grand Jury subpoenas issued
to the White House and White House Staff, including Mr. Gearan. I
am informed that this procedure is acceptable to Committee
Counsel. I am also told specifically that all White House
documents under Mr. Gearan's care, custody and control that were
produced to the Grand Jury are being produced to the Committee.
Mr. Gearan has no personal documents responsive to those
subpoenas.

1EK40l'SAM.BAB5524
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Kelly Cordes, Chief Clerk
July 1, 1994
Page 2

Accordingly, it is my understanding that it will not be
necessary for Mr. Gearan to make a separate production of the
same documents which are being produced by White House Counsel
today. I also understand that they will be providing an index of
the documents produced.

This will also confirm my understanding that the Committee
reserved its right to request additional documents and that a
response to such further request may not be governed by the
current agreement. Please be assured that Mr. Gearan is prepared
to respond directly to the Committee should it so desire and that
we have been assured the cooperation of White House Counsel in
connection with any requests from the Committee to produce White
House documents to the Committee directly.

Should you or any member of the Committee or its staff have
any questions, please contact me or my co-counsel Judith
Hammerschmidt at (202) 828-2211.

R tf llespec u
y,
Q
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The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Chairman
The Honorable Alfonse M. D’Amato
Ranking Member
United States Senate Committee on Banking
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

e0.

Re: Document Request to Harold Ickes

Dear Chairman Riegle and Senator D'Amato:

As counsel for Harold Ickes, Assistant to the
President and Deputy Chief of Staff, we write today in
response to your Committee's letter of June 22, 1994,
requesting that he provide you with certain documents.
Earlier this year, Mr. Ickes reviewed his files to iden
tify documents responsive to grand jury subpoenas issued
by Special Counsel Robert B. Fiske. That review also
would have identified all documents then in Mr. Ickes‘
possession, custody, or control responsive to your
Comittee's request.

The documents thus identified were furnished by
Mr. Ickes to the Office of White House Counsel. No per
sonal documents were withheld. We understand that the
Office of White House Counsel has reviewed the documents
furnished by Mr. Ickes and provided you with copies of
the same that are responsive to your Committee's request.
We are advised that in accordance with an understanding
reached between representatives of the White House and
the Committee, the document production by the White House
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The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
July 8, 1994
Page 2

in these circumstances satisfies the Committee's June 22
request to Mr. Ickes.

If you have any questions about document pro
duction, please do not hesitate to call me at 202-371
7180.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Bennett
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BY HAND DELIVER Y

Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr., Chairman
Senator Alfonse M. D'Amat0, Ranking Member
United States Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senators Riegle and D'Amato:

I represent Bruce R. Lindsey, Assistant to the President and Senior
Advisor, and am in receipt of your letter to him of June 22, 1994, regarding the
Senate's inquiry pursuant to Senate Resolution 229.

Mr. Lindsey does not have any documents within his custody, control
or possession relating to the matters listed in your June 22 letter, other than White
House documents that we understand are being produced directly to you by the
White House Counsel's office. Please let me know if we can provide any further
information.

Sincerely yours,

Z1/4/ad//%L¢//4 ~—\\
Allen R. Snyller

’

lmh

cc: Bruce R. Lindsey, Esq.
Lloyd N. Cutler, Esq.

FAX:(I0!)Q37-5'10TZLZX:H657\)(lCA.).l92757(W'U)(MILL:l-IOGANDIIWASHINGTON
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202-778-1810

Michael Davidson, Esq.
Senate Legal Counsel
United States Senate
642 Hart Building
Second & Constitution Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC

Dear Michael:

I represent Thomas F. McLarty, III. Mr. McLarty has received
a request for documents from the Chairman and the Ranking Member of
the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. I have
been advised that Committee staff has conferred with the White
House Counsel's Office regarding this matter and that White House
Counsel will produce to the Committee those documents responsive to
the request which Mr. McLarty made available to Independent Counsel
Fiske in response to a grand jury subpoena served on the White
House. .

If I may be of further service in this matter, do not hesitate
to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

wvwlnt (J7/@~1l~,Ilf
. William W. Taylor, III

WWT/etw
cc: Thomas F. McLarty, III
Jane Sherburne

1
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July 19, 1994

Special Counsel
United States Senate committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Dirkeen Senate office Building
R001! SD—53 4
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

_/
Re: Document Bgggest to Ingmgg F. Mgggrty. I11

Dear Mr. Dormer:

This is to tollow up on my letter to you or July 1, 1994 and
your telephone conversation with Leslie Berger of this office of
July 14, 1994. Mr. McLarty has reviewed his personal records and
has located no documents responsive tothe committee's request
dated June 22, 1994. If I may be or further assistance, please do
not hesitate to contact me. '

WWT/mb

Very truly yours,

wwnwa w.may/if
William W. Taylor, III

cc: Thomas F. McLarty, III
d:\aaoraey\lnb\5704\darmer.l\r
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August 3, 1994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Chairman
United States Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs
534 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-6050

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Re: Thomas F. McLarty, III
On June 22, 1994, this Committee requested that Mr. McLarty

produce documents related to contacts between Treasury or RTC
officials and White House officials regarding Madison. On July 1
and on July 19, 1994, we wrote to your office advising that Mr.
McLarty had produced all responsive documents. Mr. McLarty
recently noticed, however, that his personal Day—Timer for February
2, 1994, contains a reference to "Harold." A copy of the relevant
page is attached hereto. We have redacted the non-responsive
entries. Mr. McLarty believes that this entry may refer to the
February 2, 1994 meeting, which was set up by Mr. Harold Ickes and
to which Mr. McLarty was invited. As you know, Mr. McLarty did not
attend this meeting.
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The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
August 3, 1994
Page 2

Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any
questions regarding this document.

'ncerely yours,

Zine- E (""1 /"('73
William W. Taylor, III

WWT/mb
Enclosure

e:\nIIomey\lmb\$704\riegle.llr
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(202) 778-1810
September 26, 1994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr., Chairman
United States Senate Committee on Banking,
Housing & Urban Affairs
534 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6050

Re: Thomas F. McLartv. III
Dear Mr. Chairman:

On June 22, 1994, this Committee requested that Mr. McLarty
produce documents related to contacts between Treasury or RTC
officials and White House officials regarding Madison. On July 1
and on July 19, 1994, we wrote to your office advising that Mr.
McLarty had produced all responsive documents.

On September 22, 1994, we wrote and advised you that Mr.
McLarty had recently located a potentially responsive page from his
Day Timerl/ that had not previously been produced to White House
counsel. We provided you with a copy of that page.

1/ As we explained in our letter to you of August 10, 1994, you
have already received Mr. McLarty's daily office calendars.
Although Mr. McLarty occasionally lists meetings in the Day-Timer,
he primarily uses it as a reminder to himself of things to do.
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The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
September 26, 1994
Page 2

The discovery of that page caused Mr. McLarty to review his
Day-Timer for the relevant time period to ensure that no other
potentially responsive page had been overlooked. In the course of
that review, Mr. McLarty located a page for March 13, 1994, which
contains the entries "Altman letter (look over)" and "Altman
letter." A copy of the relevant page is attached hereto. We have
redacted the non—responsive entries.

Mr. McLarty has no recollection about these entries. However,
he believes the entries could refer to one of the letters that
Roger Altman wrote to Senator Riegle in which he supplemented his
Senate Banking Committee testimony of February 24, 1994.

Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any
questions regarding this document.

cerel
_- r

»- /oémi
William W. Taylor, III

WWT/mb
Enclosure

lmb\$704\rieglt.llr
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(202) 778-1848
February 9, 1995

Special Counsel
United States Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-534
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Re: Thomas F. McLarty, III
Dear Mr. Kravitz:

It has come to my attention today that due to a clerical error
a couple of the dates contained in a letter we sent to the
Committee on September 26, 1994 were inaccurate. Our September 26
letter related Ix: Nun McLarty's responses to the Committee's
document requests. I set forth below the correct information.

On June 22, 1994, the Committee requested that Mr. McLarty
produce documents related to contacts between Treasury or RTC
officials and White House officials regarding Madison. On July 1
and on July 19, 1994 we wrote to your office advising that Mr.
McLarty had produced all responsive documents.
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Neal Kravitz
February 9, 1995
Page 2

On August 3, 1994,” we wrote and advised you that Mr. McLarty
had recently located a potentially responsive page from his Day
Timer that had not previously been produced to White House counsel.
We provided you with a copy of that page on August 3.?

The discovery of that page caused Mr. McLarty to review his
Day Timer for the relevant time period to ensure that no other
potentially responsive page had been overlooked. In the course of
that review, Mr. McLarty located a page for March 13, 1994. We
provided you with a copy of that page on September 26.

In sum, we have written to the Committee on four occasions
regarding Mr. McLarty’s responses to document requests (July 1,
July 19, August 3 and September 26) and have provided the Committee
with two pages from Mr. McLarty’s Day Timer (a page dated February
2, 1994, which was provided on August 3; and a page dated March 13,
1994, which was provided on September 26). There are no other
letters or Day Timer pages.

I apologize for any confusion. Please feel free to contact me
if you have any questions.

Very truly yours,

Leslie M. Berge '

LMB/mb

d:\anorney\lmb\5704\knvitz.lu

1’ Our September 26 letter incorrectly identified the date of
this letter as September 22. There is no September 22 letter. The
correct date is August 3.
3/ Footnote 1 of our September 26, 1994 letter referred to a
letter of August 10. There is no letter of August 10. The
footnote reference is to the August 3 letter.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON ‘

July 1, 1994

!IA_IA£flIIILB
Kelly Codes
Chief clerk '

committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Atrairs
United states senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Cordee:

By letter dated June 22, 1994, chairman Riegle and Senator
D'Anato wrote to ne and requested that I provide certain records
to the Conittee on Banking, Houeinq, and Urban affairs in
oonneotion with hearings the committee will hold pursuant to
senate Resolution 229.

All of my documents responsive to the request are white
House documents that I have provided to the Nhite House counsel's
ottioe. I understand that the White House counsel's Ottioe will
be delivering any such responsive documents to the Committee. I
also understand that the White House Counsel's Ottice will be
providing the conittee a list identifying which ot the documents
being produced are tron my tiles.

Thank you tor your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

en R. Neu irth
Associate Counsel to the President

co: Jane Sherburne
Special Associate counsel to the President

J

I

I

E

1
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£kI2I¢C)LJD &: PNDIQTUEIZnewvomnNEWvonx
I200NEWHAMPSHIREAVENUE.N.W.
WASHINGTON,D.C20036-6655

ocuvzncoLoRAoo [Zoe]5724700
GAME"M7070"
FACSIIIILElZ02rI72-6720
TELEX$2733JAMES F FITIFATRICK

DIRECTLINEIZOZID72-CD75

July 1, 1994

¥IA_HE§§EH§EB

Ms. Kelly Cordes
Chief Clerk
United States Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Dear Ms. Cordes:

This is in response to your June 22, 1994 letter
to Bernard W. Nussbaum.

on behalf of Mr. Nussbaum, we enclose copies of
documents that we have numbered N00000l-46. They
represent the documents in Mr. Nussbaum's possession
that relate to communications between officials of the
White House and the Department of the Treasury or the
Resolution Trust Corporation relating to the Whitewater
Development Corporation and the Madison Guaranty savings
and Loan Association. The originals of those documents
are in the possession of the White House.

Mr. Nussbaum does not have any documents that
relate to the Park Service investigation into the death
of Vincent Foster or the way in White House officials
handled documents in the office of Vincent Foster at the
time of his death.

Mr. Nussbaum will be represented in these
proceedings by Lawrence B. Pedowitz and Robert B. Mazur
of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, 51 west 52nd Street,
New York, New York 10019 (212-403-1000) and by Peter
zimroth and me in our firm.

ncerely,

./
E
g
)

F. Fitzpatrick

LOSANGELES,CALIFORNIA

TOKYO.JAPAN

W
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North Central Region

Monday, March 9, 1992
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North Central Region

CLIP SHEETI Monday, March 9, 1992

Sclecttd News Articles PHWC A1!!!-fl

CLINTON DEFENDS

QREAL-ESTATE DEAL

Says Ha Losi at Least 325.000

and Did Nothing Improper

, ‘ lyflwtnl IIILL
0 . laIeIueha|asIVe\'Ii
Austin. mt. mm a- Gov.em
Clintonof Arkansasand todayma:he
andmsmic. Hmary.did lllhidfi ll!
pruperwhenmayemereda real-estate
pa;-mersmpvmhtheownerof a sav
ingsandkm: institutionthatwasaub
jetl Io IIIIG regulation
spanningno

rctponan
as he tam

saunadthrough use nods!fervotes
in theDemocraticPrrndsnual prima
ryenTuesday.Mr.Clintonandma:an
article aboutmasannershlp in The
NewYeti Timesen iuedaywas nus
lesdm;and thatheand his unis ten
moreman838.000Lnthegemvenom.
"news was no impvoprlezy."Mr.
Clinmnsaidatms~mtanner aide James B. Mt to
developlendinmeOasrla.

Flnaadallapses-s

‘m partnershipbeganIn 1078.when
Mg.cnmonwasArkanaara Anorney
General."1wasnotya Governor."he
aid loday.,andMr. Mcboussl “vss
notin anyhnancasllssuunhs."
'"1'helflidl seemsie u-my thatmy
wneandlnadnefinancialesoenus.‘
hewan:on."There'smm weld be
hnhtr lrommemun.
“Va wen jointlyandseverallyliable
ier:nors\han8ZN.U0vIoflhotdeII."
Mr. Clinleesud. he termedtheMs;
uenshlp"puniy prmia tnveaunsnl
thanwas ‘howl! NI» I VII H9117
loserforma.
The Timessnide raisedeuaslims
aboutthe Custom‘reistllnlfllv ‘ml
Mr. Mtnoasalandsnmeesisr Devel
opment.a wrpetausams! plamsd lo
um: theM aortaol Osarhl properly

THENEWYORKTIMES
Marth9,l992 -i-Z-ii--1-ii I

Lawyers Agree !

ToPayBigFine
In S.& L. Case
ly ST! PHEN LAIATQN
lfldufbflflfifili

WASHINGTON.Marcha- A lead
ingNewYorklawfirm lodayqreedto
Ply H1 BIIHIOHto mus Government
sooussuonathat anhad unprwany
wnhnelddamaginglnlormauonatom
lu client.a largeaavlflll sssetmm
whosefailurehasephenziasdthesav
ingsandloanindustry‘:fleaater.
Sturdybeforesouth; the8178nul
"OI!lanai: thattheGovsrsaaaaitiled
atleeysagalavyeraanlhennn.Kaye.
Scholar.Flmsan. Haysa Ilaadler.sa
sisusdawn lhll xheydidaeuunsunQ represcnlu Queries ll

end his uneela savings
liond Irma, C438.

§~
¥

.g
g
z

552 :5
3

5
3
2

sun
penlemyclosawoeflapas.
‘ma Govenunomsaid dds evanins
thatshemdcmemwould"assurethat
0\lflr1'n‘| seuvmesahatgavenaewe
lhetaaesnneveragaianpesied-”
Thseuidnaeuitmentinwninanliayl,
leaslernenhsradlalunerdaniaadas
6overnmtnt'|aooaasueI.|aaxpaeusd
uhsvsapmoundlrnpecteaswsveel
lawemsuneoovernsaestispnpsrtfl
ieuls:nu|snes:ie\vvsahassahst
lefllft smeudsmsalslaavtwelw
aoeivaamm aoersset hsunnua
easedin March ill. The nausea!
luansnedaeozaeaatasaarussevnlhis
moth
“Insuniii52%2?:§23§melon torvaesues

RecordsstunnedbyThe
Timeswerenneomphle.butII! snitls
e\|OI!ionNIhICIint::ns'molvemaua
ueveemreaiauznewhsekrmltbolr

says
savings Midi

uarantv.~u_wbw==wu_seuleuasIv
msantesetuniill oanulnsstl
‘maamtlsslseaaidthetsndllflu
r\X\|l"MI\lil4lndlIIIIlsGlnuIas
1|-npnperiydeduttldat least
ueenai oIY\I;I*!_§_'_':5_:.

3‘5

35?

s\es.|hsaa¢n¢Ylhstrsu|lalas|heaav
bflhduairyanduuefliledihslsusm
almgvnunhsl tieabeperueam.us
freezingassets is a issuemun:
Gavel-smtnnhaacrsdidanallynaarvad

CoudlnuadenP¢I0¢8.Cehms4
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H.000tntaxes.Hr. Cllmtll
Ma’
:1:
vcre nmevtn;

wya l-lauenllr. M s lawyerand

de;e:hea‘:'aea1a|"nmntti:r;ar
"I
"wt=all::‘ON ITIII ll’! Ill xi“

ltamd.the Clintcnaturneddon ltha‘I¢llII!T!llN"Ygl'l11I"'l
quuu {ormtcmewa.Insteadmam It-Irenvfllr. J01!MM
lawyaratoanawvrquaitlm-Iabout I Heaaldtnatanyauuestlunthat

emerartfle.The lawyer! were tn
vneweaIcr aavara-Ihour:lnperson
severalhouraby telaphonaand
vtdedI5 ta20dotummw

portionoI umjotntpartmnmp"Is
onlyfalse butprobablyacuonabla

In an meme-v lfl The ArltanaanMr.McD0tl$lI-"
DemocratGazettetoday.Mr. McDtltl-~~Ml “Cliff "*4 I1 IN fillwm“

menuthatWllltlwatn .-.
dad aa

rem s and .'_-.::,we ar.:'.'.-am.
whichht! la I’
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wausar

. haluptheamnaaalrcmMadamMutat

a allruntedby the Ina.anafllllan cl maaannalandloan
raaklaaa

dl|raaartl‘;'l
uutm-ma Its rwanua(mmtheinau
tutlnn.
‘ma anlcla alaecalledauanuonto

Mr.

Ig
r. Cllnl-0n'a

cl lrrarrgtwcbotaalusadmnayt tn Madtaamauatt Sena er.a W?! I
1

\ Guaranty ta momma 2
:

Cllnwnrltnathad representedMadmenOuaran“. Iy,aasun seomtloaCamxmsacnerat
by|aumewhentheln&&-mmonla¢adwall
Iblaclosureby thestate.

than TodayMr. Clintonuld hlaappoint
t.‘\amwaa"munltbetweenWhltetlafllfllngMn. Scballerwas not a way0!

'°9Ial:lna Mr. McDu-laal."I
ltatlnoana[antral quotedas laymgthattheCl

mimerhenorhisuvm andloan
prelerermaltrutrnantgum stateR;
ulaton

In a separatellatarncntatMr.
lt1n'anews canlerencatoday. Sa

tunadld nothtngamprwar and that DevelopmentCompanyand_'Ma:l!

an

; GuarantySavlngsandLoan
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nun accountatMadlsonwaseve
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1
:9 I neitherandmyvnianan anycontact."
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FAX TFIANSMITTAL

0*" om: of the General Counsel
DEPARTMENT OP THE ‘TREASURY
1500 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Room 3000

Washington, DC 202.20
, Telephone: (202) 622-0287

FAX: (202) 622-2882

nus; E2, J /77?
TO: ‘"71/. _/Z4/»/2. L//Lssémm g moss TO FOLLOW: /4’

FROM:._;Z4 /7 #4 /war? _

suarscn /872, ,_ W

Addreuoc FAX No.: ‘/53 -4.249 Confinnation 1%.: s/{'4 -4434

Noze: and Special lmrruczimu:
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HZ. ROQII C. -Allflllll
Page 3
February 3, 1994

on December 9, 1993, I wrote the RTC requesting access to e11
documents related to Madison Guaranty and its subsidiaries.

House and Committee Rules, House practices, and judicial precedent
support the proposition that the Ranking Minority Member is the
tunctional counterpart to the Chairman for Committee action. This
being the case, a request tor dOOunentl made by the Ranking
Minority Heeber has parallel standing with a request made by the
chairman or the Conittes. The Ranking Minority Member clearly has
a voice in the process and is entitled to intornation that will
enable the Ranking

Minority
Member to carry out his

constitutionally mandated overs gnt responsibilities.

Tneretore, the courtesy ot a detinitive reply to this document
request is requested by i2 noon, Monday, February 7, 1994. On this
matter, it is urged tnat you also consult with the Etnics Ottice as
to the relevance or the previously discussed recusal issue.

Again, let me stress that to the degree a centlict situation nay
exist in this matter in no way retlects on your personal integrity.
It is sieply an awkvard circumstance in contrast to e personal
embarrassment.

A. LBACH
g Member

Sincerely,

JAL:gp

Enclosure
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llIOlAlDUI

TO: Congressman,Leach

FROM: Banking Minority Stat!

RE: Madison Guaranty ("Madison")

In reviewing documents related to nadison in the possession or
Minority Banking, we have cone across material which may indicate
direct payment ot a loan of bill Clinton's by Madison through a
subsidiary.

Since the Hinority'e investigation is concerned with the possible
misuse of federally insured {undo to assist Whitewater and/or the
tormer Governor, we thought we should share the tollowing
intormation with you.

IUIIIIY
Based on documentary evidence available to the Minority, it
appears that Madison Marketing served, in at least one instance,
as a conduit or funds tron Madison Guaranty to Whitewater and
Governor Clinton. It this is correct, it would appear that
insured funds tron the tailed Madison Guaranty were diverted and
directly benezitted the Governor and his investment in
whitewater, a claim Clinton had denied.

DOCUIIIIITIOI

i In i903, Bill Clinton obtained a loan from Security Bank or
taragould, Arkansas tor

approximatelyh$20,a00 (loan
#975

585, Bill Clinton). The money tron is loan was used to'
pay or! the remaining balance or e loan at Madison Bank and
Trust or Kingston, Arkansas that was provided tor the
purpose or constructing a nodular home on lot I13 at
whitewater Estates. The loan at nadison Bank was provided
in 1900 to Hillary Clinton in the amount or $30,000.

0 On November 8, 1985, James Konougal sent a letter
accompanied by a check to Charles Campbell, vice President
ot Security Bank or Paragould, tor $7,322.42. The letter
tron hcbougal states that the check is principal and
interest payment on "Note 1957-585, Bill Clinton." [NotesIt appears that the loan number is a typographical error
with th

? superimposing of numbers 5 and 7 in the first three
dig ts. .
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( 3 )

I The check Mcbouqal enclosed with his letter to Mr. canpbell
is a Whitewater Development corporation check dated November
7, isss. The loan number retcrenced on the memo portion ot
the check is "Mote I975-585."

0 According to the check lodgers tor the whitewater
Development corporation (woe), the corporation's checking
account had the following balances: $189.50 on lo-lo-88;
end, $li.49 on lo-31-65. However, in order to cover the
payment or $7,322.42 on the Clinton loan, e deposit is
recorded on November 8, 1985 in the amount of $7,500.00.
The deposit is listed as coming tron "Madison Marketing."

I A 1986 Federal Home Loan Bank Board exam gives the
impression that Madison Marketing was largely a shah
corporation used to divert tederally insured resources to
insiders. The exam notes that "Until 1986, Susan Mcbougal
owned Madison Marketing." The report also states the
tollowing:

"Madison Marketinq is paid tor dcinq all the general
advertising tor Madison Guaranty and most ct the
advertising tor Madison rinancial'e land

development
I -§£31$§§';...’;‘.i 35.’§;°é:2‘;.';‘:§,*;‘;“Z€;‘.{';;‘§13321.2

Since 1983 these payments total $l,532,000.' W

"Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it
i2.“§§2§i‘i"£;”;2.‘22‘é.23°2,°€..§“S§2.“"$§§‘Zi‘€3.§‘$ifi°'
...
appegrs

to be
pertorngg gy

others.

llt

would appear
that Mad son Guarant cou ave an sap oyee perform
similar work tor much less money." _

.

"Mr. Lathes (an otticer ct Madison] stated that Madison
Marketing made no payments to any stockholders. This
statement is talse. As part or a test tor such
payments, the examiners discovered two remittances tron
Madison Marketing to Susan Mcbcugal

g
s large

stockholder of Madison] which total 50,000. This was
a test, and there may he additional payments." —v

COICLUIIOI

Given the shove circumstances. it would appear that tederally
insured deposits (i.e., tunds tron Madison Guaranty through
Madison Marketing), which, with the later tailure or Madison
pecans, in ettect, taxpayer obligations, were transterred tor thew
direct personal benetit or the torner Governor. _ ..£1 Ir
The above paynent also raises the question of whether Whitewater

NOOOOIS
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( 3 )

was treated as an artiliate or related interest at Madison
Guaranty and theretore subject to conrlict of interest statutes.
From a legal perspective, it could be argued that the

HcDou2als'
controlling

interest in nadison Guaranty and their aubstant el
ownership ntcrest in Whitewater could

Zuality
whitewater as an

"attiliate" or Madison Guaranty. Even 2 whitewater is not
considered a subsidiary, related interest, or attiliate or
Madison Guaranty, such an extension or tunds to a presumably
"unartiliated" entity would be very unusual and suspect.

It has been publicly reported, with respect to this loan
repayment, that both Whitewater and the Clintons took a tax
deduction related to interest paid on the same loan -- which the
Clintons later recognized as improper double deduction atter an
article ran in the flgg_1g;k_2ing;. What remains unclear is the
larger question ot whether the runds provided by Madison to
reduce the Clinton's liability were proper.or properly reported
as income tor income tax purposes.

As you know, we have received broad hints tron within the arc
that the agency has had under review money transfers trom Madison
to Whitewater. We will not know whether this type or activity
was more pervasive and part or a larger pattern unless, and
until, the agency provides us the documents we have requested.
It Madison provided any direct or indirect assistance to
whitewater, presuably halt the value of such would redound to
the advantage or each at the halt owners. In any regard, the
above

money
transfer underscores that then Governor Clinton had

personal 1 abilities reduced
by
a payment tron Madison. Such

payment presumably carries eth cal as well as tax
implicationsand is part and parcel or the $47 to $60 million est mated

taxpayer loss at Madison.

Attachments

I

I

1

I
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JIM l4tD0llGAL . '.

2. o. Box 1583 ,A,,»/""4
Little Rank, Azkaneee mos ¢--4'7

November 8, 1985

8

Me. Charles D. Campbell
Vite President
Security Bank
P. 0. Bea 670
Perageuld, Aekaneee 72050

Ra: Note #957-585, Bill Clinton

Dee: Mr. Campbell: .
'

lnelnead is e White Water Development Corporation cheek
Io: $7,322.42, repzeeenting Etineinal gaynent

0! $5,000

and intazeet payment of $2, 2 .42, on t e above note.

Thank you la: your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Q~..m.5%~._-;
Jim Mtbnugal

JH/ea
En:
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Telephone Log for BERNMRD NUSSBAUM
Telephone Calls from ALTMAN ROGER P39; 3; 1

|

B
R

I

02/24/94 ALTMAN ROGER
4 40 PM

Ph # (202) 662 1070 no mag just wants to speak with him.
Home

Car
Answered Fax Taken By: TRIPP
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Telephone Log for BERNMRD NUSSBADN
Telephone Calls from HANSEN JEAN Page #: 1

oz/03/94 sansm JEAN '

11:05 AM TREASURY
Ph #: (202) 622-0287
Home:

{
:1 Other

Car:
Answered Fax: Taken By: TOM
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 10. 1994

Dear Congressman Lightfoot:

Thank you for your letter of January ll. which asks whether public funds are being used to
provide the President with legal assistance related to issues surrounding Whitewater

Development Corporation and the former Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

As 1 am sure you realize. an investigation affecting a sitting President necessarily requires
the official attention of the White House staff. including the Office of the Counsel to the

President. For example. the White House has been called upon to respond to various

inquiries from members of Congress. Similarly. members of the_press have made inquiries
to the White House. These inquiries have required responses from the White House.
including legal judgments on matters affecting the office of President of the United States.

As you know, however, the President and Mrs. Clinton are represented personally by a -

private attorney. No public funds are being used to compensate that attorney. Furthermore.
no White House staff members are acting as lawyers for the President and the First Lady
where there is no official nexus.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

~

/5?’/Z%+~d W Nussbaum
Counsel to the President

The Honorable Jim Lightfoot
Member of Congress
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515
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THE. WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 22, 199:‘

9.
nznoaannuu ron waxrz nous: STAFF

1-‘non: smmnn w. NUSSBAUM
conmsm. TO -rm: PRESIDENT

stream n. uruwznrn /fl-/
ASSOCIATE cormsaz. TO ms PRESIDENT

RE: Brohibited Contacts vittuhqsnsira

Lt is imvozssnt that all member: of $ll§_Y"'lU=B_B9_ILS.I! stat:
recsqnize this shore ..a:s,sLqn.iIl2ant..res$_:i==.t1=na ozutbe Linda st
sum-Iunicetivns Lumber of me Wire muse statics! hare ma
insie1>en.dem: r=q1alasnrr.asensle§.....Execn:ixeeassn=i.e=.+ end their
ggmggngntg. These restrictions apply with particular force where
agencies have an adjudicative, investigative, enforcement,
intelligence, or procurement tunction. Violations of these
restrictions may result not only in siqniticant embarrassment to
the individual involved and the white House, but in legal
sanctions against the individual as well. -

’

The following discussion sets forth the restrictions
applicable when stat: are in contact with an agency. I; is

It you have
any questions, please consult the Counsel's office ggjggg making
any contact with an agency. fi_

A. contact with regulatory, investigative, intelligence, and
stwcurement aqensiea.» _ . , . E.

1. 3gg151g:1_5ggggigg: The cases that cone before these
agencies are of two general types: rulemakinq and
adjudicative. Both normally involve high stakes, are
very complicated, and are extremely imortant to the -
parties concerned. '“_*—

There is generally no justification for any white House
involvement in particular adjudicative or rulemaking
P1'°¢@9d11'199 at an?! 3991'"-BY -~
ruler nemenber ef, the star:s~
IQQDQI_AD_I2QQIQ_SQ_2D2_5Q1B§1§i§i!£_E§$§£I_2§flQ1flQ
boxer: that usher er an ..w_i~
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For rulemaking proceedings at Executive agencies, any
staff member considering contacting any agency about
such rulemaking should iiggt consult with the counsel's
office. In all events, no such contacts with Executive
agencies should be considered, nor will they be
approved, if they imply preferential treatment or undue
influence on the decision-making process.

Should you receive any inquiries with regard to pending
regulatory or rulemaking matters, you should refer the
inquiring party to the agency involved and express ng
opinion on the issues raised. white House staff
members should avoid even the mere gppgargngg of
interest or influence.

should an occasion arise in the course of your duties
where it appears necessary to discuss general policy
matters with the staff of an independent regulatory
agency, you shoqlg_f1gst consul; with the Counsells
gfifiigg to determine whether such contact would be
appropriate under the circumstances. Such clearance is
not required before contacting Executive agencies on
administrative, or purely executive or legislative,
matters. But such clearance 1; required where any
adjudicative, regulatory or procurement action is
involved.

The following agencies, while not an exhaustive _
listing, are regarded by the Justice Department as
independent and should not be contacted by white House
staff (except for routine referrals of mail or
administrative matters) without prior clearance from
the Counsel's office: ?_

Commodity Futures Trading Commission .
consumer Product Safety Commission
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Z
Federal Election commission .;
Federal Maritime Commission 1’

Federal Reserve system -

Federal Trade commission
'

Interstate commerce Commission - __,
National credit Union Administration
National Labor Relations Board
National Transportation safety Board
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Occupational Safety and Health Review commission
Securities and Exchange Comission
u.s. International Trade commission
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The following agencies, or components or Executive
departments or agencies, have signiricant regulatory or
adjudicative functions. Accordingly, they should not
be contacted with respect to the exercise ot those
functions without prior clearance from the counsel's
ottice (which clearance generally will not be given for
adjudicative actions and will be considered only on a
case-by—case basis for regulatory actions):

Environmental Protection Agency
Equal Employment Opportunity commission
Federal Aviation Administration
(Transportation)
Federal Energy Regulatory commission
(Energy)
Federal Labor Relations Authority
Food and Drug Administration
(HHS)
Foreign Claims settlement commission
(Justice)
Immigration and Naturalization Service
(Justice)
Merit Systems Protection Board
Mine safety and Health Administration
(Labor)
National Highway Trafric safety Administration
(Transportation)
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(Labor) -

overseas Private Investment corporation
Pension Benefit Guaranty corporation -

Social security Administration
(EH5)
U.S. Parole comission -~;=

(Justice) W“w_

This list is merely illustrative. Many bureaus and Y
divisions or agencies have authority to issue binding
regulations or to decide specific claims, and the same
rules on prior clearance tron the Counsel's office
apply for those entities as well.

You should be aware that the President and Vice- ,1
President are presently considering certain changes to
the regulatory review process, and further instructions
on contacts with regulatory agencies may be forthcoming
as those changes are adopted. H~= M set forth
in Part B or this section, the ban on agency contacts
extends to the litigating, investigative and
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adjudicatory divisions of the Department of Justice.
The same rules also apply to the Internal Revenue
service, the Inspectors General, the special counsel of
the Merit systems Protection Board, and similar
components of departments and agencies with authority
to investigate charges of misconduct. to conduct audits
of specific programs, or to bring complaints before
courts or other adjudicative bodies.

White House staff should also confer with the counsel's
office before contacting agencies with respect to
particular individuals. While the White House office
is not bound by the provisions of the Privacy Act of
1974, S U.S.C. sec. 552a, Federal agencies are
restricted by the Act from disclosing information about
individuals contained in their files. The white House
staff should be sensitive to these constraints.

Agencies in the intelligence community -- including the
CIA, NSA, BIA, the Intelligence Division of the FBI,
and the intelligence components of the military
services —- report to the President through his
Assistant for National Security Affairs. These
agencies should not be contacted directly without
coordinating first with the Assistant for National
security Affairs -- and, where issues of individual
privacy arise, with the counsel to the President.

Z:g§3;gmgg§_Aggg§1g§: In recent years, the public has
become increasingly sensitive to allegations of
improper influence in the awarding of government
<===fl=1'=¢*==- Remember of the White. l-louse staff Slzsulld

Officer about a contract in
or she has arersmel~Lm

L - . -. . This is true not only with respect
to calls or contacts in which influence is directly
exerted, but also as to so-called "status" calls or ,
other communications which might direct the attention
of the procurement officer to the fact that a white >*

House staff member has an interest. _

There may be occasions when the White House has a 17
legitimate interest in information about procurement

"

matters. In such instances, however, any communication
should be made only by persons who have no direct
interest themselves, and whose friends or associates
have no such interests. It is advisable that the lack
of such interest be made known to those receiving the
communication so that unintended inferences do not
arise. Moreover, to the extent possible, information

88-432 O — 95 — 27
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about a procurement matter should be obtained agggg the
contracting procedure is completed, or should be
obtained from persons not involved in the decision
making process. To avoid the appearance of conflict
and subsequent embarrassment, White House staff member:
who feel they must contact procurement agencies with
regard to pending matters should first contact the
Office of the counsel to the President.

Qemzmnisatinas with the Jieuartmens “Justina
As we are all aware, it is imperative that there be public
confidence in the effective and impartial administration of
the laws. Political figures and others may seek White House
intervention in pending criminal and civil matters, but it
undermines the administration of justice if the White House
even appears to be interfering in such cases.

The following procedures have been established for
communications between the White House staff and the
Department of Justice.

1. Any written or oral communication to the White House
concerning particular pending Department of Justice
investigations or criminal or civil cases mug; be
directed immediately to the counsel to the President.If appropriate and necessary, the inquiry will then be
transmitted by the Counsel's office to the office of
the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General.
N0 other member. at the Eiiiieeeflouse staff _s.h<=11.l.s1~§.i§.tn5.e~t.ion.a sreuith the Qsvartmentsf
lQ§£A§s

2. All requests for formal legal opinions from the
Department of Justice mug; be directed to the Counsel
to the President, who will in turn forward such
requests to the Office of the Attorney General or to
the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the office
of Legal Counsel. ,&~

3. Members of the the White House staff may communicate ‘
directly with the Department of Justice with respect tel“policy, legislation and budgeting matters. “*

Communications with the Department of theifreasurg
'

In light of the sensitive nature of matters before some of
the component agencies of the Department of the Treasury -
such as the office of Comptroller of the currency, the
Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
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Firearms, and the Secret Service -- the following procedures
have been established for communications between the White
House start and the Treasury Department:

1. Any written or oral comunication to the white House
concerning pending investigations or cases must be
directed to the Counsel to the President. If
appropriate and necessary, the inquiry will then be
transmitted to the office of the Deputy secretary or
the Treasury.

2. All inquiries which concern or may concern rulings on
pending applications, regulatory actions or
adjudications must likewise be directed to the Counsel
to the President for transmittal, if appropriate and
necessary, to the Deputy secretary (although it is
unlikely that inquiries with respect to adjudications
or to so-called "private" rulings will be considered
appropriate or necessary). -

3. Other than for routine "tax checks" in personnel
setters, requests for tax return ihrormation generally
will not be favored. All requests involving tax return
intormation mus; be directed to the counsel to the
President. It the information is deemed essential and
it permitted by the Internal Revenue Code, such ~

requests will be forwarded to the Deputy secretary ot
the Treasury (except tor routine "tax checks“, which
will be processed under our existing procedures);

4. Requests for information or statistical data of a
routine nature and comments regarding policy,
legislation and budgeting may continue to be handled
directly by white House stat! and appropriate Treasury
otticials. V

Procedures Governing Presidential Review of
'
P,
1'-L

Executive order 12547 (February 6, 1986) sets out procedures
for Presidential review or international aviation decisions
pursuant to Section 801 or the Federal Aviation Act, 49
U.s.c. Sec. 1461. Section 5 of the Executive order _;:
prohibits individuals within the Executive office of the
President from discussing section aoi cases -- those
involving international aviation -— with outside parties,
and requires such individuals to refer written _

~

communications on Section 801 cases from outside parties to
the appropriate office gg;;1§; the Executive ottice of the
President. white House start members should rgjggg to
discuss with interested private parties cases subject to the
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President's approval under Section 501. and should refer 531
written comunications concerning such cases to the
Counsel's office for appropriate referral.

Purely domestic aviation decisions not subject to
Presidential approval under section 801 would typically be
governed by the general policy against White House
involvement in particular adjudicative matters. You should
consult with the counsel's office before discussing such
cases with interested private parties or Government
agencies.

I I Q

The matters covered in this memorandum are intended only to
improve the internal management of the Executive Branch and are
not intended to create any right or benefit, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law by a party against the United
states, its agencies, its officers, or any person.
Please cooperate in observing the guidelines discussed

above. It you have any questions regarding these procedures,
please contact the Counsel's office.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

wasumofon

_ March 9, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL WHITE HOUSE STAFF

FROM: BERNARD W. NUSSBAUM
COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

STEPHEN R.
NEUWIRTNo/g§2;"~/ASSOCIATE COUNSEL T E PRESIDENT

RE: Prohibited Contacts with Agencies:
Qpllow-upjflemorandum) _) _ _

As discussed in our memorandum of February 22, 1993
(copy attached), it is important that all members of the White
House staff recognize that there are significant restrictions on
the kinds of communications a member of the White House staff may
have with independent regulatory agencies, executive branch
agencies and their components. It is also important that senior
members of the White House staff ensure compliance with these
restrictions within their offices.

This memorandum is intended to clarify certain issues
discussed in our February 22 memorandum. The following points
are intended to supplement, not replace, our February 22
memorandum, and the February 22 memorandum should continue to be
consulted for the broader range of topics it covers.

The rules discussed below and in our original
memorandum are intended to provide guidance in the absence of any
other formalized process for White House input in regulatory
matters. As noted in our February 22 memorandum, the President
and vice-President are presently considering certain changes to
the regulatory review process, and further instructions on
contacts with regulatory agencies may be forthcoming as those
changes are adopted. Moreover, these rules do not overturn those
existing Executive orders that provide mechanisms for regulatory
review (particularly defining the role of the Office of
Management and Budget). The procedures set forth in those orders
can continue to be followed.

1. AS a general rule, no member of the white House
staff should contact any igQeggndggt_gggngy (or its components)
with respect to any pending ggjggigggiyg or jnvgstiggtjve matter,

NOOOO40
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It may be appropriate in certain circumstances for white House
staff to discuss ggggmgging matters with an independent agency;
but prior to doing so, White House staff members must first
consult with the counsel's office. White House staff members
should also consult with the Counsel's office before discussing
general policy matters, or administrative or legislative issues,
with an independent agency. Such consultation with the
counsel's office can address broad areas of ongoing discussion.
(A list of independent agencies is set forth on page 2 of our
February 22 memorandum.)

9.
2. If an independent agency contacts a member of the

white House staff for information. it is normally appropriate for
the White House staff member to respond to such an inquiry. It
is important, however, that no such discussions occur if (a) the
White House staff member (or a relative, friend or business
associate) has a personal interest in the matter at issue; (b)
the inquiry relates to a particular rulemaking matter and the
White House staff member is aware the private parties have been
lobbying the white House with respect to that matter; (c) the
inquiry relates to a particular adjudicative or investigative
matter. Furthermore, in responding to such inquiries, it is
important that white House staff members respond only to the
specific inquiry, and not have discussions that would otherwise
be prohibited without prior counsel's office approval.

3. As a general rule, no member of the white House
staff should contact any executive branch agency (or its
components) with respect to any pending ggjggigggiyg or
inyeggigagigg matter. In some circumstances, it may be
appropriate for White House staff to have discussions with
executive branch agencies concerning gulgmggigg; but prior to
doing so, white House staff members should first consult with the
Counsel's office. The purpose of such consultation is to ensure
that no private parties are receiving preferential treatment, or
having undue influence upon, the rulemaking process. (A list of
executive branch agencies with significant regulatory or
adjudicative functions is set forth on page 3 of our February 22
memorandum.)

4. As a general rule, no clearance is necessary
before a member of the white House staff contacts an eggcutive
Q;gggQ_ggggg1 to discuss geggrgl pgligg matters or
administrative, executive or legislative issues. Keep in mind,
however, that such discussions become inappropriate when (a) the
White House staff member (or a relative, friend or business
associate) has a personal financial interest in the matter being
discussed or (b) the White House staff member is, or appears to
be, acting on behalf of a private party that has a financial
interest in the matter being discussed.

2
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5. White House staff should confer with the Counsel's
office before contacting independent or executive agencies with
respect to particular individuals. Moreover, white House staff
should be sensitive to the constraints placed on agencies by the
provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974.

6. Agencies in the intelligence community should not
be contacted directly without first coordinating any such
contacts with the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs. Where issues of individual privacy arise, the
Counsel to the President should also be contacted.

7. No member of the White House staff should contact
any procurement officer about a contract in which that staff
member has a personal financial interest or in which a relative,
friend or business associate has a financial interest. Moreover,
if contacts are made in circumstances where no such financial
interests are present, (a) such contacts should, to the extent
possible, be made after the contracting procedure is completed
and (b) the lack of such financial interest should be made known
to those receiving the communication so that unintended
inferences do not arise. To avoid even the appearance of
impropriety in procurement, the Counsel's office should be
consulted prior to any White House staff contacts on procurement
matters.

8. Special rules apply to contacts by White House
staff with the Department of Justice and with the Department of
the Treasury. Those rules are set forth on pages 5 and 6 of our
February 22 memorandum. Note that members of the White House
staff may communicate directly with either Department with
respect to policy, legislative or budgetary matters. '

9. The rules governing contacts with agencies apply
fully to matters concerning airlines and the airline industry.
Private parties attempting to solicit white House support on
domestic airline regulatory matters should generally be referred
to the agency with rulemaking or regulatory authority. In
addition, white House staff members must always refuse to discuss
with interested private parties cases subject to the President's
approval under Section 801 of the Federal Aviation Act __
(concerning Presidential review of international aviation ,

decisions). The counsel's office should be consulted before a
member of the white House staff has discussions with parties
interested in pending regulatory matters affecting an airline or
airlines. a_;;.

N000O42

3
I
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Hay 4, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL WHITE HOUSE STAFF

FROM: BERNARD W. NUSSBAUH
counsel to the President

STEPHEN R . NEUWIRTH
Associate Counsel to the President

as: I-lronibited Coentasrs vith_Assnsiea

By memoranda dated February 22 and March 8, 1993, we
set forth the policies governing communications by members of the
white House staff with independent regulatory agencies, executive
branch agencies and their components. In those nemoranda, we
explained that certain communications are prohibited without
prior approval from the White House Counsel's oftice (gégé,
communications with the Department of Justice concerning pending
criminal or civil cases and investigations, and communications
with other agencies concerning other adjudicative, investigative
or rulemaking matters).

Our memoranda also noted that the President and Vice
President are considering certain changes to the regulatory
review process, and that further guidance will be forthcoming
with respect to communications with agencies concerning pending
regulatory and rulemaking matters. (Many such communications on
regulatory and rulcmokinq matters are prohibited under the
policies currently in effect, as set forth in our memoranda.)

The regulatory review project —~ which is being
coordinated by Jack Quinn, counsel to vice President Gore, in
close cooperation with Sally Katzen, the Administrator-designate
of OIRA —- should be completed during the next six to eight
weeks. In the interim, and in order to ensure that the various
ottices within the White House do not send conflicting messages
to any agency or department, all communications with agencies on
specitio regulator! and gulemeging matters should be discussed in
egvance with Jack Quinn. (Once Belly Ratzen is confirmed by the
senate, all such communications should be discussed with her.)

All other communications requiring clearance from the
Counsel's ottice -- i‘gL, communications concerning pending
agjugicatiyg and iggggtigatiye matters, as well as matters
involving international aviation -- should continue to be cleared
with us.

»;
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At the same time, we reiterate the guidance in our
prior nemoranda that members of the white House stat! may
communicate directly with agencies or departments with respect to
policy, legislation or budgeting matters. Such communications
are appropriate if they do not address particular pending
adjudicative, investigative or rulemaking matters.

Thank you for your continuing assistance and
cooperation in this area.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 2, 199: F4!
MEMORANDUM ron warms nous: swnrr

rnon: asnnann w. NUSSBAUH ENi:?1/,/”"COUNSEL TO THE PRESID
e

CLIFFORD n. snoan C5;
ASSOCIATE counszn TO was PRESIDENT

RE: PolicvaflesardinseInyestisarions and Inyestisaxvzx
Agencies

In prior memoranda of February 22, 1993 and March 9, 1993,
we set forth policies governing communications between members of
the white House staff and independent regulatory agencies,
executive branch agencies, and their components. This memorandum
is intended to supplement our prior memoranda and to explain
white House policy regarding investigations and investigatory
agencies.

lil CQHTR¢T5_!1TE~INV3FTIQFTQBYeL§I¢1E§
White House contacts with investigatory agencies may arise

in three circumstances: (1) contacts regarding the initiation or
an investigation, (2) contacts regarding a pending investigation
or case, and (3) contacts regarding administrative matters.

9- Ih!_ZEI
‘
White House staft may have knowledge of a possible violation

of law or wrongful activities involving White House facilities or
personnel. Such information should be communicated to the
Counsel to the President. If Counsel determines that contact
with the FBI is warranted, Counsel will initially contact the
Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or the Associate
Attorney General. If continuing contact is required, Counsel and
the senior Justice Department official with whom Counsel is
dealing will design and monitor the continuing contact.
As stated in prior memoranda, with respect to pending

investigations or cases, any written or oral conunications
should be directed to the Counsel to the President. If
appropriate and necessary, counsel will contact the Attorney
General, the Deputy Attorney~ceneral;-or~the~Associats Attorney
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(2)
1§!!_II_LI£_!_

The white House Press Office generally should not disclose
ongoing investigations. In extraordinary circumstances, it is _
possible that a disclosure would be determined to serve the
public interest. Even in such extraordinary circumstances, Press
Office disclosure should be made only with the approval of (1)
the counsel to the President and (2) the Chief of Staff or Deputy
Chief of Staff. such disclosure should be made, moreover, if
possible, only after consultation between the Counsel to the
President and senior officials of the investigative entity's
Department.

(3) 2BZ5I_Q!ZI9Z_£QH1B9I_!III_ZlI

The white House Press office responds to inquiries and
provides information. A routine administrative function of the
Office is consultation with spokespersons for Departments and
agencies regarding public statements and publicly available
information. Nevertheless, it is essential to avoid any possible
appearance of interference with the FBI. Accordingly, in the
future, if the Press Office desires to communicate with FBI
spokespersons concerning public statements about a pending case
or investigation, the Press Office should contact the counsel to
the President. If the comunication is appropriate, Counsel will
notify the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or the
Associate Attorney General before it taxes place. If continuing
contact is required, Counsel and the senior Justice Department
official with whom Counsel is dealing will design and monitor the
continuing contact.

3 NOOOO45
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The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Chairman
The Honorable Alfonse D’Amato '*-'
Ranking Member
United States Senate Committee on Banking
S34 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Re: Document Request to John Podesta

Dear Chairman Riegle and Senator D'Amato:

As counsel for John Podesta, Assistant to the
President and Staff Secretary, we write today in response
~ to your Comittee's letter of June 22, 1994, requesting
that he provide you with certain documents. Earlier this
year, Mr. Podesta reviewed his files to identify docu
ments responsive to grand jury subpoenas issued by Spe
cial Counsel Robert B. Fiske. That review also will have
identified all documents then in Mr. Podesta‘s posses
sion, custody, or control responsive to your Committee's
request.

The documents thus identified were furnished by
Mr. Podesta to the Office of White House Counsel. No
personal documents were withheld. We understand that the
Office of White House Counsel has reviewed the documents
furnished by Mr. Podesta and provided you with copies of
the same that are responsive to your Committee's request.
We are advised that in accordance with an understanding
reached between representatives of the White House and
the Committee, the document production by the White House
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The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
July 8, 1994
Page 2

in these circumstances satisfies the Committee's June 22
request to Mr. Podesta.

If you have any questions in these regards,
please do not hesitate to call us.

Sincerely,

Alan

Kriegegé

Amy gifirin
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHFNGTON

July 1, 1994

Hon. Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Chairman
Hon. Alfonse M. D'Amato
Ranking Member
Committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs
United States Senate
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Attention: Kelly Cordes, Chief Clerk

Dear Sirs:

This letter is to respond to your June 22, 1994 letter
request for oertain records in preparation for the hearings
directed by Senate Resolution 229.

As page two of your letter anticipates, I have provided
records responsive to your request to officials in the White
House Counsel's office. I do not have a list of all of these
documents, but I have been assured that all such documents
responsive to your request will be produced by the White House in
accordance with understandings reached between the Committee and
the White House.

Beyond this, I have enclosed with this letter a copy of my
personal notes summarizing my interview with the FBI on Friday,
July 30, 1993, Bates stamped 300,000 — 300,003. For convenience,
I have also enclosed a typed version of these notes, Bates
stamped 400,000 — 400,003.

If you have further questions, please do not hesitate to
call.

Very truly yours,

Clif ord M. Sloan
Associate Counsel to the President
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"On Thursday, the Park Pohce and the FBI interviewed the secretaries In
the afternoon Bernie reviewed the files in Vince s office in the presence of me,
Steve, Bill Burton Michael Spafford 2 DOJ lawyers (David Margohs and Roger
Adams) 2 FBI agents, 2 Park Pohce and 2 Secret Service agents

Typed version of handwritten
notes of Clifford M. Sloan
Page 1 of 4

“1:00 pm

"'7/31/93

"The FBI interviewed me on Friday, Jan. 30.[sic]

"They began by asking me to describe everything I had done since the
suicide. I described Bernie's phone call to me on Tuesday night. I described the
situation on Wednesday, when we were huddled in Bernie's office, including the
President's stopping by to console us. I also described the President's condolences
to the staff. Then on Wednesday we met with the Park Police, the FBI, and DOJ.
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Typed version of handwritten
notes of Clifford M. Sloan
Page 2 of 4

"They questioned me extensively about the briefcase. I explained that
Bernie had taken some files out -- I was not sure whether they were in file folders
or not. The briefcase was relatively thin and was not bulging. I cannot remember
exactly whether I looked in the briefcase or not, but I think I recall thinking it
was empty because I thought it was a personal efl'ect (which could have been sent
to Jim Hamilton). The FBI agents expressed some skepticism that I would not
have seen anything in the briefcase. But I told them the truth, as related above.

"I explained that, on Friday, I was at the funeral. Early Saturday, I left for
the beach. Monday and Tuesday, I worked on the Freeh Confirmation and other
matters. I found out about the note for the first time on Tuesday night after it
had been turned over to
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Typed version of handwritten
notes of Clifford M. Sloan
Page 3 of 4

authorities. They asked me if I knew the substance of conversations about
whether to turn it over, including whether it should not be turned over because it
had damaging material. I told them I didn't know the substance of those
conversations, wasn't a party to them, had only heard vague fragments or
references. They asked me if I knew any other version of these events, and I said
no. They asked me if I knew of any other notes. I responded that I understood we
were looking for suicide notes or extortion/blackmail notes, and I knew of no other
such notes. I also explained that I had not personally reviewed every document in
Vince's office.

"One of the agents expressed skepticism about my not
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lyped version of handwritten
notes of Clifford M. Sloan
Page 4 of 4

knowing until Tuesday night because he thought the news would have travelled
quickly. I responded that I did not find it unusual and that, in any event, it was
what had happened. Another agent expressed skepticism that, if it had been
written shortly before his death, it would have been at the bottom of his briefcase
under a number of files. I explained that it was forcing me to speculate, that I did
not know when the note was written, and that, at any rate, I find it conceivable. I
take everything out of my briefcase when I go home and put it back in the next
day."
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BRAN |:> & Lowzu.
APIWCSDNILCORPORATION

923 FIFTEENTHSTREET,N.W.

WASHINGTON,D.C.EOOO5

Tn.:m-cour:(202)ea:-9700
Tsrccommz1202)731-7535

July 1, 1994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
chairmen
United States Senate
committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs
SD—534 Dirksen Senate office Building
Washington, D.c. 20510-6075
Attna Kelly Cordes

Dear Hr. Chairmen:

I represent George Btephanopoulos and an responding to your
June 22, 1994 letter requesting documents in connection with
hearings to be conducted under Senate Resolution 229.

It is my understanding that the White House has gathered and
is producing any documents relating to my client which are within
the description you provided and that there are no additional
documents within his personal possession or control concerning
the subjects specified.

Sincerely,

Stanley H. Brand i

6HBlm0b
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PHILADELPHIA couusztons ATLAW WASHINGTON
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TOKYO

EDWARD 5.6. Dzums, JR.
Dun.nmxcvI202!467-7043

July 1, 1994

Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Chairman
Committee On Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs
United States Senate
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amato
Ranking Member
Committee On Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs
United States Senate
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Re: Mu£~
Gentlemen:

Please be advised that I represent Margaret Ann
Williams, Chief of Staff to the First Lady. As Ms. Williams’
counsel, I have been provided with a copy of your June 22, 1994
letter to her.

As you know, the Office of Independent Counsel
previously issued grand jury subpoenas to Ms. Williams and the
White House. At that time, Ms. Williams provided the Office of
White House Counsel with all documents in her possession, custody
or control which were responsive to the subpoenas. The Office of
White House Counsel then produced those and other documents to
Independent Counsel. I understand that an agreement has been
reached under which the Office of White House Counsel will
produce to the Committee copies of the documents that office
produced on Ms. Williams’ behalf in response to the grand jury
subpoenas. I further understand that, insofar as documents
created in the course of Ms. Williams’ official duties are con
cerned, this production by the Office of White House Counsel will
satisfy the document request set forth in your June 22, 1994
letter to Ms. Williams, subject to the Committee's right to
request further information at a later date. Please be advised

1
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Honorable Donald W Rlegle, Jr
Honorable Alfonse M D Amato
July 1 1994
Page 2 “

that Ms Wllllams has no personal documents I8SpOHS1V€ to your

Please do not hesltate to contact me 1f I may be of
further ass1stance

ally y-urs,

war ennls, Jr

88-432 (864)

-1




